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Aet. I.—contributions to encephalic
ANATOMY.

By E. C. Spitzk/V, M. D., New York.

PART I.

The Raphe and its dependencies,' systemic relations of the

central tulular gray matter, and the participation of
the tegmental ganglicB in the motor projection

system.

AN accurate knowledge of the nerve strands in tlie medulla

oblongata and nodus encepliali is the key to the compre-

hension of the remainder of the brain, and to acquire this know! -

edge a study of the raphe is indispensable. It is through the

raphe that the important innervations of speech, and facial ex-

pression are placed untler the control of the hemisplieres; it is

through the raphe, that the restiforni column israetamoi'phosed

from the posterior spinal columns, and finally, it is through

this tract, and its dependencies, that the transformation of the

pyramids, to certain areas of the coi'd is effected. The first

trace of anything resembling the pyramidal decussation in the

1
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ocular movements and accommodation, namely, that i;nlike

those nnclei engaged in volantary expression, articulation and

plionation, they are not under tlie direct control of the hemi-

spheres, but only mediately, that is through the corpora

quadrigemina. This would be in perfect accordance with the

experimental results obtained by Adamuck, which showed that

these bodies were the seat of all associated movements of the

eyeball.

Among those fibres, which Meynert traces as the second

projection to the upper nucleus trigemini, I have found a

few to originate in the substantia nigra. This relation is also

suffffestive, and will be discussed in Part II.

Lower down, as stated, tlie raphe is rendered obscure, by the

crossiiigof the brachiura conjunctivum, and it is not before

the origin of the facial nerve is reached that the relation

ao-ain becomes clear. At the altitude of the common abducens

facial nucleus, the rectilinear fibres again become predomi-

nant, their terminus can be traced to the nucleus in question,

and their origin is clearly in the deep transverse, and oc-

casionally in the vertical fibres of the pons. That they

consequently represent a cerebral source of innervation will

appear clear to those who are fiimiliar with the recent writings

on the pons.

In how far these fibres place abducens-cells, or facialis-cells,

under hemisplieric control, it is impossible to state directly
;

inferentially, I should be inclined to suppose, for reasons to

be stated, that if any of these fibres go to the abducens origin,

they must be at a minimum. To the lower facial nucleus I have

not been able to trace any raphe fibres, but I am satisfied that

a direct transition of such fibres to tlie horse-shoe sliaped facial

root tahes place without the intervention of cells. In this

region, tho fibres of the reticular formation begin to cross the

raphe, and henceforth the latter assumes its characteristic ap-

pearance of a regularly branched tree. Here, also, it becomes

locally widened by the crossing of the trapezium fibres.

It again sufiers a diminution in diameter at the point where

the auditory nerve nucleus reaches its greatest development,

that is, in the altitude of the strioe medullares albae, where

the facial nucleus disappears, and the hypoglossal has not be-
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gun to appear. Some of the fibres in tlie striae medullares

can be traced to tiie raplie.

Witli the development of tlie inferior olivary body, and the

commencing decussation of the restiforni column, the raphe

assumes relations which herald the approaching pyramidal de-

cussation. It gains additional importance from its relations to

the hypoglossal and accessory nerves. Here I have been able

to trace the direct passage of an axis cylinder of large calibre

from the anterior pyramids, to a large multipolar cell of the

hypoglossal nucleus, whose peripheral process passed to the

nerve roots; an incontestible proof of Meynert's projection

theory.

Certain of the fibres which terminate in the hypoglossal nu-

cleus, or the roots directly, remain on the same side of the me-
dian line whence they have originated, the majority cross to the

opposite side. To what extent fibres from the reticular forma-

tion may terminate in this nucleus, or in the vago-accessory

nucleus, I am unable to state precisely; I must leave this an

open question. Very frequently, nbrffi arcuatte of the reticu-

lar formation, do not cross the raphe directly, but run parallel

with and among its fibres for varying distances, before they

emerge on the other side; that some of these may even extend

as far as the nucleus is not impossible, and should such an oc-

currence be proven for certain of these fibres which can be

traced to the hilus of the inferior olivary body, Schroeder Yan
der Kolk's hypothesis, regarding the relation of this body to

speech coordination, would deserve renewed consideration.

There is a relative constancy in the development of the teg-

mental tracts, and the restiform columns in the various mam-
malia which 1 have examined, in this connection, and accord-

ingly I have found an enlargement of the raphe, correspond-

ing to the point where most of the fibrse arcuatse cross, in all

of them; relatively larger in the dog, as compared with man,

however.

It is this area of the raphe which gradually increases in

size as the decussation of the pyramids is approached. It con-

sists at first solely of parallel bundles which cross in regular

groups, entirely, and broader in front than behind, and the

fasciculi emerging on either side, being separated by verti-
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cal fibres, it presents one of the most beautiful objects in cere-

bral anatomy, and may be likened in outline to tbe stem of the

century plant. It is one of the most favorable localities for

tracing single axis cylinders for a considerable distance. Thus

far tliese fibres do not merit the name of a sensory decussation,

and Meynert's designation to that efl:ect in his figure 260

(Strieker's Handblich der Gewebe-lehre II., p. 303) is errone-

ous. These fibres do not leave the pyramids, but repi'esent the

last decussating fibres of the restiform column, and can be

clearly and distinctly traced to those fibrse arcuatas which pass

tlirough and ai'ound the internal accessory olive. Lower down,

however, a transition occurs, fibres from the outer area of the

anterior pyramids, join the fasciculi described, and run with

them to the faniculi cuneatl and funiculi graciles; this is

the commencement of the proper sensory decussation, and this

gradual passage of the restiform into the pyramidal decussa-

tion, has doubtless misled Meynert. The lower down we pass,

the more do pyramidal fibres replace those derived from otlier

sources, until finally the decussation is composed of pyramidal

fibres solely. How the upper finely tasciculated sensory de-

'

cnssationis gradually replaced by the motor, has been correctly

and exhaustively described by Meynert, Clarke, and others.

It is not to be held for a moment that a sharp demarcation

can be made between those areas of the pyramids which take

part in the motor, and those which constitute the sensory de-

cussation; although we can say that the outer fibres, as a rule,

ffo to the latter, and the inner to the former, yet at the transi-

tion, tasciculi from either are inextricably mingled.

Thus the raphe is the medium for the hemispheric projec-

tion of those motor innervations, which stand in the closest

relation to our intellect, and this innervation, as a rule, is

brought down from the opposite hemisphere. It is further-

more probable, that auditory impressions travel tlirough this

tract, as well as tliose of taste. A relatively small lesion in

this raphe will consequently produce more severe symptoms

than a larger lesion in the crus or pyramids, for it cuts off en-

tirely the influence of the will over tlie peripheral nerves. As

an illustration of this severe effect of raphe lesions, I can

point to the ease of a paretic, who independently of the usual
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intellectual and motor disturbances characteristic of the disease

from which he suffered, became, several months before iiis death,

afflicted with complete and persistent alalia; he could not

enunciate a single word, there was no agraphia or alexia, and

those motions of the tongue which prevent its getting between

the teeth in mastication, did not seem to be interfered with,

and no trophic distui'bance could be found in the tongue of any

kind whatsoever. He died in an apoplectic attack, and on mi-

croscopic examination of successive sections, through the me-

dulla and pons, an intense sclerosis of the raphe was found,

occluding the whole transverse diameter, at the altitude of the

hypoglossal nucleus. It occupied an approximately central po-

sition between the anterior and posterior extremities of the

raphe, and beyond, that is, behind it, the vertical fibres were de-

generated. The nucleus hypoglossi, as well as the outer roots,

were healthy. On tracing the lesion upward, it was found to

become gradually lost at the altitude of the tacial origin. In

this case, the sclerosis had formed around one of the long vas-

cular twigs which run in the raphe, and, as vessels frequently

form the starting point for sclerotic processes, it will be well

to give that attention to this area which it deserves. I have at

prelent a specimen of an apoplectic clot, destroying the raphe

under examination. Unfortunately, no symptoms could be re-

ferred to it, as there was an immense and fatal extravasation

in the corpus striatum and insula coexisting.

It may be well here to refer to the beautiful homology ex-

isting between the various fasciculi, which under the name of

fibraj arcuatse, cross the raphe throughout its whole length

and depth. They all bear intimate relations to the cerebellum,

and all enter into connection with ganglionic masses, which

have in their turn certain structural peculiarities in common.

The three fibre systems in question are the brachium conjunc-

tivum, the trapezium, and the restiform column. The former

passes through the nucleus tegmenti (Luys' olive superieure),

the second through the superior olivary body, the last through

the inferior olivary body—the olive par exGellence. Some of

these fibriB arcuataj are derived from the tegmental tracts

proper, and in tlieni the large ganglionic cells of the reticular

formation are found occupying definite positions.
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This position can be only found in longitudinal sections, and

is more constant in the carnivora than in man
;
as with the

former, they also appear better developed and more numerous.

Their long axis, and their axis cylinder processes (of which I

have sometimes found two, one at each end, besides the nu-

merous protoplasmic ones) run from before backwards ; that

is, in parallelism with the nerve roots. What their ultimate

destination is, 1 am not able to say with regard to all of them;

there is no sharp demarcation between them and the lower

facial nucleus, and the lower nuclei of the accessorius nerve;

in fact, from reasons founded on a comparative study of vari-

ous animals, I am disposed to look upon these latter nuclei as

merely being concentrations of the scattered cells in the re-

ticular formation. The latter, in man at least, seem to be

mostly subservient depots of the lateral mixed system of

Meynert.

The nerve nuclei tlieinselves, liave been so accurately de-

scribed by authors, that 1 cannot add anything to their

descriptions. I would merely call attention to a ditlerence

in the shape of certain cells which ai-e contained in, or at

least situated near, the motor nuclei. These cells are round,

mostly small, and resemble somewhat the bodies found in the

interspinal ganglia. They form a separate and distinct ac-

cumulation just below the hypoglossal nucleus, close to the

raphe, and enter into relations with the tiner fibres of the hy-

poglossal nucleus. They are less numerous near the accessory

origin, and still less at the facial. It is highly probable that

these cell groups exercise some specific, perhaps trophic,

funijtion.

A somewhat similar continuous column can be traced from

the upper quintus origin down through the auditory nucleus.

These cells are large, and nearly all of them can be traced to

the quintus-roots ; they become less spherical and richer in

processes the lower we descend, and in one region, well known

as the substantia ferruginea, are deeply and constantly pig-

mented (in adult man.)

Not always do the nuclei give origin solely to those nerve

roots whose name they bear ; thus a beautifully marked group

of cells, in the outer portion of the hypoglossal nucleus, sends
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out a fasciciilns, running a zig-zag course towards tlie origin of

the spinal accessory nerve. These cells, and their processes,

appear to possess rather the characters ascribed by Meynert

to projection mechanisms, than to associating fasciculi. For

physiological reasons, we would be inclined to suspect a close

relation between the hypoglossal and part of the accessory

origins ; and here is an anatomical basis for the idea.

In his recent painstaking and valuable contribution to cere-

bral anatomy, Forel takes the ground that Meynert's state-

ments regarding the origin and termination of the tegmental

ti-acts, are not based upon exact observation. A¥ith regard to

the posterior longitudinal fasciculus, he may bo correct; but I

must endorse Meynert's description for all the other fiisciculi,

particularly the fibres derived from the thalamus. The lower

vertebrata, and also the lower mammalia, such as the rodentia,

exhibit clearly on axial sections, that the vertical fibres of

Meynert's motor field are connected with the thalamus above

(and also with the subthalamic region), and pass mainly into

the lateral column of the cord below. Single axis cylinders

can be traced for a great distance in fortunate sections, and

few indeed can be seen to curve out of the direct path. In

man the relations are less clear on account of the great extent

of the brachiuiu conjunctivum and the nucleus tegmenti. The

propriety of terming this a " motor field," may be disputed

(I am inclined rather to consider it a mixed tract), but the

anatomical connections are facts.

Concerning the posterior longitudinal fasciculus, I have not

been able to trace it beyond the altitude of the posterior com-

missure in any animal; thus confirming Forel's statement. I

have also found it atrophic in the mole and hat ,• and can en-

dorse Forel's deduction, that it probably has some relation to

vision, or the ocular movements, or their association with other

movements. I can trace it to the deepest portion of the col-

umns of Turck, in the cord ; in man, in addition, the lower

fibres scatter and contribute to the whole area of the anterior

columns. I most distinctly assert, that its fibres are not lost

in the reticular formation, but can in man, as well as in ani-

mals, be clearly traced as far as, or lower down even, than the

pyramidal decussation. I possess two longitudinal sections,
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from the peduncular axis of the eat, which show a direct ter-

mination of a fascicuhis of this bundle, in the nucleus troch-

learis, after separating from the main cord, a few lines higher

up ; its fibres, like the majority of the fibres in the posterior

longitudinal fascicuhis, are of the larger variety.

The peculiar relation of the abducens nerve, to which I have

adverted, when speaking of the raphe, cannot be so satisfac-

torily settled. On sagittal sections, from the same animal, I

observe fibres of a finer variety passing into the abducens

nucleus, in the same plane, in which the peripheral roots

proper pass o%tt. They uncpiestionably connect with the nerve

cells in the nucleus, and according to Meynert's scheme, and

all physiological probabilities, they must place the abducens

nerve under the control of some higher ganglion. Which, I

am not prepared to say, as the upper terminus of this "second

projection tract" is unknown to me. It crosses the facial root,

and seems to run under the ventricular ependyma.

In no group of animals have I found the posterior longitu-

dinal fasciculus as well developed as in the chelonia,' not that

it is larger, but better demarcated, and more easily traced than

in other animals, examined thus far. In the Chelydra it is

a perfectly round fasciculus, which in the absence of larger

nerve nuclei, runs closer to the ependyma ventriculorum than

*I may here remark, that the only writer who has studied the brain of

the turtle microscopically—Stieda,—has committed one very grave blun-

der. He states that the turtle's brain possesses no conarium (pineal body.)

The Chrysemys pieta, Nnnnemys guttata, Chelydra serpentina, Cutudo Caro-

Una, and Caleinys Mulilenherrji, all of which species I have examined, pos-

sess a distinct pineal gland; and in the brain of a r/iaZassoc/ie/j/s (weighmg

one hundred and eighty pounds, when alive, whose head I obtained

through the courtesy of Dr. E. Messemer), I found this body to fully equal

the human conarium in size. Unless great.care is exercised in removing

the dura and arachnoidea, this body is apt to be torn away, and to lack of

skill in dissecting, no doubt, are attributable the statements found in

several older anatomies, that the pineal gland is occasionally absent in

the human being! I have never failed to find it in fifty-one brains, in

which this body was sought for; but lo find- it, and keep it in situ, it is

necessary to split the velum interpositum, with whose processes this body

is in a close connection. The absence of the piue.al body in any group

of amuiote vertebrates would be so atypical, that I venture this provisory

correction of Stieda's statement. I can show this body in every turtle.
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in the mainmalia, raising the ventricular floor so as to form a

columnar elevation on each side of the median grove of the

fourth ventricle. It need not be stated, that this is in no wise

identical with the similarly situated eminentia teres of the

mammalia, which is pushed up by the curved facial rout and

the motor nuclei. In the TJialassochelys marina tiie upper

end of this fasciculus, appnjximates the crescentic shape, so

characteristic of the mammalian medulla and .pons. We may

consider the round form to represent an ancestral type, just as

the Chelydra represents an ancestral form of the chelonia,

which is documented not only in its external configuration,

but also in the simple valve-like cerebellum, which contrasts

markedly with the globular and massive cerebellum of the

Emydffi, and tlie marine species, in wliich that body is even

rudimentarily foliated.

That the posterior longitudinal fasciculus should exist so

well developed in animals whose hemispheres are as poorly

developed as the turtles, seems to be conclusive evidence

against Meynert's view of its origin in the ansa peduncularis,

especially when we bear in mind the dictum for which we are

indebted to Meynert himself, that the dimensions of a fasci-

culus in the transverse section, depend upon the mass of grey

matter with which it is connected.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Art. ir.—action UF THE ALKALOIDS OF OPIUM.

By Isaac Ott, A. M., M. D.,

Latis Dkmonstkatok of Physiology, Univeksitv hf Penna.

EVERY one kuows that when a full dose ofopiniu is taken,

that it produces asleep which is not like our actual sleep,

either in its accession, progress, duration or subsequent ettect.

All phj'siciaus are aware that in some people this drug does

not produce sleep, but often hallucination, and in some cases

vomiting, and rarely tetanoid effects. The composition of this

drug, according to the latest researches' is as follows:

1. Morphia discovered by Sertuerner, - 1804

Its derivatives,

Oxyinorphia,
" " Schuetzenberger, - 1865

Desoxymorphia, " " Wright, - 1871

Apomorphia discovered by Mathiessen and Wright, ls71

Bromoniorphide,
|

Bromotetramorphine, \
« " Wright - - - 1872

Ohlorotetramorphine,
j

2. Codeine (Paverine) discovered by Eobiquet, - 1832

I(s derivatives,

Dicodeine,

Tricodeine,

Tetracodeine,

Desoxycodeine,
j

" " Wright, - 1872

Bromocodide, \

Chlorocodide,
|

Apocodeine, J

3. Narcotine (opium, anarcouite. trimethylnonarcotine).

discovered bv Derosue. - - 1873

* Jahresbericht ueber die FortseliriUe der Pharmacic, von Wiggers unci

Huseman, 1872.
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Its derivatives,

Bimethylnornarcotine, ]

Methvliionarcotine, '

\
discovered by Mattliiessen and

Nornarcotine,
j

^"^^^r, - - 1868

Tarconine, discovered by Jorgenseii, - • - 1869

Cotariiine, ) ,, u xn- 1

1

^r,,.
r. . 1 ^

Woehler, - - - 1844
Upianic acid.

\

4. Narceine " " Pelletier - - 1833

5. Pseudo-morpliine (Phormine),

discovered by Pelletier, - - 1835

6. Thebaine (Paramorpliia), discovered by Pelletier, 1835

Its derivatives,

Thebenine,
) t i i tt h^w™ , . . V discovered by Hesse, - - - 18 <0

Inebaicine, j

7. Papaverine, " " Merck, - - 1848

Its derivatives,

Nitropapaverine, ) << a * j ^^^^
-P,

^ ^
.

' v " " Anderson, - 1855
liromopapaveniie,

j

8. Opianine, " " Hinterberger, - 1851

9. Cryptopine, " " Smiles and T. and H.

Smitli, - - - - - 1864

Its derivative.

Nitrocryptopine " " Hesse, - - 1872

10. Meconidine, " " '• - 1870-1871

11. Lanthopine, " " " "

12. Codamiiie, " " " "

13. Laiidanine, " " " ''

14. Laudanosine, " " '• "

15. Protopine, " " " "

16. Hydrocotarnine, " " "

The above sixteen principal bodies are securely grounded as

organic bases.

DOtTBTFUL BASES.

1. Porphyro.xine (opin) discovered by Merck, 1837, is

denied by Hesse as being a separate base.

2. Metamorpliiue, discovered by Wittstein.

3. Rhoeadine, " " Hesse.

4. Deuteropine, " " ^i . . jg^j
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NON-NITROGENOUS NEUTRAL BODY.

5. Mceonine, (O pi an vl), discovered hy Dublane. J 836

ORGANIC ACIDS.

6 Meconic. <lipcovered by Sertuerner. - - l^Oo

7'. Thebolactie, " " T. and H. Smith.

The per ceiitage^ in which some of the alkaloids exist is as

follows:

Morphia - - - 2-15 per cent.

jSTarcotine, - - * "

Papaverine, - - " about 1

Codeine, - - - less than 1 " "

Thebaine - - - less than
1 1^' '^^

Narceine - - " .01-.02

Opium- en masse causes a sleepy nearly narcotic action,

quickly disappearing, whilst morphia jn-oduces a deep and

prolonged sleep. Morphia disturbs the stomach more than

opium^'and its action is more prolonged. Opium is in some

cases better borne than morphia; in others the reverse hap-

pens. After either opium or morphia there is a period of exci.

tation which in the case of morphia soon passes into sleepi-

ness whilst after opium this excitement lasts longer. Opium

causes a more lasting tingling in the skin than morphia or

codeia, and constipates more than morphia, but does not

cause as much diaphoresis. Morphia increases the urinary

secretion more than opium.

Dr. Eisenmann, of Wiirzburg, has shown that opmra

increases the curative properties of all the heroic remedies, and

diminishes their toxic. Bernard found that a subcutaneous

dose of morphia causes the amount of chloroform f.n- purposes

of ansesthesia to be smaller in cpiantity.

Dr. Da Costa discovered that the after-effects of morplna

could be subdued or prevented by bromide of potassium.

Whilst opium in bulk is narcotic, its alkaloids are tetanic

as well as soporific, these elements are powerful and in some

cases antagonistic.

It is only by the separate study of them that we can elect

1. Hermann's Toxicologie.

2. Kohler's Handbwh.
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the eiFect which we desire. In the study of poisons there are
three sources which can be benefited ; they are physiology, tox-

icology and therapeutics. As, for example, the action of

atropia to paralyze the pneumogastric, to counteract an over-

dose of morphia, or to save cases of poisoning by agaricus
muscariiis, a variety of poisonous musliroom. Whilst the
poisons of the mineral kingdom, when introduced into tlie

system, unite to form compounds with albuminous bodies of
the tissues causing a destruction of their functions; those of

the vegetable, neither alter the tissues nor the blood, but seem
to act npon the nervous tissue itself, probably by a chemical
union witli the same." Brown and Eraser have shown that

the chemical constitution of an alkaloid has a great influence

on the action of a drug, as methylstrychnia acts not like

strychnia, but like curarine.

All the alkaloids used by me were obtained from Merck's
laboratory, Darmstadt, and were administered hypodermic-
ally. In studying the action of them, I made use of frogs

and man.

As the action on the frog's heart will be studied, I will

briefly give a general view of the cardiac nervous apparatus.
There are situated in the heart, nerve masses, called ganglia:

Remak's in the sinus venosus ; Bidder's in the left auriculo-

ventricular septum and Ludwig's in the auricular septum.
The excito-motor are comparable to the steam of an eno:ine,

the muscles of the heart to the driving-wheels
; whilst Lud-

wig's ganglia are similar to the fly-wheel or governor. The
pneumogastrics are united with the inhibitory ganglia, and
when atropine, nicotine, conia, or lobelina are administered,
these nerves are paralyzed. When muscarine is administered,

the heart is stopped in diastole by excitation of the inhibitory
ganglia. If now, atropine is administered, the heart will

commence to beat again, but if nicotine is given, no such an
effect will take place.

The following experiments illustrates this:

Exp. 1. Frog at 5.8 p. M. Heart beating normally. 5.10

*Pharmakolog. Untermch. von Dr. M. .J. Rossbach I. Band, 1874.
III. und IV. Heft.
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p. M. .001. gr. muscarine injected into the vein,—heart im-

mediately arrested, makes slight contractions when tapped.

5.17 p. M. 1-iOth of a drop nicotine by the vein. Up to 5.20

p. M., no contraction followed, when a milligramme of atropine

was injected, and it began immediately to feebly beat.

To explain this, Sehmiedeberg assumes the arrangement to

be as follows

:

Muscarine stops the heart by irritating the inhibitory

ganglia, whilst nicotine like atropine paralyzes the pnenmo-

gastrics ; the former paralyzes only the apparatus connecting

the trunk of the pneumogastric with the inhibitory ganglia,

but atropine paralyzes the inhibitory ganglia.

Although the inhibitory fibres of the pneumogastric are

paralyzed by both atropine and nicotine, j'et on irritating the

trunks of the vagi it is found that there are accelerating fibres

which run in them and are not affected, as in the following ex-

peri ment

:

Exp. 2. Frog was given \ gtt. drop nicotine subcutaneously.

4.25 p. >[.; heart beat 28. 4.27, p. m. ; heart beat 36, vagus

irritated with Dubois's coil at 130 millimetres. 4.37, p. m.
;

heart beat 24. 4.40 p.m.; heart beat 33, vagus irritated with

Dubois's coil at 50 millimetres. 4.45 p. m. ; heart beat 24, liga-

ture placed around the pneumogastric and the nerve irritated

on the side of ligature farthest from the heart. 4.40, p. m. ;

heart beat 24.

Hence, it is inferred that in point of fact the inhibitory

fibres are not really paralyzed, but seem so because the ganglia

by which they express their action are. If conia is given,

there is a true paralysis of the inhibitory fibres liecause there

are no accelerating influences exerted on the heart on irritat-

ing the vagi. It was shown that a similar alkaloid, lobelina,

paralyzes the pneumogastrics. To discover if it paralyzed the

inhibitory ganglia or the trunks of the vagi, or the apparatus

connecting the inhibitory ganglia with the trunks of the ])neu-

mogastrics the following experiments were made :

Exp. 3. Frog at 8. IS a. m., heart beating 48 per minute,

when a little chloride of muscarine was subcutaneously in-

jected. 8.21 A.M.; the heart was arrested in diastole. 8.24

A. M., two drops of the acetate of lobelina were introduced sub-

cutaneously.
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8.51 A. M., the heart remains quiet.

8.52 A. M., .001 gramme of atropine under the skin.

8.53 A. M., a feeble contraction is seen.

8.69 A. M., eight contractions.

9 A. M., .001 gramme atropine.

9.5 A. M., eight contractions stronger.

9.10 A. M., « " "

9.12 A. M., twenty "

9.15 A. M., thirty-two contractions.

9.20 A. M., thirty-four "

9.22 A. M., forty

As will he seen by an examination of the above experiment,

sufficient time was given for the lobelina to paralyze the inhib-

itory ganglia, for it acts slowly, yet it was unable to start the

heart as atropine did subsequently. When lobelina was iirst

administered and then muscarine given, the slowing of the

heart still took place.

Exp. 4. Frog at 9.32, received two gtt. of lobelina under
the skin.

11 A. M., heart beat 52., two milligrammes of nniscarine was
then injected subcutaneously.

11.4 A. M., heart beat, 48.

11.5 '•
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the heart in diastole. Now, if after giving lobelina, irritation

of the sinus venosus arrests the heart, there is additional proof

that lobelina does not paralyze the inhibitory ganglia.

Exp. 6. Frog at 1.21 p. m., received three drops of lobelina.

1 r. M., the sinus venosus was irritated and arrest of tlie heart

in diastole for five seconds followed.

The next question that arises, does lobelina paralyze the

accelerating fibres of the pneumogastric, or does it, like nico-

tine, leave them intact '^ "With this view the next experiment

was instituted.

Exp. T. Frog at 1.20 p. M., had left vagus carefully pre

pared and placed on a thread, with one Grove cell eighty-one

millimetres high and fifty-eight millimetres in diameter, and

Dubois's secondary coil at ninety-three millimetres, the nerve

was Irritated and the heart stopped in diastole.

1.21 p. M., three gtt. of lobelina given subcutaneously.

1.56 " heart beat 24

1.59 " heart beat 24 ; vagus irritated at 70 mm. for

fifteen seconds.

2.7 p. M., heart beat 26 ; coil at 70 mm. and pneumogastric

irritated.

2.11 p. M., heart beat 24; vagus irritated with coil at

0. Helmholtz's modification of the instrument put on.

2.26 p. M., heai't beat 28.

2.27 p. M. heart beat 28, vagus irritated thirty seconds with

coil at 0.

2.56 p. M., heart beat 25.

2.57 p. M., heart beat 26, vagus irritated sixty seconds.

Coil at 0.

As is seen, there is no increased rapidity of the heart's action

such as would take place with nicotine. Now, as lobelina

does not act on the inhibitory ganglia, and does paralyze the

accelerating as well as the inhibitory fibres of the pneumo-

gastric, the inference is that lobelina paralyzes the vagi by

acting on the nerve trunk itselt\ just as it does on the motor

nerves themselves.

The fact that after the administration of atropine, calabar

bean is able to slow the lieart, has led some to infer that

it and muscarine act on different parts, but after atropine
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is ffiveii, Boehin has shown tluat the heart was slowed some

and returned to its original beat on the administration of atro-

pine. I have also seen a similar action take place so that

at p]-esent there is no very good reason to assume that musca-

rine and physostigmine act on different ganglia.

CEYPTOPIA.

This body was first discovered by Messrs T. and II. Smith,

of Edinburgh, in 1864. It melts at 217° C, is easily soluble

in chloroform, scarcely soluble in alcohol and insoluble in

ether. It is basic, and forms salts with acids.

Dr. S. W. Mitchell^ found that one-fifth of a grain of

Messrs. Smith's make, introduced under the skin of a pigeon

caused death on the third day, which was probably due to

other causes, as he supposed.

Dr. Immanuel Munk - who obtained the drug from Dr. O.

Hesse, of Berlin, arrived at the following conclusions:

1. Cardiac movements were slowed by moderate doses, and

tiu'ough large doses completely arrested ; this arrest being

due to paralysis of the cardiac muscle.

2. Large doses paralyzed the respiratory centers thus caus-

ing death. The spinal centers are also paralyzed and there is

a loss of reflex excitability, and disturbance of movement.

3. In warm-blooded animals the cardiac conti'actions were re-

duced independently of the lessening of the respiratory fre-

quency. In warm-blooded animals the stoppage of respi-

i-ation is preceded by violent spasms and convulsions which

are not due to asphyxia, for they did not appear when

artificial respiration was practiced.

Sippeir'' found that at first it acted as an excitant, then as

a paralysant to respiratory centres. That the reduction of

the respiratory frequency produces a considerable amount of

carbonic acid in the blood which causes convulsions and

death. It also reduces the excitability of the spinal cord,

motor nerves and muscles. It arrests the heart by pai-alysis of

the cardiac muscle.

1 Ainer. Med. Jour., Jan., 1870.

3 Versudie ueber die Wirkung des Orj/ptopins. Thesis, Marburg, 187:!.

3 Fortschritte der Pharmacoynosie, Pharmacie uiid 'J'oxicologie vou
G. Dragendorff, 1874.
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llarley'-' found it to be only oue-tVmrtli as powerful as mor-

pliia as a hypnotic. It is also a convulsivant, and he states

that there are about fonr ounces of this body to a ton of opium.

The cryptopia was administered in the form of the acetate,

it being dissolved with a slight amount of heat.

Experiments. Frog at 2:7 p. m., received .02 gramme of

cryptopia. 2:30 p. m., there arecrampdike movements, is par-

tially paralyzed and sleeping. 2: 39 p. m., posterior extremities

only seem hyperajsthetic, the remainder of the body not. A
wave of contraction rnns from the body outward when it is

touched, respiration slower. 2:50 p. m., legs extended. 4:35

p. :m., frog is sleeping and recovering. Next morning is still

greatly sensitive, and croaks when touched, a character-

istic of many of the opium alkaloids. The sensibility is so

o-reat that he is elevated on the tips of his four extremities

when touched.

Experiment 0. Frog at 10:40 a. m., received .005 gramme of

cryptopia snbcutaneously, respirations frequent. Animal sits

still, but manifests a slight disposition to jump when touched.

10:42 A.M., pupil dilated. 10:45 a. m., hops about. 10:50 a.

M. .005 grains of cryptopia. 10:53 A. m., shows little incli-

nation to move, respirations frequent. 11 a. m., 005 gramme

injected, is sleeping,fore extrei~nities weak, posterior extremities

strono-. 11:12 a. m., on irritation the movements are feeble.

11:24 A. M., lies with extremities extended, pupils contracted,

respiratory movement now and then. 11:59 a. m., .005 gramme

of cryptopia, pulse 11 per quarter of a minute. 12:2 p. m.. 005

gramme of cryptopia. 12:7 p. m., heart beat 4 per quarter, no

respiratory movement, occasionally spontaneously struggles.

12:20 p. M., death. Motor nerves irritable with Dnbois's coil at

125 millimetres one Grove cell, probe thrust down the spine

excites contraction, heart beat four per. minnte, ventricle in

complete diastole, tilled with blood, when pricked, beats.

Experiment 10. Frog at 1 p. m., received .015 gramme of

cryptopia, at tirst sits quietly, then leaps away, respiration

frequent and ]inpils dilated. 1.57 p. m., hardly any movement

on pinching, no respiratory action. Death at 4 p. ji.

* St. Ttwmas Hospital Reports, 1871, Vol. II., p. 133.
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Experiment 11. Froi,^ at 3:37 p. m. received .0025 gramme

of cryptopia, some escaping, respirations frequent, pupils

dilated. 3:55 p.m. loss of sensibility and motility. 4. p. m.

respirations labored, pupil contracted, fore extremities weak.

Death at 1::5 p. m.

Tiie action of cryptopia is shown by the above experiments

to be as follows: the frog sits still at first, then leaps away,

frequency of breathing and dilatation of pupil, loss of co-

ordinating power over the anterior extremities then over pos-

terior, increase and subsequent decrease of sensibility, dim-

inution of respiratory movement, heart slowing and finally

diastolic arrest. It is filled with blood.

ACTIOX ON MOTOR NERVES.

In Studying tlie action on them I employed Dubois' in

duction apparatus and a Grove cell. The nearer the secondary

coil is approximated to the primary the less is the excitability

of the nerve. By tyhig oneof the iliac arteries, I preserved

the sciatic nerve of that side from the action of the poison.

Experiment 12. Frog at 11:30 a. m. received .01 gramme

of cryptopia subcutaneously, right iliac artery previously li-

gated. 11.45 a. m. pupils dilated, leaps away with difiiculty,

respirations slower. 12 m., frog is sleeping, fore extremities

weak, respirations slow and superficial. 12:35 v. m., .01 gramme

cryptopia, general tremors of the whole body, crawls, n)ove-

ments jerky, unsteady. 12:50 p. m., respirations now and then,

pupil contracting, when feet are tapped there are tremulous

movements. 1:26 p. m., .005 gramme injected. 1:47 p.m.,

.005 gramme again injected. 4 p. m., frog dead. No reflex

movements upon irritation of central end of sciatic of either

side. Motor nerves of poisoned side irritable at twenty-five

centimetres, of sound side at 34.5 centimetres. Spine thrust

causes movement, heart beat, thirty two per minute.

Experiment 13. Frog at 10 :55 a. m. , received .025 gramme

ofcryptopia subcutaneously, some escaping right iliac artery

previously tied. 11 a. m., no respiratory movement visible,

gasps with mouth opened widely, pupil contracted, hops

about, fore extremities weak. 11:7 a. m., sleeping. 11:45 a-

M., lies sprawling. 12:30 p. m., dead. Eight sciatic irritable
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at tifty-two centimetres : poisoned sciatic at fortj'-two cen-

timetres, irritation of spinal cord produces 'slight twitches in

both extremities, heart making a few feeble movements.

These experiments show that it requires a stronger electric

current to excite the sciatics which were acted upon by the

cryptopia than those which did not receive it. The conclusion

necessarily follows that cryto]iia slightly lowers the irritability

of the motor nerves.

SENSORY NEEVES.

To study the action on the sensory nerves I ligated the

iliac artery on one side which would prevent the poison de-

stroying the sensory nerves in that extremity, though the

motor nerves are depressed in their irritability they are yet

able to carry nervous impulses, as was shown when the spine

was irritated. Hence any want of reflex action must be either

in the spinal cord or the sensory nerves.

Experiment l-±. Frog received at 11 :i5 r. m., .03 gramme

of cryptopia, right iliac artery previously ligated. 12 m., pupil,

after a short stage ofdilatation, contracted, respirations now and

then. 12.15 v. ii., makes slight movements, lies sprawling,

pupils contracted, no respiratory movement. 1:40 v. m., dead,

no movement on irritating the skin of either posterior extrem-

ity. Sciatic nerves ligatured, but no reflex action by irritating

their central extremity. Heart does not beat.

Experiment 15. Frog at 12:15 p. m., received .O-t gramme

of cryptopia. Right iliac artery previously ligated. 12:11)

p. M.
,
pupil slightly contracted, makes a respiratory movement

now and then, fore extremities weak. On pinching skin of

either side no reflex action. 1 p.m., death. Trunk of right

sciatic irritated and no reflex movement. These experiments

prove that the sensory nerves are probably not at fault, as in

the right sciatic they did not receive any poison, and con-

sequently could call out reflex movements if the spinal cord

and motor nerves and muscles were able to act. I have pre-

viously shown that the motor nerves and muscles were able

to carry impulses, so the inference is that the want of reflex

action is situated in the spinal cord. The study of a poison

on the sensory nerves is difficult and all results on them are

not as satisfactory as they might be.
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REFLEX ACTION.

For considerable time it has been known that after ani])u-

tation of the head, the reflex excitability of the spinal cord was

increased.

Setschenow discovered that mainly in the tlialami opticiand

corpora striata are situated nerve centres which inliil:)it reflex

action. Now if the thalami optici or the corpora quadrigemina

are irritated there is a considerable depression of spinal ex-

citability. To estimate the amount of this reduction a frog is

huno- up in a vertical direction, and one of his hind feet is al-

lowed to rest in a very dilute solution of sulphuric acid till it

is withdrawn. The time that the foot is in the water ex-

presses the amount of inliilntion of reflex action, and is meas-

ured either by a metronome or clock beating seconds. The

cerebrum is ablated to prevent voluntary movements. In the

living frog this is done by cutting in a line with the anterior

edge of the membrana tympani.

Experiment 16. Frog cerebrum ablated.

Time of reflex movement

by thevery dilute acid solutioii

'

2.10 P. M.
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Now as the increase and decrease of reflex excitability iis

wholly spinal, this must be a direct action of cryptopia, and

not through slowing of the heart, or heoioi-rhsige from the

operative procedures.

ACTION ON THE jStUSCLE.

In studying the action on muscle I poisoned the frog with

cryptopia, and after a few hours severed the medulla, de-

stroyed the spinal cord, and placed the animal on Marey's

myographic table, and attached the tendo-achillis to the myo-

graph of Marey; the nerve or muscle then was irritated and

the curve registered. I used as registering apparatus Se-

cretan's second axis. This curve was compared with that ob-

tained from an unpoisoned frog. I found tiuit the height of

the muscle curve was less than normal in the cryptopia

series.

CIECULATION.
Heart Beat.

Experiment 19. Frog at 9:53 a.m. 48

9:5<) " cryptopia .01 gr.

9:5'7 44

10:00 40

10:02 40

10:36 36

10:37, cryptopia, .01 gr.

10:49 32

10:51, cryptopia, .02 gr.

11:18 28

11:25 26

12:00 M. 24

12:30 P.M., cryptopia, .01 gr.

1:19 20

2:07 20

5:00, beating now and then,

heart in diastole.

This experiment demonstrates that cryptopia slows the

heart. Now this result must be due either to an increased

activity of the cardio-inhibitory apparatus, or lessened ac-

tivity of the excito-motor ganglia, or the cardiac muscle

itself.
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Experiment 20. Frog, vagi divided.

11:12 a.m. heart beat, 36

11:15 " cryptopia, .02gr

11:17 "
'

32

11:25 " 32

12:00 m. S

12:10 p.m. S

12:30 8

12:35 vermicular movement now and

tlien of the ventricle, ventricle in diastole, as is seen during

in-itntion of tlie pnenmogastric.

12:56 P.M. lufus. digitalis, 2 cubic centimetres.

12:57 " 16 "

2:00 " heart stopped.

There is certainly no stimulation here of the central end of

the central inhibitory apparatus, for such action is excluded

by the section of the vagi.

Experiment 21. Frog received at 3:55 p.m., .002 gr. of

atropine, and at -1:05 p.m., .005 gr. of cryptopia; 4:12 p.m., .005

gr. of cryptopia: i:20 p.m., .01 gramme of cryptopia.

4:40 P.M. Heart beat, - - - - 48

5:25 " «"--•-- 32

6:22 " - ------ 32

11:00 '• Heart in diastole, and at rest.

Here cryptopia, notwithstanding the paralysis of the periph-

eral end of the cardio-inhibitory apparatus, still arrests the

heart. Now this slowing must be seated either in the exeito-

motor ganglia or in the cardiac muscle itself. As the striated

muscles have diminished irritability, and the cardiac muscle

soon loses its excitability, it is probable that the slowing is

due to weakness of cardiac muscle. The revival of the heart

beat by infus. digitalis is also confirmatory evidence, as this

drug is a stimulant to cardiac muscle.

ACTION ON man.

Experiment 22. Pulse 76; respiration 16 at 6:55 p.m.

6:56 P.M. Cryptopia, gr. ^ by the mouth.

7:20 p.m. Pulse 82; respiration 20; pupil slightly dilated;
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sliglit tinglina; of the skin; feel sleepy during the evening;

there is no nausea.

In accordance with previous observers, cryptopia is a pleas-

ant hypnotic.

THEBAIN.

This alkaloid was discovered by Pelletier and Tliiboumery in

1832. Magendie first announced that it was a tetanic agent.

Orfila confirmed it, as did also Beruard, Baxt. Mueller,' Crum-

Brown and Frazer, S. W. Mitchell,'' Rabuteau and Ozanam.^

r have also studied it, and found it to be a spinal convulsi-

vant, acting neither on the motor nor sensory nerves or muscles;

that it increases the pulse and blood-pressure by an action on

the vaso-motor centre and the heart itself, and that the reflex

action of the depressor nerve is not interfered with.

Experiment 23. Small frog at 8.27 a.m. received .005 gr.

of thebain; 8.29 a.m., pupil dilated, respirations slow; 8.30

A.M., tetanus, pupil contracted; 8.47 a.m., .0025 gr. of thebain;

9.15 a.m., pupil contracted; 10.00 a.m., animal dead; motor

nerves are iri-itable.

As is seen, thebain is a tetanizing agent.

Experiment 24. Frog received .005 gr. of thebain by the

stomach at lO'.lO a.m; 10.15 a.m., tetanus followed; head

severed, but tetanus still occurs occasionally.

As is the case with strychnia, tliebaiu excites convulsions,

which are spinal in origin.

MOTOR NERVES.

Experiment 25. Frog, right iliac artery and vein ligated;

at 10.18 A.i\[., when he also received .015 gr. of thebain; 10.22

A.M., tetanus; 10.23 a.m., .005 gr. of thebain ;
pupil contracted;

11.05 AM., dead; sound nerve responds at fifty centimetres;

poisoned nerve at forty-five; spine thrust; causes a few

twitches in femoral muscles.

The motor nerves, as well as muscles, retain their normal

irritability.

1. Das Thebain, eine Momgrapliie. Marburg, 1868.

2. American Medical Journal, January, 1870.

3. Dr. G. B. Woods' Therapeutics.

4. The physiological action of Ihebiiiu. Boston, Med. c6 Surg. Jour.

Apr. 1875.
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SENSORY NERVES.

Experiment 26. Frog at 10.42 a.m., received .002 gr. of

thebaiii; riglit iliac artery tied; tetanus follows; death at

11.40 A.M. On irritating the skin of either side, or the cen-

tral end of the sciatics, there ensues no reflex action.

Experiment 27. Frog, abdominal aorta ligated; .0025

gramme of thehain injected under the skin of the lower jaw;

tetanus followed over the whole body.

Experiment 28. Frog at 9.49 a. m. had spinal cord cut

below the origin of the nerves of the anterior extremities,

the spinal branches of the aorta severed; .0025 gr. of thebain

injected under the skin of the lower jaw ; 10.00 a.m., convul-

sions of the anterior extremities, reflex action in posterior ex-

tremities; 10.15 A.JL, convulsions of anterior extremities, none

in ]30sterior extremities, although reflex action still continues.

By the ingenious methods of Brown-Sequard' in experi-

ments twenty-seven and twenty-eight, I found in the first that

tetanus supervenes in the. posterior extremities when they do

not receive any poison; and in the second experiment, that

when the spine did not receive the poison, but the sensory

nerves of the posterior extremities, there was no tetanus in

them. Hence the conclusion is that the tetanus is generated

by a direct action on the spinal cord.

action on the aroscLE.

By studying the muscle-curves obtained by the method al-

ready detailed under the head of "Cryptopia," I found no

change in them.

ACTION ON THE CIRCULATION.

I have shown that in warm-blooded animals tlie increase tif

pulse is due to an action on the heart, and the increase of

blood-pressure to an action on the vaso.-motor centre.

COD EI A.

It was thought by KunkeP to be a narcotic, and that it

was distinguishable from morphia l)y not.ca\ising, like the lat-

ter, the hyenoid posture, and that it was convulsivant.

1. Tliese pour le Doctoral en Medieine, par F. W. Boaueliii.

3. Husemaun. Die PJkinzenstof'e.
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He stated that tlie cardiac and respiratory movements were

increased in frequency. Berthe observed tliat it caused

stnpor, paralysis of the posterior extremities, weakening of the

heart-beat, diminished respiration, sleep, followed by con-

vulsions, and death. He stated that it produced the hyenoid

posture, and saw no acceleration of the pulse or respiration.

Bernard' observed that it caused a sleep not as deep as that of

morphia. On frogs, according to Cogswell and Albers, it was

a convulsivant, causing hypersesthesia.

Baxt- observed coma, energetic contractions upon external

irritation. Waclis saw in a frog a change of carriage, due to want

of power over tlie adductors, a peculiarity I have also seen after

narceineand papaverine; loss of movement, stretching cramps,

clonic convulsions. Crum-Brown and Frazer, in rabbits, saw

convulsions. My specimen dissolved without color in sul-

phuric acid, which heated to 150° and cooled, give with nitric

acid a blood-red color.

Experiment 29. Frog at 11.16 a.m. received .002 gr. cod.

sulph., sits still.

11.25 A.M., .008 gr. cod. sulph., sleeping.

12.00 M. Ci'oaks when touched, hypersesthetic.

1.10 P.M. Hypersesthesia very great, so m;\ch so that touch

throws the body into marked contraction.

Next day, 1.36 p.m., same state; .010 gr. codeia sulph.

subcirtaneously ; 2.27 p.m., tetanus of the whole body on touch.

On third day, after poisoning, tetanus, crawls with a trembling

gait. During the fourth and fifth da}^ it seemed to have re-

covered from the tetanus, but on the sixtli day it again broke

out, and death ensued.

Experiment 30. Frog at 10 a.m. received .002 gr. cod.

sulph.; at 10:04 a.m., .002 gr. cod. sulph.; 11.45 a.m., tonic

cramps— sleeping. Oi; section of cord the cramps continue.

These experiments show tliat codeia is narcotic and con-

vulsivant.

ACTION ON muscle CUEVK.

Following the usual plan already detailed, I obtained curves,

which have a longer period of relaxation than takes place in

1. Lecons aur les Anesihetiques.

3. ReicherVs Aychiv. 1809.
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normal muscle. The curve is similar to that produced by

veratria.

ACTIOX ox CIRCITLATIOX.

Experiment 31. 9.20 a.m. Heart l)eat, 46

Experiment 32.

Experiment 33.

9.20
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4.20 P.M. Pulse 76; respirations 22; dilatation of the pupil;

feel quite sleepy; tingling through the skin.

5.12 P.M. Very sleepy; lie down; supper was taken at 5

P.M.
;
pulse SS; respirations 20; pupil dilated.

6.12 P.M. Pulse SO; respirations 20; pujjil contracted; re-

covered fully l)y 10 P.M., although nausea and depressant

action follows.

In my case eodeia was a hypnotic, followed by considerable

gastric disturbance.

CHLOROCODIDE.

That the paper ma}' be more complete, I shall add to it the

existing knowledge of the derivatives of the alkaloids.

Dr. Gee^ noticed that in a cat it produced salivation; dila-

tation of the pupils, with restlessness, tetanus and death.

It is extremely bitter, but does not produce in man the

aching fullness of quinine.

APOCODEIA.

Dr. Wickhara Legg^ states that the chloride in grain doses

in dogs produces in five to ten minutes vomiting, and four to

five grains, coma and death.

Its action on man is not anything at all, or feeble.

NARCEIN.

Bernard first stated that this body was an excellent narcotic.

This has been refuted by Ilarley, Dr. S. W. Mitchell, and Dr.

Da Costa. Baxt observed that in frogs it produced excite-

ment, aTid then a half comatose state, without any im])ortant

alteration of the breathing or heart-beat. Thei-e was also de-

pression of irritability. It is quite evident that all the bodies

used under the name of narcein, were either imjnireor totally

d liferent articles.

This body dissolved in hydrocldoric acid and water without

color, with nitric acid, it gave an orange color, with sulphuric

acid a yellow color passing into a greenish yellow, and finally

a reddish brown.

1. St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports. 1869. American Med. .Touriuil.

1870.

3. St. Bartholomew's Reports. 1870; pp. 97.
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Experiment 35. Frog at :2 p.m. received .03 gr. ofnarcein

dissolved in glycerine by heat, and a drop of sulphuric acid.

2.10 P.M. Pupils dilated; respirations more frequent.

2.15 P.M. Violent extension and contraction of posterior

extremities; anterior extremities normal, whilst legs are ex-

tended they are in a series of vibratory movement.

2.51 p.J[. .02 gr. narcein.

4.49 P.M. Same state; .OS gr. narcein given.

5.00 P.M. Anterior and posterior extremities in a tetanic

state; frog sleeping.

5.20 P.M. Death; motor nerves irritable, also muscles;

spine on thrust feebly irritaljle; heart stopped in diastole, not

irritable on pricking.

This experiment demonstrates narcein to be narcotic and

convulsivant.

Experiment 36. Frog; left iliac artery ligated; received

.011 gr. narcein subcutaneously at 8.30 a.m; 8.45 a.m., stiffness

of movement in posterior extremities ; as Wachs observed

with codeia, I saw difficulty in adducting the legs; no trouble

with anterior extremities.

10.00 A.M. Convulsions of a tetanic charactei- in both pos-

terior extremities.

11.45 A.M. Recovered.

As has been Hrst shown, the cause of the convulsive move-

ment is not situated wholly in the muscles, as it takes place

in the ligated extremity, .and consequently has not its seat in

irritation of the endings of the sensory nerves, or endings of

motor nerves; necessarily part at least of these convulsive

movements must be spinal in origin.

Now, if curare is given, the endings of the motor nerves are

paralyzed, and any convulsive movement will be due irritation

of the muscle itself.

Experiment 37. Frog at 8.47 a. m. received .011 gramme

of narcein, tetanic convulsions in posterior extremities fol-

lowed.

9.16 A. M. Leg amputated, and still spontaneous contrac-

tions in the severed leg.

12 M., curare given.

1 p. M., contraction still observed in muscle of the body on

irritation.
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Experiment 38. Frog at 9.40 a.m. curarized. 9.48 a.m.,

completely paralyzed; narceiri, .055 gramme given. 10.48 a.

M., .011 gr. narcein.

11.24 A. M., on tapping, femoral muscles contract and twitch-

ings ensue.

2.40 p. M. These twitchings still continue, although frog

is perfectly motionless.

As is seen, part of the convulsive movements of narcein are

muscular, for they supervene after use of curare in large doses,

vrhich has the property to destroy the motor nerves, as has been

proved by Drs. S. W. Mitchell and Hammond. Hence nar-

ceine is narcotic, and produces convulsions by spinal and mus-

cular irritation.

ACTION ON THK MUSCLE-CURVE.

On studying the action on the curve of a muscle, it was seen

that narcein produced a veratroid contraction of striated

muscles.

ACTION ON THE CIRCULATION.

Experiment 39.
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Experiment 41. Frog; vagi cut. Heart-beat.

3.36 p. M. 36.

3.37 " narcein .011 gr.

3.38 " 32.

3.40 " 32.

3.44 '' 32.

3.50 " 30 arrest

in diastole tor a few seconds.

3.52 " 16.

Experiment 42. Frog. Atropine, .002 gr.

12.00 M. 48.

12.04 p. M. narcein .055 gr.

12.07 " 44.

12.11 " narcein .055 gr.

12.12 " 48.

12.15 " 4S.

12.35 •' 48.

12.49 '• 42.

1.04 " 42.

2.40 " 38.

As is seen, nareeine reduces the heart-beat aftei- tlie section

of the pneumogastrics, but after the preliminary use of atro-

pine, the heart regains its original number of beats and remains

there some time, so that there is a stimulation of the periph-

eral end of the pneumogastrie.

ACTION ON MAN.

Experiment 43. 3.25 p. m., heart-beat 64, respiration 20.

3.26 p. M., nareeine sulph. ^ gr. by the mouth.

3.54 p. M., pulse 72, respiration 20, pupil same size.

4.00 p. M., sense of constriction through the temple. No

hypnotic action observed.

Experiment 44. 10.54 a. m., pulse 64, respiration 20.

10.55 A. M., nareeine sulph. gr. 1., which immediately pro-

duced a constriction about the temples.

11.30 A. M., pulse 64.

2.20 p. M. No hypnotic action during the day, but head-

ache present.

Like Drs. Mitchell and DaCosta, I never found nareeine to
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have the slightest hy]>iiotic effect. It is, however, a splendid

article to produce headache. The only narcotic effects oij-

served were seen in cold-blooded animals.

PAPAVERINK.

Bernard and others think it to be a convulsivant, whilst

T?axt thought it to possess hypnotic qualities, and that it re-

duces tiie heart-beat by stimulating the cardio-inhibitory ap-

paratus. He states that it reduces the irritability by pa-

ralysis of the reflex activity.

Leidesdorf thought it to be a hypnotic in man.

PAPAVERINK.

Nitric acid colored the crystals blue.

Experiment 45. Frog at 3.30 p. m. received .02 gramme
dissolved in water with a drop of hydrochloric acid.

4 p. M. Tetanns in the postei'ior extremities of spontaneous
origin; is in a semi-comatose state.

Experiment 40. Frog at 3.16 p.m. received .02 gramme
dissolved in glycerine with a drop of sulphuric acid. 3.22 p.

M., hops about. 4 p.m., tetanus of posterior extremities, n

V. M., recovering, is in a semi comatose state.

Experiment 47. Frog poisoned with cui-are. Wiien mo-
tionless, .02 graniTue of papaverine given, dissolved bysulpiui-

ric acid. No muscular twitchings were seen, but on placing
the muscle in connection witli the myograph, the curves were
veratroid.*

Experiment 4S. Frog received .02 gramme papaver-
ine. Convulsions followed. The medulla was severed and
they still continued. AVhen the leg was amputated it had
twitchings.

As is seen, papaverine produces a semi-comatose state, and
is a convulsivant. As the twitchings continue in the ampu-
tated leg, it is evident that tlie convulsions are partly by an ac-

tion on either tiie motor-nerve ends or the muscles, quite prob-

ably the latter. It also produces a disturbance in the inner-

vation of the adductors of the lower extremities as does codeia.

'Ott. Action of Medkmes.
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ACTION ON THE MUSCLE-CURVE.

The striated muscle-curve is veratroid.

CIBCULATION.

Experiment 49. Frog; at 11.13 a. m., heart-beat 32._

11.1.5 " .01 gr. papaverine.

11.18 " 24.

11.19 "diastolic arrest 16.

11.21 '• 32.

11.54 " 32.

12.12 p. M. .01 gramme.

12.14 " diastolic arrest.

12.1.5 •' 24.

"12.23 " 32.

2.13 " 20.

Heart makes now and then very feeble movements
;
motor

nerves irritable; spine feebly so; infusions of digitalis cause

heart to pulsate per minute twenty-tonr pretty strong beats,

which soon disappear.

ExDcriment 50. Frog at 11.45 a. m. received .002 gr. atropine

11.50 " 44.

11.52 " papaverine .01.

11.53 " 'to.

11..54
" 40.

11.56 " 44.

12.08 p. M. .01 gramme papaverine

12.09 " 36.

12.12 " 36.

3.22 " 36.

After the use of atropine, papaverine has little effect on the

lieart which causes the inference that it reduces the heart-beat

by peripheral stimulation of the cardio-inhibitory apparatus.

action on man.

,
Experiment 51. At 2.4 p. m., pulse 68; 1 grain of papav.

erine taken.
.

.3 27 P. M. Pulse 68 ; 1 grain of papaverine taken,

4 p. M. Feel quite sleepy, lie down; pulse 68.
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5 I'. M. Have some pain and tension about the forehead;

not so much sleepiness; recovering; no nausea.

I agree with Leidesdorf that this substance is hypnotic.

NAECOrilS'E.

It is by some tliouglit to be narcotic, by otliers to be worth-

less as such. Bernard thinks it to be convulsivant, in which

statement Baxt concurs, as well as Dr. S. W. Mitchell. Baxt

states that In frogs it produces a half-comatose state.

Wlien I treated it witli concentrated sulphuric acid the solu-

tion became yellow, and finally a reddish yellow. By heating

the solution it became yellowish-red, then blnish-violet on the

edge, and finally a reddish-violet.

NAECOTINE.

Experiment 52. Frog at 11.28 a. >x., leceived .002 gr. of

uarcotine sulph. 11.45 a. m., spontaneous convulsions.

12.10, medulla severed, but twitchings and tetanus still con-

tinue.

Experiment 53. Frog received .01 gramme of narcotine

sulph. at 1.42 p. jr. 7.40 v. m., there are convulsions,

which continue after the severance of the medulla ; there are

no twitchings in the amputated leg.

Experiment 54. Frog at 11.49 a. ii. received .020 gr. ot

narcotine dissolved in water by the aid of sulphuric acid.

3 p. M. Hypersesthesia; received .020 gr. of narcotine

sulph.

3.12 p. M. High state of hyperaesthesia ; on pinching

croaks.

3.24 V. ji. Tetanic contractions of posterior extremities.

ISText day hyperfesthesia ; croaks when touched ; hyperses-

thesia for some days ; recovers fully.

As is seen, narcotine produces hypersesthesia and convul-

sions, which are of spinal origin, as they persist after severance

of the medulla.

CIECULATIOX.

Experiment 55. Frog at 9.49 a. m. Pulse 34.

9.50 " Narcotin. sulph. .002 gr.

9.51 " 20.
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9.54" 14 systole.

quick ; diastole slow.

10 '• 12.

10.4

"

10.

10.7 " 14.

11..5" 16.

Experiment .56. Very binall frog. Atropine previously

given.

10.27 A. >i. Heart-beat 28.

10.28 " Narcotin. sulph. .002 gr.

10.30 " 16.

10.30 •'
2.

Diastole 15 seconds.

Systole 1 second.

11.10 "
4.

Heart immediately responds to

stimulns.

Experiment .57. Frog. Atropine .002 gr.

11.25 a.m. 36.

11.26 " Narcot. snlph. .0U2 gr.
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5.30 " 12.

5.38 " 14.

5.42 <' 12.

7.32 " 8.

These experiments demonstrate that narcotine has what has

hitherto escaped notice—a very marked effect on the heart of

cold-blooded animals. No other alkaloid of opium, that I am

aware of, is its equal in the same dose, as regards cardiac effect.

This slowing of the heart is not due to stimulation of the cardio-

inhibitory apparatus, but is produced by an action on the

muscle, as the systole in one experiment occupied only one

second, whilst the diastole occupied fifteen. Now, narcotine

affects striated muscles in a similar manner, for then con-

traction (systole) is quick, but relaxation (diastole) is slow,

as is shown in the muscle-curve.

Experiment 60. Action on man.

At 2 p. M. one grain of narcotine sulph. taken. No narcotic

effect observable.

4 p. M. Another grain taken, which also produced no

effect.

COTAENINE.

Bucheim and Loos^ have shown that in frogs it produces an

increasing sleepiness and lassitude, the breathing is superficial,

the animal lies on its abdomen, the extremities are not drawn

up and are insensible to irritation. Its action is similar to

that of curare. It produces, like it, paralysis of the motor

nerves. As after curare, it produces in the frog dropsy in a

few days.
HTDEOCOTARNINE.

Falck- states that as a toxic agent it is weaker than codeia or

thebain, but more fatal than morphia. The color of tbe blood

is dark. Its action reminds one of codeia, that is, narcotic and

convnlsivant. The tetanic form begins with an increase ol res-

piratory frequency which can be heard, and is often whistling,

excitement, licking of body and salivation, active movement

of the ears, whose blood vessels at one time are strongly con-

1. Eckhard's Beitraege, V. Band. 2 Heft.

3. Toxikolog. Studien ueber das Hydrocotarnin.
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gested, at other times anemic, gradual oi- sudden dilatation of

the pupil, trembling, spasmodic contractures which go into

opisthotonus, with diminished respiration, relaxation and death,

when the pupils narrow. In this form of poisoning, the ther-

mometer rises. In the narcotic form, there is increased respi-

ration and, after mydriasis, injection of the ears, restlessness and

tremljling, with contraction and the head sinks down ; inter-

current convulsive movements come on till death. Here the

temperature sinks. Frogs go into tetanus under it, but the

heart beats thirty-six to forty-eight hours after apparent death.

A heart brought to a stop by muscarine is started by hydro-

ctitarnine.

HYUK(.l(JHLl)KATE i.'F COTAIJNAMIC ACID.

This body is produced by the action of hydrochloric acid to

cotarnin. "Wickham Legg states that in the dog it produces

flickering contractions and weakness, the intellect seems per-

fect; falls over on his side; is insensible to ordinary stimulus;

respirations fall with the pulse; sjmsins of the muscles, lasting

ten seconds, and death. In other cases, vomiting and purging

ensued before the just mentioned symptoms. The temperature

and respirations fell, tlien rose and again fell. The pulse was

greatly increased, but finally fell. It requires a considerable

time for it to act, in some cases days. It has little influence

on the niiitiir nerves ur nmscles of mammalia, but frogs soon

lose their niuscular irritability. The vagus is paralyzed. The

slowness of the development of the symptoms was thought to

be due to the slowness of absorption.

I.AUDANOSINE.

Wortniann* states that in rabbits it excites mure and more

the centres of respiration. Tlie excitation spreads to the brain

and spinal cord in such a violent manner that tetanus ensues,

which, producing asphyxia, is the cause of death. The vaso-

motor centre is paralyzed, cr at least considerably reduced in

irritability, as there was injection of the ears and increased

flow of saliva. The minimum fatal dose is 67.5 millgrammes

to one kilogr. of bod^^-weight of rabbit, when administered

subcutaneonsly.

''Jahresbericht uber Pharmucognoaie, 1874.
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LAUDANINK

Falck c(.iup;u-ed it with strychnia and brucia in its action.

Its miniuuuu fatal dose is .025-.03 gramme to one kik.gr. oi

body-weight, andofhydrocotarnin .16 gr. fo one kdogr., body-

weight, so that in toxic power tliebaine is first, then hiudanni,

then hydrocotarnine, then morphia, and then laudanosme.

After death by laudanine, the left heart contains dark-red

blood. Asinthebaiii, Falck states that there are three periods.

It canses an increase of respiratory frequency, due to an action

on the respiratory centre. Finally there were convulsions and

trembling. In the second period of opisthotonus emprosthot-

onus aiKUrismus, during wliich no respiration takes place, and

the pupil for the most part is dilated. Then follows relaxa-

tion of the muscles and limbs, adynamia, and death trom the

brain outward; the heart die^ hxst.

JlOlU^lIIA.

Small doses cause acceleration of tlie heart, and later, sleep-

iness. Large doses increase the cardiac and respiratory tre-

quencv, the skin is warm and flushed, tliere is a sense of tick-

ling in the skin, and a period of excitement. In the second

period the respiratory and cardiac frequency sinks, the heart-

beat is weak, and sleep follows. By subcutaneous injection

there is a benumbing action at the place of injection. Licht-

enfels discovered that when morphia was introduced either by

the mouth orsnbcutaueously, that it diminished the sensibility

to taste, which decrease was greater on the injected side. On

frogs it acts like strychnia in many respects. On dogs it canses

sleep, loss of reflex action except in the cornea. After waking

they creep away, have a hyenoid gait. Dr. S. W. Mitchell has

shown that pigeons have an especial immunity against it. In

small doses-" the pulse, as in man, is first accelerated, and

then retarded. If it is injected into the veins, slowing

takes place first, then acceleration of the heart. Tins slow-

ing is a result of both central and peripheral stimula-

tion of the vagus, and the acceleration is due to its

paralysis. If all the nerves going to the heart are sev-

«Gscheidleu. Unterauch, a. d. Physiolog. Lab. in Wuerzhury, II., 1.
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ered, then morphia causes a small acceleration and a con-

siderable slowing. The arterial blood-pi-essure is elevated

then lowered, due to stimulation and subsequent paresis of the

vaso-niotor centre. In dogs the flow of saliva is increased.

According to ISTasse' it increases ^intestinal peristalsis. It re-

tards the breathing, and section of the vagi does not prevent

it. The motor-sensorv nerves and reflex actions are flrst in-

creased and then decreased. Meihuizen- saw morphia depress

reflex action, then i-eturn it to normal, and finally excitation.

According to him, cramps ensue which are not of a reflex na-

ture. The alkaloid is found in the urine, liver, and blood.

MORPHIA.

Experiment 61. Frog at 11.23 a. m. receives .010 gr. of

svilphate of morphia. 1.36 p. m,, .050 gr. 2.27 p. m., is

sleeping.

6 p. M., some hypersesthesia.

Next day, 12 m., relaxed dozing; when touched is elevated

on his extremities and is croaking.

8.35 A. M., on third day, tetanus, which continued to the

seventh day, when the animal died.

Experiment 62. Frog at 10.10 a. m., received .1 gr.

of sulphate of morphia. 12.30 p. m., sleeping. 2 p. ir., skin

of back discolored to a dirty yellow, where the solution touched

subcutaneously.

Experiment 63. Frog at 10.20 a. m., received .010 gr. oi

morph. sulph. During the day liyperjesthesia and sleep.

Next day, at 10.10 a. M"., convulsions, which continued after

severing the medulla.

Experiment 61. Frog: at 10.01 a. m., lieart-beat 44.

10.07 " .010 gr. morph. sulph.

10.08 '' 40.

10.10 " 40.

10.42 '' 40.

3.05 p. M. 36.

1. Beitraege zur Physiologie der Darmbewegungen. Leipzig: 1866.

•i. Pfluegei-'n Archiv., VII., 301.
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As is seen, morphia is a tetanic agent, the seat of the con-

vulsions being spinaL It also is narcotic. Its action on the

heart of cold-blooded animals is very small.

ACTION ON MUSCLE.

It also produces veratroid contraction of the muscle.

OXYMORPHIA.

This is an oxidation product of morphia.

Dr. Kreis, in Hermann's laboratory, found that in frogs and

dogs it had an extremely weak action like morphia. He per-

ceived no action when .4 gramme was taken.

APOMOEPHIA.

This body is obtained by heating morphia with hydro-

chloric acid; and was discovered by Matthiessen and Wright.

It has no narcotic properties ; it is an emetic. Asphyxia has

no influence on its emetic power. It hastens the pulse by an

action on the accelerator. Later, like all other emetics, it

slows the pulse. There is no change of blood- pressure. The

breathing is accelerated during the increased rapidity of the

heart's action. It excites and depresses spinal ii'ritability.

Muscular irritability is reduced.

Exp. 64 a. Frog at 10.30 a. m. received .010 gr. of apomor-

phia. During the day there was hypersesthesia and twitch-

ings ; no vomiting. Like Kohler, I have never seen them

vomit ; although, as Drs. Mitchell and Hammond have ob-

served, I have seen a frog put his stomach out of his mouth

after a dose by the mouth of veratria. Next morning there

was ])aralysis of voluntary movement; lies with legs extended;

croaks liyperEesthetlc; touching him brings out convulsions.-

After section of the medulla, they continued.

Exp. 65. Frog at 6.28 p. m. received .010 gr. of apomor-

phia. There followed hypersesthesia, di-agging of posterior

extremities, and finally loss of all i-eflex action. Death at

9.40 p. M.

Apomorphia, as is seen, excites and then depresses spinal

irritability ; the muscle curves show that nuiseular irritaliility

is reduced.
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Exp. titj. Frog. 5.28 v. >[. Heiirt-beat 32.

5.29 •• A])()iiiorplii;i .nil) gr.

5.31 36.

5.32 " 32.

5.37 " 28.

5.41 - 28.

O.IO • 24.

Its actiuii on the heart is a hiwering one.

MliCONINE.

According to L)r. S. W. Mitchell it simply produces in pig-

eons an emetic effect. Harley believes it to liave a weak hyp-

notic action which was not observed by Dr. Mitchell.

When my specimen was added to concentrated sulphuric

acid it gave a purple color which by addition of water throws

down a brown precipitate, whicii in ammonia solution gave a

reddish color, disappearing on agitation.

ilECONINK.

Kxp. 67. Frog at 1.15 i'. m. received .020 gramme of

meconine dissolved in glycerine by the aid of heat. Hyper-

Eesthesia followed. 3.10 i\ m. .020 gramme meconine in warm

water. 5.45 p. m. .010 gramme in hot water, some escaping.

6.32 r. M. extremities relaxed, frog is sleepy. For the three

subsequent days there was. paralysis of voluntary movement,

extremities relaxed and extended. When touched, croaks.

As is seen meconine causes hypernesthesia and subsequent

relaxation, with a little sleepiness.

Exp. 68. Frog at 1.13 p. m. Heart 32

1.15 meconine .050 in hot solution.

1.16 32

1.25 36

1.34 32

1.54 .
26

2.3(1 32

3 32

It has little or no action on the heart in small doses.
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ACTION OX MAN.

Exp. 69. At 11.2T A. M., pulse 64, respirations 2D.

11.32 A. M.. meconine—2 grains in water by the moiitli.

1.32 p. M. Pnlse 64, respirations 30 during tlie afternoon.

No hypnotic effect.

In accordance with late observers, this article has no sopo-

rific effect. Tlie difficulty of dissolving it may be one reason.

The following expresses the conclusions to which I have

come in the light of my experiments:

1. Crvptopia is narcotic; excites, and then depresses reflex

action by an effect on the spinal cord, reduces power of motor

nerves, abolishes sensation by an action on the spinal sensory

ganglia, and lowers the heart beat by an action on its muscular

^tI'llCtU1*G

2. Thebaine is a spinal convulsivant, has no action on

motor or sensory nerves, or striated muscle. It reduces the

heart-beat by an action on that organ, and increases blood-

pressure by stimulating the cerebral vaso-motor centre.

3. Codeia is a narcotic and spinal convulsivant; produces a

veratroid contraction of striated muscle, and depresses the

heart-beat by an action on the cardiac muscle.

4. Chlorocodide is a tetanic agent.

5. Apocodeia produces vomiting, coma and death.

6 Narceine is soporific to cold-blooded animals, but not to

man, and is a spinal convulsivant. It does not destroy the

motor nerves, as they act .m thrusting a probe down the

spine. It produces veratroid contraction of the muscle, and

reduces the heart-beat by stinmlation of the peripheral end of

the pneumogastric.

7. Papaverine is narcotic and convulsivant; the convul-

sions being partly spinal and partly peripheral, the latter it is

highly probable, from an action on the muscle. It diminishes

the heart's contractif.ns by peripheral action on the cardio-

inhibitory apparatus. It also causes veratroid contraction of

the muscle.

8 Narcotine is non-narcotic, and a spinal convulsivant;

produces veratroid contraction of striated muscle, and is a very

active agent to decrease the beats of the heart by an action on

cardiac mnscle.
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9. Cotarnine is soporific, and paralyzes like curare the
motor nerves.

10. Hydrocotariiine is narcotic and couvulsivant.

11. Hjdroclilorate of cotarnamic acid is a convulsivant,

and paralyzes the pneumogastric.

12. Landanosine and landanine are tetanic ao-ents.

13. Morphia is a narcotic and spinal convulsivant. It pro-

duces verati-oid contraction of muscle, and reduces the heart-

heat.

14. Oxymorphia has an action like morphia, only weaker.

15. Apomorphia is an emetic, excites and reduces spinal

reflex excitahility, and diminishes the number of cardiac con-

tractions.

16. Meconine is narcotic to cold-blooded animals, but not

in doses of two grains by the stomach in man. It causes

hyperaesthesia and paralysis of voluntary' motion with general

relaxation. It also produces a veratroid contraction.

As has been stated, the alkaloids of opium all have a domi-
nant action on the nervous system, causing first increased ex-

aggerated functions, and if the dose is large enough, a piaral}'-

sis of them. In cold-blooded animals this action is mainly

spinal, because all their functions are mainly spinal. But as

the spinal functions are subordinated to the action of the cei'-

ebral ganglia in the animal kingdom, so there is not so much
spinal action, and more excitation and depression of the

cerebral actions. Morphia in cold-blooded animals brings out

the spinal actions, tetanus, whilst in man it brings out the

cerebral actions which usually mask the spinal action, although

occasionally there is seen only a spinal action and an excitation

of the cerebral action. In such cases the fault is in the nerv-

ous constitution of the individual, the spinal functions not being

under the control of the cerebi-al. Other excitants cause in chil-

dren general convulsions which in the adult are without effect,

because the predominance of the spinal functions are subordi-

nated more in the adult to the cerebral ganglia than in child-

hood. As to the reasons why one element of opium is active

in a lower animal and useless in man, the march of experi-

mental science will decide; for the experimental study of the

action of drugs is well able to take care of itself, tlianks to
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the labors of Bernard in France, Von Bezold, Bohm, Kohler,

Schmiedeberg, Rossbach, and others, in Germany; to Brunton,

Crnni Brown, and Frazer, in England; Drs. S. "W". Mitchell,

Amory, and H. C. "Wood, Jr., in this country.

I have appended here a table, showing approximately the

soporific, convulsivant, and toxic relations of the elements of

opium. The}' are arranged in the order of their strength.

Some have been studied so little that their true place in the

series cannot at present be definitely laid down.

Narcotic Effect.
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maintenance in bnildings specially adapted to the purpose by

their architectural arrangements, and various appliances under-

stood to be conducive to the end in view. Of course this pro-

vision cost something, but the cost was kept so well within the

limits of what seemed to be a proper expenditure, that fault

was seldom found on that score. Of late years, however, with-

out any diminution of interest in the purpose itself, but rather

with an increasing disposition to fulfill its duties to this class

of unfortunates, the public lias begun to complain, in no gentle

tones, that the cost of these establishments has often been car-

ried to a pitch not required for the proper care and attentions

for which they are designed, and seriously onerous to the tax-

payer. And this has led to the idea that the greater part of

the indigent insane can be comfortably provided for in a much

cheaper kind of structure than tliose usually built. This idea,

be it observed, rests on the fallacy that, because here and there

a hospital has been built improvidently, thei-etore we slionld

have few or none properly deserving the name. Under its in-

spiration some economical devices have been resorted to in one

State or another, most, if not all of which, have strikingly

illustrated the belief that there is no half way institution

between a poor-house and a hospital. They show the opera-

tion of the inflexible rule that what is cheaj) in the beginning

often proves dear in the end. If there is any lesson clearly

taught by the experience of the last fifty years, it is that no

really cheaper structure for the care of the insane of whatever

o-rade, can be erected, than most of the State hospitals of our

country. Occasionally, improper sites and injudicious con-

tracts have carried the ultimate cost far beyond a suitable limit,

but, with these exceptions, we believe the general rule to be as

we have stated. As the matter now stands, it would seem

that we have but one alternative—either to provide for our in-

sane at a cost that would be a pretty higli figure at a first-class

hotel ; or in structures so cheaply built as to entail a large

annual expense for repairs and improvements, and wanting

many of the arrangements now considei'ed necessary in order

to obtain the best results of hospital management. I do not

believe, however, that we are really obliged to accept such an

alternative. I believe that hospitals may be built wanting in
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nothing conducive to the best results, at a cost which our

people will cheerfully bear. Such hospitals have been erected,

and I see no reason to doubt that the,y may continue to be.

Of course, following the general rise of prices, they will cost

more than they once did, but the means of the country have

risen in a corresponding degree. In order to bring the present

state of public opinion on this subject into a healthier tone, the

first step is to show with some degree of precision, what a hos-

pital for the insane properly provided for the purpose, and

built as the humblest man governed by reasonable ideas of

economy would build for his own habitation, should necessarily

cost. And with this object in view, we cati have no better

guide than actual examples.

In 1846, the Butler hospital in Providence, R. I., with a ca-

pacity for 145 patients, was built at the cost of about $130,000,

or $900 per patient. It is mostly of two stories, with rooms

on only one side of the halls, and with enough of architectural

adornment to distinguish it from a cotton mill or a county

jail. As compared with many other hospitals, this might be

considered a rather expensive style of building. On the other

hand, it must be considered that the larger expense incurred

by the arrangement of the rooms was offset by associated dor-

mitories to a greater extent than is usual. The provision for

ventilating and warm ing proved insufficient. Had it been made
then as it was ten years afterwards, a farther outlay would

have been needed of about $100 per patient. Yery little

—

less than $1,000—was required for outbuildings to supplement

those ah'eady on the place, and but little more in grading the

grounds, making roads, etc. The land, consisting of 100 acres,

cost $6,000 only. In those days, hod-cai-riers got eighty cents

a day, and men laid bricks for $1.50. At present prices, the

establishment must have cost a little more. Leaving out of the

question the land, which would have cost $50,000, (and conse-

quently would not have been selected) we may safely put the

additional cost at twenty per cent., making the average cost, in

round numbers, $1,200 per patient.

Four years ago, the capacity of the Penn.sylvania hospital

for the insane was enlarged by the erection of a new building,

called the north Fisher ward. It is of two stories, with rooms
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„n both sides of tlie hall, provided with a boiler, engine and

fan, and desi-ned for thirty patients. The walls are rough-

cast, the interior neatlvand snbstantially finished, and nothing

i!i the whole structure that could be dispensed with or changed

for something clieai^er, nnless it may be a few wooden columns

in the halls to give a little character to a recess, and which may

have cost ten or fifteen dollars apiece. The cost of this build-

ing, including the arrangements for warming and ventilating,

was |39,-i5T,or $1,314 per patient. In this case, be it observed,

there was no outlay for an administration building, nor tor

land, roads, grading, etc. Estimating the cost of these for a

hospital of 400 patients at $100,000, this, distributed pro rata,

would raise the cost of this new building an additional $7,500,

or $250 per patient, making the whole necessary average cost

per patient, !!(1,564. At the present scale of prices, the cost

would have been some two or three hundred less.

The hospital now building at Warren, in Pennsylvania, in-

tended to accommodate easily 600 patients, will cost, as the

builder, Mr. John Sunderland, most confidently assures me,

not over $1,500 per patient. And this building is understood

to be fire-proof.

The pubhc has sometimes been misled, I apprehend, as to

tiie proper cost of hospitals, by examples of the actual cost of

buildings supplementary to establishments already in operation.

There being no outlay for land, roads, or administration build-

ino', and but little for ventilation and warming, the cost of

such supplementary buildings is confined almost wholly to

masonry, joinery and plumbing, and here, too, the cost is

o-reatly lessened if the patients are chiefly lodged m associated

dormitories. Some four or five years ago, a new wing was

added to the Government hospital at AVashington, to receive

140 patients. Excepting eight single rooms, the dormitories

are of the associated kind, and the stories are only ten feet

hi<rh But tlie building is provided with all the modern im-

provements, and to say that the work was directed and superin-

tended by Dr. :Nichols, is equivalent to saying that it was

thoroughlv done. Its cost was >^4:25 per patient.

Conversing on this subject with Mr. Samuel Sloan, an archi-

tect of this city, who is mure familiar with hospital construe-
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tiun, I presume, tlian &\\\ otlier luau in the country, he very

kindly engaged to prepare for me a schedule of the various

items of expense incurred in tlie establishment of a hospital

for the insane, two stories in height, to receive 400 patients.

Land, 100 acres, at $200 per acre | 20,000
Bricks laid in wall, 13,000,000 at $13 per m 144,000
Window and door lieads, 900 at $3 eacli 2,700
Window sills, 750 at $3 each 2,250
Stone steps and door sills 4,200
Flagging for kitclien and laundry floors 1.000

Excavation, 130,000 j^ards at 25 cts., including grading 30,000
Plastering, 80,000 yards at 35 cts 20,000
Roofing, 75,000 feet at 13 cts 9,000
Conductors and underground drain pipe 3,800
Lumber, 900,000 feet, averaging $30 per m 37,000
Window frames, 900 at $4 3,600
Doors and frames, 650, averaging $13 7,800
Carpenter work 36 000
Painting and glazing 14,000
Hardware, including nails and locks 3,800
Iron sash and guards 6,000
Slate stairs 3 500
Iron work 4 qoo
Heating, laundry, machinery and fans 38,000
Fixtures for kitchen and bakery 2,500
Gasworks 14,000

Gas pipes and fixtures 7 qoO
Stone dressings for front door of centre building 3,000
Culvert for drainage 5,000
Farm house and stabling 12,000
Roads and walks 4 qoO
Exercising yards (enclosing) 5,000
Entrance lodge 3,000
Water supply ."

igjooo
Fencing 100 acres 7,000
Plumbers' work within the building 8,000

$455,150
Add 10 per cent, for lee way 45,515

$500,665

If connections between the wings are to be fire-proof, add to

this five per cent. $25,033, making $525,698; or an average

cost, per patient, $1,314.25.

If the capacity be reduced to 300, the average cost will be

increased eight per cent. =$1,419. 38. If it be reduced to 250.
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the average cost will be increased ten per cent. =$1,445.67
_

If

it be raised to 500, live per cent, must be deducted,_mal<n,g

the average cost $1,248.53. If it be raised to 600, e,oJ.t per

cent ninst be deducted, niaki.ig the average cost $1,209.11.

If it be raised to 700, ten an.l a half per cent, must be deducted,

making the average cost $1,176.25. If it be raised to SCO

twelve per cent. n,ust be deducted, making the average cost

.*1,156.53. . , ,
'

Very likelv, in some of the particulars the cost is placed

too low to be regarded as a fair average, while in others it may

be too high, the\inder-estimate probably balancing the over-

estimate
"
Most of the estimates will differ somewhat with the

circumstances of the phxce and site, notably with the facilities

for reaching the ground, the opportunities for drainageanda

water supplv, and materials on the place that are required m

construction, such as clay, lime, sand, stone. Thus, the bricks

used for the hospital now building at Warren, Penn., are made

under the direction of the builder from clay and sand on the

spot, and at a cost, I do not doubt, of 50 per cent, less than

their price in the market. In the same way were obtained

the bricks used in the Government hospital at Washington

At the Butler hospital not one new road was required, and

,nost of the materials were water-borne from the premises of

the contractor to within a few rods of the place

It will be observed that these estimates ot Mr. Sloan sub-

stantiallv agree with the result presented by the actual_ exam-

ples nuJted, making due allowance for difference of prices at

different periods. They show, beyond question, that a hospi-

tal embracing all the modern improvements may be substan-

tially built, with a suitable amount of land, at a cost not ex-

ceeding $1,500 per patient, its capacity being for about 300

which are as many, I believe, as any hospital should have. And

they show that it cannot fall much below this, unless the site

is remarkablv favored in the manner just indicated. Any hg-

uremuch less must lead to the suspicion of the sacriface of

some important features of construction, or of poor materials

and work, or deceptive contracts.

These estimates ought to disabuse the public of anothei

St mischievously prevalent at the present time, viz.,
error nii>s
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tiiat large hospitals cost very much less thau small ones. It

Will be observed that 500 patients can be provided for at an

average cost of only $171 less thau ?,00, and that the whole

range of difference between the cost of 250 and that of 800

is but $289. I believe the public convenience is better served

by more than that amount by small hospitals, in the smaller

expense of transportation, not to mention just yet other con-

siderations no less important. Not only so, but it has been

found that communities avail themselves of the benefits of a

hospital to an extent that is determined by their relative near-

ness to it. In the present disposition to build our hospitals of

immense size, these facts should be duly pondered. And

where the plan is adopted of having the different pieces of the

building entirely separated from one another, the economical

advantage is lost, and the cost of construction equals, if not

exceeds, that of smaller hospitals otherwise built. That the

cost of maintenance will be greatly increased, is a fact self-

evident to those who have the slightest practical knowledge of

hospital service.

Dr. Earle, in his last report, contrasts the cost of the Dan-

vers hospital, now building in his State, which will reach the

sum of $3,600 per patient, with that of the Fife and Kinross

asylum in Scotland, which was only $688.92. The Doctor

does not say that the former should have cost no more than

the latter, but for anything he does say, that might be in-

ferred. As I write with the single purpose of correcting some

misconceptions in regard to so important an object as the care

of the insane, a word or two on this matter may not be out of

place. Without any particular knowledge of this Scotch asy-

lum, I can only refer in a general way to some points that may

account for the cheapness of its construction: In Great Brit-

ain a much larger proportion of the patients sleep, if they sleep

at all, in large associated dormitories. Especially is this so in

Scotland, unless they have greatly changed of late years. In

the pauper department of the asylum at Morningside, near

Edinburgh, with some hundreds of patients, thirty years ago,

there were only about a dozen single sleeping rooms. This, of

course, would make a considerable difference in the cost of

construction, but surely, Dr. Earle would not advocate such an
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arratigeinent with ns. Twenty-five per cent, of our patients

are full as many as can be properly placed in associated dor-

mitories. It must also be considered that the cost of building

in Great Britain is much less than it is in this country. I

have good authority for saying that it is nearly, if not quite, fifty

per cent. less. With such advantages as these, the Scotch

asylum cannot properly serve as a standard of cost with us.

"Why some of our hospitals have been built at an expense

that reaches almost the incredible, is a question of the gravest

import, because the answer to it may involve the weal or woe

of our insane for generations to come. We may be quite sure

that if it be clearly understood that hospitals are, hereafter, to

cost $3,600 per patient, the public will decline to build them,

while we may be equally sure, I think, that upon the estimates

given above, the public will willingly provide them as fast as

they are needed. The circumstances which have led to a cost

excessively large vary, no doubt, in different cases, and, there-

fore, can only be discussed in a general way.

Probably nothing has contributed more to bring about this

lamentable result than the injudicious selection of the site.

For this purpose, the common practice is for the executive, or

the legislature, to appoint a Board of Commissioners, not one

of whom, it may be, was ever in a hospital for the insane, ex-

cept as a casual visitor, or, of course, has any matured ideas of

the needs and purposes of such an institution; in short, as well

fitted for the duty as if it were to plan a chemical laboratory

or draft an ocean steamer. Starting with the popular notion

of the most desirable quality in a site for public or private

purposes, they are very apt to pitch upon one which commands

a wide outlook over the surrounding eoiantry, and this implies,

generally, the necessity of expensive roads, to say nothing of

the waste of muscle, the danger in driving, and the great in-

crease of cost incurred by raising everything and everybody to

a higher level. In such situations cheap roads are out of the

question; they must be made in the most substantial manner,

so as to resist the action of storms and frosts. At the asylum

building in Danvers, Mass., the I'oads required for its various

purposes have cost over $56,000. Sometimes a large expense

is incurred in shifting earth, removing boulders, and preparing
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the grounds,—so great, it may be, that it should have been a

fatal objection to the site. At Danvers, this amounted to

nearly $50,000. Not very unfrequeutly a site is chosen

which is destitute of a sufficient water supply. The little

stream which was to furnish an abundance of the needful ele-

ment is found to be dry in the summer months; or the well,

thought worthy of the utmost trust, proves by assiduous

pumping barely adequate to the wants of a small family. To

supply this deficiency has sometimes required an outlay which

would once have almost built and equipped a small hospital.

All those worthy people who derive their notions of the

enormous cost of liospitals from the reports of State Boards of

Public Charities and equally reliable sources of information

respecting hospitals for the insane, will expect to hear much

in this connection of their palatial grandeur and extravagant

ornamentation. That money has been sometimes spent for

unwise and needless show, I would not deny. I simply say

that this is not the sole source of excessive cost. Our

State hospitals, in outward show and inward finish, are

mostly destitute of any pretensions to grace and beauty, ex-

cept what may be signified, perhaps, in a leaky cupola, or a

wooden porch over the front door. Indeed, the fault has al-

ways been the other way, and it is one of no trivial import-

ance. Not only good taste, but good sanitary results require

that the architectural asi)ects should be in harmony with the

special purposes of a hospital for disordered minds. The moral

impression first produced thereby may be the first step that

costs, in one direction or the other. It is exceedingly import-

ant that the patient, as he approaches the hospital, should nut

have those fears and suspicions so common with the insane

confirmed by the sight of architectural arrangements which

remind him only of places of penal confinement. To give it

a distinctive character by architectural devices that need cost

but little, is to promote the very purposes of the institution,

and therefore, it is money well spent. For the same reason it

is well to give the interior a more genial aspect than it often

presents, by features as nearly as possible like those of a domes-

tic residence. The constant sight, day after day, hour after

hour, of a monotonous range of white walls, unrelieved by a
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cornice, or a bit of paint, or a visible door frame, is well cal-

culated to strengthen depression and mnltiply morbid fancies.

Our predecessors made the mistake of supposing that such

things are of no account in the management of the disordered

mind, but they acted up to their light, while we, knowing their

value, make the mistake of grudging the money they would

cost.

Amonff the most fruitful sources of excessive cost in build-

ing hospitals are, I apprehend, a lack of well-conceived, well-

matured plans; specifications lacking inaccuracy and exactness,

and contracts inconsiderately made and imperfectly executed.

In this way, outlays are made not expected at the start, contin-

gencies arise that were not anticipated, and improvements are

suggested as the work goes on, which are deemed too valuable

to be lost. To prevent all this, the plans should be ap-

proved, if not devised, by persons who have a practical knowl-

edge of the requirements of such buildings; the specifications

should be carefully and skillfully drawn, and the contracts con-

trolled by an intelligent, practical builder, unhampered by

" lowest bidders," and unbiased by pecuniary interests.

This inquiry wari'ants the conclusion that, avoiding on the

one hand, a style of construction more extravagant than is

needed for any rightful purpose, and on the other, a sort of

false economy which leaves a large margin for future repairs

and improvements. State hospitals for the insane may be es-

tablished in our country, at an average cost per patient ranging

from $1,000 to $1,500.
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Aet.IY.—SOME PECULIARITIES IN THE MYELINE
OF PERIPIIEEAL NERVES AETER TREAT-

MENT BY OSMIO ACID.

By J. C. Shaw, M. 1).

Member American Neurological Association, and Physi-

cian TO THE Department foe Diseases of thk Mind
AND Nervous System in the Central

Dispensary, Brooklyn.

SINCE the time of Schwann, it has been known that the

structure of the peripheral nerves was, first, an external

sheath of connective tissue—tlie slieath of Schwann ; second, a

tube of fatty phosphorized material, the white substance of

Schwann, or inyeline, inside of which is placed the axis cj'lin-

der. Our present knowledge of the histology of nerves dates-

from 1872, wlien Ranvier, of Paris, made a re-investigation

into their structure, using osinic acid for his observations.

The osmic acid stains the myeline of a deep black color,

leaving the axis cylinder unstained, and this, in turn, can be

stained with carmine.

By this method, Ranvier showed that the myeline is not one

continuous tube, enclosing the axis cylinder from its origin to

its termination, as had been previously believed, but that at

every two millimetres of the nerve there was a constriction on

the myeline (see cut. Fig. 2) down to the axis cylinder.

Tiicse constrictions are now known as the constrictions of

Ranvier.

In nerves taken directly from living animals and examined

in serum and without staining material, these constrictions of

Ranvier are seen very distinctly.

Prof. J. C. Dalton, in the edition of his physiology in 1866,

gives a very accurate representation of these constrictions, but
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distinctly states that they are accidental breaks in the myeline,

and it was reserved for Raiivier, in 1872, to announce their

true character.

In December, 1876, wiiilst workiui,^ in the Neurological

Department of the School of Histology in this city, (]S"ew

York) under the direction of Prof. E. C. Seguin, I observed

that fresh nerves of the dog treated by osmic acid, showed

8ome peculiar appearances in the myeline (see cut, Fig. 3).

Explanation hf Cut:

Sciatic nerve of frog treated in situ.

1. Slieatb of Scliwann. 'J. Constriction of Ranvier. S. Fissures in the myeline

as obserred by nie.

I have since examined the nerves of the frog, mouse and

man (nerves taken immediately from an amputated lower ex-

tremity, given me by Dr. Seguin), and find that these peculiar

markings are present in the myeline of each. The mai-kings

are seen best in the nerves of tiie frog and dog, and are to be

* seen very distinctly in man, less so in the mouse.

The method adopted is as follows : The nerve is taken with

the o-reatest possible rapidity from the animal and placed in a

watch glass containing 1 per cent.' solution osmic acid, allowed

to remain 20 minutes, washed well in water and placed in

glycerine. Small portions of the nerve are then teased and

mounted in glycerine,

Some of my obsei'vations have been made on nerves^ ti-eated

in situ in the living animal; this is doubtless painful. As

the acid is very irritating, and having a great repugnance to

inflicting pain on animals, I chloroformed my frogs, under the

influence of which they come very rapidly. Just before they

become motionless, they make a few of Avliat appear to be

efiPorts at vomiting.

Injection of chloral would doubtless do as well.

In nerves treated as alx.ve indicated, the markings in the

myeline are to be seen with great distinctness. My reason for

treating the nerve in situ was this: I found that the nerves
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taken from the animal some time after death did not show the

fissures, and that tlie nearer living the nerve is when it is sub-

mitted to the action of the acid the better the fissures show.

Tlie fissures, however, can be seen very distinctly on nerves

taken very rapidly ironi the animal and placed in the acid, and

it is not necessary to treat them in situ. Care should be taken

nut to injure tlie nerves whilst removing them, so as to get as

few breaks in the myeliiie as possible.

The regularity with which these fissures in the myeline occur

is so striking that one is led to believe that he has discovered

something new in the histology of nerves. Are these artificial

productions, or are they normal? Tiie following facts would

incline one to believe them to be normal. The fissures are on

both sides of the axis cylinder, at precisely opposite points, and

tlie edges of the myeline in the fissures are sharply defined, as if

cut across and not torn.

But on the other hand, it is to be observed that these fissures

do not occur at regular intervals all through a nerve. In some

parts the fissures ai-e veiy near each other, and at other places

much further apart. Then the fissures do not all run in the

same direction (see plate). These latter reasons lead me to

believe that they are artificial.

If these ai'e artificial, how are tliey produced?

Ordinarily in examining nerves, it is observed that the mye-

line ])resents a serpentine appearance, which is most apparent

along its outer edge. In nerves treated as above this serpen-

tine appearance is wanting.

I believe that the osmic acid aflfects the myeline so rapidly

tiiat it is thoroughly saturated and stained before coagulation

takes place, and that the myeline is to a certain extent ren-

dered firm by the astringent properties of tlie acid, and as

coagulation progresses the myeline contracts, just as all albu-

minoid substances contract under the action of an asti'ingeiit,

ami thus these fissures are formed in the myeline. I speak of

tliese as fissures, for I think it indicates better the smooth

regular edges of the openings. And there are to be seen be-

sides what we have been in the habit of speaking of as breaks

in the myeline, and which are produced by force in the teasing

of the preparation, while these fissures are not so produced,
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akt. v.—present and prospective manage-

ment OF THE INSANE.

By Riguard S. Dewey, M. D.,

First Assistant Physician to the Hospital for Insane, Elgin, 111.

THERE is a pronounced tendency to discussion of methods

and results in the management of the insane, whicli

showgthat the present system does not meet in all respects,

the expectations that are entertained of it in various quarters,

public and private, lay and professional.

The fourth and last biennal report of the State Board of

Public Charities of Illinois contains the following language

" It is our opinion, however, that the present system of caring

for the insane is far from realizing the highest ideal possible

of attainment." In the published " Proceedings of the Con-

ference of Charities," held in connection with the American-

Social Science Association at Saratoga, in September, 1876,

Dr. Nathan Allen, in a very suggestive paper, remarks :"No

thoughtful person can often visit these hospitals, [for the in-

sane] and make much observation without seeing the im-

portance of having more careful and discriminating super-

vision over them, and a more thorough investigation into the

whole subject of insanity, * * * until some such pro-

vision is made, prejudice and mistrust will exist more or less

in reference to these institutions, causing injury not only to

the officers and their management, but indirectly, tar greater

injury to the public."

In the annual report of the Massachusetts General Hospital

for 1876, the following comment is made in connection with

the McLean Asylum, one of the most elaborately equipped

and carefully conducted institutions for the insane in the

United States." "For the treatment of insane persons, we
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conld wish some practice more encouraging in its remedial

effects might be devised. As now administered, asylums for

such unfortumites afford little more than a place where they

may be isolated from society, kindly treated, and a watchful

oversight maintained to prevent them from committing in-

iury on themselves or their attendants. This may be all their

"malady admits of, but we hope not, preferring to look forward

to a time when asylums shall be provided in which occu-

pation can be introduced, diversified to meet the needs of the

various cases, and through such means entice, if possible, the

inmates into new fields of thought, and increase the percent-

age of curable cases."

Numerous quotations like the preceding ones might be ad-

duced, but their import would he the same; while in a dif-

ferent and less temperate strain, innumerable contributions to

the press, of philanthropists, novelists, ex-inmates of asylums,

and even tlie SrocVuyre of one "amateur lunatic," re-echo the

same opinions. At the same time it is true that these com-

plaints have mostly an origin remote from any practical con-

tact with the insane, and that tiiose directly concerned in the

care of them, for the most part, express themselves satisfied

with present methods, claiming only that they need ampli-

fication. On the one hand, then, we have complaints more

or less founded upon theory or sentiment, but entitled to can-

did consideration as arising from a state of affairs confessedly

unhappy, whetiier admitting of remedy or not. And on the

other, we have those who may he supposed to know best, as

heing most familiar with the practical side of the question,^

declaring themselves in agreement with the main features of

asylums as at present administered. But these latter, oc-

cupying continually one point of view, and being identified

witii the established order of things, may be imperrious to

newer, even thougli better ideas; while some allowance must

be made, in the former instance, for the difterence between

• actual, concrete insanity, and abstract mental disease as viewed

by the general public; by reformers and all a priori critics,

however.well meaning.

It is imlikely that the right is all on either the one side or

the other; and the present paper is an attempt to examine
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the question, and avoid both undue sentiment or theory and

prejudice or ultra-conservatism as well, being based upon

mucli practical knowledge of the insane and earnest thought

for their welfare.

The principal subjects which call for discussion may be

stated as follows:

I. Means of employment and recreation for the insane.

II. Degree to which confinement and restraint are neces-

sary.

III. The elfect of asylum routine upon the individual

patient.

IV. Treatment received by patients from attendants.

V. Relation of the institution for the insane (1) To the

general public (2) To its own officers and employees. (3) To

advancement of scientific knowledge.

Before entering upon these points it is well to remark,

that the form of institution for the insane, under discussion

here, is that which we find has almost universally grown

up in our midst. An establishment accommodating sev-

eral hundred, and merging into one—the "hospital" and

"asylum." The consideration of the question of numbers

proper to be received into one institution, and of the separ-

ation of chronic and acute, is aside from the present purpose,

and could only adequately be treated in a separate article.

I. Taking up our first subject as proposed above; viz.,

•'Means of employment and recreation for the insane;" it is

to be remarked at the outset that suitable occupation is not

only desirable, but necessary to the well-being of the insane

as much as of the sane; except where there is severe bodily

disease or nervous prostration. In acute cases of insanity it

can seldoai take the form of labor, but the large mass of the

insane, wherever found, would be infinitely liealthier and hap-

pier, for systematic employment, could this by any means be

secured for them.

If now it be asked, what the resources of the difi:erent in-

stitutions are in the way of employment", the reply is that

they are limited, and, embrace in general, only the ordinary

domestic occupations and some form of agriculture, with very

rarely one or two of the more common trades, to which might

be added, general " choring" about the establishment.
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This does not atibrd great latitude of choice, and, as all the

various pursuits in life are represented in the asylum in about

the same proportion as in the outside world, we can hardly

expect a very large number to find these avocations congenial

or familiar.

Now in most of our asylums it is an acknowledged fact

that a "sad idleness" largely prevails. Very few of the in-

mates do any systematic work, aside from the care of room

or person, and trifling assistance about the ward or bouse.

It is reasonable to suppose that with greater efforts and

increased facilities, numbers of the insane miglit be enlisted

in beneficial work who are now worse than useless. If capable,

strong and kindly persons co\;ld be more generally introduced

among them for the purpose of discovering some employment

adapted to tiie capacities of each; many whom only a special

effort can reach, might be most happily influenced in the di-

rection of health and productiveness. Work-rooms should be

made pleasant, cheerful and attractive, and special rooms pro-

vided for teaching the less ready or willing patients. Some

would have to engage in what was new to them, many would

return to labor at which they had already served an ap-

prenticeship. Some would only engage in what was simple,

others would require light or fancy labor, many would only

become capable of anything useful after long and patient as-

sistance from others, a frequent change would be necessary for

a certain number, but as long as any degree of self-respect or

self-control remained, there would be enough to encourage the

hope of winning back the dormant energies and temporarily

paralyzed faculties, by providing some pursuit for which each

one was fitted.

It might seem at first that any great diversification of em-

ployments would entail increased expenditure, but a candid

consideration can hardly warrant this conclusion. On the

other hand, it may be asked, why would not a wise and judi-

cious management enable the State, in time, to establish in

connection with its asylums an industry that shall be self-

sustaining? Let the clifferent departments of work have a

goodly intermixture of sane men and women employed pre-

cisely as elsewhere. Their services would not be worth less to
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the State than to other emjiloyers, if the_y were propei'lj super-

intended. Let them, in addition, receive careful instrnction

and training in adapting tlieniselves to tlieenconragement and

guidance of tlie insane, wlio woric .with thein ; a good mutual

understanding would naturally ai'ise. as maybe seen on a small

scale, even in the present industries of any institution for the

insane. Many of the inmates would, of course, be useful only

in the cruder processes, but a goodly percentage of others

would be found skillful and reliable in a high degree. It is

impossible to predict liow far the productiveness of the asylum

might be increased ; only judicious experiment can determine

this, but it is safe to anticipate the gradual building up of in-

dustries which shall engage, more or less fully, all but a com-

paratively small fraction.

The pursuits found feasible would vary with localities, apti-

tudes and abilities, both of the insane and of those associated

in their care; but simple forms of manufacture, like that of

plain clothing, boots and shoes, and plain furniture, black-

smithing, mason work, harness making, would be found prac-

ticable, while there is a large field in which machines would

play a useful part ; such are knitting machines, looms for coarse

weaving, machines for manufacture of tin-ware. Again, the

making of mats, brooms, and similar articles would furnish

many with employment. Furthermore, useful labor in repair-

ing could be associated with several of the branches mentioned

;

these, it will be perceived, are all foims of work which cost

the asylum large sums-, and whate%'er is produced in this way

would be a double gain, and even though a positive saving-

were not effected (which is very improbable), the labor would

be in itself a valuable consideration for the welfare and recovery

of patients.

It is to be feared that long habits of idleness ha%'e been

engendered among the insane, which a greater diversification

of employments is needed to break up. Indeed, the asylum is

itself indirectly the cause of an immense deal of indolence and

mischief among the insane, by congregating and confining

hundreds of weak, and often depraved beings, whose reciprocal,

influence must be bad, and who prey in turn one upon another,

having no useful direction in which to expend their energies,
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because all that is open to them is a choice between domestic

occupations or agricultural pursuits, the latter being also at a

stand-still during winter. This is a necessary evil of the as}'-

lum to be combated by every available means, and it seems

probable that increased facilities for employment, with sys-

tematic and wisely directed efforts in the direction proposed,

may reclaim a very considerable part of those now turbulent

and mischievous, and lead them gradually forward to self-

respect, contentment and usefulness.

Coming now to recreation for the insane, we find this a sub-

ject which has received much attention in almost every institu-

tion. It requires no little study to enable any one to deter-

mine what is best adapted for the diversion of the insane ; so

large is the element of uncertainty, so limited the field from

which choice can be made, and so changed are natural and

healthy preferences and feelings, but there is one universally

desirable method of procedure. It is that of ascertaining care-

fully tlie state of mind to be dealt with, before attempting to

act upon it. Every case of madness offers a riddle for solu-

tion, and though there are sphinxes that baffle the keenest wit.

faithful study will generally obtain a clue to the mystery. It

is needed, however, in every cafe, and in view of this fact there

is danger in our large institutions that amusements will assume

too wholesale a character, and that the great essential of at-

tracting real attention and interest will be overlooked. The

idea of compulsion, upon which the asylum is unhappily but

necessarily founded, should be, as far as possible, excluded

from recreations, because it is fatal to all true enjoyment. The

horse may be led to the water, but we cannot make him drink,

and similarly, society or the State may establish what it be-

lieves to be fountains of health and happiness for the insane,

and bring them forcibly to partake, but they show themselves

neither more nor less perverse than the rest of mankind in re-

fusing what others judge to be for their happiness, but what

fails to meet their own wishes.

The greatest enjoyment of the insane who retain even a

glimmering of intellect, as may be witnessed in any asylum, is

in that which gives them some little freedom, restores to them

for the time the responsibility of their own actions, and re-

5
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moves the sense of restraint with which they are moreor less

constantly hampered. It is necessary, of course to inquire

what the tastes and previous modes of life have been. As a

rule except with certain melancholy patients, something which

recalls former pleasing associations and brings the atmosphere

„f home, reaches the heart and thus the mind. The very large

maiority of all insane in public institutions arc from the same

ceneral station in life. The recreations of the rural popula-

tion, the laboring and artizan classes, are generally simple;

husking and paring and quilting '"bees," singing.school,pic-nics

excursions, sleigh-rides, dancing and social parties, concerts

lectures, athletic sports-most of these, with slight precautions

or limitations, would be applicable to the insane, and are in-

creasingly in vogue, but still many institutions offer little, but

one, or possibly two formal gatherings during the week and

chapel service on Sunday, to which all are marched with mih-

tarv precision. ,

The ordinary a.nusemeuts to be found in the town near the

asylum are also attractive, as well as safe for a large number

of patients, and such as are able to do so would generally enjoy

attending them precisely like other people, even it tiey could

have equally good entertainment in the asylum itself

II The second division made of our subject is: ihe de-

..ree to which confinement and restraint are necessary."

"
The question how far it is proper and necessary to confine

the insane, affords matedal for much discussion. Most ot the

American hospitals and asylums for the insane consist ot one

or more buildings of. colossal dimensions, with a central or

"administrative'' building, and wings extending to right and

left, for each sex. They are built in sections, either with con-

timlous walls or partially detached. Each wing is divided into

wards from 6 to 15 in number, accommodating from 12 to 40

patients, and these wards are all guarded by locked doors and

Irated windows. The patient can only enter or leave the

the ward with the aid of the attendant who carries the key.

This is the manner in which all, with an occasional exception,

are confined, and it needs no argument to prove that such con-

finement must be irksome; hence, it is a question worth dis-

cussion, whether it can be made less oppressive with safety
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and benefit. Patients who retain any degree of mind and
sensibility, must feel keenly the disgrace of being told prac-

tically every time they look out tlirough an iron window
guard, that tliey are unfit to enjoy the slightest and com-
monest liberty, and while this is necessary for a certain class,

it is questionable whether the whole establishment need be
regulated by the requirements of the dangerous, destructive

and suicidal, who are only a fraction of the whole. It is often

a source of wonder that so many patients persist in regarding
themselves as prisoners, and declare that they have committed
no crime deserving of incarceration. We say "are they not
granted numerous privileges and surrounded with comforts?
What could be less like a prison than the asylum?" But how-
ever much it may surprise us, this rebellion against rigorous
confinement remains, and, perhaps, one who has never been
subjected to it, can but poorlyjudge how deeply in our nature
it has its origin.

One of the chief remedies proposed for this severe cui'tail-

ment of personal liberty is the "cottage system," or the plan
of providing for the insane in separate buildings constructed
like an ordinary dwelling, and conducted, so far as possible, in

the style of domestic life. Other changes suggested, are the re-

moval of guards from a portion of the windows and the open-
ing of some of the wards to free egress and ingress for the
patients.

The Eighth Annual Eeport of the State Board of Health,
of Massachusetts, contains much interesting matter as to the
increased liberties allowed patients in England and Scotland.
Dr. 0. F. Folsom, the secretary of the Board, has elicited

much information from high authorities and combines his

facts and opinions in a suggestive paper entitled "Disease of
the Mind." He reviews the advances, made in the care and
treatment of the insane in different countries, and points out
a time some twenty years ago, when he considers that America
led all other nations in the excellence of its institutions for the
insane. To-day, however, he shows that in Great Britain and
Ireland there prevails, in most asylums, an absence of restraint

and a degree of personal freedom greater than is found with
us. The window-guards and locked doors are removed from a
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greater or less portions of many asylums. At the Fife and

Kinross Asylum, all the wards occupied by male patients, and

all but two of those occupied by females, are free to enter or

leave at the will of the patient. The Rainhill Asylum near

Prescott, has no iron guards or window sashes in any part.

On the occasion of a visit to the West Riding Asylum, Dr.

Folsom found all the newer parts of the building had ordinary

windows without guards. In Scotland the newly built asylums

are practically without window-guards, and at the Eoyal Edin-

burgh Asylum, three of the older wards accommodating 140

patients on the first, second, and third floors have been

fitted with plate glass windows not guarded in any way.

This movement in tavor of more free and domestic arrang-

ments for the insane, originated perhaps cliiefly with the study

of the celebrated "colony" for the insane, in Gheel, Belgium,

whither for centuries, those afflicted with mental disease have

been accustomed to resort, and where, for tlie most part, they

have been quartered with the peasantry and lived as mmates

of the household, a degree of freedom and contentment pre-

vailing among them elsewhere unknown. This precise plan

has be^en imitated in Scotland, with mnch less satisfactory re-

sults, but the essential idea of nearer approach to home lite

and less restraint has taken firm hold of both popular and

professional minds, and various efforts to realize it are attract-

ing public attention.

The principal of these is perhaps the -cottage" plan ot

construction. It is advocated as less expensive in its admin-

istration, and more philanthropic in its results. Buildings

much cheaper in proportion to the number accommodated can

without doubt be constructed on the plan of the ordinary

dwelling-house, and as the cost of the average insane asylum,

as now constructed, amounts to $1,000 or $1,500 for each

person accommodated, while in many instances the figure

reaches $2,000 $3,000, and even $4,000, the saving of money

will be a very important item, if the same result can be accom-

plished for $500 or $800 'jper capita.

The next question, of the advantages to accrue to the pa-

tient from tliis plan, and of the extent to which it is feasible,

is a very complex one, and in the absence of any very defamte
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or conclusive results, it is only possible to advance opinions

founded upon experience among the insane and upon some

suggestive but incomplete experiments already made in that

line.

It is notorious that the vast majority of the insane in our

present asylums are discontented, perpetually urging their

release, and so ill at ease in their surroundings, that usefulness

is impaired and mental improvement hindered to a lamentable

degree. The question next follows: To what extent is the

cottage system a remedy for this state of affairs?

In answering this, it must be remembered,—and this some-

times seems in danger ofbeing overlooked in these discussions,

—

that the fundamental idea of the asylum for the largest majority

of its inmates is confinement or separation from the outside

world. If the insane could follow the ordinary course of every

day life, and mingle in the affairs of the world at large, there

need be no asylums, for there is no merit, but rather detri-

ment, in the mere fact of associating the insane together.

The principal reason for congregating tliem in large institu-

tions is the necessity of economy and efficiency in tlieir care,

and the compensating advantage is that the necessary appli-

ances and skill can be thus commanded, and generally only

thus; but so far as their reciprocal influence is concerned, the

most that can be said in any case is, that it is not harmful;

lience the greater the desirability of the intermixture among

the insane of sound and healtliy minds to as great an extent

as possible.

N'ext, as to the origin of this discontent and suffering of

the insane. Does it result from their being shut up in the

asylum, or is it a necessary comcomitant of disease? Each

question may be answered in the affirmative for a diffei'ent

class. There are those who could never be made contented, or

in any degree comfortable by any means which human ingen-

uity could devise, whose disease must pass away before any

repose could come to their restless spirits, but another and

jnuch larger class is that composed of active and more or less

intelligent and well disposed patients who crave liberty in a

natural and healthy way and would have sufficient self-control

not to abuse privileges extended to them.
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The late Dr. Batty Tuke was the first to apply to the insaue

the maxim '-the more you trust the more you may," and Dr.

Tuke's brilliant success in making his asylum one of the most

free in the world, with no bad results, justifies this policy. By

the side of his watchword should be placed that of Dr. Browne

of the West Riding Asylum,—"Treat the insane as men and

women, and they will behave as such," for his remark is equally

exemplified by the order, quiet, freedom and manifold indus-

tries of that "^famous institution. Perhaps, however, the first

utterance of this kind came from an American source.

Dr. Isaac Eay wrote in 18-11 ; "In a word, we endeavor to

treat our patients as every honorable, well-bred man treats

anotlier in the common intercourse of society;" and again:

" Generally speaking, the more they, [the insane] are suffered

to act like other men, then more they will strive to become

like them."

A somewhat different spirit has prevailed among those less

familiar with the insane, and even those in contact with them

do not perhaps easily divest themselves of all prejudice. It

is safe to say that the most heated diatribes against the sup-

posed wrongs perpetrated in depriving the insane of liberty

and " inalienable rights" have come from those having the

least practical knowledge of what the insane actually are,

or how they may be dealt with. It is only necessary to

observe the senseless apprehension with which personal con-

tact with any and all insane persons is generally regarded,

to see how little they are understood; and one result of

this general ignorance in regard to them, is, that those un-

dertaking their care are exposed to a constant cross-fire of op-

posite caprices, and liable to incur opprobrium either from a

moderate and conservative course, or from any excess in the di-

rection of freedom on the one hand, or restraint on the other;

—so attractive are theories, so easy are denunciations, and so

simple is destructive criticism to parties not charged with re-

sponsibility; and since a single error in judgment, or even a

simple misfortune, is so liable to bring down the most bitter

reproaches and undeserved censure, medical officers of asylums

find themselves obliged to practice the most extreme caution,

and will only gradually, and in harmony with improved gen-
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eral knowledge, reach the golden mean of largest personal

liberty for the insane, combined with greatest welfare and

safety. It is my belief, however, that the insane may be more

confided in than at present is the case with us, and that the

horizon may be gradually widened for them in a way to in-

crease both their happiness and the facility of caring for them.

In considering the '-cottage" plan, if one may judge from

the absence, in a tolerably large proportion of the insane, of

any positive malicious or dangerous tendencies; from the ben-

licial effects so often observed even now of judicious increase

ot freedom ; from the more domestic and home-like at-

mosphere which can be given the cottage, and from the happy

effects of employment, which I believe should inmost instances

be made an essential of cottage life; one may reasonably expect

good results from its introduction, though unable to predict

how far they may reach.

The "cottage" phxn as had in mind here, is a grouping of

dwellings for the insane quite separated from each other, upon

a tolerably extensive tract of land, and around central build-

iuofg intended for the general accommodation and for those una-

ble to enjoy the more removed and independent life. The

advantages to be derived from this plan are, a more domestic

and less monotonous and restricted style of living, and less

contact of those unfitted, for mingling together ; it is probable,

too, and indeed is shown where it has been tried, that the re-

moval of the more visii)le and obtrusive signs of imprison-

ment, will render the weight of confinement much lighter for

many, and will thus greatly moderate the aversion with which

they regard the asylum. Much of that destructiveness, too,

which arises from the annoyance and vexation or sheer idle-

ness of close confinement will be done away with.

One of the difficulties of the present mode of management

is that it renders it harder lo discriminate between the malice

and mischief which are iniierent necessities, and that which

might be cured by a more complete change in mode of life.

It will not be denied that some of the insane who seem to be

under the dominion of their evil and destructive tendencies,

may derive them to some extent from external circumstances;

and the very element of change here introduced, is in itself im-
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portant as a well known most powerful factor in the treatment

of all maladies, mental even more than physical. Changes

from one institution to another, or from one ward to another

of the same institution are frequently found most salutary,

dthough the two are apparently quite similar. Still more,

then, with a number of differently surrounded, independent

buildings, will there be opportunity for the working of change

as a curative agency.

It is objected to some of the above considerations that many

of the persons who would be fitted for the cottage are the very

ones who complain least of the asylum as now arranged ;
that

extra liberties and privileges may be conferred on those fitted

for them as well in one building as another; that there would

be greater difficulty in preventing escapes and larger oppor-

tunities for mischief, and that great additional risks of fire and

snicide would be incurred.

These points must indeed modify and limit selection of

patients, and render necessary great caution on the part of of-

ficers, but they cannot be held to outweigh the arguments on

the other side.

A much more valid objection is that relating to proper

general supervision. It must be evident that these detached

buildings, covering a much greater territory, will be reached

with greater difficulty, and will have only at intervals the pres-

ence of any person more responsible than the attendant.

They must, therefore, tax severely the vigilance of ofiicers in

control, and will necessitate the employment of highly trust-

worthy attendants, and even when the best possible have been

secured, there can be no certainty that abuses will not arise,

and where they do, they will be much more difticult to dis-

cover and cure. The approach of physicians, supervisors and

night or day watchmen to the several buildings can always be

seen and prepared for; larger opportunities fur lawlessness and

neglect thus being afforded.

A further weighty question is, how far such a system may

apply to females. There are strong objections both to leaving

them day and night with no man within call, and to introduc-

ing males, even man and wife, into their household, while

the additional opportunities afforded to such patients by the
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"cottage," for going about unobserved and unguarded, might

produce most deplorable results. Attendants also would be

able to leave the house readily by night as well as by day, and

persons lacking in character might in various ways bring last-

ing reproach upon the good name of the institution, and those

responsible for it.

It is here that the greatest hesitation nmst be felt with re-

gard to success, and few medical men would be willing to be-

come responsible for widely separated communities of insane

persons, so difiicult to reach or control ; except as they might

be very gradually formed, and careful tests applied at each

new step.

In reply to some of the foregoing objections, it may be

urged that attendants and patients would be scarcely more

out of the way in a detached cottage than they frequently are

in the wards of the large buildings; the classes of patients

fitted for the cottage, too, would be of the sort least liable to

abuse, having intelligence enough to protect themselves by

promptly reporting their grievances. Further, if both patients

and attendants were kept constantly well employed as an es-

sential of the cottage life, giving them the wholesome fatigue

of honest labor; if men and their wives of reliable character

were secured as attendants; if vigilant night and day super-

vision were exercised, and a system of lighting grounds and

buildings with gas were maintained, these difficulties could be

deprived of part of their formidable character.

Again, before it can be seen how such a system would work,

i t nmst be tested by experiment; all present ideas are drawn

from a different system. The class of attendants may be im-

proved, while patients entering an institution upon a more free

plan might adapt themselves more readily than is anticipated,

to an order of things approaching nearer their previous life.

Taking tiie question now in an economical point of view,

an advantage in favor of the cottage is apparent, as a saving

in cost of construction of from !?T00 to |1,000 for each person

provided for is easily demonstrable; the average congregate

building costing $1,500, and the cottages $500 to $800. It is

of moment to inquire, however, whether this cottage is to dif-

fer in any respect from a conimon dwelling, and if so, in what
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manner and extent; If it is priicticable fur considerable num-

bers of the patients to dwell in such houses as are proposed, it

will be necessary for the welfare of a certain portion that ex-

tra appliances for security and strength be.added. Brick is

decidedly the preferable building material, and partitions

should be of masonry as well in order to withstand fire and

occasional assaults of violence, and also to shut in noise and se-

cure quiet through tlie building. Certain classes of cases, too,

like those of suicidal and homicidal mania and "pyromania,"

thouo-h otherwise fitter for a niore domestic life, w<nild need

the guarded windows and "strong" rooms. Again, many of

the houses would require to be built with a large proportion

of single rooms, and the construction would be more expensive

than an ordinary house, since many could not profitably sleep

in a dormitory with others, while the noise or malice or vice

of some, would necessitate single rooms for them. On the

other hand, a limited use could perhaps be found for a few

lio-ht wooden structures of the ''pavilion" character, to be re-

moved when contaminated or rendered unwholesome in any

degree.

It can, however, scarcely be disputed tliat the incurably

mischievous and malicious patients will be fully as comfortable

and safe, and in a more satisfactory relation to those respons-

ible for them in a securely constructed building under the im-

mediate eye of the physician.

The provisioning and cooking will also be points of serious

consequence. If meals are distributed from one central kit-

chen, the transportation will be a considerable expense, involv-

ing elaborate apparatus and extra help to operate it, while

food will be likely to arrive cold and unpalatable, whereas if

each of these buildings is to have a separate kitchen and store

room, great confusion, waste and extravagance, will be risked,

as well as badly prepared and improper articles of diet. Per-

haps, however, these objections can be overcome by establish-

ing a central dining hall, where the majority can meet for

their meals. This is a method which works satisfactorily in

many institutions, especially in the asylums of England.

The heating and lighting, the water supply, the sewerage,

the bathing, the laundry arrangements, all offer difliculties.
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If they are to be provided for from central sources, the expense

in each instance will not be less, but greater, than that of sup-

plying the same to one compact building; whereas if we are to

depend upon ordinary arrangements such as exist in any family,

grave sanitary, social and economical ])oints, resulting from

the complicating fact of insanity, at once present themselves,

which the limits of this article forbid the discussion of in

detail.

Another additional source of expense will be the necessity

of securing a very highly trustworthy and efficient class of at-

tendants for these detached buildings, whose reliability and

skill will be found to have their deiinite market value.

Finally, in regard to economy, it is to be remembered, no

matter how much the first cost may be reduced, that if the an-

nual running expenses of an institution on any one plan are

even very slightly in excess ot those of another style, the cost

will ultimately be far greater, accumulating as it will year af-

ter year.

The conclusions arrived at with regard to the cottage plan,

in view of the foregoing statements, (which it has been sought

to make with impartiality), are, that there is a certain goodly

proportion of the insane to whom it is applicable; how large

or small only a fair trial will show; that it is more practicable

for males than females; that expenses of construction can be

much reduced in this way, but current expenses will probably

remain about the same; that for the extreme forms of insanity

this plan is inadmissible. The violent require a stronger

building, and, as more liable to ill-treatment or accident should

be under the immediate obsei-vation of a medical officer. Re-

cent cases need careful attendance in a well-equipped hospital.

The suicidal or homicidal can only to a limited extent share

the domestic life, and those in feeble health require care in the

hospital asylum. Finally, the noise and violence of refractory

cases should be as much circumscribed as possible, and for

this reason the}' will be better associated in one substantial

building than scattered over a wide area.

This is perhaps a proper place for a few words with regard

to the "administrative" or central building. It would appear

essential that there should always be a central structure, for tlie
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use of cases ret|uijiiig for any reason more special care, and for

the probation and study of newly arrived patients to deter-

mine their proper place in the community of the insane. This

is what obtains at Gheel, and is highly commended for its

good working there.

The ordinary hospital or asylum has nearly always a main

building, the most extensive portion of the stracture, for the

accommodation ot the public, for the residence of officers, for

store rooms and offices. This has frequently been constructed

with an arcliitectui-al display, and unnecessary elegance of in-

ternal arrangement which have called out censure and created

a prejudice against it as a feature of the building, more or less

superfluous and purely ornamental; but however much it may

have had unessential and merely showy additions, it remains

in itself indispensable in the proper character of a convenient

place of reception for inmates tirst arriving, for ollices for

transaction of bnsiness, for distribution of stores, and no

more suitable place can be found, for the residence of the med-

ical officer. It should certainly be built and arranged with all

regard to economy, and precisely adapted to its purposes, with

n<') unsuitable display; but it is the only place where the per-

son in control will be able to command that tacility of prompt

access to cases requiring special or immediate attention, that

knowledge of what is going on in the wards, and among the

scores of employees that readiness for all emergencies of fire

or accident, which alone will admit of efficient discharge of

duty.

With regard to the further occupancy of the central struc-

ture, many points requiring careful consideration present them-

selves. Here is the place for the acute cases ; so often refrac-

tory and noisy, as well as for the feeble ones, or those suffering

from bodily disease. jSTow, if this main building is greatly

reduced in size by the removal of most of the intermediate

])atients, the incompatibility of the two will become painfully

apparent, and detriment will result to both; yet a iurther sub-

division of Iniildings in their interest would' be extravagant, if

not impracticable. Furthermore, this will be the spot for the

general gatherings of patients for amusements and chapel ex-

ercises, and will be apt to be regarded by many patients and
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their friends, from its general activity, life and bustle, as the

most attractive and desirable location; while smaller and more

distant buildings will to many have an aspect of loneliness,

isolation and, perhaps, less relative importance. If this is par-

tially obviated by having separate buildings for chapel and

amusements, a certain percentage will lose the advantage of

these in inclement weather, or when in poor health. These

are points which argue in favor of one large building, and

militate against the breaking up of the asylum into smaller

parts.

In conclusion, the opinion may be hazarded that the mere

separation or scattering of buildings is not so essential as per-

vading them, wherever situated and whatever their construc-

tion, with careful and wise supervision and a spirit of whole-

some cheerfulness, while giving a more home-like character to

the habitation of the insane, by dividing it up into parts as

little formal and forbidding as possible in their furniture, fix-

tures and general plan, as well as granting evei"y freedom com-

patible with necessary order, safety and industry.

The second division under the present head is the '• degi-ee

of restraint necessary for the insane."

Tiie question of restraint for the insane has led to an ani-

mated discussion between the alienists of this country and of

England, in which the latter have sought to establish a position

antagonistic to any and all forms of apparatus for restraining

patients. American medical men in charge of the insane, on

the contrary, as well as most of those controlling continental

asylums, maintain that mechanical restraint is more or less re-

quired for the protection and benefit of the patients themselves.

The English substitute for any and all methods of restraint is

the coercion of the refractory patient by the hands of as many
attendants as may be necessary for the purpose, continuing

their activity as long as occasion requires, and in case of de-

structive tendencies, of making clothing and all other articles

as strong aiKl indestructible as possible. The writer has no

prejudices with regard to either system, having employed both

with advantage, and found patients quite unmanageable by one,

yielding well to the other; but while not prepared to deny that

restraining apparatus has ever been used to excess in the hos-
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pitals of this countr}', one may be far from subscribing to the

fanciful theory tliat two to six attendants are in all instances

preferable as a means of restraint to some of the better me-

chanical contrivances. The latter will certainly often answer

the desired purpose with less harm and irritation to the patient,

and be more reliable in special instances of violence, or fury,

or suicidal mania. Without most careful supervision and judi-

cious control, any form of restraint is liable to abuse, and with

this secured, that restraint is to be preferred which the phy-

sician can most definitely control and graduate precisely to

every case.

The most unhappy feature of all restraint is the application

of physical force which it necessitates, and the meeting of vio-

lence with violent and compulsory measures. This is degrading

to attendants, as its use leads them little by little to lose sight

of the " more excellent way" of persuasion and kindness within

their reach. And whatever lowers the character of attendants

reacts, of course, disastrously upon the patient ; at the same

time the direct effect of restraint upo;i the patient is degrading,

as it arouses the most malignant passions, and its need fre-

quently cannot be in any degree appreciated, while its use is

often followed by humiliation and loss of self-respect.

The chief advantage of discarding mechanical apparatus of

every kind, lies in the necessity it places upon the attendant

of finding, just so far as may be possible, other means than

those of force for controlling those under his care. If his alter-

native is between soothing the patient, keeping him in good

humor and agreeably occupied, or holding him through a

paroxysm of violence, he will be pretty sure to choose the

former.

The direction in which improvement may be made in the use

of mechanical restraint, is in placing it more completely in the

hands ot the physician Patients are indeed much inthe power

of attendants, under even the most excellent management, but

the employment of the means of restraint of every kind, ought

to be surrounded by such safeguards as to render their use

always judicious, and their abuse nearly or quite impossible.

In all well-regulated asylums indeed, restraint and seclusion are

only permitted upon the order or instruction of the physician,
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but without the greatest watchfulness there is a constant ten-

dency to exceed instructions. Emergencies arise, and are al-

lowed to. become precedents instead of remaining exceptions.

To wait for permission a dozen times over for the same thing

seems useless to attendants, and where they have once received

permission in a given case to use a given form of restraint, when
a case apparently' the same comes up, having the necessary

appliances at hand, they are too apt to proceed again in the

same manner upon their own responsibility. Thus the system

gradually degenerates, and -becomes at last quite intolerable, if

there are unprincipled attendants, or officers in the slightest

degree lax. Furthermore, there is naturally a strong tendency

on the part of the attendant to choose the shortest way out of

the annoyance caused by a troublesome patient, instead of

taking pains to pacify and allay irritability, and divert the

thoughts into some other and better channel.

There is one means of remedying these defects which might
be generally adopted with advantage. It is the placing of all

the apparatus for restraint of every kind in the care of one re-

sponsible person, whose duty it should be to keep an exact

record of its use, and only supply any article upon an order

from the physician indicating the time, manner and continu-

ance of the given restraint, after which the apparatus used is

to be promptly returned. It would be a further step in ad-

vance to " post up," in a book provided for the purpose, full

and detailed accounts of all restraint used, and scrutinize care-

fully the amount of restraint as a whole, and the particular in-

stances. Attendants should be made to feel that it is their

especial duty, as far as in them lies, to avoid all forms of re-

straint, and commended and promoted, other things being
equal, in accordance with their success in doing so. When
this is made for their interest, they will find it easier than
they would otherwise imagine, by taking especial pains, to

check with kindly and judicious management, frequent instances

of violence and contention, and in the end this would be found
to be the method costing themselves the least trouble and vexa-

tion. The physician often observes that patients who with one
attendant have been found almost uniformly to need some form
of restraint, with another will prove quite tractable, quiet and
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good-humored. Aside from natural incompatibilities, this is

often the simple result of the tact and .gentleness of one, as

compared with the iU-teniper or domineering spirit of the other.

Many patients constantly grow worse under .restraint, their

irritability and rage increasing with its continuance, and yet

rendering it still more necessary, whereas in the first instance,

a period of careful and unwearied kindly management would

perhaps hav3 determined a different and happier result. Not-

withstanding the fact, however, that the vigilance of the phy-

sician will occasionally discover such cases as the above, there

are nevertheless in all asylums many irreclaimable patients,

whom no method of management yet devised can render toler-

able in condition, except by more or less constant employ-

ment of restraint.

In this connection it is of interest to recall what has been

accomplished in Great Britain in the direction ot removing

restraints. By far the largest majority of the asylums of Eng-

land and Scotland employ no mechanical restraint; a reform

having been begun about forty years ago by Dr. Hill, at the

Lincoln asylum, and carried out with a success which gave him

world-wide reputation, by Connolly, at Hanwell, from the time

when he assumed charge of that asylum in '39, and to-day

asylums there which employ resti-aint are the exception, both

public and private, whether accommodating 1,400 patients, as

at West Riding, or only 50 to 100, as at many private asylums.

It is probable that the abolition of restraint has been carried

to excess in Great Britain, as a reaction against previous bar-

barities in the asylums of that country, and in accordance with

an exaggerated public sentiment against all possible employ-

ment of mechanical restraint aroused by novelists and sensa-

tional writers. But there is universal testimony to the fact

that great improvement has been etiected in the behavior and

condition of the patients. And the error is, on the whole.

upon the side of humanity and safety, even though in certain

cases patients may have lacked for a needed salutary inilu-

ence.
"

III. The third division of our subject is, "'The eftect ot

asylum routine upon the individual patient."

The matter of personal attention to each individual insane
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mail or woman, is one which cannot be too strongly brought
into prominence. The public at large, and to some extent

those in the care of the insane, are prone to regard the malady
as a thing apart from the patient. The time has indeed gone
by when demoniacal possession is accepted as an explanation

of madness, but mental disease is still far from being generally

understood as a result of the perversion of natural and healthy
functions, which it really is. Bodily disease was once simi-

larly regarded as an enemy for the physician to exorcise or

expel from the body, almost without reference to any peculiari-

ties of the patient himself, and insanity is still too much con-

sidered in the light of an evil external influence which has
seized upon the patient, and must be driven away. Griesinger,

than whom there is no weightier authority upon mental dis-

ease, as quoted by Dr. Folsom says: " Nowhere is there

greater need of strictly individual treatment, than with the in-

sane
;
nowhere must we more constantly bear in mind the feet

that not a disease but a diseased individual, not insanity, but

one who has become insane, is the object of our treatment."

In the insane man or woman with whom we have to deal,

however suppressed or distorted for the time all healthy
thought and feeling may be, these or their elements still re-

main and constitute the basis upon which all efforts at restora-

tion must be made, and as diverse as have been the lives, the
tastes, the character of these men and women, so varied should
be their treatment mental, moral and physical.

The foregoing propositions may be thought trite enough.
Let us now inquire how near the institution for the insane, as

at present constituted meets the requirements suggested. The
asylum brings together, upon a common basis of surrender of

personal liberty and control by external authority, men and
women from every station, rural life and town life, high life

and low, trades and handicrafts, mercantile and professional

pursuits are represented in about the proportions found in the
outside world. Within the asylum all are conducted through
substantially the same daily round; the same hours of rising

and retiring, the same food with scarcely an exception, the
same forms of exercise, laboi- and reci-eation. From 12 to 40
are associated together in one ward with a proportion of one
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attendant to 12 or 15 patients. Each of the assistant physi-

cians has from 150 to 300 patients to attend upon daily, and

the medical superintendent makes the round of each ward

once or twice a week. There are 6 to 12 wards for each sex-

all constructed, arranged and ordered upon the same general

plan Now the change from former life for all who enter the

institution is great indeed, and very many, when reason and

power of reflection hegin to return, find themselves in an abode

so different from any ever previously seen or imagined, m its

mode of life, its inmates, and its domestic arrangments, that

they almost deem themselves transported to a different world.

Disordered fancies, sharpened sensibilities, separation trom

friends, aud the absence of anything homelike or tamiliar,

render their condition still more pitiable; and it is plain that

kind, careful and sympathetic attention is now sadly needed

when reason begins feebly to reassert her sway. The patient

is generally under the care of a weli-ineaning attendant, buta

youno- person usually and too often engrossed of necessity in

the mechanical discharge of duty ; without special training

and, in a majority of instances, not possessing tact and skill,

even where the inclination exists, to consult the peculiarities

of the person.
^ ^ •

^

In an extensive institution, system, regularity and strict

discipline are absolutely essential, and the making ot even

slight exceptions to any given rule, is a grave matter m its ul-

timate bearings and results. Thus, such patients as can submi

easily to all requirements are measurably comfortable, but

those of an eccentric, unpliant, or independent disposition, (a

lar-e proportion of the insane,) chafe continually in the harness.

There is much to create a feeling that their identity is qmte

lost, and that they are regarded as parts of a vast machine

whose daily evolutions must be performed at all hazards. That

kind and careful personal attention so universally pleasing and

so essential to a good understanding of any man, sick or well,

is lacking, and leaves many sadly alone in their strange sur-

roundings.
. , . , i ,. i

In regard to each patient individually it is desirable to de-

termine what influences of every kind will be salutary. Ab-

solute rest is needed for some, moderate employment tor others.
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recreation pure and simple, for others who if not intelligently
guided would determine the question, or have it determined
for them in exactly the wrong way. Some patients maybe
treated with implicit confidence. Others need carefully ap-
plied restraining influences. The interaction of patients and
attendants is to be carefully studied. The extent to which
patients may read, write or receive visits, attend chapel and
entertainments, the changes from time to time in mental con-
dition, the transfer from one ward to another, and above all in
acute cases, the medical treatment; these and a hundred other
questions are constantly arising which to be wisely and suc-
cessfully decided, require a minute knowledge of eacli patient's
daily life and previous history, which cannot be kept in mind
with reference to hundreds of individuals, and it must be ad-
mitted that one reason wliy all are put through so nearly the
same routine is, that it is quite impossible for the physician
with the large numbers at present in charge to determine
each of these questions upon its individual merits; hence all

are placed too nearly upon the same level.

Now, how are the difficulties above detailed to be met? Some
of these are unavoidable evils, but others, it is to be hoped,
admit of a remedy. The most obvious question is with regard
to the proper size of an asylum. Without pretending to assign
any arbitrary limits, it may safely Ije asserted that the number
of patients in almost every institution is greater than can be
cared for with the desirable attention to details in eacli case,
and all possible increase of physicans and attendants consis-
tent with economy is a great desideratum. It were well if

each institution could be small enougli to admit of closer per-
sonal relations between physicians and patients as well as at-

tendants and patients, but they must be taken as they at pres-
ent exist, future progress in legislative appreciation of the
needs of the insane being trusted for determining the founda-
tion of institutions of more liarmonious relative proportions.
Another direction in whicli much may be accomplished is

in dividing tlie insane so as to bring more together those re-
quiring similar management. Many of the chronic insane
need no special medical treatment and form a class by them-
selves.
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Again, those requiring medical treatment and special diet

and nursing, would fall into one or two nearly related groups.

Farther, patients of ample means and more liberal previous

lives would naturally expect, and be able to command, quar-

ters equipped on a more generous scale, and require, generally

speaking, a nearly uniform management, lience they may be

beneficially associated.

In tlie" diversification of employments; in introducmg

more of the home element into each ward or building; in se-

curing attendants of greater experience and character, and

inerersing their number, so that there may be more real com-

panionskip between the insane and those caring for them, I

firmlv believe a larger propoiiion thaTi is now imagmed may

be made comfortable, contented and useful, as well as the per

centage of recoveries increased. With regard to the phy-

sician^'s relations to the patients, his selection and train-

ings of attendants is a main responsibility and pomt^ of

constant solicitude, and that is one great means of impressing

the patient with the influences deemed most advantageous;

but it were well if he could come closely enough in contact

with each of those under his care to be known as a friend rather

than esteemed as hard driven and preoccupied othcer; for it is

quite impossible that the medical director should know per-

sonally that each detail is managed by a hundred employes

as he would have it, without constant vigilant following up of

his instructions to see that they are executed to the letter, and

it is only by instructive examples made of the negligent or

untrustworthy that a wholesome rnorale can be maintained

throuo-hout an extensive establishment.

ivf The fourth subject proposed for discussion is, "Treat-

ment received by patients from attendants."

Among the unhappy features of insanity is the necessity

it so often involves of placing its victim under the care and

control of strangers; this has its advantages, shown in the

fact that many of the insane are both more reasonable and

more comfortable with strangers, than with those before whom

they have been accustomed to act out more completely their

thoughts and impulses, or whom they have been wont to con-

trol by authority, or manage by persuasion or tact.
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And here I ti-ust a brief digression will be pardoned for the

purpose of saying a few words about the management of tlie

insane by their own friends. It is a fact familiar to those

who have been in a position to know that the immediate

family and friends of an insane person are not only frequently

more mistaken in their kindness, but also more harsh and in-

judicious tlian attendants in any good asylum would ever be

found to be. Those suri-ounding an insane person often con-

duct themselves with little judgment, and sometimes without

humanity. In their most proper desire to secure necessary

quiet and repose for the disordered mind, they either oppose

indiscriminately every tendency to activity, good or bad, or

else yield to the most fantastic and uni-easonable whims in the

hope of pacification, without once seeming to I'eflect that there

is a golden mean to be observed in accordance with the dic-

tates of common sense. The immediate friends of the insane

are not only often unwise, but they are misguided and even

cruel to a degree which would be scarcely credible to one

who had not seen their folly or harshness, or its resnlts. Not
only are a majority of the patients brought to the asylum

tricked, deceived, and kept ignorant of the step in view, but

a superstitious dread of violence, which is supposed to be

characteristic of all insanity, leads to the use of unnecessarily

harsh and cruel methods of restraint. Patients are often

brought to the hospital barbarously bound with ropes or hand-

cuffed, when such restraint is unnecessary; even punishment
and cruel beating are resorted to, to correct what is regarded

as "ugliness" on the part of the patient, and often when not

treated as a malefactor, he is led to suppose he is coming to a

hotel, or is left only for a few hours, or days, when he will be

called foi again. Is it any wonder in such a case that when
the patient finds himself shut up in the asylum, he loses all

confidence in those he had foi'merly trusted, and regards with

suspicion or implacable dislike, those in whose custody he has

been placed by such means?

While the insane are thus regarded b}' the world in general

as wild and dangerous animals, or as perverted mortals with

whom there is no obligation of keeping faith, is it surprising

that even at the asylum all superstition and ignorance cannot

be done away with ?
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But now to return to the question of the treatment generally

received from their attendants by patients in insane asylums:

This is perhaps the point of greatest difficulty in the manage-

ment of an institution for the insane. The selection, in-

struction, training and vigilant supervision of all who come in

personal contact with the insane, gives the medical superin-

tendent full scope for every energy and excellence of character

that a man can possess.

It is the attendant who is in constant, familiar contact

with the patient, who exercises the most potent influence upon

his or her welfare.
_

The most obvious criticism upon attendants as found in

most of our asylums, is that they are lacking in age, experi-

ence, and education. They are for the most part a_ class oi_

unmarried young men and women, in perhaps a majority ot

cases foreigners, who seek this occupation rather than exclus-

ive manua"l labor or more menial household employment. It

is easilv conceivable that persons of education or cultivation

would seldom accept such employment, as good abilities and

character are better rewarded in other fields; the wages re-

ceived being generally only such as the commonest labor and

service command in the outside world. Furthermore, such an

increasing amount of opprobrium has of late been heaped,

justly and unjustly, upon those assuming the care of the in-

sane, that many of those who would mahethe best attendants,

would be the last to enter the service.

The tact being then that the attendants upon the insane,

nearly all come from the less skilled and educated classes, and

embrace a considerable proportion of foreigners, the evils are

such as may be easily inferred. Attendants are apt to have

little appreciation of any duties toward the insane, except the

primary ones of attending to their material wants. They

maintain strict cleanliness, and such order as it is in them to

secure. They are engrossed pretty constantly with the purely

mechanical performance of this work, and equally mechanical

oliedience to the rules laid down for their observance, but are

lacking in those undefinable but equally important requisites

which onlv intelligent sympathy, tact and good breeding can

supply. At the same time, there are apt to be among them a
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few mere eye servants, who shirk every labor it is possible for

them to escape.

The difficulty of securing persons well calcnlated for attend-

ants is immense; if they possess the requisite energy and

power of control, they are apt to be harsh and stern, if they

are of a kind and genial disposition, they are apt to be lax in

the discharge of duty, and so lacking in authority that the most

injurious disorder ])revails. If they are young, they are want-

ing in tact and judgment, if more advanced in years, notional

and unpliable. Finally, when good attendants are obtained,

they seldom remain long in the service, as it has little to at-

tract, and they either have other views in life, not being able

to make a permanent settlement in the asylum, or become irri-

table, discontented and useless under the ceaseless wear and

tear of such a pursuit upon the nervous s^'stem and physical

endurance; for there is a certain amount of demoralization in

the continual contact with depraved and morbid minds and

bodies, and the care of the worst forms of insanity has a de-

grading tendency. Especially is the influence mutually bad

between attendants and the obstreperous, filthy, and destructive

insane wlio require restraint, the use of which tends constantly

to render both parties oblivious of the law of kindness, and

substitutes physical force for moral suasion, the former gradu-

ally encroaching where only the latter need be used. But it

is vastly easier in taking account of the conduct of attendants

to blame them for harshness and cruelty than it is to consider

what they really have to endure. They are exposed to vile

abuse and risk of personal safety to which few of those who
criticise them would ever think of submitting.

The considerations above adduced with regard to attendants

naturally lead to the inference (correct I believe for most of

our asylums), that cases arise where the helpless position of

the patient and lack of knowledge or kindness of feeling on the

part of the attendant lead to cruel and evil results—the cruel

and evil are seldom, almost never, intentional or even con-

scious; such are the morale and discipline of all asylums, and

such the vigilance exercised overall attendants; but are the

offspring of selfishness or carelessness, and occasionalh' of ex-

citement Granger. This, however, is not saying enough for the
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cbai-ity, generosity, and practical efficiency of our age. A way

should be found of securing persons of character for attend-

ants upon the insane, of training them thoroughly and retain-

ing their services during good behavior.

It is now pertinent to inquire what means are available for

improving tlie quality of immediate attendance upon the in-

sane. Tlie first step in advance it would appear desirable to

make, is to secure a higher grade of care for all acute and re-

cent cases of insanity (which deserve most careful treatment on

account of greater prosi>ect of recovery), and provide skillful

nursing for all cases of bodily sickness. A thoroughly trained

nurse is a rarity among the sick either in public or private.

The hospitals and asylums for insane are generally not alto-

gether destitute of good nurses, formed on the spot by patient

teaching; but as a rule, they have manifold additional duties,

and can ill be spared to give all attention to single individuals.

A single recent case, however, might often profitably employ

the entire time and energies of a well selected attendant, per-

haps by that means alone recovering health and reason; and it

is desirable to bring into prominence here the fact that almost

any pains taken, or expenses incurred, for curable cases, are

well bestowed. One year's support at an expense of, say, $500,

would be infinitely cheaper than sustaining a patient for the

rest of his natural life at the public expense, if he remained in-

sane, and he would, furthermore, if cured, return to society and

the State as a producer.

What is needed is a larger corps of attendants to admit ot

detailing for special duty as many as may be called for by any

given amount of sickness, or number of acute cases wanting

special care. The proportion of attendants for recent cases

should, as a whole, be greater. In the best English and Scotch

asylums it is one to eight for all pauper patients, and one to

three for private patients. This admits of a degree of atten-

tion to the needs of each person, and of companionship and

recreation, which are highly beneficial. We might accomplish

in part the sanie object, and not unreasonahly increase expense,

by bringing within more narrow limits the classes here con-

sidered', and by employing for attendants upon the great body

of the chrunic"^and mild insane, men and women of sufficient
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qualifications for this less exacting work, who will labor oroc-

capy themselves with the insane, and whose labor will be to

some extent productive. Furthermore, if men and their

wives are allowed to be associated in the care of the insane, a

much needed element of stability will be introduced, and at

the same time an additional advantage secured for the patients

in the domestic atmosphere thus secured, an element which

our asylums greatly need, and which their inmates sadly

miss.

A higher state of organization and efficiency, a more com-

plete equipment of institutions (the majority of which are

still in their infancy with us), and an improved public senti-

ment, will each in their different way contribute to the secur-

ing in each institution of a more skilled and intelligent class

of help, as well as a few specially qualified for companions to

the insane.

V. The fifth and last topic proposed is, " The relation of

the institution for the insane, (1.) To the general public, (2.)

To its own officers and employes, (3.) To advancement of sci-

entific knowledge.

It is not attempted to discuss these topics in all their bear-

ings, but only to point out one or two more pertinent consid-

erations with regard to each.

(1.) The relation of ihe asylum to the general public.

There are three causes which lead to prejudice, suspicion,

and misapprehension on the part of the public toward our asy-

lums. First. A part of every asylum is ever kept closed from

the inspection of the public at large. Second. Patients often

require to be totally separated from their friends, and not al-

lowed for a considerable time to see those most interested in

them. Third. There is a prevalent disposition to withhold

from general view everything unpleasant or repulsive connected

with the asylum, and exhibit only its agreeable and inviting

features. The first two practices are founded in wisdom and

well-established rules of management, but it may well be

questioned whether it is not possible to avoid, a little further

than is always done, the appearance of keeping from the public

eye all the more disagreeable and violent features of insanity,

and whether, in a way to do no injury, a truer idea might not
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be given of the treatment received, and the quarters occupied

by the turbulent insane. It is safe to say that by doing so, a

great number of unfounded prejudices and wrong suppositions

would be removed. Risk is incurred in allowing none but the

attractive side of the hospital to be seen. This has in some

degree the very opposite effect to that intended, giving busy

imaginations and tongues all the greater room for play, and

doe^not satisfy large numbers of visitors, many of whom, per-

haps, have a senseless craving for something sensational; but

others are also actuated by a perfectly legitimate desire to know

how the more extreme cases are managed, as well as by sym-

pathy with their misfortunes; for the true knowledge of the

condition of the insane in our public asylums, of what is done

for them, and of how they are dealt with, is a proper subject

ot inquiry with citizens and tax-payers.

Another evil of repression is, that where there is any sus-

picion or any grievance, real or imaginary, it results in an

amount of smouldering and pent-up ill-will within and without

the walls of the asylum, which accumulates and propagates

itself continually, until an explosion is necessitated, often dis-

astrous to all concerned. This infectious matter may be com-

pared to waste and noisome products in the material world

which are poisonous in the highest degree where allowed to

collect in heaps, but scattered and exposed to the free air and

sunshine, lose all their dangerous' and pestilential qualities.

So the admission inta asylums of the utmost light and free-

dom, consistent with the welfare of the inmates is very desira-

ble. There are certain limitations necessitated by propriety

or regard for the feelings of friends or welfare of patients,

but it^'is better that every detail of a given case should be fully

known, and that patients should be seen in their worst as well

as their best estate, than that wrong inferences should be per-

mitted to be drawn.

2. "The relation of the asylum to its own officers and

emyjlovees."

The"^ principle for which prominence is here sought is that

of the paramount importance of the interest of the insane over

any and all other interests in the institutions founded for their

benefit. Their confinement in the asylum deprives them of
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the most jealously guarded rights of our race, and it is due to

self-respect and humanity to see to it that the few privileges

which still remain to them are not violated, since they are

themselves without the power to demand just treatment suc-

cessfully, even where they have any proper conception of their

position.

In innumerable ways injury and injustice may result to the

insane from their disadvantageous situation, unless all who are

engaged in caring for them have frequent occasion to reflect

that their positions are created for the service of the insane

and have no other reason for existence.

In the ordinary affairs of life self-interest may be left to its

natural powerful agency in regulating conduct, but in the asy-

lum, its operation must be disastrous if it rules with unre-

strained force where the power and skill are all upon one side.

Great magnanimity and watchfulness and self-restraint, there-

fore, can alone enable either officers or subordinates to fulfill

all their duties and all should be impressed with the thought

that the asylum is the home of the insane and all its resources

the property of the insane; held in trust for them by those in

charge and that the trust is a most important and sacred one.

3. "Kelation of the institution for the insane to advance-

ment of scientific knowledge.-"

It is frequently remarked with regard to the numerous asy-

lums of our country, that few of them produce any i-ecords

for public or professional benefit, of researches in the wide and

attractive fields of physiology and pathology of the mind and

nervous system, which every asylum must offer to the enter-

prising explorer. Contributions to our knowledge of mind or

brain are received from but few of our hospitals and asylums

for the insane in spite of the large stores of rich material and

opportunities for observation which are ready to the hand of

any who will improve them.

Some of the reasons for this are not far to seek. Most of

our institutions are as yet but imperfectly supplied with even

the appointments of actual every day convenience or necessity.

Still less do they possess the facilities needed for original in-

vestigation, study and research. The appliances requisite, the

instruments and apparatus, the morgue, the library of stand-
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arcl works and periodicals, can only be obtained at considerable

outlay and no money is appropriated tor such purposes. We
need a livelier appreciation on the part of the public and of

legislative bodies, of the actual ^vaste of valuable material that

ouglit to be utilized for science which goes on continually in

our institutions for the insane. As a mere matter of business

the public and profession of medicine should demand some

return in progress of knowledge for its outlay upon these

institutions and should place them in a position to meet that

demand. The additional expense would be trifling compared

with the advantages gained.

Again, scientific labors and researches of the kind under

consideration, to possess value, require on the part of those

making them extensive preparatory study and familiarity with

what has been accomplished in the same field by others, as

well as close and continuous appilication of time and thought.

But in the large majority of cases, the latter of these essen-

tials is wanting, even where the former is present. The medi-

cal officers of our institutions have an immense number of

miscellaneous duties; indeed, their medical duties, pure and

simple, form but a small part of what devolves upon them

—

office work, business routine, and correspondence, with various

administrative labors, consume a vast amount of time. In a

public position, numerous demands not felt in private life,

must be met. The number of patients under their care is so

great that proper supervision of the whole does not admit of

undivided attention to one special case or group of cases. Add

to this the incessant interruptions to which they are liable, and

it is easily seen why only a few of the older or more specially

favored institutions yield results of consequence to science.

For the above reasons, it seems desirable to increase the

medical staflF of these institutions, not in order that physicians

may have less to do, but that their labors may be so concen-

trated and specialized as to give a higher efficiency to those of

each.

Every asylum should be made more and more a centre of

observation and research, a source of information and instruc-

tion to the profession of medicine, and of enlightenment to

the public, Our medical schools should enforce more thorougii
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instruction in mental disease and make a respectable knowledge

of insanity an essential of graduation; not only that physi-

cians may be better prepared to deal intelligently with mad-

ness when occurring in their practice, but that they may fore-

see and avoid it for their patients and aid in its eradication.

There is no reason why advanced students in medicine should

not act a mutually advantageous part in the economy of many

hospitals for the insane by undertaking minor duties and as-

sisting the labors of the regular medical staff.

A recapitulation of the points embraced in this paper, leads

the writer to the conclusion that there is not so much any one

radical reform needed in our asylums, as a higher and finer

state (..f organization and efficiency in every department. The

whole life of the asylum ought to approach more nearly the

natural course of human existence. The standard should be

the domestic comfort and felicity of home. True family life

is the ideal for universal humanity, however imperfectly it

may be attained in any given case, and with all the restrictions

and limitations which insanity necessitates, it is still the safest

and surest guide. Life in the asylum asat present constituted,

is so unnatural, narrow, barren, and mechanical; the situation

of the inmates is so artificial, that they lack opportunity to as-

sert themselves in good directions as well as in liad. Their

relation to the asylum is simply incomprehensible to a majority

of the insane, and weighs upon tliem with a paralyzing force

which it is safe to say might be relieved in numerous instances

by a more natural and familiar environment.

To accomplish this object

—

1. Employments need diversification.

2. The sacred right of the insane to every possible exten-

sion of liberty, and removal of restraint needs neio emphasis.

3. Every patient needs to be treated upon his or her indi-

vidual merits.

4. Attendants more higlily skilled and intelligent who can,

as occasion offers, be either agreeable companions or kind

nurses, need to be brought into the service and increased in

number.

Our institutions for the insane, now as ever, reflect the point

at which average public opinion has arrived, and it would
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be folly to assert that perfection had been attained or

progress could not still be made. With better knowl-

edge of insanity on the part of the people at large,

quickened legislative interest, and larger facilities in the com-

mand of officers of asylums, a new atmosphere maybe brought

to pervade the abodes of these unfortunates ; but these must all

work together, and can accomplish little if at war.

A movement for the social and moral deliverance of the in-

sane, similar to the physical emancipation eifected by Pinel

when he struck off the chains of the madmen in the Bicetre,

seems to be gathering force from all sides. Iron manacles were

then considered appropriate for lunatics, and the great libera-

tor was asked it he had not himself gone mad in making so

wild an experiment.

To-day, perpetual enchainment in a living tomb is no longer

tolerated, but fetters of the spirit are equally odious to our age,

and the philanthropy of the time will not rest until it sees the

asylum for the insane deprived of its many remaining imper-

fections.

Aet VI.—RAPIDITY OF TRANSMISSION OF NERVE-
FORCE IN NORMAL AND STRETCHED

NERVES-EXTRA-POLAR KATE-
LECTROTONUS.

By Isaac O'it, M. D.

THE ability to measure the rapidity of nerve-force was

thought to be impossible, but Helmholtz, by means of the

galvanometer, solved the question. The galvanometer was

used to measure the small interval of time. He afterwards

turned his attention to the graphic method of measuring the

time involved. Sis results on the nerves of frogs were, that

between 11° and 21° C. the rapidity varied between 2i.6

and 38.4 metres, the most probable mean as 26.4 metres per

second. Low temperature reduces the rate of transmission.

In my experiments I employed a Marey-Foucault regulator, a
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fflass disc on the vertical axis wliicii revolved with great ra-

pidity, and on tlie glass a piece of smoked paper was fastened.

A bridge of two pieces of light strips of metal was made, and

monnted on a piece of hard rubber. On one of the wings of

the Foucault regulator was placed a projection-point, which,

when the exjiansion reached a certain point, knocked over the

bridge and opened the battery current in the primary spiral

of Dubois-Eeymonds induction apparatus. This generates an

opening induction-current in the secondary spiral, which irri-

tates the nerve causing contraction of the muscle. The excita-

tion is sent to any part of the nerve by means of Pohl's com-

mutator and Eosenthal's rheophoric box, which is a gutta-

percha trough, having wires traversing it at intervals, and cov-

ered with a glass plate; its bottom being covered with moist-

ened blotting paper. On tliese wires the sciatic nerve of a

frog is laid, and kept moist. The gastrocnemius muscle is at-

tached to the lever of a Marey's myograph, which registers the

contraction on the smoked disc. Now as the, current is only

broken when the fan of the regulator expands to a certain

point, the same rapidity of the disc is always obtained for each

experiment, and the current is always broken at the same

point. It is possible that there may be a slight variation of

rapidity, but I think it can be overlooked. The time was ob-

tained by allowing a tuning-fork to register one two-hundred-

and-fiftieth of a second. (In Y\g. 1 I give a result). The in-

most circle shows where the muscle began to contract when

the irritation was made near the muscle. The outer circle

shows where the muscle contracted when the nerve was irri-

tated four centimetres up the nerve from the preceding point

of irritation. The zigzag curve gives the curves of the tuning-

fork, each swell being l-250th of a second. ISi'ow radii are

drawn from the centre of the disc through the points of depar-

ture of the muscle-curves, and prolonged to the tuning-fork

curve. Now the difference between the radii will be equal, as

is seen to l-500th of a second for four centimetres of nerve,

that is twenty metres per second. These experiments were

made at a temperature between 9° and 10° C. In an examina-

tion of a considerable number of experiments, I found the rate

of transmission in the motor nerve of the frog was between
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twenty and thirty metres per second. Care was taken to ascer-

tain that the latent period of muscnlar contraction was nn.

changed during the experiment. Wiien the rate of movement

of nerve-force was compared with that of electricity, it was

found insignificantly slow, electricity moving 464 million

Fig. 1.

metres per second, and liglit 300 million metres in the same

time. This slow rate of nerve-foi'ce is usually one of the great

arguments against the identity of electricity and nerve-force.

Whilst I do not believe in their identity, it is not a very strong

argument, as there are certain agents through which electricity

will not pass at all. Nerve-force must as yet be considered

among one of the things called vital, due to some Great Proxi-

mate Cause. That electricity and nerve-force have similar

properties, I shall show. Faraday unveiled tliat when a wire

is subject to either volta-electric or magneto-electric induction
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it resists the formation of an electrical current in it, whereas,

in its ordinary condition, such a current would be produced.

He supposed this due to a jiolar arrangement of the molecules

of the wire, and called it electrotonus. ISTow Dubois found

that the galvanic current, when passed through a nerve, offered

a resistance to the animal current of a frog's nerve. After

Faraday, DuBois called this electrotonus of the nerve, and con-

sidered it due to a polar arrangement of the nerve-molecules.

Further, electrotonus offers a great impediment to the rate of

conduction of nerve-force. Having studied the rate of trans-

mission of nerve-force in normal nerves, I made some researches

on the rate in stretched nerves ; stretching nerves having be-

come a recognized method of treatment in some nervous affec-

tions, such as sciatica. Here the difference between the curves

of orio-in of muscular contraction on the same line were meas-

nred, and conjoined -with that found after stretching the

nerve.

Experiment 1. Nerve-mnscle preparation. Temperature,

9° .2 C.

10.45 A. M. Normal distance between origin of curves 4 m.

millimetres.

10.46 A. M. ISTerve stretched from 3 centimetres to 4 centi-

metres.

10.48 A. M. Distance between origin of curves, 7 m.

Experiment 2. Nerve-muscle preparation. Temperature,

9°.2C.
10 A. M. Normal distance between origin of curves, 4 milli-

metres.

10.1 A. M. Nerve stretched about 2 centimetres.

10.2 A. M. Distance between curve's origin, 5 millimetres.

10.3 A. M. Extra-polar katelectrotonus of nerve near theex-

citinar electrodes at greatest distance from the muscle.

10.6 A. M. Distance between curves, 6 millimetres.

Experiment 3. Nerve-muscle preparation. Tcm])erature,

10° .4 0.

11.40 A. M. Normal distance between origin of curves, 3

millimetres.

11.41 A. M. Nerve stretched froui 3 centimetres to about

4.5 centimetres.
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11.43 A. M. Distance between origin of curves. 4 niilli-

inetres.

11.44 A. M. E.xtra-polar katelectrotonus.

11^45 A. M. Distance l^etween curve's origin, 9 millimetres.

As will be seen bv an examination of the above experiments,

stretching lowers the rate of transmission of nerve-force in

nerves. If there was any relation between the amount of

stretching and rate of conductivity it was not determined. In

studving' the effect of extra polar katelectrotonus, 1 used two

Bunsen'^cells of considerable size, and the extent of nerve tra-

versed was about three millimetres. When a galvanic current

traverses a nerve it separates it into two zones; the part about

the negative pole is called katelectrotonus, and that part about

the positive pole anelectrotonus. Von Bezold found that extra

polar katelectrotonus reduced the rate of movement of nerve-

force. Like him, I used strong currents in the study of extra

p„lar katelectrotonus. As to the effect of weak currents, I

cannot speak. The following expresses the conclusions at

which I have arrived:

^^. The rapidity of transmission of nerve-force, at the tem-

perature of about 10 C, is between twenty to thirty metres

per second.

2. That stretching a nerve lowers the rate of movement ot

nerve-force.

3 That strong currents causing extra polar katelectrotonus,

as in nornml nerves, retard the movement ot'nei-v|-force.
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Aet. VII.—cases of hemiplegia, etc.

By S. G. Webbek, M. D., Boston.

Lectuker on Diseases of the JSTervous System. Harvard.

nPHE first of these -cases illustrates a difficulty in diagnosis
-A- which is not likely to arise very frequently. jSTot a diffi-

culty in regard to the nature of the lesion, but as to the cause

and significance of certain symptoms. The pain and swelling

of tlie joints occui-ring soon after the hemiplegic symptoms
gave rise to a question as to whether they were due to the

cerebral lesion, were merely the arthritic complications follow-

ing cerebral softening, or were tlie symptoms of rheumatism.
The patient was a business man 60 years of age, who had

been acti\ely engaged in business all his life. -I was asked to

see him by his physician, Dr. Harriman, from whom I

learned the history of the case. About two weeks before I

saw him, he had an attack of pain in his left side fi-om which
he suiFered only a short time, but he regained his strength

only slowly. Previous to this attack, he had had pain in the

left wrist which was slight and attracted but little notice.

About a week after the pain in his side he awoke his wife in

the early morning by trembling, shaking and sobbing in his

sleep. He was awakened with difficulty and said he had had
a bad dream. After this the pain in the left side returned.

At that time he had no motor nor sensory paralysis. He con-
tinued under treatment on account of the pain in Ids side.

The day before I saw him he rose and washed himself, he then
lay ou the lounge with an arm hanging over its back. The Di-.

called to see him, and after a few minutes conversation he
attempted to rise to get into bed again but could not support
himself, he slipped down and was evidently weak. The left
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side seemed most affected. Subsequently the left hand was

found to be numb, and was used poorly. No pulse could be

detected in the let\ radial, but could be in the lett ulnar, i

found him in bed with a rather florid face. The action ot the

two sides of the face was about equal, though when at rest the

face was drawn slightly to the right. The pupils and eyes

acted naturally, and the tongue was protruded straight, ihe

arms and legs were moved freely in bed and there was no

difference in the two sides, but on rising he could not manage

the left leg so well as the right, and the left hand could not be

so well dii-ected with the eyes shut as the right. There was

evident retardation of sensation in the left hand and lett leg.

The pulse in left radial was weaker than in right. Heart sounds

were normal. With the ophthalmoscope both optic nerves

were found rather clouded, the veins only showing well, i he

light troulded him, and he moved his eyes so mucli tliat it was

not easv to make the examination.

Durincr the next three or four days he improved, the pulse

returned^iU and strong to the left radial. An examination

of the urine showed no albumen and no casts. On the even-

ino- of the fourth dav, lie began to have pain in all the joints

on° left side, but in especially the hip and knee. He was

sleepless and restless, the left side being moved less than

riaht In the morning, on moving the joints ol the lett side,

th'e pain was verv marked and the joints were tender to touch

When I saw him he was partially under the influence ot

morphia, but could be easily aroused and the pupils responded

to lio-ht, when he sank off into a semi-comatose sleep the

pupifs were contracted. He complained especially of the

vierht hand and right leg as painful under passive motion. The

left were also sensitive, but less so than the right. Botli ank es

were red and swollen, the hands were slightly swollen at the

joints and some of them were red. The lieart sounds were

much nniflled, not clear and distinct as at last visit. Respira-

torv sounds were clear, iiercussion was obscured by a ^ely

tympanitic abdomen. Pulse 114 to 120. Resp. 27. Skm was

hot and not very moist though he had perspired betore niy

visit. Temperature was not taken. There was ptosis on the

left side, and the facial paralysis was more marked than at the
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previous visit. There was no possibility of judging as to the

paralysis of the limbs on account of the pain caused by

motion.

Two days later he died and at the autopsy made by tlie at-

tending physician, the right middle cerebral artery was found

plugged by a clot, the cerebral tissue was softened, and the

arteries at the base were extensively atheromatous. The aorta

near the heart had two or three patches of atheroma. The

heart was healthy.

The joints may be affected as a consequence of lesion of

the nervous system; it is not uncommon to find this in cases

of disease of the spinal cord, it is also found in cases of cere-

bral lesion, though not quite so much attention has been

paid to the latter lately, pei'haps because the arthritis of lo-

comotor ataxia has been described at only a comparatively

recent period.

Charcot has given a description of these cases, though he

was not the first to describe them, and it is from his descrip-

tion especially that attention has been attracted to such cases.

The arthritic symptoms, according to him, are generally de-

veloped from fifteen days to a month after the apoplectic at-

tack, about the time that the late contraction appears; the

swelling, redness and articular pains are sometimes as great

as is found in acute articular rheumatism. The tendinous

sheaths are also often affected. The joints affected are ex-

clusively those of the paralyzed limb, often only those of the

upper extremities are affected.

The joint affection in the present case affected both sides,

and the lower limbs more than the upper, began at a much
earlier date than that given by Charcot, appearing the fourth

or fifth day after the occurrence of the hemiplegia. Noth-

nagel, in Ziemssen's Cyclopedia, is less precise in stating the

time when this symptom may appear; he says it may begin

from a few days to four weeks after the hemorrhage. As he

says nothing about his own observations, but refers to Char-

cot and others, it would probably be proper to consider Char-

cot's statement as the correct one. Then in the present case,

the time at which the arthritis appeared would exclude the

cerebral origin of the lesion. When the patient was first seen
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little importance was ^iven to the pain in the wrist, because

it was so slight. It is not improbable that it was the first

symptom of a rheumatic attack, and if so, the subsequent

joint aifection would belong to the same.

The pain in the wrist and the affection of the joints ot the

non-paralyzed side, would conlirm the diagnosis ot rheumat-

ism. My notes make no mention of the nature of the pain

in the side, excepting that the physician spoke of it as

pleuritic.

Mv diagnosis, when I first saw the patient, was embohsm;

on the second visit after the joint affection had developed. I

considered the case rheumatic, with probably the formation

of a clot in the heart. The febrile state at the second visit

did not assist in the diagnosis, as it might be present it there

was no rheumatism; but the reported sweating rather con-

firmed the existence of rheumatism. The autopsy showed

the correctness of the diagnosis of embolism, but could not

decide as to the existence of rheumatism.

In contrast to this, so far as relates to the arthritic symp-

toms, may be placed a case in which the affection of the joints

was undoubtedly due to the cerebral lesion. The arthritis did

not appear until a much longer time subsequent to the par-

alysis, and was confined to the paralyzed limbs. The case is

likewise interesting, as there were cerebral symptoms preced-

ing the definite attack by a long time, but apparently not

serious enough to give rise to much apprehension. I was in-

clined to look upon the case as one of obstruction ot an artery

by thrombosis, giving rise to softening, possibly several small

arteries were thus occluded at different times.

Mr. A. was seen in April the previous summer, and

in November, and again in January he had had attacks ot

cerebral disturbance, that in the summer being less severe

than the others. The disturbance consisted in a difliculty m

collecting and arranging his thoughts; he could follow one

train of reasoning, but could not combine, it with others, in

the last attack he made absurd mistakes when dressing, get-

tin<^ his clothes upside down. In January, he tell once or

twice, has had some headache, not much dizziness, rather con-

fusion of mental power. He went away for a rest, but per-
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sisted in using his brain, engaging in considerable mental

work. About three days before I saw him after speaking in

public, on going on the street he was d\zz\, and later the left

index linger felt numb. He denied lieing dizzy often, yet in

the next breath said he was never attacked wliile speaking, or

excited in debate, only afterwards; and several times he spoke

as if he had frequent attacks of discomfort in his head. Two
days before I saw him lie rose and dressed; later, he fell on

the floor. There was weakness of the left leg. the face was

drawn a little to the right, the tongue was protruded straight,

the pupils acted well, the eyes moved naturally, the left hand

was weaker than the right, and there was diminished sensitive-

ness in the left hand. The mind was evidently weakened,

and he was rather childish; he could not keep his eyes steady

for examination. Afterwards the cerebral symptoms became

more severe. I saw him only once, and several weeks later he

died. Before death the joints, especially the knee and hip of

the paralyzed side, were the seat of very severe pain; there

was very little swelling, if any. There was no autopsy.

Another form of trophic change after cerebral lesion, caus-

ing hemiplegia, and which is rare, was seen in the following

case.

Mrs. B. was first seen Septendjer, IST-t; she had had consid-

erable trouble, and was much depressed by her husband's

death. Four or five weeks previously she had taken a long

ride in the rain, with the wind l)lowing upon the left side of

her face. Immediately after the face was drawn to the right,

the left eye could not be closed. When seen there was left

facial paralysis, all the branches of tlie seventh being affected,

the eye not closed. At that time she said she never had had

any trouble in liands or feet, but was not as strong as formerly;

had no tingling, pricking, nor numbness in limbs. The sensa-

tion of the face seemed the same on both sides, eyesight was

not affected; no diplopia; tongue protruded straight; no diffi-

culty in deglutition, nor in respiration; taste was retained on

both sides. The reaction of the facial muscles on the left to

the faradic current was quite lost, excepting a very slight ac-

tion about the mouth. The muscles on left of face responded

to eight cells, slightly to six. Subsequently, she complained
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occasionally of being " dizzy in lier legs and weak. " She was

troubled very ranch with dryness of the mouth. She recov-

ered the ability to close the eye, excepting a very narrow

chink. The face, when at rest, looked nearly natural, and

yet later there was scarcely any distortion during conversation.

This was undoubtedly an ordinary case of facial paralysis

from exposure to cold. The paralysis of the uppei- branch of

the facial, the loss, complete and early, of the faradic contrac-

tility, the absence of other symptoms, sufficiently indicate that

the lesion was in the course of the nerve.

In January, 1877, I was called again to see her, by the ad-

vice of Dr. Keynolds. She said she had been feeling unusually

well until September, when, after taking a bath, without pain,

without loss of consciousness, without previous headache, diz-

ziness, or "sleepy" sensation, she lost the use of her left hand,

and soon after the left leg, and she slid down gently. After a

while she gained power to walk; the power of using the hand

was recovered only very slowly. When seen in January, all the

motions ofthe hands and fingers were possible but were executed

slowly, excepting that the hand could not be fully closed. The

power of grasping was notstrong,but with the fingers halfflexed

there was considerable power in pulling. To the faradic cur-

rent the muscles acted generally less readily than on the oppo-

site side, especially the extensors and the flexors, the interos-

sei responded better, the extensorindicis and abductor policis

very poorly, the flexors of the fingei-s very poorly also, but the

flexors of the wrist well ; the biceps acted poorly. The muscles

of the leg were not compared with the opposite side, but their

reaction was evidently below the normal, especially so in the

case of the tibialis anticus. The left arm was very much

smaller than the right, and the left leg was somewhat dimin-

ished in size. There was slight contraction of the extensor

muscles of the fingers, preventing complete flexion, otherwise

no contraction.

Itisstatedby nearly all authors, that after cerebral lesion

the electrical reaction of the muscles is noi-mal, and there is

comparatively little or no wasting of the muscles. When

hemiplegia, however, occurs in childhood, there may be re-

tarded development, and hence one side may become larger
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than the other. In this third case, there was a very unusual dis-

turbance of nutrition. The first attack was clearly simple fa-

cial paralysis from exposure, and ran its regular course. It

would hardly seem possible that tliere should have been any

connection between the two attacks. The second attack, judg-

ing frona the patient's account and from the account given by

her physician, as well as by the general course of the symp-

toms, was clearly of cerebral origin, probably was a hemor-

rhage. After several months there is found atrophy of the

arm and leg, and decided loss of electrical reaction in certain

muscles, this loss of electrical reaction being greater in the leg

than in the arm.

There have been two cases, simihxr in tiiis respect, reported,

both with autopsies; one by Charcot (Legons sur les maladies

du systeme nerveux t. I.; 1S72, p. 55), the other by A. Pitres

(Arch, de Physiol. ; 1876, p. 657). In both of these there was

descending secondary degeneration of the lateral columns, and

in both there was found also destruction of the cells of the an-

terior cornu on the paralyzed side. In both there was con-

traction of the paralyzed muscles. In the present case there

was a slight contraction, tliough not of the flexors as is most

common, lint of the extensors. It is reasonable to conclude,

that with secondary sclerosis of the lateral columns, there has

been also destruction of some of the cells of the anterior

horn. It is not so easy to recognize slight contractions in the

foot as in the arm; but as the patient walks very slowly with

short steps, with more apparent feebleness than the amount of

paralysis would account for, there may well be a degree of stiff-

ness dependent upon muscular contraction of the muscles of

the leg. The loss of electrical reaction being greater in the

leg than the arm, would indicate that the cells in the lumbar

enlargement are more extensively affected than those of the

cervical.

In striking contrast with this condition of the arm and leg

is that of a young woman who, twenty months ago or more,

had an attack of right hemiplegia with aphasia. After about

three months the aphasia slowly disappeared and partial power

was recovered over the limbs, but then began to appear aeon-

traction of the fingers, hand, and fore-arni of the affected side.
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There has been for more tlian a year almost entire loss of vol-

untary control over the lumd and fingers; the fingers are al-

most constantly closed, though they can be extended passively.

Now, after these many months of such entire paralysis, the

affected arm is larger than the other by nearly a quarter of an

inch, and all the muscles respond readily to electricity, show-

ing that the nutrient or trophic cells in tlie anterior cornu are

not affected.

It may be well to add, that after long-continued but rather

irregular treatment with electricity, there was decided im-

provement in the case of Mrs. B.; the muscles responded

more readily to electricity, but not quite so well as those of

the sound side. Considerable power was regained, and much

of the tremor disappeared.

A Case of Lesion of the Facial Nerve with Anomalous

Electrical Reaction.

The following case is of interest owing to the anomalous re-

action of the muscles to electricity. The usual result of an

iniury to a nerve is, immediate loss of voluntary control over

the muscles supplied by that nerve; later, loss of reaction in

both nerve and muscles to the electrical stimulation. The

power of the will generally returns first, or at the same time,

with the return of the power of reacting to electricity.

E. S. was first seen at the City Hospital, in the Department

for Nervous Diseases, in April. The history she gave was,

that four years ago she had a tumor i-emoved from the left

side of her neck, just below the ear. There is a scar at that

place, just behind the angle and ramus of the jaw. She said

that her face was subsequently drawn over to the right. When

seen, there was partial paralysis of the left side of the face, the

will having scarcely any control over the muscular action; the

left eye could be only partially closed. All the muscles re-

sponded to a strong faradic current, when the electrode was

applied directly to the muscles. When' the electrode was

placed behind the scar, *. e., over the proximal end of the

nerve with reference to the seat of the lesion, all the muscles
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of the face acted to a current of moderate intensity; when the

electrode was placed in front of the scar, over the distal end of

the nerve, a very strong- current was required to excite con-

traction in the muscles. When a current that merely caused

slight contraction, as applied in front of the scar, was used be-

hind the scar, very violent contractions of the facial muscles

were produced. This peculiarity was noticed several times at

intervals of weeks.

This case would give support to the views lately advanced,

that nerve fibres may be capable of conducting an irritation

when they are not in a state to respond to an irritation—the

receptive function is a different one from the conductive. Here

the nerve fibres were regenerated sufficiently to convey the

stimulus afforded by the electricity when applied to the healthy

nerve, but they were not in a condition to readily receive that

stimulation directly.

Under treatment, there was considerable improvement in

the power of the will over the muscles, and the eye could be

nearly, or at times quite closed, but there was no change in the

above electrical reactions while the patient was under observa-

tion.
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Medico-Legal Society --Dr. Fianell on Chloroform Admin.straUon
;
Dr Maun on

Moral EeeponBibility; Mr. Cephas Brainard, Points in Law and Med.cme. Nem-ologt-

cal society --Dr. E. C. Segnin, Bulbar Paralysis; Dr. Spitzl^a, General Paresis;

Discussions.

New York City, Dec. 26, 1877.

Me. Editor:—I have the pleasure of foi'warding much tliat

has occurred in neurological and medico-legal circles, during

the last three months, which, I think, will be found of in-

terest and importance. I had hoped to have sent you several

more valuable papers, but they are undergoing revision by

their authors.

I would call especial attention to the question of the man-

ner, consequences and responsibility of the administration of

anesthetics, and particularly to the remarks by legal gentle-

men, as set forth in the discussion of Dr. Finnell's paper.

THE MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

Dr. T. C. Finnell, in a paper before this society, contended

tliat physicians and surgeons should l>e held to a stricter ac-

countability in the administration of ansesthetics. He was of

the opinion that they were not handled with the skill and

judgment which their dangerous properties required. So

many young mea were employed in administering them that

many lives were recklessly sacrificed. It was unquestionably

the fault of the surgeon who trusted what was an important

duty to inexperienced hands. The uncontrovertible signs of

approaching danger were not sufficiently watched—such as

the condition of the pulse and respiration. Anaesthesia was

adopted with the abject of producing an insensibility to pain,

whereas in almost every case an insensibility bordering on

death was usually the result, so that the patient often died

even before the knife was nsed by the surgeon.

Dr. Finnell believed that all members of the profession

should be held responsible, as the time was not fur distant

when lawyers—even their associates of the same society-

would be bringing suits against them for malpractice.
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A physician in administering chlorotonn, which results

fatally, in Dr. Finnell's opinion, ought to be considered as the

i-esponsible agent of causing death, and he thought it would

be beneficial to the profession were some law enacted which

would take them to task for culpable negligence.

In the majority of cases which had come under the doctor's

observation, the surgeon was an independent factor, leaving

the responsible work to an assistant. Every case should be

treated carefully, and forceps, or any other instrument, should

not be used until counsel had been taken from some colleague

showing tlie necessity thereof; for it was a great habit of

surgeons because the patient was under the influence of anaes-

thesia, to use force, thus endangering his recovery. This was

the theory of Prof Gurney, who was utterly opposed to al-

lowing tlie whole system to be prostrated.

The doctor concluded by advocating more moderation in

the use of anesthesia.

Prof. Hamilton thouglit that Dr. Finnell had shown much

courage in attacking what was commonly considered by tlie

profession at large as the favorite means of alleviating pain.

There is no remedy pei'haps within the knowledge of man
which seems to have accomplished so much good, and for

which so great indebtedness is felt as for the various forms of

anaesthetics; but Di-. Finnell has dared to throw a shadow of

doubt upon them. He has dared to intimate that there is

danger in their use; and he is right—they are dangerous

agents. Whether the surgeon is to be held responsible under

the law or not, is a question which the world must decide.

The essayist thought that surgeons should be held responsible

for deaths occurring under their use. Prof H. was not sure

but that he was right, if they did not teach others of this

danger. He assumed the position that no agent capable of

annihilating pain can be discovered which will not at the same

time compromise life and health. The very annihilation of

sensation itself impairs the health of the organs of the body;

he had no question about it, and often during the adminis-

tration of these agents, nothing but God's providence prevents

them from being plunged into eternity! But, on the other

hand, there are many things to be said in favor of its use. The
main lesson to be learned is caution.
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Daniel S. Kiddle, Esq., said, as regards the enactment of

further laws on this subject, it was not necessary. There are

sufficient laws already. The difficulty is in enforcing them. If

there is carelessness on the part of the doctor, he should be

held responsible. It is the same with lawyers. It belongs to

the profession of medicine to say whether these agents have

been carelessly used; and if they have been carelessly used, it

is their duty to produce, as well as to indicate, the person who

uses these great powers carelessly. -'If we lawyers," he re-

marked facetiously, "find out that you are carelessly using

tiiese things, it is our duty to "pitch in!"

Mr. Coroner Ellinger thought it would be a hard matter to

hold doctors responsible, because it is hard to state scientific-

ally where the responsibility can rest. It ought at least to be

shown that there was conscious negligence in the performance

of duty. The condition of the patient should be taken into

account, and that must be left to the discretion and knowledge

of the attending surgeon. He thought that the medical stu-

dent ought to be taught the danger of the agent he employs,

how and when to use it judiciously, and he should be required

to secure a certificate to the effect that he has been so in-

structed before being let loose upon the public. The public

would then know that he possesses a knowledge of the agent

which he employs. Besides, the physician would be conscious

of a certain moral responsibility, for he held that the moral

responsibility which every medical gentleman must feel is

greater than the responsibilities placed upon him by the laws

of the land.

Dr. Finnell further remarked that when he graduated in

medicine, twenty-seven years ago, together with another stu-

dent, he was in the habit of administering ether for one of the

best surgeons America ever knew—Gross, of Philadelphia. It

was Dr. Gross' business to attend to the operation, and it was

Dr. F'.s business to administer the ansesthetic. He was in

the habit of "sousing" the patient, and how much damage and

mischief he did in ten years lie cannot begin to say. He ad-

vocated the proper instruction of the student in the use of

ansesthetics; but the surgeon should always supervise their

administration.
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Dr. C. S. Wood tliouglit from the remarks made that we
ought to get down on our knees and call on God almighty for

mercy! Every one will admit that more lives have been saved

by the use of anaesthetics than have been destroyed by them.

He believed that at least ten lives had been saved from shock

to the nervous system, which precedes and accompanies an

operation, where one had been destroyed by ansestheties.

Jacob F. Miller, Esq., agreed with those who advocated

care in the use of these agents. Man is living in the midst of

dangerous forces, and will continue to use them though of

necessity many deaths occur; but in order to rest a case

against the user, it is necessary to show negligence. Negli-

gence is the gist of the action. The physician, surgeon, or

lawyer, contracts for the ordinary skill and cai-e of liis profes-

sion. He does not contract for any extraordinary skill. The
law does not hold him any more responsible than that. It

would be unreasonable to do so, because few persons could

safely practice their profession, and if any jjerson should use

auEesthetics, and the patient should die, that is not sufficient

to charge him with the responsibility. He thought all would

admit that if a man not having the ordinary skill of his pro-

fession, should by unskillful administration of anaesthetics

cause the death of the patient, he should be prevented from

doing further damage by a suit for malpractice. Would it not

be better to stop him by such procedure? Shall a man be al-

lowed to use such dangerous forces just as he pleases—let the

consequences be what they may? People consult physicians

because they say they have the requisite skill to use these

things. They hold themselves out to the community as having

this skill ; and they ought to possess it if they do not, and harm
results from it, they ought to be held responsible. The coroner

says that physicians are actuated by moral responsibility

—

which is just no responsibility at all ! The quack will go on

with his practices until he is stopped by the law. Where is

his moral responsibility? What does he care? His practices

only go to show that he has no moral responsibility. That

lawyers should check such practices, is due to the profession,

to the public, and to God! But before they take a case of mal-

practice, they ought to be convinced that there is malpractice.
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It may be all very well to sav that negligence is the gist of an

action. If it cannot be shown that there is negligence, the

case shonld not be taken; for when the case arrives at the

courts, you must show that the defendant is guilty of neglect;

and that is done by calling upon a physician who is able to saj-

where negligence lias been committed, and that he is guilty of

it. This'evidence is necessary—lawyers cannot get along wi th-

ont it.

Mr. Max. F. Eller spoke of iV^fact that for any action as

many "experts" could be obtained by one side as the other-

provided enough money is paid for such expert testimony!

Some will say the jiatient shonld have been notified of the

dano-er; others, that he ought not. Some will say the chloro-

form killed him; others, not. For that reason he thought

that before making any more laws regarding the proper ad-

ministration of ana^sthetics, those which already exist should

be administered in a better manner; and physicians should be

a little more careful how they administer ansesthetics. With

all due respect to Dr. Finnell-althcugh he had never held

himself up as a physician-yet he did not think "sousing" a

patient was quite the correct thing! Therefore he thought the

need was not that there should be more law, but that there

should be more care. That is the remedy; and it lies with

the doctors themselves to correct the evil.

Mr Eller referred to the popular tallacy that chloroform

could be used successfully for the purpose of effecting robbery.

He thought that that delusion ought to be dispelled; for the

time between the actual administration of chloroform and the

period of annihilation of sensation is sufficiently long to render

the accomplishment of the object impossible. Such a plea is

used by criminals to shield themselves from the consequences

of their own crimes.
ivr i tj

Dr E. C. Mann, of this city, read a paper on Mental Ke-

sponsibility, and on the Diagnosis of Insanity in criminal

cases The main points of the paper are the following:

At the present day medico-lcgal cases .are becoming very

frequent, in which it is necessary to ascertain as to the insan-

ity of a person accused of a criminal act, in its relation to his

civil capacity and responsibility for criminal actions, and also
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as to feigned or concealed insanity. It becomes, therefore, a

very interesling question as to what test of insanity the law

should recognize as a valid defense in ci'iminal cases. This

question, although one which it seems difficult to settle satis-

factorily, and which judges, lawyers and medical experts are

constantly disputing, assumes every day greater interest and

wider significance, owing to the increase of insanity in our

country disproportionate to the increase of pojjulation, which

has taken place during the past twenty years, and wliie-h will

continue to take place. Without inserting dry statistics, it is

sufficient to say that a comparison of the increase of popula-

tion from 1850 to 1870, with tlie increase of the number of

the insane during the same period, reveals an increase of in-

sanity over that of population of abaut 12 per cent. In the

foreign elements this is due to marked changes in the habit of

living, the changes of food, increased intemperance, working

more indooi-s, living in badly ventilated tenements, and dis-

appointments in not succeeding in business, etc., as they had

expected to do in America, which are causes, all of which

combined, tend to impair health, break down the nervous sys-

tem, and tend insensibly toward insanity in the offspring. The
increase of insanity among our own population is due largely

to a change from a vigorous, well-balanced organization, to an

undue predominance of the nervous temperament, which is

gradually taking place in successive generations. The educa-

tional pressure on the young to the neglect of physical exer-

cise, the increasing artificial and unnatural habits of living,

the great excitement and competition in business, are all tend-

ing to induce and multiply nervous diseases, many of which

must terminate in insanity. These causes and the evils result-

ing from them, are propagated by the laws of inheritance in

an aggravated and intensified form. Insanity is also appearing

gradually at an earlier age than formerly. In former years

the average period at which the greatest number became in-

sane ranged between the ages of tliirty and forty, but an

analysis of statistics shows that this average age is coming on

at an earlier period, generally appearing between the years of

twenty and thirty. This is owing to hereditary influences,

which have gradually become intensified by the violation of

s
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physical laws during early life, want of proper training, or too

high pressure in education, and is also due largely to the great

mental activity and strain upon the nervous system that ap-

pertain to the' present age and state of civilization, and which

tend to a rapid decay of the nervous system. With many

persons it is but a step from extreme nervous susceptibility to

downi'ight hysteria, and from that to overt insanity.^ The

question of mental responsibility in its relation to criminal

cases, is one of great interest, and presents a wide field for

study and investigation. The facts of criminal psychology

have led the writer to -regard the impulse of criminal natures

in the light of natural laws, and there is, beyond all doubt, an

anthropological change which lies at the foundation of criminal

propensities. There is a deficient cerebral organization which

lies at the foundation of these criminal natures, Avhich occasions

the disposition to an abnormal moral constitution. The dis-

like of work and the love of enjoyment are impulses, which,

when combined, lead especially to crime— when that other

constitution or development is wanting which is necessary to

the foundation of a powerful feeling of what is right.
^

A
further fundamental element, which stands in psycho-physical

contrast to dislike of work, is an excessive physical conscious-

ness of strength, which leads to arrogance, and thereby to the

pleasure of measuring strength against the weak. This im-

pulse leads to the love of bullying, cruelty and murder, if the

higher intellect is absent which should turn the feeling of

streno-th in a right direction, and there is also absent a com-

plete^'ethical consciousness which should pre\'ent misuse of

power. This ethical weakness may be congenital, as has been

remarked, or it may arise from deficient education. In the

domain of vices we meet with, a peculiar condition of the

central nervous system, which results in a temporary criminal

impulse returning with a certain regularity. Such criminals

are temporarily seized with the deepest remorse, and are forti-

fied with best i-esolutions. They behave for a time in the

most exemplarv manner until they relapSe again, which re-

lapse is nnaiiimously attributed by them to an irresistable im-

pulse. This state of moral epilepsy is of great significance

in the psychology of crime, as a physiologist is led to institute
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a comparison between such cases and several states of disease,

in which a pecuh'ar type is observable, consisting in tiie fact

that attacks of illness of more or less duration alternate with

more or less long, and generally for a time preponderant,

healthy intermissions. In a broad sense, one may designate

all these pathological states as epileptiform, hence the term
^^Moral Epilepsy^^ which has been adopted above. Leaving
this interesting question of the psychology of crime, to pro-

ceed with the diagnosis of insanity in criminals, we would ask
if the true basis for jurists to proceed upon is not the protec-

tion of the existence of normal persons against the ethically

degenerate? And the necessary degree of this protection is,

most cei'tainly, an essential measure for the severity of the

punishment. The first trial of note whei-e tiiere was the ques-

tion of insanity advanced, was in 1723, when tlie trial of

Arnold for shooting at Lord Onslow occurred. Although it

was shown that Arnold had been of weak understanding from
his birth, and that he was doubtless insane, the jury brought
in a verdict of guilty, and Arnold would have been executed

had it not been for the intercession of Lord Onslow. The
languHge of the charge to the jury in this case was in eonfjr-

mity to the rule laid down by Lord Hale, that partial insanity

does not e.Kcuse a person from the consequence of his act,

and that only a total deprivation of reason can furnish such

excuse. In the year 1800 the celebrated trial of Hatfield, for

shooting at the king in Drary Lane Theatre, excited much in-

terest. Although it was proved that in 1793 Hatfield, who was
a dragoon, had received a number of severe wounds which had
caused partial insanity, so that he was dismissed from the

service, and that since that time he had had periodic attacks

of insanity, and had been confined as a lunatic, the prosecu-

ting attorney laid down the established rule, that a total ab-

sence of memory and understanding could abne shield the

prisoner from punishment, and appealed to the juiy for a

conviction on that ground. It was only through the brilliancy

of the advocate, (afterward Lord Erskine) that the prisoner was
acquitted. This trial had a good effect upon the judiciary, as

in the year 1812, in the trial of Bellingham for the murder of

Spencer Percival, Lord Mansfield laid down the law that the
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capability of distinguishing between right and wrong was the

test for determining the prisoner's responsibility, thus discard-

iDo- the old theory of an entire absence of all mental power

and substituting this in its place. Afterward the theory of a

..eneral knowledge between right and wrong was modified, and

the element introduced that the prisoner must know the ditt-

erence between right and wrong at the time of and with

reo-ard to the particular act for which he is on trial, m order

to render him responsible, and this test has been preserved to

the present time. In the early history of our own country the

same barbarism in the treatment of the insane prevailed which

darkens the pages of English history. In Gov. Winthrop s

History of New England, the case of Dorothy Dalbyeis men-

tioned. She was executed for killing her child. She was,

beyond all doubt, an insane woman, but this tact was not

recognized by Gov. Winthrop, who says of her that "shewas

so possessed with Satan that he persuaded her by his delusions,

which she listened to as revelations from God, to break the

neck of her own child that she might free it from future

misery " Such was the ignorance and prejudice ot the early

history of our country. We are at the present day very far

from a correct understanding of the workings of the msane

mind, for in the recent trial of Scannall the law was laid down

as enunciated by the Court of Appeals in 1865 in case of

Willis V The People, which lield that a person was not insane

who knew right from wrong, and that the act lie was com-

mittino- was a violation of law, and wrong m itself, ilns

theoi/of right and -wrong is utterly inadequate to meet a

larce class of cases. There are certain cases familiar to all

specialists in insanity which sutler from impulse m insanity

with a homocidal or suicidal monomania. These patients,

without appreciable disorder of the intellect, are impelled by

a terrible vis a tergo, a morbid, uncontrollable impulse, to

desperate acts of suicide or homicide. These patients are

often fully aware of their morbid state, appreciate perfectly

the nature of the act towards which they are impelled and

feel deeply the horror of their situation, and yet if not pre-

vented by restraint, will inevitably committ acts of suicide or

homicide A very remarkable case was under the care of the
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writer, of a man who would at stated times acknowledge that

he felt an irresistible desire to kill some one, and would volun-

tarily enter an asylum and remain there until this morbid im-

pulse had passed away, which was generally a period of one or

two months. He has often told the writer that his life was

made miserable by the idea that at some time this overwhelm-

ing impulse would come upon him so suddenly that he should

commit some desperate homicidal act, but is not prepared to

voluntarily incarcerate himself in an asylum for life, as his

lucid intervals sometimes lasted for months at a time. The

law as laid down at present would not decide this man to be

insane, as he fully appreciates the difference between right and

wrong, and the nature and consequences of any homicidal act

that he may in the future commit. Such cases, which are not

at all uncommon, serve to show what fearful injustice may be

done under the name of justice, when the conclusion is based

upon a metaphysical test which is proved by medical observa-

tion to be false in its application to the unsound mind.

There is still another form of insanity denominated "Moral

Insanity," in which the intellectual faculties are intact, no de-

lusions or hallucinations existing, but where the moral sense

seems utterly obliterated. Such persons have no true moral

feeling. This is disorder of the mind produced by disease of

the brain, and is an unquestionable form of insanity, as it often

precedes other forms of insanity, in which intellectual derange-

ment is well marked, as acute mania or general paralysis. In

some of these cases there is a modified responsibility, the de-

gree of such responsibility being determined by the particular

circumstances of each individual case. One difficult, but im-

portant question to be solved is, as is the civil and criminal

responsibility of women who plead insanity before courts of

pistice, and who are often afflicted with kleptomania, pyro-

mania, or who are intanticides, as a result of sexual trouble and

disease of the pelvic organs. Such wonien under all reason-

able conditions are entitled to the benefit of the doubt, because

of their defective mental integrity, caused perhaps by preg-

nancy, or by the subsequent emotional excitement attending

parturition, which intensifies the cerebral disorder in a brain

already morbidly active. With women, extreme nervous sus-
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ceptibility readily lapses into insanity. In the sexual evolu-

tion, in the parturient period, in lactation, strange thoughts,

extraordinary feelings, unreasonable appetites, criminal and

suicidal impulses, may haunt a mind at other times innocent

and pure. It is probable also that young unmarried women

guilty of killing their own new-born offspring, are so distracted

bv conflicting feelings, sharpened to morbid acuteness by the

great physiological movement of parturition, as to be hardly-

responsible for their acts. We come now to the question of

the diagnosis of insanity. In most diseases we examine phys-

ical signs and symptoms, and determine by our senses the ex-

istence of such diseases. In insanity, on the contrary, we have

to be gaided chiefly by our knowledge of tlie normal func-

tions of the mind, and in an examination have to rely on our

intellect, rather than on our senses; although, of course, the

latter are called in to assist us. It is, however, very often ex-

tremely difficult to decide with certainty, as medical experts

are expected to do, as to the existence of mental disease. In

making an examination of a person accused of crime, and in

whom insanity is suspected, the person should be visited by

the medical examiner, who should draw him into a pleasant

conversation, and inquire as to previous attacks of insanity,

hereditary history, then into any predisposing causes of in-

sanity, such as intemperance, vocation, habit, etc., which may

have operated in the production of insanity. Also as to in-

juries of the head or spine, which may have occurred, sun-

sti-oke, etc. The nervous system should then be examined

for the existence of any such diseases as paralysis, epilepsy,

catalepsy, or hysteria. The different senses beginning with

sight should also be examined, and in this way it may be dis-

covered if there are hallucinations or illusions pertaining to

any of the senses. A great many cases are on the borderline

which separates sanity from insanity, and it often requires the

nicest discrimination to determine whether such a patient has

passed this border line. The writer would suggest a series of

eight questions, which, if adopted by jurists in criminal cases,^

would prove a most efficient and just test as to the existence of

insanity in any given case, viz.

:

1. Have the prisoner's volitions, impulses, or acts been de-
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tcrniined or influenced at all by insanity, and are liis mental

functions—thought, feeling and action, so deranged, either

together or separately, as to incajiacitate him for the relations

of^life?

2. Does the prisoner come of a stock whose nervous con-

stitution has been vitiated by some defect or ailment calcu-

lated to impair its efficiency or derange its operations'^

3. Has the prisoner been noticed to display mental in-

firmities or peculiarities which were due either to hereditary

transmission or present mental derangement?

4. Has the prisoner the ability to control mental action, or

has he not sufficient mental power to control the sudden im-

pulses of his disordered mind, and does he act under the

blind influence of evil impulses which he can neither reg-

ulate nor control?

5. Has the act been influenced at all by hereditary taint

which has become intensified, so that the morbid element has

become quickened into overpowering activity, and so that the

moral senses have been overborne by the superior force derived

from disease?

6. Was the act affected by. or the product of insane de-

lusion?

7. Was the act performed witliout adequate incentive or

motive?

8. Does the prisoner manifest excitement or depression,

moody, difficult temper, extraordinary proneness to jealousy

and suspicion, a habit of unseasonably disregarding ordinary

ways, customs and observances, an habitual extravagance of

thought and i'eeling, an inability to appreciate nice moral

distinctions, and finally, does he give way to gusts of passion

and reckless indulgence of appetite?

Some, or all of these are found, generally, in connection

with transmitted mental infirmity. It may be argued that

these mental defects signify not mental unsoundness, but hu-

man imperfection. Certainly if we take these manifestations,

any one of them singly and alone, we cannot claim such a one

as invariably an indication of insanity, but, on the other hand,

under certain circumstances, each one of them may be an un-

mistakable siirn of insanitv. or rathei' of a morbid cerebral
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state, which may readily lapse into insanity. The disap-

pointments and calamities of life obviously act with greater

effect upon an unstable mental organization, these causes of

disturbance meeting with a powerful, co-operating cause in the

constitutional predisposition. Sometimes a crime, even when

there have been no previous symptoms to indicate disease,

marks the period when an insane tendency has passed into ac-

tual insanity—when a weak organ has given way under the

strain put upon it. There is a class of persons with a peculiar,

nervous temperament, who inhabit the border land between

crime and insanity, one portion of which exhibit some insanity,

but more of vice, and the other portion of which exhibit some

vice, but a preponderance of insanity, and it is very ditKcult

to form a just estimate of the moral responsibilitv of such per-

sons, especially when we reflect upon the fact that moral feel-

ing is a function of organization, and is as essentially depend-

ent upon the integrity of that part of the nervous system which

ministers to its manifestations, as is any other display of men-

tal function. The writer has met with cases in which, as a re-

sult of parental insanity, there has been a seemingly complete

absence of moral sense and feeling in the offspring, and this

has been a true congenital deprivation, or a moral imbecility,

so to speak; of course such children can hardly tail to become

criminals. In this connection it is interesting to note that

moral degeneracy often follows as a sequence upon disease or

injury to the brain. A severe attack of insanity sometimes

produces the same effect, the intellectual faculties renmining

as acute as ever, while the moral sense becomes obliterated.

"When such persons are acquitted on trial of a criminal act

on the ground of insanity, they should be remanded to medi-

cal custody, and should never be set at liberty until the medi-

cal superintendent of asylums deem them fully recovered; but

the commonest justice plainly indicates that such custodial

restraint be of a medical and not of a penal nature. It is a

very difficult thing for the laity to realize how sane a person

may appear, who all the while has a greater derangement than

was even suspected until something happens to elicit the evi-

dence of it, such as an attack of illness or severe mental strain,

and some unconquerable impulse seizes him, and some honu-
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cidal or suicidal act results to tlie gi-eat surprise of every one.

In the same manner inebriety often appears in maturity as a

result of ill health, mental shock, etc., and it becomes an in-

teresting question as to the degree of moral and critninal re-

sponsibility which attaches to inebriates, as inebriety often de-

depends upon an abnormal organic development of the nervous

system that has descended from generation to generation gaining

in intensity until it manifests itself in active inebriety, and there

must certainly be a modified responsibility when homicidal or

suicidal acts are committed during periods of such abnormal

cerebration. In such cases a criminal act may be committed

in consequence of cerebro- mental disease, without any appar-

ent lesion of the perceptive and reasoning powers. In these

cases also, the mental disorder is of a sudden and transitory

character, not preceded by any symptohas calculated to excite

suspicion of insanity. It is a transitory mania, or sudden

paro.\ysni, without antecedent manifestation, the duration of

the morbid state being short and the cessation sudden. In

these cases the criminal acts are generally monstrous, unpre-

meditated, motiveless, and entirely out of keeping, with the

previous character and habit of thought of the individual.

Such attacks are transient in proportion to tlieir violence, and

transition occurs in the completion of the act of violence.

There is an instantaneous abeyance of judgment and reason

during which period the person is actuated by mad and un-

conquerable impulses.

We will consider, finally, the medico-legal importance of

epileptiform attacks, which may be partial in character, and

which may not reach convulsive activity except so far as the

mind is concerned. These attacks always display periodicity,

and after the paroxysm there is an intermediate stage, during

which, in most cases, the person remains in a confused state,

perhaps for some hours, and is apt subsequently to retain only

a vague and general notion of the preceding events. Thus in

a homicide by shooting, the murderer would be likely to be

roused by tlie sound of the pistol shot, and to remember it,

although he would not very likely remember the altercation

at all, or what passed between them. A case occurred re-

cently of considerable interest from a medico-legal point of
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view, ill wliicli a murder was committed during an epileptiform

seizure, or rather, more strictly speaking, during a state of

transitory moral epilepsy, which was the result of a previous

sun-stroke, tlie immediate exciting cause being an attack of

illness and the taking of a small quantity of alcoholic stimulus,

which, it is well known, acts as a poison upon persons who

have been sim-struck. This state of ''moral epilepsy" is a

morbid aft'ection of the mind centres, which destroys the

healthy co-ordination of ideas, and occasions a spasmodic or

convulsive mental action. The will cannot always restrain,

however nnicli it may strive to do so, a morbid idea which has

reached a convulsive activity, although there may be all the

while a clear consciousness of its morbid nature. The case

just rel'erred to had complained of pains in theliead and sleep-

lessness, which had displayed marked periodicity, and which had

been accompanied witii great ii'ritability of temper, excited by

trifles and seemingly unconnected with personal antipathies.

As has been previously stated, the person alluded to had been

suffering from quite a severe illness, and after taking a small

quantity of alcoholic stimulus went out to walk, lie met a

friend with whom he had been familiar for yeai-s, and a dis-

cussion arose as to the respective merits of certain politicians,

when the discussion becoming excited, the man pulled out a

revolver and shot his friend. He then went in a confused and

dazed state and sat for some hours on a dock near a river, and

subsequently went home, and burst into tears and informed his

wife of the sad occurrence, and gave himself up at the police

station. There was no simulation of insanit}' by pretending

to be incoherent, or by strange actions, and no attempt, either

on the part of himself or wife, to pretend that the act was an

insane one. There was, however, a total blank in the pris-

oner's mind respecting the events immediately preceding the

pistol shot, which seemed to have aroused his attention at the

time, and he had no recollection of the fact that he had sat on

the dock for some time afterward, as he was seen to do. The

writer was consulted as an ex]iert, and upon ascertaining the

prisoner's previous history, gave it as his opinion that there

liad existed for months previous to the occurrence a profound

moral or affective derangement, whicli, from its marked peri-
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odicity, whs evidently epileptiform in character, and that the

sudden homicidal outburst supplied the interpretation of the

previously ol)scure attacks of recurrent derangement. There

had evidently been induced by the sun-stroke in this case, an

epileptiform neurosis, which had been manifesting itself for

months, chiefly by irritability, suspicion, moroseness, and per-

version of character, with periodic exacerbations of excitement,

all foi'eign to the man previous to the attack of sun-stroke.

It is well known among specialists in insanity that this epilep-

tiform neurosis often exists for a long time in an undeveloped

or marked form, and that this neurosis is, moreover, connected

with both homicidal and suicidal mania. Such attacks are

often noticed to occur periodically fur some time before the

access of genuine epilepsy. I have often witnessed, in cases

under my charge, abortive or incomplete epileptiform attacks,

where there were no convulsions, and whei'e there was no com-

plete loss of consciousness. I have noticed in such cases either

a momentary terror, slight incoherence, a gust of passion,

or a mental blank, the patient perhaps stopping in the middle

of a sentence. The patient would then be himself again, quite

unconscious of what had happened to him. Accompanying

this confusion of ideas, may be, as I have remarked, instanta-

neous impulses, either of a suicidal or homicidal nature.

Owing to the wi'itings of Hughlings Jackson, Maudsley, Rus-

sell Reynolds, Hammond, Trousseau, Falret, Esquirol and

others, epileptic vertigo is a recognized disease. There is abun-

dant testimony to show that during such seizures persons may

perfjrm actions, and even speak and answer questions, auto-

matically. There are numerous examples in the works of the

above authors, proving that in an unconscious condition, per-

sons can progress from odd or eccentric actions, to deeds of

violence, suicide or murder—being unable to remember the

circumstances afterwards, and therefore irresponsible for their

actions. This class of patients I have always found irritable,

easily excited, very emotioial without adequate external causes,

easily losing their train of thought, and often unable to collect

or fix their thoughts. Such cases have told me that they felt

themselves changed in character, and have acknowledged that

they often felt impelled to strange and violent acts, by some
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power which they could neither understand nor resist. Such

patients may entertain delusions of fear and persecution, and

commit criminal deeds as a result of such delusions. When

such cases, in their terror or distress of mind, commit some

violent deed, they either experience immediate relief, as was

the case with one patient under my care, who was only relieved

by suddenly breaking out a pane of glass, wlien his paroxysm

would subside, or they continued in a state of excitement un-

conscious, or very imperfectly conscious, of the gravity of their

acts. When they become conscious again, their memory is

apt 'to be very uncertain as to preceding events. Griesinger

says: "Individuals hitherto perfectly sane and m the full

possession of their intellects, are suddenly and without any

assignable cause, seized with the most anxious and pamful

emotions, and with a homicidal impulse as inexplicable to

themselves as to others." Maudsley says : " Let it be borne

in mind, then, that there are latent tendencies to insamty

which may not discover the least overt evidence of their exist-

ence, except under the strain of a great calamity, or of some

bodily disorder, and that the outbreak of actual disease may

then be the first positive symptom of unsoundness." The

question as to the degree of mental responsibility attaching to

such cases is one of great interest to psychologists, and also to

jurists, and one to wliich it is hoped, in the future, much more

attention may be directed, than has been given to it m the

past."

Mr. Cephas Brainerd, of New York, read a paper on some

points touching law and medicine. I give you a full synopsis.

He said:

The compliment involved in the invitation to read a paper

before this society, which has been extended to me, must have

had its origin in the kindly impulse of some fi'iend ;
certainly

not in the supposition that I possess any power to add to your

stock of knowledge by the presentation of any acquisitions of

my own, or by any process of original reasoning to throw light

on the problems of society as discussed here.

An examination of the elaborate and able essays, already

printed by members and friends of the Society, would quickly

dispel any notions which a writer might entertain at the out-
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set, of liis ability to impress yon with a display of his own

knowledge and research.

At best I am but an "apprentice," and here, as yet, I am

but a looker-on. My connection with the Society has been all

too brief to make me anything but that. Suffer me then in

that capacity to submit a suggestion or two of the most simple

character, springing from my limited acquaintance with your

work and its objects.

Two learned professions meet with common objects; the two

professions whose daily service comes most nearly home to the

business and bosoms of all men in the routine of common life.

Surely the object of this Association of the two professions is

not solely the simple but comparatively selfish one of acquir-

ing a given quantum of knowledge, as the miser accumulates

gold. Rather this is a branch or section of the great, tlie uni-^

versal social science association of civilized lands, composed of

the members of the two great and learned professions whose

lines of labor most frequently touch each other as regularly

pursued. Its past discussions show it to be an advocate of

what is sometimes called a social science policy. This is well

defined in one of the most remarkable of recent books, the

letters and other writings of Edward Denison, M. P. He says

(p. 206): "It aims at utilizing, for the purposes of imperial,

national, municipal, and individual life, the great stores of

knowledge in every department of philosophy and science,

which the mental activity of the last half century has created

and accumulated, but which have not yet been employed to

diminish the sufl:ering and increase the happiness of humanity

at laro-e." To this end how advantageous is the calm and dis-

passionate comparison of views between the two professions

meeting in this Society. How essential their substantial agree-

ment upon topics common to both, before the great stores of

knowledge adverted to by Mr. Denison are really employed to

diminish suflfering and increase happiness. To be most use-

fully employed there must be an incorporation of the results

of these accumulations in legislative action, and in the com-

mon practices of mankind. The largest possible circulation

of the topical papers read here contributes powerfully and

directly to the latter result, but only moderately, and I think
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inconsiderably to the former. So far as my examination has

extended, very little has been done or said here looking to

practical legislation. Not that I design to suggest that the

Society engage in the business of procuring legislation gen-

erally, though no reason has occurred to lue why whithiu rea-

sonable limits it might not properly do so.

The time seems peculiarly favorable for obtaining definite

legislati\-e action guaranteeing these reforms in the law

which the great advances in practical knowledge show to be

desirable.

The limitations which some believed were set upon legisla-

tion, and which hedged about supposed rights are yielding to

the needs of the time. This change in judicial view, and rule

beo-an some vears since, but has recently become a settled

prhiciple of judicial action. Perhaps the strongest early

manifestation appeared in the police cases as long ago as 1S57

{People V. Draper 15 N. Y. R. 532) when our police was

upon a better and more efficient footing.

It appeared again in 1865, when an attempt was made to

overthrow the law which gives to parties whose property is

destroyed by mobs, a right of action against the municipality

where mobs hold sway. {Darlington v. the M-Ayor Zl N. Y.

B 165) All remember the strenuous opposition, founded

on constitutional objections, that was made to the health leg-

islation affecting the city {See Met. Bd. of Health v. Heister.

37 iV" Y. R. 661, and kindred cases). Notwithstanding this

opposition we have the i.nproved health code. Cattle are no

longer driven in large droves through the crowded streets, and

slaughterhouses have ceased to infect, infest .and demoralize

the town. The demands of the body of the people tor un-

proved modes of travel, as incorporated in legislative action,

and sought to be satisfied by capitalists under legislative per-

mission are no longer thwarted by claims of supposed private

rio-ht Such technical claims our courts hold are not to stand

in'' the way of these improvements which the age really

requires {Rapid transit cases; not yet reported). The dispo-

sition manifested by our Court of Appeals appears in the

highest court in the nation. The legislative wisdom of some

states provided, as was thought, for a better use of railroads in
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the interest of all parties. Individual right again raised con-

stitutional dejections, and the Supreme Court in the Granger

cases (94 U. 8. Li. 113-187) recognized and sustained the right

of the body of the people to some consideration in the adminis-

tration of quasi public trusts.

Some of these decisions may yet be subjected to criticism,

but tliey will undoubtedly all stand the test of time, and trial,

and they show that the current of judicial ruling in this coun-

try is contrary to the technical spirit, the over-squeamish

regard for supposed private I'ightwhicli lies at the basis of the

Wynhamer case here (3 Kernans JR. 278) and Alkyns v. Ran-
dolph 31 Vermont R. 226) in the State of Vermont, whicli ai-e

the very quintessence of the chronic conservatism of the

past.

It is doubtless safe to assume that this is not formed as a

total abstinence society; that it was not organized for the pur-

pose of joining in any temperance crusade. An examination

of your recoi'ds will show, however, that a considerable pro-

portion of the papers read here, have treated of the effects of

the use of alcohol upon men. A cursory examination of these

papers has not disclosed to me any observation upon this use

from the philanthropic stand-point, or any appeal to the class

of considerations most in use among so-called reformers. The
treatment has been wholly scientific or professional. The
essays treat of "Alcoholism," " Methomania," "Dipsomania"

as diseases, as forms of insanit}'.

Of "Methomania," one of your essayists says that it "is a

manifestation of brain disease, and that brain disease involves

general impairment of the mental faculties, and consequently

a form of insanity. Any man drunk and absent from business

that he knows to be important, committing a crime in that

condition, should be treated not as a criminal but as a maniac."

Another of your essayists says: "In a criminal case the

question must be carefully examined, for if the guilty party

has had attacks of delirium tremens, if it is ascertained that

he is a dipsomaniac, he ought to be confined in an asylum

as any other insane, and no matter how well he may appear to

be while confined, it is not till after a long time, probably ten

years, before he can renounce spirits, or that he maj' be set at
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liberty withoi;t danger to himself or to society. No matter

how much he might promise, swear that he would not touch

another glass, the inclination before tliat time is stronger than

he ; he cannot resist it as long as he can procure it."

The same essayist sets forth the results, near and more re-

mote, of the use of alcohol as follows:

"ISTow in ninety cases out of a hundred, drunkenness is first

contracted by invitation and politeness, for it is considered

very impolite by some individuals to refuse to drink when in-

vited to 'join in.' It soon becomes a habit, and then consti-

tutes one of the most incurable diseases. Every additional

glass is one more stitch in that other Nessns tunic,called chronic

alcoholism, from which, when once entangled in its folds, it is

impossible to come out, and Hercules-like, the drunkard dies

in the most wretched agony.

The disease is not even ended hy his death, but its influence

extends from generation to generation, until the extinction of

his race. Morel reports many examples of this fact. Accord-

ing to him the sequence is as follows:

First generation: Immorality, depravity, excess in the use

of alcoholic liquors, moral debasement.

Second generation: Hereditary drunkenness, paroxysms of

mania, general paralysis.

Third generation : Sobriety, hypochondria, melancholy, sys-

tematic ideas of being persecuted, homicidal tendency.

Fourth generation: Intelligence slightly developed, first

accession of mania at sixteen years of age, stupidity, subse-

quent idiocy, and probably extinction of tlie family.

But quotations need not be multiplied. Putting aside all

moral questions, all considerations philanthropic in their char-

acter, it has been shown by the essays before this Society, as

it has been shown elsewhere, that certain uses of alcohol touch

the civil administration, and the practice of the law at a great

variety of points, but strikingly at the following:

1. As to testamentary capacity.

2. As to fitness to give evidence.

3. As to competency to contract obligations of a binding

character.

4. As to general capacity for wise business management.
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5. As to criminal tendencies.

6. As to responsibility for acts of a criminal character.

7. As productive of poverty and paiiperism.

And as to all this matter the medical profession has brought

from its store-house of facts and experience a vast array of in-

formation, and resting upon this a mass of professional con-

clusion which cannot be controverted or denied.

It may well be assumed that their call now is to the legal

profession for the payment of that debt which Lord Bacon de-

clares every one of its votaries owe to it, viz., for the interven-

tion of the lawyer in aid of every proper movement for the

modification or the cure of so great an evil. We are ready to

take a position in regard to the proposed changes afl'ecting the

minutest details of the daily practice. We are not slow to

discuss the question whether a summons signed by an attor-

ney, or a writ in the name of the people, is the proper and

convenient mode for instituting a suit, and rightly so. If any

craft known to civilized society, throughout its long and con-

tinuously brightening history, has been ready with all its forces,

natural and acquired, to serve the cause of progress, that craft

is the law, and ready it has ever been to enter that service with

neither staff nor scrip, nor money in its purse from those it

tlius serves. Surely the law should not be behind-hand in

efforts to secure a mitigation, if not the eradication, of this

curse upon civil and governmental administration.

Not as reformers, not as temperance men in the technical

and narrow sense in which these words are used in every-day

life, but upon the same principle, and in the same way and

with the same ardor witli which we enter upon the advocacy of

any great reform in civil affairs. How many times have we

all di-aughted and followed them through the legislature, at

our own charges. How many times in the interest of society,

but at our own cost, have we all taken part in efforts to pro-

cure wliat we thought good legislation, or to defeat bad.

Yet here is a practice which in its effects touches the lawyer

more nearly than the members of any other profession save that

of medicine. That profession has brought here the wealth of

its learning, and laid it before the Society; it has done at least

a part of its duty, but 1 have not observed in any of our

9
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papers from my own profession any suggestions for a legisla-

tive sclieme to cure the evil, to remove the wrong as touclimg

the administration of the law. It seems to me this can prop-

erly be expected, not in any radical or ultra reformatory shape,

but as digested by the calm reflection, matured by the large

wisdom and experience, and sustained and approved by what

Mr. Choate in perhaps the best of his public addresses termed

"The Conservative Force of the American Bar."

It is not for me to do this, but it may not be improper to

suggest the question whether any idea has been yet presented

better than that wbich gives the law an executory principle

by conferring a right of action in tavor of the person injured

by the acts or neglects of the drunkard against the seller of

tiie liquor used by him. May I also suggest a radical inquiry

as to the difference discoverable upon principles of states-

manship and constitutional law between the common bar-room

and the gambling hell, or between the sale of liquor in the

former and the sale of prussic acid and arsenic at the drug

store? And if no difference can be discovered, why is not

properly the same kind of legislation applicable to all?

Some suggestions made here looking to the subject of ventila-

tion,as applied to public school buildings,indicatethe prevalence

of a sentiment among the members of the Society which perhaps

justifies the additio^ual observations which I desire to make.

The members of the medical profession more than any other

calling are brought into immediate contact with the poorer

classes. Sore sickness is incident to every family, rich or poor,

and perhaps especially incident to the destitute and ignorant;

and in the ministrations of the "Doctor" it is a peculiar glory

of the profession that none are neglected. On such occasions

the physician sees the best side of human nature, the best

feelings of the heart are aroused, and it is easy to infer from

the condition of mind as exhibited by the lowest classes in

their afflictions, the capacity for improvement and progress of

which they are capable. No one doubts the civilizing effects

of pure air and tidy, even if not ai'tistic, surroundings.

If any proof were necessai-y, the extraordinary experiment

of Miss Octavia Hill, in which she was assisted notably by

Mr. Kuskin, which resulted in the purification of some of
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the worst and most debased dwellings in London and in the

real civilization of their inhabitants, and which transformed

those dwellings into interest-paying investments, when before

thej had been a source of loss, is sutficient proof But while

it seems to me that the medical profession, in and of itself,

cannot accomplish the needed reforms in the crowded tene-

ments, it can do so with the help of the lawyer if he will

wisely use his means for influencing and framing legislation,

his opportunities of touching public sentiment at so many

points, and especially the frequent calls upon him by capital-

ists for advice in regard to the mode of treating property and

disposing of investments. The two professions co-operating

can accomplish almost any desirable result in this direction.

Is it not then proper matter for consideration how much by

legislation and how much by operation upon public sentiment

can be done toward improving the dwellings of the poorest,

and thus facilitating the practice of the physician among the

destitute classes, and reudering his generous service more use-

ful? Attention has not been given to the management of the

commonest tenement houses as it should be; effort is not

made to keep them cleanly and to keep their inhabitants in

the same condition; how much can the Medico-Legal Society

do in this direction?

But there is another matter connected with this suggestion

as to which there should be legislation at once. In the open-

ing of the upper part of the city for dwellings by the build-

ing of the elevated railroads, and in the desertion of a sec-

tion of the city about the Battery by the more profitable

classes of business, a field is opened for a reform which it is

desirable should be accomplished.

No houses are now built, of a convenient character, which

are within the reach of single families of laborers and arti-

sans of the better class, if they are now to live anywhere in the

city it must be in tenements more or less crowded. There is

no reason why the sections of the city which I have specified

should not be re-distributed or re-laid out so that small houses

can be conveniently built having abundance of light and air,

which, in their I'entals would be within the reach of the aver-

age mechanic for his single family. The advantage to civili-
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zation—to good neighborhood—to health—to every depart-

ment of social economy—secured by such a reform, would be

incalculable.

Let another matter be brought to your attention. It is per-

haps mainly to be touched by public sentiment; but, in that

regard, public sentiment should be educated. The police

courts and the justices' courts bring the civil institution,

we call the State, into immediate contact with the largest body

of our people—those the least educated—those who know

least of the principles upon which a state is organized. Their

knowledge of the law, of its administration, and its practice,

is derived almost wholly from these courts. If they are to

respect the institutions of the country, they are to learn to re-

spect them from the administration of law as seen by them.

They never see, except at rare intervals, and in a casual way,

the higher courts of the country. They have no more idea of

the appearance of the Supreme Court of the United States,

of the dignity of its Justices, the simple majesty of its pro-

ceeedings, the solemnity of its debates, and the integrity

which characterizes it, than they may have of the local disad-

vantages as a place of human habitation of the moon. All

they know of the law, they know from the police and civil

justice, and from the lawyer who practices before him.

Then I say, with the educated classes, and especially with

the members of these two professions, one engaged in the ad-

ministration of law, and the other dealing with these poorer

classes to such a vast, extent under circumstances when they

are most susceptible, there should be a decided, a positive, a

persistent effort to elevate the condition of these courts. I

make no criticism upon any man now presiding in them, but

I do say that they should be conducted with a dignity, with

a sobriety, with a steady reference to the best principles of

the law and to the best principles of administration such as

is not to be found in all of them at the present time. The

judge upon the bench should understand that he represents

the^State in one of its liighest and most important forms of

leo'al administration.

The controversies of the poor about a few dollars are more

important to them than the controversies of the rich over
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their thousands, and their controversies should be treated

with the same consideration, with the same gravity with which
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court treats a controversy

before him. If this were done, tliese courts as a means of

elevating society, and of improving morals, of keeping peace,

would be of incalculable value. Our duty here is, by the

creation and cultivation of a proper public sentiment, to so

elevate and to ennoble them that they become constant and
healthful teachers. A justice in one of these courts, whose
condnct is what I have indicated it should be, ought to be
looked upon by society as one of its greatest benefactors. He
should not be spoken of with contempt. His education, his

conduct, his surroundings, should be such that he can be wel-

comed to any* society which lie desired to enter. The terms

"Civil" and "Police" Justice should not be on the lips of cer-

tain of our people, terms of contempt, but they should be an

epithet of honor, and when we come to that we shall have
made a long step onward in the elevation of man.

This is a little outside of the ordinary line of your essays:

it will not, however, do hurt, possibly it may be of some little

good.

Law and medicine in their administration deal with individ-

uals. The lawyer acquires a profound appreciation of the

value of individual and personal right. The physician has

an exalted estimate of the single man,—not only as possessed of

menj;al capacity—of an immortal soul—but as possessed of a

body "fearfully and wonderfully made" which is the subject of

the profoundest study on the part of those who desire to be

worthy of their calling. It is the valuation in both professions

of the individual jnan which gives life and force and moral
elevation to their activity and which invokes the exercise of

their best faculties. What I have said touches the value of

the individual and goes to its just appreciation, and I would
fain see realized by all the force of the promise and declaration

of God Himself, when He says, "I will make man more
precious than gold—even a man, than the golden wedge of

Ophir."
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Neueological Society.

The following; cases have been reported to the Society:

By Dr. E. C. Segniii : Bulbar Paralysis.

(A typical case of labio-glosso-pharyngeal paralysis.)

Male, aged 67. Patient of Dr. McCready, seen in consulta-

tion Sept. 26th, 1S76. He was a steady drinker. Probably

no syphilis. At least a year ago great difficulty in swallowing

began, especially of liquids, and it steadily increased. In the

winter of 1875-6 Dr. McCready was suddenly called, and found

patient in extreme and dangerous orthopncBa, without cardiac

or pulmonary cause. The respiration was of the Stokes-

Cheyne type—a few rapid acts of breathing succeeded by

a lono' pause, with shallow and short inspirations. Ever since,

breathing has been more or less of this type. Children

have noticed staggering gait and stooping in the last few

months, and in the same period a degree of imperfection in

articulation has shown itself.

On Sept. 19, partial right hemiplegia without loss of con-

sciousness. Dr. McCready saw patient shortly afterward, and

made sure that althougb the power of articulation was nearly

abolished, there was no aphasia. After this attack the breath-

ing became much more difficult, and deglutition has been nearly

abolished ; almost nothing being swallowed until to-night.

Food has been administered per rectum.

I found the patient in a state of semi-stupor, from which he

could be roused. The pupils were normal ; expression dull

;

lower part of face expressionless. Mouth hangs half open, and

its right corner and the cheek drops. The breathing is shallow

and rapid for a few seconds, then almost imperceptible (Stokes-

Cheyne type). The grasp of both hands is weak, that of right

hand weakest. In attempting to talk patient makes great

effort, but the sounds are almost inarticulate and guttural. He

names daughters, days of week, etc., and seems not to be at all

aphasic. Labial sounds are best made. Cannot distend cheeks

with air or whistle, l)ut pui-ses lips fairly well. Tongue is

only partly projected; it shows neither atrophy nor tremor.

Autopsy showed uniform atrophy of cerebrum, sub-arachnoid

eS\\&\oi\, etatcribU in extreme degree. No other lesion ap-

preciable to naked eye.
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The following case of epithelioma (colesteoma) of the cere-

bral dura mater was presented by Dr. J. C. Shaw, of Brooklyn,

jS'. Y. The lady from which these specimens were taken was

apatientof Dr. Mathewson's. I made the post-mortem. The

history of tlie case I shall give briefly, and only such points as

are of interest to us, as the case will be reported at full length

elsewhere, by Dr. Mathewson.

Mrs. C, aged 27, married. Was seen first Nov. 16, 1876,

having had suppurative inflammation of middle ear for years
;

for past few days has had pain in left eai', and examination

shows hard whitish polypi projecting through perforation

in the drum membrane, otherwise condition good. The

pain and discharge continued during the winter. On

March 18, 1877, she complained of pain in the occipital re-

gion. There was no swelling or tenderness over mastoid.

She was seen in consultation by Dr. Eoosa, who thought

there was no evidence of disease of mastoid. After

a short time, Dr. Mathewson performed Wild's incision,

hoping that it miglit relieve the pain, as the patient was now be-

coming much emaciated from her sufiferings. To his astonish-

ment, he found a very large hole in the mastoid, which

contained pus and broken-down bone. She went on in

this condition until she died—complaining, for many

weeks before death, of difl'use intense headache, and

had to be kept continually under the influence of morphia.

She presented no cerebral symptoms other than the head-

ache.

In removing the brain, there was seen projecting from the

floor of the skull, just over the petrous portion of the temporal

bone on right side, a small whitisli tumor about the size of a

hazel nut, and which felt soft ; it made a depression on the

under surftice of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe. The internal

surface ot the drum covering the whole of the temporal bone,

extending back to the occipital and down into the foramen

magnum, and over the wing of the sphenoid and sella turcica

presented an opaque, dull, soaked appearance, and was some-

what detached from the bone.

On removing that part of the dura covering the temporal

bone, it was found that the whole mastoid and petrous portion
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of the temporal bone was gone, and tlie removed specimen was

covered with a lot of oiFensively smelling pns.

Let me premise by saying that this work was done by me
in the Neurological Department of the School of Histology in

this city, under the direction of our president.

The points of interest connected with this case are:

What was the starting point of this growth '^ How is it we

had no neuralgia (of the fiicial branches) of the fifth nerve?

"Why had we not those grouping of symptoms which we

designate as Meniere's disease?

In answer to the first of these questions, it appears to me
that the growth must have had its origin in the middle ear,

and extended to the dura, and as it progressed and involved

the dura lining the mastoid, cntting oft' its nutrition and caus-

ing slow death of the bone, and tliis appears to me to be the

reason why the ordinary symjjtoms of infiammation of the

mastoid were not present.

Dr. E. C. Spitzka presented the following specimens illus-

trative of general paresis of the insane:

The Doctor referred to the fact that he had offered a con-

tribution to the study of general paresis, at the February

meeting, and stated that as on that occasion he merely en-

deavored to establish a parallelism between lesions and symp-

toms, he had omitted giving the minute histology of the

changes in this disease. It was his purpose to fill up the gap

this evening. He began by asserting that his researches per-

mitted him to give a patho-anatomical definition of the dis-

ease, he would term it a progressive periencej)halitis with an

inconstant factor of diffuse leptomeningitis, and an unes-

sential one of pachymeningitis. It was not a gradually

established and progressive process, but was characterized by

a series of fluxionary hypersemias, occuring at intervals, be-

coming more and more aggravated, until arterial and capil-

lary stases of an intense degi'ee were produced at each at-

tack, until at length, this vascular change reached a degree

comparable to a capillary apoplexy, which usually terminated

the history of the case, unless intercurrent affections inter-

vened. Furthermore, as this hyperemia was provoked by a

paralysis of the muscular coat of the vessels, however evan-
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escent in character, he would tefni it a vaso-iiiotor affection.

Specimens were exliibited from a patient, who had died at the

height of a maniacal attack, in incipient paresis. The vessels

were filled to distension with blood discs, whose outline was

clearly distinguishable. The adventitia and contiguous neu-

roglia was infiltrated with a material, whose exact chemical

nature was not ascertained, but which stained with a beautiful

pink flush in carmine, the infiltration was diffuse, and not

sharply denuircated, protagon spheres were found in the ad-

ventitia, and the diffuse infiltration was probably a diffu-

sion of protagon, oi- of a derivative of protagon. Similar

spheres could often be found in tlie pericellular spaces

around the large pyramidal nerve cells, and they were

supposed by him to be the result of retarded lymph flow,

and to be organic precipitates from the products of tissue

metamorphosis.

A second series of sections and freshly prepared specimens,

from patients further advanced in the disease, showed how the

corpuscles had become fused into an opalescent mass, staining

deeply in carmine and hsematoxylin, occasionally a whole

capillary district was found the seat of this stasis, and in

others, the mass was seen undergoing separation, into oval,

cylindrical, or round fragments, which, as they floated on in

the channel, became impacted at the bifurcation of vessels, to

undergo still further subdivision, until they were divided into

fragments sometimes smaller than a red blood-corpuscle. Dr.

Spitzka had never observed these masses to form in vessels

of a larger calibre, than those vertical arterioles, which enter

the cortex from the pia 'mater. He hence deprecated terming

the masses seen in the stage of resolution, "emboli." Rarely

did they produce obliteration of a vascular area, unless second-

ary changes in the vascular walls (which invariably took

place latterly) occurred. Where obliteration of an arteriole

could be demonstrated, (usually at the depth of the sulci) the

ganglionic cells were found granular, atrophic, or even dimin-

ished in number, their place being occupied by lymphoid or

neuroglia corpuscles. This condition of the blood was a true

stasis. The agglutination of the blood discs in rolls, was not

to be ranked with the lesion; in fact, the latter was not neces-
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i^arily pathological. Many of the specimens exhibited the

permanent cbaiiges of the nerve elements, especially the atro-

pliy of the spindle-shaped cells of the fifth cortical layer, the

increase of lymphoid bodies along the lines of the vessels.

This increase was frequently so marked that the vessels were

almost hidden from view by the numerous adventitial and

peri-adventitial free lymphoid bodies. These bodies, once ex-

uded, did not remain stable, but underwent a closely demon-

strable metamorpliosis into fixed connective tissue cells.

They were irregular, with a tiiin protoplasm, one or two dis-

tinct nuclei, and numerous, delicate, stiff processes; many of

these bodies appeared spider-shaped, and hence they have

been termed "Spinnenzellen" by Deiters. Other authors, as

Boll and Jastrowitz, have termed them •Saftzellen." Now,

these bodies in certain instances underwent a peculiar change;

one of the processes, artached at one extremity to the spider-

cell, by the othei- to the outer aspect of a delicate vascular

wall, could be seen to become hollow from the vessel, towards

the cell; in others, the process was distinctly tubular, and the

cell-body itself formed a contamination of this tube; and in

still others blood corpuscles were found massed in the new

chaimel.

The observation of Lubimoff, that in general paresis a

ne^io formation of capillaries occurs, was thus confirmed,

although Dr. Spitzka had at first been inclined to doubt

such an occurrence. Still he would not attribute any

imi)ortant role to tiiis production of new vascular tracts,

as they could never vicarate for those destroyed. Tlie

adhesion of the pia to the cortex, so common in cases

dying fn.m the disease, was shown to depend on an

increase of the " Stutzfasern" of the outer cortical layer,

and tlie development of fixed connective tissue cells therein.

In one case a whole column of converging fibrilla? could be

traced to some de]ith in the cortex, rooted in the pia. As a

result of the increased density of the neuroglia fibrils, spaces

were demarcated in the neuroglia which contained a material

also found in normal brains, of a slightly different refractive

index than the surrounding tissue. This appearance became

juuch moTe marked, the longer the specimen was hardened.
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and although Dr. Spitzka, considered it to represent a devia-

tion from the normal bio-chemical processes, yet its interpre-

tation was still donbtfnl.

He then exhibited specimens of the medulla oblongata;

several large sections from a patient who had manifested the

symptom "alalia" revealed a sclerosis of a very limited

extent. The doctor urged that this case illustrated how inde-

pendent of the size of a lesion the resulting symptoms were,

provided an important locality was effected. In this case,

although the sclerosis was merely just visible to the naked

eye, it had totally obliterated the raphe medullse oblongat^e.

Through this area pass those fibres which place the automatic

nucleus hypoglossi under the control of the heinis])heres.

This path being interrupted, explains how voluntary control

of the lingual motions was suspended, while trophic disturb-

ances and the automatic motions (as in chewing) were absent,

for the muscles and nerve-roots themselves were not markedly

abnormal. The Doctor did not discuss the spinal lesions, as

there would be a demonstration of these by anotlier gentleman

at the next meeting.

Dr. Seguin asked Dr. Spitzka whether he had heard of the

researches of a recent writer in the "Centralblatt," who stated

that marked lesions occurred in the facial and abducens

nuclei which were often overlooked.

Dr. Spitzka replied that he himself had hundreds of sec-

tions from this region in his 'possession; that he had found

lesions, and that Meynert and others had found similar con-

ditions many years ago.

Dr. Seguin: This writer's special point was that the degen-

erated area of the hemispheres and lower centres were con-

tinuous.

Dr. Spitzka: I have not read the paper referred to, and

must ask Dr. Seguin whether this contiimousness of the de-

generative areas was described as similar to secondary degen-

erations, for he had called attention to such a relation nearly

a year ago.

Dr. Seguin thought that the writer had not referi'ed to this

but to a primary relation.

Di'. Spitzka stated that he had examined successive sectjonsj
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from the third ventricle down to below the pyramidal decus-

sati(.>n, and had satisfied himself that there might be a perfectly

liealthy interval between a lesion of the cord and medulla on

the one hand and the higher lesions on the other. He

further stated that to demonstrate this was not difficult,

as even if the investigator did not possess a microtome, he

could, if familiar with the normal anatomy of the ])arts, pick

ont the suspected locality and obtain snn\ller but equally con-

clusive sections freehand.

''The Doctor wished it to be understood that his description

only applied to the typical form of progressive pareses, not to

those varieties of paralytic insanity due to alcoholism, syphilis,

and secondary to spinal disease. As to the vascular condition

of capillary stasis it was found in alcoholism of long stand-

ing, as well as in those dying from puerperal fever. There was

nothing contradictory in this, as alcoholism often passed into

paresis, and that form, occurring with puerperal fever, seemed

to be incomjiatible with the conditions of life, and did not

enter into our calculations "accordingly. He had frequently

found vascular engorgements almost reaching the degree of

stasis in maniacal patients, and perhaps the fact that maniacal

attacks occur in the puerperal condition may not be without

some relation to the condition of the vessels in those dying of

puerperal fever."

Dr. Seguin exhibited sections of the medulla oblongata of

a male patient aged 67 years, who had died after exhibiting

many symptoms of lesion of the medulla, sucii as imperfect

deglutition and articulation, StokesCheyne respiration, stag-

crering gait, and who also had right hemiplegia without apha-

sia shortly before death.

The autopsy showed an unifoi-mly atrophied wet brain, with

etut-criUe.hwi withoutany gross lesion capableof causing symp-

toms. The sections of the medulla oblongata, however, show

mici-oscopic lesions which make the case quite clear; the nuclei

oforiginof thehypoglossus,pneumogastric,andglosso-pharyn-

geal on both sides, are in a state of degeneration and atrophy.

Few cells are left in the hypoglossal nuclei, and many cells in

the vagus and glosso pharyngeal nuclei are tilled with granu-

lations. The case will soon be published in full.
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\eiieivs and ^ibHagrn^himl cffatueB,

I.—MAUDSLEY : PHYSIOLOGY OP THE MIND.

The Physiology of the Mind. Being the First Part of a
Third Edition, Revised, Enlarged, and, in great part, Re-
written, of the Physiology and Pathology of the Mind.
By Henry Maudsley, M. D. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
1878. 517 pages.

Notwithstanding this work in a somewhat diiFerent form, has
been long before the reading public, and is, hence, compara-
tively well known, w^e shall not be deterred from giving consid-
erable space to a notice of that portion of the new edition now
before us.

This is noticeably less confident and aggressive in tone, if not
less contemptuous in its references to "metaphysics"' and the
"introspective psychology" than was the earlier edition, but it

contains about the same amount in the way of quotations from
Goethe, and the old English physiological psychologists, and the
school of Herbart, and the same almost obtrusive assumptions of
the Baconian spirit and phraseology. We fancy also we detect
in this re-reading, less, perhaps, of a certain peculiarity in an
otherwise remarkably excellent and graphic style, which we
cannot easily characterize, but which may be descrii3ed as at
times a kind of fine strategy, in statement and expression con-
sciously adopted, we are almost ready to suppose, for the purpose
of rendering his writings striking and effective. So far forth as
such qualities are exhibited with the appearances of spontan-
eity they may be interesting or even delightful, but the moment
they appear in another garb, they are likely, at the least, to be-
come monotonous. And we must confess, whether right or
wrong, to have experienced something akin to the latter feeling
in reading the book, and for the somewhat vague reason we have
just tried to name.

But taken altogether, this work of Dr. Maudsley's, is perhaps
the most interesting and suggestive contribution to the subject
of which it treats, that has appeared in the English language for
many years. We detect many changes in this new edition as com-
pared with the earlier ones, and generally for the better, but find
less in the way of a reference to recent researches in respect to
the nervous system than was to have been expected in snch a
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work, issued in the year 1877. We feel tliat for some reason Dr.

Maudsley cannot have been a very active reader of medical lit-

erature during the past decade. On this account we must think

the work suffers somewhat. But it contains so much in the way

of good matter and good thought, and bears so strongly the

impress of its author's individuality, as to compensate largel3'_

for" any supposed short-comings in the fullness of its survey ot

recent progress in the anatomy and physiology of the nervous

system. ,

Perhaps no other part of the work, will more challenge the at-

tention of the thoughtful reader, than the first chapter, "On the

Method of the Study of Mind." This chapter of 76 pages, is

chiefly devoted to an unsparing—even a contemptuous—criti-

cism of the metiiod wiiich it is alleged was formerly pursued in

the study of mind; namely, the -'psychologicar" or "introspec-

tive." and per contra, a warm and almost unqualified defence ot

the "objective" or "physiological" method of the study of mind.

We cannot at present 'enter 'into a full examination of the ques-

tions which arise on the ground referred to, and which have

been the occasion of so much discussion from time immem-

raorial even down to this hour, but will not let the opportunity

pass for examining them with some detail, in the light in which

they are placed by the declarations of Dr. Maudsley.

The "introspective" psychology as is well known is mainly

based on t!;e phenomena manifested m conscuiusness. lie

observer looks within to behold the nature and order of thought

and feelino-. under the same or varying conditions, external and

internal, and accepting the so-called "revelations or "deliver-

ances" of consciousness «.s fads, proceeds to deal with them (as

with any other kind of facts), by analysis and classihcatiou, so

as to siistematize our knowledge derived from this source. 11 what

we can discover as done or happening within the sphere ot

consciousness" may be regarded as true when judged by ordinary

standards, in other words, if these things can be shown to be

fads as some have considered them to be, there could be no

doubt it would seem, whether such facts are as susceptible of

scientific treatment as the facts of the physical world are ad-

mitted to be. But here arises at once the chief difhculty. Ur.

Maudsley, after the example of M. Gomte, not to mention others

before him, seeks to discredit, not only the facts of so-called

self-consciousness, but by consequence, consciousness itself.

Thus is the attempt made to remove the very grounds of the

"introspective" psychology. For if its revelations are essentially

contradictory and false, as they are declared m the plainest

terms to be, by Dr. Maudsley, truly a science of psychology

can never be built up on such data One of the chiet char-

acteristics of the work before us, is the hostility displayed in it,

to consciousness, and the phenomena which appear within

its limits No opportunity however oblique, is missed, for Uis-

parac^ing it, as a faculty of knowledge. But let us proceed to a
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discussion of Dr. Maudsley's positions in regard to this question
and see if they can bear the tests of even a cursory examination.

In order to place his views before the reader, we will quote a
a number of passages selected with some care, from the mass of
his utterances on the subject in hand. What is consciousness
according to Dr. Maudsley?
The reader would hardly believe it beforehand, but it is not

possible to find in the entire work, a full and explicit definition

of this important term, though he admits " we are involved in
the confusion which comes of the want of an exact agreement
as to what is meant by consciousness; we suffer from the want
of an exact definition in which men agree." (P. 204, Am. Ed.)
And yet there is not, as already said, a clear definition of con-
sciousness, in the book. The following passages may serve as
well perhaps as any others, to convey our author's meaning:
"Whoever endeavors faithfully and firmly to obtain a definite

idea of what is meant by consciousness, will find it nowise so
easy a matter as the frequent and ready use of the word might
imply. * * * What consciousness is will appear better if

its relations be closely examined without prejudice. It will
then be seen that it is not se])arable from knowledge, that it ex-
ists only as a part of the concrete mental act; that it has no
more power of withdra:wing from the particular phenomenoii,
and of taking full and fair observation of it, than a boy has of
jumping over his own shadow. Consciousness is not a faculty
or substance, but a quality or attribute of the concrete mental
act. There is no consciousness without something of which
one is conscious, no abstract consciousness without con-
tents, and it may exist in different degrees of intensity, or it

may be absent altogether. In so far as there is consciousness
there is certainly mental activity; but it is not true that in so
far as there is mental activity there is consciousness; it is only
with a certain intensity of representation or conception that
consciousness appears." (P. 45-6) '• It can hardly be doubted
that too much has been made of consciousness in times past,
and that instead of mental phenomena revolving round it as
the sun of the system, it is rather a sort of satellite of mind,

—

the indicator which makes known what is being done, not the
agent m doing it." (P. 245).

Other passages of similar import might be quoted, but not
one which would in brief space throw any stronger light on the
real nature of consciousness than those already presented. But
from them we may gather, that consciousness is really a sub-
ordinate, even an outlying,—faculty of the mind. The dis-
tinctions between it and other faculties of mind, are so drawn
as to imply that they were made in view of certain errors on
the part of the "introspective" psychologists, which we feel
sure would be repudiated by such psychologists as but little
better than travesties of their real doctrines as to the nature of
consciousness. Dr. Maudsley, in this and other parts of his
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work, as we shall presently try to show, is combatting in great

measure difficulties of his own raising.

We will now endeavor to define what we understand con-

sciousness to be, and then bring our definition face to face with

Dr. Maudsley's objections to a reliance on it, in order to see

whether consciousness must be relegated to the outer darkness

which he has prepared for it.
., . , , i-rn n i. i

To define this term '" consciousness, is truly a diflicult task,

as Dr. Maudsley has said, and yet it may be done, with some

approach towards clearness. In making an attempt at a defi-

nition it will not be possible to enter into a history of the use

of the term, by difterent writers, and in difterent schools of

psycholoo-y. By consciousness we understand that faculty which

mind has" of becoming aware of certain of its own states and acts.

Any acts or states of mind, which are not revealed in conscious-

ness either directly or indirectly, are never known, or never

become a part of our knowledge. We hear much of " uncon-

sciousness" mental action, or to state it in physiological terras,

"unconscious cerebration," and hence much of mind and its

operations which lie beyond the confines of consciousness. All

this may be admitted. But if certain (fthe results of these un-

conscious operations of mind are not somehow and sometime

projected into the domain of consciousness, and made manifest

in its light, they could never be known at all.

It makes no difference whether the final object of knowledge

is a conscious act or state of the mind, and is hence properly

subjective, or whether it is in the outer world, and hence is in

the fullest sense of the word extra-mental or objective, it can

only be known or truly felt, in consciousness.

Consciousness does not manufacture its own contents. It is

not a creative, but simply a cognitive faculty. It has nothing

more to do in creatino- the mental states or m pertonning the

mental acts, which it cognizes, than the eye has in creating the

luminous rays which afi'ect it in vision. It simply knows and

feels such acts as occur within, or states of feeling as arise into

its sphere whether from within or from without by the way ot

tlie senses. No matter from what source, even it from the

depths of the mind's unconscious activities, or by way ot sense

observation, all objects of knowledge must be at least indirectly

represented in consciousness if they ever are known. Con-

sciousness being passive as regards its objects, since it does not

create them. It takes them as they come. It tliey are in the

outer world, and are inadequately represented by detective or

diseased sense organs, consciousness is not to blame tor the dis-

torted data given it. Unconscious mental action, it it is repre-

sented in consciousness, must be in a fragmentary wa3'. l^rom

what we know of such unconscious action, by reason ot its hav-

ino- been made partly known in consciousness, we infer what

the whole unconscious process must have been. But processes

of knowledge into which inference enters largely, are peculiarly
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liable to include error. But consciousness is not responsible for

the errors that arise in either of these ways.
Whether or not the mental states and acts, which are

revealed in consciousness arise from, or represent, extra-
mental or more strictly, extra-conscious objects, the mental
conditions whatever may be their origin, are apprehended
in consciousness as they are. What power has consciousness of
making or modifying its contents or objects? Of what may we
be conscious? Solely of certain of our mental states or acts, and of
these alone. And it matters not whether the states of mind of
which we are conscious are produced by external or internal
causes, all we ai'e conscious of is the resultant act or state of
mind, only this and nothing more. Then where is the propri-
ety of applying the term "self" to consciousness, implying
thereby that we may be conscious of the non-ego? We know
well what the position has been and yet is, of the Nat-
ural Realists, chief among whom, in later days, was Sir W.
Hamilton, who held that we are conscious not only of the
ego, but even of a material non-ego. We do not certainly
know what are Dr. Maudsley's opinions on this subject, but we
do know he uses this term of the Natural Realists, and that
when it is used advisedly, it involves one of the mo.st serious
errors which can be entertained on this subject. There is no
consciousness beside .se/Z-consciousness.

There would seem to be in the minds of many a serious diffi-

culty as to the relation of consciousness to the other faculties

of the mind. It is often spoken of as if it were one of the
faculties of knowledge. It is the faculty of knowledge, or
cognitive faculty. Beside it there is none other. It is not
only the general faculty of fowniedge, but also of feeling.
In it we have combined, knowing and feeling. In its action we
have presented the paradox of the thing knowing as being the
thing known or conversly the thing known as being the thing
knowing. In the play of consciousness the mind knows itself

as knowing, and feels itself as feeling. Here, if anywhere know-
ing and feeling blend in one concrete act. There is no such
thing as knowing or feeling out of consciousness. Every men-
tal state or act, however simple, or however complex, in which
we truly feel or know, consciousness is necessarily present.
There may be many mental operations apparently or really con-
ducted outside of consciousness, either forgotten in a common
amnesia, or never made known except in some of their remoter
results in consciousness, but we could never know this as a
fact, or anything as to the nature of such operations, unless
they are somehow represented in consciousness. But we can-
not prolong this part of the discussion any farther, impor-
tant as we believe it to be. We will only take the space
to say, by way of recapitulation, that if the statements made
are correct, that cimsciousness is the sole general faculty of
knowledge and of feeling, that it does not make its own objects,

10
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it is not the crmtim faculty of uiiud, and only cognizes or feels

me.nhtl conditions, however well they may represent, or however

much they may misrepresent their extra-conscious objects,

whether these objects are of the ego or non-ego. It may be

obliterated for a time, but if so, most if not all the other mental

faculties go with it, but do not always return with it. We
know well there have been cases which would seem to lead to a

conclusion different from the one last stated, but we also know

they will not bear the tests of a rigid scrutiny.

Then bearing in mind the few hints given above as to tlie na-

ture and relations of consciousness, let us proceed to examine

some of Dr. Maudsley's objections to consciousness as a faculty

of knowledge, and find out if we can what he would supplant-

it with or "trust in its stead. Dr. Maudsley almost seems

to have felt hinself charged with the mission ot giving

the coup de grace to "metaphysics" and the introspec-

tive psychology." But this cannot be done in the waj^

Dr. Maudsley has attempted it, save by a disparagement of

consciousness, which he seems to regard as the enchanted

around in which a certain class of ill balanced thinkers inevit-

ably are fated to lose themselves. Consciousiiess is to the phi-

losophers" and "metuphysiciaus," what the Bible is to the relig-

ious sects. From both, the most bitterly opposed and widely

different parties draw their choicest materials. Ihe only hope

for a permanent peace lies in getting both out of the way, and

in trusting instead in the respective cases to the light o na-

ture" and the "objective method." But what are Dr. Maudsley s

objections to depending on consciousness, or its "revelations.-'

They are to begin with;

1. That "consciousness, which does not even tell us ttiat we

have a brain, is certainly incompetent to give any account ot

the essential material conditions which underlie
_
eveiT mental

manifestation, and determine the character of it. -ihe most

ino-euious iutrospectionist could never discover from the revela-

tio^us of self-consciousness that the cause of a particular mood

of mind lay in the liver or in the heart, or in some other part

of the bodv'; nor could he gain from them the least inkling how

essentially "the operations of these organs afiect the characters

of the individual, the actual constitution ot his ego, etc.,

This really old objection to consciousness and its "testimony,"

has always ai-peared to us one of the most singular that could

be made.' If any considerable body of thinkers had ever pre-

tended that consciousness can directly inform us ot the brain

and Its structure, as it can make known to us states and acts ot

mind, there would have been some place for such an objection.

But who among even the most misguided of the introspective

psychologists ever made a claim so absurd?
_ . , .,

"Who that views consciousness aright Can have imagined it as

directly knowing brain or brain structure? By the very terms
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of its case, as it has always seemed to us, such things are abso-
lutely beyond a direct manifestation in consciousness. And
yet, Dr. Maudsley gravely sets himself down to discuss this
question, as if it was a recognized article in the creed of the
" introspective'' psychologists ! We know as well as we can
know, that "psychologists" have hitherto (and they have not
been alone in this matter) neglected a study of the nervous
system, in health and disease, in man and the lower animal.s,
and that they have failed in a healthy, practical progress, and
hence, have in various degrees in different cases missed the full-
orbed method of a study of mind. But what great writer ever
laid himself open to these strictures of Dr. Maudsley?
But let us reverse the process, and suppose if we. can

(for the sake of a parallel but conti-ary case), an individual with-
out a mental experience, in short without consciousness to inves-
tigate a liver, or heart, or even a brain, down to the finest struc-
ture of the cortex cerebri, and what would he know of mind,
of consciousness, for example? Or suppose we permit Dr.'
Maudsley to examine the structure of the brain, what informa-
tion would it give him of the really vast mass of mental acts
and states which are made known in consciousness? Says he:
" No observation of the brain, no investigation of its chemical
activities, gives us the least information respecting the states of
feeling that are connected with them; as has been aptly re-
marked, it is certain that the anatomist and physiologist might
pass centuries in studying the brain and ne'rvks, wiUiout e'ver
suspecting what a pleasure or a pain is, i/tliei/ have not felt both.
Even vivisections teach us nothing except by the interpretation
which ice give them through observation of our own mental pro-
cesses,'' (P. 62.)

The truth of the case could not be better stated. A study of
the nervous organism, however exhaustive, would be utterly
barren of results as regards the fticts, not to mention the nature
of mental operations, unless the observer should supply from
his inward co/;sc/o?<s experience the keys to the interpretation.
But the fact that this /s done, is almost uniformly ignored or
forgotten by those wlio profess to study mind by the "object-
ive method. Not a single fact which is brought to light in this
way but derives ils final significance from what has been quietly
infused into it from the resources of our experiences in con-
sciousness.

But is it certain that consciousness cannot inform us as re-
gards brain structure or other facts of the physical organism?
It is certain that it cannot cognize those things directh7. They
cannot be manifested in consciousness, as are certain of our men-
tal states and acts. But it is just as certain that they can never
be known unless represented in consciousness somehow. If the
observer should study the brain which is probably the instru-
ment of our higher mental operations, shall it not be by looking
at it with the eye, or handling it with the hand? We may re-
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fine and enlarge our vision by the use of the microscope, or by

the ue of re-agents may render the delicate structure ot the

brain more applirent than it is naturally. Bu :n any case we

must use our senses. If we do, it seems needless to say that

those sense impressions which reach consciousness are those

alone which we can know. • l 2- *

It follows, then, that even in our " objective studies, we must

depend on consciousness, and it alone. Its states may not truly

represent things as they are in the outer world, or "'ay.»o re-

veal all that belongs to our mental lives, but this is not the fault

Of consciousness. If it does not sh"w our inward experi-

ences as they are, and is hence not to be trusted, how shall we

trust it as regards our sense experiences of outwaid things^ It

we do not trSst it, to what faculty shall we go, and to what fac-

ulty would Dr. Maadsley send us? Would the reader believe it,

but Dr. Maudsleydoes not, in fact, point out any faculty by

which he would supplant it. But if these remarks are true, is

it not clear that Dr. Maudsley's statement is in a certain sen e

really incorrect, when he declares consciousness can teach us

nothing as to structure of the brain?
_ .

2 it is objected agaui that •' to direct consciousness inwardly

to the observation of a particular state of mind is to isolate that

act vity for the time, to cut it off from its relations, and, there-

fore, to render it unnatural. In order to observe its own action

it is necessary that the mind pause from activity, and jet it is

the tmhfof activity that is to be observed. So long as you can-

not effect the pause necessary for self-contemplation, there can-

not be a sufficient observation of the current of activity. It the

pause is effected, then there can be nothing to observe, there

would then be no consciousness, for consciousness is awakened

by the transition from one physical or mentahstate to another

This cannot be accounted a vain and theoretical objection for

the results of introspection too surely confirm its validity.

^^Thls^ objection to consciousness as the faculty of knowledge,

is based throughout on a singular misapprehension as to its na-

ture. It is he?e confounded with the voluntary activity of the

™Ts it true, that "in order to observe its own action, it is neces-

sary that the mind pause from activity?" Most certamly not

The only things manifested in consciousness, are acts and states

of mind No movement or affection of the mind it is probable

can occur within the domain of consciousness, but it is known,

for the capacity to feel and know certain of its own c^an^es

however they may be produced, is ingrained, to "«« a phj^^^^

illustration of mind, in the very tissue of mind. Consc ousness

is not a faculty which must or can place itself vis a vis with

some tbrm of mental activity, in order to .
look upon it abexra

All mental activities of which we are or m.ij- be cons^^^^^^^^^^

occur in its very midst, permeated by it. It is not tiue that
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"consciousness is awakened hj the. transition from one physical

or mental state to another." It is awakened bij the states tJiem-

selves, and not the " transitions" from one to another. It is not

awakened by " physical" as contrasted with "mental" states. It

may be and is aroused by mental states produced by physical

causes, but not by the physical conditions themselves.

So far, therefore, from its being true, that in order for

consciousness to give its attention to any form of mental ac-

tivity, that the activity must cease, the very reverse is true.

When activity ceases within the sphere of consciousness, the

consciousness ceases, and vice versa. The objection is a, " vain

and fanciful one," and misreads because it misconceives the

whole case.

Then it is said that " there is no agreement among those who
have acquired the power of introspection," or, in_ other words,

the habit of looking within consciousness. This is only partly

true. There is but little diiference among psychologists as to

what are the facts of mental experience, though there have been

and there are, wide differences as to modes of dealing with them.

But this objection lies with more or less force against all

sciences depending on sense observation, as well as against the

"introspective psychology."

Over and over again it is asserted that consciousness is a

wholly unreliable witness, as to what passes within its domain.

But we do not hesitate to assert just the contrary
.^

The fault

does not lie with consciousness, but rather in the distorted and
fragmentary way in which things are often represented, or even

misrepresented in consciousness, through defects, or disease of

the sense mechaaisms, and of the organic seats of mental activity,

or in defective processes of reasoning on data given in conscious-

ness. And so on for many other objections to consciousness, or

a reliance on it. They are all of them based apparently on er-

roneous notions of its nature and office.

Dr. Maudsley does not appear to notice sufficiently that in

impeaching consciousness in one aspect of the case, he dis-

credits it for all. He d .es not appear to recognize that there

is no faculty of knowledge besides consciousness, whether for

things external or internal* •

It seems to us that Dr. Maudsley, in his zeal in behalf of the

"objective" study of mind, has unintentionally overstated his

case, and in so doing has shown more of the spirit of the parti-

san than of the judge. Dr. Maudsley is certainly right in di-

recting attention with solemn emphasis to a study of the ma-
terial mechanism of mind, which has been comparatively neg-

lected, but seems to us to have thoroughly lost his balance in

his formal utterances in respect to the "method of the study of

mind." He, and all those (and they are many) who occupy a

similar position, commit just as great an error in abandoning

*See Metaphysics of Sir W. Hamilton, p. 397 Et. Seq.
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contemptuouslv the abused "introspective" method, as the older

psycholosjists did in neglecting a study of the nervous system.

In short.' we feel profoundly convinced that in this case, as m
so many others, the truth is not wholly with either party, but

lies between them.
To be studied aright, mind must be studied from both sides.

Each party must accord to the other equal honesty of aim, and

equal intelligence, each permitting the other to make its own

definitions, pursue its own methods, and name its own standards of

utility. Introspective psychologists must not taunt the anato-

mist and physiologist, because he fails, as fail he must, to lay bare

a thought at the point of the dissecting knife, or to bring into

view the fine interior qualitative characteristics of an emotion.

Nor on the other hand, must the anatomist and physiologist

pronounce as illusorv the objects of the psychologist, because

they cannot be brought to the (to such objects) impossible tests

to which we can bring those objects which have mensurable,

and therefore quantitative, as well as qualitative, relations. But

we cannot pursue this important and tempting theme farther.

We will doubtless find abundant opportunity for returning to it,

whenever it can be profitably discussed.

But what is mind, according to Dr. Maudsley? He says:

" Mind, used in the sense of substance or essence, and brain,

used in' the sense of organ of mental function, are, at bottom,

two names for the same substance." Again, " What is it which,

in a physiological sense, we call mind? Not the material pro-

ducts of cerebral activity which pass as excretions into the blood,

but the marvelous energy which cannot be grasped or handled.

" So likewise with regard to the manifold phenomena of mind:

by observation of them and abstraction from the particular we

get the general conception, or iha essential ideaoi mind, an idea

which has no nvn-e existence out of the mind than any other ab-

stract idea, or general term." Or again, " Instead of mind being

a wondrous spiritual eutitv, the independent source of power,

and self-sufficient cause of causes, an honest observation proves

incontestably that it is the most dependent ot all the natural

forces. It is the highest development of force, and to its exist-

ence all the lower natural forces are indisputably pre-requisite.

Mind is "nothing more than a general term, ienohng the

sense of those functious of brain which areaccompanied by con-

sciousness, and which are commonly described as thought, teel-

ino- and will. To deal with mind as a force in nature apart Irom

the consideration uf the matter through the changes of which it

is manifested, is truly no less vain and absurd than it would con-

fessedly be to attempt to handle electricity and gravitation as

forces apart from the changes in matter by which alone we

know them."
. , -

, ,

" The theory of mind as a spiritual entrty, which, having an

existence independent of body, uses this as its instrument, owes

its origin, as other metaphysical entities have owed tlieir origin

to this' tendency to convert abstractions into entities.
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But these quotations will perhaps serve to show what are Dr.

Maudsley's opinions as to the nature of mind. They seem to

show clearly that he regards it as simply a mere function of

brain, and that it perishes, probably, with the dissolution of the

brain. There is no such " spiritual entity" as has been called

" mind" by some, for this latter is simply a " metaphysical

entity," an " abstraction." We cannot enter into a discussion

of this subject, farther than to say that we differ deeply from Dr.

Maudsley on this subject, even on scientific grounds.
^

The hy-

pothesis of the existence of mind as at least an intelligent per-

manent forcp. is, in our judgment, a reasonable one, and we feel

prepared to maintain it. But we must reserve until a future

occasion a discussion of this much agitated question-

Dr. Maudsley regards the doctrine of the ''freedom of the

will" as simply " nonsense." Here, again, we can only record

our square dissent, and if Dr. Maudsley has reasons for rejecting

the doctrine in question, we also have what seem good reasons

for maintaining it. But it is impossible to discuss such a ques-

tion within the limits of an ordinai-y book review.

Matter is declared to be active, possibly se//^ active. For he

says: ''it were wise to ponder well the remarkable operations of

which matter is capable, and to reflect upon the wonderful imrks

which it is contimialUj doing before our eijes." Does matter in

the final analysis of the case, act on its own account, or is it

simply acted on? We have no hesitation as to which opinion

to adopt—it is the latter. We believe that no more fundamental

error could be made, in this case, than to declare matter as ac-

tive—self-active. But this is what Dr. Maudsley does, or seems

to do, in common with so many others.

As a sample of psychological exposition, we would refer to Dr
Maudsley's explanation of the origin of a " moral sense."

Says he: " Whence is derived the beginning or first shoot of a

moral sense? The answer which may be thought not so fit,

which nevertheless I propose to make, is that the root of the

moral sense must be sought in the instinct of self-propagation.

By the gratification of this instinct, notwithstanding that it is

nn act of pure self-indulgence, the individual does not appropri-

ate matter to himself and increase, but dissipates energy, giving

off from himself something, which goes to propagate the species,

the aim of the instinct being not to benefit the individual—for

though its indulgence gratifies him, he is the less, by his gratifi-

cation—but to inveigle him through self-gratification to con-

tinue the kind, it is not appropriative, but distributive; not ego-

istic, so to speak, but altruistic^ (P. 398.)

But how about the female, in such a case, who does not give,

but receives, in the most thoroughly egoistic manner? This is

what may be called the "seminal" theory of morals, and is surely

as material an explanation of a mental fact as could be desired.

But we forbear the comment which it so sti-ongly ijivites.

Dr. Maudsley is evidently not only a thorough-going evolu-
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tionist, but a disciple in the scliool of Corate. He is apparently

more thoroushly imbued with the spirit of the '-Philosophie

Positive" of "thrtfc author, than with that of the " Novum Or-

ganum" of Bacou.
Bat notwithstanding the formal, and we will even say doc-

trinal" errors which pervade the book, it is one of great value,

is especially suggestive in its full and graphic accounts of the

uervous mechanism in its real or supposed relations to mental

action. We can do no less than join the general commendation

which it has received, and which on many accounts it merits.

Notwithstanding the wide differences between our own mode

of viewing many of the subjects treated and those of our author

(and we have by no means exhausted them in this notice), we

cannot close without expressing our high sense of the service

done by Dr. Maudsley in the province of physiological psy-

chology and mental medicine.

II.-TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN NEURO-

LOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tkaksactions of the American Neurological Association

FOR 1877. Edited by E. C. Seguin. M. D. Vol. II. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

This unpretentious volume of some 200 pages, consists of a

resume of the discussions, besides twelve papers presented at the

meeting of 1877, and ten of the previous year. The highest

praise we can bestow on it is to acknowledge that each article

can bear a rigid criticism, which, unfortunately, can be said ot

but few American society proceedings. But while admiring the

orioinalitv of the entire work, we ought not to overlook, also,

thai; the different papers are all characterized by an absence of

that supreme disdain of foreign literature so prevalent in Amer-

can writings. ,,,,_.• j.

The first paper, by Dr. N. B. Emerson, calls attention to

sciatica of syphilitic origin, an affection but little recognized.

It is a good instance of a purely clinical study unsupported by

post-mortem confirmation. Nevertheless, it seems to us that

such papers would gain by greater conciseness of style.

In an article on the "odor of the human body in certain nerv-

ous affections," Dr. Hammond relates several cases in which some

parts of the skin exhaled an odor of violets or pineapple. An
analysis of the sweat rendered it probable that the odor was due

to traces of butyric ether. In one case the desired suppression
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of the odoriferoiis perspiration was aifected by the coiitinuefl use

of salicylate of soda.

Under the title, " Spinal irritation iu children as related to true

and false arthropathies," Dr. V. P. Gibney cites fortj' cases, many
of which, however, correspond by no means to the description of
that ill-defined group of symptoms known as spinal

irritation. Some evidently, are cases of spondylitis, others

are instances of chorea. Such was also the opinion of

many members who took part in the discussion. The
import of the paper is, that there existed symptoms of

disease of different joints together with nervous disturb-

ances, especially tender spots over some vertebra, and
that the majority of the cases were relieved, and many cured by
treatment directed to a supposed spinal trouble, mostly in the
shape of blisters. The therapeutic lesson to be derived from
these cases is a verj' instructive one. The pathological relations,

however, are nothing more than suggestive. That real joint

diseases may have a nervous origin is proven by their occurrence
in ataxic troubles. The cases of Dr. Gibney, however, inform us

neither as to the anatomical changes in the joints nor as to the
condition of the spinal cord. Some of the cases remind strongly
of the nervous mimicry of joint diseases described by Brodie,

Esmarck, Paget, and others, to which authors, however, we find

no reference in the paper.

Of Dr. Schmidt's paper on "Nervous ganglionic bodies,' but
little can be said. The accompanying diagram is of but slight

service.

Dr. Beard's report on the " Epidemic Tetanus of Eastern Long
Island," culminates in the following statements:
For the last three-quarters of a century there has been an en-

demic tetanus in certain portions of Suffolk county. It con-
sists of both the traumatic and spontaneous varieties, and affects

animals as well as man. This endemic abounds most in the
towns of the south side, especially at the Hamptons; is less com-
mon in the central towns, and on the north side and in Mon-
tauk does not exist. The endemic has been on the decline for

the past ten or fifteen years, and in the central portion (except-

ing Riverhead) no longer exists. For the causation there are

three conceivable theories: geology, the use of fish on the land
as manure, and dampness in the air. The theory based upon
geology, and advocated by Dr. B. D. Carpenter, who has studied
the subject, appears to be disproved by the decline in recent
years. Geological conditions are constant factors. In favor of
the fish on the land theory, is the occurrence of the disease in

those localities where fish are the most used, and the decline of
the disease with the decline in the use of fresh fish as manure.
Dr. Beard thinks, however, that the facts up to date seem to fa-

vor the theory of dampness in the air. com'iined with tiie local

dampness of the soil. Dr. Beard would treat a case of tetanus by
Calabar beau (English preparation), in small doses every hour, or
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half hour, so as to affect the pupil, and at the same time apply

ice-batrs to the spine. As suggested by Dr. Carpenter, tiie patient

shoulcf be kept absolutely quiet if possible. The local application

of the oil of turpentine to all wounds is practiced by a number

of the Dhysicians of Suffolk county, and is to be recommended.

The apprehension felt by New York surgeons, that tetanus is

likely to follow surgicaiooerations in Suffolk county, is not jus-

tifiable by the facts as they now stand. That the interest in

the paper would have been materially increased by judicious

condensation (instead of 25 pages), is scarcely doubtful.

Dr. E. Dupuy's paper on hereditary epilepsy recapitulates, in

an interesting manner, the well-known phenomena of epilepsy

artificially produced in the Guinea pig by Brown-Sequards meth-

od. As regards its hereditary transmission, Dupuy claims to

have met with it but very rarely: but does his experience entitle

him to deny the validity of the somewhat contradictory facts

observed by Obersteiner? He further states that such young

Guinea pigs are never born epileptic, but become so alter six or

seven weeks. He has also seen the vice transmitted through

five generations in leaps, of some twenty descendants of epilejj-

tic parents, but those were affected with the disease. As regard s

Dupuy's hypothesis on the transmission of the morbid tendency

through Balbiani's "vesicule embryogenique," nothing can be

said further than that it is purely gratuitous.

A second paper, by the same author, on the "beat ot vaso-

motor centres," is more revolutionary in its tendency than is

justifiable by the facts adduced. As much as we can divine. Dr.

Dupuy's conception is that vaso-motor fibres do not at all origi-

nate in the spinal cord, but take their origin in the ganglionic

cells of the arachnoid uiembrane. But of the authors quoted

by him, neither Claude Bernard, nor Chauveau, have proven

tiiat vaso-motor nerves do not arise from the spinal cord; nor

indeed, do thev claim it. That nerve fibres controlling the ves-

sels of the cord itself, re-enter the cord coming from some trunk

outside of the rachidian cavity, is a fact that has really no bear-

ino- on the question, as to whether vaso motor nerves originate

in the spinal cord. If Dupuy has really observed the phenome-

na following hemisection of the cord, to result simply trom an

experimental lesion of the membrane of the medulla, the mei;e

statement will not sufliee; a fully detailed account of the experi-

ment must be demanded before any claim can be macle on our

belief. Finally, as regards his experiment on the Gasserian

o-ant'lion, which Dr. Dupuy mentions, personal experience has

shown us what little -value there is in results of irritation in a

region as diflicult of access as that ganglion.
.

In the following papers by Dr. J. C. Shaw, on ' Ataxia ma
child," and " Tntra-cranial tumors," Dr. E. Segnin on mt-
paraly tic chorea, and " Localized cerebral lesions, and Dr. b

.
t.

Kinnicut, on '" Hemiausesthesia," the interest centres in the

cases, and no brief abstract would do justice to them.
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The following papers are dated 1<876, for which year no sepa-

rate volume appeared. Dr. S. Gr. Webber's paper on '• Paralysis

after acute diseases," consists of a few well-studied personal ob-

servations, fallowed by an extensive bibliographical review.

Of the cases of paralys'is after acute diseases, some are so slight

or of such short duration, that their pathology has entirely es-

caped us. Others more severe and lasting, can be referred to

lesions (inflammatory) of the anterior spinal cornua, or the an-

terior white columns. In the former case there will be muscu-

lar atrophy and loss of electrical reaction, and this may be lim-

ited to onlV a few muscles. Destruction of the white columns,

on the other hand, causes paralysis without atrophy. A neuri-

tis alone, as the cause of the paralysis, would be of course with-

out spinal symptoms.
Dr. Hammond describes an interesting form of muscular in-

co.ordination in a small child, occurring only on attempting to

walk.

A case of hysterical trismus is narrated by Dr. Shaw, which

terminated favorably under the full hypodermic use of atropia.

Dr. Cross summing up his study on the intra-ocular circula-

tion on epilepsy, admits that during the intervals nothing char-

acteristic is .seen. Immediately after the fit, he observed retinal

congestion, which lasted some hours. During the paroxysm,

the fundus has been seen but once, and in that case Hughlings

Jackson found retinal ischaemia.

A following paper by Dr. Emerson comprises a full biblio-

graphical account of Tetany together with two personal obser-

vations.

Some interesting new observations are communicated by Dr.

S. Weir Mitchell in his remarks on the "transmission of electric

influence across the middle line of the body." On applying the

electrodes on one side of the face not far from the middle line,

contractions occurred in the muscles of the opposite side. Mere

reflex action was excluded in cases of facial paralysis, where of

course the centrifugal route of any reflex was cut off, while the

muscles still reacted easily to a constant current passing through

the other side of the face. At Mitchell's request. Prof, Barker

repeated such experiments with a galvanometer and found that

induction currents may be easily developed at a distance

through imperfect conductors by very moder.ite (galvanic) cur-

rents." These distant contractions are therefore the result of

secondary currents induced in the tissues at some distance from

the primary current.

Two casuistic papers by Dr. Shaw cannot well be made the

subject of an abstract.

Dr. J. .1. Putnam has repeated the experiments of Brown-
Sequard and Dupuy on the use of carbonic acid gas, in the

treatment of headache, with no very satisfactory results. Out

of nine cases but two were relieved by the inhalation of the

gas thi'ough the nostrils.
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The last paper is by Dr. Jewell on Athetosis, in which he

attempts to trace the symptoms of his case to their cause. Such

a study is quite fascinating and in fact very useful in guiding us

in what direction to continue the research. But as long as the

so-called functional disorders have not found their true explana-

tion in autopsies, and since they cannot be satisfactorily repro-

duced in animals, all attempts at their pathogeny must necessa-

rily suffer from great uncertainty. In terminating Dr. Jewell

proposes to identify athetosis with post-hemiplegic chorea; as

compared with ordinary chorea, the prognosis in athetosis is

decidedly more grave.

If, in presenting these brief abstracts, we have rather neg-

lected the purely clinical papers, it is not from any want of

appreciation. Reports of cases, the essential features ot which

are stated in concise terras as they should be, bear no further

condensation without loss of interest.

The American Neurological Association has during these

three years of its existence, lived up to the project of its found-

ers both in the work it has accomplished and in the impulse it

has given. ^ ^

III.—THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

Transactions of the International Medical Congress of

Philadelphia, 1876. Edited for the Congress by John

Ashhurst, Jr., A. M., M. D. Philadelphia: Printed for the

Congress, 1877. 1,153 pages.

I. The "Transactions" of the first International Medical

Cont^ress held on American soil lie before us, and we have every

reason to be proud, not only of the encomiums awarded to

American medical science by the distinguished foreign delegates

in their papers and addresses, but also of the valuable work done

in the various sections. Many of the addresses, especially those

by Woodward and Chaille, were excellent re&mnis of the work

done in certain fields on this side of the Atlantic, and the sec-

tions on Biology, and many of the special branches, report con-

siderable progress. It is to be regretted that, as will be more

fully shown when we come to review that .field, the only section

whose work falls more especially within the scope of this Review,

than which no other deals with a higher, nobler, or more sugges-

tive subject, that on Mental Diseases, should not only not have

reached mediocrity, but absolutely fallen far below par.

It is daily becoming more and more apparent that the immense

amount of clinical and pathological material accumulated, and
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accumulating in our insane asylums, is literally allowed to ran

to waste, and that such clinical and pathological contributions

as are made by those in charge of these institutions, with few
exceptions, are either abstracted surreptitiously from European
journals, or, if quasi original, are still more worthless. Unless

a thorough and wide-spread reform be carried out in asylum
management and as3'lum appointments, unless every scientific

requirement be complied with in instituting this reform, paying
due attention not merely to the farm stock, the engine-house,

the gas works and the water supply of the asylum building, but
also to proper mental and physical hygiene and the therapeutics,

etiology, forensic bearing, clinical history and pathologj^ of in-

sanity, we fear that that branch of medicine, psychiatry, will

remain what it is, one of the disgraces of American medicine!

In saying this, we do not place ourselves upon any adminis-

trative dogmatic basis, being equally opposed, for example, to

the non-use as to the unquestionable existing abuse of "res-

traint," but would take higher ground that asylums are not to

be considered as mere boarding houses for the insane, norsbould
their medical officers degenerate to wardens or keepers, as is the

case with at least one of the New York municipal hospitals for

the insane within our knowledge. We insist that the whole
community, and more especially the outside medical profession,

have aright to demand that those who occupy such responsible

positions should be capable men, able to furnish their quota to

social and scientific progress. When we reflect that some of

our larger State and municipal institutions have opportunities

for making nearly a hundred autopsies annually of subjects,

many of whom present otherwise rare anomalies of the enceph-
alon and spinal medulla, we hardl}' know whether to become
ironical or indignant, especially when we recollect the fact that

some legislatures, more munificently than wisely liberal, have
devoted considerable sums of money to pathological laboratories

in insane asylums, at an expenditui'e of thousands of dollars,

without a single valuable result.

These facts would lead to a very unfavorable conclusion as to

the mental status of asylum superintendents, were it not for the

fact that we are aware that the deliberations of their Association

are controlled by a factious minority. And furthermore, we are

inclined to hope that a number of the members of that associa-

tion themselves will be willing to assist in any true reform. Has
not one of the profoundest clinical observers, Pliny Earle, him-
self a medical superintendent, given those of his colleagues in-

clined to clamorous pretensions, the grandest rebuke that could

be given? We sincerely trust to be able to record similar able

and truthful exposes in the future. They foreshadow the be-

ginning of the end of the close corporation sway in asylum
matters.

Before proceeding to review the papers read before Section
X., we will uotiee the two addresses published in the first part of
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the volume, whose titles indicate a relation to the subject of

insanity. r>., ,.

Address on Medical Jurisprudence with Notes and a Biblio-

graphical Index.—By Stanford C. Chaille, A. M.. M. D.—This
is an excellent description of the rise and progress of Medical

Jurisprudence, not only in the United States, but also in the

Old World. It deals very impartially and objectively with the

defects in our manner of conducting medico-legal cases, and

deservedly criticises the character of the expert testimony often

accepted "in our courts. On the whole, the author, styling Ger-

many the mother of medico-legal science, recommends the sys-

tems there adopted. We can point to Austria as having followed

Germany's examples, and to France, whose leading experts are

anxiously endeavoring to introduce the same system. The most

significant fact to which the author calls attention is. that ot

forty-six medical schools in this country, twenty-one do not

even profess to teach the subject, and that of those which do,

only fourteen have chairs especially devoted to it, of which num-

ber five have this chair tilled by lawyers intending to teach to

medical students a medical subject. We would heartily endorse

the statement that " to require all graduates in medicine to be

competent experts as well as practitioners, has long been, and is

daily becoming, more impracticable," and that it reveals a com-

plete misapprehension of the scope of forensic medicine, on the

part of those who expect it.

The literature appended to this paper does not profess to be

complete, but the most important treatises are enumerated, how-

ever, we notice the omission of the valuable monographs of

Maschka and Skrzeczka.

Address on Mental Hi/giene.Sy John P. Gray, M. D., Medi-

cal Superintendent ot the Utica Asylum.—This rather general

paper hardly comes within the scope of this review, as it is con-

spicuous for dealing with almost every sublunary subject, other

than the one indicated in the title; with the exception of an ex-

tensive quotation from Maudsley, it would be difficult indeed, to

find anything especially bearing on mental hygieiie in this ad-

dress, unless it be the religious question, which Dr. Gray has

somewhat forcibly dragged into the discussion.

Altogether, the author seems to have written more tor enter-

tainment than for instruction, and to accomplish his object lias

mustered up all his histori(;al and ethnological eruditioii. lo

those who are familiar with the mistakes made by Dr. Gray in

the field of pathology, it will not appear surprising that a few

trifling errors should have crept into his historical statements.

Thus the ancient races are said to have had no regard for sani-

tary science or individual comfort! The leader of the German

army is termed ''Frederick VVilhelm!" Thomas Jefferson,

whose religious opinions were on a level with those of Thomas

Paine, is styled one of the eminently religious forefathers of our
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Republic! Finally, William Peiiii is held up as the root from

which all our feeble virtues have sprung! A casual glance at

Macaulay vi'ouhl have convinced Dr. Gray that Penn, justly

despised'by his co-religionists, bribed by the most contemptible

of the bad race of the Stuarts, and a passionate lover of public

executions and other revolting spectacles, (Macaulay, History of

England), was a very improper example to select, as illustrating

the influence of religion on the mind. We failed, although liv-

ing at the time, to feel that thrill of horror experienced by
" millions of Protestants" when Monsignore Darboy was exe-

cuted. Whatever feeling was manifested on that occasion, was

sympathy for a human being, killed by order of an irregular

tribunal, for no specified crime, and we do not doubt that had

Thiers, Gambetta or Victor Hugo, been in the position of the

Archbishop, our regret would have taken a much stronger form,

that of indignation. There are numerous ill-founded conclusions

in the paper which time forbids us to detail, but we would call

attention to one passage, which shows how apt a disciple of

Thomas Gradgriud and Bradley Headstone Dr. Gray might be-

come: " The power of attention in the majority of children in

any community is not much aroused in ordinary life, and they

often look stupid and dull on this account. The.se children enter

school, and their attention to a few simple exercises in common
awakens the power of attention, and soon, at the tap cf a rule,

the souitd of a musical note, or the word of the teacher, the whole
school responds." In the above the italics are onr own, further

inference we leave to the reader.

PAPERS READ BEFORE SECTION TEN.

The Section on Mental Diseases was established by the Ameri-
can Medical Association, with the intention of bringing those

engaged in the treatment of mental affections into closer com-
munion with the general body of the profession. It was intended

that by this means, not only the general body of the profession

might profit, by new and original work done in this section,

especially in the clinical and pathological departments, but that

the medical superintendents themselves might lose the exclu-

siveness so characteristic of that distinguished body, and give

their assistants an opportunity for presenting their share of the

work. The latter has not been done, and such outsiders as ven-

ture within the precincts of this section are either ignored or

their contributions are suppressed, for fear that a leaven of

originality, foreign to the character of their meeting, might be

introduced, or in order to conceal the fact that in the pathology

of insanity better work is done outside of asylums than in them.
While in every other department of medical science the Inter-

national Medical Congress called forth valuable and original

work, it failed, in the instance of this section, to produce much
more than the average amount of crude pathology and adminis-
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trative generalities, ibr which this section has been always con-

spicuous. The building of water closets, laying of drain pipes,

construction of patent settees and cribs, are no doubt very im-

portant items to an administrative medical officer, but we would

suggest that the proper place for tjie discussion of such topics is

the" annual meeting of the Asylum Association, and that the

work of the section" before us is justly expected to be of a higher

and more scientific character.

The first paper is

The microscopic study of the brain. By Walter Kempster,

M. D., Medical Superintendent of the Oshkosh asylum. In read-

ing this paper, we hardly know whether to be most surprised at

the author's misinterpretations of normal* appearances, at his

painstaking description of artificial '• lesions," or at the confident

manner with which he ignores some of the fundamental facts of

anatomy. It is not surprising that the author should be able to

find lesions in every case of insanity, when he considers granules

on the vascular adventitia, which are found in every sane brain,

as the cliange producing insanity in most of his cases. As illus-

trating into what grave errors one ignorant of the normal anat-

omy of the brain mav fall, we refer to^page 1092, where the writer

is struck bv the fact that '• pathologically enlarged nerve cells'

occur only^in the i.iarietal lobe; this fact is to be explained by

the occurrence, at just this locality exclusively, of the " normal

gigantic pyramidal nerve cell," (Meynert, Major) which Dr.

Kempster accordingly finds to be characteristic of insanity, al-

though his brain is" as well provided with these bodies, we hope,

as every normal brain should be. The columns of Tilrck appear,

in the author's opinion, to occnr difi'usely throughout the " cere-

bral tissue." We always considered these to be spinal columns,

and the error may be explained by supposing the author to have

confounded the
'" columns of Tlirck" with the '" secondary de-

generations of Tiirek" (p. 1095). He also is ignorant of the ex-

istence of the normal pericellular spaces, for he describes them

as characteristic of melancholia, on page 1094.
, , •

i

In so far as his descriptions apply to actual pathological

changes, we find a marked contrast between his and our own

conclusions. He attrilnites active inflammatory and degenera-

tive changes to dementia, both acute and chronic, while in acute

mania and progressive paresis he finds rather passive conditions.

We. on the contrary, have found, and are borne out in our con-

clusions bv Lockhart Clarke, Meynert, Magnan, Schiile, Lubi-

nioff'and Sankey, with a host of others, that active and florid

clinical conditions are marked by active "and furibund patho-

logical processes. Thus, hyperemia and incipient stasis is found

in" acute mania, intense inflammatory disturbance in paresis,

while in acute dementia, properly so called, we have found no

lesion whatever; as to terminal dementia, the changes bearing

a relation to the symptoms are the residua of long past chronic
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or acute affections. From this marked contrast between our re-

spective results, only one conclusion can be drawn; namely, that
Dr. Kempster has failed to diagnosticate his cases correctly iw<ra
vitam, and this, our impression, is strengthened on looking at

his asylum report, where we find but two cases of progressive
paresis recognized out of over five hundred patients. The in-

tense changes found in his dementia cases would thus be ex-
plained; they were doubtless unrecognized cases of paresis, in

which the element of dementia predominated.
His ideas on the normal and abnormal cerebral circulation are

so confusedly expressed, that we must confess to not seeing our
way clearly. One change described is particularly enigmatical;
it is said to increase " till the vessel looks like a mass of granular
material, through which its outline can sometimes be dimly
traced." (p. 1087). And here is a nut for the logician to crack:
' I have not found the tortuous vessels in the brains of the lower
animals, nor in the cerebral tissue of those who have died sane,

except in the brain of a man executed for murder, and who had
been insane some years before." (p. 1085). We mentally ask
ourselves the question, if tortuosity of the vessels is only found
with insanity, was not the man insane at the time of his execu-
tion, and was Dr. Kempster the expert who pronounced this

man sane?
It is to be regretted that the author has not read the later es-

says of Obersteiner, (Med. Jahrbucher, Il-IQ, and Wiener Med.
Zeitunr/, 76) where nearly all of Kempster's vascular changes
are described as occurring in over one hundred and fifty brains
of sane persons. He has also mistaken the changes of senility

for those of chronic mania; we have in the purest form of
chronic mania, (primare Vernickfheit, folie raissonante) found
no pathological, but rather teratological changes ; asymmetry
of the brain, heterotopia of the gray substance, congenital
defects in the claustrum, etc., (W. and S. Tuke Prize Essay).
We cannot in these limits notice a greater part of the paper
which is devoted to the consideration of normal anatomical con-
ditions, with which every graduate in medicine is supposed to
be acquainted, but for a brief consideration of which the author
seems to have been justified by the subsequent discussion, in
which his audience showed that to them these matters were
new. (P. 1,096).

Lack of perspicuity is a prominent fault of the paper. "Some
large masses were found in the cortex," in acute mania, (p.

1,093) their nature being left to the reader to guess. As to the
round masses described by the author in connection with nearly
every form of insanity, we regret to inform him that these ai-e

apt to occur in decomposition of the cerebral tissues, and that
by the use of absolute alcohol, leucin and cerebrin are precipi-
tated in the neuroglia in spheroidal sub-crystalline bodies. But
for this grave error of finding these bodies (which can be pro-
duced in the brains of the lower animals) to be characteristic of
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insanity, the antlior has the excuse of a precedent. Gray, in his

mouoo-raph on the -'Pathology of Insanity,' has printed photo-

o-raphs of such artificial precipitates, regardiug which VVestphal

(Virchow-Hirseh's Jahreshericht, 1874) justly remarks, that

they bear no relation to insanity, nor could he fitid anything in

them that they were intended to show. A statement we heart-

ily endorse. Still, these results appeared sufficiently important

to Dr Kempster to republish them with hardly any niodiheation,

even of his languase, in the Wisconsin State Medical Society s

Transactions, with" this difference, that in the Philadelphia pa-

per he states that he has made one hundred and fifteen autop-

sies- in the Wisconsin paper this number has increased to over

two' hundred," so that in the interval the doctor has had an

autopsv almost daily. We envy him this material, we regret

the paucity and erroneous nature of his results, and we would

venture to suggest, that one case, properly interpreted, is worth

more than two hundred, examined at random. Nowhere m the

paper is there the slightest attempt at drawing a parallelism be-

tween the lesions and the symptoms of insanity, and where, as

in the case of hallucinations, he would attribute these symptoms

to destruction of nerve cells and fibres, he is unphysiological.

Hallucinations imply an anatomically intact receptive mechan-

ism, whose function is temporarily perverted ! In concluding,

the author congratulates himself on having begun his investi-

o-ation when but little was known about the subject, that is

about ten years ago; this is excusable in one to whom the

European literature of the last ten years, does not seem to have

been accessible. We would inform the writer that ten years

ao-o (1867) appeared the excellent "Studien fiber das Patholog-

is°ch-Anatomische Material der Wiener Landenirrenanstalt, by

Meynert embodying the results of labors begun before JJr.

Kempster could possibly have even thought of commencing

similar work. The author asserts that he has latterly become

an advocate of the strictly somatic origin of insanity, thus vir-

tually excluding the possible operation of all other causes. In

this we perceive the influence of that coarser materialism to

which the Utica school, of which the author before us is a pupil,

has recently been converted. .

One strikingly original observation m the paper, and witn

this we shall close our review, (which has grown lengthy,

merely because the Journal deems it its duty to thoroughly

expose, once and for all, claims which are without foundation,

and theories which have no basis) is that stellate cp'staUme

bodies with a nucleus and hng processes, occm in the insane

brain The author doubtless intended thus to describe the

well-known ''Spinnen-zelleii' or ''Sa/t-zellen'' of Boll and Jas-

trowitz. If these are crystalline, then adieu to all our patho-

logical and physiological traditions.
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The Respons'Mliiij of the Insane for Their Criminal Acts.

By Isaac Ray, M- D., Philadelphia. The Nestor of American
forensic alienists has here enunciated those views with which
most interested in the subject are familiar. We consequently

forbear discussing them here, especially as an abstract of the

author's views appeared in the last nnmber of the Journal.
We see that Dr. Ray insists upon the possible separate ex-

istence of moral insanity, and that the attempt by Dr. Gray to

sneer this down failed.

Tlie Simulation of Insanity hy the Insane. By C. H. Hughes,

M. D. This is the only clinical contribution made in the section,

and we congratulate the author upon having called attention to

a much neglected subject, and one which, as the writer states,

is of great forensic interest. Ignorance of the possible simu-

lation of insanity by the insane, might lead the expert rashly

to infer, on discovering such simulation, that the suspected in-

dividual must be sane! We have seen a far more marked case

than the one detailed by Dr. Hughes of a criminal lunatic, with

all the signs of degeneration enumerated by Ford, who feigned

religious'insanity. Pelman, in the '' Irren/reund, 1874, No. X.,"

first distinctly describes the simulation of insanity by the in-

sane, and some of his cases resemble the case given by the

author.

On the Best Mode of Prnvidiny for the Subjects of Chronic

Insaniiij. By Charles F. Nichols, M. D., Superintendent of

the Government Hospital for the Insane. The paper itself

deals with purely administrative points, and we wish to call

attention to one single matter alone, which was brought up

in the discussion. The opinion was expressed, and apparently

generally assented to, that it would be advantageous to pro-

vide separate asylums for the separate sexes, under differ-

ent superintendents. Nothing could illustrate more fully the

principles by which the memlDers of this section are governed,

than this point. A medical superintendent, who recognizes the

fact that no alienist is a perfect alienist until he has studied in-

sanity in both sexes, who is awaie that their etiology, clinical

history, and treatment of mental complaints, offer certain points

ot comparison and contrast, and who would wish to p.a-fect him-

self in his clinical knowledge, could never assent to such a pro-

cedure.

And how is clinical instruction to be carried on, if the teacher

derives his material from one single sex? Apparently the scien-

tific element of insanity does not enter into the calculations of

most medical superintendents.
E. C Spitzka.
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SHORTER NOTICES.

I. Medical and Surgical Reports of the Boston City Hos-

pital. Second series. Boston 18<7. ^^Pubhshed by the

Board of Trustees. Edited by David W. Cheever, M. D.,

and F. W- Draper, M. D. 316 pages.

II Lectures on Fevers. By Alfred L. Loomis, A- M., M. D.

New York : Wm. Wood & Co., 1877. 403 pages.

HI. NuHSE AND Patient, and Camp Cure By S. Weir Mitchell,

M D. {Reprintedfrom Lipinncotts Magazine.) Philadel-

phia, 1877 : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 73 pages.

IV. Cutaneous and Veneral Memoranda By Henry G.

Piffard A. M., M. D., and George Henry I ox, A. M., M. U-

New York : Wm. Wood & Co., 1877. 296 pages.

V EiN Beitrag zur Aetologie der Epilepsie. Von Dr. Neftel

in New York. {Separatabdruck aus demArchivfuer. Fsych-

iatrie.) {On the Aetiology cf Epilepsy.) 16 pages.

I This is a very handsomely gotten up volume and contains,

besides elaborate plans and descriptions of the hosi^i al m its

present completed condition, a number of papers of inteiest by

fhe members of the medical and surgical staff. Among these

are he following, which come within the special scope of our

Surnul: -On C;rtain Diseases of the Nervous Centres by

Robert T Edes M D.; '-Diseases of the Brain m its Relation

fo°Inlammations of the Ear "by J^ 0™e Green, M.D.; and

"Sclerosis of the Spinal Cord," by S. G. \yebber, M D. ihe

first of these is a collection of several clinical cases, rather briefly

Sorted of cerebral syphilis, tumor, and of sclerosis of he pos-

terior columns of the spinal cord, and, except some of the fars

mentioned disorders, accompanied with -ops^s, several ot

which are illustrated by plates. Dr. Green s l^^P^i is not a

"casuistic" article, but he gives a discussion of t'le geneial sub

iect of brain disease arising from puru ent o itis, yithj^ P^Jg
kr statement of the present state of our kuowledge on the

subiect Dr. Webber narrates five cases of sp nal and cerebro-

Siual sclerosis, only one of which, 1^°-*^-^, ^ ^Pl^^l^o
the autoTDsy One of the cases is diagnosed as of the amyotro-

phic aS sclerosis of Charcot, the others are examples of the

more familiar forms of locomotor ataxy and cerebro-spinal scle-

rosis, in one of which the clinical symptoms in the earier stage

suggests the diagnosis of tumor ot the brain. The discussion

of these cases, so far as it goes, is well done.

The volume, as a whole, is a very creditable one to the medical

men who are its authors, and to the corporation under whose

auspices it is published.
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II. This work is the republication, with slight revisions, of

a series of lectures delivered in the medical department of the

University of the City of New York to the class of 1876-7. As

they are here reproduced, as given to the students, they are

plain, practical, and clearly expressed, and give in a perma-

nent form the instructions of an able teacher. At the close of

the work is an extended list of works relating to the subject,

but this, since it does not include many articles in journals, can-

not be considered anything like an exhaustive bibliography.

III. Messrs. Lippincott & Co. have reproduced and put in

more permanent form in this little book, two papers by Dr. Weir
Mitchell, both of which, and more particularly the first, are

likely to be profitable reading for the general as well as the

medical public. In the first, that entitled "Nurse and Patient,"

some of the essentials of the proper care of the sick are very

well set forth, and in a style that should insure for the essay

many readers who rarely look into print for edification rather

than entertainment. The second article is not less good, and

even more popular in its nature, and together they form a very

attractive and readable and an undoubtedly useful brochure.

IV. Drs. Piffard and Fox have produced in convenient and

very condensed form a collection of the principal practical points

in relation to cutaneous and veneral diseases. It cannot of

course supersede more extended and thorough works, from a

studly of which alone one can become even a well-posted gen-

eral practitioner, and we would not wish in our notice to convey

any idea that it can be in any way a substitute for such to the

student or the physician. But as a collection of useful memor-
anda for handy reference, we can give it our recommendation.

V. This paper has appeared almost verbatim, in an English

form, in the "'Transactions of the International Medical Cong-

ress," held at Philadelphia year before last. It consists of the

account and discussion of a case of epilepsy of traumatic origin,

and the points made by the author are summed up in the follow-

ing conclusions :

1. " From the above-described case the possibility has been

demonstrated that from trsumatic influences on the head, with-

out injury to the brain, epilepsy may be produced in a perfectly

healthy person free from any hereditary neuropathic predispo-

sition.

2. " Further investigations are required for the demonstra-

tion of the fact that such injuries in childhood furnish the etio-

logical factors of epilepsy in many, perhaps the great majority

of cases.".
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^diiorml §epHrhnent

DE. EDWAED H. CLAEKE.

ON" the evening of Novemlier 30tli, Dr. Edward H. Clarke,

one of the eJitors of this Journal, ehised his earthly

career, dving from cancer of tlie rectum. For two years or

more he bore his sufferings patiently, spoke hopefully, and

though often in great pain, continued to take an active interest

in professional studies.

He was born at JSTorton, Ma«s., in 1820. His father was a

clergyman, the Eev. Pitt Clarke ; his mother was Mary Jones

Stim-on. and Dr. Clarke was her youngest son. He graduated

at Harvard in 1811, first in his class, and received the degree

of M. D. from the University of Pennsylvania in 1846. In

1850 he assisted in starting the Boylston Medical School in

Boston, for the pui'pose of afiording medical students the ad-

vantages of a more thorough education. In 1855, he was ap-

pointed professor of materia medica at Harvard, and held that

position until 1872, when he resigned. He was then' chosen

one of the board of overseers of the University, and held that

office until his death.

He paid much attention to diseases of the ear, and was at

first almost, if not quite, alone in that branch of medicine in

Boston, but probably his greatest success was obtained in con-

nection with obscure diseases of the nervous system.

As a physician, Dr. Clarke gained an eminence in the com-

munity such as few attain ; he won the confidence and attach-

ment of his patients, and his opinion was frequently sought in

consultation by his colleagues. With an accurate knowledge

of diseases and the action of drugs, he had also an intimate ac-

quaintance with human nature.
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As an instructor he was a favorite with the students. He

had the rare faculty of giving interest to a comparatively dry

and, of itself, uninteresting subject. His lectures were care-

fully prepared; his habit of making notes of new drugs, or of

newly discovered properties in old drugs, and filing them away,

gave him the power to make his lectures fresh and interesting.

But not only drugs claimed his attention ; he also considered

the effects of food, clothing, ventilation and bathing.

His writings have not been numerous, the one wliicli has

obtained the widest circulation and excited the most discussion,

both in this country and in England, is of comparatively recent

date, " Sex in Education." After this followed '

' The Building

of a Brain." During his sickness, he wrote an article as a

contribution to the centennial history of American medicine.

During the latter part of his sickness, he was engaged in psy-

chological studies, in which he was much interested, having, dur-

ing his extensive practice, seen many cases exhibiting curious

psychological jihenomena. Of more strictly medical papers,

there have been comparatively few from his pen; one was a

small brochure, written in conjunction with Dr. Eobert Amory,

upon the Action of the Bromides.

We close this brief notice of our colleague with a word of

regret that it devolves upon us so soon to chronicle his decease;

and tender sympathy for the daughter, so lately motherless,

now doubly orphaned.

In the October number of the British and Foreign

Medico-Chirurgical Review, its publishers insert a notice

of its discontinuance, after a distinguished career, and in which

they announce the opinion that tiie " day for quarterlies has

gone by, and in the foce of the' daily and weekly periodicals,

a quarterly, with its thoughtful articles and well-digested re-

views, is no longer appreciated as formerly."

Much has been made of this statement by certain weekly

medical periodicals. But we are not convinced of its correct-

ness. We have no doubt but that a sufficiently large field re-
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mains to quarterlies to justify, if not demand their continuance,

and hence we see no reason for changing the form of our

JO0RNAI,. We will saj', further, that its continued existence

is not dependent on its subscription list, and that it will be

the steady aim of its editors to make it worthy of the support

of the profession, and they feel confident whatever its form may

be, it will in the course of time find a permanent sphere of

usefulness. They have every reason to feel gratified at the

favor with which it is received in the higher walks of the pro-

fession.

In mentioning Dr. E. C. Spitzka as our correspondent in

our last issue it was not intended to convey the idea that he

is our regular JSfew York neurological correspondent. That

position has from the first been ably tilled by Dr. George

W. Wells.
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§eriscoffe.

«.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM.

Anastomoses of Ganglionic",Cells.—J. Carriere Arek. f. mikr. Anat.

XIV. 125, abstr. in Oeatralblatt, No. 37, 1877) isolated the elements of

the anterior spinal cornua, (of a calf of four weeks) in dilute solutions of

bichromate of potassium and chromate of ammonium, and succeeded in

finding seven specimens containing indubitable anast(mioses of gangli-

onic cells. Cells of diflerent sizes commensurate with each other, both ot

long processes and short bridges. Occasionally C. found a web-like

expansion of the protoplasm between the separating brandies of some
ganglionic processes.

Indoced Contraction.—J. J. Friedrich (Note by Bering in Weiner
Acad. SitzungaheHcUr. LXXIV., ||413) has experimentally found, that the

tetanus caused by the make and break of a constant current applied to

the nerve will not induce a secondary tetanus in a sensitive nerve-muscle

preparation. Slill, the conclusion is not warranted that this mode of

tetanus is a continuous process, as compared with the tetanus produced
by interrupted irritation. For it is possible that the separate vibrations

do not occur synchronously in the different fibres of the muscle, and
hence produce interference. A single induced contraction (Zuckung) was
often induced by the make—tetanus rarely by t.he break. In some cases

a single induced contraction occurred during the closure of a powerful
ascending current, which produced no contraction at all in the primary
muscle. Occasionally Friedrich found also an induced contraction at

the end of a make—tetanus on breaking or reversing the current.

Slrychnia-telanus of muscles of mammals and frogs caused, wlien

tonic, an induced contraction but no tetanus ; when clonic, several single

contractions. Frequently, also, no induced contraciions occurred at all.

Similarly Hering observed that the tetanic contractions of the diaphragm
induced a single initial contraction of the nerve-muscle preparation, but
no tetanus. The heart induces only single contractions, but evidently

this result does not determine whether the cardiac contractions are single

or tetanic in nature.

Several experiments have been made by Morat and Toussaint in Ber-

nard's laboratory, {Comptes Mendus No. 32, LXXXIII., No. 2 and 12)
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showing that voluntary contraction of muscles of the frog induces either

no secondary contraction at all, or a single initial or several single con-

tractions.

On irritating the nerve of the primary muscle with an induced current,

the interruptions of which are of exactly the frequency necessary to

maintain a constant tetanus, the induced tetanus of the secondary muscle

will not be perfectly constant. It becomes constant, liowever, on in-

creasing the number of interruptions. On increasing the number still

further, there occurs instead, in the secondary nerve-muscle preparation,

a brief initial tetanus, or merely a single initial contraction. The same

occurs when the separate contractions of the primary muscle are pro-

longed by fatigue. In the latter case the electric intensity of the primary

muscle is weakened by the fusion of the separate negative variation due

to each contraction. Like Friedrich, the authors also found the tetanus

of constant currents accompanied by a single initial, rarely terminal in-

duced contraction. (Oeiitralblatt, No. 37, 1877.)

The OERBBII.VL Convolutions.—Prof. Ad. Pansch mentions in the

CentralUatt, (No. 36, 1877) the general results of several years researches

on the cerebral convolutions.

I. The furrows and convolutions of the cerebrum are the manifestation

of folds, the mode of origin of which is but partly known.

II. The arrangement of the folds follows certain laws, and is always

the same in the same class of animals. According to the type of the

cerebral convolutions, mammals can be divided into smaller and larger

groups. Certain variations occur in every type, their number increasing

with the complication of the type.

III. The first appearance of furrows on the smooth brain of the fcetus

consists usually of short, sharp incisures. Their elongation is either

direct or due to the fusing of adjacent furrows. Later furrows also arise

as shallow indentations.

IV. Not all furrows originate simultaneously ; their development re-

quires periods of different length before and after birth, according to the

species.

V. The furrows first in appearance are in any one class, or even in a

larger group, almost always the same, and in the same position, (constant

primary furrow). This is most strictly the case among the simpler types,

less so among the more complicated ones. All furrows arising subse-

quently are subjected to greater variation in shape and position, the more

the later their appearance, and the more complicated the type.

VI. The growth in depth of the furrows in the course of their develop-

ment is a rather uniform process. The furrows last in appearance remain

sliallow, the earlier ones are always deep. Thus the history of develop-

ment of the furrows can be traced in the adult brain by their depth.

VII. The growth of two convolutions separated by a furrow is usually

uniform, and^hus the walls of the furrow become perpendicular to the

surface of the cortex. But irregularities also occur, so that either the
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furrow remaining perpendicular, one convolution exceeds tlie other in

heiglith, and the cortex becomes uneven, or the cortex remaining smooth,

the furrow assumes an oblique direction, and one convolution overtops

the other, (formation of opercula). The latter process, as well as the

union or non-union of separate furrows, give rise to the variations in the

species or individuals.

VIII. A subsequent disappearance of existing furrows occurs but

rarely, (and never after the fifth month).

On the strength of these theorems, the author insists on the following

methods in the study of the brain

:

1. The study of the cerebral convolutions must be accompanied by a

consideration of their development. Especially is this requisite in the

classification of the cortex. Where foetal brains are not to be had, the

study of the depth of the furrows can take their place.

3. The furrows and tlieir depth are the first and most important object

of every research and description. The primary and secondary convo-

lutions thus come to be considered naturally as divisions of the cortex,

limited and separated by primary, secondary or tertiary furrows. De-

ceptions due to the external superficial appearance of convolutions should

be avoided.

3. Geometrical drawings ought to be made in large numbers. If they

include the four sides of the specimen, they are a perfect substitute for

the original. Artistic shading is not only supeifluous, but even harm-
ful ; the depth, however, of the furrows ought to be a part of the

drawing.

4. The next problem ought to be extended observations on the position,

shape, and depth of the primary furrows. Only when this has been com-
pleted can the detailed investigation of the less constant secondary fur-

rows and convolutions be of use. g.

The Motor Centrbs for the Members.—At the session of the Acad,

de Medicine, Paris, Oct. 28 (reported in Le Progres Medicnl). M. Bourdon
read a paper entitled, "Clinical Researches on the Motor Centres for the

Members." M. Gosselin, in his report on the memoirs of M. M. Lucas.

Cliamponniere, Proust and Terrillon, having raised the question of cere-

bral localization, M. Bourdon undertook some investigations on the sub-

ject, with the idea of testing by clinical observations the results of ex-

periments made upon animals; his study was directed especially to the

motor centres for the limbs. Having observed a very clear and precise

case of brachial monoplegia, he compared it with all others as apparently

conclusive to him, many of the cases never having been published.

He cited tirst his observation, reported by M. Darrolles, intenie of the

hospitals. An old man, of a very much deterioraied constitution, after

a simple attack of vertigo, was suddenly affected with paralysis limited

to the muscles of the forearm and hand of the right side, witli preserva-

tion of the sensibility. Speech was quickly recovered; but the partial

paralysis of the superior member persisted until death. At the autopsy.
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there was found a very superficial small hemorrhagic foyer in the upper

part of the ascending frontal convolution of the left hemisphere, and

in the vicinity no lesion of the opto-striated bodies. In a second case,

also unpublished, communicated by M. Verneuil, a mason, following a

fall which produced a fracture of the skull, presented a paralysis of both

arms, and at the autopsy there were found two foyers of meningoenceph-

alitis; one on the upper third of the left ascending frontal convolution,

and the other on the right ascending parietal convolution. The author

next reported a dozen observations of brachial monoplegia, described by

different writers, and all accompanied with autopsies. In analyzing the

nervous symptoms presented by the patients, there are found special

characteristics of paralysis of cortical origin: disassociation, progressive

march, successive appearance, instability of the paralytic phenomena,

these always leaving the sensibility uninvolved, and almost never being

accompanied with loss of consciousness. As to the very various anatom-

ical lesions, they were all located in the cortical motor region, but instead

of occupying the upper third of the ascending frontal convolution of the

superior two-thirds of the ascending parietal, that is, in the circumscribed

region in which MM. Carville and Duretliave located the motor centre for

the arm in man, from their experiments upon animals ; and in place of being

situated on the middle third of the ascending frontal, as it should be, accord-

ing to the localization proposed by MM. Charcot and Pitres in their

recent memoir, these lesions were disseminated over the whole height of

the two ascending convolutions and in their neighborhood. But, and this

point is worthy of note, whenever there was paralysis of the face with that

of the arms (six observations) a lesion existed in the middle or lower

part of the ascending frontal convolution, that is, more or less near the

second frontal convolution where is generally accorded the motor centre

for the face. The region occupied by all these lesions, although rather ex-

tensive, appeared to constitute the true motor centre for the arm; only in

getting these observations of cortical hemiplegia, M. Bourdon recognized

that in the majority of cases, the anatomical .alteration occupied the

superior third of the ascending frontal, and the upper two-thirds of the

ascending parietal convolutions, conformably to the localization adopted

by MM. Charcot and Pitres, for the combined movements of the leg and

arm; but in a good number of cases, the autopsy revealed lesions having

the same locality in cases of only brachial monoplegia. The author then

engages in the investigations whether, independently of its situation, cer-

tain characters of the anatomical alterations may not account for this

difference in the paralytic phenomena. Contrary to what might be sup-

posed, the facts did not sliow to him that the extension of the paralysis

from the arm to the leg, had any relation with any increase of extent of

the lesion either in surface or depth.

The study of brachial monoplegias not having given as satisfactory a

result as he had expected, M. Bourdon sought to see whether amputations

of the arm, with their necessarily very simple encephalic lesion, would

not be better suited than cerebral afifections to reveal the exact situation of

the motor centres. If it be true, as from certain facts of arrest of devel-
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opment we might be led to think, that the default of action of a member
causes, after a while, an atrophy of that part of the brain^which controls

its movements, the author ought to be able to find in cases of old ampu-
tations, an atrophic lesion of the surface of the brain always occupying
the same point, Unfortunately he was able to collect but two observations

followed by autopsies; one by M. Chuquet, and the other by M. H. C.

de Boyer, both internes of the hospitals.

Nevertheless in these cases there was found an atrophy occupying the
upper part of the two ascending convolutions, that is to say, over a portion
of the region occupied by the lesions of brachial monoplegia, and this

augments the value of those lesions as regards localizations. In a second
chapter M. Bourdon treats of the movements of the lower limbs for^the pur-
pose of finding whether in man there really exists a motor centre distinct

from that for the arm, as experiments upon animals permit us to

suppose to be the case; and he seeks to support this supposition by clini-

cal facts of paralysis limited to one limb. But those recorded in the

books are either not accompanied with the accounts of the autopsies or
the location of the lesion is barely indicated. In lack of sufficiently con-
clusive cases of monoplegia, the author has collected three cases of ampu-
tation, and one of arrest of development of the lower limb. In the three
first, observed by M. Luys, there was found an atrophy located in the

upper part of the ascending frontal convolution; in the case of arrest of
development, published by M. Landouzy, the atrophy occupied the

upper portion of the ascending parietal convolution.

After giving his conclusions, readily deduced from the preceding facts,

M. Bourdon closes with the following practical considerattons. In con-
sequence of the considerable extent of the motor centre for the arm, a

paralysis limited to this member does not indicate with sufficient precision
the part of the cranium to which the trephine should be applied. Never-
theless, if there is added to the brachial monoplegia a paralysis of the
lower face, or an aphasia, we have, according to M. Bourdon, a great
chance of meeting the lesion by operating over the middle portion of the
Rolandian line, as recommended by M. Lucas-Champonuiere. As to the

counsel given by that surgeon, to apply the trephine near the summit of
the fissure of Rolando, in case of paralysis of the lower member, the

observations cited tend to prove that it is well founded, but the case is

otherwise when he advises operation behind the Assure, since the facts

demonstrate that the anatomical alteration is more often anterior than
posterior to the line which serves as a landmark for the surgeon.

The Re.\l Origin of the Facial.—At the session of the Soc. de Biologic
Oct. 20, (rep. in Le Progres Medical) M. Duval communicated the results

of his investigations as to the true point of origin of the facial nerve.

In sections perpendicular to the axis of the medulla we trace the course
of this nerve, beginning at its point of emergence, back toward the pos-

terior exlreraity of the raphe; from there pass fibres which take a recur-

rent course towards a nucleus, the true nucleus of origin of the facial.
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The facial, therefore, forms a horseshoe, of which the first and third por-

tions are horizontal, and the second, more short, is vertical. The nucleus

of the external motor oculi nerve is situated in the concavity of tliis horse-

shoe, and it gives some fibres to the facial. Finally, in sections parallel

to the floor of the fourth ventricle, MM. Duval and Graux have been able

to follow fibres going from this nucleus to radicular fibres of the motor

oculi communis of the opposite side. In this way they explain the facts

of functional ;>araly4s of one internal rectus associated with paralysis of

the external rectus of the opposite side. The third cranial pair has, there-

fore, a doub e source of innervation.

The Physiology op the Brain.—Oichansky, Inaug. Diss., St. Peters-

bur---- 1877 {khstv.io St. Petersiurger Med.WoeJienschr, 'So. il). This dis-

sertation comprises three parts: A historical sketch of the question of

psycho.motor centres; a critical review of the doctrines reoardin.- these

centres- and the researciies of the author, with his conclusions. From

the historical resumS, it appears that experimenters have ad.-pied d.flerent

opinions on account of the various methods (electric current, chromic acid,

lets of water) employed. He lays down the following, after a thorough

critical analysis of the v.ews presented on the psycho-motor centres:

1 A physical localization of the electric current in special regions of the

brain is to be considered as probable. 2. There is a great probability of

th'- psychic organs in the surface of the brain, and of motor organs in

the more deeply situated portions. 3. The character of the processes

followino- irritation of the brain is ganglionic, i. «., central. 4. The im-

probability of a specific character and indivisibility of these centres

5 The obscurity of the method of transmission of the excitation from the

psychic to the motor centres. 6. The separation of the cortex into motor

and non-motor parts, rests probably upon an anatomical basis, but is still

little known. 7. The cause of the presence of nou-motor sections with

the motor centres in the motor regions is still unknown.

The author's own experiments were performed on dogs and rabbits. i> or

the solution of the qu. stion of the possibility of the localization of the

electric current in the brain, the author applied the needle-shaped platinum

electrodes to the brain itself, at the distance of from two to lour millimetres

from each oher, and he found that with a weak current, (20-30 mm. slide

of the helix) with close.- appro LCh of the electrodes to each other, and

superficial penetration of the electrodes into the brain-substance, the cur-

rent could be well localized. A repetition of Hitzig's and Ferner s ex-

peiiments gave the following results: A gentle, careful contact of the

particular points of thecotex with small b unt electrodes cans, d muscular

contractions; that the motor zone is better isolated in dogs than in cas

and rabbits and that each excitable point is surrounded by a less excitable

tract The author found in rabbits, points irritation ot which produced

homolateral contractions. (Hitzig found only contralateral and bilateral

ones) He noticed contractions of the cutaneous muscles at the same tinie

with those of the trunk, and likewise a direct relation between the strength
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of the contraction and tlie supeificies of the metallic closing by the Neef
liaramer. Tlie greater this was, the stronger was tlie contraction, tlie

closures must, however, follow each other rather rapidly to produce this
effect. The distinction of the motor zone depends, according to the
author's opinion, upon tlie difl'erence in thickness of the gray cortical sub-
stance, which is thinner in the furrows for the vessels of the pia, and those
parts not covered by visible vessels are the ones, according to Hitzig, in
which are situated the psychomotor centres. Besid s it thus happensthat
the fibres of the white substance, which always st:ind perpendicular o the
gray, come to lie, in relation to the superficies of the brain, at v rious
angles of 0° to OO^

; and then, according to Dubois Reymond and Bern-
stein, the current is so much the weaker in its aciion on the nerve as ihe
angle fotraed l)y the two approaches a right angle, so ii must be accord-
ingly more inefl'ec ive in those parts of ihe cerebral convolutions where
the cor ical layer is thickest.

For the answer to the question as to thu mode of transmission of the
nerve in italion from the so-called centres, the author undertook a .series
of experiments, and came to the conclusion that this transmision took
place, when weak or medium currents were employed, in a physiological
way through the ganglion cells, but that with strong currents the possibilily
of a direct excitation of the white nerve fibres could not be excluded.

The Development of the Nerves in Vertebrates.—Mr. Balfour's
discovery that tlie spinal nerves of sharks and rays are developed as out.
growths from the central nervous system has been followed by a similar
revelation with regard to birds. Mr. (now Dr.) A. M. Marshall (of Cam-
bridge) has given an account of investigations respecting the origin of
nerves in the fowl {Jo%t. Anat., ApL, 1877), describing alongiludinah-idge
arising on the summit of the neural canal, and giving ofj'p .h'ed processes,
the rudiments of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves. Heusen has
made analogous observations on the spinal nerves of the rabbit. The an-
terior roots arise lat r, distinct from one another, as processes from the
spinal cord. Mr. Balfour has endeavored to solve tlie difiicult question of
the relations of the cranial to spim.l nerves. He finds, as yet, no traces in
the brain of anything comparable to anterior roots of nerves ; all the nerves
are posterior roots. The fifth, or trigeminal, arises from the dorsal summit
of the hind brain very early, just like the dorsal root of a spinal nerve.
This nerve also, instead of being a compound one, is, at any rale in its
origin perfectly simple. The auditory nerve and the facial arise by one
common root. The glosso-pli:iryngeal and vagus have a series of distinct
roots. Tliis numb r, and their origin like so man^- separate spinal nerves,
opens up interesting questions in re.'ard to the primitive segmentation of
the head, and the loss or condensation of segments in the evolution of the
vertebrates. Dr. Marshall's observations on the cranial nerves of the
chick, so far as they go, correspond to Mr. Balfour's. It appears that
there is no definite indication of a limit between head and trunk afi'orded
by the central nervous cord, by the outgrowths from it, or by the mode of
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development of the nerves. It is open for consideration whether the ab-

sence of anterior roots to the cranial nerves may not furnish such a limit,

this would be very convenient for morphology. Nntxire, Aug. 30, 1877.

fEREBRAL LocALiZATiONS.-The following are the conclusions of a

communication by Dr. W. H. Broadbeut, of London, to the International

Medical Congress at Geneva, Switzerland, (Sept. 9-15) as reported m the

(7oz. des ffopefattx, No. 130, 1877:

1 Motor zone of the cerebral cortex. 1. The physiological experi.

ments, based either upon electrical excitation or upon destruction or ab-

lation, practised by Hitzig, Ferrier, CarviUe and Duret, Nothnagel and

others have established the fact that there exists a certain zone in the

cortical portion of the cerebral hemispheres, which is in intimate relation

with the nuclei of the motor nerves, of the medulla and spinal cord.

This zone is situated in the ape and in man, ar.uind the lis.'^ure of

Rolando, and principally in the two marginal or ascending convolutions

which border on this groove.

At this horizon exist regions, more or less defined and circumscribed,

specially related to the leg, the arm, the face, etc.

3. The pathology of this zone accords in a very remarkable manner

with the results of physiological experimentation.

Partial or irritant lesions may produce partial epilepsy, with or without

transient or permanent hemiplegia.

More extensive lesions, with more or less complete destruction of the

^

gray cortical substance, may cause a monoplegia or hemiplegia.

3 While admitting the localization of a motor zone, and of motor

centres on the surface of the hemisphere, it ought to be added that the

communication between the.cells of this region and those of the anterior

horns of gray matter cannot be a direct one.

The co-ordinated character and the sequence or succession of the move,

ments which are provoked by the electrical excitation, the character of

the paralysis produced by the ablation of a cortical centre, its intermit-

tence short duration, the tendency of the partial symptomatic epilepsy to

commence in the hand, although the situation of the lesion may be differ-

ent the loss of time In the transmission of an electric excitation, are so

many reasons for the supposition of a ganglion between the cerebral

cortex, and the roots of the motor nerves.

The cortical motor centres are the points of departure for the descend-

incT voluntary impulses, the starting places for ideo-motor actions. The

cells of the motor zone (which resemble those of the anterior horns of the

cord) are the apparatuses by which the dictates of the intelligence are

formulated for expression or for transmission outwards.

Tlie best example of the action of a motor centre is afforded by the

centre for speech, which was the first and the most important of the cere-

bral localizatious. Aphasia without paralysis of the lips or tongue, is an

example of what we call vicarious supply, or functional substitution,

although as such it is incomplete.
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_
4 According to the experiments of Perrier and Hilzig, there exists

in the vertical portion of the cortex a centre for perception
Tins zone extends from the angular gyrus, which is the visual percep

ive centre along the sub-sylvian convolution of the temporo-sphenoidal

lobe
'' ^°""'' """ """"'' ^"'' ^"'^'"o") t° ti^e point of this

Thence the zone returns through the lobuli and the unciform gyrus ofwhich It occupies the internal border, towards the occipital lobe in which
it probably occupies the calcariue gyrus.
Pathology has not yet furnished precise indications in regard to this

question. We know, nevertheless, that complete destruction of the occipi-
tal lobe IS without eflect on sensibility.

5. The convolutions of the frontal and occipital lobes, those of the
insula, those of the internal face of the hemispheres, those of the suborb-
ital lobule, do not respond to electrical excitations. Lesions of these

pat:ui«:r° "" ""^'^ '^°""-^" ^^^-"^-'^^ -^-^^ ^^^ --
The ablation of the two frontal lobes appears to diminish the sponfan-eity and activity of the intelligence; that of the occipital extremity of thehemispheres seems to abolish the appetite, but these effects do nol affordany satisfactory idea of the functions of tliese lobes
6. There appears to be no special cerebral vaso-motor centre- thevaso-motor apparatus is in relation with the general motor system andhie It lias Its centres in the cord, in the central ganglia and i/the c'onvo-'lutions, these centres are subordinate one to another
In the same way there are neither centres nor special trophic nervesTrophic influe„ce is common to the whole nervous system
II. Opto-striate bodies. 1. The corpus striatum certainly exercises amo or function

;

a great part of the motor fibres of the foot of the ce bralpeduucle terminate in this ganglion- Faradic excitation of thecoipustriatum causes general contraction of all the muscles of the opposite side

pLgil
'^

Its experimental or pathological destruction caZ Lmt
It is, according to the author, the intermediary between the hemisphereand the cord. Its cells, grouped and combined by the senso^ mo or

s:;nx:::rrr ''-''^^' -"'--°-==

ai"sr:;r::ar:;:::r"^"^^ ^-rumentsof t,. hemisphere,

12
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As a general interpretation of symptoms, furnished 'by this manner of

view, we may say that: .

(«) Paralysis is due to a rupture, either of cells or fibres, belonging to

the mechanism of the motor nervous apparatus.

(6) Anmsthesia is due to a rupture in the sensory nervous mechanism

(c) Tremm- is the effect of a hindrance in the conductibility of the

^^t) ^clZulsions (including those of chorea) are the result ot an irri-

tation of the gray substance. ^ ,

(,) P..c«cL/and transitory contractures are the effect of pressure on a

^'sfnce%e entire nervous system is a vast mechanism of cells and fibres

its functional action ought to be described in terms of cells and fibres we

thus avoid the ambiguities so hurtful to progress, and obtain a true phys-

iological localization.
aM,iff-

In some remarks on Dr. Broadbent's communication, Piof. bchifl

stated his opinion that the true motor centres are not directly excitable

by electrical, chemical, or mechanical irritation, and that the only means

to determine the function of any part of the brain was by extirpation. He

had extirpated the motor centre for the face in dogs; the movements were

preserved, but tactile sensibility was abolished, and from the phenomena

here observed he concluded that the so-called motor centres were only

centres for tactile sensibility. He had made this the subject of experi-

ments, the results of which he had given in the second edition o his

Lecons sur VEncephale. These conclusions are perhaps not applicable to

nlan, who, with his superior organization, may perhaps have motor centres

on the surface of the brain.

The Influence of Centrifugal Action on the Circulation of the

Brain -M Salathfi reported to a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, the results of some experiments performed by him to test the

effects of position and centrifugal forces on the condition of the blood

supply of the brain in rabbits. He found that if he suspended a rabbit,

head downward, even for many hours, death did not ensue, but it was cer-

tain to follow rapidly the suspension of the animal in the opposite posi-

tion with the head upward. Death was due in this case to cerebral

anaemia.

If the rabbit was placed on a rapidly turning plane, it succumbed to

either cerebral congestion or anaemia, according as its head was directed

toward the periphery or toward the centre of the turning plane. If it was

fastened laterally, no serious consequences followed.

The following are the titles of some other recent papers on the Anatomy

and Physiology of the Nervous System

:

L.UTENBACH, Ou the Functions of the Cerebral Lobes 4. Jour_^^^a^

Science, October, 1877; Walsh, The Anatomy of the Brachial Plexus,
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Ibid; OuBiN, Perforation of the Cranium by Gun-shot Wound, Experi-
ments on the Cerebral Pulsations, Revue Menmelle, December, 1877

;

Strumpell, On the Theory of Sleep; Pflugera Archiv. L. XL, Oct. 23,'

1877; NoTHNAGEL, Experimental Researches on the Functions of ihe
Brain; VikchoWs Archiv. LXXI. Ill; Kuessner, Vaso-motor Centres in
the Cerebral Corte.x, Centmlhlf. d. Med. Wissensch. Ko. 45, 1877; Retzius,
Contribuliou to our Knowledge of tiie Nerve Tubes in the Plagiostomes,'
Nordiskl Med. Arc/no. No. 23 ; Seeligmueller, On the Study of the Motor
Functions of the Cortex, and its Clinical Utilization, Deutsche Med. Wo-
chenschi:, Nos. 47 and 48: Ott, The Inhibitory Function of the Spinal
Cord, Philadelphia Med. Times, Dec. 8; Major, The Structure of the Island
of Reil in Apes, Lancet, (Aai. repr.) October, 1877.

6.-PATH0L0GY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
MIND, AND PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

Ophthalmoscopic Appearances in Insanity.—Ophthalmoscopic ex-
amination in insanity was made by Klein, Wien. Med. Presae, 1877; No
3. (Abstr. in Centralblatt, No. 29,) in 134 patients, of whom 42* were"
afflicted with general paresis, 19 with mania, 19 with epilepsy, 17 with
alcoholism, 4 with apoplexy, 6 with melancholia, 1 with ataxia, and 26
with divers forms. In 89 cases positive results were obtained, which he
divides into two categories, one of 31 and the other of 58 cases. In the
first class K found 9 times retinitis, 8 times discoloration of the optic
nerve, C times atrophy, and 8 times hypersemia of the retina. The second
class consisted of 29 congenital anomalies, and 29 cases of a peculiar
opoxity resembling the senile metamorphosis of the retina. Since this
change was found in 18 cases out of 42 of general paresis, K. terms it

retinitis paralytica. It was also found, however, though more rarely, in
other forms of insanity. During an epileptic attack, K. observed retinal
ischsemia and clonic spasm of the iris.

Myelitis,—At the session of the International Medical Congress in
Geneva, in September last (rep. in La France MHicale), M. Proust, of
Paris, presented in his own name and that of M. Jotfroy, a memoir en.
titled "C.mtribution to the Study of Acute Myelitis," an observation of a
case of apoplectiform onset, apparently succeeding a fall, which was
really only its first symptom. He summed up in the following con.
elusions:

1. In a nosological point of view, myelitis frequently presents an ab-
rupt beginning, which we at times attribute to spinal hemorrhage.
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2 In a medioo.chirurgical point of view, the fall whicli is sometimes

the first symptom of the myelitis with apoplectiform commencement, may

cause a more considerable to!« to be attributed to traumatism than is its

due. Cases of this kind have been considered as commotions and contu-

sions of the cord.
. • j i,

3 la a histological point of view, acute myelitis is characterized by

alterations of all the elements, cells, and nerve-tubes, vessels, and conjunc-

tive tissue. As regards the nerve-tube, the inflammation is characterized

by hvpertrophy of the cylinder axis; as regards the cell, sometimes by

hype'rtrophy, sometimes by atrophy with abundant deposit of pigmentary

granulations in the protoplasm. The proliferation of the nuclei of the

connective tissue, rather abundant in the gray substance, takes only a small

part in the inflammatory lesions of the white substance. Myelitis is, there

fore parenchymatous as well as interstitial.

In the discussion which followed, several of the speakers disagreed with

M Proust —regarding traumatism as a more frequent cause of the affec-

tion than he had allowed, and considering it needful to use much reserve

in admitting the existence of acute spontaneous myelitis.

Aphasia with Intermittent Right Syphilitic Hemiplegia.—M. Ch.

Mauriac Brochure. Paris, 1877, (rev. in La France Medicale.) The diag.

nosis of aphasia with intermittent right hemiplegia of sj plulitic origin,

offers many points to be cleared up, and first, that of the seat of the lesion.

According to M. Mauriac, the meninges are invaded by a gummatous

syphilitic hyperplasia at the horizon of the left frontal convolutions and

in the fissure of Sylvius. This hyperplasia compresses, invades, produces

congestion in, and finally softens the convolutions and lobule of the insu-

la as well as the external portion of the gray substance of the striated

body Hence the disorder of the faculty of speech which appears to be

localized more particularly in the third left frontal convolution, and the

right hemiplegia consecutive to the lesion of the insula and the corpus

striatum. „ , ... . , n „

In a review by Tarnowsky of fifty-three cases of syphilitic aphasia, the

aphasia coincided eighteen times with a right and fourteen times with a

left hemipleo-ia. M. Mauriac finds these fourteen cases exceptional, but

does not seek to give any explanation of them. Nevertheless says he, it

is not necessary to assume the probable syphilitic character of an aphasia

accompanied with left-sided hemiplegia.

A more capital difference between the coincidences of syphilitic apha-

sia and those of non-syphilitic origin, consists in the dissemination, the

irregular scattering, of the most various nervous disturbances.
_

In one patient observed by the author, the aphasia and the right hemi-

plegia were intermittent. They occurred in crises, four, five, or six times

a day, at varying intervals, and lasting on an average four or five minutes,

and this without any irradiation over other portions of the nervous sys.

tem The cerebral affection remained thus intermittent during one month,

finally becoming continuous. This intermittence depends, without doubt.
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on the variations of volume undergone by tlie syphilitic meningo-cerebral
lesion, before the disorganization of the brain matter itself had taken
place.

Does mercury cause a predisposition to the nervous accidents of syphi-
lis, as the statistics of Dr. JuUien appear to indicate? M. Mauriac con-
siders this conclusion an extreme one, and objects to such figures. He adds,
nevertheless, that all his patients received mercurial treatment during the
earlier stages of the disease.

The worli is especially a contribution to the study of cerebral locali-

zation.

Clitrophobia.—Dr. Autigono Raggi, Rivista Clinica de Bologna, Sept.

1877, proposes the name clitrophobia for a condition analogous to the
agoraphobia of Westphal, but in which the subject has no fear of wide
spaces, but dreads the opposite, narrow, confined localities. He describes
three cases of the disease.

Moral Insanity.—Moritz Gauster, Wiener Klinik III., iv., (abstr. by
M. Labadie-Lagrave in Re-o. des Sei. Med.) We have learned to designate
as "moral insanity" a complex of symptoms, recognized as a morbid entity
only when it has lasted over a number of years.

Esquirol and Gratmann, and after them Pritchard, Morel, Solbrig,
Kraffi-Ebing, Maudslej-, etc., have called attention to the congenital
psychic degeneration in certain individuals. Pinel ranges these cases in
the mania raisonnante. Pritchard, in 1843, was the first who gave to this
afl'ection the name "moral insanity." Morel called attention to the point
that the instinctive immorality is not always the result of degeneration,
but that it may be occasioned by hypochondria or by vicious habits.
The morbid states in question have been badly classified; they have

been considered as insanity without ideas of greatness, or as monomania,
an emotional aberration, a form of dementia in which the intellectual
sphere is hardly involved, or in appearance only; finally, as insanity af-

fecting only the feelings and the will.

In close examination of these cases we find that the most striking symp-
toms, and those on which the diagnosis is based, are the following:
The patients are often morally perverted from their infancy, they are

headstrong, malicious, disobedient, irascible to a very high degree, lying,
and neglectful. They frequently manifest a tendency to violence and bru-
tality.

In the adults we find a great aptitude to certain careers, and particularly
a marked vocation to mechanical pursuits. They often speak and act in
a sensible manner, and we consider them as being of sound mind. But
we learn that they delight in intrigue and mischief, that they give them-
selves suddenly to excess in drink and venery, that they are extremely ex-
citable and passionate, and that they attribute their excesses and passion
to others, especially to their parents and those whom they maltreat. They
have an inclination to pass themselves off as heroes and martyrs.
Their explanations often appear logical, but close examination reveals

that in reality their judgment is much enfeebled. They are frequently hy-
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pochondriacs, and sooner or later there is manifested in them a mania of

persecutions.

In an anthropological point of view, this degeneration reveals itself fre-

quently by very evident signs, such as irregular development of the crani-

um, asymmetry of the face, very large or small ears, adherent lobules of

the ear, rudimentary dental dispositions, etc.

Hereditary antecedents are also frequently ascertained.

In a purely pathological point of view, we find deformities of the skull,

hydrocephalus, lasting or transitory paretic manifestations on the part of

the facial nerves, convulsive manifestations like epilepsy or epileptoid

states, disorders of pupillary innervation, etc.

The diagnostic points vary according as we have to do with the acquired

or the congenital form. In the latter case we note that in the infancy of

the patient those about him complain of his indocility and his irascibility,

circumstances which the physician should make use of In general we

will observe psychic or purely nervous troubles in the ascendant. In the

infant itself we will see either deformities or an extreme irascibility, con-

vulsive states, spasms of the face coming on under the influence of the

least excitement, attacks of extreme excitability without any cause, agita-

tion, etc.

The prosnosis is in all cases very unfavorable. We can at best only

hope to calm the super-excitable condition of the patient and accustom

him to obtain greater control over himself. For this purpose he should,

above all, be kept, when possible, from the disastrous effects of alcoholic

and venereal excesses. He should be kept engaged in appropriate occu-

pation, and taken away from his associates.

In cases with epileptiform attacks, we sometimes obtain good results

from bromide of potassium and narcotics. Finally, we render a great ser-

vice, both to these patients themselves and to society, by placing them as

promptly as possible in an insane asylum.

The Pathological Histology op General Paralysis.—Dr. C. Lau-

fenauer, GeiitralUatt f. d. Med. WissenscJiaften, No. 37, 1877. As regards

the pathologico-histological discoveries in dementia paralytica, they have

been rather thoroughly treated by many authors, and their results in turn

have been confirmed by many others. It would- be a laborious work to

merely recapitulate them. But in regard to the regions of the pons and

medulla there has been astonishingly little reported, while the conditions

in the brain and cord have formed the basis of many investigations. This

great deficiency—let us say, of negative pathological findings—in the

massed collection of motor and sensory nuclei in the pons and the medulla,

is the more remarkable, since paralytic conditions of the motor and sen-

sory apparatus are hardly ever absent as cardinal symptoms of dementia

paralytica.

Meynert attempts to explain this fact, in that, pointing out the indis-

putable connection of the oculomotorius, trochlearis, abducens, facialis

and hypoglossus with the raphe, he considers these fibres as crossed voli-
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tional routes leading to more highly situated brain centres, consequently

if certain brain tracts are diseased, irritative phenomena, hemipiiresis or

total paralysis may occur in these routes of voluntary conduction without

any pathological alterations in the nerve nuclei, an analogous condition

to that after amputation of a foot in adults, in which case disease of the

nerve cells of the gray spinal substance has never been found.

Observations of actual disorder of the nerve nuclei of the pons and me-

dulla have thus far been extremely rare. Lubimoff, that industrious in-

vestigator of the brain in general paralysis, found aflections of the nuclei

of the facial and hypoglossus in two cases, but did not give a detailed de-

scription. Besides this, he observed a formation of connective tissue

around the oWve, {VirehoiD'g Archiv., LVII.) Jessen {Chi. 1877, 235) and

according to his statement, Liouville reports similar discoveries.

The following pathological appearances which I met with in one case,

in the course of a purely anatomical preparation of several brains of para-

lytics in Prof Meynert's laboratory, permits me to increase by one case

the above stated pathological Casuistic of general paralysis.

The patient in question presented during life the characteristic symptoms
of the disease, together with a total paralysis of the left and a slight hemi-

paresis of the right facial
;
paralysis of the right and insufficiency of the

left abducens, and a very decided disturbance of speech. After hardening

and separation of tlie pons and medulla into transparent carmine siained

sections, I found the following pathological alteration : In the left facialis-

abducens nucleus, the protoplasm of the nerve nuclei was diseased, had
lost its capacity to imbibe carmine, causing many of the nuclei to appear
spotted; the processes were brittle. But the greater part was in highest

de.ree sclerosed and atrophied; certain nerve nuclei exhibited the yellow

atrophy described by Cliarcot. The facialis-abducens nucleus was par-

ticularly deficient in cells, and crossed by strong connective tissue septa.

In the lower facialis nucleus existed similar alterations. The outgoing

root fibres were atrophied. In the right facialis nucleus the same altera,

tious existed as in the left. In other regions of the pons were massed
granulations.

The two nuclei of the hypoglossus exhibited a still more marked
sclerosis and atrophy of nerve cells than in those defcribed, together with

Charcot's yellow alrophy of certain cells, and notable prolifera ion of con-

nective tissue. In other regions of the medulla were granular bodies. In

the gray floor were frequent remains of capillary hemorrhages.

These remarkable pathological alterations stand in glaring contrast to

the other negative tindings in general paralytics.

It appears, therefore, that in this case of progressive paralysis, we have
to do with a central aisorder of the nerve nuclei described.

Lucid Intervals in Ins.-^nitt.—Bigot, Brochure, Paris, 1877, (absir. in

Revue des Sciences Medicnlis). This memoir is devoted to the analysis of

the equivocal states, which vary but little from perfect sanity, but which
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come under the category of and represent one phase of mental alienation.

This so-called reasoning insanity is not properly an insanity, but is one of

the necessary periods of mental trouble, whatever it may be or become.

There also exists, according to the author, a stage of incubation in which

the insanity is not yet characterized, and in which it commences with in-

complete manifestations.

This reasoning vesanic disorder marks the evolution or involution of

every classified insanity, and it may exist alone and disappear before the

appearance of the ordinary attack.

Bigot divides this foUe raisonnante into lucid, para-lucid, and pseudo-

lucid forms.

Lucidity. The patient is more or less clearly aware of the morbid con-

ception; if he conceals it we are unable to detect it, if he acknowledges it,

it is in such a way that we hesitate to believe him insane.

Psmdo-lucidity. The patient is just conscious of his insanity. He

accepts the insane notion, but understands that it is for his interest to

hide it.

Para-lucidity. The patient does not conceal his delusion in which be

maintains an obstinate faith, to spare himself from ennui.

Bigot also classifies those predisposed. He distinguishes intellectual

and moral anomalies, of which be separates two types ( he insufficient and

the unstable) from that which he calls the direct forms, passional anoma-

lies or manias, and the indirect or oblique mental disorders.

En resume, says the author, there are reasoning maniacs, there is no

reasoning insanity. The definite attack is frequently slow or brief, and

this gives a great value to the intermediate states. Those patients whore-

main very long in an uncertain mental condition are most frequently ab-

normal forms of insanity. There are prolonged lucid intervals in every

kind of mental alienation; there are good, bad, and indifferent. Between

reason and confirmed insanity there is every shade of reasoning power;

natura nonfaeit saltus.

Dementia PAn.\LTTiCA.—W. Jessen (Oentralblatt, 31st March, 1877) ex-

amined microscopically the pons and medulla in two cases of dementia

paralytica, although no lesions were seen with the unaided eye. The mor-

bid changes were considerable, especially in the region of ibe inferior de-

cussation of the pyramids. They consisted in proliferation of the epi-

thelium lining the central canal, and in destruction of the nerve-fibres and

ganglionic cells.

Optic Neuritis in Acute Infantile Meningitis—Dr. H. Parinaud,

Brochure, Paris, 1877, (noticed in Gae. des Hopitaux). Conclusions. Optic

neuritis in the acute meningitis of infancy has all the clinical and anato-

micil characters of strangula'ed neuritis, such as we observe iu the dif-

ferent conditions in which the intra-cranial pressure is increased. It is
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not the result of any inflammatory alterations affecting the oplic nerves

in their intra-cranial course, but is due to the hydrocephalus, which is a

frequent complication of acute meningitis, and which always accompanies

the neuritis. The oidema of the optic nerve that characterizes the altera-

tion, improperly designated neuritis, appears to us to be of the same nature

as the cerebral oedema observed under the same conditions, and produced

by an obstruction to the lymphatic circulati n.

Senile Tremor.—At the session of the Soc. M€d. des Hopitaux, July

13, (rep. in VUnion Medicale), M. Luys offered a communication in regard

to that special form of trembling which is usually described as peculiar

to old age, and is known under the title of senile tremor. He maintained

that this as a distinct form, and as peculiar to old age, did not really exist;

in ten years careful observation of senile pathology in his service, both

in the Bicetre and in the Salpetri^re, and he had never observed any
tremor in healthy old persons. He considered that senility was by no
means necessarily accompanied with tremor. He had had, among others,

under observation, a woman ninety-nine years of age who showed no
signs of tremor. He attributed the partial tremors which existed in

certain cases in the muscles of the hand and those of tlie neck, to incom-
plete forms of paralysis agitans, and to localized sclerosis in certain por-

tions of the medulla or the pons.

The He.^d Symptoms in Locomotor Ataxy.—The following is the

analysis of a recent memoir by Dr. A. Pierret (53 pp. Paris, J. B. Bailliere

1877) as given in La France Medicate, No. 79, 1877.

For many years M. Pierret has studied locomotor ataxy in point of view
of localization. He had already reached the result that the posterior column
of the cord, in man, must be divided into two regions, physiologically

distinct, the median bundle and the radicular zones. To the latter apper-

tain all the tabetic phenomena, properly speaking, the fulgurant pains,

the anresthesia, and the inco-ordination of movement; to the former, a

sort of flaccid paralysis of the lower members, rendering the upright

position diflicult or impossible. Locomotor ataxia is, therefore, a symp-
tom, a systematic affection, in the sense that it attacks certain parts of the

cord constituting an anatomical system, that of the sensory fibres. It may
arise at any part of this system whatever, it is therefore a good idea to

seek to find in the entirety of tlie nervous system tliose regions which
physiologically represent the posterior radicular zones of the spinal axis.

For this purpose M. Pierret h;is given in this brochure an anatomical and
clinical stud}' of the trigeminus.

The trigeminus nerve, in its soft or sensory portion, must be considered

as representing the posterior roots of nearly all the motor nerves of the

face. Indeed, as M. Pierret shows, this sensory root takes its rise on the

prolongation of the posterior radicular zones of the spinal 'cord. On the
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other hand, we find, in a certain number of cases, functional lesions of

the trigeminus in the course of locomotor ataxy. This nerve acts in all

ways like a posterior root.

The cephalic disorders of locomotor ataxy, depend either upon sensibil-

ity or motility; the author studies successively these two orders of symp-

toms.

The pains of the face are of the fulgurant and persistent and continu-

ous types. The orbital branches are the ones most frequently in-

volved. The pains often leave after them a zone of hypersesthesia. The

continuous pain is the most frequent, it exists around the orbits; when

more generalized it may simulate a hemfcrania, so much the more in that

it is accompanied with photophobia, flow of tears and vaso-motor dis-

orders. The eye itself is not free from these pains, and certain patients

have asked that theirs be extirpated. In certain cases there exists at the

same time anaesthesia of the raucous membrane and of the skin.

The paralysis and pseudo-paralysis which show themselves in the

course of locomotor ataxy may affect all the muscles ; they are transitory

or little pronounced. The author notices in this connection how the

integrity of the centripetal system is essential for the good execution of

the movements of the life of relation, and also how direct are the relations

between the posterior, spinal or bulbar trigeminal) roots and the corres-

ponding motor roots (cranial nerves). But the original cause of loco-

motor ataxia appears to be an irritation located primitively in the sensory

fibres of the nervous system; we ought not therefore to be astonished at

the appearance of paralysis of sensory origin in the domain of the motor

nerves of the trigeminal group.

We may also observe motor inco-ordination of the muscles innervated

by the motor branches of the trigeminal group.

Paralyses are more frequent in the muscles of the members or in those

of the eye, but, on account of their locality and their frequently transi-

tory nature, they are sometimes diflicult to observe. It is therefore an

error to suppose that ataxia of movement is independent of all paralysis.

The one tliat is left of all the theories proposed for the explanation of

the co-ordination of movemenis is tlie law of Duchenne on the role of

antagonist muscles. In every muscular movement the forces may be re-

duced to two, one of which produces the movement, and the other mod-

erates it, and if the movement becomes irregular and exaggerated, it is

because one of the two antagonists acts too little, whether it acts on the

bone, the eyes, or the skin.

The following are among the recently published papers on the Pa-

thology of the Nervous System and Mind, and their Pathological

Anatomy:
Bdll, Choked Disk following Injuries to the Head, Am. Jour. Med. Sci.

October, 1877; Mills, Spasmodic Torticollis; Pitres, Contribution to

the Study of the Anomalies of Sclerosis in Disseminated Patches, Uemie
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Jfe«s««K«, December, 1877; Lepine, Note in regard to Cerebral Glosso-

Labio-Laryngeal Paralysis of the Pseudo Bulbar Form, Ihid; Lanqe,
Athetosis, Hospitals Tidende Nos. 47 and 48; Fritsch, On the Question of

Primary Chronic Mania, {Verrucktheit) Psychiatrisches Centralblatt, Oct.

1877; Russell-Reynolds, Some Afiectious of the Nervous System De-

pendent upon a Gouty Habit, Brit. Med. Journal, Dec. 15; Bacon, Case of

Athetosis, IMd; Hollis, On Sleeplessness and its Treatment, Praetitioner,

December ; Doret, Cerebral Commotion, Le Progres Medical, No. 50, 1877:

Cheron, Chemical Modifications of the Urine in Paralysis Agitans, Ibid,

No. 48; DuRET, On the Pathological Physiology of Cerebral Trauma-
tisms, Ibid, No. 49; Nixon, Concussion of the Brain, Pacific Med. and
Surg. /our/M^, December, 1877; Wood, Chorea: Its Etiology and Varieties,

with a New Treatment, N. Y. Med. Record, Dec. 15.

-THERAPEUTICS OF THE NERYOUS SYSTEM
AND MIND.

Action op AN.ESTnETics.—H. Ranke {Gentralblatt, 2oth Aug., 1877,)

mentions his older experiments in which he anticipated the recent results

of Biuz, that certain hypnotics, morphine, chloral, ether, and chloroform
produce a coagulation in the cerebral ganglion-cells. Experimenting in

1867 with chloroform, ether, and amylene, he had found that during pro-

longed narcosis the irritability is lost first in the nerve, subsequently in

the muscle, and that finally rigidity occurs. He had also observed that

the vapor of these anesthetics coagulates solutions of rayosine and cere-

bral albuminoid.-i. Differing from Binz, he could coagulate neither the

ganglion-cell nor a solution of it by means of morphine.

More recent experiments have shown that rigidity is produced in mus
cles by injections into the artery of ether, amylene, bromoform, chloroform

and solutions of bromal and chloral. Comparative injections of water

various salts, alcohol, etc., did not coagulate the living muscle. Ranke
therefore, advances the hypothesis that the narcotic effects of these sub
stances depend on a similar temporary coagulation produced in the gang
lion-cells. (No mention is made that the same hypothesis is maintained
since many years by CI. Bernard on similar grounds.]

iNjDRions Effects from Electric Tre.atment.—Dr. D. F, Lincoln
{Boston Med. and Surg. Journal) calls attention to the efFecIs that are some-
times produced by electrical treatment in aggravating certain symptoms
and producing new ones, indicaling an occasional injurious action. This
injurious effect he attribules to over-stimulation of the nerves and gang-
lion, the action of electricity being generally stimulant to the nervous sys-

tem. He gives several cases in which this injurious effect followed elec-

tric treatment.
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The undesirable symptoms which are sometimes noticed during the ap-

plication of electricity may not be injurious, however uncomfortable they

are for the time—they do not, Dr. Lincoln thinks, absolutely indicate that

the treatment is not doing good.

Salictlate op Soda.—MM. Bochefontaine and Chabert have experi-

mented upon the physiological action of salicylate of soda, and recently

reported their results to the Acad, des Sciences, Paris. According to these

investigators, it is neither a cardiac nor a muscular poison, nor does it act

on the extremities of the nerves. Its action appears to be limited to the

gray substance.

Action of Pilocahpine and Atropine on the Sweat Glands.—
Dr. B. Luchsinger (Pfluger's Archiv., Bd. 15, S. 482,) has continued his

researches ou the mechanism of perspiration in the cat. Pilocarpine,

the alkaloid of jaborandi injected §ubcutaneously in the dose of 0.01

grm. (1-7 grain), causes violent perspiration of the paws. That this

is in part due to stimulation of the nerve-terminations is proven by

the persistence of sweating after section of tlie sciatic nerve. If, how-

ever, a sufficient time has elapsed since the section to permit com-

plete degeneration of the nerve, the corresponding sweat glands are no

longer excited to action by pilocarpine. But the alkaloid stimulates also

the origin of the sweat nerves in the cord, since on cutting oS the blood

supply to the hind legs and severing the cord from the medulla, pilocar-

pine will still induce perspiration.

The effects of the above mentioned dose are checked by 0.003 grm. atro-

pine. Even electric stimulation of the sciatic nerve fails now to excite the

sweat glands. But if, now, another dose of 0.01 grm. pilocarpine is in-

jected under the skin of one paw, the secretion returns at that spot and

irritation of the nerve is again followed by perspiration, while the para-

lytic effects of atropine are still manifest in the glands of the other foot.

These well executed experiments prove a perfect reciprocal antagonism be-

tween pilocarpine and atropine in the action on the sweat glands, h. g.

Neurotomy.—At the International Medical Congress at Geneva (Sept.

9 -15, 1877, rep. in Oaz des Hopitaux), M. Letievant defended the operation

of neurotomy in rebellious cases of neuralgia. It was, he said, by no

means as unreliable a means as had been stated, and 'no more dangerous

than any other insignificant wound. Care should be taken not to cut the

nerve until it was fairly lajd open to view, and that no vessels, etc., are in-

cluded in the section, to avoid hemorrhage. Care should also be taken to

not tear or roughly pull the nerve so as to shock its CDcephalic roots.

M. Letivant has performed twenty-two neurotomies in sixteen cases and

twelve individuals. In all the cases it was performed ou account of in-

tense and persistent pains, resisting all other treatment. The duration of
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these neuralgias was twenty years, twelve years, five years, several years,

and many monihs. In ten of the twelve persons a cure was obtained.

There were two cases of rapid relapse, in these the melliod was not per-

sistently tried. The cures had been watched and followed for the periods

of five years, three years and a half, and eighteen months. In two cases

only the immediate effects could be observed.

M. Letievant concluded with the expression of his opinion that neuroto-

my admitted in theory, has by its success forced itself to be admitted in

practice.

Camphor —C. Wiedeman, Arch.f. exp. Path. VI., 216, (abstr. in Oentral-

blatt, No. 37.) The well known epileptiform attacks which follow cam-
phor poisoning in mammals, do not occur in rabbits if the cervical cord
is separated from the medulla, and must, therefore, have their start from
above this point of section, and not be due to the spinal cord. In winter

frogs no convulsions appear. In summer frogs a convulsive extension of
the posterior extremities may be produced by mechanical irritation of the

head or back shortly before the appearance of the camphor paralysis.

(Harnack and Witkowsky have also observed fibrillary contractions in

frogs from the administration of camphor.) The reflexes exist with in-

creased intensity for a while after voluntary movements have become very

much weakened, but delayed ; they are lost first in the stage of general

paralysis. Electric irritation of the medulla or the cord then has little or

no efl'ect, faradic excitation of the sciatic is also of little eflect, while, on
the contrary, direct excitation of the muscles produces powerful contrac-

tions. If one limb exclusive of the nerve was separated from the body
before the poisoning, then this nerve remained normally irritable. But
contractions of this limb can still be excited from the cord. (The author
has not undertaken the more suitable experiment for the testing of this

question, by exclusion of the blood supply). He is of the opinion that

there is a curare-like action of the camphor on the terminations of the

motor nerves and a paralysis of the longitudinal and {reflex) cross-

conduction of the cord, which he considers to be the causes of the

almost absolute absence of convulsions in the frogs. The stoppage
of the heart (in frogs) by muscarine is counteracted or hindered by cam-
phor (Harnack). Irritation of the vagus also produced no stoppage of

the heart. As Harnack and Witkowsky found with physostigmin, which
has a similar action on the heart, so also with camphor, after the introduc-

tion of substances paralysant to the muscles (tartrate of copper and soda),

stoppage of the heart was again produced by irritation of the vagus and
by muscarine, which H. and W. took as a proof that such substances as

physostigmin excite the cardiac muscle, and that the inhibitory influence

of the vagus is too weak to contend againt this super-excitation, but when
the muscle is weakened by the poison, excitation of the vagus by elec-

tricity, or muscarine again obtains the upper hand, and again the inhibi-

tion of the heart's action takes place. Also in curarized cats in which ar-

tificial respiration was kept up, there was seen under the action of cam-
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phor an increase of blood pressure with very notable variations at irregu-

lar periods. Neither of these, tlie increase or the variations, took place in

animals whose cervical cords had been divided; the pressure fell, on the

other hand, under the influence of the camphor. Tlie author, hence, con-

cludes that it directly excites the vaso-motor centre in the medulla. In

frogs (corresponding to the spinal pairalysis) there is a dilatation of

the mesenteric artery under the influence of camphor, whether after pre-

vious constriction or not the author leaves uncertain. Rabbits, in general,

exhibit the same phenomena as cats. In dogs, the influence on the blood

pressure is less obvious. If both vagi are divided in the cats, the increase

of pressure and the variations are absent. In mammals, it appears from

the author's experiments, the heart does not seem to be influenced by cam-

phor in any degree worth mentioning. Dogs bore the administration of

from 12 to 20 grammes per day for a week, without showing any odor of

camphor in the urine or foeces (the convulsions were endured without

damage). There occurs in the urine an acid, which, with the presence of

ammonia, is precipitated by acetate of lead. The quantity of this acid is

the greater, the greater quantity of camphor administered. Wiedemann

did not succeed in isolating and fully investigating this acid. It is solu.

ble in water and alcohol, less so, or not at all, in ether; it does not crystal-

lize, and it contains nitrogen. When heated with dilute mineral acids, it

resolves itself into (1,) a non-nitrogenous substance soluble in ether, indif-

ferent towards acids and alkalies, and melting and subliming with heat,

and (2,) a substance quickly reducing copper and bismuth oxides in alka-

line solution. Digestion experiments gave only negative results.

Apomorphine in Epit.epst.—E- Vallender, Berlin Klin. WocftenscJirift,

1877, No. 14, (.\bst. in Cetitralblatt, No. 28) succeeded in aborting epileptic

seizures by the subcutaneous injection of apomorphine during the aura.

The quantity used was one-fourth of a syringe of a 1 per cent, solution,

(about l-24th grain). In one case the previously frequent attacks were en-

tirely prevented for a time, by methodic administration of the apor-

morphine.

A New Tre.\tment op Tet.vncs.—In view of the unsatisfactory results

ordinarily obtained in the treatment of tetanus by all the methods thus

far employed, Dr. de Renzi (of G^nes) has undertaken, with the aim of

finding some more efficacious treatment of this afi'ection, some very in-

teresting experiments on the strychnine tetanus of frogs, which are, as is

well known, very susceptible to the influence of this drug. He has thus

been enabled to lay down a rational method of treatment of this terrible

disease.

First, we will give in a few words the results of these experiments:

1. Tetanus is more severe in animals kept in full light than in those

kept in darkness. This diff'erence is not very marked.
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2. The convulsions of tetanus develop themselves more rapidly, and
with more intensity in animals which are constantly being disturbed,
than in those that are kept quiet. The influence of mechanical excitation
is much more marked under the influence of light.

3. Smail frogs poisoned with a twentieth of a milligramme of strych-
nia, readily succumb if roughly handled, but they may recover if they
are left in perfect quiet.

M. de Kenzi concludes from these experiments that absolute repose is

the most rational treatment of tetanus. In fact, during the academic year
1873-3, he treated in his clinic two cases of tetanus. The first, treated
with successive doses of chloral and repeated injections of curare, termi-
nated with death

;
the second, treated almost exclusively by absolute re-

pose, ended in recovery. In the following year, of two cases of which he
had the care, one recovered under treatment by absolute quiet, Ihe other,
thougli treated in the same way, succumbed. Finally, during the year
just finished, M. de Renzi received a fourth case in his clinic, which,"like
the three preceding ones, was treated by the method of absolute quiet,
and this time with perfect success.

Ea resume, according to the author, the following is the proper proced-
ure in the treatment of a case of tetanus.

1. Place the patient in a perfectly dark room, and only open the door
partially once in four hours, to pass in food and drink.

3. Stop up the external ears with wax, aud recommend the patient to
rest as tranquilly as is possible for him.

3. Every hour give him out of a suitable vessel, soup, an egg, and two
spoonfuls of white wine. For drink, water, with a very small quantity
of wine.

4. To quiet pain give a little belladonna and ergot.
5. Have a carpet on the floor of the room. Gaz. Med. de Paris (Gaz. des

Hopitaux, No. 133, Oct, 33, 1877.)

The Gombi Arrow Poison.—In a recent number of the Bulletin
Mensuelle de la Societe de Acdimatiim of Paris, M. M. E. Hardy gives a
detailed account of researches and experiments on the active principle of
the poison obtained from the seeds of Slrophanthus hispidus. This plant,
which belongs to the poisonous order Apocynaceae, was first observed by
Houdetot, a French naturalist in Senegambia, afterwards by Smeathmann,
near Sierra Leone; by Baikie, at Mnp6; by Griff'on de Bellay, at Gaboon

J

aud by Gustav Mann, in Western Tropical Africa. It is a climber, with a
hollow cylindrical stem, and grows in the forests, where it ascends to the
summits of the highest trees. The oblong, nearly sessile, opposite leaves,
are from ten to twelve centimetres long by five wide, and are covered
with hairs, particularly on the under surface. The yellow flowers are
borne on terminal cymes. The fruit is a cylindrical follicle, somewhat
thicker than the thumb, and contains from one hundred to two hundred
oval seeds. By means of a fruit given them by the Paris Society, MM.
Hardy and Gallois have discovered that the active principle is not, as was
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supposed, an alkaloid, and for it the name Strophantine given to it some

years ago by Dr. Fraser, is retained. Besides, they succeeded in isolating

a substance presenting the characters of an alkaloid, but which did not

seem to possess any marked physiological properties; for this they pro-

pose the name Ineine. The former is very poisonous, a single crystal

placed under the skin of a frog's foot causing the cessation of the heart's

action in a few moments. Even after this has taken place the animal still

possesses the power of motion, and it is only after respiration has become

impossible, owing to the interruption of circulation in the nervous centres,

that death ensues from paralysis of the heart. These observations,

though yet incomplete, accord pretty well with facts recorded by different

authors, and seem to prove that strophantine is really the poisonous agent

in Strophanthus hispidus. The most elaborate experiments on the poison

found at the extremity of the arrows, (used by the natives, both in war

and hunting) are those conducted by MM. Carville and Polaillon in the

laboratory of M. Vulpian. They were made on various classes of animals,

and show that the deadly action is much more rapid in mammals and

birds than in moUusks, crustaceans, and fishes. On frogs under the in-

fluence of curare the poison acts much more slowly, though the respec-

tive actions of the two substances do not neutralize each other. Nature,

Oct. 11, 1877.

The PoisoNOtis Propeeties op the Bclbous Agaric—At the s<iance

of the Acad, de M^diciue, Paris, Oct. 16, 1877, (rep. in Oaz. des Hopitaux

No. 121) M. Gubler read for M. OrC some extracts from a paper on poison-

ing by the bulbous agaric, {Amanita bulbosa) the same being in support of

the following propositions:

1. That the symptoms observed during life, in animals who were under

the influence of this fungus, presented, in their convulsive phenomena,

very great analogies with those produced by strychnia.

3. That the lesions observed at the autopsy, consisting in more or less

pronounced congestions, with ecchymoses, ulcerations, etc., and occupy-

ing the whole extent of the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, likewise

offered a great resemblance to the lesions we observe in animals who have

succumbed to the influence of that alkaloid.

3. Studying the manner in which the poisonous principle of the agaric

and that of strychnia act in solution towards powdered carbon, M. Org has

shown that if we throw the two solutions on a filter after stirring them up

with this powder the latter has the property of retaining both.

4. He finally seeks to prove that if we inject into the veins of one dog

a solution of strychnia, and in another the acidulated water in which

balb;)us agarics have been macerated, death of bath animals occurs with

the same rapidity, and is preceded by absolutely similar symptoms.

The Antagonism op Atropine and Muscarine.- The following is a

note communicated to the Acad, des Sciences, Paris, at the session of Oct.

8, 1877, by Mr. J. L. Prevost, of Geneva, as reported in the Bull. Oen. de
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Therapeuiique, Oct. 30. " The experiments of which I give here the sum-

mary from part of a study on physiological antagonism, which I reported

to the biological section of the International Congress for the Medical

Sciences (Geneva, 5th session, Sept. 9-15) on the 14th of September last.

" It has been known, since the experiments of MM. Schmiedeburg and

Kopp, that atropine is the antagonist and antidote to muscarine. In fact,

atropine is not only capable of causing all the symptoms produced by

muscarine to disappear, but this agent may be considered as its antidote,

and it delays the death produced by a toxic dose of muscarine. My ex-

periments have only confirmed, in this respect, the observations of MM.
Schmiedeburg and Kopp, and others.

"The mutual antagonism of the two poisons has been denied almost up

to the present, by various experimenters, who have all maintained that

muscarine is without effect on animals who have received even the mini-

mum dose of atropine.

" My experiments do not support this opinion, but show that large doses

of muscarine are sufficient to produce toxic effects in animals previously

atropinized. A number of the experiments consisted in injecting locally

into the arteries of the sub-maxillary glaud (procedure of M. Haidenhain)

a strong dose of muscarine, in cats previously chloralized, and into the

veins of which a dose of from one to five milligrammes of atropine had

been injected.

" As soon as a dose of from 10 to 20 centigrammes of muscarine was

reached I have seen a decided salivation produced just as if the animal

had taken no atropine.

" In injecting muscarine into the peripheral end of a branch of the mes-

enteric artery, I have seen telaniform vermicular contractions produced

in the corresponding intestinal loop, in spite of the previous administra-

tion of atropine to the animals experimented upon (cats, rabbits, fowls,

pigeons). This result was less constant and striking than was the saliva-

tion.

"In many of the experiments, the injection into the venous circulation

of cats, previously atropinized, of large doses of muscarine produced the

salivary, ocular, intestinal, and respiratory symptoms of the latter.

" In a cat, operated on July 31, 1877, I have seen the effect of muscarine

shown twice in succession in spite of the previous injection of atropine;

the second lime the dose being as much as five milligrammes. Very large

doses of muscarine are requisite to produce this result.

"Two milligrammes of sulphate of atropine, previously injected were

neutralized by 76 centigrammes of muscarine.

" Five milligrammes of sulphate of atropine, injected into the same vein,

suspended the action of the muscarine, which reappeared after an injection

of 2.20 gr. of muscarine. The cat thus experimented upon, received alto-

gether and in succession seven milligrammes of sulphate of atropine and

three grammes of muscarine.

"Tills experiment was successfully repeated on other animals.

" Taese experiments permit me to conclude that the antagonism of atro-

pine and muscarine is a mutual one, and that sufficiently large doses of

13
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muscarine will produce the effects of the poison in animals previously

atropinized, a fact that has hitherto been denied by experimenters.

" My experiments were made only in view of the antagonism of the two

poisons, and do not permit me to affirm that muscarine in large doses is

the antidote to atropine, as atropine is the antidote to muscarine even in

feeble doses."

Bromide of Potassium.—G. Klosz. Archiv.f. exper. Path., etc., VI. p. 1.

(Abstr. in Gentralblatt No. 31) confirms the sedative action of K. Br. on

man, and the destruction of reflex sensibility of the pharynx. On an

empty stomach the effects are more intense, but also the local action (pro--

ducing diarrhoea, etc.). Dull headache, with loss of memory and impaired

coordination of the movements of the tongue were usually observed as the

effect of K. Br., but never sleepiness. Any action on the eye w;is not ob-

served. In frogs, the voluntary muscles were finally paralyzed by K. Br.,

which paralysis was prevented by previous ligation of the blood-vessels.

But even after cutting off the blood supply the motor nerves are in the end

paralyzed, evidently a centrifugal paralysis. In rabbits, reflex sensibility

was annihilated, before the occurrence of spasms (produced by cardiac

paralysis). Hence K. concludes that reflex sensibility is destroyed before

motor conductibility. Frogs can, therefore, perform voluntary movements

when reflex movements are no longer possible. The dulliug of cerebral

sensibility K. compares to this annihilatiim of reflex power.

In order to estimate the share of either K. or Br. in these results, Klosz

administered on the one hand a corresponding quantity of Na Br, on the

other hand K 01. The influence on pulse and temperature was equally

possessed by K. Br. and K. (Jl, much less by Na. Br.; it is hence referable

mainly to potassium, which is also the active agent in the paralysis of

muscle and nerve. The diminution of cerebral and reflex sensibility, on

the other hand, is the result of the influence of bromine, due, no doubt, to

a specific action of the nerve-substance. On the experience of Prof.

EJlefsen, K. recommends small doses of K. Br. against unilateral neuralgia

of the trigeminus.

Other recent papers on the Therapeutics of the Nervous System and

Mind:
Roberts, Treatment of Traumatic Tetanus, Am. Jour. Med- Sei. Oct.

1877; LlEBKKiCH, Observations on the Use of Chloral, Lancet, (Am. repr.)

October, 1877; Besnter, Subcutaneous Injections of Chloroform, and

particularly their Employment in the Treatment of Pain; Bull. Oen.de

Therap. No. 30; Ayer, Result of the Brown-S^quard Treatment in Twelve

Cases of Epilepsy, 5os!ot Med. and Surg. Jour. Dec. 24; Sequin, A Con-

tribution to the Therapeutics of Migraine, New York Med. Record. Dec. 8;

Engel, The Diagnosis and Treatment of Some Forms of Syphilitic Nerv-

ous Affections, Phil. Med. Times, Dec. 23.
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Lecons sur la Physiolo^ie et rA.natomie Compared de THomme
et des Animaux. Faites a la Faculte des Sciences de Pai'is.

Par H. Milne Edwards. Tome Douzieme Deiixienie par-

tie. Fonctions de Relation (suite) Ouie; Vue; Voix.

Paris. 1876-7. 659 pages.

Lecons snr les Maladies dn Systeme Nervenx faites a la Sal-

petriere. Par J. M. Charcot. Recueillies et Publiees par

Bourneville, Redacteur en chef du Progrcs Medical.

ime. Fasc. Paris, 1877.

Arbeiten aus der Phvsiologisehen Austalt zu Leipzig, Elfter

Jahrgang, 1876. ' Mitgetheilt durch C. Ludwig. Mit IV.
Tafelen und Si Holzschmitter. Leipzig, 1877. 176 pages.

Handbueli de Sp»ciellen Pathologic und Therapie. Herausge-
geben von Dr. H. v. Ziemssen, Elfter Band. Zweite
Halfte. Krankheiten des Ruckenmarks. Zweite Abtheir-
lung. Voii Prof. Wilhelm Erb in Heidelberg. Mit 14
Holzschnitten. Leipzig, 1S77. 404 pages.

The Science and Art of Surgery: Being a Treatise on Surgical

Injuries. Diseases, and Operations. By John Eric Erich-

sen, F. R. S., F. R. C. S., etc. Revised by the author from
the Seventh and enlarged English edition. Illustrated with

eight hundred and sixty engravings on wood. 2 vols; 947
and 989 pages. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea. 1878. Chi-

cago: Jansen, McClurg & Co.

Lectures on Fevers. Bv Alfred L. Loomis, A. M., M. D. New
York, 1877: Wilfiam Wood & Co. Chicago: Jansen,

McClurg & Co. 403 pages.

Medical and Surgical Reports of the Boston City Hospital.

Second series. Boston, 1877. Published by the Board of

Trustees. 316 pages.

Transactions of the International Medical Congress of Phila-

delphia. 1876. Eilited for the Congress by John Ashhurst,

Jr.. A. M., M. D., Philadelphia. Printed for the Congress,

1877. 1,153 pages.
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Diseases of the Nervous System: Their Prevalence and Pathol-

osy. By Julius Althans, M. L»., M. R. C P., London, etc.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1878. 366 pages.

Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co.

Sycosis: Prize Essay for 1877 of the Bellevue Hospital Medical

College Alumni Association. By A. R. Robinson, M. B.,

L. R. C. P., and S. Edin. (reprinted from tjie New York
Medical Journal, August and September, 1877.)

The General Subject of Quarantine, with particular reference to

Cholera and Yellow Fever. By John M. Woodworth,
M.D., Surgeon-General, Mercantile Marine Hospital Serv-

ice, United States of America. (Extracted from the Trans-

actions of the International Medical Congress. Phila-

delphia, September. 1876.)

The Safety of Ships and of those who travel in them. By
John M. Woodworth. M. D., Supervising Surg.-Gen. D. S.

Marine Hospital Service. A Paper read at the annual

meeting of the American Public Health Association, held in

Boston. Oct. 5, 1876, (reprinted from Vol. III. Public

Health Papers of the American Pub. Health Association.)

Cambridge, 1877.

Contributions to the History of Medical Education and Medical

Institutions in the United States of America. 1776-1876.

Special Report prepared for the United States Bureau of

Education. By N. S. Davis, A. M., M. D. Washington

Government Printing Office, 1877.

Address on the Progress of Medical Education in the United

States of America, during the century commencing in

1776 Delivered before the International Medical Congress

at Philadelphia, Sept. 9.1876. By N. S. Davis, A.M.,

M. D., of Chicago, 111. (Extracted from the Transactions).

Philadelphia, 1876.

Medical Gynecology. Annual Address by the President, For-

dyce Barker. M.D., oi New YoHw (Reprint from Vol. IL,

Gynecological Transactions, 1877).

Mental Hygiene for Pupil and Teacher. A Lecture delivered

before the Normal School at Chapel Hill, North Carolina,

Aug. 4:th, 1877. By Eugene Grissom, M. D., L L. D.

Raleigh, 1877.
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PSYCHIATRY.

By Edward C. Spitzka, M. D., New York.

{An Address deliiiered before the N. T. Neurological Society, March 4ih, 1878.)

^^HERE are certain questions related to insanity which do
-L not iind a place in purely clinical and pathological mem-

oranda, and which therefore have heen rather neglected hy

our special societies and journals. Some of these questions,

however, are of such fundamental imjjortance, that even at

the risk of diverting an undue proportion of your time to

insanity, a subject which has already furnished the themes for

more than half the papers read before the Society, I have

resolved to ask your attention for them this evening.

I propose to-night to exhibit the organic connection existing

between psychiatry or mental pathology, and that branch of

general pathology wliicli relates to the nervous system. I

intend further to examine in how far attention to this subject

is likely to benefit the gejneral pi-actitioner ; how far the claim

of a certain circle to monopolize the subject is justifiable,

either in equity or on practical grounds ; and finally, what
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arrangements could and should be made to render psychiatry

as available to the profession at large as other specialties have

been rendered.

"Mental disease " is merely a symptomatic term, as " men-

tal " and " moral " are adjectives founded on abstractions.

"With the abstract, medicine does not profess to deal, and

accordingly the great masters of modern science lig,ve ever

sought for a proper material basis for such symptomatic

conceptions, before according them^ a place in the field of

medicine. It then was found, in complete accordance with

physiological presumptions, that where demonstrable lesions

were discovered, between which and mental symptoms a direct

relation could be established, their scat was in the hemispheres

of the brain. It was further found, that in many instances in

which structural lesions of these organs were not discoverable,

t?iat anomalies of the circulatory apparatus, involving nutritive

disturbances of the encephalon, could be either demonstrated

or logically inferred to have existed during life. In accordance

with the laws governing inferences, investigators were justi-

fied in locating the somatic disturbances producing insanity,

wliether of a structural, nutritive or dynamic character,

whether primary or secondary, to distinct lesions, in the pros-

encephalon.

Accordingly the topographical area within which the. men-

tal pathologist is to conduct his difiicult and interesting

researches, constitutes but a segment of that great system

which comprises the -legitimate domain of the general neurolo-

gist. Neurology deals with the whole nervous system, mental

pathology merely with a part ; and since the anatomical prov-

inces with which the two are concerned bear to each other the

relations of a part to a whole, it follows caeteris paribus, that

also clinically, psychiatry is but a subsidiary branch of neu-

rology.

The more closely we examine into the siibject, the more

shall we find the above relation maintained in every respect,

and that aside from the purely anatomical relation, there are

numerous strong bonds of connection.

Among such links I may mention the closely similar eti-

ology. We find alcoholism, syphilis, insolation, traumatic,
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reflex and teratological influences, producing, in one series ot

subjects ordinary nervous afl'ections, in another series, insanity.

And this analogy as to causation is even verified in the vary-

ing influence of purely mental and moral causes, for while

such causes ordinarily result in the production of mental dis-

ease, they in some instances may produce spinal symptoms.

Occasionally the etiological relation assumes characters which

cannot be explained away on the ground of mere coincidence,

as in the case of locomotor ataxia compared with progressive

paresis of the insane. Here it has been found, that not only

has the same series of causes (with a single and that a consist-

ent exception) been assigned for both, but that, as a dependent

result, the relatively greater immunity of the female sex is in

the same percentual proportion. The terminal stage of many

spinal and cerebral diseases is insanity ; locomotor ataxia often

makes its exit under the mask of paralytic dementia, melan-

cholia, or maniacal delirium. The dementia of epilepsy and

choreic insanity corroborate this statement, and many of the

hallucinatory, delirious, and amnesic conditions, occurring in

the course of ramoUisnements, hemorrhages and meningitis, find

their place here. Considering symptoms ^^er se, many of the

symptoms of insanity occur separately or combined in many

diseases not classed under the head of insanity ; and any

attempt to consider the amnesia or delirium following an

apoplexy, as something intrinsically distinct from the amnesia

and delirium found respectively in dementia and maniacal excite-

ment, is inadmissible. The acute maniacal condition, which

occasionally supplants the ordinary convulsive epileptic attack,

is the true equivalent of an epileptic explosion.

Not only is the causation and the symptomatology similar

;

not only does one frequently pass into the other, but the his-

tological changes on which insanities, as well as other nervous

diseases, depend, are the same ; and it seems to be the seat,

rather than the character of the lesion, which determines

insanity in one man, ordinary nervous disease in another. In

illustration of this, I need but point to tumors, disseminated

sclerosis, syphilitic affections, and to perimyelitis as contrasted

with periencephalitis.

How often is not a latent morbid tendency in the higher
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centres called into insane activity by lesions in lower associated

centres ? How freqnently does not an apoplexy or encepha-

litis sitnated low down, project a disordering influence on the

cortical expanse, through centrifugal tracts in the line of tlie

lesion? And may not such a disordering influence be situated

even in the bodilj' periphery ? Is not every relation between

uterine and other periplieral irritation and resulting spinal

motor, sensory or vasomotor disorder, repeated in the phe-

nomena of hysterical, reflex and some cases of puerperal

insanity?

In stating that the lesions producing insanity are similar to

those of other nervous diseases, I should add, as a matter of

course, that this similarity extends even to those forms of

insanity and spinal disease, wliich both furnish us with the

apparent pathological enigma of marked, furibund, and fatal

symptoms, occurring without any demonstrable post-mortem

lesion.

From a pathological and clinical point of view, therefore, as

well as for several important practical reasons, the study of

insanity should be considered a subdivision of neurology. A
strictly separate study of either must be prejudicial to both, on

account of their numerous and intimate relations. To make a

special province of diseases of the liver, without considering

these in their relation to cardiac and pulmonary insufficiency,

gastric, hemorrhoidal, and enteric associated conditions, would

be scarcely les? absurd, than to treat of pulmonary and cardiac,

gastric, enteric and hemorrhoidal aflections, and neglecting

their hepatic complications ! Yet the former case is represented

by him, who lectures on insanity without being familiar, or

caring to familiarize himself, with nervous diseases in general

;

the latter by the neurologist, who is prevented by an unjust

monopoly from considering mental disorder in conjunction

with other nervous disorders !

As you are well aware, it is only under exceptional circum-

stances, if ever at all in America, that the teacher of nervous

diseases can command the material essential to a thorough

clinical and pathological demonstration of insanity.

This is chiefly on account of a feeling among a number of

asylum superintendents, that they can claim to monopolize the
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science of psychiatry, to exclude every non-asylmn physician

from this field, and that they alone are entitled to teach this

suliject in our medical schools. A priori there can be no fairer

proposition than this : tliat he who has devoted his life-time to a

given specialty, ought ^to have the first voice and the high

privilege of instruction in that specialty. If capable, zealous

and honest scientists establish a monopoly in scientific matters,

even a monopoly may become endurable. But I would most

strenously object, that every one who may have happened to

possess the requisite social and political influence, to receive

an asylum position, is therefore to be considered a psychiatrist.

Such a conclusion, based on an acceptation of a discreditable

statu quo, has been the great bane of American psychiatry, and

I regret to say has been diligently fostered by that narrow circle

of asylum physicians which furnishes the ex cathedra state-

ments of the Asylum Association. To these statements too

much hlind obedience has been paid in the past, too little

attention of the proper liind is paid to them at present.

Aside from the fact that their above claim, like all exclusive

claims, is a selfish one, and that it precludes, as it is intended

to preclude, the possibility of fair competition by capable men,

it involves assumptions whose grounds must be carefully

analyzed before they can be granted !

If asylum superintendents stand so high in scientific morale

as to be able to determine themselves to be the only psychiatrists

in America, surely they should have such results to show in

proof of this, as would justify their self-implied omnipotence;

and should we in tiie course of an objective and impartial in-

quiry, find that this claim cannot be sustained by facts, that on

the contrary, the documentary evidence of asylum physicians,

themselves, shows such claims to be ill-founded and fallacious

in the highest degree, those who have provoked these criticisms

by their assumptions can find no cause for complaint in the

publicity which is given to the results of our investigation of

the matter. For the institution of this investigation, those

implicated have themselves alone to reproacli.

It has long been a subject of comment and surprise, that

nothing worthy of notice has proceeded from our insane

asylums, in the fields of pathology and clinical observation.
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The exceptions to this mle are so few that thev just serve to

prove it. There are nearly a hundred asylums in this country,

many of wliich liave opportunities for making from thirty to

fifty autopsies annually, and a few, as many as a hundred or

more. These autopsies, if systematically and properly made,

would furnish valuable and suggestive data, not only in nervous

and mental, but also in general pathology. One is justified,

in view of this unpardonable waste of material, to employ the

strongest terms of censure in characterizing the apathy and

ignorance manifested by those concerned in this dereliction of

scientific duty. There is no grander tield for research than

that of human comparative cerebral anatomy. The observation

of variations in the relative development of the ganglia and

hemispheres, the measurement of their relative dimensions,

and the registration of their absolute and relative weight, the

establishing of a relation between certain forms of cranial and

thereon dependent cerebral asymmetries, or the ti-acing of both

to inequalities or transpositions of the great vessels, with the

delineation of the convolutions, constitute tasks which will

contribute to the elucidation of the most important anthropolo-

gical problems. As to the pathological usage of this material,

I need hardly refer to the important gauges which the patho-

logy of certain cerebral provinces furnishes of many physiolo-

gical experiments and theories.

Even where autopsies are performed, they are usually made

to satisfy purely formal considerations, such as an occasional

coroner's inquest ! Those who make the autopsy, are ignorant

of any higher cerebral anatomy ; the landmarks of the con-

volutions do not exist for their guidance, and the intricacies

and topography of the peduncular tracts are to them a terra

incognita. It is but natural, under such circumstances, that

the brain should be 'neither measured, weighed nor delineated
;

the lesions, if they be fortuitously discovered, pass unlocalized,

and asymmetries or heterotopias pass unrecognized.

If we cast a glance at tlie present state of psychiatric

literature, we find that, while in Great Britain and on the

Continent, valuable monographs are daily being published,

America is far behind, not only in the number but in the quality

of its contributions to psychiatry, in striking contrast with its
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well-deserved eminence in other specialties. American psychi-

atrical contributions are frequently abstracted from articles

appearing in trans-atlantic journals, or if q^iasi original, are

still more worthless.

While special reference to individual cases is not desirable in

a paper of the present character, and I wish therefore to avoid

^11 mention of persons or particular institutions, yet as I can-

not expect you to take everything for granted, I have briefly

adverted to a few monographs emanating from asylums, making

scientific pretentions, and published in a journal devoted to

asylum interests, to prove my very decided assertion, just made.

With the proof of the correctness of that assertion, the stock

argument employed by the inner asylum circle when excluding

the non-asylum physician from the discussion of insanity,

namely, that no one, who has not been in an asylum, can pos-

sibly know anything about the subject, falls to the ground.

In fact, this argument, if accepted, would lead to the inevitable

and ludicrous conclusion, that the asylum patients, who fre-

quently enjoy a far more varied, extensive and constant "asylum

experience " than even the superintendent himself, must there-

fore be experienced and competent alienists.

One of the first contributions to which my attention was

called in this connection, is sufficiently characterized by its

final conclusion, one which renders all comment superfluous

:

that " Phosphorus is to the brain in insanity, what iron is to

the blood in aufemia ! ! !

"

Another by a leading member of the innermost asylum

circle, is ironically referred to by the reviewer in Virchow-

Hirsch's Jietrospect in these words :
" This fortunate writer

knows all the lesions of insanity " and the accompanying

micro-photographs are stated " to show nothing that they

are intended to show ;

" I may add that they show lesions

which can be artificially produced in the brains of cats, dogs,

sheep, and other animals not very liable to insanity, by using

certain reagents. A crowning specimen of asylum work is

furnished by an article dealing with that interesting form of

insanity which is associated with progressive motor paresis.

1 do not dwell on the tact that this article is a fair specimen

of text-book compilation, for in one respect at least, the
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author has been strikingly oiiginal, if not revolutionary. He
writes the clinical part with the aid of two assistants, and

under the head of Pathology, adds a " summary of the exist-

ing state of knowledge on the subject, kindly furnished him " by

a special pathologist of an asylum two hundred miles distant

from his own. Perhaps he thus intended to inaugurate a new
era in the wholesale manufacture of monographs ; it may be.

convenient at times to resort to a division of labor in medi-

cine, but how a logical relation is to be established between

lesions and symptoms, when the clinical observations are made

on one series of patients, and the pathological observations on

an entirely different series, is to me, in the case of the ever-

varying picture of cerebral diseases, simply incompreliensible.

I can assure you, that utterly beneath all criticism as these

specimens of asylum literature are, they are by no means the

very worst. The average articles seldom rise to such a lofty

level, as pathological, clinical and therapeutical subjects, con-

stitute in their modest and unpretentious horizon. Occasional

melancholy lucubrations over deceased and lamented brother

superintendents, or reminiscences of the newspapers published

by asylum patients, contributions to what is termed " mental

hygiene," strongly suggestive of the influence which the asy-

lum chaplain has acquired over the asylum superintendent, and

impassionate glorifications of "mechanical restraint" consti-

tute the range of subjects M'hich medical superintendents

delight to read and write about.

If we look at their annual reports, we find that some of

them wax enthusiastic over the prizes gained by their hogs

and strawberries at agricultural fairs, while others give you the

benefit of their historical ideas on insanity. Beginning with

David and Solomon, they pass from Scripture to Homer,

thence to Bedlam, and tracing the development of humani-

tarian sentiments to the present day, when unlucky legisla-

tures were induced, through the expansivfe views of the super-

intendents regarding the insane millennium, to appropriate

ruinously extravagant sums to the erection of an insane para-

dise, they kindly permit their trustees to publish such "histor-

ical " documents accompanied by caricatures of morbid brain

tissue in thejllustrated monthly magazines.
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Judging by the average asylum reports, we are inclined to

believe that certain superintendents are .experts in gardening

and farming (although the farm account frequently conies out

on the wrong side of the ledger), tin rooting (although the

roof and cupola is usually leaky), drain-pipe laying (although

the grounds are often moist and unhealthy), engineering

(though the wards are either too hot or too cold), history

(though their facts are incorrect, and their inferences beyond

all measure so); in short, experts at everything except the

diagnosis, pathology and treatment of insanity.

But certainly that evidence which is the best calculated to

show how far the claims of some medical superintendents to

monopolize psychiatric clinical instruction is a just one—prac-

tically considered—is that furnished by the few instances, in

which these gentlemen have exercised this supposed preroga-

tive and monopoly; by their fruits shall ye know them! It is

fortunate that they have published several of their lectures,

which from the fact that they have been published may be

taken as fair, if not the best samples of their didactic efforts

;

I say fortunate, because unless the lecturers in question had

committed themselves in print, I should have fears that you

might suspect me of testing your credulity.

On opening one of these specimens of a lecture held in

1876 (!) entitled "Feigned Insanity," I find that it begins

with the statement—" that moral and feigned insanity are con-

vertible terms" ! !—Mind you, this is a superintendent, who

possesses "asylum experience," that he presents such proposi-

tions to medical students, and that for the sake of a weak par-

adox, the customary resort of those who believe that they

must make up for a lack of real knowledge by sensational

statement, he falsifies the science of psychiatry to the extent

of representing a morbid symptom, fully recognized and exten-

sively treated of by P.ucknill, Tuke, Ray, Maudsley, Crichton

Browne, Kratft-Ebing, Meynert, Gauster, Morel, and in fact

all authors that will be quoted in ages to come, as identical

with a nonentity.

Such a statement does not surprise him who has been inter-

rogated by that same "lecturer," whether "miliary sclerosis"

and "miliary aneurisms" were not also convertible terms; but
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aside from the suggestion that presents itself, that every

science might be extremely simplified by having terms which

possess the most opposite meanings rendered '' convertible,"

we must come to the conclusion, that it is high time for the

medical profession to awaken out of that lethargy, which has

alone permitted ignorant, incapable and insincere tyros to drift

into responsible didactic positions. That these "lectures"

are empty pretenses would be sufficiently proven by several

paradoxes and downright contradictions similar to the one just

given ; but if you will permit me, I shall illustrate this posi-

tion which I have taken still further

:

If in at least one of our larger municipal asylums, an inves-

tigator should happen to require an ophthalmoscope, in order

to examine the retina of a patient suffering from paralytic,

or epileptic insanity, or of one afflicted with cerebral sclerosis,

he will be informed that such an instrument is not to be found

in the whole institution, and that even if it possessed one, the

chief medical officers would not know how to use it. There

are valuable and suggestive inquiries being made abroad, on

the variable electrical reaction in certain forms of insanity.

Should the investigator wish to repeat them in these institu-

tions, or to employ electricity therapeutically, he will be

informed that no battery has ever entered the asylum pre-

cincts.

It is needless to add, that when two instruments possessing

considerable practical diagnostic value are not in an institu-

tion, that those which are subservient to purely scientific re-

search should be also wanting. A microscope, and appliances

for weighing the brain, are unknown articles in many asylum

inventories! Now, what is the defense made when these

grievous shortcomings are brought to the notice of those guilty

of the omission ? That—forsooth—no appropriation has been

made by the State or the Commissioners for scientific apparatus.

I' submit, that this is a frivolous evasion ; a physician cognizant

of his position as a medical officer, appreciative of the material

at his disposal, and imbued with a genuine, not an afi'ected

interest in his noble specialty, will provide these instruments

for himself Their use is destined to improve iiis own knowl-

edge, not that of the State authorities or the Commissioners of
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Charities. While I fully recognize that a government can

exercise no wiser liberality than that of fostering and encour-

aging scientific research, it is to be insisted that such liberality

be displayed in the proper direction, and that those who claim

governmental aid, also show their ability for the work to be

carried on with such aid. We have had at least two melan-

choly experiences with the munificent but misspent liberality

of past legislatures in this respect, and it is our duty to pre-

vent, as far as we can, any further criminal waste of the public

funds, in favor of crude and dishonest work, carried on in the

interest of private advertisement.

As long as no governmental supervision of the insane, de-

serving the name, exists, I do not understand how the medical

superintendents who are continually intriguing against such

supervision, the only safety-gnard against the abuse of trust,

can fairiy ask for an increase of these trusts. Until such super-

vision is established, scientific work ought to remain a matter

of private zeal and enterprise. If the general practitioner, in

spite of his numerous interruptions, can afford not only to

supply himself with those instruments, but also to study and

understand their use, there is no excuse for the medical super-

intendent, who with a remunerative salary, a well-defined rou-

tine of duty, and abundant, I designedly say, abundant leisure,

neglecting to do the same.

If it were only in justice to the young men, who, fresh from

college, enter an asylum, to acquire a year's or two years'

hospital experience, the superintendent should acquire those

faculties which fit him to direct the energies of the aspirant

into proper channels, not as is the case, be actually inferior to

the new-comer in medical and scientific culture.

As I have hinted, out of the one hundred asylums in this

country, two have by skillful numipulations of the legislatures,

succeeded in obtaining munificent appropriations for laborato-

ries, and one of these in addition for a special pathologist.

Altogether, at the latter institution |10,000 are annually ex-

pended on scientific work, including the State subsidy for a

scientific journal published by the asylum ofiicers. I am in-

formed that this subsidy is prolably $2,500 : but the loose

manner in which the financial account is notoriously kept.
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does not permit tliis amount to be exactly ascertained. The
printing of extra copies of the pseudo-scientific annual reports,

in which insanity is traced to the sojourn of judges in crowded
courtrooms, and priority in cerebral pathological research is

claimed, side by side, with the statement, that their " micro-

photographs show details of structure, which are invisible

even under the best microscope," may cost the State about

$500 more. The salary of the special pathologist, with the

support of his family, amounts to a further $2,500, and $3,000
per annum are appropriated for the current laboratory expen-

ses. The cost of medicines in 1878 was $4,000, of which sum
$1,500 can be safely put down to the " experiments " on the

positive and relative nature of drugs. So that in the coarse of

five years $50,000 may have been expended for investigations

and publications. Now, let me briefly state what has been done
in return for this unexampled liberality of the people of the

State of New York ; time will forbid ine from soins: into de-

tails, and I therefore merely quote the language of a prominent

medical weekly journal, which I can fully endorse, that aside

from the fact that it was a weak and transparent evasion for a

superintendent to publish under his own name, the work done

by his special pathologist without acknowledgment, that the

autopsies and microscopic examinations were fragmentary,

crude and vague, and that one case intelligently reported was
worth a score of imperfectly registered ones, such as those

published by the asylum in .

Add to this the leucin precipitates to which I have referred

;

the patent ignorance of cerebral anatomy manifested by the

special pathologist, who actually finds an atheromatous patch

"at a point where the middle cerebral artery is given ofi'from

the basilar," a discovery not explicable on the grounds of a

lapsus calami; and the manner in which absurd claims founded

on incorrecf and illogically interpreted observations are em-

ployed to falsify medical jurisprudence,* and widely circulated

in the daily press, and there will remain but one general con-

clusion : that the work there done is not only without value,

but absolutely misleading; that the claims advanced are

founded on that happy combination of effrontery and ignor-

*In the case of the autopsies made on the murderers Waltz and Grappbut.
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ance, which currently passes inider the designation of, and is

certainly kin to charlatanism ; in short, tliat the State has paid

$50,000 for what is little better than the private advertise-

ments of one medical superintendent.

Just enough work and no more has been done, in the two

asylums in question, as will sufhce to jnstity the further con-

tinuation of the respective appropriations, and evidences of

seeming insincerity are not wanting. In the case of the west-

ern asylum, the superintendent in the course of a paper read

Septerabei-, 1876, before the International Medical Congress,

reported having autopsied 115 insane subjects ; in a second paper

read before the Wisconsin State Medical Society, March, 1877,

this number has risen to 200 ; and in a discussion (published)

held at the meeting of the Asylum Association in July of that

year, he reports 260 as the number. On deducting the origi-

nal 115, we find that in ten months, that gentleman claimed

to have made 145 autopsies. Now, looking at his report for

the year beginning September, 1876, we find that in that

whole twelve-month, there were 42 deaths in the asylum.

There are here two alternatives : either that this superintend-

ent sends his moribund patients home, and autopsies them

there, thus diminishing his death-rate (a rather unlikely con-

tingency), or that he makes 145 autopsies on less than 42 sub-

jects ! In either case giving some ground for the charge of

deliberate deception

!

It is a fact, but one to be extremely regretted, that in the

only instances where pathological researches are systematically

made in asylums, that whatever value they might have, is nul-

lified by the slight dependence which we can place on the

trustworthiness of those reporting their results. Errors, even

palpable ignorance, may be' pardoned ; but misrepresentation

should not be overlooked nor permitted to enjoy its fruits

undisturbed.

To some grave insincerities we have adverted in the case of

both asylums, but those alluded to as committed in the eastern

one, are remarkable in that they are but the natural outcome

of a system, which has harmoniously confused if not falsified the

financial statements (Journal of Nervous and Mental Dis-

ease, volume v., page 781), the statistics of recoveries, and
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the influence of asylums on insanity in their vicinity, as well

as the pathology of insanity !

Whether the superintendent of such an institution hides his

restraining apparatus when distinguished foreign visitors come
to see his asylum ; whether he publishes the pathological labors

of his assistant under his own name; whether he surreptitiously

prevents the publication of scientific contributions by non-

asylum physicians, merely because their results are truthfully

reported and conflict with his own, or perhaps for the reason,

that the writers are not also superintendents ; or endeavors—

I

am happy to say, unsuccessfully—to suppress the reading of

papers ventilating asylum matters, merely because the writer has

been sufhciently incautious and fair-minded to give his oppo-

nents a fair notice, in order to ensure a discussion which Ae had
no reason to fear ; that superintendent exemplifies and personifies

that spirit, dominating the Asylum Association, which system-

atically shuns inquiry, excludes competition, avoids open dis-

cussion, and opposes supervision, because it has the best reasons

for fearing such inquiry, competition, discussion, and super-

vision.

It is the Asylum Association as a body which is responsible

for the crude and unscientific classification of insanity, to be

found in many asylum reports. Several superintendents seem
to be unaware that such forms of insanity as progressive paresis*

or folie circulaire, have an existence. We find suggestions

emanating from that body, which conclusively prove that with

many of its members, administrative hobbies form the first and

scientific considerations their last object. Who tiiat recognizes

the importance of the thorough alienist's studying not one sex,

nor one form of insanity, could have proposed that the sexes

should be under separate superintendents, and that special

institutions should be erected for the epileptic insane ? And

*Dunng the progress of the discussion of this paper, an assistant physician

at one of our municipal asj'lums, had tlie temerity to verify this single state-

ment. For this veiy objective and modest participation in the discussion, he
has been discharged from his position by the Medical Superintendent, who
was present, and who, although repeatedly called upon, did not mniure to deny

a single statement of the paper. Comment is superfluous.
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yet all these propositions have been and are still made, on the

grounds of pretended administrative convenience.

It is these gentlemen, many of whom from the moment of

their entry into an asylnm, become narrower in their views from

day to day; who are lost in the contemplation of belittling

routine duties ; and wliose activity reaches its acme, say, in a

iikase issued concerning the facings of the uniforms to be worn by

attendants ; or the recognition of a dramatical or musical enter-

tainment gotten up by some friends of the superintendent's,

in the avowed interest of the patients, in reality for the

amusement of a select circle of visitors, liberally invited on

such occasions.

I have already mentioned one excuse with which the officers

of certain asylums are ready, when the waste of pathological

material in tiieir asylums is referred to. Another excuse which

is frequently given, is that the friends of patients will iiot give

their consent to an autopsy. This statement is known to be

farcical by those who make it. In our general hospitals, even

patients who are not pauper patients, are autopsied to a con-

siderable extent, and if the Asylum Association were serious

in its desire for the medical culture of its members, it could,

with its powerful influence, too often, alas, exercised for pur-

poses which were not good, have accomplished that which

English pliysicians have done, namely, rendered autopsies

compulsory by legal enactment. But it seonjs tluit on the

contrary, they persistently oppose such examination, and in

one of our municipal institutions, the superintendent has

acttMlly forbidden autopsies to he made, on the pretended

grounds, that dissecting material was rare in the medical schools

!

On the title page of that superintendent's annual report, we

find that his institution boasts of a special pathologist ; under

the circumstances, this gentleman must enjoy an otium cu7n

dignitate, if not a sinecure.

Another apology offered, is almost comical, namely, that the

asylum superintendent is so overcrowded with routine duties,

as to be unable to devote the necessary time to scientific work.

How does this statement agree with the fact, that these officers

have abundant time for engaging in lobbying, for carrying on

private practice, although nominally salaried for attending to
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their asylum duties ; that they go on lecturing tours, attend

flower parties and kindred social celebrations ; compose ser-

mons, historical compositions and extemporaneous after-dinner

speeches, often the result of a three weeks' incubation ?

Now, although these gentlemen have, on the insupportable

ground of lack of leisure, tacitly confessed to not having ac-

complished anything in science, in other words, that they have

not had the time to perfect their medical training, they still

claim to monopolize the field of instruction offered by insanity.

I think the alternative is a fair one, either to understand the

subject one proposes to teach in all its bearings, or if one does

not understand it, to leave it to those who do.

The material of our asylums is a rich material, but it will re-

main a dead material unless the general medical body examines

the subject of asylum management from a medical and philan-

thropic point of view.

The general medical body has had every provocation for

instituting such investigation, for it has not been dealt with

very delicately b}' members of the Asylum Association. Those

who study asylum reports, will every now and again discover

covert and unjust attacks on the medical profession. The tone

adopted by medieval superintendents, when speaking of those

whom they happen, through the accident of a diploma, to have

the lionor of being colleagues of, is strongly suggestive of the

asylum atmosphere.

In one report, issued shortly after the new Lunacy Law came

into operation, several examples of what purport to be the

average grounds on which general practitioners send patients

to asylums, are published. These reasons for considering the

patients insane, are placed in as ridiculous a light as possible,

for the edification, doubtless, of boon companions ; but on

looking at them carefully, we find that considering the general

cliaracter of certificates of commitment, and the dimensions of

the blank space left for the registration of these reasons, that

the majority are correct, and need only be read aright. They

are certainly, considered as reasons discovered prior to a

patient's admission to an asylum, every bit as good and satis-

factory as the reasons which the superintendent is able to

give when required to testify in case of a writ of habeas
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corpus* concerning a patient who has been under his care (!)

for months.

When the American Medical Association invited the Asy-

lum Association to join issues, and bring psychiatry into rela-

tion with general medicine, the invitation was not accepted,

because, as several superintendents stated, such a procedure

would be the death of their own association. They finally,

through the efforts of some intelligent members, concluded to

send delegates, and tlieir association still exists, although the

IX. Section of the American Medical Association has sunk to

the level of a sub-committee of the asylum circle.

Perhaps the real reason of this refusal was the apprehension

that the non-asylum physician would presumably take a closer

interest in asylum matters, and that as a result, increased de-

mands would be made on the scientific labor of those occupying

asylum positions ; from a certain point of view these would be

very undesirable innovations. If an association stands on such

a feeble basis, as to be in danger of dying when the general

practitioner asks tliat which he has every right to demand, its

death would not only not be a matter of regret, but a consum-

mation devoutly to be wished for.

In fact, this association has sufficiently characterized itself,

and revealed its true aims and purposes hj formally resolving

that further supervision than that exercised by the asylum

autocrats themselves was unnecessary. At this boldness, and

I should prefer to say audacity, Dr. Bucknill might well be

astonished. This opposition is not only aimed at governmen-

tal, but also at medical supervision ; with few exceptions, med-
ical superintendents have persistently objected to visiting and

advisory medical boards !

From all that wliicli I have just stated, our mature conclu-

sion must be, that the average medical superintendent of insane

asylums, not appointed on the strength of general and scientific

culture, deficient in anatomical and pathological training, with-

* In the Geisiuger case, the superintendent was able to give but one reason,

"spends money foolishly," and on cross-examination was found not to be
able to state what pubescent insanity was. This is natural, when we recollect

that it was only two days before thut his assistant, being asked, informed

him what was the patient's form of insanity.

15
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out a genuine interest in tlieir noble specialty, untrust\Yortliy

as to their reported results, and not in that communion with

the general medical profession which every liberal and broad-

minded physician naturally seeks, are the last individuals in

this world to whom the responsible duty of training the

embryo practitioner in an important specialty should be

entrusted.

Having negatived the exclusive claims of a special circle, it

would remain for us to justify the proposed distribution of the

material for clinical instruction presented by asylums, among

those engaged in teaching nervous diseases in our schools, if

such a justitication were necessary. Happily, this is not the

case ; the list of names of onr leading American neurological

teachers includes excellent pathologists, sound logicians, acute

clinical observers, men ricli in every scientific attainment, and

of world-wide fame. The general neurologist, who from the

very nature of his studies, is forced to pay attention to all sci-

entific branches in relation to general nervous pathology,

approaches also the subject of insanity, best prepared to deal

with it exhaustively, and from every point of view.

Such contributions to our psychia'tric literature which have

an intrinsic value, liave mostly come from these men ; and

they simply substantiate an experience, that the material for

the best alienists is to be found among those who have been

best trained as a preliminary in general medicine. Our own

Rush was a prominent example of this experience ; Esqnirol

was like Connolly, a thorough clinical scholar; Morel a far-

sighted pathologist; Griesinger first attained eminence as a

writer on fevers and other general aff'ections, while Meynert

and Westphal respectively reflect the influence of those great

masters of modern medicine, Rokitansky and Virchow.

It might be asked why, even granting the propriety of treat-

ing psychiatry as a l)ranch of neurology, I do not admit the

feasibility of treating it under a separate teacher, on account

of the vast scope of the subject ? Those who would make this

interpellation, could point to the example of many European

universities, where a separate psychiatric clinic and professor

for that clinic exists.

I am very willing to admit, that any plan which will ensure
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a thorough and exhaustive study of an important subject, is

the preferable one ; and that for Vienna, Paris and Berlin,

and all organized universities, this plan has n.ot only worked

well in the past, but deserves to be still further developed in

the future. For American medical schools, such an arrange-

ment would be entirely premature. With our single buildings,

our crowded courses, and a staff of a dozen instructors at most,

they are placed under entirely different necessities from the

European schools, with their dozens of lecture rooms, dozens

of courses simultaneously read, and a staff numbering from

fifty to one hundred and fifty regular and other teachers. The
latter, too, include among their auditory, especially in the case

of the psychiatric clinic, more ripe practitioners and graduates

than undergraduates.

Having to deal with tlie present, I unhesitatingly pronounce

myself in favor of uniting psychiatry with neurology, in our

college courses, and of liberally providing the teachers of these

subjects with the requisite material. This should be effected

by the same mechanism which is employed in the utilization

of the material collected in our general hospitals': by the ap-

.

pointinent of visiting physicians, having the same relative

grade, functions and privileges enjoyed by visiting physicians

ot other hospitals. In the case of asylums containing any con-

siderable number of female patients, one gyniiecologist at least

should be appointed in addition, in pursuit of the excellent

suggestion of Storer,* for although that writer supposed a far

larger proportion of cases of insanity to be influenced by ute-

rine and ovarian conditions than actually is the case, yet the

few thus caused may be cured by well directed gynaecological

treatment, when otherwise, and in spite of strait-jackets, con-

ium, chloral, bromides and opium, the insanity would speedily

become inveterate.

The majority of such a staff" would naturally consist of neu-

rologists, and by preference, of such neurologists as arc engaged

in instruction in our regular medical schools. Such appoint-

ments would immediately raise tlie whole tone of asylums;

sluggish and incompetent superintendents would soon be

* Storer : Insanity in Women.
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weeded out ; the suggestions of experienced and impartial

men of liigh professional standing would lead to many ameli-

orations in the.condition of asylum patients; the assistant phy-

sicians would receive a stimulus to study aud research, and as

from them would in the end be recruited the coming genera-

tion of superintendents, professional ability would at last

become a question in the competition for asylum positions.

The increased opportunities which the medical student will

then have of studying insanity from the actual patient, and of

doinu; so under the guidance of a thoroui;-h cliuical teacher

—

not as heretofore, of lecturers who memorize from Sankey,

Blandfprd and other authors, the evening before their "lec-

ture,"—will redound to the benefit of the profession directly

and indirectly.

Directly, since the physician will not only more readily

and early recognize insanity in general practice, and perhaps

by appropriate measures, prevent the necessity of asylum

incarceration, productive as it often is, of more harm than

good, but he will also be able to determine whether a patient,

whose insanity he is about to certify to, is really insane or not,

with more certainty than heretofore.

Indirectly, in so far as the medical student with a special

fenchant for psychiatry, will then enter the hospital (let us

trust hospital, no longer house of detention) with at least a

rudimentary appreciation of the subject, not as at present,

exhibit in connection with his su[)eriutendent the familiar fig-

ure of the blind leading the blind.

AVe might remain very well satisfied if we had accom-

plished thus much, but as every step to I'eform discloses iields

for further reform, we may indicate at least one or two of

these, prominentl}', one which closely interests the profession

of the city of New York city. It is well known that certain

delays occur in the transmission of patients to asylums, which

are prejudicial not only to their mental condition, but present

features revolting to humanity. The manner in which disor-

derly insane patients are beaten by the police, locked up in

station houses and sent to the penitentiary or workhouse,

before their insanity is discovered, can of course be obviated

to a considerable extent, by greater attention on the part of
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police and prison physicians. The poorer classes, when unable

to obtain the means which would enable them to command

the time and services of the two physicians necessary to cer-

tify as to the insanity of a relative, have no other way of pro-

tecting themselves and the patient himself, than by having

their relative arrested like a felon, and taken to the city prison,

whence he is transferred to the asylum. The necessity for

such, a procedure can be avoided ; it is degrading, unneces-

sarily degrading to the patient, and demoralizes the relatives.

If in our city hospitals, a patient becomes insane, he is thrown

into cells, wliich are stated to be unfit for even the very worst

criminals! Lonely underground "hospital" cells, police sta-

tion-houses, and jail corridors are not proper places for the

detention of the insane, even temporarily.

At the Charite of Berlin, and the Krankenhaus of Vienna,

there ' are several wards for the reception of the insane,

recently received from all parts of the vicinity. Chronic

incurable cases can be speedily sent thence to regular asylums;

those suffering from febrile delirium can be watched and

treated at the same time, not, as not unfrequently happens in

our vicinity, sent per steamboat to the Islands, and delivered to

the asylums there situated in a moribund condition, and occa-

sionally the bearers of contagious or infectious diseases ! In

recent and curable cases, the necessity and expense of sending

to an asylum are thus frequently entirely obviated.

You already perceive in this brief sketch of a great abuse,

several hints as to possible demands for psychiatrical knowl-

edge in the prison and police physicians of the future. Such

demands enter into the calculations of every one conversant

with State medicine, and they only serve to illustrate the need

for a more thorough psychiatrical curriculum in our medical

schools.

These reception wards for fresh and temporary cases, con-

stitute the ideal psychiatric clinic. The teacher who has such

a clinic under his control, makes his diagnosis in the presence

of his pupil, and the latter is brought face to face with

insanity as it will present itself to him in the emergencies of

his later professional career. Besides this, cases of questiona-

ble or simulated insanity, occurring in course of medico-legal
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practice, could be^dvantageously placed here for supervision

and observation, on a plan similar to that adopted on the con-

tinent. If jou provide such an appendix of a general hospital

in addition, with an analytical laboratory and appliances for

conducting wliat are called " coroner's cases," you have all the

component parts of a true " medico-legal " clinic.

In previous writings which have dealt with this subject, and

which have advocated the institution of clinical instruction in

insanity, whether with sincere or with selfish motives, it has

been stated, in enumerating the advantages therefrom result-

ing, that insanity M'ould be considerably diminished by being

properly treated in the beginning. You may ask why I do

not repeat this encouraging statement. For the simple reason

that however well-meant it may be in some cases, it is entirely

erroneous, and exhibits an unfamiliarit^' with the subject

truly unpardonable in the case of those who have had " expe-

rience " with insanit}'. One of these writers states " the evils

of the lack of attention to the pathology of insanity, and want

of knowledge of the true character of the disease, are much
greater than the public are aware of If the result was only

an indifference to the whole subject by medical men, it would

be bad enough, but it is far worse. It is the application of a

false theory, which not only deprives the sufferer of proper

treatment, which he has a right to claim, but subjects him to

wrong and injurious treatment, and especially to neglect of

remedies in the beginning, when the disease is in its curable

stage."

This is truly grandiloquent language, but it is nothing more

than the same cant which is repeated ad irifnitum, and used to

substantiate the propriety of erecting needlessly expensive pal-

aces for the insane, on the ground that their erection will

eradicate insanity from the land. It also accuses the general

medical body of neglecting the study of insanity ; but who is

to blame for this unquestionably existing negleci|j in the light

of past and recent revelations?

What is meant by "'false theory"? What by the "curable

stage of insanity"? What by the want of knowledge of the

true nature of the disease, said to be much greater than the

public is aware ?
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What the author means by these terms, we can hardly guess

from his language : what we understand by them is as follows

:

The "want of knowledge of the true nature of the disease"

which is actually greater than the public is aware of, is to be

found in the asylum whence that statement originated, an asy-

lum whose superintendent, and pathologist, in ignorance of

the pathological writings of celebrated authors on insanity,

make a test of insanity by an autopsy, and proceed to say on

the strength of its negative evidence that the subject thereof

must have been sane.

By "false theories" we mean crude, illogical and common-

place evolutions from the inner consciousness of an asylum

superintendent about crowdecTcourt-rooms and religious mental

hygiene, and which go so far as to abolish or discontinue em-

ployment as a therapeutic agent in insanity, and leaves the

patients to that monotonous and dreary idleness which may

drive any imprisoned and comparatively sane man mad. By

the " curable stage of insanity," we mean nothing at all, no

more in tact than does the writer, for such a stage does not

exist. There are various clinical forms of insanity, some of

which have no stage at all, some of which are always curable

at all stages, others which are incurable at all stages, and

others, which if improperly managed in the beginning may

pass to further and worse developments ;
the latter forms are

proportionately rare. This discrimination the writer quoted

does not appear to make, either from ignorance of the clinical

history of insanity, or for reasons best known to himself.

What linally we mean by the "proper treatment which the

patient has a right to claim" is, first, that proper diagnosis be

made ; secondly, that the causation be considered and treat-

ment applied to the root of the evil where this is discovered,

or on proper symptomatic indications otherwise. We do not

think that the crib-beds in extensive use at the institution in

question, constitute the " proper treatment which the patient

has a right to claim," but think with Professor Meynert that

the struggles of the patient, his mental anxiety, and the hor-

izontal position induced by these beds increase cerebral con-

gestion to such a degree, so not only to occasionally cause

death in a comatose or delirious condition, but in those cases
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whicli pass out of the acute exacerbation (not l^ecause of but
in spite of the treatment) to leave permanent pernicious results

behind.

We conscientiously believe that the principles of proper
treatment demand, that many cases of chronic mania, of par-

alytic insanity and of terminal dementia, cases which can be
best treated at home, should not be sent to asylums, and that

other patients in asylums should be dismissed as soon as it be-

comes evident that it can be done without risk and to their

benefit. The surroundings of his family, the occupation of his
'

vocation, often have a far better influence on the patient than
the grated windows, crib-beds, bleak walls, gruff attendants,

narcotics and insane surroundings of an asylum. It is to be
feared, that in accepting what a leading medical superintendent
is continually bringing before the Asylum Association, the
Section of Mental Diseases in the American Association, and
State Medical Society, as his physical theory of insanity, he
loses sight altogether of the influence of moral and mental
therapeutics. I know and I am properly resigned to the con-

sequences, that in saying this I fall witliin that gentleman's
much abused category of "people who speak about asylums,

but do not and cannot know anything about them," but un- •

fortunately for such assertion the position I have assumed is
'

the position of Meynert, of Westj^hal, of Pinel, of Connolly,

and of Tuke.

Instead of making promises which cannot be kept, and
holding forth unrealizable prospects of the day when our State,

having been financially ruined by erecting asylums on every
hill-top, insanity shall be crushed out of existence (in which
case I suppose that asylums, not being any longer required for

their original purpose, will be transformed into armories foi*

our militia, and poor-houses for our pauperized citizens), let

us rather look the question squarely and honestly in the face,

and determine what actually can be done ! In the first place,

the medical student, as well as the medical superintendent, can

be taught insanity sufficiently thoroughly as not to be at a loss

when mental alienation occurs in his practice as a complica-

tion of other diseases. He can be taught that when consulted

by a family physician in certain instances of puerperal insanity,
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and mild melancholia, it will not be always necessary to snbmit

a delicately-nnrtured patient to the shame and exposiare of a

commitment and transportation to a distant asylnm. He can

learn under competent teachers what are the causes of insanity,

and where such causes are avoidahle, how they can be avoided.

As one of the advisers of society, l>e will have much to say

on hygiene, on educaticfti, and on various other questions

related to mental development, of individuals and whole com-

munities. The knowledge, and the acknowledged probity of

the general medical body, are looked upon as a safety-guard

against abuses committed by members of that body, no matter

how much those members may have wislied to remove them-

selves from the supervision of their fellows. Accordingly this

general body, if by special training fitted for such a duty, will

be able to keep a careful watch on asylum matters, and in

regard to hygiene, dietary, medication, and humanaritan con-

siderations, constitute a more effectual prophylaxis against

abuse than any supervision now existing. There is hardly a

specialty in medicine which will not profit by the opportunities

thus given of extending the scope of its investigation. Otologists

and ophthalmologists have already turned their attention to

insanity; renowned obstetricians and gyna3eologists have

oftered interesting contributions to the subject of insanity in

women. And the syphilographer has yet a wide field of

exploration before him in regard to the various insanities 'due

to impalpable changes occurring in the primary fever on the

one hand, and to Heubner's changes in the vessels of the cortex,

during later periods, on the other. When State medicine shall

become a recognized field in our country, every district

physician will be required to furnish statistics of insanity in

• his district. The statistics of insanity are among the most in-

structive and valuable which a State can publish. They enable

us to watch the influence of pernicious causes, be they in the

way of morbid religious excitement, of corrupt, sensational,

and superficial methods of education, or of debauchery and

drunkenness. Such statistics, in fact, point out clearly what

habits should be avoided, and what popular systems require

improvement. On the basis of this precise and reliable infor-

mation, a general equitable and useful distribution of provisions
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for the insane can be made amongst the various sections of a

country.

No longer will organized coteries, by causing an artificial

demand for asylums, on the plea that only expensive struct-

ures will serve that purpose, be able to crowd out more than

half the insane in the State from tlie benefits of asylum

treatment. ' No longer will the discharge of dangerous luna-

tics be permitted to swell the recovered lists. No longer will

the manipulated statistics of a leading superintendent in this

State be able to strew sand in the eyes of the public, and to

serve as an excuse for preposterous demands.

And now, after having successively given my reasons for

considering psychiatry as a branch of neurology, for negativ-

ing the fallacious claims of an exclusive circle, for recommend-

ing systematic instruction in psychiatry, and making some

changes in at least the medical supervision of asylums, it

behooves me to say a few words in the light of a personal

apology.

In dealing with the flagrant and obvious shortcomings of

medical officers, I have employed terms which it is customary

to censure as being imnecessarily harsh. It is my impression,

however, that if it has once been determined to thoroughly

expose an imperfect or corrupt S3'stem, and if the results of

such inquiry are founded on indisputable facts, that the abuses

should be stigmatized as abuses, fearlessly and openly. Each

separate word in the English language has its special meaning,

and when I have used the terms ignorance, charlatanism, insin-

cerity, and neglect, I have employed them because no other

words could characterize so aptly the conditions to which I

found it necessary to allude in the course of this inquiry. I

have used these terms deliberately, and shall present, if chal-

lenged, the detailed proof which I have hitherto not given, as

it would have necessitated that mention of names which it has

been my chief purj^ose to avoid.

Previous and far abler writers, writers more familiar with

the subject than myself, have arrived at many of the conclu-

sions of this paper, and for the extreme delicacy and courtesy

which they have shown the inner asylum circle by clothing

their criticisms in the mildest language, have doubtless been
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considered by the exponents of that circle not as generous,

bTit as timid critics. Accordingly they have vituperated,

maligned, or ignored these generous critics in a manner suffi-

ciently characteristic, and which is exemplified by the manner

in which the able writings of Drs. Storei-, Folsom and Wilbur

have been reviewed in the Asyhnn Journal.

Other strictures written in a perfectly objective and imper-

sonal manner, it has been endeavored to disarm, on the score

of a supposed personal motive existing in the minds of the

authors ; but strange to say, the arguments of these writers

have not been disproved, they have not even been discussed !

!

Grave charges against the financial management, and against

the reliability of asylum statistics have been recently published

in the most widely circulated of American medical journals,

which have not hesitated at mentioning the spe.cial superin-

tendent and institution involved, and yet that superintendent

has been, and is, dumb.

To this, as to all antecedent papers of a similar character,

no other answer than the chorus ali'eady echoed ad natiseam

from asylum to asylum—that its writer has never been an asy-

lum superintendent, and can consequently know nothing about

insanity, is expected. Since this is the sole argument which I

have ever heard the defenders of the impeached system employ,

let me ask, what is in this mysterious "asylum experience'*

that prevents those not possessing a snperintendency from

judging of asylum matters » What is the difi:erence between

a hard-working, able and trustworthy assistant physician of an

as.yhun, and his superintendent, selected to fill liis position on

grounds of nepotism and political favor? It is a well-known

fact that this " asylum experience " argument is not used

abroad ! The British Medico-Psychological Association counts

among its members not only superintendents, but also their

assistants and physicians in general practice; iXia Medic in isch-

Psychologische Gesellschaft of Berlin, and Verei7ifuer Psychi-

atrie of Vienna, are similarly constituted; but it remained for

the American Association of Medical Superintendents to an-

nounce that, on principles analogous to those which govern

"trades unions," only medical superintendents could be mem-

bers. No doubt the younger members of the profession, who
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occupy tlie position of assistants, were excluded in order to

prevent the rebellions tendencies of energetic and original

workers from running loose and opposing the benevolent ten-

dencies of certain superintendents, of keeping asylum matters

in the same old conservative rut.

Is it '• asylum experience " to examine whetlier the fence is

high enough to prevent lunatics from jumping over? Is it

" asylum experience " to go through the wards of a large asylum
once a day, or, as has been found in a few instances, once a
month, and to have no further relations with the patients than

to pass by and receive their reverential salute, a la Grand Mo-
gul ? Is it " asylum experience " to let the assistant physician

compile the really laborious part of the annual report, and to

rely on him for information when an emergency calls him be-

fore conrt as, a witness ?

I think that the earnest psychiatric student, whether within

or without asylum walls, has at least as good a right .to discuss

the subject as he whose claims to being a psychiatrist rest on

the accident of appointment.

Where the argument of "asylum experience" has failed in

its past application, the only resort of the factious minority

which rules the Asylum Association has been to stigmatize all

who ventured to question the immaculate perfection of asylum

superintendents, as persons of doubtful sanity, or as meddle-

some and troublesome intriguers, animated by personal mo-
tives.

Such taunts are but the cries of helpless indignation, and

we can well afford to let impotence howl its very worst

!

Turning neither to the right or the left for such feeble oppo-

sition of the exponents of a corrupt system, founded on a tra-

ditional laissezaller, not on merit or real power, let us con-

sider but the one question, whether the interests at stake in

the scientific cultivation of psychiatry, are not too numerous,

too noble and too important, to be left to be neglected by
shallow pretenders and ignorant indifferentists.

To illustrate the implied inference, that excellent scientific work may be
carried ou without State aid, and yer contra, that the existence of State aid

does not always ensure genuine results, let me point to an asylum in Eng-
land, the West Riding of Yorkshire, and contrast the work there done and
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the manner in which it is done, with the same as performed in a prominent

asylum, quite distinctly alluded to in this paper. At the West Riding Asy-

lum, a number of enlightened and well-trained, enthusiastic and industrious

youug physicians engage each in some individual research, and assisted by

the greater experience of the superintendent (such a man as Crichton

Browne or Herbert Major, for example), publish their results under their

own names, in the excellent reports issued by that institution. They receive

no State aid wliatever ; their investigations are conducted in the purest

interest of science, not for purposes of advertisement or of deceiving the

public by proving the infallible (?) skill of an expert, who ceglects the most

vital points in his inquiry, and since he must prove his position at all haz-

ards, resorts to tlie dubious and pliable testimony of an imperfectly per-

formed autopsy (Waltz case, Grappout case ;
see Neurological Corres-

pondence). They lose no time in amusing themselves with the photograph-

ing of artificial precipitates, and their investigations extend to the domain

of experimental physiology as well as to comparative cerebral anatomy.

Herbert Major, the present medical chief, has not scorned to study the inti-

mate structure of the Island of Reil in the Cynocephalus. The head of a

similar psycliialric school, Meynert, of Vienna, has furnished perhaps more

toward a proper anatomy of the brain, both of the surface and the deeper

parts, both of man and other vertebrates, than any other anatomist now

living ! That such labors, instead of being prejudicial to, are really aux-

iliary to more practical inquiries, is demonstrated by tlie fact that therapeu-

tical acd clinical discoveries, possessing the highest value, are made at these

very institutions.

At the American asylum to wliich reference is made, a special pathologist

is appointed, w!w is not a medical man ; he is sometimes styled "Professor,"

but of what—or where—is not stated ! His labors are not published under

his name ; they cost the State $7,000 annually, as far as we can obtain a

clear insight into the matter, and consist of thirty pages of desultory, frag-

mentary, vague, and utterly inconsistent cases, reported with the patho-

logical findings, in the annual reports ; sometimes only six pages are thus

filled, and occasionally pamphlets are issued similar to one referred to above.

At the West Riding Asylum, besides the superintendent and his assist-

ants, a number of so-called "clinical clerks" do medical service, gratuit-

ously ; their sole recompense consists in the opportunities for observation

and inquiry oflered by the material collected in the asylum, and the privi-

lege of utilizing this material under the skilled direction of a scientific

alienist. Our New York city asylum superintendents often complain that

they cannot induce even recent graduates to serve at their asylums ;
why is

it that the West Riding of Yorkshire, remote from any capital city or med-

ical school, can not only command gratuitous services, but even select the

best men from among a large* number of competitors ? The answer is

clearly, that in the latter instance, the enthusiasm, learning and integrity

of the medioal chief, ofi'er the highest inducements to the scholar, while

such inducement does not exist where an indift'erent, superficial man, owing

his position merely to political buflbonery, is the medical head of the asylum,

as in the former case.
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aet. II.—on the therapeutic uses of some
OF THE RANDNCULACE.E, ESPECIALLY

IN NERVOUS DISEASES.

By Dk. John C. Petees,

Peesident op the Medical Society of the County of New
YoEK, Peesident of the New Yoek Pathological

Society', Second Vice-Peesident of the
New Yoek Theeapedtical

Society, etc.

[Read before the Medical Society of the County of New York, Dec. fTth, 1877.)

'T^HE principal varieties of Ranunculus or crow-foot tribe
-*- are 1st, Ranunculus acris or tlainmula ; 2d, Helleborus
niger; 3d, Delphinium staphisagria ; 4th, Aconitum napel-

1ns; 5th, Cimicifuga racemosa; 6th, Pulsatilla; 7th, Podo-
phyllum peltatum; 8th, Hydrastis canadensis; 9tb, Coptis

trifoliata.

It will be seen that some of the mildest as well as the most
powerful remedies are included in this botanical class. Tims:

coptis teifoliata (or gold theead)

has few special virtues beyond those of the simple bitters to

recommend it, e.xcept perhaps some of the antiperiodic powers
of the herberina which' is contained in it. It is not an astringent,

for no tannin has been found in it ; but, like several other

plants, characterized by bitterness and a yellow color, it con-

tains the alkaloid bekberina, than which few, if any of the

known alkaloids, are so widely diffused in the vegetable

kingdom.

beebheina

is especially abundant in the hydrastis canadensis, calumba and
other plants, and from its e.xtensive diffusion in numerous
vegetable remedies there is little doubt that it is possessed of

valuable curative properties. It may be desiraljle to test thor-

oughly the antiperiodic virtues of berberina ; but until chinoi-

dine, the black and intensely bitter residue left after the alka-
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loids have been crystallized out of the mother liquor of

cinchona bark, have been thoroughly- utilized, this may be

unnecessary.
*

CHINOIDINE

probably contains amorplious quinine and cinchonia, besides

quinidia and cinchonidia. It is an excellent tonic and anti-

periodic, and on account of its cheapness is largely used, not

only in some of the charitable institutions, hut is being largely

introduced into private practice. It is supposed by some that

chinoidine is more eitective in chronic malarial disease than

quinine itself; especially when important changes have been

produced in internal organs, including the liver, spleen, and

cerebro-spinal axis. The dose of berberina is from 1 to 10

grains ; that of chinoidine, or its sulphate, in malarial diseases,

about 5 grains every four hours, night and day, without any

reference to paroxysm, intermission, remission or exacerba-

tions.

HYDEASTIS CANADENSIS.

Many of the peculiar virtues of this remedy are doubtless

due to the alkaloid berberina, which is contained in it in the

proportion of about four per cent. ; in fact, the so-called hy-

drastin of the eclectics is really the uiuriate of berberina, while

genuine hydrastiii is the active principle of the plant, barring

berberina, and is distinguished for the resemblance of its action

both to quinine and pulsatilla.

The hydrochlorate of berberina is said to be a tonic with a

special affinity to tlie mucous membranes, in many diseases of

which, including catarrh of the eyes, ears, nose, throat, stomach

and bowels, and even those of the gall ducts and genito-urinary

passages, is said to have been efficacious. But all this must be

erroneous. The fluid and solid extract, and other preparations

' of hydrastis canadensis may, and probably do have these bene-

ficial effects, but berberina and its salts do not. Berberina is

almost' the sole active principle of the simple tonic calumba,

while hydrastin, or hydrastia, the true alkaloid base of the

hydrastis root, has those interesting eflects which make it

resemble quinine as an antiperiodic, and pulsatilla is a specific

remedy for many diseases of the mucous membranes.

The ordinary uses of hydrastis canadensis are so well detailed
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by Bartholow and the eclectic and homoeopathic physicians, that

it is not necessary to repeat many of them here. We will

merely state that it is said to act much like quinine on the

head, and to rank next to quinine in tlie cure of recent mala-

rial diseases ; while it is said to excel that remedy in the

removal of those obstinate and obstructive complications of

gastro-intestinal and portal disturbance which renders some
interraittents so intractable. It is only excelled by the muri-

ate of ammonia and pulsatilla when given in association with

quinine.

Although hydrastis is said to exert a marvelous control over

chronic catarrh, and even erosions of the mucous membranes,

wherever situated, from the throat to the uterus or anus, it is

singularly enough said to be specific for chronic constipation

when dependent \ipon deficient secretion of intestinal mucus,

when the stools are dry and hard ; while torpor of the muscular

coat is not removed by it, but requires the addition of ergot,

nux vomica, physostigma, actea, and other like-acting reme-

dies. As an antiseptic it is said to be only surpassed by qui-

nine and salycilic acid. It is finally said to be useful in those

glandular swellings which arise from absorption from diseased

mucous membranes, and also in some varieties of epithelial

cancer.

ACTEA EACEMOSA.

Although this remedy has been used in the regular school

since 1831, its physiological action is not well understood. Its

taste and smell are nmch like that of opium, for which it has

been substituted in many nervous affections, especially chorea,

melancholy, and some rheumatic atfections. Unlike opium, it

promotes the appetite and digestion, and increases the contrac-

tility of unstriped muscular fibre, somewhat like ergot, but

more energetically, and rather tends to produce free action of

the bowels. Like opium, it increases- perspiration, and xery

large doses influences the brain, causing considerable sopoi-ific

and anodyne effects, while it also slows the heart-beats, but

increases their force and elevates the tension of the arteri-al

system.

It has been used largely, and apparently successfully, in cho-

rea, both of the rheumatic and hysterical varieties ; in spinal
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irritation coming up from I'iieuniatic aiiections of the uterus,

or of the spinal marrow and its membranes. It is one of the

numberless remedies for amenorrhoea and the crowd of nervous
symptoms which sometimes attend it.

Its power to relieve other kinds of pain is apparently well

established. Bartholow says, in neuralgias of the third pair,

arising from cold, in rheumatic headache and ovarian neural-

gias succeeding to suppressed or arrested menstruation, it is

frequently effective. But in rheumatic neuralgias, I prefer a

combination of aconite and colchicnm, from abundant experi-

ence, although I am often obliged to add a small quantity of
morphine. A prescription which I often use, and with in-

creased conhdence is, tincture of the root of aconite, 1 drachm

;

tincture of the seeds of colchicum, 7 drachms, in doses of five

to twenty drops, frequently repeated. Occasionally I diminish
the colchicum by 1 drachm, and substitute Magendie's solution

of morphine.

The pains of dysmenorrlio^a of the congestive or rheumatic
variety are i-elieved by actea, although it has been used to

promote parturient efforts and induce uterine contraction. It is

also said to be useful in subinvolution of tJie uterus.

In acute rheumatism it so often fails, that the common say-

ing, " Actea will not act here," has grown into a household
word.

In some catarrhal rheumatic affections it is said to be useful,

but is proljably less so than pulsatilla and hydrastis canadensis.
But Bartiiolow says it is an excellent expectorant in bronchitis,

catarrhal and caseous pneumonia, and incipient phthisis. He
uses a combination of 4 drachms of the fluid extract of actea

racemosa, with 2 drachms of deodorized tincture of opium,
with 10 drachms of the i^yrup of tolu, in teaspoonfnl doses
every 4 hours. Also in common colds, and acute catarrh or
bronchitis, but it is very doubtful whether it is any more use-
ful than the common and pleasant mixture of 1 ounce of syrup
of squills, with an equal quantity of paregoric, in 2 ounces of
syrup of wild cherry.

PULSATILLA,

it is well known, is one of the oldest remedies. It was recom-
mended by Dioscorides in foul ulcers and inflammation of the
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eyes, and Pliu_y advised it in headache, affections of the eyes,

and in mahirions fevers. But it was on the authority of Baron

Stoerck, in 1751, or four years before Halmemann was born,

that it was again introduced into practice. He experimented

with it on healthy men and women, and on his own person.

He nsed the expressed juice of the fresh plant when it was in

its greatest activity, and also used triturations with sugar of

milk, just as potash is used to triturate ipecac and opium in

Dover's powder. He selected sugar of milk as a hard, gritty

substance, which would readily comminute and tear asunder

vegetable remedies when triturated with it, and also because it

was a simple or indiiferent substance, which would not alter

or impair the virtues of the medicines manipulated with it.

Hahnemann appropriated this' and other remedies, including

aconite, from Stoerck, and never gave him proper credit. He

also got his ideas about the aggravations of diseases by reme-

dies from Stoerck, who having suifered much for two years

from a violent contusion of his eye, took pulsatilla on the

recommendation of Dioscorides and others, and soon noticed a

severe lancinating pain in the part affected, which he construed

into a favorable omen, an opinion which he says was confirmed

by his own recovery and that of others under like circumstan-

ces. The diagnosis of diseases of the eye was not as accurate

in 1776 as it is in 1S76, but Stoerck claims that two cases of

partial amaurosis and ten of opacities of the cornea, were either

much benefited or cured by him with pulsatilla.

Stoerck also noticed that several of his female patients,

while taking pulsatilla experimentally, or for other diseases,

were relieved of amenorrhoea of from one to three years' stand-

ing. Hahnemann also appropriated this experience, and pul-

satilla, although it has no homoeopathic relation whatever to

amenorrhoea, is much relied upon by the members of his school.

Of course all so-called curee of amenorrhoea with infinitesi-

mal doses must be regarded as recoveries by the unaided oper-

ation of nature.

Hahnemann was preceded by Paracelsus in the exclusive

adoption of the law, similia similibus curantur. Yet he never

gives him credit for it. He appropriated his ideas about ex-

periments with drugs on the healthy from Baron Stoerck, also
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his mode of preparation of many of his medicines by expressed

juices and trituration, and also his notions about aggravations,

yet gave no credit to Stoerck. His vagaries about infinitesi-

mal doses he got from Mesmer, and also gives him no credit.

The history of therapeutics, in a nutshell, is that Hippo-
crates claimed that all remedies which acted at all differently

from the diseases they were to relieve, might cure them, be the

difference so slight as almost to amount to complete similarity

(for similarity always includes some difference), or so great as

to amount to antagonism, for that is merely the greatest

degree of difference.

Galen established the law contraria contrariiscurantur, and
rejected all remedies that did not act exactly opposite to what
he supposed to be the action of the disease.

Paracelsus took the other extreme, and assumed that

remedies which acted similarly yet somewhat differently would
also cure.

Hahnemann based his system upon appropriations from Para-
celsus, Stoerck and Mesmer, but especially by numbei-less

quotations from the older materia medicas. If these be stricken

out, nothing of Hahnemannism will remain, for his own experi-

ments upon himself and others were of the most trivial kind.

Not one symptom in one hundred recorded in his materia
medica, or that of Hering and other credulous disciples, is or

can be proven. They are wanting in all scientific probability

and proof, and must be utterly discarded as attempted frauds

upon the medical world. It is not right for any one to palm
off any and every notion which may enter his brain, and any
and every sensation which he may feel as the undoubted and
positive effects of drugs.

Pulsatilla is said to rival hydrastis and the alkalies and
balsams in its action on all the mucous membranes. It also

acts upon the skin, causing profuse and offensive sweats, also

some eruptions. Baron Stoerck recommended it in various

rheumatic affections arising from check of perspiration, and it

is generally supposed to be a remedy of prime import in catarrh-

al-rheumatic disorders, including some synovial affections, for

mucus is not secreted by mucous membranes alone, but is

always found in small quantities in synovial fluid. Senega
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and sqnills are allied remedies, and the former, like Pulsa-

tilla, has also attained some reputation in functional amen-

orrhcsa arising from atony, torpor and excessive thinness and

delicacy of the uterine mucous membrane, Miiich together

with ovarian excitement plays such an important part in this

menstrual process. It is also supposed to act specifically upon

the testicles, ovaries and female breasts.

Anemonlne, the active principle of pulsatilla, is also found

in helleborus niger, and is said to produce marked hyperte-

mia of the membranes of the brain and cord, especially in the

neighborhood of the medulla oblongata. It requires frqm 5

to 10 grains to kill a rabbit, and is given in doses of \ or 1

grain, in some coughs, rheumatic gout, and other affections.

HELLEBORUS NIGER,

is also one of the oldest remedies, which was once the great

purgative of the ancients, before the discovery of aloes, jalap,

colocynth, calomel, rhubarb, podophyllum, etc. It was thought

to be especially useful in all those disorders whicli were sup-

posed to arise from a redundance of black bile, such as melan-

cholia, hypochondriasis, even mania, epilepsy, dropsy from

diseases of the liver, etc.

It was so celebrated thaf every year numerous patients

traveled to Anticyra, where the best hellebore was supposed

to grow, as people now go to take Saratoga, Cheltenham,

Epsom, Pullna, Friedrichshall, Ilunyadi and other purgative

mineral waters.

As a drastic purgative it was used in dropsy, and Hahne-

mann and his disciples have gravely recommended infinites-

imal doses of it, especially in dropsy of the brain, to which

it has no more homteopathic relation than croton oil or ela-

terium. All such reputed cures must be regarded as recov-

eries ; but as the majority of the cases of hydrocephalus

proceed from general tuberculosis and tubercular meningitis,

there are necessarily few where a correct diagnosis is made.

Hellebore has two active principles, called helleborin and

helleborein, but one of them is equivalent to aneraonine.

The great force of the remedy is spent upon the gastro-intes-

tinal mucous membrane, especially of the colon and rectum

;
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while in female animals the uterine mucons membrane is inva-

riably found congested. It is now used almost exclusively in

amenorrhoea, or post-scarlatinal dropsy, in both of which it is

useful.

PODOI'HYLLDTVI PELTATUM

is supposed to act decidedly upon the gastro-intestinal mucous

membrane, especially upon the duodenum, and secondarily

upon the liver, as large doses are followed by free dischai-ges

of bile. It may act by continuous sympathy from the duode-

num ; or some of it may be absorbed b}' the portal circulation

and carried to the liver. Its action is said to be slow and long

sustained, as its action is not apt to be followed by constipa-

tion, but rather by a regular action of the bowels, for some

time subsequently.

But constipation is often a nervous affection,' as after sec-

tion of the right pneumogastric nerve (which is distributed to

the intestines) in the cervical region, the most powerful cathar-

tics, like croton oil, calomel, jJodophyllin, jalap, etc., fail to

produce purgation, even in doses sufiicient to cause death. In

these cases nux vomica, ignatia, ergot, physostygma, and other

remedies of like character are required, although the addition

of ordinary purgatives may be required at first in order to

produce necessary palliative relief.

Anstie found that when an alcoholic solution of podophyl-

lin was introduced into the peritoneal cavity, no inflammation

was caused there ; but the same preparation caused intense

hypenijinia of the small intestines, which usually ceased at

the ileo-CiBcal valve.

DELPHINIUM STAPHISAGEIA,

corrupted into stavesacre, is the rival of aconite in many neu-

ralgic affections. Philips uses the tincture of the seeds in

obstinate neuralgias of the facial nerve, and of the superficial

cervical ; he says he often succeeds when all other remedies

have failed.

ACONITE

is SO well known as hardly to require mention except that it was
a fiivorite remedy with the ancients, and like pulsatilla, was
re-introduced by Baron Stoerck, by experiments on th^healthy
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and sick, in I7i2, or thirteen years before Hahnemann was

born. Stoerck called particidar attention to its sudorific

power, and recommended it in fevers, inflammations, but

especially in rheumatic and neuralsjic affections. It is a pow-

erful arterial and cardiac sedative, but has not the slightest

homoeopathic relation to fever or inflammation ; it is almost the

direct antagonist of these diseases, and all the cures reported

from the use of infinitesimal doses, and they number thou-

sands and hundreds of thousands, must be regarded as recov-

eries by the unaided operations of nature.

Hahnemann did not discover its peculiar action on the

nerves of sensation, and my experience leads rae to believe

that the long-continued use of small doses is far more useful

in the most obstinate and chronic forms of neuralgia, especially

of the rheumatic variety, than is generally supposed. Gubler

assigns it an important rule in congestive neuralgias and also

in those which he calls acrodynic, which have their seat in

those parts where the Pacinian corpuscules are most numer-

ous. He says that it is more useful than large doses of mor-

phia or atropia.

Stoerck described aconite as a nervine, and narcotic,

diuretic and diaphoretic, and recommended it especially in

acute and chronic rheumatism, and in all fevers and inflam-

mations arising from rheumatic causes, such as exposure to

cold and wet; in gout, neuralgia, and to relieve the pains of

scirrhus.
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Art. III.—some TEOPHIC DISTURBANCES OF THE
INSANE.

By James G. Kieenan, M. D.,

Late of the New York City Asylum foe the Insane,

Ward's Island.

( ILLUSTRATES.)

^
I
"TROPHIC disturbances are so frequently connected with

-^ neuroses, that it is not very surprising to find similar dis-

turbances associated with insanity, also a disease of the central

nervous system.

Any attempt to collate these and establish their relation to

insanity must from the circumstances of the case be more or

less imperfect. The subject has not specially attracted atten-

tion, notwithstanding the fact that it has important medico-legal

relations, which latter circumstance may serve as an apology

for the presentation of this paper. Resting cliiefly on my own
observations, as it does, it is necessarily imperfect.

The trophic disturbances found in the insane fall naturally

into two classes, those essential to the disease and connected

with its symptoms, and those modified by coexistent insanity,

but found also in allied neurotic conditions. The trophic dis-

turbances whi6h are peculiar to insanity are htematoma auris,

the hgematoma of the lower intestines, the so-called electrical

condition of the hair, and finally, peculiar changes in the hair

and skin.

There are other peripheral abnormalities in strongly marked
hereditary cases, but these are teratological in their nature,

and are merely alluded to here to exclude them from consider-

ation.

The insane ear is a marked phenomenon, and every writer

on insanity has thought it necessary to make some allusion to

this condition. The symptoms are so well known that it is

scarcely necessary to describe them. What is chiefly note-
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worthy about liffiinatoina aiiris seem to me coiiiiJi-isable in the

following four questions:

First, what is its frequency, and in what forms of insanity is

it liliely to occur? Secondly, is it peculiar to the insane?

Thirdly, what are its pathology and relations to prognosis ?

Fourthly, what is its etiology ?

In my observation, embracing twenty-two hundred and forty-

three cases of insanity, it has occurred but forty-eight times, or

in about two per cent, of the cases.

The following ta"ble gives an answer to the first question

as far as my experience extends

:

FORM OF INSANITY.

Mania, Acute
*Mania, Chronic
Melancliolia, Acute ...

Melancholia, Chronic,
fPolie Circulaire
Hebephrenia

IDemeutia, Senile
Dementia, Terminal .

.

Katatonia
Epileptic Insanity

§General Paresis

No. of
Cases.

260
467
301
260
50

113
82
834
46
101
284

2,297

o a

48

• Once bilaterally, t Four times. } Before a maniacal attack. § Twice.

From this it would appear as if those forms of insanity most

liable to vaso-motor changes were those in which the insane

ear oftenest occurred. I may say in passing that I have observed

it in idiots and imbeciles, and the best marked case of idiocy

on Randall's Island has the remains of a true othematoma.

Roosa and Loring have observed three cases of othsematoma

in the sane. I am not acquainted with the histories of these

cases, but one of a similar kind which came under my obser-

vation, though not insane, clearly belonged to that class of

beings whom Maudsley has placed under the head of insane

temperament.

From my own observation I am inclined to accept Hun's
opinion: "An individual who is thought to be sane, but who
has an othsematoma, must be the victim of a grave cerebral

disease."
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According to Virchow the essential morbid process is a soft-

ening induced by tlie general disturbance of nutrition, or pos-

sibly by local injuries of the cartilage. He says, " The older

authors described the atfection as erysipelas of the auricle

occurring in the insane." It was supposed that in the hyper-

femia and general change in the system there ensued a sub-

perichondrial hemorrhage, but in true othsematoma the

hemorrhage is inter cartilaginous. In my own observation,

the latter has been the case only in the instance of the othse-

matomata occurring in general paresis, and was, I think, a

complicating trophic disturbance.

The prognosis, when hfematoma auris occurs, is said to be

grave ; but it seems to me that the othtematoma has no absolute

bearing on prognosis, occuri-ing, as it does, chiefly among the

chronic cases.

Of Hun's twenty-four (24) cases, eight were cases of general

paresis, six melancholia, four acute mania, four chronic mania,

two dementia. Nine of these died in the asylum, nine wore
discharged unimproved, and the remaining six ended in

dementia. The last number of the West Riding Reports gives

an account of two cases of othematoma wliich ended in

recovery, as did three cases that came under my observation,

but such are, as might be expected, rather rare. My own three,

and those mentioned in the West Riding Reports, are the only

cases known to me amongst two hundred and twenty othiTe-

matomata. la one of my cases which recovered, the othiema-

toma i-esponded readily to treatment by numerous slight punc-

tures, which were attended with very little resultant deformity.

This case was as follows

:

G. C, single, German, a't. 20, boatman, intemperate, fair

education, admitted July 8th. Excitable, violent and destruc-

tive, very incoherent. Has been in good physical health up
to about two weeks ago, when he was thrown out of employ-
ment. He encountered much difficulty in searching for work,

met with many slights, grew morose, went on a prolonged

spree, after which became abstinent, and remained so two days

before admission, when he suddenly became excited, pitched

furniture out of the window and grew very violent. On
admission, came in handcuffs, was incoherent and talkative,

but answered some questions connectedly.
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He had a bruise on the right side of his head. He continued

incoherent, destructive and loquacious for about two weeks

after admission, at which time there appeared an hfematoma on

the left ear. In a week he began to improve, and about the

fourth of August, was considered recovered ; the hi^matoma,

which had been treated as before described, had disappeared,

causing slight deformity, only noticeable on close inspection.

He was sent out on furlough, but not returning a month

afterwards, and still continuing well, was discharged recovered.

In another case the appearance of othnematoma preceded

by two weeks the sudden and complete disappearance of delu-

sions, and actions based on them.

A third passed into dementia, or rather melancholia, with

stupor, the sudden disappearance of which was preceded by

the occurreuce of an othsematoma on the left ear.

The etiology is a very much disputed question. Roosa holds

the compromise view that there are two distinct forms, in one

of which the swelling, etc., are produced by violence, the other

by nervous causes arising from the condition of mental aliena-

tion. Virchow's views have already been given.

Gudden has shown that tlie auricles of ancient statues are

frequently ornamented by tumors resembling the othajma-

toma. The statues of Hercules, Pollux and the Trojan Hec-

tor, are said to have tliese tumors. These are claimed to be

characteristic of the ancient boxers, yet, as Roosa remarks, the

English authorities, living in the land of pugilists, scarcely

mention them. The mental condition of the ancient boxers

we do not know, and the fact that the English boxers seldom

or never have had the tumors, tairly offsets any conclusion to

be drawn from the statues of ancient boxers.

Gudden seems to believe otha3matoma is generally due to

violence, and disputes the basis of explanation given by L.

Meyer, that the reticular cartilage of the ear in all ages, always

contains vessels. Hun claims that traumatic causes always

produce a different form of othematoma from the hfema-

toma of the insane, and that the causes of the latter are two-

fold, cerebral congestion and centripetal irritation of the system

by the emotions.

I have seen the traumatic form, but this resembled most the
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ordinary blood boil, not the true ha3inatoma. There were in

three cases on one ear true othfematoma of undoubtedly

idiopathic origin, while traumatic causes had produced on the

other ear swelling and ecchyinosis, which contrasted markedly

with the htvmatoma. Brown-Secpiard believes that othema-

toma is due to disease at the base of the brain, as is illustrated

experimentally by the fact that section of the restiforra body

of the medulla oblongata in guinea pigs will cause hemorrhage,

followed by gangrene, which latter condition would not occur,

from the greater resisting power of the human ear.

Sankey gives the following explanation :
" There are several

veins which pass through the mastoid process of the temporal

bone in an oblique direction, and so join the veins of the inner

table, or empty their contents directly into the lateral sinus

at the base of the skull."

It is also well known that the bony case of the skull in

lunatics becomes more dense and compact, and thus arises a

constriction or obliteration of the veins passing through the

bone and redema of the parts whence the veins come. When
this swelling occurs, it therefore indicates densification (San-

key's term) of the skull bone has taken place. Ha;matoina of

the lower intestines, as found in the chronic insane, occurs

most freauently in chronic mania and geueral paresis. Its

pathology is much the same as the luieraatoma of the ear,

although no suspicion of traumatism can be here raised. Un-

less the patient be attacked ijy a slight diarrhea, the change

in the intestine will not be suspected ; but should this diarrhea

occur three hours after, suddenly there will be noticed a bloody

discharge w4iich is very soon succeeded by peritonitis, and the

physician at the autopsy will be astonished by the extent of

the perforation which slight symptoms have given rise to.

The so-called electrical condition of the hair is apparently a

very trifling circumstance, yet any one who has had much
experience with the chronic insane will not hesitate to assign

gi'eat prognostic importance to it. According to some, after

the rough hair has occurred, a change to smooth is the evi-

dence of a favorable mental alteration.

I cannot say aught as to truth of this, but of the opposite

change I can speak most positively. Several times has an
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apparent improvement in the patient's mental condition sng-

gested tlie propriety of an early discliarge, but tlie erect coarse

hair, contrasting, markedly with tlie smooth sleek condition in

wliich it was when the patient entered the asylum, has caused

a hesitation in discharging him which the subsequent history

of the patient fully justified.

Three patients whose mental condition, as far as could be
ascertained, justified their discliarge, but in whom the erect

hair had persisted, returned within one week after their dis-

charge as recovered.

The changes in this condition are interestingly narrated by
Charles Darwin, in his " Expression of the Emotions," pp.
295-297 :

" As I did not feel sure whether writers of fiction

might not have applied to man what they had often observed

in animals, I begged for information from Dr. Crichton

Browne, with respect to the insane.

" Dr. Browne remarks that the bristling of the hair, which is

so common in the insane, is not always associated with terror.

It is perhaps most frequently seen in chronic maniacs who
rave incoherently and have destructive impulses; but it is

during their paroxysms of violence that the bristling is most
observable.

" The fact of the hair becoming erect under the influence both

of rage and fear, agrees perfectly with what we have seen in

the lower animals.

"Dr. Browne adduces several cases in evidence. Thus, with

a man now in the asylum, befoi'e the recurrence of each mani-

acal paroxysm the hair rises up from his forehead like the

mane of a Shetland pony. He has sent me two photographs

of two women taken in the interval between their paroxysms,

and he adds, with respect to one of these women, ' that the

state of her hair is a sure and convenient criterion of her men-
tal condition.'

" Dr. Browne mentions an empirical confirmation of the rela-

tion which exists in the insane between the state of their hair

and minds, that the wife of a medical man, who has charge of

a lady suffering from acute melancliolia, with a strong fear of

death for herself, her husband and children, reported verbally

to him, the day before receiving my letter, as follows: 'I
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think Mrs. will soon improve, for her hair is getting

smooth, and I always notice that our patients get better when-

ever their liair ceases to be rough and luimanageable.'' Dr.

Browne attributes the persistently rough condition of the hair

in many insane persons in part to their minds being always

somewhat disturbed, and in part to the effects of habit; that

is, to the hair being frequently and strongly erected during

their many recnri'ent paroxysms.

" In patients in whom the bristling of the hair is extreme, the

disease is generally permanent and mortal ; but in others, in

whom the bristling is moderate, as soon as they recover their

health of mind the hair recovers its smoothness."

Temporary -pigmentation of the skin occurs in other condi-

tions than insanity, but permanent alterations are rare.

Tlie disappearance of pigment in the negro race has been

reported in but few cases, in most of which there was some

change in the patient's mental condition, judging liy tlie report.

Both these conditions have been observed in about thirty-

live cases at the New York City asylum, the most interesting

of whicli are the following

:

Case I.—G. H., set. IS ; single, abstinent, no nervous taint

in family, admitted to N. Y. C. A., Dec. 1874, with the follow-

ing histoi-y : He had always been healthy up to the age of 16,

when he had much diarrhea and was much run down. About

two weeks after recovery from this, a largo carbuncle made its

appearance over the third cervical vertebrae, on the left side of

the neck, which did not heal up for over a year, but Unally all

disappeared, leaving a very deep scar, which is still visible. He
was a masturbater, and three weeks after recovery from the car-

buncle, while engaged in this practice one day, felt, as it were,

something crack, and very soon after was attacked with chorea-

like twitching of the left side, and after which his skin and

hair changed in color on that side, sharply demarcated, irreg-

ular brown specks of from one-fourth to two inches in diam-

eter appearing on the same side, the hair became gray in

patches, in sharp contrast with the youthful brown. He had

pathetic delusions of grandeur, and was very theatrical in his

way of acting at this time. On admission the patient com-

plained first, of a curious sensation coming from his neck,
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then of a desire to huigh, then of sudden destrnctiveness. He
is morbidly anxious about tlie changes in his hair, and skin,

and had periods, about twice in twenty--four hours, when he
would tear everything in his reach ; if engaged in eating

would stop, drop his knife and fork, and as suddenly seize them,

making the most horrid grimaces. He broke the cups and
saucers and threw them about wildly. He would at one time

assume the most diverse, statuesque attitudes, and when he had

done wrong, would pass into a cataleptoid state, always pre-

ceded by pain starting from cicatrix of carbuncle and running
along left side of head. He still remains in this condition.

Case II.—D. N., cook, jet. 56, negro, intemperate, single,

was attacked about three years before, first with- a sudden ina-

bility to see more than half an object at a time in the left eye.

His memory became at the same time somewhat impaired. He
could not recollect the tools of his trade, but if told them,

could remember their names for some time after. His intelli-

gence was somewhat impaired, though he continued to per-

form his business until two years before admission, when he

was suddenly seized with a fit, his left side, at the time, ap-

peared paralyzed, and he was unable to give even his own
name, but was able to write it partially, the greater portion

being composed of figures ; this was about six months before

admission. From the aphasia and hemiplegia he soon recov-

ered, but gradually his skin became white in patches all over

the left side, and his hair was grayish in spots on the same
side. The change was very marked on the left side of the

forehead. Unlike other cases of aphasia he was not much
alarmed at his condition, but appeared very hilarious and
jovial ; soon after the disappearance of the aphasia, which
occurred six months after admission, he was found to have
very stupid ideas of grandeur, and the physical symptoms
were those of general paresis. He was transferred about this

time to another institution and lost sight of.

Cask III.—J. A., Scotch, type-setter, set. 36. Three months
before admission, early in 1876, had lead colic, succeeded by an

attack of drop wrist, followed in turn by hemiplegia and amnesic

aphasia ; is said to have recovered from this under anti-saturnine

treatment, but very slight spots began to appear on neck and
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face with localized changes in hair and vertex. On admission,

presented the usual symptonis, mental and physical, of pro-

gressive paresis. Yowr months after admission, he began to

complain of a Land-like sensation at first lumbar vertebras, with

electric pains, and his locomotion was markedly impaired. At

this time he was found to have foi'gotten the tools used in his

trade, and was at length confined to bed. His skin had

become markedly clear and white on the face and neck, in

marked contrast to the normal dark hue of the rest of the

body.

A fourth case, a negro, was in the habit of being wet cup-

ped over the fifth cervical vertebras for several years. Three

years before admission, Aug., 1876, he stopped the practice and

had a severe attack of cerebral congestion, accompanied with

enlargement of a gland in the neck and temporary aphasia.

These symptoms passed off in aboiit a year, Init were suc-

ceeded by marked symptoms of progi'essive paresis, accompa-

nied by alterations in the color of hair and skin, most marked

in the side of the facial abnormality, and beginning at the

centre of the forehead. The symptoms of paresis, to a great

extent, passed off under the use of wet cups, but the patient

is in a condition of dementia, and the changes in the skin and

hair remain, but do not .extend further. These changes in the

hair and skin are peculiar to hebephrenia, chronic mania, and

general paresis, and like the othssmatoma appear most fre-

quently in forms where vaso-motor changes occur. Of the

thirty-five, ten were paresis, ten hebephrenia, one folic circu-

laire, two chronic melancholia, six chronic mania and four epi-

leptic insanity, and two terminal dementia. Even in chronic

mania certain vaso-motor changes were evidently the basis of

abnormal se'iisations, which preceded at the place of these sen-

sations the trophic changes.

Case V.—J. B. S., set. 34. British North American, mod-

erate drinker, single, sailor. Father moderate drinker, died

of apoplexy. Family very intelligent, mother fifty-two years

old when patient was born. The patient since birth has been

eccentric, and for four years previous to admission, was sub-

ject to bi'ief attacks of mental excitement, which amounted

almost to insanity. About two years before admission, became
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insane after exposure on Pacilic Ocean ; i-emained so for one
year, and has never been the same since. Admitted to

Asylum Sept. 11, 18T7. On admission, answers questions'

reliably, but has the insane manner. Probably has delu-

sions; no emotional disturbance. He lately arrived in New
York, spent his money, and was summarily arrested for lying

on a sofa in a dry goods store. He is slightly incoherent in

general conversation, and has a singular way of answering which
is not natural to him ; is reticent in regard to the immediate
effect of his past life ; has no hallucinations of hearing or vis-

ion and is in good physical health. He became excitable, and con-

tinued so with intervals of relative calmness for about thirteen

months. This excitement appeared to affect his general health,

and he was thougiit to be sick, but this was found to be sub-

jective, and owing to abnormal sensations of electricity. Five
days he refused to eat his food from a tin dish, but declined to

give his reasons therefor. The active maniacal symptoms
ceased about this time, and the abnormal sensations were soon
followed by local changes in pigmentation at the points of

sensation, in the course of the following month he com-
plained of severe pains in the head, followed by localized

changes in the hair at the spots where the pain was felt. The
patient continues in this condition. ,

One condition peciiliar to insanity is the deficient capillary

circulation of the extremities, found in the stupor following

atonic melancholia and epilepsy ; this results in about five per
cent, of the cases in gangrene. The trophic changes modified

by, but not peculiar to insanity are mostly confined to general

paresis, epileptic insanity, though some have appeared in

hebephrenia and katatonia.

( The enlargement of the thyroid gland which occurred dur-

ing the initial symptoms of the latter disease in one case men-
tioned in my paper on katatonia, I refer without hesitation to

this origin, as may also be said of a synosteosis of the joints of

the great toe, which occurred during the progress of a period

of excitement in a case of hebephrenia.)

These changes are peculiar skin affections, necrosis of the

bones, of idiopathic origi!i, fragility of the ribs and other

bones, necrosis of the lungs, peculiar gangrene differing in
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course from the ordinary kind, peculiar arthropathies and a

tendency of injuries to lieal with suppuration and ahnost by
first intention.

There are other conditions which certainly appear to have
some relation to the trophic disturbances, the asymmetrical
temperature in paresis and presence of scorbutus without
apparent cause.

General paresis is likely to come under the observation of
the physician in two forms: in one there is a peculiar clearness
of skin and tendency to emaciation with a likelihood of slight

injuries taking on gangrenons action ; the other is the ordinary
form.

It is in the former that the trophic disturbances take place
with greatest rapidity, that "bull*" form with greatest quick-
ness and pi-oceed to gangrene.

Prominent amongst the disturbances is fragility of the ribs.

This occurs in about 25 per cent, of the paretics, but frequent-
ly passes unnoticed even at the post-mortem.

It may sometimes lead to serious consequences. A patient
enters the asylum, is placed in a room with other patients, or
even in a single padded room, tuuibles about and is found in

the morning with several fractured ribs. A very striking in-

stance of this lately happened at the asylum with which I am
connected. A paretic, about -tO years of age, an ex-politician

of the lower grade, was admitted, passed one night relatively

quiet, being under restraint: but the night following the re-

straint was removed, he attempted to choke a tellow patient.

An attendant was hurriedly summoned, drew him off. and a
struggle ensued. The result was that the paretic received
fractures of eleven ribs, more or less comminuted ; a condition
of things which the exterior of the body would scarcely lead
us to expect. A sufficient explanation of which is the fact that
there was found at the post-mortem to be as much ossification

of the costal cartilages as if the man was eighty.

This condition, I may add in passing, has been tlie subject
of medico-legal investigation in England. In the patient
whose spinal cord has first been shown, an attempt to open the
thoracic cavity with a cartilage knife resulted—although no
great violence was used—in fracture of six of the ribs on one

17
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side and three on the other ; the ribs being very fragile and

spongy. His history is as follows

:

Case VI.—H. C, American nativity, of intemperate habits,

ordinary education, was admitted August, 1876,—antecedent

history not obtainable—is somewhat excitable but rather in-

clined to be jovial, is in fair physical condition, but the skin

has the peculiar clearness of the asthenic type of general pare-

sis. The patient refused food, and had a voracious appetite

alternately. He was very destructive and had rather exalted

ideas at times. Bulla3 began to appear on the joints of the

toes, and fingers of the right side, and proceeded rapidly to

gangrene as the patient continued to walk about. He com-

plained, at times, of shifting pains. His co-ordinating power

towards the last was very much impaired, and he became

markedly ataxic. There was no history, and evidence of the

existence of syphilis was wanting. The right tibia became

painlessly and gradually enlarged. His tendency to get out of

bed rendered night watching necessary, and he was transferred

to the hospital ward. Soon after his transfer there he became

very fat, in marked contrast with his previous condition. The

enlargement was not marked in the arms, although the thighs

and hips appeai-ed much increased. Tliis condition continued

for about a month, when he began to grow thinner, more and

more bullse appeared on the extremities on unexposed sur-

faces, especially on the right side, and these soon spread into

gangrene. The patient died December, 1876, six months after

admission, and the following appearances were noted at the

autopsy :

Thoracic cavity: condition of ribs already described ; lungs

and heart normal; abdominal cavity: kidneys normal; spleen

and liver normal ; intestines as usual ; head : cranium thin and

brittle ; dura mater was thickened and presented other evi-

dences of pachymeningitis, more marked on the hemispherical

convexity than was the dura of spinal cord. The leptonieninges

were thickened and infiltrated, more on the posterior than on

. the anterior aspect of the cord. On the fresh specimen a red-

dish-gray discoloration of the region bordering the collateral

sulcus was observed in every part of the cord examined ; to

this was added in the upper cervical cord a patch of the same
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color on the lateral columns, more marked on the left side near
the reticular processes.

A similar condition was observed in the centre of each
pyramid of the medulla oblongata extending through the verti-

cal fibre of the pons to tiie pes pedunculi cerebri. All these

patches were diffuse, did not sink below the level of the sur-

rounding substance when cut, and appeared to be firm.

Examination of the fresh tissue showed nothing which was
not found in the prepared section from the hardened specimen.
To the naked eye the gray matter appeared perfectly healthy.
In addition to the lesion already described in the medulla ob-

longata, there was a bloody suffusion of an area correspondino-

to a diagonal paralellogram drawn from the left pyramid up-
ward and outward towards therestiform cohnnn ; this was lost

in the hardening process by reason of a retraction in the solu-

tion of bichromate of potash in which it was preserved.

On microscopical examination, a slight degeneration similar
to that found in the posterior columns was found in both lat-

eral columns, even in the upper dorsal portion of the cord,

where to the naked eye these funiculi appeared healthy. The
areas principally diseased occupied the centre of the column
of Goll and the I'egions bordering the collateral sulcus.

They exhibited an exquisite example of the vesicular degenera-
tion of Leyden, regarding which Dr. Spitzka (under -whose
direction the investigation was made) entertains the opinion
(believed to be supported by longitudinal section) that the
spaces characteristic of this lesion are tubular, and consist of
fluidified coagulable contents, occupying the place of deo'ener-

ated nerve flbres.

This view is borne out by the numerous transitions which
existed between nerve flbres with a hypertrophied myelin and
these cavities, many of which latter proved their derivation
from the former by containing one or two apparently normal
axis cylinders.

That the cavities contained fluid, or at least semi-fluid con-
tents, was proven by their having, granule cells in their centre
and showing a concentric lamination under good illumination.

These cells are presumably white corpuscles which have taken
up some of the products of ipyelin disintegration, and there is
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a strict line of division to be drawn between them and many

of the swelled grannie cells, and gi-anular bodies of various

authors, which can be conclusively proven to be fragments of

disintegrated nerve tubules, whose granular appearance is due

to necrobiotic and retrograde change, whose apparent nucleus

is a fragment of the axis cylinder. There was an immense

jim§

X

PiauBB 1.

increase in the morbid areas of Frommann's cells, and these

were hy'pe)-trophied, the connective tissue septa were thickened

and the vascular walls sclerotic. The posterior median fissure

of the cord presented some dilatations which may be regarded

as the result partly of inflammatory adhesions of the opposite

walls of this lissure, and partly of an obstructed lymph out-

flow. The most suggestive changes were connected with the

nerve cells of the anterior cornua ; they were preternaturally

brittle, and contained immense accumulations of a yellow

granular material, the precise nature of which it would be rash

Figure 1 represents the changes in the large nerve cells of the anterior

cornua ; in the upper part is a healthy cell ; a second shows the nucleus

still existing side by side with the granular deposit, and in the lower part is

one whose nucleus seems to have disappeared entirely ; the other exhibits

two such granular bodies in one cell.

The pericellular spaces are seen to be enlarged (their contour is incorrectly

rendered too sharp).
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to suniiise ; in some cases no nucleus could be found, and on

the whole the bodies were diniini^ied in number as well as

size.

One case whei'e necrosis of the lung-s, and some arthropathies

shortly to be alluded to, existed, was the following

:

Case VII.—W. T., black, U. S., ajt. 49, admitted July, 1875.

Has been intemperate. Social relations not good. Two years

before admission had a tit, after which he was quarrelsome and

obstinate, but not violent. Three weeks before admission, had

an attack of apoplexy, followed by slight hemiplegia, but with-

out marked impairment of intellect. A month after this he was

incoherent, had loss of memory, and showed inability to fix his

attention. ( )n admission, his intelligence was considerably

impaired, he being incapable of answering sinijile ([uestions.

He had quiet and limited incoherence. His pupils were

unequal, his locomotion impaired, and bis speech hesitating.

He improved during the first two nidnths after admission,

and had a voracious appetite. One morning, at the beginning

Figure 2 sliovvs the ehanges of the white substance in tlie centre of the

deeper part of the funiculus gracilis. The sclerotic vessels whose lumen,
in some instances, almo.st obliterated, are clearly recognizable. The tine

neurilemma is hypertrophied (ren'lered too granular in the cut), and large

nuclei are found scattered here and there in the newly-formed formless con-

nective tissue.
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of the third month, it was noticed that he had some difficulty

in speech; at about half past nine, the same morning, com-

menced crying, as he was totally unable to speak, and had lost

entirely power over right side ; at the same time there were

noticed simultaneous momentary muscular contractions on

that side. He nsed the left arm as if he had not lost liis

intelligence, and had his usual power over left side.

The following day the aphasia continued and he suffered

much distress from this
;
pulse bounding, full and I'apid. He

was ordered five minims tr. aconite every hour; at about 3 a. m.,

on the following morning, he commenced yelling out loudly

;

the movements, although continuing, were not simultaneous,

and the pulse was approaching its normal frequency.

Thi-ee months following, the aphasia had disappeared, and

the patient complained of grating sensation in the knee joint

of the right side; this was followed by a uniform painless

enlargement of the head olj tibia. Similar enlargements were

noticeable on the phalango-metatarsal and metacarpal articu-

lation of that side. The patient was relatively coherent, had

apparently slight loss of memory a"nd st)me emotional disturb-

ance. He had another apoplectic attack, followed by very

extravagant delusions of wealth and importance.

He was destructive and violent, but soon quieted down. In

about six months he had another apo[>lectic attack, followed

by aphasia and left hemiplegia, with the usual foetid expectora-

tion of necrosis of the lungs. From this attack the patient

died. His lungs were found, as had been anticipated, necrotic.

The brain showed far advanced periencephalitic change.

The'cortex was adherent to the pia. The nerve cells atrophic

and diminished in number. There was loss of the fusiform

cells'at base of sulci, and a dirty yellowish discoloration of the

white substance]wasTound in the fresh specimen.

The peduncular^ tracts were not examined. Spinal cord,

dura mater thickened irregularly, and fuSed with the dense

lamina of the arachnoid. Over the exit of the fourth dorsal

nerve^was a'transparent atrophic oval spot in this membrane

about three millimetres broad. The whole area of the trans-

verse section of the white columns was of a dirty yellowish

tint, and the cut surface was irregular. At various regions, prin-
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cipally in the dorsal portion of the cord periphery, wedge-shaped

sclerotic patches of slight extent, and not very sharp demar-

cation, conld be fonnd ; from the altitude of the origin of first

to the eighth dorsal nerves, there was a softening m the centre

of the left lateral column extending longitudinally, and of only

one and a half millimetres in diameter. This softening could

not be preserved in the subsequently prepared microscopic

specimen, and it is impossible to state what the lesion really

was ; suffice it to say, that the posterior columns presented a

lesser degree of the same change as found in the former case

of C, but the same change found in the posterior columns was

found also in the lateral and even the anterior, so that the

changes were here more diffuse.

The anterior nerve roots few in number. The ganglion

cells of the anterior cornua were diminished, and they mani-

fested a peculiar sclerotic condition ; in one case took hardly

any carmine staining in the centre, which was filled with a

yellowish mass, no n-ucleus visible.

Some abnormal appearances were noticeable in neighboring

cells, and those of Clarke's columns, all changes being most

marked in lower dorsal portion of cord. The degenerated

condition of the cells ditfered somewhat in appearance from

that found in C. In the latter big, lumpy granular masses

were found, here they rather resembled the so-called amyloid

substance. In this case the interspinal ganglia examined in

the fresh state showed pigmentary and granular nerve cells.

Double nuclei were very frequent. Pigmentation in the

form of a clump near the nucleus, was also common. The

cell-capsules appeared thickened, their nuclei increased. The

number of free grannies between the nerve bodies were decid-

edly increased. Anatomico-pathological diagnosis— chronic

periencephalo-niyelo-meningitis, softening of a part of the left

lateral column, atropliy of the nerve cells in the anterior

cornua, pigmentary changes of cells in Clarke's column, chronic

degenqi'ative change in the interspinal ganglia.

This would contrast somewhat with the diagnosis in the

case of C, where it is evident there were not only the same

chronic periencephaloniyelo-meningitis, granular and pig-

mentary degeneration of nei've cells in anterior columns, but
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also sclerosis with vesicular degeneration of the columns of

Goll, and the centre of the funicnli-ctineati. together with

undetermined unilateral changes in the retieuhir tiek] of the

medulla oblongata.

Arthropathies of the nature of those already referred to as

observed by Charcot, Ball, and J. K. Mitchell, in locomotor
ataxia, have been found in about iifteen cases of general paresis,

nine of which were more properly locomotor ataxia and paresis.

One, a woman, had epilepsy preceding menstruation, which
ceased at the climacteric, and was followed by paresis.

The remaining five were ordinary cases of paresis.

Tlie acne which occurs in many cases of hebephrenia is one
form of skin disease, evidently of this nature, and I may here

state, that although I watched carefully, I have never seen

acne follow the use of the bromide either in the paretic or the

epileptic insane.

One case of herpes zoster appeared on the thigh, following

the course of the middle cutaneous nerve, in an epileptic; this

regularly disappeared in the period immediately antecedent to

an attack, but returned subsecpiently ; it however totallv van-

ished under the use of bromide of potassium, and the fluid

extract of conium. One case, a jjaretic, had preceding a mani-
acal attack a similai- form of herpes following the' course of

the museulo-spiral nerve. Witli the reduction of frequency of

the maniacal attacks the eruption grew less frequent, and when
the patient liad sunk into a condition of dementia it disap-

peared altogether.

A skin eruption which appeared in one case resembled
markedly at first, the roseola of scarlet fever ; each bright red

spot was soon studded with slight vesicles, exuding a colorless

fluid, which gradually dried up, and formed a whitish rash in

the centre. It appeared under the following circumstances:

A patient, 46 years old, had been struck on the head by a

policeman, in the year 1846. Tiiis had rendered him tempo-

rarily unconscious. He recovered, but became more h-ritable

than he had been previous to the injury. In the year 1867,

he became markedly depressed, and asylum treatment becoming
necessary, was admitted to the City Lunatic Asylum : was dis-

charged, imj)rt>ved, during the same year, but readmitted in
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1868; was again discharged, improved, and remained in fair

mental healtli until the year 1874, when he became suddenly

violent; tried to cook ice, and his daugiiter interfering,

he attempted to cut her throat.

He was transferred in congequence to the City Asylum for

Insane, August, 1874. On admission, was in a condition of

typical melancholia with frenz)-.

He gradually became less depressed and emotional, was

more cheei-ful, and about two years after physical and mental

symptoms of paresis appeared, the former most marked on the

left side.

The eruption preceded these by two months. It lasted for

eighteen months and then disappeared, as did all the symp-

toms of paresis in the following two months. The patient

improved very much, and appeared almost recovered, when he

was transferred to another institution.

And now I am approaching the most ditiicult part of my
subject.

The relation of trophic symptoms and the lesions on which

they may be supposed to depend. Difficult as is the referring

of motor and sensory disturbances to pathological changes, it

is still more difficult to detect those which constitute the

basis of trophic anomalies. Not only is the whole subject of

trophic and vaso-motor conditions one of the most obscure in

physiology, as well as pathology, but we here have another

difficulty to deal with ; these forms of insanity most frequently

marked b}' intense peripheral nutritive anomalies, present so

many other symptoms related to central lesions, that we have

to proceed with the greatest care in selecting any one or sev-

eral lesions as the basis of the trophic disturbance.

Fortunately the experience of those who have made pathol-

ogical examinations in cases of nervous affections not connected

with insanity, here comes to our aid. And as regards the con-

.clusions I have been able to dr.iw from my post-mortem exami-

nations of general paresis, I have been able to select as probably

trophic those changes which are analogous to those discovered,

in not a few instances, of progressive locomotor ataxia.

That this similarity in the dependence of analogous symp-

toms on similar lesions, is in perfect accordance with the
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general similarity between. these two diseases regarding many
other points, is obvious.

Our general conclusion is, that the chronic and slowly pro-

gressing affections, such as progressive muscular atrophy,

muscular lipomatosis, the marbl^ig of the extremities, phleg-

monous intractable ulcers, atonic decubitus, and the various

changes of the bones and joints, whether in the direction of

osteomalacia, premature and excessive ossification, hydrops

articuli or thickening of the articular extremities of the long

bones, are all referable to pathological conditions of the gray

nerve cells and neuroglia of the anterior eornua of the cord.

We are far from being able to distinguish between the pre-

sumably different pathological conditions which determine the

different character of peripheral anomalies. We can only

make this general statement. With regard to the sudden visceral

complications occurring without certain local cause, and fre-

quently without local predisposition, such as pulmonary gan-

grene, pleural ecchymosis, necrotic changes in the kidney,

hsematoma of the lower intestines, I would in accordance with

the suggestion of a writer in this journal* attribute them to

sudden and rapidly occurring conditions.

The often immense hemorrhages, inflammatory softenings,

the intense and extreme periencephalitis, the arachnoid hemor-

rhages, and inflammation of the dura, occurring in progressive

paresis, present us with all these conditions, which in the light

of recent researches of Brown-Sequard, and others, stand in

relation to distant visceral complications. And the occurrence

of arachnoid lilood cysts in a certain category of imbecile,

epileptic and terminal dementia cases probably exercise a

similar influence.

These trophic disturbances form links in the chain connect-

ing insanity with the other branches of neurology, of which

insanity is but one of the higher branches.

* Psj'chological Pathology of Pi'ogressive Paresis, Journal of Nervous
AND Mental Disease, January, 1877.
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Art. IV.—the PARALYSES OF POTT'S DISEASE-
BEING A CLINICAL STUDY OF FIFTY-

EIGHT CASES.

By V. P. GiiiNEY, A. M., M. D.,

Assistant Surweon to the Hospital for the Ruptured and

Crippled, New York.

(lUad before the N. Y. Nevroloqical Society, December 3, 1877.)

"^TEARLY a hundred ^-ears ago a carious disease of the verte-

-'-^ brse, accompanied occasionally with paraplegia, was so

accurately described and so successfully treated by Percival Pott,

that the profession, in a pardonable enthusiasm, called the dis-

ease after liis name, and in the issue the cripple placed all his

hopes. It was then thought that a specific had been found

and that this offspring of scrofula was to be henceforth stran-

gled in its infancy. Yet in all these years the surgeon has

had to grapple with the deformity, the physician has had

abundant opportunity of studying the paralyses consecutive

thereto, and within the last decade the neurologist has en-

hanced the value of its study by physiological experiment,

aided by the researches of pathology. To the labors of such

accurate observers as Leyden and Rosenthal, Charcot and

Michaud, are we indebted for those minute investigations into

the role played by the cord and its envelopes in the pathoge-

ny of this disease.

Before proceeding farther, let me state that my reason for

using the term "paralyses" in my title rather than the one

more commonly emplo^'ed, /. e., " paraplegias," is because the

latter term is included in the former.

The various neuralgias and pseudo-neuralgias, the arthro-

pathies and all those peripheral lesions dependent on irritation

of nerves at their roots or in the foramina of e.xit have been

already too well described for me to make aught more than

tills bare reference in the analysis of the cases I have had the
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opportunity of observing. Midland, in an inaugural disserta-

tion,* details all the symptoms with which one is accustomed,

to meet, and enters into such careful explanation of the phe-

nomena presenting, that it would seem an act of presumption
in me to attempt any contribution at all to the literature of

the subject did not our hospital furnish an unusually large

number of cases from which to draw information.

Dr. Julius Althaus, in a work recently from the press,t states

in the form of proposition with statistical data appended, that

" Diseases of the nervous system occupy the fourtli rank

among maladies destructive of human life." I never see a

case of cervical or dorsal caries, but the (juestion instinctively

suggests itself: Will the child become paraplegic ? Formerly,

I feared exceedingly if the gibbosity chanced to be great;

now, this forms no guide in the prognosis. Why does disease

of the bony column invade the contents of the canal ? The
ligaments, the perimeningeal tissues and the dura mater, one
would think, were sufficient to protect the cord from encroach-

ment, yet we find that these very envelopes play a large part

in the propagation of the inflammatory process. In the dead
house we often wonder why paralysis has not followed so ex-

tensive a carious process and so great an angular deformity.

The locality of the caries in the cervical or upper doi'sal

regions, is certainly the great predisposing.cause of the paraly-

ses in question. From notes of two hundred and ninety-five

cases of Pott's disease I find sixty-two producing paralysis

more or less complete. The number wherein the disease was
seated above the middle dorsal region was one hundred and
eighty-nine, and in this group the sixty-two paralytics are in-

cluded, only three or four being associated with disease involv-

ing the lumbar vertebrjE. About one-half, then, of the patients

affected with caries in the cervical or upper dorsal regions

were at one time paralyzed, while nearly one-fifth of the whole

number, irrespective of locality, were thus afflicted.

The vertebrae of the upper portion of the spinal column are

small, comparatively, and are closely related to important

* Sur la Meningite et la Myelite dans le Mai Vertebral. Paris: 1871.

f Diseases of the Nervous System. London: 1877.
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nerve centres. Passing over other reasons why the motor

columns should be the ones chiefly implicated, I would state

the fact as pointed out by Olivier,* that the anterior portion of

the cord is held close to the posterior face of the vertebrje by
the spinal roots, whilst the posterior portion is five or six lines

from the corresponding face c>f the canal. It is also known
that the sensory fibres are near tiie central deep portions of

the cord, while the motor impulses are transmitted by tlie

superficial layers.

Sex ofiers no predisposition. Of the fifty-eight cases on

which my analysis is based, thirty were males and twenty-

eight females. I, of course, recognize a nervous diathesis, yet

I am unable to state anything positively from a statistical

point of view concerning such a diathesis occurring in the

patients under observation. That a strumous diathesis may
stand in a causative relationship, no one will deny; in fact, this

is regarded as lying at the base of many of the so-called neu-

roses. The exciting causes may be exposure to miasmatic

influences, a depraved condition of health and direct injuries,

as a blow, a sudden jar, or sudden falling together of two ver-

tebra? through loss of intermediate bodies. When this latter

produces the paralysis there is no preceding paresis and hence

the ease in diagnosticating this as the cause. Pure mechanical

compression, of course, acts by arresting the transmission

of motor and sensory impulses, and a slow compression may
cut ofl' the blood supply. This absence of blood supply is

most beautifully shown in a specimen of cord now in the

pathological cabinet of the Hospital for the liuptured and Orip-

pled. The vessels above and below the point of compression

could be distinctly seen, while between these points none could

be found. The case was presented by me at the Pathological

Society, April 21, 1875.f From such, it is easy to see how a

reflex paralysis could follow.

Pathology.—A study of the symptoms peculiar to lesions of

the dift'erent tissues in the neighborhood of the diseased ver-

tebrae, aided by a knowledge of the facts taught by neuro-

* Quoted by H. C. Wood, Am. Clin. Lectures, Vol. I., p. 279.

+ Trans. N. Y. Path. Society, Vol. I., p. 56.
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physiology, enables one to state witii a great degree of precis-

ion the pathology in individual cases. In modern text books

we have chapters on peripachymeningitis, on pachymeningitis,

on meningitis and the inflammations of all such organic struct-

ures. The subject of neuralgia and of psuedo-neuralgia is con-

stantly before the profession in many entertaining forms. The
theory of the French school of pathologists is well fortified

by the facts collected, and when one is satisfied as to the

mode of reproduction of the impaired nerve elements, it (the

theory) becomes easy of acceptation.

Let me state as clearly as 1 can the theory. First there is

the caseous osteitis of the bodies of the vertebrae, attacking

by contiguity the perimeningeal areolar tissue, the vertebral liga-

ments of course becoming involved in the morbid process-
then the dura mater speedily partakes of the patliological

changes—a "pachymeningite externe" being the result—this

change characterized by vegetation's on its external surface and
consecutive caseous alterations, which blend with the caseous

detritus in the bone and thickening of tlie dura just named,
from a chronic inflammatory process. The cord becomes com-
pressed, a focus of myelitis is, as a consequence, induced, and
from this focus a transverse myelitis followed by a fasciculated

sclerosis ascending through the posterior columns and descend-

ing through the lateral and anterior.

This caseous external pachymeningitis in Pott's disease as

a constant factor, readily explains many of the symptoms pecu-

liar to peripheral neuralgias and paralyses. Michaud believes

that in all cases of angular deformity myelitis is the rule, and

states that it may exist without giving immediate rise to para-

plegia,* claiming to have proven that myelitis is early in its

development and may even precede the paralysis.

From a clinical study of the cases now under consideration

I think I can approximatively arrive at the different lesions.

Three seem to have been due to direcfpressure from the bony
angle itself; twelve gave the history and jjrogress of cases of re-

flex paralysis due to obstruction of the blood supply ; the re-

maining numher were, I believe, from a myelitis by slow com-
pression.

*Sur la Menlngite et la Myelite. Paris, 1871
; pp. 17, 20.
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The following case so well illustrates the absence of blood-

vessels in the part compressed, and likewise the secondary

degeneration, that I shall take this opportunity of reporting it

for the second time, the more especially to give prominence to

the microscopical examination recently made by my friend Dr.

Segnin and not published in connection with the first report

—

I shall purposely pass over the history, referring snch of my
readers as are interested to the ti'ansactions of the New York
Pathological Society, Vol. I., p. 56

:

Case 1. Caries of dorsal vertebroe; parajdegia; deathfrom,

myelitis; cord compressed ; ascending and descending degen-

eration.

Male, a3t. 6, caries eighteen months' standing, marked gib-

bosity, paraplegia four months. * * * * *

"Lying in the spinal concavity was found a sac, measuring

two inches vertically and three and a half laterally. The con-

tents—cheesy, curdy mass. The walls were formed by the

anterior common ligaments, thickened connective tissue, and

pleura. On making a vertical section of the spinal column

from before backward, the body of the eighth dorsal was found

entirely gone, the seventh nearly so, and the sixth and ninth

partially. Pultaceous matter lay in place of the eighth dorsal

and pressed on the spinal cord, wliich at this point was found

anaemic, yellowish and smaller in size. The absence of blood-

vessels here was notable. A portion of the gastrocnemius

muscle under the microscope showed granular and fatty glob-

ules, the muscular strige were eflPaced, and occasionally there

was a hoiripgeneous mass."

Of the microscopical examination of the cord eighteen

months later, after being M'ell preserved in Mueller's fluid. Dr.

Seguin thus writes

:

" The sections were cut from foui- pohits, A—above the

seat of pressure ; 1. On the upper part of the specimen, i. e.,

the middle of the cervical enlargement ; 2. In the upper

dorsal region at a point twenty millimetres above the limit of

compression. B. Below the seat of pressure; 3. At a point

twenty millimetres below the lower limit of compression, i. e.,

in the lower dorsal region ; -i. In the lower part of the middle

of the lumbar enlargement. No sections were cut from the
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disorganized and atropliied portion of tlie coi-d, because 1

thonglit it well not to injure the specimen, and because I

doubted if any thing instructive was to be found there.

" The above sections were examined in two ways : 1. In

saturated solution of acetate of potassa, without staining.

This was to show the granular bodies. 2. By Clarke's

method, to show the atrophy of nerve tube in parts, and the

sclerosis of the neuralgia. Sections No. 1, treated by

acetate of potassa, showed very exquisitely the lesion of

ascending degeneration. The columns of Goll, or posterior

median columns, were filled with granular bodies. Sections

No. 2, seemed quite extensively altered, granular bodies

being found in almost all pai-ts of a section—probably from

pressure effects causing ischtemia of the parts. Besides the

above, granular bodies were found in small number in the

external part of the postero-lateral columns—the ascending

cerebellar fasciculi of Flechsig.

" Below the seat of pressure, sections 3 and 4 showed the

usual descending degenerative changes in the white columns,

the mass of granular bodies occupying the outer and posterior

part of the antero-lateral columns. The sections prepared by
staining with carmine and by Clarke's method afterward,

showed the same ascending and descending degeneration as

evidenced, not by granular bodies, but by atrophy of nerve

fibres and increase of the neuroglia. No lesion existed in the

gray matter and the cells of the anterior horns seemed normal.

In other words, this examination shows that except at the seat

of pressure, there were no lesions othei- than those of ascend-

ing and descending degeneration."

To Dr. Seguin I have also given two sjiecimens of cord

taken from patients with marked angular spinal prominence,

but who never had any paraplegia. The Doctor made a care-

ful microscopical examination, and was unable to find even a

trace of myelitis opposite the point of osseous lesion or in

sections made above and below. One of the patients died

from post-03sophageal abscess, and was reported at the Patho-

logical Society by my fellow interne Dr. J. W. Crenshaw;*

* Transactions, Vol. I., p. 232.
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the other died of catarrhal pneumonia, and the notes of the

case with post-mortem examination I presented to the same
society March 22, 1876.*

As illustrative of the influence a collection of pus may have
on a spinal cord when lying in the immediate vicinity, I cite

the following case, which was presented to the Pathological

Society April 8, 1874, by a former int&rne of the hospital,

Dr. Chas. Milne, but which has not as yet been published, it

being the paper of a candidate for admission.

Case II. Dorsal caries with great deformity ; residual

abscess in left cervical region opening hito a Ironchus

;

paraplegia loith recovery ; death hy suppurative pleuro-
pneumonia y autopsy.

Male, «t. 6, admitted to the hospital May 17, 1872, affected

with caries of the vertebrae, the angular prominence extend-
ing from the seventh cervical to the eighth dorsal, two and
one-half years' standing ; incomplete paraplegia one year, and
on admission, boy totally unable to stand alone, though when
assisted could take a few steps ; no atrophy or flaccidity, but

spasm and increase of reflex excitability, with a certain de-

gree of hyperassthesia ; a well marked tumor in left anterior

cervical triangular space, feeling like a mass of infiltrated

glands and imparting the pulsation of the underlying artery.

The exact date of the first appearance of this tumor with ref-

erence to the beginning of the paraplegia was not ascertained
;

at any rate the tumor increased in size after his admission, and
in proportion to this increase was the improvement in the
paraplegia. The notes read, " some improvement," " abscess

enlarging." January 14, 1873, the abscess opened into the left

lung, as proven by the symptoms and signs (the minutiiB of

which I do not record here for lack of space), and the micro-

scopical examination of the sputa. Despite this pulmonary
complication his power of locomotion continued to return, and
by March 3, 1874, he had recovered perfect use of his lower
extremities. The pns, however, was not completely expec-
torated, and on the date just named he was removed, dying
six days later at home. The autopsy was made thirty-six

*MecL. Record, April 29, 1876, p. 390.

18
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hours after death, and 1 was assisted by Dr. A. C. Graham, now

of Dallas, Texas. We had great difficulty in getting permis-

sion to examiiie even the thorax and spinal column, and even

this work the family supervised. The result was, as a conse-

quence, extremely unsatisfactory, yet there was found exten-

sive suppuration of the left lung, a large quantity of pus in

the pleural cavity, an old inflammation of the dura and peri-

meningeal tissue, a narrowing of the spinal cord opposite the

remains of the bodies of the seventh and eighth dorsal verte-

brse. The specimens were preserved in alcohol, and a micro-

scopical examination was not made.

When we have the extensive cord changes, the destruction

of nerve tubes, etc., how is a cure brought about? It must

be remembered that the sclerosis involves the neuroglia, and

that the secondary degeneration takes the place of the white

fasciculi constricting the nerve tubes. Even should the envel-

ope of myeline be destroyed, impulses can be transmitted

through the axis cylinder, and should this be destroyed, the

degeneration existing in tracts or bundles, other nerve tubes

which remain intact may serve for the transmission of impulses.

A case at present in the hospital has an incomplete cervical

paraplegia with parsesthesia and a complete paraplegia. I

can And no pupillary or retinal disturbance of any kind :
here

I think the paralysis of the superior extremities is peri-

pheral, that of the inferior, central. A patient whose case

I have already published,* got a complete paraplegia by

slow compression, recovered power within a twelve-month,

and while convalescing a true spinal paralysis attacked the right

inferior extremity, atrophy soon followed, and by the electrical

test the diagnosis was fully confirmed. The pathological process

seems to have been about as follows: a transverse myelitis

existed above the dorso-lnmbar enlargement, this resolved in

due time, but the descending sclerosis continued its march, un-

til the enlargement just named had been reached; a focus of

myelitis was here induced and the cells of the right anterior

horn underwent the usual changes pecuhar to this form of

paralysis. The child is still under treatment, and the condi-

tion of the limb presents few features of encouragement.

*Philadelphia Medical Times, Dec. 9, 1876.
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^

The sympto)7is.~ln my analysis I find the average dnration
of the caries before any signs of paralysis were developed to
be three years, the shortest period four and one-half months,
the longest eleven years. In thirteen the paralysis never be-
came complete, and the duration of this paresis ranged between
four weeks and twenty-two months. Twenty-four presented
complete paralysis, and in this number are included four which
had liiiewise incomplete cervical paraplegia. In no instance
have I met with a cervical paraplegia uncomplicated. All,
with the exception of three or four, were first paretic, i. e., the
paralysis was preceded by a paresis. I very much regret the
incompleteness of our records respecting the condition of the
limbs throughout the entire course of the paralysis, yet some
few in different stages I have recently examined, and from
these I find the rule to hold good—a certain degree of flaccidity
at first with little or no spasms ; later the rigidity of the ex-
tensors easily excited into an epileptiform condition, the exag-
geration of the reflex irritability, changes in the integument,
paresthesia, etc., etc.

In more than one instance I found the reflex power excited
by pressure over the inner side of thigh, lower third. Instead
of getting the " cremaster reflex " of" Jastrowitz,* I produced
sudden flexion of the thigh on pelvis and leg on thigh followed
within a few moments by the same movements on the opposite
side. The sinew reflex of Erb and Westphal, known as the
" knee phenomenon," was not found in one or two of the cases
wherein the lumbar enlargement was the seat of lesion, thus
indicating, at least, that the crural nerve was lacking in its

integrity. The centre, however, for reflex motions being in
the lumbar cord, disease here must either diminish or c°om-
pletely suppress any of the reflexes.f

The limbs may remain free from muscular spasm indefinite-
ly. Tremors on the least passive motion are often excited, and
m one case this was so great at the first examination as to lead
to the diagnosis of paralysis agitans. While these peculiar
movements resemble the spinal epilepsy of Brown-Sequard,

* Berlin, klin. Woclienachrift, No. 31, 1875.

t Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, .January, 1877, p. 189.
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Roseutlial* prefers to designate them as spinal reflex spasms,

rather than use a term Browu-Sequard intended for a distinct

pathological lesion. Without having dwelt on the symptoms

which have been so accurately described by writers from the

days of Pott to the present time, 1 have simply referred to a

few not generally specified.

Diagiiosis.—It would seem tliat an observer with ordinary

acumen could not err in diagnosticating this form of paralysis

from other kinds. I mean, of course, to include under " this

form " the paralysis due to compression of the cord, be the

cause what it may. Tumors of the various types, cancer of

the vertebn^, hemorrhages into the canal—all give rise to a

group of symptoms which simulate very closely those of par-

alyses from Potfs disease; yet by a careful examination, a

good history and a knowledge of the physiology of the spinal

cord, a differential diagnosis can be made in those cases of un-

usual obscurity.

An observation I have to make, and in this I do not claim

any priority, is that deformity of the inferior extremities from

contraction of certain muscles, generally the thigh flexor

group, causing the patient to stoop forward resting hands on

knees for support, does not constitute a paralysis. More than

once I have had this gait described to me as that of paralysis,

or paresis. True, there is difficulty in walking, yet no loss of

motion—simply a peripheral nerve irritation causing neuralgias

and contractions. When the paresis follows by many years

the apparent cure of the spinal disease, the paralysis which

ultimately ensues may be confounded with other forms. This

summer there appeared in the Lancet (June 23, 1877), "A
Case of a New Form of Pseudo-paraplegia Ending in True

Paralysis." This title was followed by " Caries of Dorsal

Vertebrse ; Death ; Autopsy." The report is by Dr. William

Alexander and Mr. James Barr. The history of the injury, the

increase in the deformity, the pseudo-neuralgias, the periartic-

ular swellings, the paresis at times greater and at times less,

the escape at first of the sensory nerves, the later rigidity, the

typical extension of the leg and foot in tonic spasm when the

*" Cervical Paraplegia;" Joxib. Nebv. and Mbnt. Dis., Jan., 1877, p. 96.
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skin was irritated, the sudden and sharp flexions, the diflfusion

of the electrical current, later still the paresthesia, the fulgu-

rating pains, bed sores and death, then the autopsy, at which

was found loss of half the bodies of the eleventh and twelfth

dorsal vertebras, a caseous sac, the cord compressed against

the posterior part of the spinal canal bj' inspissated pus above

and below by a piece of bone, the ramolissement with destruc-

tion of nerve tubes,—all this points so clearly and unmistaka-

bly to a paraplegia from the vertebral caries, that I wonder
how such a case could have been reported as one of a '•'new

form, of pseudo-paraplegia."

THE TREATMENT.

When one has made up his mind fully as to the pathology

of an individual case the treatment theoretically resolves itself

into

1. The arrest of the mechanical pressure if this be sus-

pected. This object cannot be better accomplished than by
the application of a suitable spinal support fitted accurately,

and having for its cardinal principle the arrest of all motion
at the seat of disease. The apparatus with which all of our

cases have been treated is a simple steel frame consisting of

two horizontal bars, the one extending from axilla to axilla

posteriorly, the other parallel and grasping the ilio-costal

spaces just above the iliac crests, while these bars are con-

nected by four vertical ones—two from axilla to crest and one

on either side of spinal column about two and a half or three

inches apart. This is covered with shaved sheep skin and
lined with muslin, of which like material fronts are made to

lace along median line anteriorly. The brace is lengthened
to suit the locality of the caries, and if the cervical or superior

dorsal vertebra? be the seat of disease a steel bar is attached to

the body support under consideration, passing from the lower
horizontal bar at its centre vertically to the upper one, curv-

ing to clear the occiput, and' terminating in a small bar to

which chin and occipital straps are attached. This supports
the weight of the head, relieving the column of the pressure.

-For a further description with diagram I cannot do better

than refer to " Orthopcedia," by James Knight, M. D., pp.
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323, 324. For twenty years the Doctor has used this appa-

ratus, and I can bear testimony to its utility when not abused.

A case or two in point for illustration :

Case III. Gervico-dorsal- caries with paraplegia almost

complete, of six weeks' standing ; recovery in ten days.

Female, set. 11, admitted June 20, 1870. The spinal caries

was of six months' duration, i. e., the deformity had been ob-

served during that period, though the entire length of time

could not be ascertained. Already a marked angular promi-

nence was present. For six weeks she had been unable to

walk unless strongly supported, and at date of admission, if

properly balanced, she could stand alone for a moment ; on

further examination there was found pretty complete motor

paralysis of all the muscles of both lower extremities, while

sensation was about normal. A body support with the head

spring was applied ; within a week and by July 1—ten

days after her entrance to the hospital—she was walking alone.

By Oct. 16th she could walk and run with entire freedom.

She remained under treatment until the 12th of June, 1871,

two months prior to which time the head spring was removed,

and was discharged, no sign of relapse occurring.

Case IV. Gibbosity from ^th cervical to ^d dorsal ; com-

plete paraplegia, of six months' standing ; walking one month

and three days after admission ; recovery of paraplegia com-

plete; subsequent death from tuherculosis ; no autopsy.

"Female, set. 6, ansemic and coming from a family with an

excellent tuberculous history, admitted to the hospital June

12, 1872. The caries reported to have followed a slight injury

one year previously. The treatment was begun about six

months later, cupping being the agent. Loss of power was

observed three weeks after its employment and soon became

complete. Applied to the out-door department of the hos-

pital for relief a month or six weeks prior to admission ; brace

and head spring applied, but the mother persisted in leaving it

off, and future treatment was made conditional on placing

child in hospital. This was done, and the examination on day

of entrance discovered total inability to stand or to execute

any voluntary movements of the inferior extremities, flaccidity

of muscles, and if any excessive reflex irritability, spasm or par-
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alysis of sensation existed, this was not recorded in the note book.

The head spring was readjusted, a better tit being secured,

and constitutional medication was included in the treatment.

July 15tk—one month and three days from the date of admis-

sion—the child with a little assistance walked across the floor.

Oct. 12th. Walking alone and with ease. May 1st, 1873.

Head support removed, and on May 29th, brace removed.

May dOth. Discharged cured. Pec. -ith, 1874. Eeadraitted

after a lapse of eigliteen months, having experienced no re-

lapse in that period. Now the mother fancied a returning loss

of power, but on examination tlie limbs were found unaffected,

but the patient was sutfering from general tuberculosis. Re-

mained a few days, rapidly sinking all the while, and was
removed moribund by the mother, who feared a post-mortem.

Death occurred between the hospital and the home, and no
arutopsy was permitted.

Suspension with the view of producing extension and the

use of the plaster jacket seem as popular now as were the

issues three-quarters of a century ago. I know that immediate

cures are currently reported, yet I have searched with some
degree of diligence for cases sufficiently well recorded to be

of scientific value, and my search has been discouragingly fruit-

less. Still I can readily imagine spontaneous relief when the

angular deformity is the direct cause of the paralysis. Instances

of dislocation are abundant wherein reduction was followed

by brilliant results. If the pathology lay in a cutting off of

the superficial circulation at the point compressed, then I can

see how extension would prove serviceable. When, however, a

meningeo-mye!itis is in active progress, I can see some objection

to extending the parts, to rupturing bands of adhesion, to the

separation of approximating sections of vertebral bodies. In

such cases nature's efforts at repair must be respected, and I

know of no better mode of meeting the indication than by
accepting the situation and fitting an apparatus simply as a

support. The following may serve to elucidate the point

:

Case V. Sudden jparaplegia as result of removal of sup-

port; recovery infve months.

Male, set. 9, out patient, had apparatus applied, Dec. 15,

1873, for spinal caries, dorsal region with marked angular
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deformity ; wore this without any symptoms of interest occur-

ring until Jan. 15, 1875. He became tired of apparatus, and

the mother without advice removed it; he felt next day a

" giving away " sensation in the hump, and almost immediately

lost power in the inferior exti-emities. The angle was found

much sharper, and 'the paralysis was easily explained. The

boy was kept in recumbent posture for a few days until a well

fitting brace could be applied, after which—a month at least

—

power began to return, he could stand and with aid walk a

few steps.

May 12, 1875.—He walks unassisted, and up to the present

time has had no relapse. The case just recorded has this

additional point of interest, viz. : the length of time that sup-

port is required ; it furnishes a powerful text against the prac-

tice of removal of apparatus and pronoimcing a cure within

short spaces of time.

2. The use of remedies either internally or externally known

to be effective in controlling the inflammatory process.

If the inflammation be acute, ergot stands foremost in con-

trolling lesions of the cord or its envelopes. This drug has

been used in many of the cases treated at the hospital, and in

recent ones wherein the inflammation was presumably acute,

relief has followed promptly. Yet in those same patients on

the occurrence of relapse the same medicine has most signally

failed. Kemerabering, as we should, that the disease is either

subacute or chronic in a large proportion of the cases, the inu-

tility of ergot becomes manifest.

Belladonna has been used in several instances with seeming

success, yet our experience permits us to say nothing laiidatory

of this as a curative agent. In the earlier stages, though

prior to the paresis, belladonna has proved of undoubted service

in the relief of those neuralgias so distressing to the patient.

For chronic myelitis or meningitis, nitrate of silver and the

iodide of potassium have seemed to produce the best results.

The actual cautery was used on two patients by Dr. Eugene

Dupuy in the out-door department. One little girl, aged 9 years,

with dorsal caries five 3'ears' standing, and complete pai-aplegia

of fourteen months' standing, was touched with the white hot

iron twice a week for a month, and no relief whatever was
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experienced. At the present time, six months later, she

remains paraplegic with all the usual phenomena.*

Another aged 9 years, cervico-dorsal caries seven years,

paraplegia five years, though incomplete a portion of this time,

was treated with a single application of three or four points to

either side of the spinous processes. No immediate or remote

relief has followed. We wei'e unable to get the child to sub-

mit to a second operation. I am not unmindful of the merits

claimed for this by those two competent observers, Prof.

Charcot and Dr. Michaud. In the Britisli Medical Journal,

Dec. 26th, 1874, I find an abstract of a lecture l)y the former,

and it is reported that a Polish girl, aged 15, was sent from

Warsaw to Charcot in order that she might have the cautery

used for a paraplegia. She passed through Berlin, and con-

sulted Langenbeck, who sought to dissuade her from the object

of her jox;rney. She reached Paris however, underwent two

operations at the hands of Charcot, and walked within a fort-

night. Soon afterwards she visited Langenbeck on her return

homeward, and the great surgeon was convicted of his error.

Now this case is very imperfectly recorded, and, of course,

may have no scientific value whatever. I Iiave studied the

cases in the original memoirs, however, and must confess to a

great degree of doubt as to the curative efi['ects of the cautery.

Michaud cites a case of " dorsal Pott's, paraplegia with con-

tracture, cure by repeated applications of the hot iron." The
patient was first treated by M. Guerin shortly after the inva-

sion of the paraplegia ; in three months, worse, entering Hotel

Dieu with complete paraplegia ; then there was spontaneous

recovery which did not long continue. Finally, after sojourn-

ing a while at la Pitie slie entered la Salpetriere, Jan. 4, 1864,

*This case was complicated by an immense abscess, painless, over right

scapula, which was not opened. After her removal from the hospital

(Oct. 16th, 1877), she fell into the hands of Dr. W. G. Russell, of Brooklyn,

who thought of applying the plaster of paris jacket, but was obliged to

postpone it on account of the abscess. This finally opened, and on Feb.

3d I heard, through Dr. Russell, of the return of power in her limbs. On
the 14th, she was brought to me completely free from all paralysis. In Dr.

R.'s note, he expressed the opinion that had the jacket been applied he

would certainly have published the case as a remarkable recovery under

that treatment.—V. P. G.
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with complete loss of power in inferior extremities. January

10, first application. Feb. 20, a second. Beginning of April,

a third. " After the first cauterization the pains in the loins,

which the patient had experienced, were ranch less ; after the

second the contractnre diminished a little and the limbs com-

menced to elongate. Finally, three months [italics mine] after

the third canterization the patient began to raise herself by

the aid of crutches."* The recovery from this date was grad-

iial but incomplete.

A second instance cited :
" disease of dorsal spine, recurring

symptoms, applications of the points of iron, cure of the para-

plegia." Patient, female, set. 27, entered Salpetriere in

Charcot's service, Jan. 27, '69. Disease, paraplegia eighteen

months' standing; iirst application Feb. 5th, four or five points;

March 20th, improvement said to be marked—the parses-

thesise shown in arms on admission have disappeared, patient

can easily sit up ; not able to walk. July 17th, two more

applications. Middle of August, patient began to walk between

the beds, and six weeks later was walking without support.

Then typhoid fever supervened. Now this case is reported as

cured with the hot iron.

Another, female, set. 50, entered hospital in service ot

Charcot, May, 1862
;
paraplegia with flaccidity, two years stand-

ing. May 20th, ordered nitrate of silver, which was not fol-

lowed by any decided results. On June 8th, 1863, partial

recovery having taken place, an application of hot iron was

made. Two months later, patient improving all the while,

able to walk with ease.

One other instance :
" Lumbar Pott's, pai'aplegia with flaccid-

ity, spinal arthritis, cure by points of iron."

Female, aged 21, entered Salpetriere, June 21, 1871 ; neu-

ralgia began four years previously, and two years later paresis,

paraplegia becoming complete in the month of May, 1869, two

years prior to admission to hospital. Even at this time (May,

1869), at another hospital, she was treated with the iron

heated to white heat, with very little success. At date of

admission to Salpetriere the paraplegia said to be not com-

plete. First cauterization shortly after admission ; at the end

* Michau^, loc. cit., p. 71.
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of three days was able to walk a little with support ; then fol-

lowed ffideina, without albuminuria, interfering with progress

of case. Second cauterization Sept. 1st, 1871, and after this

(length of time not mentioned) walked a little with aid. Nov.

2, 1871, considered about cured. Such is the testimony I have

been enabled to gather from those who speak most sangninely

in favor of the cautery.

3. The protection of the paralyzed members from irritants,

and the restoration of function by local applications. 1 2:)ass pur-

posely the use of warm clothing and such things as the good

sense of the mother or the nurse would suggest, to that much
vaunted remedy for all forms of paralysis

—

electricity. Galvan-

ism and Faradism are advised by nearly all writers on this

subject, especially during convalescence. These currents have

become so popular as diagnostic aids, that the notes of no case

are considered complete without a record of the action of the

muscles and nerves to the current. For this reason some ot

our patients have been subjected to this test, and others while

convalescing have been electrized simply to expedite the cure.

That much ill may follow the use of this powerful agent, I have

come to believe, after several years of what I may justly call

experience. I have often, in mentally reviewing cases thus

treated, come to the conclusion that I have done harm ; still

I propose not, in this connection, to do aught but state facts.

Case VI. Dorsal caries with gibhosity ; paraplegia com-

plete ; partial recovery in two months ; treatment during

convalescence ty Faradism, ; relapse and death.

Female, set. 9, strumous disease of upper dorsal vertebrae,

three years' standing ; admitted July 18, 1870. There was

found complete loss of power in both inferior extremities, with

easil}' excited spasm of flexors of the leg. There was total

inability to stand, or to execute any voluntary movements in

any of the mnscles with the exception of the flexors of the

great toe. Sensation was perfect and reflex irritability exag-

gerated. A spinal brace witli head-spring attached was' soon

applied—within a week—and on June Z\st, tliirteen days

after admission, the child could stand by a chair. Sept. 2>d.

Since the last observation, the patient has experienced an ex-

hausting diarrhcea, and the note to-day is :
" child seems well,
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but condition of limbs abont same as on entry." Sept. lltk.

" Begins to wallc a little with the aid of a chair." Oct. 18th.

The improvement has continued and voluntary movements of

the feet can novr be executed with ease. Deo. ISth. " Pretty

good movements throughout entire lower extremities." 1871,

Jan. 30th. Within past fortniglit an exanthem, very like to that

of measles, has appeared, and it is recorded that the child is

quite feeble, though all spasmodic or excessive reflex actions

have disappeared. Feb. 10th. Tendones Achillis slow in

yielding and apparatus for feet ordered. Ap7-il 12th. Stands

alone and walks freely with a chair. By the latter part of

August permanent improvement seemed to have taken place,

and to complete the cure Faradism to the muscles was begun
and continued tri-weekly for a month or six weeks. From this

time it is reported on JVov. 23, that the '' girl's walk became
gradually worse and worse, and' about J!^ov. 1st a small slough

appeared upon the right hip. This seemed to be the result of

constant sitting and defective innervation. The patient is

confined to the bed, * * * is cheerful, has a good appe-

tite, and the sensation of the lower extremities is pretty well

retained." Deo. 28th. " Removed by the parents. For sev-

eral days an aggravating ulcerative stomatitis. There is also

a gangrenous slough over each nates ; unable to walk, or even

stand with assistance." . It was reported at the hospital that

the patient died at home a short time subsequent to removal.

No autopsy.

In the case of " new form of pseudo-paraplegia," reported in

the Lancet, and to which I have already refeiTcd in the illus-

tration of another branch of my subject, the electrical treat-

ment was employed, both currents, and it is significant to note

the patient's steady decline after its first employment.

Rosenthal reports a case, which is quoted by Michaud

:

female, presenting a gibbosity of dorsal vertebrae sixth to the

ninth ; the motor paralysis was not complete, the patient could

take a few steps, but with great difliculty. The electrical con-

tractility ivas normal, as to muscular and cutaneous electro-

sensibility it was toanting. It is related, that three months
later the paraplegia was complete and the patient succumbed.*

* Michaud, loc. cit, p. 43.
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The particulars are not given, and the electrical examination,

presumably thorough in the hands of so zealous a scientist as

Rosenthal, may have had nothing to do with the result. The

case whose notes I shall now record was examined electrically.

Case VII. Dorsal caries, marked angular prominence;

paraplegia three years, then signs of recovery; electrical exami-

nation followed hy relapse; interstitial nephritis and death

;

no autopsy.

Male, £et. 3^, admitted April 24, 1873, in a paraplegic con-

dition,of some eight months' standing, while the signs of Pott's

disease were of about sixteen months' standing. Very little

recorded of his family history. It was noted on admission that

he had no power to stand even when assisted ; that the limbs

were not atrophied, and that they were quite rigidly extended

on the slightest provocation. Apparatus was applied, including

support for the head, and it was not until January, 1875, that

any signs of improvement could be observed. At that time

he began to stand with a little assistance and even to take a

step or two. The clothing, however, emitted a strong urinous

odor, signifying paresis of the vesical sphincter. Faithful

efforts to induce him to stand and walk were attended with

only partial success, and by Jan. 19, 1876, there was little

change worthy of recqrd. The spasmodic actions were still

prominent and tremors were easily induced. The right lower

extremity was certainly more under the control of the will

than at date of last observation.

Nov. Vdth. Condition much about the same ; he takes a few

steps every day by holding to a chair which is drawn slowly

along. To-day, an electrical examination is made. To gal-

vanism, no response through the muscles, but response good

through the nerves. Faradic contractility in muscles normal.

There is no flaccidity, but rigidity of adductors of thigh and

extensors of foot. The odor of urine from clothing very strong.

Dec. 1. Nui'se reports a slight febrile movement every

evening, and temperature this P. M. 101°.

Dec. 8. The boy has not attempted to stand or to walk

since the electrical examination. The paralysis seems complete.

March 7, 1877. No signs of improvement since last observa-

tion ; slight osdema of feet, urine incontinent. March 14.
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(Edema of feet continues, skin glossy; urine straw colored, of

a specific gravity 1,008, albuminous fifty per cent., renal

epithelium and phosphates in abundance, but no casts found.

Since he has had no congestion abscess it is fair to presume
that the nephritis depends either directly on a cord lesion, or

on a cystitis, the inflammation extending through the ureter.

July 1. For past week or ten days has been failing rapidly,

and this afternoon died, apparently of oedema of the lungs.

No autopsy.

Case VIII. Dorsal caries 'with incomplete paraplegia
;

iviprovement interrupted hj electrical examination.

Female, set. 7 years—admitted Sept. 5, 1876, with an unre-

liable liistory. The weakness in inferior extremities was
reported to have existed about eleven months. An examina-
tion was made on the day of admission and results : Unable
to stand without assistance, though when well supported stands

and takes a few steps shuffling one foot around the other;

spinous process of vertebrte included between last cervical and
eighth dorsal project in a sharp curve, the summit of which is

an inch from the vertical bearing ; no tenderness on pressure

or percussion at any point ; in dorsal decubitus can flex the

right thigh to an angle of about 150°, while the left is flexed

to over a larger arc, though neither can be held in this posi-

tion any length of time ; with legs flexed can flex both thighs

to a right angle
;
power to extend thighs about normal, while

that to extend legs about half wliat the normal should be ; the

"foot phenomenon" well marked on right side, less marked
on left ; i.e., tremor is induced by passive dorso-flexion of the

foot.

December 1 . Shortly after admission apparatus was applied,

and by the middle of October the child was standing and
walking with the aid of a chair. Two weeks ago the case was
examined electrically

; faradic contractility was found normal,
while the galvanic was diminislied. Daring the past week
the patient has grown decidedly worse ; she is now unable to

stand or walk at all. She became very helpless, had incon-

tinence of urine and foeces, and various remedies were used
with tardy results; this condition, in fact, continued until the

summer of present year, when she began to regain very slowly
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the power lost, and by Decemher 3, 1877, she has so far recov-

ered that walking by the aid of a chair is comparatively easy.

The child has walked recently a short distance alone. A per-

fect cure is confidently expected.*

I am prepared to admit an abuse of the current, for in-

stance, the employment of the ascending galvanic current

when the descending should be employed, the faradic when
the galvanic alone is indicated, and vice versa ; I am not sure

that 1 used the currents with that discrimination in the earlier

cases as I have in the later ones ; still, granting all this, I am
unwilling, as yet, to admit in the present unsettled state of

our knowledge of the various phenomena of electricity, that a

descending current will always descend through just the

nerves and muscles we desire, and will never ascend unless we
so place our poles with that object in view ; I am not prepared

to admit the possibility of localizing a current to a nerve or

a muscle in a member in which the reiiex irritability is as

great as it is in members paralyzed from Pott's disease. If

straining at stool, a tickling of the foot, the mere contact of

the finger to parts of the limb, a puff of wind even, will call

into play the most violent tonic spasm through the ready con-

veyance of such impressions through sensory nerves to those

refiex centres, I fail to see how so powerful an agent, even in

its milder foi'ms, can be used with impunity. Too much
stimulation of the nerve centres can induce congestion, and a

congestion long continued must inevitably result in a myelitis.

Dr. F. D. Lincoln, in a recent nuniber of the Boston Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal,-\ after reporting several cases in

which injury followed the use of electrical treatment, makes
the following pertinent remarks

:

"Another ettect of too concentrated galvanic currents is the

production of superficial eschars rather slow in healing. It is

well to say to those who have had little experience that these

may be produced in a few minutes without any warning pain,

in certain patients whose cutaneous perceptions are weakened.***** Benedikt, who treats this subject

* This case has recovered since the reading of this paper,

t October 25, 1877, p. 469, et seq.
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with a remarkably free hand, uses the following words :
" The

electric current is C07itraindicated in cases, where in spite of

all precautions, it is not borne well : for instance, in a few

cases of tabes and hysteria, where it provokes violent symp-

toms of irritation; in cerebral afi'ections wlien symptoms 'of

congestion appear. * *****
An inci'ease of the had syrnptoms ought on no account to occur

during the elech'ical treatment. If it does occur, the intensi-

ty,* etc., must be modified. *****
A general rule respecting the intensity of the current is, that

painful currents are not only unnecessary hut, as a rule, harm-

ful.
***** General convulsions,

spasmodic tension of the muscles, giddiness, pain, paralysis,

cerebral hemorrhage, etc., etc., are frequent consequences of

too painful currents."

I could adduce cases from the current medical literature

and add still further proof in support of the position I have

taken, but time and space forbid. Now, if all the instances

I have brought forward be mere coincidences, and if the agent

were used at an unfortunate period, I can still claim that a

certain jeopardy is incurred, and I claim that it is not only use-

less but unscientific to employ the current in cases where con-

valescence seems well established. Such practice I say is not

only attended with a certain degree of danger, but brings

a valuable remedy into undeserved disrepute.

PKOGNOSIS.

Of the fifty-eight cases thirteen have died, six dying from

myelitis, five from other diseases subsequent to the establish-

ment of a cure, and two from tuberculosis before the complete

restoration of power to the limbs. The mortality, then, is about

10^ per cent. Twenty-nine I'ecovered from the paraplegia;

eight of these relapsed and all recovered again save one, who
is still under treatment, along with the remaining fourteen

still unrelieved.

The idea seems quite prevalent that paralyses from Pott's

disease are incurable. I could report several cases had I time

*Electrotherapie, 1874, p. 132.
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to show how hopeful even the most hopelessly appearing were.
Some have been paralyzed four, five and ten years, and then
have made a recovery ; some have had grave eye lesions

—

pupillary disturbance, optic nerve atrophy, and have made a

fair recovery, one had mai'ked cystitis and a single irrigation

afforded permanent relief—1 have notes before me now of
grave myelitis wherein perfect recovery is recorded.

135 E. Foett-Second Stehiet,

New Yoek.

aet. v.—a contribution to the pathologi-
cal ANATOMY OF DISSEMINATED CERE-

BRO-SPINAL SCLEROSIS.

By De. E. C. Seguin, New York,

Clinical Peofessoe of Diseases of the Mind and Neevous
System, College of Physicians and Suegeons.

De. J. C. Shaw, Beooklyn, and Dr. A.Van Deeveee, Albany.

M'
(A paper before New York Neurological Society, Feb., 1878.)

"R. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN : This thesis is

- based upon two cases. Case I. came under the observa-
of Dr. Van Derveer, of Albany ; the history is as follows :

Thos. Grogan, accountant, jet. 29, unmarried. Mother died
at the age of 49, during her climacteric period, from the
exhaustion following sciatica. One brother died of phthisis
pulmonalis at the age of 26. Several brothers and sisters died
during infancy. The father, a brother and a sister are still

living, and in good health. Saw the case first in Feb., 1870,
when the following facts were elicited

:

Habits have always been good ; no sexual excess or mastur-
bation, and has not been exposed to venereal diseases. Has
been quite studious and had acquired a good education. Was
fond of society, and spent many of his evenings at dances up
to the time he was taken sick.

19
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In the latter part of December, 1867, his attention was first

attracted to a sharp pain about an inch back of the right eye.

He was impressed with the idea that he had strained the eye

and began wearing a pair of spectacles. While attempting to

hang a picture, he noticed that he could not see it distinctly

enough to determine whether it was hung properly or not. In

Aprif, 1868, had frequent nocturnal emissions, but did not

apply' for treatment. While attending a military funeral^ in

June, of this year, with a prominent organization of this city,

he experienced no trouble in his power of locomotion until he

had walked about five blocks, when he began to stagger like a

drunken man, and after several inefiectual attempts to march

steadily, was obliged to leave the ranks. He immediately

returned home, and consulted his family physician, who thought

that he was probably suffering from a partial sun-stroke. No

particular treatment was. ordered aside from rest, and partially

recovering his strength he returned again to his office duties.

In August he was much annoyed by a feeling of internal

warmth in the lower part of the left leg, but adopted no treat-

ment. Went to Pennsylvania in October to secure rest and

recruit his health. Any unusual excitement at this time would

cause severe nervous tremors and a sensation "akin to creep-

ing of the flesh." During his visit he suffered much pain in

the left ankle and thought he had sprained it, but could not

tell when or how he had done so.

He returned to his home about Nov. 1st, and applied him-

self closely to business until the middle of February, 1869,

when his strength failing he gave up business by the advice of

his physician. Was confined to the house during three weeks,

regarding his weakness as due to overwork. During the win-

ter of 1868-'69, Dr. Alden March applied the moxa several

times to his spine. At the close of his three weeks' confine-

ment he was again able to take exercise in the open air, and

walked with the aid of a cane. In the course of four or five

weeks he was again much prostrated, so much so that he him-

self entertained serious apprehensions concerning his recovery.

He was now troubled with more or less flatulence, dizziness,

loss of sight and constipation. Improved somewhat in May,

and continued so until the middle of August. W ent to Sharon
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Springs and took snlphur batlis up to 100° Falir. daily during
four weeks, and drank at the same time from one to two quarts
of sulphur water each daj. Tliis produced great prostration,
and he was brought home in four weeks greatly debilitated,'
and much reduced in strength and flesh, and now for the first
time in the iiistory of his disease was he unable to walk with-
out support. He first came under my observation in February,
1870, when he presented the following more prominent symp-
toms: Strength somewhat improved since his return 'from
the Springs, and he can- now, with great eftbrt, walk alone,
but gravitates in an irregular way from side to side while
doing so. Complains of great weakness in his arms and legs,
and a feeling of great constriction about the body. Cannot
see to read, but can distinguish a friend at a distance across
the street. His feet are very sensitive to tickling. Standing
with his feet together, when his eyes are closed, he thinks he
would fall if left alone. Will not trust himself to come down
stairs without watching his feet closely, and feels a sensation
as if walking upon cushions. Drags his feet when walkino-
Can converse with little or no effort. Enjoys conversation,
IS humorous, and fond of quoting from Shakespeare. Is unable
to whistle on account of a spasmodic twitching of the muscles
on the right side of the face when he attempts it. Can put
out his tongue in all directions. Very difficult for him to
attempt to pronounce the words, "truly moral." Generally
sleeps well the latter part of the night ; bowels constipated •

pulse and respiration normal. Urine is passed without trouble
and at regular intervals in usual quantity ; is acid, has a specific
gravity of 1020; is heavily loaded with phosphates. Has
seminal emissions from four to six times a month. Surface of
skin is very hyper«sthesic. Upon strong percussion alon<^
the spinal tract, feels some pain. Ordered twenty minims fluid
extract ergot three times daily, with good, generous diet, also
directed him to take an occasional saline cathartic. Continued
this treatment for three months and he thought lie was improv-
ing, but, iu fact, had not so good use of his Hmbs as before.
June 1. Can whistle somewhat more distinctly, but com-

plains that he is losing control of his arms. Feeds himself
with difficulty. When asked to touch his nose with either in-
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dex finger, his hand describes a semi-circle, and as he approxi-

mates the finger to the nose, it is done with a sudden jerk.

Ordered a pill, consisting of 1-32 gr. strychnia, i gr. capsi-

cum, 1 gr. ferri hydrogen, redact., and, as he does not sleep, 15

grs. brom. potass., to be taken at bed time. Has frequent

erections and great sexual desires. Urine still abundantly

phosphatic in character. Continued the above treatment until

Sept. 1st, with no amelioration, and a gradual loss of power of

co-ordinating the lower limbs. Unable to walk alone, and

walks with difficulty when supported; drags his legs along,

advancing the heel first with a jerk. Ordered phosphor, acid

and strychnia, with brom. potass, at night.

Dr. Clymer saw him about Oct. 1st, 1871, and observed the

following more marked symptoms in his disease : Tone of voice

drawling; brain seems weakened, and nystagmus of the eye-

balls is apparent. Has, in addition, spinal epilepsy ;
it having

only a general connection with the sclerosis. The latter con-

dition only occasionally present. Sensation in both limbs

impaired. The muscular will power in the right limb is good,

but much weakened in the left, and in the latter, sensation is

confused and tardy. Sensation of heat or cold, or the impres-

sion of a sharp instrument reaches the brain much sooner from

the one part than another. There is characteristic dragging of

the feet, and the will power is inadequate to give the proper

stimulus to the muscles, yet he displays considerable control

of the leg, when attempting to extend or flex it. Took most

of the time until Oct., 1872, a pill, consisting of 1-50 gr. phos-

phor., 1-32 gr. strychnia, 1 gr. ferr. hyd. red., but with no ap-

parent benefit. Oct. 1, 1872, Dr. Clymer saw him a second

time. The spinal epilepsy still continues, but is not so marked.

The muscular will power is much weakened. Has lost much in

flesh, and at times there have been well marked symptoms of

paralysis of the right side of the face. Cannot whistle and

talks very indistinctly at times. Urine phosphatic in character

and bowels much constipated. No nocturnal emissions
;
no

sexual desires. Anesthesia is very decided and sensation con-

fused. Little treatment resorted to fi-om this time until his

death, except to keep his bowels regulated, and occasionally

quinine to improve his appetite. Has to be fed, as he cannot
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carry anything to his mouth, having little if any control of his

hands. Sight much impaired. Three months before his death

his xirine was withdrawn several times, and then again a week
previous to his death. It became very difficult for him to talk

three months before his death, but at no time were well

marked symptoms of aphasia observed. His trouble in speak-

ing seemed to be due to paralysis of the muscles. In Sept.,

1871, Dr. Stevens examined his eyes with the ophthalmoscope

and diagnosticated sclerosis of the optic nerve.

Patient died Feb. 21st, 1874. At the autopsy—no general

post-mortem being allowed—only the brain and spinal cord

were examined, which were removed entire and sent to Dr.

Seguin immediately.*

Case II. came under Dr. Seguin's observation.

Female, «-t. 23. Single. Seen Oct. 20, 1873. A nervous

girl, with occasional irregularity of menstruation, but no dys-

menorrhoea. At times hysterical laughter and tears ; never

convulsive attack. In July, 1871, while out walking, after

having climbed a number of walls, felt weak and awkward in

right leg; thought she had sprained her knee. There is not

enough evidence to support this statement. Ever since she

has had weak i-ight leg, without anesthesia or numbness ; at

times more use of leg than at others ; almost cured once or

twice ; of late has required help of crutch, or friend's arm in

walking. When I examined Miss P., I found paresis of right

leg, the loss of power being marked at ankle and toes. There
was doubtful weakness of the right hand. I could not make
out that the knee joint was affected. The muscles of the right

leg showed a slight diminution of reaction to the faradic cur-

rent, and this agent also showed that sensibility to pain was a

little dull in leg and foot.

In view of the history of the case, the capricious develop-

ment of the palsy, the absence of reliable signs of central

disease, the presence of a strong neurotic element in the family,

and the fact that strong emotions had been acting upon her, I

concluded that the patient had a functional palsy of an hys-

terical nature. Strychnia was given her and faradism used.

* History by Dr. Van Derveer.
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The specific effects of stryclinia appeared and the patient was

decidedly tetanized for a while ; this passed off, and when

I last saw the patient, on Dec. 11th, she was in about the same

state as at the beginning of treatment. The unfavorable effects

of the treatment led me then to believe that the patient had

an obscure central lesion, probably sclerosis. In March or

April, 1874, patient rapidly grow worse, becoming paraplegic,

and her hands showing paresis. In July she was placed in an

irregular water-cure house, where extensive bed sores formed

in consequence of want of care and of cold applications to

the palsied parts. (She had continuous applications for several

days.) Exhaustion and pyemia caused death, August 1st.

The post-mortem examination showed disseminated sclerosis

of the spinal cord. The brain not examined. Dr. Chas. A.

Leale, of this city, treated the patient during July, after the

bed sores had formed, and I made the autopsy at his request

and that of Deputy Coroner Dr. Shine.

After hardening in bichromate of potash, sections were made

in various regions of the encephalon and cord in Case I. In

the brain proper, small patches or nodules of sclerosis 1 to 3

mm. in diameter exist in various parts of the white substance

of the hemispheres ; and there are a few just under the gray

cortex. In the right nucleus caudatus, near the posterior

margin, are several nodules; in the right occipital lobe just out-

side of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle, extending

well back toward the convolutions at the apex of the lobe, is a

long sclerosed patch.

Pons and Medulla.—The upper part of the pons varolii and

crura have not been critically examined. In the medulla

oblongata the sclerosis appears in the following parts :

1. At the level of the apex of the fourth ventricle (Fig. 5),

and below, a patch about 2 mm. exists in the very centre of

the section across the median raphe.

2. In a section made at a point 6 mm. above the apex of the

fourth ventricle (Fig. 6), a large patch of sclerosis invades the

floor of the ventricle, including the mass of gray matter which

gives origin to the hypoglpssus, par vagum, and glossopharyn-

geal.
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Few cells of the hypoglossus nucleus are visible, and these

are small and rounded.

3. In a section made through the point of origin of the 6th

and 7th nerves at about 2 mm. above the inferior border of

the pons varolii, the sclerosis is found in about the same loca-

tion, viz. : round about the nucleus of origin of these nerves

under the floor of the fourth ventricle (Fig 7).

Cord.—Sections have been made in the cervical, dorsal and

lumbar regions, stained in carmine and hematosin, and

mounted in Canada balsam. With a low power or with the naked

eye the following distribution of the lesion can be made out:

In the cervical region (Fig. 1), the sclerosis involves the fol-

lowing districts : Ahnost all the right anterior column, and

the entire anterior horn, the posterior part of the left anterior

column, and the wliole of the anterior horn, the posterior

part of the lateral column, a narrow band of cortical sclerosis

of both posterior columns, the lower part of the columns of

Tuerck near the commissure ; all the gray commissure involved

in the disease.

In a section a little below this in the cervical region (Fig. 2),

the location of the lesion is somewhat different. Ttie most
decided disease is confined to the anterior part of the left an-

terior column, a small partx)f the external edge of the anterior

horn, the posterior part of the lateral column, the columns of

Goll and the gray commissure.

In the dorsal region (Fig. 3), decided sclerosis of outer part

of left anterior column and tlie whole of the anterior horn, the

columns of Tuerck, and a slighter sclerosis of all the cord pos-

terior to a line drawn through the central canal.

In the lumbar region (Fig. 4), the right anterior column and
border of the anterior horn, the posterior part of the right lat-

eral column, both posterior columns, gray commissure, and
slight sclerosis of the periphery of left anterior horn.

In Case II., only the spinal cord was obtained.

In the cervical region (Fig. 8), the following districts are dis-

eased : The columns of Tuerck, posterior part of right ante-

rior column, the upper part of right column of Burdach, the

columns of Goll, posterior part of left anterior cohmm.
Sections just below above in the cervical region (Fig. 9), show
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the following distribution : Tlie columns of Tuerck, part of

right anterior and lateral column, the entire posterior columns,

the periphery of the right anterior horn.

Dorsal region (Fig. 10), columns of Tuerck, the periphery of

both anterior horns ; the gray commissure, both lateral col-

umns and both posterior columns.

In the lumbar region (Fig. 11), the columns of Tuerck, right

lateral column, posterior part of left anterior column, entire

posterior column, the periphery of both anterior horns. It

will be seen from this description that the sclerosed nodules

are of various sizes, and occupy the most diverse regions of

the eerebro-spinal system, involving the gra}' as well as the

white matter.

Histology.—The histologic study will include the two cases.

For convenience of study and description we will divide the

morbid process into three (3) stages. This division, although

arbitrary, can nevertheless be observed on a close study of the

specimens, and aids very much in a description and the under-

standing of the various conditions which are observed in the

many diseased regions of the eerebro-spinal substance :

*

The first stage will comprise the very earliest changes which

are to be observed.

The second stage in which the morbid process has advanced

considerably.

The third stage in which the most extensive changes are to

be seen.

The Neuroglia.—1st Stage. An examination of the neurog-

lia of the white matter at this stage, shows an increase in the

size of the nuclei, their number is also slightly increased ; there

is an increase of the protoplasm around the nuclei; the quan-

tity varying very much in different cells, in most of the cells

it is only a little greater than normal, in a few it is enormously

increased, as can be seen in Fig. 12, representing two cells seen

in the anterior columns of the dorsal region in Case I. The

nuclei have not only undergone increase in their size, but

they have also assumed the most diverse shapes; in those cells

*The medulla and pons were examined by Dr. Seguin, the two cords and

brain by Dr. Shaw.
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where the protoplasm is very much increased, the nucleus

is found at the extreme edge, as if the protoplasm had in-

creased all on one side ; we also begin to notice slight processes

from the protoplasm ; even now there is an appearance of in-

crease in the size of the fasciculi of tissue running between

the various areas of nerve tubes. At this time all the sur-

rounding nerve tubes appear to be normal, their axis cylin-

ders and myelinic sheath are perfectly distinct. In the gray

matter at this period, the alterations are very similar : a slight

increase in the size of the nuclei and the protoplasm around

them, and beginning to be visible processes from the proto-

plasm.

In the second stage, the nuclei and their surrounding proto-

plasm have increased in size, their processes are now much
larger, and more distinct and apparently more numerous

;

and there is altogether a much larger number of these

branching cells visible. There is now present a diffuse gran-

ular appearance ; no special fibrillation to be seen ; a very close

observation shows that the axis cylinders are present but that

their myeline sheaths have gone. (The granular appearance

at this period is very probably due to the breaking iip of the

myelinic sheath into a granular looking material which becomes

diifused among the surrounding tissue, and this perhaps also

explains why we do not see the increased fibrillation of the

neuroglia.) The process at this period is the same throughout

the brain and cord ; in the gray as well as in the white matter.

In the third stage, these branched cells have grown to an

enormous size, their processes are numerous and sometimes of

immense thickness and length (Fig. 13) ; now very little gran-

ular material is present, and we see distinctly the enormous

increase of neuroglia fibres, and which are of exceeding coarse-

ness ; there appears to be no evidence of anastomosis between

them. In a stage a little advanced of this (Fig. 14), these

branched cells appear much less numerous, they are less dis-

tinct, their nuclei are less sharply "stained, their outlines are

not so perfect, and they sometimes appear as imperfect bodies

;

they in their turn, appear to have lived their day, and are now
undergoing decay.

Nerve Fibres.—In the second of the artificial periods, which
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we have created for convenience, we see tlie first changes in

the nerve fibres, their myeline sheath is undergoing disorgan-

ization ; but their axis cylinders still remain.

In the thii-d period, when the increase of neuroglia fibres is

at its greatest lieight, we still see among its coarse fibres nu-

merous axis cylinders, in good preservation (Fig. 14) ; this

preservation of the axis cylinders, is considered almost

distinctive of disseminated sclerosis by Professor Charcot.

Charcot states that the axis cylinders have become hyper-

trophied ; this is a matter which appears open to question.

Ganglion Cells.—The following description holds good for

the ganglion cells in the entire cord. In the decidedly dis-

eased portions there is a remarkable absence of processes ; but

it happens occasionally, even in a markedly sclerosed area, that

a cell will be seen whose process is apparently normal, and

can be traced for a considerable distance; most of the cells

contain more or less yellow pigment, some are almost entirely

filled with it, and no nucleus is visible; in other cells the

pigment is seen encroaching on the nucleus; in some cells the

nucleus is seen with clear and definite outline ; in many other

cells they present an indistinct jagged edge, and occasionally

they appear to be making an eftbrt at budding.

In some cells all the nucleus appears to have undergone a

form of dissolution, as it presents a very broken appearance.

In a number of cells the nucleus is displaced, sometimes

almost into one of the large processes, in others to the extreme

edge of the cell. In a markedly sclerosed area in the anterior

liorn of the cervical region, the cells have undergone a simple

diminution in size, so that they are reduced to at least one-

third. The cells in the columns of Clarke have undergone the

same changes. The alteration in the cells is greatest iu Case II.

Vessels.—In Case I. the muscular coat of the arteries are

very much hypertrophied, there is also some increase in the

intima and adventitia and an increase in the number of nuclei

;

the lumen of the artery is therefore rendered much smaller

than normal. (Fig. 15.)

In Case II. the arteries have also undergone the same changes;

although the muscular coat is not nearly as much hypertro-

phied, and the lumen of the artery is much larger.
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In comparing the arterial changes in these two cases we
find that in Case I. the arterial change is greatest, and the

sclerosis less marked, wliilst in Case II. the sclerosis is most

decided and the arterial change much less.

The nuclei of these branching cells are very sharply stained

by the hematosin, whilst the body is very lightly stained;

they have slightly granular contents ; these nuclei present the

same appearance at all stages of the process. ' The cells con-

tain 1, 2, 3 and even 4 nuclei of irregular shape ; and often

nuclei are seen with partial constrictions on them as if they

were about to divide; the nucleus is most usually placed to one

side of the cell. The processes which are given off from these

cells are very numerous, and always leave the cell by a broad

base, tapering off to a hair-like extremity, which becomes lost in

the surrounding tissue. The shape of the cells, and the man-

ner in which the processes are given off, varies very much;

some cells are to be seen with only two processes, one at each

end.

Other cells have a rather long body, and many processes

given off from each end ; but the majority of cells have pro-

cesses from all sides. Two of the cells seen are of enormous

size, having a process of very great thickness, which can be

seen for quite a distance and does not taper off like the other

processes. (Fig. 16.)

There are besides these branching cells small nuclei in more

or less large number and of a variety of shapes ; but mostly

round and sharply stained. These curious branching cells

have been seen by other observers. Lubimoff and Mierzejew-

ski have described them in the cerebral substance of general

paralytics. Charcot and Gombault in a case of syphilitic dis-

ease of the protuberance. Pierrot in a case of myelitis. De-

bove appears to have seen them in a sclerosed patch of the

ependyma ventriculorum. They are to be seen in a case of

central myelitis with cavities from a patient of Dr. Seguin's.

Lubimoff, Beitraege zur patholog. Anatomie der allgem. progressiven

Paralyse, Arcliivfuer Psych, vnd Nervenk., Band 4.

Mierzejewski, Etude sur las lesions cerebrates dans la Paralysie Generale,

Archives de Phyaiologie, Tome 3, 1875,
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They have been figured by Jastrowitz* in an article on
" Study of Encephalitis and Myelitis in young children."

Adlerf has also figured them. The cells figured by Jastrowitz

are very similar to those seen by us. Mierzejewski describes

these cells as being connected with the walls of blood vessels.

We iiave observed them in the vicinity of blood vessels and

sending their processes towards them, but it is very difficult

to determine in this case whether they unite with the wall of

the vessel or not. They have no special predilection for the

neighborhood of vessels, but are to be seen every where. Pier-

ret describes them as anastomosing ; we have not seen any

anastomoses between our cells.

Frommann figures, in sclerosis of the cord, cells somewhat

similar ; but they have fewer processes and are very much
smaller than the cells observed in our cases ; 500 to 950 dia-

meters made them distinct ; their protoplasm is not so abun-

dant.

The interest attaching to these cells is in knowing if they

are normal elements of the neuroglia which have become

hypertrophied. In looking over the records of pathological

cases which have preceded, and the many recent observations

in normal liistology of the neuroglia, there appears good reason

for believing that these are really normal elementsL of the

neuroglia which have become hypertrophied. The cells, with

hair-like processes, figured by Boll:}: and Deiters. Those depic-

ted by Frommann, although containing a much larger number

of fine processes and a nucleus surrounded with very little pro-

toplasm, might be supposed to have undergone a modification

so as to present the appearances of our cells.

Butzke§ figures cells with processes from the normal neu-

roglia, which on the whole, have a much closer resemblance to

the cells just described by us than any others we have seen.

* Jastrowitz, ArcMvfaer Psych, mid Nenenkrankheiten, Band 3.

f Adler, Ueber einige path. Veraenderungen au deu Hirngefaessen Geistes-

kraiiken,.4rc^iJ)/;/e)' Psych, und Nenenkrankheiien, Band 5.

I Boll, Die Histiologie und Histiogenese der nervosen Centralorgane, Archit

fuer Psych, und Nereenkranklmten, Band 4.

gButzke, Studien ueber den feineren Bau der Grosshirnrinde, ArcJiivfuer

Psych, und Nervenkrankheiten, Band 3.
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His cells have a good sized nucleus with a considerable amount

of protoplasm around them, and numerous fine processes with

one or two large ones which do not taper off to fine points,

and resemble very much the large one figured by us, as seen

in the posterior part of the lateral column in the cervical

region.

Explanation of Figures.—Figures 1 toll. Sections from various regions

of both spinal cords, showing the various distribution of the sclerosed

patches. Vericli No. 2. Eye piece .3.

Fig. 12. A neuroglia cell in the white matter of the spinal cord; increase

in the size of the nucleus, with an enormous increase of the protoplasm

around it. 1st stage.

Fig. 13. From a section through the corpus striatum; a large number of

branching cells are seen distributed in a somewhat coarse mesh of neuroglia

fibres ; one or two cells proper to the corpus striatum undergoing degenera-

tion. 2d stage.

Fig. 14. Section from the brain; axis cylinders without a trace of mye-

line, lying in a very coarse, loosely arranged neuroglia fibre; a few branching

cells showing all stages of degeneration. 3d stage.

Fig. 15. Showing transverse section of artery with hypertrophied muscular

coat, and an increase of nuclei in all the coats.

Fig. 16. A very lai'ge branching neuroglia cell seen in the white matter of

the cord; two nuclei are to be seen, one of which shows a constriction in the

middle as if it were about to divide. Verick No. 7. Eye piece No. 8.

Art. VI.— contribution TO THE STUDY OF
OSSIFICATION OF THE MENINGES.

By J. N. De Haet, M. D.,

Second Assistant Physician to the Hospital foe Insane,

Mendota, Wis.

CALCAREOUS plates situated on the cerebral membranes

are frequently found in epileptics, and in lepto-meningitis

of long standing as well as in pachy-meningitis. True ossifi-

cation is rather rare, and it usually begins on the inner surface

of the cranial bones, and presents itself in the shajje of spic-

ulse of bone. In calcareous plates bone corpuscles are never

found ; in spiculae and bony tumors they are always present.
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The former owe tlieir origin merely to a deposit of calcareous

salts ill exudative inflammatory products : tiie latter are the re-

sult of a true organizing action, through the medium of cells,

exactly as in normal bone. Ossification in the membranes of

the brain is of very rare occurrence, but calcareous degenera-

tion of their exudation laminae sometimes takes place, as it is

known to occur even in ganglionic cells of the brain.

Erlenmeyer found the commissure of the optic nerv^es hard-

ened, by deposits of calcareous matter in the brain of a mono-
maniac, who had died with epileptiform convulsions. It had

been first deposited about the small arteries, and the connect-

ive tissue ; the cells had afterward been occupied and made
opaque by fine granules, of what appeared to be phosphate of

lime.

Forster in his atlas of Pathological Anatomy, describes cal-

cified cells found in the gray substance of the lumbar enlarge-

ment of the spinal cord, of a boy whose lower extremities

were paralyzed.

Heschl, in Schmidt's Jahrbuecher, 1863, is the only one, so

far as I am able to find, who met with what lie calls an ossifica-

tion of cells in tiie brain of a patient, set. 26 years, who died

melancholic : they were in the compact substance surrounding

a small hemorrhagic cavity in the cortical part of the right

cerebral hemisphere. He used hydrochloric acid to dissolve

the granular contents, and this left the cells with a pale outline

in view.

The following case is one in which, on making an autopsy,

there were found to exist several genuine ossifications of the falx

cerebri.

T. S. L., was admitted to the State Hospital for Insane July

1, 1876, get. 35 years. Born in England, married, tailor. The
certificate states tliat this attack, which is the first, commenced
three months since. He was formerly very intemperate, but

has not drank much for the last three months. The disease is

increasing. He fears that he is going to be taken away by
some person unknown. Is not suicidal nor homicidal. Is

neither destructive of clothing nor of filthy habits. Physical

health very much enfeebled. He was ratiier passionate and

smoked to excess. Has had one stroke of paralysis (but could
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not ascertain whetliei- it was paraplegia or hemiplegia). No
relatives have been insane. Venereal excess is supposed to be

the predisposing cause of this attack. On the morning of the

12th of July, he was unable to rise from the bed. His pulse

was beating rapidly at the rate of 105 per minute, and the

temperature of his body was 107°. The bladder was distended

with urine and a catheter was introduced : about three quarts

of bloody urine was withdrawn. The next day the scrotum

was swollen, and urine discolored witli blood was continually

dribbling from the bladder. A catheter was again introduced

and he was relieved of one quart of urine. His appetite was

very fair, pulse and temperature nearly normal.

On the 14th the inflammation of the scrotum had somewhat

abated. Although he continued to take considerable nourish-

ment, yet he failed rapidly ; -he soon became comatose, and after

remaining in this condition for several hours, died at 5 p. m.

This patient being in such an enfeebled condition at the

time of his admission, and never rallying, it was impossible

to obtain any facts concerning his previous history except as

stated in his application.

An autopsy was made 22 hours after death, with the follow-

ing results : The cadaveric rigidity was well marked. The
lungs, spleen, and kidneys were normal. The heart was h}^-

pertrophied and fatty. The bladder was greatly enlarged, and

its walls tliickened; the mucous membrane, and in some places

the muscular tissue, was ulcerated. It was very evident that

the patient had sufl'ered for a long time from chronic cystitis,

with ulceration as a result. The scalp was normal. The cal-

varium moderately thick. The falx cerebri was found to be

partly ossifled ; the ossifled portion measured two inches in

length and three-fourths of an inch at its widest point; some
spiculse were detached from this portion. The brain other-

wise was in a normal condition, as far as the naked eye could

determine.

In preparing these spiculiB for microscopic examination, I

selected the chromic acid solution (2 gr. to 1 oz. of water) in

preference to using hydrochloric (dilute) acid. The decalcifi-

cation takes place slowly, according to the strength of the

solution, and this should be changed every few days as the
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acid dissolves the Htne more rapidly when this is frequently

renewed.

On microscopic examination these spiculse were found to be

true bone. Some sections of the ossified portion were placed

in a similar solution for a few days : sections were then made,

and stained with carmine in glycerine. They were then

mounted in glycerine and submitted to an examination, which

revealed the presence of the laminge. Haversian canals and

lacunae of true bone.

Beginning as these growths do from that membrane which

acts the part of a periosteum for the internal surface of the

cranium, we are inclined to attribute the production of genu-

ine bony plates in the dura (as well as its falciform processes)

to a relapse in the direction of its previous formative activity

in infantile life. •

A connecting link between this osseous heterotopia and the

normal production of bone is furnished by those triangular

portions of bone occasionally found by the side or to the side

of, and below the posterior clinoid processes, in the tentorium

cerebelli. Histologically they do not differ from the hyper-

plastic spiculse just described. Morphologically, however, they

constitute an analogue of the hony tentorium of the lower mam-
malia and are more frequent in the negro than the Caucasian,

although even in the latter, not infrequent, as shown by the

older anatomists.
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Uiivolo0icHl ©ovvcspomkucje.

By Geo. W. Wells, A. M., M. D.,

OF New Yoek City.

Messes Editors :—During the last three months, discussions

suitable for this Department have touched upon questions
relating to insanity and kindred topics.

One of tlie most important papers read—of which we give a
very full abstract—discusses the proposition whether or not, a
person is necessarily insane because he commits suicide ?

The paper is more important because it was wi'itten by the
solicitor of one of our largest Insurance Companies. It will

be published in pamphlet form at an early date.

We have been compelled to omit, for want of space, many
interesting and valuable olierings

; but hope to be able to

make amends in future.

THE MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

Dr. A. E. Macdonald read a paper entitled: "Two cases of
Homicide; defense, Insanity." We present the following
reswnie

:

It has long been an acknoM-ledged fact, stated by almost
&\&v^ essayist upon the subject, that the estimation of the
weight of a plea of insanity, as affecting responsibility for crime
committed, is apt to be embarrassed by other and extraneous
influences, holding no legitimate relation to it, and yet mate-
rially interfering with its results. In other words—that the
solution of the question given is not always such as would
be arrived at were it answered simply upon its fiwn merits and
without reference to contingencies and consequences. Even
when, as under the most favorable conditions, the problem is

submitted to experts alone, they are apt to be swayed, though
possibly but slightly, and probably quite unconsciously, by such
facts as their retention by one or other of the two parties to
the controversy.
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"When from experts we pass to juries, the number and pot-

ency of such extraneous agencies is greatly enlarged, and prej-

udices of various kinds, social, political, even religious views

as to the propriety of capital punishment, and a host of other

influences are apt to shape a verdict, which nominally turns

upon the existence or non-existence of insanity alone.

Beyond these influences affecting individuals, there are still

others which affect communities, making perhaps the practice

in a given locality to vary from time to time, or that of differ-

ent localities to exhibit marked conti-asts.

Of the former we have many examples in the history of the

criminal trials of various States, and examples, too, which bear

a striking resemblance one to the other. As a rule, the alter-

ations or fluctuations between too great leniency and too great

severity in tlie receipt of the plea of insanity have been simply

reactions one from the other—the escape of two or three crimi-

nals leading to the conviction of the next two or three, on

perhaps les^s evidence, and that again reaching in the direction

of greater leniency.

The frequently quoted case in New Jersey, where the ac-

quittal of a womun on the ground of insanity, who was clearly

not insane, led to such a revolution of public feeling as to pro-

duce the conviction and execution of a man who clearly was

insane, aflords a familiar instance of this change
;
and other

instances are not wanting in the annals of the courts of our

own State and city.

Perhaps the influence of extraneous conditions is most

patent in those cases where murder has followed and revenged

seduction ; where the husband or brother of the woman seduced

has taken the life of her seducer. In such cases, the plea of

insanity has cohimonly been entered, and the jury, evidently

holding that the punishment of the seducer was a righteous

one, but not luiving the temerity to say so flatly, has gladly

availed itself of the opportunity which the plea of insanity

afforded it of accomplishing its purpose in an indirect and less

startling manner.

Apart from the proposition with which he set out, that the

manner in which the plea of insanity will be accepted will

differ with diflerent conmi unities and reflect that diflerence in
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the action of the jury, the comments of the press, and the
temper of the people—there is one other point which slioiild

be instiinced briefly, namely : That confinement in an asylum
is not speedily enough secured for those who have given in-

dubitable evidence of insanity, and especially for those in

whom such evidences have been accompanied by or taken the
form of violence. The history of homicides and other deeds
of violence committed by the insane, out of institutions, shows
that the perpetrators are not, as a rule, those who have suffered
from sudden and acute attacks of the disease, but those who
have long been recognized as affected, but mistakenly regarded
as harmless [the so-called " insane though harmless" class].

The newspaper reports which reach us from day to day, of
violent acts on the part of the insane, commonly terminate
with the statement that it had been observed for some time
that tlie perpetrator's mind was affected—although no danger
of any act of violence was apprehended. When cases of this

nature are of such frequent occurrence, there must be clearly

either a defect in the law, or laxity in its administration. The
relatives of insane persons should be required by the law to
take measures to place them under restraint ; and the proper
officers should compel them to observe it.

And of equal importance to the securing of the placing in

confinement of dangerous lunatics, is the securing of the con-
tinuance of such confinement as long as the dano-erous ten-
dency shall continue. If a large^ number of the acts of vio-

lence committed by the insane, are traceable to those who
should have been sent to asylums and have not been, many
others are traceable to those who should not have been dis-

charged from asylums and have been.

He thought that the laws of commitment might appropri-
ately be modified sd as to throw greater safeguards about the
discharge from an asylum of patients coming to it with a clear

^

and direct liistory of violent tendencies. As it is, the Superin-
tendent of each asylum has to assume the entire responsibility,

and when his judgment, and a desire for the public safety lead
him to hesitate, he does not always receive that support from
the courts and the public which he ought to command. He
had himself had personal experience of this within the past
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few days. A yonng lad was sent to the asylum in October last,

presenting in a marked degree that association of symptoms

which is described by some writers as constituting the insanity

of pubescence-and with them such an exaggeration of ideas

as coupled with other symptoms, suggested the possibility ot

co'mmencingparesis, although the boy's age-18,-was ot course

ac^ainst that possibility. In the affidavit of the father pray-

ino- for his son's confinement, he stated that he was " violent

aifd dangerous to his friends and family," and several acts ot

violence; leading to his being twice arrested, and confined in

the Tombs, were reported to him, as was also a previous alleged

attack of the disease. After three and a half months m the

asylum, he was clearly, to his mind, still insane, "retaining,

for instance, the delusion that he could make $20,000 a year

by starting a business in which he had no experience, and tor

the commencement of which he had no capital
;

and as he

h•^d at different times shown violence, was full ot threats, and

manifested resentment and change of feeling toward the mem-

bers of his family .vlien they saw him. The Doctor declined to

assume the responsibility of his discharge, a writ ot habeas

corpus, examination before a referee, testimony ot a physician

^v-ho saw him for half an hour, and thought him "as sane as

any man," followed-and so a boy, who certainly will not stay

out six months and who will more than likely commit some

act of violence in the mean time, is let loose upon the com-

munity ; while the newspapers represent the Doctor as say-

ing exactly what he cWAnot say-and another point m insane

asylum abuses is exemplified with Charles Reade and the usual

garnishings. In this regard the Superintendents ot State asy-

kmis are more fortunately situated than are those ot county

institutions; for the former can exact from the relatives o in-

sane inmates desiring to remove them, bonds, whereby they

become responsible for any damage, to persons or property

that may follow the proposed liberation. Often the demand

for such bonds and the suggestion of personal responsibility

are sufficient to deter the applicant, and in any case the Super-

intendent is protected.

The Superintendent of a county asylum has no safeguaid,

and cannot shift his responsibility should any casualty toUow a
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premature or il]-advised discharge. In this matter, at least,

they should surely be made equal ; and even more strenuous

laws relieving them both from the sole responsibility, and up-

holding them in cases where their judgment led them to retain

a patient, would not be out of place.

It undoubtedly seems hard that a man who appears quiet

and harmless in an asvlum should be retained there against

the wishes of his family ; but it should never be forgotten that

the quiet and regularity of asylum life, and the restraint of

asylum discipline, have much to do with his condition, and
that the excitement of a return to former surroundings and
modes of life are likely soon to cause a return of violence.

Thus much in the case of men whose acts of violence prior

to confinement have not gone to the extent of bringing them
within the reach of the law. Of those who have committed
or attempted homicide and secured acquittal upon the ground
of insanity, the confinement should, in his judgment, endure
for life, or at least until there can be a certainty, not only that

the existing attack has been recovered from, but that the dan-

ger of a recurrence has passed.

Much of the scandal that attaches to the plea of insanity in

criminal trials arises from the brief period that in many cases

elapses between the prisoner's acquittal and his discharge " as

cured " from the asylum to wliich he may have been sent.

Hardships to individuals may arise from stricter practice in

this regard ;' but in this, as in other social exigencies, the hap-

piness of the individual should be subordinated to the safety

of the many.

Hon. O. H. Palmer recently read a paper before the Medico-
Legal Society on "Suicide Not an Evidence of Insanity."

We give the main points of his argument as follows:

He did not know how it may be among scientific "and Jpro-
fessional men, but he thought he was justified in saying "that

in the average mind there is a strong conviction that suicide is

invariably the result of an insane impulse—in other words,
that the act itself is conclusive evidence of insanity. He ven-

tured to say that in half the cases, if you put tlie question to

an unprofessional man and ask an opinion, this will be tlie re-

ply. Tiie common belief is that no man will take his own
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life unless demented or insane. It is because we cannot

readily comprehend that one in his right mind would throw

away his life, which we regard as a precious blessing, and

take the chances of a future existence wherein, according to

our Christian doctrine, the very act o'l felo de se, by a respon-

sible being, is accounted a heinous crime deserving infinite

punishment. The object of the paper was to show the un-

soundness of this too generally received opinion, and to prove

from facts and authority that it is not well founded.

The manifestation of states of mind is not uniform, but it is

as varied and dissimilar as the expression of the human tace

or conformation of the lunnan brain. There is no mathemati-

cal standard for the mind to which we can apply the square

and compass, and determine and measure it. The diversity of

manifestation is immense, unmeasurable, unascertainable. But

this does not prove insanity or derangement of the normal

condition of the intellect. Sanity is the normal condition of

the mind in all its diversities and varied character. This is

law as well as logic. This is now too well established in this

country to be doubted or questioned, and yet outside of the

literature of the courts it has but few believers. If any one

doubts the fact, let him attend the impanelling of the jury in

a case where the question is to be tried, when it is important

to exclude from the jury-box such jurors as beliere that sui-

cide is of itself evidence of insanity, and he will no longer

doubt. It is well known that life insurance companies decline

to insure against suicide, and provide in their contract that if

the insured feloniously destroy his own life they will not be

liable. It is a risk they will not assume. The question is,

therefore, frequently presented in the courts, and the provision

is invariably sought to be avoided by alleging insanity. Hence

the great importance of a correct understanding of the ques-

tion in this discussion. Unless the popular belief can be cor-

rected, the protection sought by the contract is of no avail,

and the provision might as well be abandoned. It is believed

that the stability of any system of insurance depends upon

the right of the underwriter to determine what risks he will

insure" against, as well as upon an intelligent administration

and application of the laws governing and protecting it. Dis-
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belief in the doctrine that sanity is the normal condition of

the mind, and belief in the doctrine that self-destruction arises

from insanity, are heresies in the public mind which all re-

flecting men will say sliould be corrected. The true doctrine

in respect to both of these heresies is abundantly established

by the decisions of the higher courts, State and National.

Vide Coifee v. The Home Life Ins. Co., 35 N. T. R. 314

;

Weed V. The Mut. Benefit L. I. Co. ; Van Zandt v. Same, 55

N. Y. E. 169 ; McClure v. The Mut. Life Ins. Co., 55 N. Y.
E. 651,; Terry v. Same, 15 Wallace, 580; Charter Oak L. I.

Co. V. Eodd in the LL S. Sup. Ct. These cases establish the

doctrine that there is no presumption of law, prima facie., or

otherwise, that self-destruction arises from insanity.

The law also regards suicide,/e?o de se, as a crime, putting it in

the same category with murder. It has been so held for many
centuries, not only by the state but by the church. By the

common law also, if any one encourage or assist another in

the commission of suicide, he is guilty of murder as a princi-

pal
; and, by tiie ancient common law, a will of personal prop-

erty was made void by the testator's subsequent act of self-

destruction.

Now these laws must be founded upon the idea of suicide

without insanity, otherwise they would be monstrous.

If suicide were invariably the result of insanity, according

to what may be termed the present popular belief, the law-

makers and religious teachers for many centuries iiave been
guilty of the most enormous crimes. Abundant evidence is

found by reference to text books to sustain this position, and
the docti-ine has been handed down through the courts for

many generations, and one would suppose it was now too well
established to be questioned; but, strange as it may appear,
not long since a judge in one of the New York courts delib-

erately held, in an action upon a life insurance policy, that

suicide 2>eT se was evidence of insanity, and so ruled in the
case before him, and that the burden of proof that the feto de se

was not insane was upon the defendant. That judge would,
of course, have ruled, if the question had arisen in respect to

the ancient Stoic or Epicurean pliilosophers who destroyed
themselves, claiming the act to be one of heroism, that they
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were all insane. Among the ancients snicide was considered

neither criminal nor dishonorable. The ancients, at all events,

did not agree with the New York jndge in considering the

suicide necessarily insane

!

The snbject of suicide has as yet but a scanty literature,

especially in this country, and the little that does exist is not

very satisfactory. Many physicians have touched upon the

subject, for instance Dr. Maudsley in his " Eesponsibility in

Mental Diseases;" but physicians generally begin to consider

the subject on its diseased side, and almost universally incline

to the belief that suicide is positive proof of insanity, which

idea is not the pure outgrowth of modern science, but was

held by one Moore, a Vicar of Oxford, as early as 1790, who

says in a book printed in that year :
" But some who are ever

desirous of leaning toward the side of humanity, are inclined

to judge that the very act of suicide, being so horrid and un-

natural, implies a subversion of the brain, or a species of mad-

ness. This, however, is deciding too favorably of the matter."

The severity of the penalties inflicted upon the bodies, es-

tates and descendants of the felo de se, has undoubtedly had

a powerful influence in propagating the belief that suicide was

the result of insanity. It was to avoid those horrid penalties

that coroners' juries were originally accustomed to bring in

verdicts that the suicide was insane. Bentham says " English

juries did not hesitate to violate their oaths by declaring the

suicide no7i compos." At the time mercy seemed to make

this finding a necessity. It was the outcome of humanity in

defiance of a barbarous and revolting law. Although the ne-

cessity has passed, tlie result of this forced educatiou is yet

manifest, and the coroner's jury of to-day, especially if it can

be impressed with the idea that benefit is to accrue to the sor-

rowing friends, is almost invariably inclined to return the ver-

dict stereotyped three hundred years ago, "Suicide while

laboring under temporary aberration of mind."

Lecky, in his " History of European Morals," says :
" The

efi'ect of the pagan examples may frequently be detected in

the last words or writ! tigs of the suicides. Philip Strozzi,

when accused of the assassination of Alexander I., of Tuscany,

killed himself through fear that torture might extort from him
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revelations injurious to his friends, and he left behind him a

paper, in which, among other things, he commended his soul

to God, with the prayer" that, if no higher boon could be

granted, he might at least be permitted to have his place with

Cato, of Utica, and the other great suicides of antiquity."

The ancient heathen pliilosophers are not the only advocates

of the crime of suicide. It has had its defenders, and powerful

ones too, in more modern times—Rousseau, Madame de Stael,

Gibbon, Hume, Dr. Donne, Montaigne, Montesquieu, and

others. We do not know nor can we tell tlie extent of tiie

influence of the teaching of these apologists of suicide upon

the thousands that annually seek as a matter of choice, this

relief from the ills of life while in the full possession of all

their mental powers. It would be a happy relief, were it true,

to think that none but the insane shuffled oft" the mortal coil

in that way.

Even under British rule in India to-day, suicide is very

common, and more or less tolerated of necessity by the au-

thorities. Among the many castes in that countiy is one held

in high esteem by reason of the great importance of the ser-

vice its members perform as carrier-messengers and mail-car-

riers. Strange as it may seem, suicide has ieen the protection

of this caste against brigands and highwaymen from time im-

memorial. A peculiar and terrific custom of this caste is

maintained as a necessary safeguard to its calling. A carrier

who iftis been robbed is deemed to have been despoiled of what

is a thousand times dearer to him than life, his honor; and in

the presence of the robber, after vainly giving him full warn-

ing and an opportunity to restore the property stolen from

him, lie kills himself; thereupon the whole caste of the carrier

rises as one man and swears a remorseless vendetta against the

thief, his family, kinsman, friends, and village, until the last

sonl of them is exterminated. There is no other atonement.

The carrier entering the service of the public bound himself,

by the most solemn and fearful oaths, under the sanction of

his religion, to protect his caste and to punish any attempt to

dishonor one of its members ; the Bralimiiis consecrated this

service b}' pronouncing the most appalling anathemas against

the transgressor, and so the custody and transportation of prop-
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erty by one of their caste passed into a law. At this day, a

package, however valuable, in the hands of one of these men

is safer than though guarded by an army ; much safer than

public moneys under the control of politicians or trust funds

in the care of some savings banks. It might be a blessing if

we had a similar caste in this country to declare a relentless

vendetta against thieves and robbers.

It was his purpose in the outset to present t!ie statistics of

this increasing and appalling crime in our own country ; but

to his great disappointment and amazement, he finds it impos-

sible. He has looked into the United States Census Keports.

He could give from them, the number of the insane and the

idiotic; the number of deaths by consumption and many other

diseases : but not a word as to deaths by suicide. This sub-

ject, which he thinks is one of the greatest importance in vital

statistics, seems to have, been wholly ignored. There are no

reliable data in this country that he can find to enable him to

lay before the reader the facts which, if available in detail,

would fully verify the position he has assumed.

In many of the European countries, there is less embarrass-

ment. In Germany and France, especially, great care is taken

to ascertain and preserve the facts bearing upon the question.

It is a shame that it has hitherto been so much neglected here.

One of the most celebrated German writers on vital statistics,

and who is of the highest authority on that subject the world

over, Alexander Oettengen, has collected and collated tjjje sta-

tistics of suicide in Germany and many other European coun-

tries, and has deduced therefrom some interesting general

laws. He maintains that suicide is one of the strongest proofs

of freedom of the individual will ; that the possibility of tak-

ing one's own life, either from disgust or from higher motives,

as in the manner of the Buddhists or Stoics, is evidence that a

man is his own master ; that the commission of crime, as well

as suicide, in many cases shows strength of will ; that, not-

withstanding the love of life, the tendency to suicide remains,

and the number of suicides increases ; that the increase in

European countries is from 3 to 5 per cent., while the increase

of population is less than 2 per cent. ; that this tendency varies

according to the season of the year ; that it is more frequent
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in the hot summer months than in wintei- ; that the heat

seems to increase the tendency and debilitate tlie physical sys-

tem or power of resistance ; that every sinner carries the germ
of suicide in him ; that the bad deed itself is to be regarded

as the ripe fruit which is shaken from the tree by the storms

of social life; that while myriads have the germ or tendency

to suicide in their heai-ts, it is only developed by circum-

stances ; that society, generally, is involved in the responsi-

bility of the increase of this tendency ; that the rich, by help-

ing the poor, succoring the distressed, inculcating sobriety and

religion, might materially mitigate the growing evil ; and that

as each age has its tendency to crime, so also it has its tendency

to suicide.

Buckle, in his " History of Civilization," says, it is " an

astonishing fact that all the evidence we possess respecting it

points to one great conclusion, and can leave no doubt on our

minds that suicide is merely the product of the general condi-

tion of society, and that the individual felon only carries into

effect what is a necessary consequence of preceding circum-

stances." He maintains that there exists a regularity in the

entire moral conduct of a given society—that the crimes of

murder and suicide, which might well be supposed the most

arbitrary and irregular of all the oflenses, are "committed

with as much regularity and bear as uniform a relation to cer-

tain known circumstances as do the movement of the tides

and the rotation of the seasons."

He illustrates this by contrasting the circumstances which

surround the respective criminals.

Of the crime of murder :
" When we consider that this,

though generally the crowning act of a long career of vice, is

often the immediate result of what seems a sudden impulse
;

and when premeditated, its committal, even with the least

chance of impunity, requires a rare combination of favorable

circumstances, for which the criminal will frequently wait;

that he has thus to bide his time, and look for opportunities

he cannot control ; that when the time has com*- his heart may
fail him ; that the question whether or not he shall commit

the crime may depend on a balance of conflicting motives, such

as fear of the law, a dfead of the penalties held out by religion,
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the prickings of his own conscience, the apprehension of fu-

ture remorse, the love of gain, jealousy, revenge, desperation

—when we put all these things together there arises such a

complication of causes that we might reasonably despair of de-

tecting any order or method in the result of those subtle and

shifting agencies bv which murder is either caused or pre-

vented."

Of the crime of suicide :
" Among public and registered

crimes there is none which seems so completely dependent on

the individual as suicide. Attempts to murder or to rob may

be, and constantly are, successfully resisted; baffled sometimes

by the party attacked, sometimes by the officers of justice.

But an attempt to commit suittide is much less liable to inter-

ruption. The man who is determined to kill himself is not

prevented at the last moment by the struggles of an enemy;

and as he can easily guard against the interference of the civil

power, his act becomes, as it were, isolated ;
it is cut off from

foreign disturbances, and seems more clearly the product of

his own volition than any other offense could possibly be.

We may also add that, unlike crimes in general, it is rarely

caused by the instigation of confederates ; so that men, not

being goaded into it by their companions, are uninfluenced by

one great class of external associations, which might -hamper

what is termed freedom of will. It may, therefore, very nat-

urally be thought impracticable to refer suicide to general

principles, or to detect any thing like regularity in an offense

which is so eccentric, so solitary, so impossible to control by

legislation, and which the most vigilant police can do nothing

to eliminate." Yet he finds the same general law that in a

given state of society a certani number of persons will commit

murder, and a certain number put an end to their own lives

by suicide.

He had seen a statement which strikingly illustrates this

fact, namely, that in the year 1793 suicide became an epidemic

in the city of Versailles, in France, and raged to such an ex-

tent that in that single city there were 1,300 cases during that

year. Also, that at one time it broke out in the army of the

first Napoleon, and threatened to decimate his forces, and was

only checked by the emperor's strong personal appeal to the
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patriotism, pride, and courage of his soldiers. Von Oettengen

shows also that the snitudal tendency varies with the days of

the week and hours of the day ; that on Saturday fewer men
take their lives, that being the day when wages are paid and

Sunday is before them; that on Monday and Tuesday, tlie per

cent, is much greater; that the difference between men and

women in this respect is very characteristic : that the woman
• oftener commits'snicide on Sunday, when the vagabond man

leaves her to her care and sorrow—very seldom on Saturday,

cleaning day, or on Mondaj^, when her week's work begins

;

that, on the contrary, when the man's work begins, the per-

centage among men increases ; that race and social circum-

stances have an important bearing upon the question ; while

in one of the provinces of France the deaths by suicide is 298

in a million of inhabitants, in Corsica, where murder is the

common pastime, it is bnt 13 8-10 ; in Scandhiavia, 126 ; among
the Germans, 112; among the Roman races, 80; among the

Sclaves, 47; and in Prussia, 215.

Suicide occurs more frequently among prisoners and per-

sons who lead bad lives ; next among servants and soldiers

;

next among those who come in contact with the varnish and

luxury of civilization, without being inwardly elevated or

having developed self-reliance, for the reason that superhcial

culture leaves them less able to resist overwhelming calami-

ties.

In respect to suicide, the ratio of women to men is as one

to three ; that in respect to ci-ime as one to five ; the tendency

to suicide increases with age, the number being far less between

16 and 40 than between 50 and 70.

It is stated on the autlioi-ity of Dr. De Boismont that since

the beginning of the present century not less than 100,000

Frenchmen have committed suicide. I am inclined to think

that large as the number is, it is understated. The statis-

tics for the single year 1876 show the number for that year

alone was 5,567, of whom 4,435 were men and 1,132 women

;

29 were men under the age of 16, and 98 over 80 ; 1,828 were

peasants, 1,038 of the working classes, 228 domestics, 987 of

the liberal professions.

Among the causes assigned are the following : Drunkenness,
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1,413 ; afflicted with incurable diseases, 798 ; domestic broils,

633 ; dread of poverty, 329. Less than one-third of the whole

number in the sad. list is charged to insanity.

It will be seen that all these facts when analyzed—and he

might add many inore—prove inevitably the fallacy of the

theory tliat suicide is the result of insanity. There has been

a custoaa amoui;' the Japanese which the most inveterate be-

liever in the doctrine that suicide is j^sr se evidence of insan-

ity, would find it difficult to reconcile with his theory. If the

oriental desired to inflict sure and summary punisiiment upon

his enemy, he would kill himself upon his enemy's trout door-

step, and such enemy was thereupon in duty bound to take

his own life.

While the Jews and Persians share in our horror of suicide,

—for they set the highest value upon the earthly existence,

—

a totally different feeling obtains among the Chinese, Japan-

ese, Hindoos, Fijians, American Indians, Malayans, and other

nations. With these, the superior blessings of the future life

over those of this form a part of the popular religious belief.

The taking off" of one's self, under certain circumstances, is

viewed as an act not merely pardonable but heroic. To pre-

tend that he who commits it under such predispositions and

surrtumdings is non compos mentis is clearly absurd. Says

Elam, in his work entitled '• A Physician's Problems :
" " In

our former investigations, also, we judged of the degenera-

tion of the people in part by the excess of crime and the

great frequency of suicide, but we cannot with propriety apply

that test to the oriental people ; we cannot consider their sta-

tistics as equally significant with the records of crime in

western nations, seeing that many of those acts which with

us are referable to crime or mental alienation are, among the

orientals, to be considered as attached to mistaken notions of

morals and religion, or as originating in peculiar legislative

enactments."

Says the Abbe Hue, in his "Chinese Empire": "It is ah

most impossible to imagine the readiness with which the Chi-

nese commit suicide. It requires only the merest trifle or a

word to induce him to hang or drown himself, these being the

two kinds of suicide most in favor. In other countries, when
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a man wishes to avenge himself on his enemy, he tries to kill

him : in China he kills himself. There are various reasons for

this. In the first place, the Chinese government holds the

person responsible for the crime of suicide who gave the of-

fense which caused it. It follows, from this, tliat if any one

wishes to avenge himself on his enemy, he has but to kill him-

self to work him the direst woe. He falls into tlie hands of

the executive, who at least torture and ruin him, if not take

his life. The family of the suicide, likewise, generally obtains

large pecuniary compensation ; and it is not rare to see wretch-

ed beings, who are devoted to their families, go and delibe-

rately commit suicide at the house of some rich person."

This pagan custom of self-immolation, through family devo-

tion, has its counterpart and following even in civilized and
' Christianized nations. What life-insurance man does not know
that many insured persons have unquestionably done the same

thing, relying on rich insurance companies to provide for their

families? Tiiis was not exactly the feeling of the western

gambler who, notwithstanding his clear apprehension of the

question, declined to play at a game where he had to die to

beat the bank.

The sjDirit of self-sacrifice for the benefit of those we love is

as old as history and as fresh as to-day. Curtius plunged into

the yawning gulf to save his country. The pelican, which

picks its own bleeding breast to nourish its savage young, has

been adopted as the symbol and the title of one of the largest

life offices of Great Britain ; and who shall speak other than

reverently of that played-out rake who took his own life, after

liberally insuring it, in order, as he said, to enable his widow
to start again with a younger and more vigorous man 'I

Hecker records, in his " Epidemics," that in the fourteenth

century, during an epidemic of persecution of the Jews on the

false and preposterous charge that they had poisoned the air

and all the springs and wells, the poor Israelites deliberately

immolated themselves by thousands. In some places they

fired their own quarter of the town, and so perished. At
8trassburg, two thousand were burnt alive in their own burial-

ground. " At Esslingen, the whole Jewish community burned

themselves in their synagogue ; and mothers were seen throw-
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ing their own children on the pile, to prevent their being bap-

tized, and then precipitating themselves into the flames." If

ever there were the marks of deliberation and sanity attendant

upon suicide, these cases present them.

Hegesias, a stoic philosopher of the time of the Ptolemies,

gained the title of " The Orator of Death," from the eloquence

with which he preached contempt of life and the blessings of

death. " So intense," says Leclcy, '• was the fesciuation he

cast around tlie tomb, that his disciples embraced with rapture

the consequences of his doctrine; multitudes freed themselves

by suicide from the troubles of the world." The fashion at

last attained so perilous an extension that Ptolemy had to

banish the philosopher from Alexandria.

Among the examples given by Dr. AVinslow, in his " An-

atomy of Suicide," and Esquirol, in his essay on suicide in the

'' Biotionnaire des Sciences Medicales'' are some which most

conclusively show that while an individual may be prompted by

a mesmeric sensitiveness, or other cause, to fall in with an epi-

demic of suicide, yet the act is wholly controllable. For ins-

tance, " The ladies of Miletus committed suicide in great

numbers, because their husbands and lovers were detained by

the wars. At one time there was an epidemic of drowning

among the women of Lyons. They could assign no cause for

this singular tendency; it was checked by the order that all

who drowned themselves should be publicly exposed in the

market-place. That at Miletus was stopped by a similar de-

vice. Tiie ladies generally hung themselves, and the magistrates

ordered that in every future case the body sliould be dragged

naked through the town by the ropes employed for the pur-

pose. There were no more suicides; the apprehensions of an

outrao-ed modesty were quite sufficient to check the suicidal

epidemic, thus proving that it had been a mere stupid fashion,

all the time controllable."

In the Veda, the scriptures of the Brahminic religion, the

act is not mentioned, but for ages it has received a distinct

ecclesiastical endorsement in the approval of suttee, or widow-

burning, and the blessings bestowed by tlie Brahmins upon

those who have taken their own lives in what they regard

as a good cause.
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_

" If we wish to understand tlie religions of tlie ancient na-
tions of the world," says Prof. Max Muller, "we must take
nito account tlieir national character. Nations who valne life
so little as the Hindoos and some of the American and Malay
nations, could not feel the same horror of human sacrifices for
instance, which would be felt by a Jew; and the volunkry
death ot the widow would inspire her nearest relations with
no other teeling than that of compassion and regret at seeino-
a young bride follow her husband into a dista^it land She
herselt would feel that, in following her husband into death
she was only doing what every other widow would do • she
was only doing her duty.

'

"In India, where men in the prime of life throw themselves
nnder the car of Juggernaut to be crushed to death by the
Idol they believe in

; where the plaintiff who cannot get re-
dress starves himself to death at the door of his iud.--e

• where
the philosopher who thinks he has learned all which 'this world
can teach him, and who longs for absorption into the Deity
quietly steps into the Ganges. In such a country, howeveV'much as we may condemn these practices, we must be on our
guard, and not judge the strange religions of such stranoe
creatures according to our own more sober code of moralit.^''

' Let a man once be impressed with a belief that this life is
but a prison, and that he has but to break througli its walls in
order to breathe the fresh and pure air of a higher life •

letinm once consider it cowardice to shrink from this act, and a
proof of courage and of a lirm faith in God to rush back to
that eternal source whence he came ; and let those views be
countenanced by a whole nation, sanctioned by priests.and hal-
lowed by poets, and however we may blame and loathe the
custom of religious suicides, we sball be bound to confess
that to such a man, and to whole nations of such men, the
most crue rites will have a very different meaning from what
they would have to us. . . . They contain a religious element,
and presuppose a belief in immortality, and an indifference
with regard to worldly pleasures, which, if directed in a differ-

-

ent channel, might produce martyrs and heroes."
Thus, this master scholar shows us that not merely is suicide

IS
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amoiio- the orientals no evidence of insanity, but it is not even

a crime.

His experience for the past iive years in tlie investigation ot

cases of suicide has forced upon liis mind the conclusion that

hut a comparatively small number of suicides even in this

country is attributable to insanity.

While it may not be proper to say that suicide, like the

small-pox or yellow-fever, is a disease, nor that it is contagious,

yet there are times and states, so to speak, of the social atmo-

sphere when the propensity seems to prevail to a most alarra-

ino- extent—when man's attachment to life ceases, when shad-

ows seem to pass over the bright side of his existence, when

hopes of happiness or fortune are blighted, when misfortunes

seem to multiplv and become insurmountable, when life seems

to have proved a total failure, when pride and ambition have

been blasted, it is then the wicked thought enters the mind

that death is preferable to such a life, and the sad result, de-

liberately, intelligently and ingeniously planned, follows it

is not insanitv, but a deliberate purpose to escape ills which

to the suicide seem overwhelming, and which he has not the

fortitude to bear.
_

The speaker had in his mind several practical illustrations to

sustain this theory coming under his personal observation

For instance, during the last year a gentleman ot culture and

intelligence became bankrupt and attempted suicide by means

of chloroform and morphine, and endeavored to foist the crime

of attempted murder and burglary on some unknown house-

breaker His life was insured for $50,000 and most of his

policies were of recent date. Also the case of Captain Colvo-

coresses, in 1872, at Bridgeport, Ct., whose life was insured for

$195,500 in twentv different companies, and the policies were

of recent date. Also of Monroe Snyder, of Bethlehem, Pa.,

insured for $65,000.
"

. .

With a healthy and intelligent public opinion, continued

the Jud-e, no such fraud could be consummated, nor outrage

perpetrrted. He asked to be excused for speaking strongly

on this "subject. In his judgment this demoralization of public

sentiment is a disgrace to our civilization. While the senti-

ment which moves us to protect tlie weak against the strong
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is worthy of the highest commendation, a feeling that ennobles
human nature when intelligently exercised, he had no sympa-
thy with its abuse and perversion, nor should it be permitted,
at this day and age, to encourage the perpetration of crimes
or legalize frauds.

In conclusion, he remarked that the importance of the
question is becoming more and more manifest. The suicidal
mania is spreading beyond all precedent, and it becomes the
duty of the moralist, the philanthropist, and the statesman to
study the subject. The barriers to self-destruction seem to be
giving way. The great protection in a society like ours, with
its high elevations and deep depressions, has been in the pro-
found religious conviction of our people that suicide is a pro-
nounced sin, abhorrent to Christianity and severely denounced
in the Word of God. In this age of free-thinking scientific
investigation and universal criticism, one by one the great
truths contained in the Bible, the corner-stone of our religious
system, are assailed or doubted, and the faith which has been
handed down from generation to generation questioned. The
consequences are inevitable. Destroy the faith of men in the
Bible and the great truths it teaches, remove the restraints of
religion a7id teach annihilation, and you will reap, without
the aid of insanity, a harvest of suicides that will astonish
the world.

Prof. Hammond thought that most physicians would agree
with the learned author, except in the one point, that h^ ex-
presses the opinion that physicians generally are of the opinion
that suicide is an evidence of insanity. He has found it quite
the contrary. The vast majority of medical writers hold that
suicide IS no evidence of insanity. He has had an opportunity
of ascertaining the tact that a great many sane men at somo
period of their lives have contemplated suicide. He thought
that many would admit that the same shadow has passed across
their own mind. Suicide is the result sometimes of bad physi-
cal health. He had known cases where attempts at suicide
were made because of nocturnal emissions—fearing that they
would lose their venereal powers--a thing that some men value
more than brains.

The learned author has given some examples of the fact
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tlmt suicide is epidemic. He thought all present could bear

him out that it is uot only epidemic but more or less under the

influence of example. As in the case of those who followed

the example of Dr. Wells in cutting their femoral artery.

Dr John H. Packard, of Philadelphia, read a paper " On the

mode of infliction of the Death Penalty." The following is

a full synopsis :

Mucii as Christianity and modern civilization have done tor

human nature, they have not so far refined and purified it as

to warrant the abolition of the death-penalty for the crime ot

murder. At least, such seems to be the plain inference from

the current history of our time. Without dwelling upon the

daily reports of violence and ruflianism, certainly uot growing

l^ss'numerous or milder in form, he would mention the fact

that a London telegram of March 14, says that a bill to abol-

ish capital punishment was on that day put on its second read-

ing in the British House of Commons, and defeated by a vote

of 263 to 64.

Another item within a day or two was to the eflect that the

death-penaitv was to be restored to the statute books of the

State of Iowa, the experiment of dispensing with it havmg

proved a failure.
"

He was well aware that much has been and may be said on

what seems to be the humanitarian side of this (luestion, which

indeed is too large to be entered into here, even if it came^

within the purpose of the present paper, or if he felt himselt

capable of handling it. He however called attenfion to the

fact that in the Mosaic history the Divine edict—" Whoso

sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood l^e shed"*-was

.riven as a distinct and separate utterance, anterior to any sys-

tem of temporarv or ceremonial law, and without any hint of

limitation by time or by circumstances which might arise m

the later history of the race.f

Genesis, chap, ix: 6.
.

+ A recent number of an English periodical, (its name having escaped his

memory and he has failed to find it by such search as his time has permit-

ted,) contained a very forcible remme of the existing reasons for the reten-

tion of the death-penalty.
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As matter of fact, in almost all civilized comiminities, it is

ordained that the deliherate taking: of human life shall involve
the forfeiture of the life of the oflender; the object being to

prevent crime by the fear of punishment.

But there are two entirely different stand-points from which
to view this matter. One is that taken by the degraded ruf-

fian, who looks upon law and order as oppressive shackles, to

be resisted whenever there is a chance of doing so successfully
;

who regards his being as a sort of struggle with society, and
if in this warfare he is brought to the gallows, accepts his de-

feat as he would the loss of a prize-figlit. He 'is overpowered
by superior odds, but not conquered ; and if he " dies game,"
he is a hero in the estimation of his compeers. The other is

the point taken by the moral and self-respecting part of the
community. For them the punishment is in the condemna-
tion

;
in the ignominy of forfeiture of the right to live.

These two points, although thus stated separately, are ex-

tremes between which there are various grades ; and the phrase
" the fear of punishment" expresses the combination of the
two which operates to preserve the security of life in com-
munities.

Of course the mere terror of physical death is combined
with the double aspect of capital punishment just mentioned,
to a greater or less degree, in very many minds. In some it

would swallow up all considerations of defiance of society, of
disgrace, or of distress to relations, etc. But this is an ele-

ment which is not, and cannot be recognized in any legal view
of the matter. If it were not so—if the pain of physical death
has anything to do with the deterrent effect of capital punish-
ment,—then it would be better to restore all the fearful list of
tortures, burning, breaking on the wheel, and the rest.

He thought it might bo stated positively, without fear of
contradiction, that just so far as the physical terrors of execu-
tion are enhanced, the moral force of the procedure is weak-
ened. This is true in regard to its effect upon even the lowest
and most brutal classes of society. It is the calm, dispassion-

ate, inexorable working of retributive justice which holds them
in check, so far as fear of punishment can do so.

The subject of the modes of carrying out the extreme sen-
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tence of the law was lirouglit before this society some years

ao-o by Dr. Aloiizo Calkins, in an able paper entitled "Judi-

cial Executions tor Capital Crimes."* The ground taken by

him was adverse to the method now in use in this country and

in Great Eritain ; and his forcible exposition ^l its objection-

able features left nothing for the lecturer to say in regard to

this portion 'of the topic. His views must be shared by all

in whom the finer sentiments of humanity" have not been

blunted by actual contact with cruelty and vice.

While, however, he had nothing to say as to the mere pro-

cess of death by hanging, there arc some matters connected

with it to which he would allude.

The strong feeling which exists in many minds against this

mode of judicial death often adds to the difficulty of procuring

convictions even upon very positive evidences of guilt. It

also adds very much to the force of the sympathy which is

apt to be developed for criminals under sentence, and increases

the frequency of pardons, by which the salutary effect of the

law is seriously lessened. Under this head may be mentioned

the facilitating of the abuse qf the pardoning power, for po-

litical or private reasons ; since this would be less likely to

occur, if it did not fall in w'ith public seutiment.

(There is a curious usage in the State of Pennsylvania, and

perhaps in other States also, by which, if the Governor in

whose term a convicted murderer is sentenced, goes out of

office without signing the death-warrant, his successors like-

wise abstain from doing so. A man was recently liberated,

who was sentenced twenty-six years ago, but the sentence was

never carried out for the reason just stated. So far as he can

learn, it is mere usage, without any sanction by legal enact-

ment.)

Between hanging and the other modes of execution at pres-

ent in use in civilized countries, there is really no choice.

They are all alike in affording an opportunity for bravado on

the part of the criminal, and in the appearance at least of un-

seemly violence on the part of the officers of the law.

Published in the Quarterly Journal of Psychological Med. for April, 1869.

Also see Transactions of the Society, Vol. I.
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The ignomiii}' of deatli on the gallows has always been re-

garded as one of its cliief terrors; yet the body only is af-

fected by it, and the sti<i,ma is merely conventional. Popular

clamor, or partisan hatred, may condemn a pure-minded pa-

triot to this so-called shameful ending, and yet succeeding

generations will only the more honor and clierish his memory.
The infamy comes from the judicial character of the act

;

from the fact that the man himself, by reason of his crimes, is

declared by his fellow-men to be unworthy of existence among
them.

Some of our State Legislatures have followed the example
of the British Government, in ordaining that all executions

shall be carried out in private ; but in many parts of the

country the spectacle of " hanging " is still allowed to have

its brutalizing effect upon all who choose to come to see it.

Within forty-eight hours of the writing of these lines, the

telegraph informs us, the hanging of a colored man for mur-
der, in a town in Tennessee, was witnessed by ten thousand

persons. And in the paper of this morning occurs the follow-

ing item

:

" 'Gus. Johnson was hanged at Atlanta, Ga., yesterday, in

the presence of a large crowd, for the murder of a colored

ferryman. He showed brutal indifference, confessed that he

had committed four murders, and ascended the scaffold with a

cigar in his mouth."

He makes no comments upon these two statements, except

to record his solemn belief that the mere reading of those few
lines which constitute the second one has already sown addi-

tional seed of evil in the minds of thousands of the young and
half-educated, all over this country, which will come up with

the rest in the great crop of crime.

But even where executions are supposed to be private, they

are so only in name. They are indeed, carried on loithin the

walls of a prison ; but persons manage to get admission as

deputy sheriffs, or on some other pretense, and at every such

scene the reporters of the daily press are present in force, as if

by right, to vie with each other in giving graphic and—to use

the detestable word of the day—"sensational" accounts of

the miserable affair. By their agency the public, young and
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old, far and near, are enabled to gloat over details which can-

not but be loathsome to the better part of human nature

;

which have a fearful fascination for the young and inexpe-

rienced, and which have unquestionably been widely influen-

tial in promoting crime.

He appealed to all to whom these words may come, whether

they are not conscious of the harmful eifects of such reading

upon themselves.

Now in view of the general admission that the present

mode of inflicting the extreme penalty of the law is objection-

able, an apology can hardly be needed for an attempt to point

oat a hetter way.

What he would suggest is that there should be fltted up in

the jail a small room, which can be made air tight. By means

of very simple arrangements carbonic oxide can be substituted

for the air of this room; and a person confined in it would

thus die the easiest and quietest death known to science. He
would simply cease to exist.

A jury should be appointed to identify the convicted per-

son. In their presence he should be conducted to the room,

and placed in it, entering by a sliding door, of plate-glass it

may be, protected by a netting of iron wire. The process of

rendering the air irrespirable should then be begun, and

would very soon be completed. In less than ten minutes

fresh air might be introduced, by opening the sliding door and

reversing the former process, and the same jury, again identi-

fying the body, could certify to the fact of the execution hav-

ing been duly carried out.

In 1874, Mr. Coleman Sellers suggested the adoption of this

carbonic oxide poisoning as the method of killing the dogs

taken up in the city of Philadelphia and- unredeemed ; and it has

been found to ajiswer the purpose perfectly. By the kindness

of Mr. Marett, the Superintendent of th? Dog Shelter, he has

inspected the process more than once. At his last visit he care-

fully timed its duration, and found that of forty-three dogs of

various sizes, introduced into the room, the air being pure,

every one liad ceased to breathe three minutes after the gas

Ijegan to flow. Two dogs, weighing about 45 pounds each,

were put in singly, and the time was exactly the same for

both,—110 seconds.
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More exact details of the method can readily be furnished

if desired. It is essentially the same as that within a few

years so often adopted by suicides in France. To his own
mind it seems that it presents many advantages on the score

of humanity, propriety, and efficiency.

Dogs killed in this way manifest scarcely any evidence of

suffering, not more than he has seen in inducing anaesthesia by
ether, in other dogs, for the purpose of surgical operations.

The death would necessarily be private. Probably there

would be little if any struggling to be witnessed'. As to the

certainty of the extinction of life, there can be no question, for

reasons known to every tyro in physiology. Between the

sickly sentimentality which would spare merciless murderers,

and the brutal ferocity which would exult over their dying

agonies, there seems to be a just and wise medium, where
the law can take its stand, vindicating itself, protecting

society, and yet inflicting no needless torture on the unhappy
criminal. The subject is one which well merits earnest

thought, and his only excuse for presuming to deal with it

is the duty which lies on every man to contribute his mite

to the subduing of the evil that is in the world.

THE NEUKOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Dr. Shaw, of Brooklyn, read a paper entitled " A Contri-

bution to the Pathological Anatomy of Disseminated Cerebro-

spinal Sclerosis," the joint labor of himself. Prof. E. C.

Seguin and Dr. Van Derveer, of Albany, N". Y.

The cases quoted presented the usual clinical history of dis-

seminated sclerosis. The brain and two spinal cords were

examined. Lesions were found in various regions of the cord

and brain in the gray as well as the white substance. Histo-

logical examination showed more or less disappearance of

ganglion cells of the regions involved in the sclerosis ; disap-

pearance of the myelinic sheath of the nerves, with a preser-

vation of the axis cylinders in an advanced stage of the morbid

process.

The cells of the neuroglia showed increase of their proto-

plasm and enlargement of their nuclei, multiplication of their

nuclei and numerous processes from the protoplasm. These
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spider-like cells almost entirely filled the field, and were sur-

rounded by coarse, loosely arranged neuroglia fibres.

-The spider-like cells observed are similar to those observed

by others in general paralysis, myelitis, &c.

Dr. Shaw demonstrated some peculiar markings of mednl-

iatia nerve fibres. The specimens which had been freshly

stained with hyperosmic acid exhibited peculiar fissures ex-

tending obliquely through the myelin but not passing beyond it.

In the discussion which followed, Drs. E. C. Seguin and

Shaw expressed their opinion that the markings in question

were of an artificial nature.

Dr. Seesel stated that he considered these markings as nat-

ural but Ranvier's rings as artificial.

Dr. Seguin demonstrated an unique case of facial paralysis

(the patient being present). The patient, a boy, jet. about 14

years, had sufl'ered from chronic otorrhoea for a long period and

had lost by caries, a part of the temporal bone—including the

cochlea and semicircular canals. Previous to this, he had

complete facial paralysis, on the left side. One remarkable fea-

ture of the case was that as Dr. Seguin stated, after such a

severe affection the nerve should regain its function. He had

the year before shown all the characteristic reactions of trau-

matic nerve paralysis—yet at the present time could volun-

tarily move the left facial muscles to a slight extent. Dr.

Seguin also referred to another remarkable feature of the case

—namely, that notwithstanding the total destruction of the

semicircular canals on one side, there were no symptoms of

Meniere's disease.

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

Dr. John C. Peters read a paper on the Therapeutic uses of

some of the Ranunculaceae, especially in nervous diseases,

which appears in previous pages of this number of the

Journal.

The following remarks were made in discussion :

Dr. Piffard said that not being in general practice, but con-

fining himself to his specialty, he had little occasion to employ

the drugs mentioned by Dr. Peters, with the exception of

Pulsatilla nigricans. Since the rehabilitation of this drug by
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Stoerck, in 1771, it had maintained its position in most of

the continental pharmacopeias, though not in tliose of Eng-

land or this country. The plant contains two active princi-

pals, anemonin and anevionia acid. The American variety of

the plant P.nuttaliana\\A<\ been fonnd by Mr. Miller, a Phila-

delphia pharmacist, to contain them also. He could only obtain

them, however, from the fresh, but not from the dry plant-

Conium, gelsemium and some tithers are likewise known to

be more active in the fresh than in the dry condition. Dr.

PitFard stated that he had found pulsatilla exceedingly useful

in epididymitis. From an experience covering about a dozen

cases treated during tlie year with pulsatilla exclusively (tinc-

ture of the fresh plant), he thought that the average duration of

the disease was reduced nearly if not quite one-half. The

first and most marked etfect was on the pain. Under the use

of Pulsatilla this rapidly subsided, a marked diminution occur-

ring in some cases after the second or third dose. Dr. Piffard

believed that most of the ext. pulsatilla found in the shops

was comparatively inert.

Geo. Henry Fox, M. D., has used the tincture of pulsatilla

of late in the treatment of a score or more cases of epididy-

mitis, and has been surprised at the result. He has given

small and frequently repeated doses, and in the majority of

cases a speedy diminution or complete cessation of the pain

has followed. Thinking at first that the improvement might

have been due to rest or to the natural subsidence of the in-

fiammation, he has repeatedly tested the remedy, as follows

:

Wiien patient has taken the pulsatilla for a day or two and

reported a marked improvement, he has substituted plain al-

cohol for the tincture (without informing the patient of the

change), and has noticed the pain come and go, or at least ap-

pear modified in intensity, according as the alcohol or the pul-

satilla was being taken. To those who do not obtain very

brilliant results from tobacco-poulticing, strapping, etc., he

would heartily recommend the \\&e of this remedy.

Dr. Putnam Jacobi remarked that two suggestions occurred

to her in connection with Dr. Peters' paper. The first con-

cerned the theory of the mechanism by which podophyllin

and other resinous carthartics, promoted the excretion of the
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bile, and even seemed to increase the quantity secreted. The
theory quoted and endorsed by Dr. Peters, that these drugs

acted by irritating the duodenal extremity of the ductus

choledochus was often advanced, but seemed to the speaker

entirely destitute of proof. It was to be remembered that

all mucous surfaces were connected in a reflex manner with

both muscular and glandular tissues.

That is, impressions made on the sensory nerves of a mucous
membrane, after transmission 'by central ganglia, were reflected

back along motor fibres, partly to the muscular coat overly-

ing the membrane, partly to the glands imbedded in it. The
first destination was of course easily susceptible of anatomical

demonstration ; the second had, so far as the speaker knew,
only received anatomical demonstration in the case of the

salivary glands, where nervous fibrillpe had been traced into

the protoplasm of the gland cells. But the physiological

proofs of such nervous connection abounded. Further, that

the fibrillffi supplying glands were motor, as in the case of tiie

chorda tympani for' the submaxillary, was also extremely

probable.

Now it was of course well known that, philoso])lucally

speaking, the liver and pancreas stood in exactly the same re

lation to the digestive tract as the microscopic glands imbed-

ded in tiie mucous membrane. These laro:er glands were

merely diverticula from that membrane. It was therefore

to be presumed that their secretion was regulated in the

same way, namely-, by means of impressions primarily made
upon the mucous membrane, then reflected to the secreting

cells of the glands. In the case of the liver, irritation of the

duodenum would be transmitted to the hepatic territory of

the solar plexus, thence reflected along the fibres of the hepa-

tic plexus, following the blood vessels to the liver. It was, in

the speaker's opinion, probable that the hypen^mia of the

liver and biliary passages which so often accompanied gastro-

duodenal catarrhs, was caused in this reflex manner, and not by

spread of inflammation bj* contiguitj along the ductus choledo-

chus. The same reasoning would apply to all cases generally

alleged in favor of the common theory, since all ducts, whose

extremities are supposed to be irritated, open upon raucous
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membranes, the natural recipients of sensory impressions, the

internal tegmenta of the body.

It was to be presumed, in accordance with this theory, that

podophyllin was particularly efficacious in causing a flow of

bile, because its irritating eflect was experienced as soon as it

entered the duodenum ; while aloes, which seemed to act only

upon the colon and rectum, probably underwent some change

during its passage through the small intestine, after which

only did it become possessed of irritating properties.

The speaker wished to make one remark in regard to acon-

ite. She had recently had occasion, in repeating Boeck's ex-

periments on cardiac poisons, to witness the remarkable ap-

pearances assumed by the heart of the frog after three doses of

aconite. It did not, as was sometimes cai-elessly asserted,

slacken the pulse by paralyzing the vagus, but by direct

paralysis, after transient stimulus, of excited motor ganglia

of the heart. The ventricle therefore gradually lost its power

of contractility, and became greatly distended, but with red

blood, which contiiiued to pour into it from the lungs. The

appearance was so peculiar and characteristic that any one

familiarized with it could at once pronounce upon the nature

of the poison, from seeing the heart of a frog exposed.

Now it was noticeable that the therapeutical efliects derived

from aconite were not derived from this physiological action,

which indeed stood iu their way. In such inflammations as

pneumonia and pericarditis, where paralysis of the heart was

the great danger to be feared, the speaker much doubted, in

spite of assertions to the contrary, whether aconite could, witli

impunity, be given in large enough doses to produce an im-

portant efltect. But the unquestionable and remarkable in-

fluence of aconite upon acute amygdalitis and other superficial

inflammations of mucous surfaces, seemed to be due, not

to any eflect produced on the cardiac ganglia, but to the analo-

gous sedative action on the peripheric extremities of sensitive

nerves, which was equally characteristic of the drug. The

speaker called attention to this fact as an illustration of the

danger of too hastily concluding at a therajieutical result from

a physiological action. Few drugs produced but one appre-

ciable eflect ; and the problem always presented itself to de-
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cide, which, among the multiple actions demonstrated in the

laboratory, might be called into pla^' to nspfiil purpose at the

bedside.

George M. Beard, M. D., read a paper entitled " Hj'giene in

Chronic JS^ervous Diseases," before the Medical Society of the

County of Kings (Brooklyn, IST. Y.), of which we give the

following synopsis. He said :

Of the three influences that relieve and cure chronic nerv-

ous diseases

—

medicine, mind and Ayf/iV/te or environment, the

first is oflentimes of the least importance. He considered the

hygiene of this class of diseases under three heads

—

cerebral

hygiene, digestive hygiene and sexual hygiene. In their

hygienic relations functional nervous diseases may be divided

into three classes

:

1. Those that could be cured by a simple change of life—in-

door to out-door—with vigorous muscular exercise, or travel

and no medicine.

2. Those that needed a moderate degree of exercise, and

various medical treatment.

3. Those that require absolute and more or less prolonged

rest in bed.

Under this latter head come many cases of so-named spinal

and cerebral irritation, hysteria and neurasthenia, and choreic

and allied maladies. The test of skill in the treatment and

management of functional nervous diseases is to determine to

which of these three classes any case belongs. Mistakes have

often been made by giving the first the treatment of the third

class, and vice versa.

Patients in the second class and those that combine mode-

rate exercise in their accustomed business with various treat-

ment, need to be cautioned always not to over-do—to stop short

of severe fatigue, and should have the mental counter-irritation

that is called mental diversion.

When patients of the third class are kept in bed they should

be fed liberally and very often—a little at a time, and should have

general faradization and central galvanization, and also, if possi-

ble, systematized manipulation or massage. Long ago Doctor

Beard had observed that many nervous patients were better

on Sundays than on other days—could digest more food and
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were less distressed. It is well to give some patients of this

third class sixty or ninety or more consecutive Sabbaths. His

experience coincided with that of Dr. Weir Mitchell in regard

to the increase of weight under this treatment. It is not al-

ways necessary to nse massage, and exclusion from friends,

though an advantage, was not always imperative. In old times,

when this bed-treatmeut was more used than now, it was much

abused—was advised for cases of the iirst and second class,

and was combined with starvation and bleeding instead of

feeding. Among the great existing causes of functional nerv-

ous disease \s financial worry. For cases of the second class,

successful and happy intellectual labor is beneficial to the tired

brain, just as exercise is to the weakened muscle.

In all these cases, the prognosis much depends on the intel-

lectual character of the patient. An exclusively vegetable and

fish diet, including oystei's, milk and eggs is of value in some

cases of these disorders. It does not feed the intellect, as

Agassiz suggested, but has a calming and sedative influence,

like bromide of potassium. Animal food infuses energy, but

these patients need to be slowed down.

Speaking of hygiene he said : Among the many departments

of hygiene, the study of which has been systematically neg-

lected by the profession, is that of the function of generation

and of the sexes in their relation to each other. In relation

to chronic nervous diseases, sexual hygiene is of all import-

ance. In acute disorders it has little direct influence and there-

fore medical science has passed it by. The inductive investi-

gation of the subject is a very difficult and delicate matter, and

is complicated with elements of error without number. Tlie

practical conclusions on this subject that seem to be rerpiired

are these :

1. In savage, barbarous and semi-civilized lauds the sexual

appetite can be, and is, and always has been indulged in by

both sexes, not only in the natural way, but in all sorts of un-

natural ways to enormous excess without traceable harm to the

nervous system. To a less degree this is true of the lower

orders in civilized lands—as slaves, sailors and peasantry.

2. The brain-working, in-door living classes of civilization

And it necessary to observe the same cautions in this respect as
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in regard to diet. They can bear only a share of what to the

savage or the slave is a matter of indifference.

3. There are individual idiosyncrasies in this regard. Some
who are very feeble can bear mucli sexual indulgence, just as

some who cannot raise their heads in bed or take any stimu-

lants or tonics, can eat and digest large quantities of food, or

bear any amount of alcoliol or electricity.

4. Sexual intercourse is a tonic and sedative, and like other

tonics and sedatives, it induces sleep, or at least quietness, and

increases the disposition and capacity for work. When carried

to relative excess, that is excess for the individual at the time,

it may produce primar}^ nervousness and wakefulness and

secondarily, headache, neuralgia, and various symptoms of ex-

haustion. The appetite for sex, like the appetite for food, can-

not well be regulated by arithmetic : but whenever any of

the symptoms follow indulgence, they suggest excess at the

time. At another time, under different circumstances, the

same indulgence for the same individual may do no harm.

5. The evil effects of over-persistent sexual excess are usually

temporary and recovei-able. The German notion that struc-

tural and incurable disorders, as locomotor atax^' and progres-

sive muscular atrophy are caused primarily by sexual excess,

is not sustained by Dr. Beard's observation. Functional ex-

cess of any kind causes functional, not structural disease. Just

as excessive brain work, uncomplicated with worry, may
cause cerebrasthenia, or l)rain exhaustion, just as excessive

eating may cause a tonic dyspepsia, just so excessive sexual

indulgence may cause sexual exhaustion either local or gene-

ral ; but none of these types of functional debility are usually

of a permanent character; removing or modifying the cause,

in time removes oi- modifies the effect. Almost all healthy

children over-eat ; almost all healthy men at times over-use

their brain and sexual organs ; but only a few are permanently

harmed thereby. He referred to the general law to which

there are exceptions now and then.

He was once consulted by a poor, miserable, sad, middle-

aged, debilitated man who had evidently become so by a long

continued indulgence in the habit of masturbation ; but in his

case and indeed in all similar cases, the objective evil of his
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habit had been reinforced by the subjective evil of dwellino-

upon and magnifying it. Proper advice and treatment, and
Sexual regime including marriage, would have cured even him
and may even yet do so.

It would appear that the organ of thought, the organs of
digestion and the organs of generation can bear and were de-
signed to bear, a vast amount of abuse without permanent in-

jiiry
;
were it not so, the human race would disappear from the

earth.

In regard to the relative harinlessness of the natural and
unnatural methods of sexual excitement, it may be said that
masturbation is more likely to injure for these two reasons :

First, it can be practiced in early years—even in childhood

;

and secondly, it can be practiced at any time and alone and
therefore more frequently. These two causes more probably
than the difference in the acts themselves (although there is

ptr se an important difference) allows for the temporary or
permanent debility that follows long continued masturbation.

Likewise involuntary emissions at night occurring now and
then, are physiological—not injurious," but when occurring
frequently, as a large number of times a month—and it is

dreaded and worried over by the victim, they produce exhaus-
tion.

Under this head he would say, also, that there is no question
but that an important proportion of cases of functional ner-
vous diseases in both sexes are brought on or are made worse
by sexual excess and disturbance as a rule. This applies to
the age between lifteeu and forty-live, when the sexual system
is most active and most liable to abuse.

6. Excessive sexual indulgence or abuse, acting on a strong
constitution, produces local functional disorders of the sexual
organs—impotence in its various grades ; acting upon a ner-
vous, delicate constitution, it produces general nervous exhaus-
tion.

The worst cases of impotence the Doctor has ever seen have
been in men of " iron frames." The feeble, finely organized
constitution cannot abuse itself long enough to produce impo-
tence, the consequence of excess so soon shows itsel* upon the
general system, that it is impossible to produce local disease.
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In writers' cramp—a malady wliicli he is now studying espe-

cially—tlae same law holds. Writers' cramp is a disease of the

comparatively strong; the feeble and nervous cannot writ*

hard enough or long enough to get the disease ;
fatigue of the

system warns them in time to stop short in time and take it

easv. »

Thus far he has been talking of the chronic nervous disor-

ders of adults—in children, however, some of the same gen.

eral principles apply. The infantile nervous system differs

somewhat from that of the adnlt in its susceptibility. Young

children for example do not have nenralgia or sick headache

or hysteria. They can bear chloroform without harm, and

also electricity in larger doses than adults. Both of the latter

points are important.
_ _

He also referred to the iniiuence of music as a hygienic

agent, which he has quite recently had an opportunity of ob-

serving. In co-operation with the celebrated pianist, Mr. Pat-

terson, and Dr. Wilson, he had made some experiments in the

hygienic or remedial iniiuence of music on the insane. The

results were interestiiTg, and in some cases remarkable—and

would suggest that other forms of nervous disease less severe

than the insanity of the asylums—as melancholia, mental de-

pression attending various disorders, cerebral congestion, and

ansemia and hysteria—might be advantageously treated in the

same way—at home and among their friends.

With the insane at Blackwell's Island, the experiments

made these conclusions probable:

1. Instrumental music exercises on melancholia and mama

at least temporary beneficial effects—varying with the nature

of the music and the temperament of the patient. The sav-

agely violent sometimes become pleasant and calm
;
the mel-

ancholic and stolid may begin to weep or become cheerful and

chatty. An overdose, like an overdose of any other hygienic

or remedial agent, may have injurious effects. Some who are

at once made worse by noisy music may be calmed by a music

of a sad and quiet character.

2. It is not impossible that the regular and continuous useot

music for an hour or so a day or less frequently, might have

a permanent influence over violent and unmanageable cases.
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3. It is probable that in the higher classes of society, among
the finely organized and intellectual, the results of systematic
musical treatment would be more satisfactory than with the
lower classes of foreigners or those upon whom experiments
were made.

^

The hygienic value of .pleasant sights has long been recog-
nized and practiced.

The following was received separatehj from Dr. Wells'
letter :

At the meeting of the Neurological Society, March 4th, Dr.
E. C. Spitzka read a paper on the Scientific Study of Psychiatry,
which elicited the following remarks

:

After the reading of Dr. Spitzka's paper, Dr. Hammond
arose and moved that a committee be appointed to examine
into the question and to report on the feasibility of carrying
out Dr. Spitzka's suggestions. He stated that the subject was
too important to be disposed of in the usual manner.
The President therefore appointed as such a committee Drs.

Hammond, J. C. Peters (President of the County Medical
Society) and J. C. Shaw to report at the next meeting.

^

He then called upon a representative of the American Asso-
ciation of Medical Superintendents, there present, to speak.

Dr. A. E. Macdonald, Medical Superintendent of the City
Asylum for the Insane, stated that he could not discuss the
subject that evening, but would do so if the paper were ac-
cepted by the Society.

The President remarked that the question before the Society
was not whether the paper was to be accepted or not, it was
consequently open to discussion like any other paper, as it con-
tained scientific matter outside of its specifications.

Dr. Kiernan being called upon, stated that with regard to
most of the points in the paper he was not at liberty to deliver
an opinion, and that not being a Superintendent,' he did not
feel that any points in the paper were directed against himself.
He could confirm many of the writer's statements, especially
as he had himself had the honor of conducting Superintend-
ents through the asylum at which he served, who did not
know what progressive paresis was.
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Dr. Wilbur, Superintendent of the Asylum for Idiots, at

Syracuse, was called upon and said

:

'

Medical statistics in relation to insane asylums are of direct

interest to every member of the profession. Attention is

therefore called to some that appear in the report of the IJtica

Insane Hospital for the year 1877.

The main portioii of the report of the superintendent of

that institution is a plea for the immediate completion of the

three expensive hospitals for the insane now in procofis of con-

struction. The nature of the argument used may be gathered

from the following passages

:

" It is painful to reflect that the provision made by the State

for the early reception of all cases of insanity is still so limited.

Probably it is not an over-estimate to say that one-half of those

who become insane each year are allowed to pass into the

chronic stages of the disease, without any attempt at proper

treatment.
"
The two great impediments in the way are limited

accommodations, the distance traversed and expense incurred

in reaching asylums."

An extract is then given from a paper of Dr. Jarvis, pub-

lished in 1866, which shows that "the number of patients

committed, gradually and steadily diminishes with the distance

from the hospital." It is then added— "The facts and con-

clusions of that paper have been verified in the experience ot

this State year by year, with fatal consequences to individuals

and immense detriment to the public finances. Tliis may be

seen in the vast number of chronic and incurable insane accu-

mulating in the poor-houses and chronic asylums of the State.

" A large number of the counties, especially those remote

from asylums, illustrate the unwise delay in providing for the

acute cases. Take for instance Chautauqua county, which had

in its county-house, in 1868, only thirty chronic insane; accord-

ing to tlie report of the Board of State Charities, Nov. 1, 1876,

she had 83, yet in all these years Chautauqua county sent to the

Utica asyluin but 14 patients, only five of which were returned

to the county-house. This would leave an increase of •18,-in

addition to those that had died during eight years.

" Oneida county, in 1868, had 105 clironic insane, and had

only increased the number, Nov. 1, 1876, to 167, and dur^"
-mg
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these eight years sent to this asylum no less than 256 patients.
Tlius Chautauqua county increased her insane 176| per cent.,
while Oneida county inci'eased only 59 per cent."

Enough has been cited to show the tenor of the argument
which is, that insanity in its early stages is a very curable dis-
ease

;
in its later stages intractable. That it' insane hospitals

were so uiulti-plied as to be within easy reach from all parts of
the State, chronic insanity would be greatly reduced, with im-
mense advantage to the public finances. The corroborative
evidence is furnished by the comparative statistics of Chau-
tauqua and Oneida counties. The first, cut off from the privi-

leges of the ITtica Hospital by i^ remoteness, is now suffering
the consequences in the alarming |)ercentage of increase in the
number of chronic insane supported at public charge. The
other, blessed in its proximity to the same institution and
availing itself largely of its privileges, has had but a moderate
increase in the number of its chronic insane.

Fir.st of the argument; the fallacy of which has been fre-

quently exposed. It may briefly be stated

:

A certain but small proportion of the insane become so,

suddenly. The symptoms in these cases are so marked, eo
violent, and so demanding an immediate committal to an asy-
lum, that they are sent at once. Of this class, it may be said
that, as a rule, tliey get well or die at an early stage of the
disease.

On the other hand, with the majority of those who become
insane, the disease comes on gradually and insidiously, and be-
comes seated before any marked change or outbreak prompts
the friends to send them to an asylum. This form of insanity
is not a curable disease, and so, however much hospitals are
multiplied, recourse will not be had to them for the patient's
relief till too late for cure. It is chronic mania from the start
or from the first observation.

Now for the statistics given in this report in support of the
argument.

An intelligent and honest search for the facts in the case
would not have contented itself with comparing the percent^
age of increase of chronic insanity in the county poor-houses,
in only two counties, for a single year. That would be—so
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to speak—generalizing from a single fact, or rather half a

fact; for only a portion of the chronic insane are in the county-

houses.

There are other comparisons that suggest themselves and

are readily made.

Let us supply the defect.

The following table is made up from the reports of the

Board of State Charities

:

NO. OF CHRONIC INSANE IN COUNTY POOE-HOUSES.

^j,^^ CHAUTAUQUA CO, ONEIDA CO.

1868 ^ 30 105

18C9
5'^ 97

1870 62 120

1871 - - -
^6 135

m^~''^^~'-----'^-^'--- 68 132

1873 71 140

1874 :
62 Ul

1875 63 163

1876 83 167

It Adll be seen by this table, that if the year 1869 had been .

chosen, the percentage of increase in chronic insane in seven

years, would have. stood, Chautauqua Co., 46 per cent, and .

Oneida Co., 72 per cent.

The explanation of tlie relative position of tlie two counties

in 1868, is this, and it depends upon a fact well known at

Utica. In 1862 Oneida county built a new and comfortable

county insane asylum, and all the chronic insane previously in

custody of friends were sent there, before 1868.

Chautauqua county took the same steps in 1867. And then

a similar result followed, as is seen by the sudden increase of

patients from 30 to 57.

The report of the Board of State Charities for 1868 also

mentions that of the 105 patients in the Oneida county asylum

all hut eight had received treatment at Utica.

Take another table made up from the report of the Board

of State Charities

:

Number of chronic insane supported at public charge in

proportion to the whole population ; Oneida Co., one to 683

;
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Chautauqua Co., one to 782 ; the whole State, except New-

York and Brooklyn, one to llfiS.

But a i3revious report of the Utica asylum furnishes us with

the materials for a still wider generalization or a still better

comparison. In that, there is a table, showing the extent to

which the different counties have sent patients to the Utica

asylum. From this I have selected Ifi counties, containing a

population of 883,(167, that have sent patients in the highest

proportion ; namely, one to every 4,860 of the population.

I have also taken 13 others with a population of 734,712

that have sent the least number; that is, one to every 17,078

of the population. In other words, the former district has

sent proportionately between three and four times as many
patients to Utica as the latter.

In the first district, or near by and availing itself freely of

the Utica asyluin, the percentage of increase of chronic insane

from ] 868 to 1876 was over 7.5 per cent. In the remoter dis-

trict the same percentage was oidy 45 per cent.

Comparing this Utica district with the remoter district and

with the State at large—except New York City and Bi'ooklyn

—

in another respect ; that is, the ratio of chronic insane to the

population, it reads thus :

Oneida county, one to 683 ; near-by counties, one to 1055
;

remote counties, one to every 1305 ; State at large, one to

every 1168.

It is not my object to show that no more hospital accommo-

,
dations for the insane, in this State, are needed, but that the

argument for such increase presented in the Utica report is a

fallacious one
;
and the statistics given utterly unreliable. To

make a point, the statistics of the Board of State Charities are

entirely perverted.

In conclusion, it maybe added that the multiplication of in-

sane hospitals will not materially reduce the number of chronic

insane. The hope of essential relief in that direction must be

based upon a profounder social philosophy.

Dr. Eastman, of the Worcester asylum, a man of large ex-

perience in the treatment of insanity, after a careful analysis

of the statistics of several asylums, has expressed a much more
reliable opinion, in the following language

:
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" These careful investigations lead to the conclnsioii, that of

the whole number of cases of insanity less than one-half are

really cured, many of which relapse ; and it is extremely doubt-

ful if under the most propitious circumstances any possibility

exists of increasing the proportion of recoveries much above

fifty per cent. !

"

Dr. Earle, of the Northampton asylum, sets his foot down

with still more emphasis upon such specious expectations of

recovery, by saying substantially, " that if there were an in-

sane hospital upon every hill-top, of every county, it would

not materially alter the amount of chronic insanity in the land.''

Parties in the incipient stages of the most common form of

insanity will not have recourse to such institutions, till there

is some modification in their prevailing aspect and administra-

tion. Now restraint is stamped upon every part and portion

of the system ; the high enclosure, the guarded gate, the grated

windows, the locked doors, the isolation from friends and the

complete dependence upon the caprice of the medical super-

intendent. In other words, these features of duress and isola-

tion must be softened. Facility of commitment and release

must be equally provided. Advantage must be taken of special

medical experience and skill, from outside, for the varied com-

plications of other diseases with the predominating malady.

And over all the details of the inner life of such institutions,

must shine the rays of an efficient and searching governmental

supervision.

Dr. Seguin, the President, then stated that he had expected

to discuss the paper in the midst of a general discussion. He

could strongly endorse the position taken by Dr. Spitzka, his

paper was ordinary as to discussion, but extraordinary as to

merit. He had several years previous been present at a meet-

ing of the Asylum Association, and had noticed that no scientific

papers or discussions there occurred, in fact there was absolutely

no provision for scientific contributions made. In the preamble

of their Constitution, we look in vain for the word " Science."

He thought that some credit was due to one asylum which,

"whatever might be the questionable character of the work there

done, had at least the merit ofhavinglntroduced systematic path-

ological examinations, but that the work of the special patholo-
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gist was not acknowledged to be his work, but was published

under the name of the Superintendent. He thought that Dr.

Spitzka had been unjust, if his remarks applied to assistant

physicians at asylums, as these gentlemen to his knowledge

were overworked with routine duties, snch as correspondence,

etc., as well as surgical and general medical work. They were

also either poorly or not at all salaried, so that they could not

provide themselves with the rccpiisite instruments for diag-

nosis and research, whicli Dr. Spitzka states they should pro-

vide themselves with. As to the Superintendents themselves,

he tliought that they, having delegated their duties to the

juniors, had plenty of leisure. In tact, in one instance, the

Superintendent not only abseutedhimself from his asylum to

attend to medico-legal cases and other cases of insanity, but

also to general nervous diseases, in a consultation practice ex-

tending over the whole State.

Dr. Spitzka remarked that nothing was further from his

thoughts than an intention to criticize the assistant physicians

of asylums. He fully appreciated their position, correctly

described l)y Dr. Seguin. Wit)] regard to the State Asylum,

whose Superintendent claims to have inaugurated pathological

researches, first in America, if not in the world ! he would

say that the work was not commenced by the present special

pathologist; in tact a Western Superintendent, once an assist-

ant in that institution, raises this claim ; but it seems that the

first researches, several of which were valuable, while others

remained unfinished owing to the resignation of the investi-

gator, were undertaken by Dr. Hun, of Albany.

MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

After the reading of Dr. Spitzka's paper, a lively discussion

followed, in the course of which the debaters, Drs. Hammond,
Hannan, and Mr. Riddle strongly sustained the position of

Dr. Spitzka, and in accordance with a unanimously carried

motion, a committee was appointed, with powers to memorial-

ize the Legislature regarding the alleged abuses, and in-

structed to append a copv of Dr. Spitzka's paper to the me-

morial in question.
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leviews nnd ^ibliagrafihual t^otices.

I_LEWES : THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MIND.

The Physical Basis of Mind. With Illustrations. Beiug the

Second Series of Problems of Life and Mind. By George
Henry Lewes. Boston, 1877. 556 pages.

In glancing at the title of this work we were led at once to

recall the famous lecture of Prof. Huxley, on the "Physical basis

of Life," and all the more so, seeing that Mr. Lewes employs
much the same arguments, at least in the preliminary portions of

his book, which were used in that lecture.

This volume, while it may be considered as a separate work, is

really the latest one of an indefinite series of volumes, the first

two having been published under the title
—" Problems of Life

and Mind." These earlier volumes were composed of separate

essays, having the appearance, rather than the fact, of organic

connection or arrangement, upon the whole rather tiresome and
prolix, and difficult to subordinate to the plain signification of

title which had been given them.

Mr. Lewes has been long known as a somewhat brilliant essay-

ist, as a writer in a rather lively and epigrammatic style, as a

gentleman of wide culture, possessing strong but rather erratic

sympathies, and as having made the laudable endeavor in his

culture to secure a ready passport to the scientific, philosophi-

cal, and literary domains as contrasted. Apparently he has tried

with a set purpose to wipe out the reproach of being a mere
metaphysician, or a mere devotee of science, or of literature in

general. Has he not written a popular exposition of Comte's

"Philosophic Positive," and best of all a "Biographical History

of Philosophy," not to mention other productions from the philo-

sophical side? Then has he not produced a charming "Physi-

ology of Common Life," and numerous essays, besides what is

contained in the three volumes alluded to in the opening of

this notice? Then, finally, has he riot given us a notable
" Life of Gcethe," and manifested other unmistakable evidences of

a lively sympathy with the tides and subtle movements in the

wide field of general literature ?

But to the medical man he is known, to a certain extent, as a

writer on physiological subjects. It would seem, therefore, that

as possessing both the literary ability and philosophical and phy-

siological information, he was well fitted to the task of stating at
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least clearly and concisely, the materialistic or semi-materialistic

side of the discussion of the relations of mind and matter. But
to those who look for such a statement, we are of the opinion

that the book will be a serious disappointment. The argument
is certainly far from concise, there are endless repetitions and
digressions, and the outcome of the whole is noj. always easy, at

first sight, to define.

The first part of the book, comprising rather more than one-

fourth of its contents, is given to tlie discussion of the very gen-
eral biological question of the " nature of life." In the language
of Mr. Lewes, this section "deals with the specialty of organic
phenomena as distinguished from the inorganic." Every prob-
lem of mind, he says, is also a problem of life relating to a special

group of vital properties, hence the propriety of defining the

meaning of the term life before discussing the nature of mental
phenomena. Is this definition ])ossible in the sense that would
seem to be implied in the title of this section ?

Mr. Lewes, here as elsewhere in his more recent writings,

classes himself as an " organicist," as distinguished from a

vitalist, an animist, or a materialist. The exact signification and
justice of this term with these restrictions is not altogether clear.

If we understand the author, he, as an organicist, recognizes the

peculiar phenomena of vitality as e.xhibited in the organism,
does not attempt to explain them in accordance with physical or

chemical laws, but still rejects any assumption of an extra mate-
rial principle. How far this latter course agrees with a rejection

of a modified materialism may be questioned, but we will

follow his own language. After stating that there are two
diametrically opposed conceptions of vitality, the metaphysio-
logical or extra-organic, that vitality is a vital principle or a

force, and what he calls the physiological or organic conception,
which he himself adopts, he says, " The conception of an entity

must be rejected, because it is metempirical and unverifiable.'"

Starting from this stand-point nearly everything must be rejected,

since all our knowledge rests on original assumptions, and we
cannot see after reading the author's book that he himself adopts
the reasonable course, according to this view, of universal
skepticism. And while we cannot, with our present capaci-

ties and means of knowledge, state what this assumed vital

princii)le is, yet reasoning by exclusion, we can be sure that it is

not one of the ordinary dynamic agencies amenable to physical

investigation, which we see elsewhere at work in nature. Mr.
Lewes' remarks immediately following the sentence we have
quoted, are as follows :

" The conception of a force must be
rejected because it is irreconcilable with any definite idea we
have of force. What the terra force signifies in physics and
chemistry, namely, mass animated by velocity or directed jM'essure,

which is the activity of the agent, is precisely what these vitalists

pertinaciously exclude. They assume a force which has nothing
in common with mass and velocity ; which is not a residtant, but
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a'principle ; which instead of being a directed quantity is itself

autonomous and directive, shaping matter into organization, and
endowing it with powers not assignable to matter. If this vital

force has any mass at its back, it is a spiritual mass ; if it is

directed, tlie direction issues from a 'mind somewhere.' Now
this conception is purely metempirical." We can fully coincide

with what our author says as to the application of the term
force ; force, properly speaking, is a word not applicable

here. The forces at work in organisms are the ordinary forces

of nature, but there is something else in living organisms
which baffles all definition in terms of physical science, that

is not correlated with any known force, can be indefinitelj'

extended, and is completely lost at death. And though it is

never found except in connection with organization, there is no
reasoning which appears to us conclusive that it is derived from
it, and the presumjytion seems to be altogether in favor of the

reverse being the case. The bold statement, therefore, that the

conception of a vital principle is purel}' metempirical seems to

us a very poor way of disposing of the something with which we
have here to deal. Every theory that we can devise to account
for some of the most familiar physiological facts in this connec-
tion, such, for example, as the possibilities contained in the ovum
or spermatozoon, must necessarily be purely metempirical. In-

ference has its place, even in this department of science, and
when by diagnosis by exclusion, we have only determined what
vitality i^s not, it is not so unreasonable to admit the alternative,

though it niay not be otherwise demonstrable. The famous Hux-
leyan comparison of vitality with aquosity is not a good one ; we
can account for the properties of water or any other compound,
by the use of the theory of atoms, the metempirical character

of which is very little objected to; but this is not so convenient

to explain at once all the phenomena of organisms in which mat-

ter is held in so many different chemical combinations and physi-

cal conditions, to say nothing of vital processes and complex
orders and arrangements.

Coleridge has said, " To account for life is one thing ; to ex-

plain life another." In the first we have to state its antecedents,

its cause; in the second, in the sense in which he used the term, we
have only to reduce it to " its simplest and most comprehensive

form or mode of action." The title of this section, " The nature of

life," would seem to imply both of these, certainly a sufficiently

ambitious task. How does Mr. Lewes accomplish it ? He quotes

a large number of definitions by various authoi's, ending with

the one he most favors, that of Herbert Spencer, that "Life is

the continuous adjustment of internal relations to external rela-

tions," wdiich for all the words imply may as well refer to a cool-

ing globe as to an organism, and this he supplements with the

following: "Life is the functional activity of an organism in

relation to its medium, as a synthesis of three terms : structure,

aliment and instrument ; it is the sum of the functions which are
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tly3 resultants of vitality ; vitality being the sum of tlie proper-

ties of matter in the state of organization." That is, in simple
terms, life is the functional activity of the organism and vitality

is the sequent of organization. In a subsequent chapter this

latter idea is still further maintained, and the author criticizes Mr.
Spencer, who was inclined to admit that function might precede
structure. We are obliged to again quote our autiioi-'s own lan-

guage. " Mr. Spencer, as I have already suggested, seems to have
been led into his view by not keeping distinctly present to his

mind the differences between properties of tissue and function,

the activity of an organ. 'That function takes precedence of
structure,' he says, 'seems implied in the definition of life. If

life consists of inner actions so adjusted as to balance outer ac-

tions—if the actions are the substance of life, while the adjust-

ment constitutes lisform ; then may we not say that the actions
formed must come before that which formed them—that the con-
tinuous change which is the basis of function must come before
the structure which brings the functions into shape 'r" The sepa-
ration of actions formed from that which forms them is inadmis-
sible. An action cannot come before the agent ; it is the agent
in act. The continuous change, which is the basis of vitality, is

a change of molecular arrangements ; and the organ which gives
a special direction to the vital activity, e. g., which shapes the
property of contractility into the function of prehension, tliis

organ must itself be formed before it can manifest this function.

It is true that in one sense the organs are formed by, or are
differentiated in, a pre-existent organism ; true that the general
activity of living substance must precede the special activity of
any organ, as the expansion of steam must precede any steam
engine action ; but the general activity depends on the general
structure, and the special actions on tiie special structure. If

by organization we are to understand not simply organized
substance, but a more or less complex arrangement of that sub-
stance into separate organs, the question is tantamount to asking
whether the simnlest animals and plants have life. And to ask
tlie question, whether life jirecedes organic substance, is tanta-
mount to asking whether the convex aspect of a curve precedes
the concave ; or, whether the motions of a body precede the
body ! To disengage ourselves from the complicated sugges-
tions of such a word as life, let us consider one of the vital

phenomena, contraction. This is a phenomenon manifested by
simple protoplasm, and by the highly differentiated form of pro-
toplasm known as muscle. In one sense it would be correct to

say that contractility as a general property of tissue, precedes
contraction, which is specialized in muscle. But it would be
absurd to say that muscular contraction preceded the existence
of muscle, and formed it. The contractions of the protoplasm
are not the same as muscular contractions, any more than the
hand of a baby is the same as a man's ; the general properly
which both have iu common depends on the substance both have
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in common, the special property which belongs to the mu^le
depends on its special structure. An infinite activity of the con-

tractile protoplasm would be incompetent to form a muscle, un-

less it were accompanied by that peculiar change in struct-

ure which constitutes muscle. The teakettle might boil forever

without producing a steam engine or the actions of a steam

engine. That which is true of one function is true of all func-

tions, and true of life, which is the sum of vital activities." (p. 85.)

We reproduce this, long passage for the reason that it gives

as concisely and clearly as is anywhere else given in as many
consecutive sentences, the author's position in regard to the

mutual relations of vitality and organization, and, as such, since

we are examining his book, it is worthy of a careful analysis.

In the first place the view here sta.ted, as we understand it, is

hardly consistent with the language of the general definition of

life and vitality which was quoted as given in a pi-eceding chap-

ter. If life is only a sum of the functions which are the result-

ants of vitality, and the latter is the sum of the properties of

organized matter, then according to this definition some dead

matter has life, for it is not specified that the properties must be

vital properties,—to make such a distinction would emasculate

the definition by leaving the word " vital " still unexplained. Of
course such a conclusion cannot be admitted, and the definition

is therefore faulty. But, if organized matter can exist for a

time and iinder certain conditions without vitality, and conse-

quently without functions, this fact is certainly not in favor of

the theory that life proceeds from organization, for according to

that, organization o\ight to be always attended by vitality.

Again, to ask the question whether tlie simplest animals and
plants have life, might lie positively reasonable, according to this

definition, since, according to Mr. Lewes' distinction of proper-

ties and functions, assimilation, evolution (?), sensibility and con-

tractility, being classed among the former (p. 87), they can

scarcely be said to have any functions ; and therefore while they

possess organization and vitality, they have no functions and
therefore no life. So much for some of the defects of the defi-

nition.

In the second place, we cannot seje either the strength or the

consistency of the author's argument from the phenomenon of

contraction. While, of course, muscular conti'action i-equires

the existence of muscle, as indeed every specialized function

requires its special organ, and the word "muscular" necessarily

implies the existence of muscle, the illustration is a very inapt

one in many respects. Muscular contraction is only the most

specialized form of contraction, and in spite of Mr. Lewes'

denials, we hold that the contractions of simple tissues are not

necessarily diflerent from those of muscle. If the contractility

of the protoplasm is utilized for a definite purpose and is not

merely a substantial quality, it is functionally identical with the

muscular contraction. To say that an infijiite activity of con-
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tractile protoplasm is incompetent to form a muscle unless

accompanied by the peculiar change in structure wliich consti-

tutes muscle, is to state a truism, absolutely irrelevant to the

question. If, however, there is anything in natural selection and
evolution, which our author only ignores when it is convenient,

this activity of protO[)lasm has very much to do with producing
this change of structure. Most of all, however, we object to the

assumption that organization precedes life, by Mr. Lewes, because
it is an assumption, and any argument to make it otherwise must
necessarily, in our opinion, be reasoning in a circle. And as an
assumption it is a purely metempii-ical one, which he, of all

writers, ought to be least guilty of admitting.

There are several other special matters deserving notice in this

section of the volume, .such for example, as the author's use of

terms, some rash general statements, etc., but we must pass them
by. The general criticisms will he made when we come to speak
'of the book as a whole. The second division now claims our
attention.

This section, entitled "The Nervous Mechanism," is devoted
to what the author styles "the objective analysis of the condi-

tions of mental processes," or, in other words, to the statement
and support of his views regarding the physiology of the ner-

vous system, with special reference to the phenomena of mind.
This is the portion of the book in which we would look for the

most of value in the way of information and the interpretation

of established facts. Mr. Lewes has some claims to be consid-

ered as a jiliysiologist, and these are here certainly made as prom-
inent as possible. The principal of these claims are the inven-

tion of the term neurility, and the substitution for what he calls

"the superstition of the nerve-cell" of a hypothesis to us not
any more reasonable, and lacking even the necessary evidences
to entitle it to consideration as opposed- to the long accepted
views. As these are the main features to be noticed in this sec-

tion of the book, we shall try to examine them somewhat in

detail. First as to neurility. This term was proposed by Mr.
Lewes in 18.59, to express the peculiar vital property of nerves.

As the invention of a new name is a very small matter, unless it

involves and expresses a new idea, it is needful to see how far

this word ricurility meets these conditions. As here stated the

word is applied only to the peripheral nervous system, that is,

as we understand, to the nerves proper and not to the ganglionic

cells or larger collections of cells, and it is the corresponding
neural property to contractility in the muscle. In another
place it is defined as " the propagation of molecular change,"
and elsewhere as the "property of transmitting stimulation."

The special property of the centres is said to be sensibility. Now
confining this term neurility to the nerves alone, and adopting
our author's own definition of it, we see no particular diftereuce

in its signification from that of the term nonduftibility, as a])plied

to nerve fibres, from certainly a very early period in piiysiolog-
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ical investigations. Its advantages are in being more special

and perhaps more convenient, but it lias the disadvantage of not

convej'ing at once any definite idea of its meaning, in this res-

pect being far inferior to contractility or conductibility, which

need no translation. We see nothing therefore in the concep-

tion implied in this term that is especially novel, but we have

no doubt that it will be generally accepted as expressing better

than any other single word the vital property of coriductibility

in nerves and nothing else. That it will immortalize its author

other than in a very small way, we doubt, and we hardly

appreciate his motives in placing the stress upon it that he does
;

there is nothing that we see that justices it, excepting the fact,

upon which he felicitates himself, that it has received the sanc-

tion of adoption by so eminent an authority in physiology as

Professor Vulpian.

In the most general sense in which the word may be used,

applying it to the whole nervous system, it implies all nervous

action, and is to us too vague and extensive in its signification

to be a very valuable addition to our physiological vocabulary.

For in spite of what Mr. Lewes says as to the artificial nature of

the separation, we cannot admit with him an identity of proper-

ties between the nerve centres and the nerve fibres. Atid this

brings us naturally to the second innovation in nerve physiology

proposed by our author in his tilt against "the superstition of

the nerve cell." The fact of the retardation of nervous impulse

by nerve cells, however we may interpret it, certainly indicates

a difterence in the conductibility, otherwise the neurility, of the

cell and the fibre. If this is not so, what is the ns^ of the cell,

and why do we have these two varieties of nervous tissue?

Then we have the facts demonstrated many years since by SchiflF,

that a nerve may lose its ability to react to direct external stimu-

lation, while still responding freely to that incited from its cen-

tres in a rertex way, which would seem to indicate a decided dif-

ference in degree, at least, between the two, of capacity to react

to stimuli. Mr. Lewes certainly accepts what seems to us the

correct view as to the conduction of nerves, that it is indiifer-

ently in either direction, and that their function depends solely

on their terminal apparatuses, but what does he make of the

central terminal mechanism ? It would seem, according to his

view, that centres are not essential to nerve action, that a fibre

might start from a tactile corpuscle, for example, and terminate

in a muscle, and that without the intervention of any centre

whatever, a peripheral irritation of the skin might cause contrac-

tion of the muscle, and vice verm. To suppose this condition of

affairs in, at least, the higher organisms, would he an example of

"imaginary anatomy" worse than any of that which he so freely

condemns. These are only a few of the objections that occur to

us to the notions of nerve physiology advanced in the book

before us ; many more might be adduced, and of the arguments

brought forward in defence of the author's views not one is con-
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elusive, nor are the interpretations of the facts on which tliey are
based trustworthy, or the facts themselves altogether incontesta-
ble. Indeed, Mr. Lewes has a way of adopting rash (Generaliza-
tions and is now and then guilty of involuntary inaccuracies of
statement which makes us distrust his competency for the task
he has given himself. As illustrations of these peculiaritie.f wemay mention his apparent ncce])tance of the view that the motor
nerve hbre lilends directly witli the muscular tissue, one which
has no support whatever from the latest and best investio-ations
and such statements as that on j.age 302, in which it is assumed
that the gray substance of the cord is alone essential to motor
and sensory transmission, or that on page 235, where Erb and
VVestphal are quoted as saying that reflex movements follow
gentle percussion of the patella. His readinjr appears to be very
extensive, but he is very far from being always judicious or judi-
cial in the references he brings forward to suppoit his view's— it
might be considered too gratuitous an assumption, to suiipose
him Ignorant of many important investigations, the results of
which do not especially favor his own hyjjotheses.

_

We are therefore not particularly alarmed at the revolutionary
Ideas ot our author in nerve physiology, for we cannot perceive
that_ he has made out his case as well as seems to be his own
opinion. As an innovator he has to sustain the burden of proof
and even w'ere his views the ones generally accepted, the facts'
as we see them, would incline us to favor opinions not identical
with them. To recapitulate. Mr. Lewes holds that identity of
tissue everywhere indicates identity of property. Nerve tissue
1. e., the essential part of it, apart from its investments, beint^
everywhere the same, its properties must be the same every-
where, hence he recognizes no difterence in the special property
ot the nerve cell and the nerve fibre, that of both being included
under one head, that of neurility. He admits, however, the ex-
istence of nerve centres, and for convenience, not as a real dis-
tinction,^ he changes the name of their neurility to sensibility,
lieadnuts that nerves conduct indifterently in either direction
tiieir functions being determined by their terminal apparatuses,'
apparently, m all this, ignoring the fact that the central terminal
apparatus IS necessarily a nervous one, which, being of the same
tissue as the nerves themselves, ought therefore not to possess any
special property to affect their function. Indeed, with this distinc-
tion winch the author makes between function and property we
cannot conceive in what way the former is ever derived from the
latter as he says it is, nor do we lind in liis work any explanation
that IS at all satisfactory, and notwithstanding the stress he lays
upon this distinction, it seems to us there is a curious conrusion.
It not of the ideas, at least of the terms which represent them,
and at all events, a lack of adequate definition. We have already
tried to ascertain from the author's words the meaning of his terra
neurility, and concluded from the most specially expressed defi-
nitions, that It was about equivalent to conductibility, but we
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find it transformed to sensibility, which " on its subjective side
_

i, sentience
"

(p. 220). Acrain it is said, " sensibility or sentience

s he aWact^erm which-expresses all possible varieties of sen-

.Ition
" Still ac-ain, the author says that "in the normal organ-

sm ensib i V mea^s feeling, or consciousness " (p- 402), hence,

accord no- to {his extension of terms, neuvility includes conscious-

ness This may be a criticism of language rather than of ideas,

but it is perfectly iustifiable, when, as in the present case, we can,

thiVugh a%eries of terms used con vertibly, reduce conscious-

iipss to conductibility. , . . ,

These two points of uer^iUiy and the revolutionary ideas con-

ceiTiint the nerve cell are the ones most strikingly put m th^s

mrt o1 the work. We trust that our estimate of them is sufli-

Etly expre^ed in what has been already said. As to the first,

the stress Laid upon it by Mr. Lewes is our only excuse for giving

any exteuled notice, and we can say but little more as regards

the^eco' d, for it will, in our opinion, hardly wm for itself much

deta led CO isideration' among physiologists With our present

knowledge of the nervous system, it is only surprising that so

wdl infonned a man as Mr. Lewes should be inclined to advance

'"l';r two'i-emaining sections of this work, the -thor takes

un the subiects of animal automatism and the reflex theory. The

Sne al ariument may be stated to be an attempt to carry the

fomain of f.sychology'over the -^^--^^^^-^^^f;^^''^.
out ;ifter a fashion an idea, that in other wajs has been some

whVrdeveloped by Pflueger and several other physiologis s.

Tndeed tht \s a natural i'nference from what we have already

noticed of his views; if he regards consciousness as the same as

ei b ity, or o"ly -> -P^^t or special mode o the same, and

se b lity as holding the same relation to neunhty, which in ts

Jeneral sense may be called a universal property ot nerv-e tissue,

then of course, mind is likewise universally distributed through-

out the nerou system. But the admission that consciousness

"sornmybeaspecial mode of sentience confined to the brain,

is in our opinion as good as giving away his case, for in whatever

waywe make our dassification,%r draw the line, the special

character of consciousness is the vital point.

That such an unsatisfactory method of explaimng away such a

fact a consciousness, or rather such a substitution of a phrase

fo an aiument, can be so satisfactory to Mr. Lewe. mdica es a

decided defect in his judgment, or, what is more likelv, a p edis

J: ::; to accept an^ stannary disposal of an ---eni^iit ac^^

^
There are many statements and opinions in these Po.tions o^

the work with which we can agree, but we are very far from

beinrable (though we think ourselves free from all prejudice in

re"a?d to the matter) to accept his general conclusions, as ottered

he?e not ndeed, any more than we were those of the preceding

se tlonf' Our disag\-eement with the woA, tl-retore is a gen-

eral one; the author belongs to a section ot a school ot philoso-
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phy, to whicli, no matter how eminent and numerous its followprsmay be we could never reconcile ourselves. The book before
us IS the result of much thought tinged throughout with the
philosophical prepossessions of the author, and exhibitino- his
incapacity, as it appears to us, to correctly appreciate, in aU re-
spects, the subject of the relations of the mind and body Heseems to us to ignore completely a whole class of mental facts
or what we positively believe to be such ; indeed, he would deny
altogether the existence of what we may call our spiritual capaci-
ties, whicli though not directly dependent upon our external sensa-
tions we believe to be as truly included among the faculties re-
lated to cerebral functions as are intellection and memory Thathe is not without an occasional inkling of these we may perhaps
believe on his own testimony * given elsewhere, where he relateshow once he underwent a temporary conversion to a spiritualistic
view of matter and mind. As an illustration of an idiosyncrasy
ot the author and of his spasmodic sensibility in this directionwe may quote his own words. He says,t " Although my tone ofthought IS profoundly opposed to spiritualism, I can consistently
say that no effort has been wanting on my part to seek out its
strongest arguments in the works of all the great teachers. In-
deed, there was one brief period when I was very near a conver-
sion ihe idea of a noumenal mind, as something distinct frommental phenomena—a something diffused through the oro-anism
giving unity to consciousness, very different from the unity of amachine, flashed upon me one morning with a sudden and novel
orce, quite unlike the shadowy vagueness with which it had
heretolore been conceived. For some minutes I was motionless
in a rapt state o7 thrilled surprise. I seemed standing at the en-trance of a new path, leading to new issues, with a vast horizon
Ihe convictions ot a life seemed tottering. A tremulous eao-ei-
ness,- suffused with the keen light of discovery, yet mingled with
cross-hghts and hesitations, stirred me, and from that moment Ihave understood something of sudden conversions "

Ihe idea of a noumenal mind does not strike the ordinary oreven the usua type of extraordinary thinker with the sudden-
ness and novel force above described in such graphic terms, and
It indicates a rather peculiar mental constitution when we hear ofthe convictions of a lifetime " tottering from the eff"ects of such
explosive cerebration as that described. It will help, it appears to
us, to account for many other peculiarities and inconsiste^icies inour author s later writings, some of which we have noticed in
this review.

Mr. Lewes goes on to say, in the context of the paragraphquoted from l^ Fortnightly Review, t\^^t the intense thoughtwhich fo lowed thisevent seriously affected his health; that he
ransacked the authorities and gradually returned to his old stand-

* Fortnightly Review. April, 1876.
1 1. c.
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point. We will quote his own words again. He says: "I saw

[hat the distinction between a nouraenal mind and mental phe-

nomena was a unrelv logical distinction, transformed mto a real

distinction; it was "the separation of an abstraction from its

concretes, such as we make when we separate the
_

abstraction

snbstance from concrete qualities, and this separation, effected

loo-icallv we erect into a real distinction by substantializing the

abstraction which is then supposed to precede and proc "c^ the

concretes from which it is raised. The nmimenal mmd had thus

no more warrant than a machine principle apart from aU ma-

chines, or a vital principle apart from all vital phenomena

Of course we differ with the above, but have neither the tmie

nor space, nor vet tlie inclination to enter into the metaphysica

dLussion it involves. The two passages illustrate the normal

tendency of the autlioi'-s "cerebration" and its impulsive aberra-

tions in other directions. Its lack of proper regulation is notice-

able all through the present work-the frequent repetitions, the

following out"of cross suggestions, and the stress laid upon com-

parativety unimportant matter and the strenuous advocacy of

unsuppoitable theories, which we have noticed, are a 1 in evidence

of this fact. Mr. ].ewes is a suggestive thmker, but the sugges-

tiveness of his line of thought runs away with him, and we o ten

have as the result a very diluted and occasionally tediou. aigu-

raent.

In conclusion, we have to say, that the " Physical basis of Mind

is as unexplained after the reading of the work, as it was before,

since we cannot admit Mr. Lewes' assumption that, because the

phenomena of mind are never seen except iiucounection with

organized matter, they must be considered as cMised by it.

II.—THE CONFERENCE OF CHARITIES.

Proceedings of the Conference of Charities—Held in con-

nection with the general meeting of the American bocial

Science Association, at Saratoga, September, 18,,. Uoston,

Mass.: A. Williams & Co. 1877. 170 pages.

This is the fourth annual report of a body formally consisting

of the State Boards of Charitv whic^i may be represented in it,

but laroelv made up of delegates from other boards, associat^ions

and institutions of a kindred character. Its proceedings have

pained in interest and importance with each succeeding year,

tnd such parts as deal with insanity and the insane may properly

receive our consideration. .... .

The model upon which State Boards of Charity m this country

have been formed, is that of the English Commissioners m Lun-

acy To its high intelligence and ability, together with an
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entire independence of pnrty and chiss interest, tlie acknowl-
edged snperiority of the Engiisli system of provision for the
insane is, no doubt, chiefly due. This is now admitted not only
by the public, but by the medical profession, which, as may be
supposed, did not at first relish the intrusion of legal and lay
elements into what was regarded as the proper sphere of medical
men. The enlightened and exhaustive reports of the Lancet
Commission, lately republished from the Lcmcet, in two large
octavo voliunes, bear tlie following testimony:
"Nothing has impressed us more forcibly during the present

inquiry, so far as it has yet been carried,' than the permanent
and increasing value of the service rendered to the cause of hu-
manity, and indirectly to the interests of nietlical science, by the
Commissioners in Lunacy." Yet the legal lowers of these "com-
missioners ai-e as limited as those of our State Boards of Charities.
They can do little but advise, and remonstrate against abuses,
personally and through their reports. How is it, then, that
they have been able to accomplish so much for the insane
of England, while the efforts of our State Boai-ds,- with members
perhaps equally intelligent and pjiilauthropic, are onlv just
beginning to be felt, at the end of from ten to fifteen "years ?

This question is answered by the able writer of the reports just
mentioned. "The commissioners can only recommend," he says,
"and the manner in which their recommendations are too
commonly resisted, shows clearly that unless they were backed
by an irresistible power their labors would be ine"ffectua]. The
unseen force is public opinion. The publication of their reports
is a vast power for good, and to the steady pressure of this
agency the success of the work in progress is mainly due."

In this country State Boards, or Commissioners of Cliarities,
exist in nine States. The oldest is the Massachusetts Board,
established in 186:J. It is composed of six members, and two of
those first appointed, Hon. P. B. Sanborn and Dr. Nathan Allen,
are still leading and active in its duties. To them, and to the
brilliant and pliilanthropic Dr. S. G. Howe, foi- many years its

president, this board owes in great part its pi-esent practical con-
trol over the charities of the State, and its influenct; as a model
to other States.

_

We have observed that the establishment of this form of super-
vision of insane asylums in England was not unopposed. " The
College of Physicians," says the Lancet Commissioner, "had
an abundant opportunity of displaying its zeal and sagacity
for the protection of the insane, and the advancement of this
department of medical science and practice; but it neglected the
opportunity, and discreditably failed in its duty to the public
and the profession alike."

This fact in the history of lunacy reform in England, thirty
years ago, is now repeated in the persistent efforts of the associa-
tion of Medical Superintendents of Insane Asylums to prevent
the creation of Boards of Charities by our State governments.
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Ndt only has this opposition been expressed in elaborate argu-

ments and formal resolutions at their annual meetings, but the

members of the association in the several States have not failed

to labor personally for this end, with legislatures and executives.

By such means, and through the influence of a journal published

maiidy at the expense of' the State of New York, a member of

the association was able to delay several years the creation of a

Board of Charities in that State. Such a board, the second in the

United States, was, however, finally established in 1867, and was

welcomed in the report of the Utica Asylum for that year with

the assurance that by " the aid of the series of propositions of

the association of medical superintendents of institutionsfor the

insane on the constSuction and organization of asylums, it could

suggest such imprOTements in county-houses and receptacles as

would greatly ameliorate the condition of the inmates."

But the success which has attended the eiforts of asylum offi-

cials in New York to confine the labors of the State Board to

the insane in county-houses and receptacles, can be fully explained

only in the liglit of the universal corruption in public aflfairs,

which has prevailed down to a very recent date. In the/wsow-

nel of the State Board at its establishment. New York was equally

fortunate with Massachusetts.^ No better appointments could

have been made than those of Chancellor Pruyn, President^ An-

derson, and Judge Dwight. But the absolute control of the

State by thieves, under the leadership of the infamous Tweed,

quickIy"followed, and an asylum "ring" was able to maintain

its elann, by the aid of other corrupt rings, to a large share of

plunder. It is an open secret that the two asylums, authorized

at Buflalo and Poughkee])sie, were sops flung by Tweed^to poli-

ticians who could not be directly bought with money. Yet they

were as much a portion of the public spoil as the appropriations

for the New York court house, or for " repairs and improve-

ments" on the canals, prisons, and asylums already built. Not

less than five millions will be required to complete these new

asylums, which were designed for 400 patients each, at an esti-

mated cost for botli of $1,600,000. The palatial character of

their designs had been condemned by all authorities in asylum-

construction, and even the medical experts who led the lobbying

and log-rolling for them, had recorded themselves in favor of

small and inexpensive buildings for the insane. The opposition

of the Board of Charities was met by a movement to abolish it,

which was nearly successful, and was'defeated in the legislature

witli the greatest diftieulty by the friends of reform. In
18J0,

a

check was given to the board by the addition to it, ex-officio, of

three State officers, these the pliant tools of the canal ring.
_

Un-

der the reform administrations of Governors Tilden and Kobinson,

this device lias happily turned to be the plague of its inventors.

Another attempt of this kind was made in 1873, by the creation

of a commissioner in lunacy, who should supersede the board in

its functions towards the insane. This was successful, and the
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office, with a large salary, was given to a non-expert whose rela-

tions to the asylum ring were apparently of a friendly character.

We shall see, further on, how well this office has served its pur-

pose to the ring as a butter against the J3oard of Charities, and
how it has been used to set forth doubtful facts and arguments
in aid of their designs upon the State treasury.

We must now return to the report before us, but as the two
papers which it belongs to us to notice are both by distinguished

New York specialists, our view of the Held of insanity must still

be confined chiefly to that State.

The first of these papers, " On Insanity," was prepared by Dr.

John B. Clia]:)in, medical superintendent of the Willard Asylum,
at Ovid, N. y., as chairman of a committee appointed at a pre-

vious meeting to report upon that subject. Hence it has not the

free range of a personal essay, although the limits of orthodo.v

doctrine in American psychiatry are not seldom transgressed, as

we should expect from one who has dared to achieve success in

the building and administration of an asylum for the chronic

insane. He attacks at the outset the problem of the nature of

insanity, and its relations to brain disease. Upon this subject

his views seem to us much more in accordance with sound doc-

trine than those of the Utica school of pathologists, to which he
is opposed, and \Ve shall follow him in a brief examination of it.

In his chapter on the pathology of insanity, in a work which
holds the highest place as an authority, Dr. Bucknill has written

as follows: *

"The widely ditfering opinions which have been entertained

by the ablest physicians respecting the pathology of insanity,

clearly show that there is some difficulty at the Ijottom of the

question, greater than that which has existed with regard to tlie

nature of other classes of disease. The source of this diffi-

culty is not hai-d to find. A rational pathology must ever be
founded upon the basis of physiology. It is, indeed, a kind of

physiology; it is an account of the .abnormalities of organization
and of functi<')n, which as mu(^h depends on the natural laws of

our being as do those of health."
In a treatise for professional reading written at the present

time, the language above quoted would seem trite and superflu-

ous. No medical man can now forget that health and disease are
merely relative terms, imperfectly descriptive of facts in one
science, that of physiology. But when the chapter from which
it is taken was first published, some thirty years ago, it was
necessary to correct a misapprehension common among medical
men, and particularly among those devoted to the treatment of
the insane. The pretended science of cerebral physiology, under
the name of ]ilircnology, had indeed become thoroughly discred-
ited at that time. No recognized authority in medicine conceded
its claim to explain the relations between mind and matter in

* Bucknill and Tuke ou Insanity, p. 341.
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health. But its terms and tlieories had not yet been banished
from the study of cerebral pathology. That they still linger to

such a degree as to render wholly worthless the observations and
expei'ience of some whose position aifords them the best oppor-
tunities for that study, ajjpears from the arguments which Dr.

Chapin thinks it necessary to urge, and the fact can hardly have
escaped the notice of any one at all familiar with asylum reports,

and other current writings of lunacy specialists. Whether this

is ma'inly due to the unprogressive tendencies of a narrow spe-

cialty, or to the debasing influence of politics, from wiiich, un-

fortunately, our insane asylums are not yet free, cannot now be
considered. Certain it is that the grossest fallacies in cerebral

])hysiology lie at the very foundations of the doctrines of cerebral

])athology at which Dr Chapin's criticism is aimed. As these

doctrines are sttpported by studies made at the Utiea asylum, on

the authority of the State and at its expense, they must be ex-

amined without regard to private and personal considerations.

We may say, also, that though nominally proceeding from Dr.

firay, the superintendent, it is not easy to suppose him persorially

responsible for such aberrations from primary scientific theory

as abound in the ]iublications of that asyluhi.

This point we may illustrate, in passing, by reference to a

paper bearing his name in the Journal of Insanity for Januai'y,

1877. It is entitled, "Pathological Researches," and is in the

form of a summary of the contributions made to the pathology

of insanity by ten years of study, under State patronage. In

fact, it is an attempt to describe those degenerative changes in

the brain which the microscope, in the hands of distinguished

foreign observers, chiefly German, have lately i-evealed to us.

The writer has certainly failed to follow the German ol)servers

in his descriptions, whetiier from lack of familiarity with the

German language, or the English, or with his subject, is not

clear. But this is of little consequence. The appearances at-

tempted to be described are found equally in the brains of the

sane and the insane, and, of course, have no relation whatever

to insanity. What we wish to notice is the following, from the

opening paragraph of the essay:
" It is impossible to define the pathology of insanity in distinct

terms, as it is still a subject of investigation. The boundary of

our knowledge is not only limited, in this field, but, as any one

will find who will take occasion to read the subject up, the na-

ture of the changes are {sic) still not satisfactorily solved. In-

deed, those clianges are just what we are investigating, in the

hope of substituting positive knowledge, by examination of the

actual lesions, for the various speculative theories." It would

not perliaps be hypercritical to remark, that if " the boundary

of our knowledge is limited," then surely our knowledge itself

is not limited. With this understanding only does the apposi-

tion of thought marked by the word "but" in the sentence

become intelligible.
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Tci gain "a positive Ivnowledge " of disordered mental actions
hy examining "the actual lesions of the brain," is however the
hope of Dr. Gray, even if the language he not. his own. Eight
years ago, at his request, a law was passed by the legislature,

authorizing the addition of a special pathologist to the medical
staff of the Utica asylum, for the purpose of making investiga-

tions into the pathology of insanity. This law is still in force,

and the expenditures under it dui-ing the year covered by the
last annual report, amount to more than five thousand' dollars.

It was proposed, fii'st, to ascertain by post-mortem examination
of tlie brains of insane persons, " whether there are specific

changes in the brain in insanity." * At the end of eight years
no decided ])rogress is reported, and we may reasonably suppose
it has been abandoned. It is now more than twenty years since
one of the greatest of the physiological psychologists, Griesinger,
was forced to admit that the question, whether there is any specific

alteration in insanity, " must not only be answered in the nega-
tive, but considered as a priori false." f Mental pathology has
certainly not returned since this was written, to the theories of
the phrenologists, and we can imagine no excuse for holding out
the hope of discovering that which the first principles of science
at the present day forbid us to suppose exists.

Dr. Gray speaks explicitly of the somatic phenomena referred
to as "the morbid processes denominated insanity," and pro-

pos.es to "solve the problem of mental disease under the
microscope." As his physiological doctrines must be one with
those of liis pathology, he would then describe sane thought and
feeling as " the healthy cerebral processes denominated sanity."

By the same, rule, ho would also undertake to solve the problem
of healthy mental action under the microscope. Now, that
mental action and molecular changes in the brain are identical,

or even of kindred origin, is, of course, wholly inconceivable.
•That there is some definite relation between them is an accepted
scientific theory, but one which it is utterly impossible, in the

nature of things, to demonstrate. This is not denied by a single

authority, even among physiologists of the most materialistic

school at the present <lay. If the ultimate molecules of the

brain were not several thousand times too small for our micro-

scopes, still we should be unable to understand their relation to

the facts of consciousness.

Another question proposed by Dr. Gray, is as follows: " Are
there post-mortem appearances in tlie brains of those who die

insane whicli would justify the assumption that morbid cerebral

changes were the potential and only ultinrate causation of insan-

ity ?"
J It is probably intended to ask whether tangible lesions

of the brain, of some kind, are not always the proximate cause

—

* JoHi-nal of Imdnity, vol. XXVII., p. 406.

f Mental Pathology and Tliera|ieutics, p. 413.

X Journal of liminify, vol. XXVII., p. 400.
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not "the pretended and only ultimate causation"—of insanity.

The negative of this question was abundantly proved many
years ago, and the observations of the Utica asylum have cer-

tainly not cast any doubt upon the unanimous verdict of cerebral

pathologists in regard to it. But what he has failed to revive as

a possible hypothesis, Dr. Gray does not fail to lay down as a

positive doctrine; namely, that "insanity is a disease of the brain,^

marked by morbid changes in its structure, in consequence of
irhich there is more or less prolonged disturbance of the mind.*

The case of AYaltz, in which this doctrine is offered as a legal

test of insanity, has already been referred to in the .Iourxal. As

an attempt to support a doubtful opinion with a morc^ than

doubtful doctrine, we agree with Dr. Spitzka in considering it

not without excuse. But in the case of Grappont, who commit-

ted suicide in Watertown, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1876, on the night

following his conviction of murder, even such an excuse was

wanting. At the trial, in which the defense was insanity, Dr.

Gray was not called, yet an examination of the brain, under his

direction, was held to prove the sanity of the criminal, on the

ground that "in a case of true insanity the peripheric districts

of the nervous centres must shore some evidences of pathological

alterations in their structure," and that these did not appear.

We have only to remark, first, that Dr. Gray's own reports

contain many records of post-mortem observations in typical

cases of insanity, in which there was an entire absence of the

pathological appearances referred to. And, secondly, that '"the nu-

merous "morbid changes in the nerve structure," found in Grap-

pont's brain, and properly held to be no proof of his insanity

—

remains of degenerated vessels, amyloid and pigmentary infil-

trations, etc.—are exactly those given in the reports as illustra-

trations of the pathology of insanity.

f

.But we shall be asked whether the large number of facts in

the ]iathological- anatomy of the brain, which have been accumu-'

lated with so much labor and cost at the Utica asylum, and are

so absolutely worthless for their intended purpose, may not still

have some real value. We reply, that a truly scientific theory of

these facts in the mind of the observer would possibly have ena-

bled him to throw light upon some of the problems of mental

disorders by comparing the morbid changes found, with symp-

toms observed during fife. But the published cases afford us no

evidence that they were made in view of a real scientific purpose,

and they must therefore be wholly condemned. Nine-tenths of

the observations must indeed be condemned at sight, without

reference to the defect noticed. They consist of alterations in

*Id.,p. 397.
. ., , .

j- We feel bound to say, that while we agree m the mam with the views ot

our contributor, we do not fully share in those which he appears to entertain

in res;ard to t!ie pathology of insanity. So far as we understand them, we

are disposed to regard more favorably the views of Dr. Gray ou tliis subject,

than does our contributor.

—

Eds.
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connective tissue, pigmentary deposits, ami the various degener-
ative changes of age and feeble vitality, which, as we have
already observed, it is almost impossible to imagine in any way
connected with mental disorders.

If we are justified in saying so much of Dr. Gray's observa-
tions on the brains of the insane, need we add anything in regard
to those proposed by him upon " tlie skin—its temperature, color,

elasticity, sensibility, etc., in the several forms and stages of
the disease " (insanity)? * How can we laugh at the provings
of horacEopathy or the calculations of astrology, if we claim for

such facts the least serious consideration?
And yet we find tlieNew York State Commissioner in Lnnacy,

in his report for 1874, ranking the theories and conclusions we
have described as "among the proudest triumphs achieved by
positive philosophy in its relation to medicine; by which the
pathology of insanity has been placed in the field of rational

induction, and its treatment in consequence advanced with a
success commensurate to the skill with which the laws of natural
philosophy are applied to the physiology of the hunian body."f

Such is the pathology of insanity, tlie practical and scientific

validity of which, after a careful examination, Dr. Chapin is

compelled to deny. His conclusion deserves the more weight as

being that of an advanced and independent section of lunacy
specialists in this country, and not a personal judgment merely.
It is one, we have no doubt, in which all who have learned what
appear to be the true principles of cerebral physiology must
agree, upon a like candid survey of the subject.

Dr. Chapin next considers the cai-e and treatment of the insane,
under which is included the design and cost of asylftm buildings.

Upon tins latter topic, as is well known, lunacy spe*ialists are

divided into two parties. One of them demands hospital-asy-
lums so-called, or large and costly buildings of a specified general
design and construction for all the insane. It declares that
insanity is a bodily disease, easily curable by hospital treatment
in its early stages; that it is practicable, by providing these asy-
lums for all the insane, to cure a large proportion of their number
every year; and that in this way the burden of chronic insanity

* Jmiriial of Insanity, vol. XXVII., p. 384.

+ Whether with Dr. Chapiu, we have not erred in regarding too seriously

the publicatious of tlie Utica Asylum iu the form of pathological researches,
may perhaps be questioned. Medical institutions, in their public character,
are nnfortuuattely peruiitted to advance their objects by methods and argu-
ments which would be condemned by the profession if made use of in

behalf of jirivate interests. Would it not have been the least iiossible injus-

tice to Dr. Gray if we had implicitly regarded liis pathological writings as
simply lobbying and advertising [jroductious ? Surely no medical man, as
such, would at this day jiretend that the specific lesion of insanity is a legiti-

mate object of scientific research And not less certainly would it be a
positive insult to scieutilic .students, seriously to pretend, that the problem
of insanity during life can be solved by a post-mortem examination of the
brain.
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may be steadily diminished, until it finally becomes insignificant.

No one can point to the experience of any community in proof
of this assertion. On the contrary, it is everywhere directly

contradicted by lunacy statistics. The fact is undeniable that

the number of incurable insane has constantly increased in com-
munities whose asylum provision has been the most ample, and
of the best grade. Why persevere, then, in the impossible task

of Ijuilding palatial asylums to accommodate all the insane,

while three-fourths of them lack even decent care and mainten-
ance ?

To this the opposed party add, that they hold the view of

insanity as a functional disease of the brain, merely as an hypoth-
esis under which to study the analogies of morbid, mental and
cerebral phenomena. For all practical purposes, they say, it

must be considered simply as chronic, mental disorder. Of its

treatment by medicines, they believe that little or nothing
is known, while even mental influences, which can do as mncli

to ameliorate symptoms, are of little efiect in cutting short

an attack. The aim of this party is to provide each of the sev-

eral classes of the insane with suitable care and maintenance.
Three-fourths of all the insane, it is conceded, belong to the

indigent and pauper classes. No one believes it the duty of

government to furnish them with residences at a cost of from

i'2,000 to fo,000 each, when they were in their normal, mental
condition. And now that they have become unable to appreciate

the comforts and decencies of a cottage even, why provide a pal-

ace for them? There can be no doubt that they enjoy better a

simpler and more natural mode of living. Will it not probably

aftbrd them at least an equal chance of recovery ?

This is ,:the course of reasoning which has led to numerous
variations from the orthodo.x type of insane hospitals, such as

farm asylums, cottage asylums, and special asylums for the incur-

able insane. All these have been combined, by the sagacity and
courage of Dr. Chapin, in the celebrated Willard Asylum, at

Ovid, N. Y. Meanwhile the liberal alienists make no war upon
hospital asylums. In spite of the unfounded, and by no means
harmless, theories of medication for mental disorders with which

they are too often identified in this country, for a large class of

acute cases, and for a few of the chronic class even, they are

indispensable. On the question of the cost of construction of

asylum. Dr. Chapin presents in a strong light the necessity and
advantage of economy. But his success in building the Willard

Asylum for less than $1,000 per patient, at a time when the cost

of building was nearly double wliat it is at present, is worth

volumes upon the subject. It should be remarked that, although

designed for the chronic insane, this asylum really lacks nothing

that is necessary in a building for the treatment of acute cases.

In Dr. Wilbur's essay on " Buildings for the Insane," the sub-

ject is discussed in the able and forcible style of the writer, and

with a thorough understanding of the questions involved. There
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is no longer room for dispute as to the advantages or disadvan-

tages of separate provision for the chronic class. The only pos-

sible mode of providing for all the insane, the relief so urgently

demanded, is that of a practical separation of the two classes.

Dr. Wilbur also strongly recommends the more regular and

general employment of the insane, and predicts that " in the

American asylum of the future, occupation will certainly be a

prominent feature of the moral treatment." If this should prove

true, which we think most probable, it will lead to the further

division of the great class of the chronic insane into sub-classes,

and to small asylums, as a most important feature of the new
system.

Another im|irovement in asylums of the future, according to

Dr. Willnir, will be a more appropi-iate design for their -buildings.

The main central editice, with wings; the "long monotonous
corridor," which is the day-room of the inmates, with sleeping-

rooms on one or both sides, " all with heavily-barred windows
to the last window," are especially condemned. He continues :

" Restraint, jealous and irritating is written on the doorposts

of every institution. Everywhere the most expensive mode of

meeting the <lesired end, whether in heating, ventilation or water-

supply. Everywhere suinjituous arrangements for the accom-

niiHlation of the ofBcers."

Dr. Wilbur's objection to the unhomelike features of the

stereotyped asylum plan will be generally concurred in. The
fault of asylums in suggesting restraint or confinement by locked

doors, window guards, etc., appears to us less important. Accord-

ing to our e.xperieuce a large proportion of the insane, whose
feelings and actions are partly guided by normal perceptions,

not only e.vpect and excuse these appearances of restraint, but

find a certain sense of assistaiice and security in them. The
same may be said of the various means for restraining the person,

in use in asylums. We have not seldom had patients apply for

the restraint of the muff and belt at the coming on of a parox-

ysm, and complaints from recovered patients of the imposition

of personal restraint, as such, in their treatment, are jjertaiuly

rare. We believe, further, tliat more than one defect in the

administration of our asylums must be remedied before the gen-

eral disuse of restraints can be carried out with advantage or

safety. Among these is tlie practice of over-crowding asylums,

particularly the wards for violent cases. Where rooms closely

calculated for twenty patients of this class are made to hold

twenty-five, or oven thirty, the excess sleeping on the floors of

dining-rooms and corridors, there v;\\\ be a greatly increased

excita!)ility, and restraints may be absolutely necessary to pre-

vent dangerous violence. 'I'his practice of over-crowding is

mainly due to the great lack of asylum accommodation, conse-

(|uent upon the policy of expending for a single asylum enough
to build two or three of the same capacity. It is in part due,

also, to the necessity of securing a large income, to meet the
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large cost of maintenance in hospital asylums. The new hos-
pitals at Buffalo and Poughkeepsie were designed for 400 patients
each, their capacity is now stated at 600, and tliey cannot be
made self-supporting, in the usual manner, even if this number
be crowded into their wards.
Another difficulty in the way of the present abolition of

restraints in our asylums, is the cost of tlie additional force of
attendants which would be required. In proportion to the num-
ber of violent cases in their wards, the number of attendants in
English and French asylums is much larger than in ours.
But we wish only to point to certain reforms which must go

hand in hand with that of the disuse of mechanical restraints.

That the too free use of tliese means in our asylums amounts to
a serious abuse, we have before admitted. The deception prac-
tised upon Dr. Bucknill, at the Utica Asylum, as pointed out by
Dr. Wilbur, coidd only have been designed to cover such an
abuse. Dr. Bucknill found "not a single patient in restraint or
seclusion," in passing tlirough the wards, and was told by Dr.
Gray "that he did not use restraints." A denial of this" lan-

guage has been published by Dr. Gray, but there seem to be
grounds for the belief of Dr. Wilbur, that about forty rooms
containing crib-beds were closed to Dr. Bucknill, and a large
amount of restraints temporarily removed for the occasion.
Direct and positive evidence has been given us that, at the date
of Dr. Bucknill's visit, four crib-beds and five muffs were in daily
use on a single violent ward for twenty patients; and that on the
morning of the visit, by direction of Dr. Gray, all restraints were
removed from the patients of this ward, and those in cribs taken
from them and from their rooms, the doors of which were then
locked. We need hardly repeat, that a policy of concealment and
deception cannot be necessary under a proper use of restraints.

Nor will it be easy for the profession to condone such a policy
in respect to any of the methods of insane asylums. Nothing
but the utmost candor and truthfulness on the part of their offi-

cers will secure for them that absolute confidence which the
Association of Medical Superintendents demand of both the
profession and the public. It will not be believed that the
doctoring of medical and financial statistics which have been
described, are for scientific and philanthropic purposes. No one
can doubt that the " improved plans " and " crooked " accounts
of savings banks and life insurance companies were both false

science and false pliilanthropy. And surely such arguments can-
not be needed to induce the great State of New York to provide
properly for its insane !

Of the cost of maintenance of the insane. Dr. Chapin has little

to say. But here, also, his work at the Willard Asylum is more
to the point than words. For the l,;n)0 patients now under his

care, the grade of maintenance is probably equal to the average
of State Asylums, and at one-half the cost of that at Utica. But
the subject of asylum maintenance, wliich has received little
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attention in the reports of Dr. Gray, has been made a study by

Dr. Chapin, for many years. In an essay published by him in

1868, lie presents, in a tabular form, the weekly cost of support

in five asylums of States lying adjacent to New York, the aver-

age being $3.89. At the bottom of the column the cost at Utica

is given as f 5.09. This table is copied by Dr. Gray in his report

for 1869, and also a similar one by Dr. Charles A. Lee, in which

the cost at Utica is given at $5.53. Dr. Gray's comment is as

follows: " Neither of these statements are \sic\ correct as regards

Utica, whatever the facts may be touching the other institutions

mentioned. Public institutions can well bear the discussions of

the questions of expense of the care of the dependent."

And yet the subject of maintenance, as we have remarked, is

not freely discussed by Dr. Gray, for reasons which may prob.ably

be suggested by our analysis of his expenditures in the last vol-

ume Qj. 781,Vol. IV.] of the Journal. In the methods we have

pointed out may also be found the reasons why such experts as

Drs. Chapin and Lee differ in so simple a matter as the calculation

of a weekly cost. They also help to explain a considerable differ-

ence in the results of several calculations of the Utica Asylum
costs for 18T4, all of which were made at the asylum. This cost

is given by the State Commissioner in Lunacy as $4, by Dr.

Bucknill as $4.50, and by the State Board of Charities as $5.42;

while the true rate, based upon the ordinary expenditures, accord-

ing to a universal rule, is $7.18.

But we must pass over many topics of interest in these excel-

lent papers to return for a moment to one already touched upon

at the opening of this review. In his closing remarks. Dr.

Chapin dwells upon tlie necessity of some direct, governmental

supervision of asylums, corresponding to that of the English

Commissioners in Lunacy. We quote as follows: "The high

standing of the British asylums—their advanced ideas in treat-

ment, their freedom from use of restraint, occupation of patients,

the high tone of the literature of the medical profession, the

immunity of the asylums fi'om political management, and the

confidence and universal esteem in which they are held—are

largely if not mainly due to the beneficent and overshadowing

influence of the Commissioners in Lunacy. The influence of a

similar intermediary board needs to be felt, and would be wel-

come, in this country, though it is doubtful whether the lunacy

interests alone, of any State, are of sufficient magnitude to

warrant the creation of such boards. They may be, as in many
States, pi-operly confided to Boards of Public Charities, possess-

ing all the needful powers of a lunacy commission, representing all

the public charities, in tlieir benevolent, financial, and medical

relations to the community, elevating them, and bringing them
in these respects in best accord with the policy of the State."

Among the important functions of such a board, is l^iat ot

inquiring into the various abuses which public opinirm is so prone

to charge upon asylums, and which in other countries have been
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so often exposed. Of tliese Dr. C)iai)in writes :
" Wliile errors

in judijinent may not infrequently occur in the asylum, we
believe what may lie properly termed abuses are of rare occur-
rence, and when they do exist, cannot, and do not, remain
concealed."

We believe, with the writer, that the abuse most often con-
nected with asylums in the public mind—that of the incarcera-
tion of sane persons in them— is almost wholly an imaginary
one. In a large experience we have known only two or three
attempts at this abuse, and in each case they were easily foiled.

But there is an abuse similar to this, to which American asylums
are peculiarly liable, and which we have no doubt prevails to a
serious extent. The legal steps necessary for commitment to an
asylum are sufficient to insure that no sane person shall be so
committed, and the admission of any one without the proper
legal forms would tix a responsibility upon the otHcers of the
asylum which they would not dare to accept. But there is a
large, class of persons of nervous temperament, who become
insane under some excitement or shock, or perhaps from acute
bodily disorder, and who are vei-y properly removed from the
conditions which have determined their attack, to the care ef an
asylum. Once admitted, however, with the proper forms, the
law provides no further safeguard for them. The medical super-
intendent, whom the law prudently forbids any voice in deciding
the mental state of the patient with reference, to his admission,
is now given a power over him more perfect dnd absolute than
any other human being over one of his kind. No matter how
speedy or complete his recovery may be, sanity and liberty have
no existence for the patient except in the opinion of the superin-
tendent. And it must Ix' remembered that tlie facts upon which
a medical expert bases his opinion he cannot fully describe to
others, or even to himself. This is the mystery of " expertness,"
which is beyond" the reach of criticism, and a perfect shield from
responsibility.

The vetei-an psychologist, Dr. Earle, of the Northampton (Mass.)

Lunatic Hospital, in one of his late reports, has stated his belief

that "in a given number of patients discharged from a hospital

for the insane, the number reported as recovered may differ at

least twenty-five per cent., according to the man who may act as

the judge of their mental condition." He believes, in other
words, that self-interest and vanity-operate thus largely, "even
though unconsciously," to increase the number reported recov-

ered in the returns of insane asylums. But if these motives may
operate to such a degree in deciding the condition of discharged
patients, why may they not also operate in deciding their con-

dition with reference to the question of discharge ? And in an
asylum, for instance, whose annual deficiency can be reckoned
on -w^h absolute certainty, is it not possible that pecuniary
considerations should operate, "even unconsciously," against the
verdict of recovered in the case of a convalescent, and therefore
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profitable, patient. Can we suppose financial straitness a less
powerful motive than professional vanity? We have elsewhere
found one superintendent covertly dropping from his weekly cost
upwards of $50,000 yearly for successive years; and it would
be easy, by a comparison of his statistics, to show the probable
addition of, not twenty-five, but one hundrld per cent, to the
true number of his recoveries. How far these misrepresentations
may be conscious or "unconscious," it would be vain to inquire.
But the point we wish to make is, that the office of deciding the
all-important question of the sanity and liberty of a fellow-beino-
should be absolutely separate from that of "cooking" the
medical and financial statistics of an asylum.

In part, at least, this reform should not be difficult. But the
proffer by the New York State Board of Charities of its disinter-
ested service as an equalizing board in the distribution of public
funds among the several asylums of the State, has thus far been
rejected. By combination with each other, and with the canal
and prison interests, these asylums appear to find lobbying for
themselves much the more satisfactory practice. Can it be sup-
posed, indeed, that they should not know how much money they
want better than the State Board ? But it is satisfactory to know
that combinations of this kind are rajiidly losing their hold on
the State treasury. The canals and prisons have already been
rescued from the hands of robbers, and it is not possible that
the charitable institutions of a great State should much longer
continue, even in part, the prey of medical and local politicians.
But no one acquainted with the wholly unchecked opportuni-

ties and temptations of our asylum system, and the general rot-
tenness of public institutions, will require a further discussion
of this unpleasant subject.

Such abuses as the excessive use of restraints, the thoughtless
use of poisonous drugs for quieting patients, the overcrowding of
wards, the too long detention of the convalescent, and extrava-
gant and corrupt expenditures, beyond all doubt exist, and must
be reformed. It has been urged, by the Association of Medical
Superintendents, that the local managers of asylums are suffi-
cient for all needful supervision of them. But it is notorious
that these exist, in general, only as lobbying and whitewashing
committees, and the public has ceased even to look to them for
the performance of any other functions. It is, we repeat, of
State Boards of Charities that reform in the management .and
supervision of the insane is demanded. That this "reform has
been so long in coming to the most helpless and pitiable of all
those who claim public charity and protection, is charged, not
without grounds, upon a branch of the medical professton. It
IS all the more proper, therefore, that the movement to place our
system of provision for this class upon a level with that of
European countries, should be led by medical men; and the
efforts of Drs. Wilbur and Chapin to that end deserve the thanks
of their professional brethren.

34
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III.—DARWINISM TESTED BY LANGUAGE.

Darwinism Tested by Language. By Frederick Bateman, M.D.

London, 1877.

What is a man? "manners make the man," says one; "dress

makes the man," says another. Dr. Franklin defined hmi as a

"tool-usins animal;" somebody else, as "an animal with a rehg-

ion " All these and several other distinctive characteristics have

been shown to be insufficient or erroneous, and now Dr. Bate-

man whom we know well as the author of an excellent mono-

graph on aphasia, argues for the existence of another essential

point of difl^rence in the fact, as he declares, that the former

possesses the power of usina; articulate language while the latter

has no such faculty. By this test Dr. Bateman proposes to try

the Darwinian hypothesis of the descent of man, and he asserts

that here is the difference, not in degree but in kind which Dar-

win demanded should be furnished before he would consent to

renounce liis views.

Before proceedino- to the discussion ot the many interesting

points adduced by^Dr. Bateman in support of his opinion it

may be well to inquire whether, if the animals lower in the

scale than man did speak, they would be any the more men, and

if man were to be rendered incapable of thus expressing himself,

he would be any the less a member of the genus Homo than he

is now. It may seem absurd to raise such a question, but yet it

is very evident that if Dr. Bateman be correct in the inferences he

has drawn, it is one whicli rather forcibly stares us in the tace.

We have been looking for some radical difference between man

and the brute. Dr. Darwin and his followers say there is no

such difference. Dr. Bateman, on the contrary, tells us there is

an essential one in articulate language. Every animal, theretore,

that possesses the faculty of communicating ideas or expressing

emotions by words is a man; every animal that is not thus

endowed is not a man.
i, i •+ „„-„

The point is by no means a new one. Locke hatl it ^ery

clearly in his mind when he said, " I think I may be confident that

whoever should see a creature of his own shape or make, though

it had no more reason all his life than a cat or a parrot, would

call him still a man; or whoever should hear a cat or a parrot

discourse, reason and philosophize, would call or think it nothing

but a cat or a parrot; and say, the one was a dull, irrational man

and the other a very intelligent, rational parrot; and then_ he

goes on to relate a story on the authority of Prince Maurice,

which, whether true or not, serves equally well for an illustration:

"When it came first into the room where the Prince was with

a great many Dutchmen about him, it said presently, ' What a
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company of white men are here! ' They asked it what it thought
that man was, pointing to the Prince. It answered ' Some General
or other.' When they brought it close to him he asked it, ' D'ou
venez vous?' It answered, ' De Marinnan.' The Prince 'A
qui estesvous?' The parrot, 'A un Portugais.' The Prince
'Quefais-tu la?' ' Je garde les pouUes.' The Prince laughed
and said, 'Vous gardez les poulles?' The parrot answered,
Oui moi et je scai bien faire,' and made the chuck four or five

times that people use to make to chickens when they call them."
"And," continues Locke, "I ask any one else who thinks such

a story fit to be told whether,—if this parrot and all of its kind
had always talked, as we have a Prince's word for it this one
did,—whether I say, they would not have passed for a race of ra-
tional animals; but yet, whether, for all that, they would have been
a lowe^d to be men and not parrots ? For I presume it is not the
Idea of a thinking or rational being alone that makes the idea of
a man in most people's sense, but of a body so and so shaped,
joined to it.

'* '^

This latter appears to us to be exactly the point. It is not
so much the mental faculties, or the intellectual characteristics
that constitute the chief features of difference between man and
the other animals, as it is the structure of the body and the
degree of development of the several organs by which both
mental and physical acts are performed; and we say this with a
tiiU conception of the immense distance there is between the mind
ot the lowest man and that of the highest monkey. But in the one
case the difference relates solely to mentality, while in the other
It concerns the organs from which the mentality comes, and those
others through which it must act. Mind in the abstract, that is,
without considering it In its necessary connection with a nervous
system as an effect with its cause, is something of which we can
lorm no distinct idea. We can only regard it as the product of
nervous action, and hence, however much we might be astounded

^

by Its manifestations, it is in reality insignificant in comparison
with the little cells which, by their aggregation, go to make up
the structure of gray nerve-tissue, and by which it is evolved.
1 he source of a spring is more important than the spring itself

;

a galvanic battery is to the thoughtful person a greater subject
ior astonishment than the force which it sets in action

; the brain
ot a JSewton is far more wonderful than the mighty intellect—
a part only of its force—which comes from it.

And this is not all, for even if the lower animals were endowed
with brains as large and as complex in structure as that of man
they_ would still in the inadaptibility of their organs for the pur-
poses for which man uses his, be immeasurably his inferiors.Wo quantity or quality of brain would enable a horse to write a
letter, or to get rid of an offensive substance in his stomach by
vomiting; though a dog were as wise as Socrates he could not

*An Essay concerning Human Understanding, Chap. XXVII., §8.
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play a tune on the violin, and though an ape might possess the

maiestic cerebral development of a Cuvier his hand would be

none the more adapted to the performance of that mfinite variety

of delicate manipulations which marks the action of this organ

in man. These, to be sure, are only diflerences of degree, and

though by successive development in the course of ages they

would probably disappear, they nevertheless at present exist.

Again, there are men, undoubted men, who in their manners,

customs and modes of life are more akin to the brute than to the

genus in which by a consideration of their structure and appear-

tnce we are forced to place them. Thus Sir John Lubbock

quotes Dalton as .asserting* that there are wild men living m the

interior of Borneo, al^sohitely in a state of nature, who neither

cultivate the ground nor live in huts; who neither eat rice nor

salt and who do not associate with each other, but rove about

the woods like wild beasts: the sexes meet in the jungle, or the

man carries away a woman from some company. When the chil-

dren are old enough to shift for themselves, they usually separate,

neither one afterwards thinking of the other. At night they

sleei) under some large tree, the branches of which hang low;

on these they fasten the children in a kind of swing; around the

tree they make a fire to keep off the wild beasts and snakes.

They cover themselves with a piece of bark, and in this, also,

they wrap their children; it is soft and warm, but will not keep

out the rain. The poor creatures are looked on and treated by

the other Dyaks as w ild beasts.
, t j i

Piron,t in describing the natives of Van Diemen s Land, speaks

of them as being without laws or any system of regular govern-

ment, without arts, even being destitute of all knowledge ot

agriculture or of working in metals, and not even having sub-

jected any of the lower animals to their service. They wear no

clothes, have no definite habitations, and no shelter from the

''

weather beyond a rude shed which they make of bark.

Darwint reo-ards the Fuegians as the most miserable creatures

he has ever beheld. " Thes^e Fuegians," he says, " in the canoe

were quite naked, and even one full grown woman was absolutely

80 It was raining heavilv, and the fresh water, together with

the spray, trickled down her body. In another harbor, not far

distant, a woman who was suckling a recently born child, came

one day alongside the vessel and remained there out of mere

curiosity, while the sleet fell and thawed on her naked bosom,

and on the skin of her naked baby!. These poor wretches were

stunted in their growth; their hideous faces bedaubed with white

paint, their skin filthy and greasy, their hair entangled their

voices discordant, and their gestures violent; viewing such men,

one can hardly make oneself believe that they are tellow-crea-

*Origin of Civilization and the Primitive ConditioQ of Man. Secoud

edition. London, 1870; p. 8.
, , • , on

f Voyage de decouvertes iiux Terres Australes, 1. 1., cliap. m.

X Journal of Researches, etc. New York, 1871, p. 313.
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tures and inliabitants of tlie same world. It is a common sub-
ject of conjecture what pleasure in life some of the lower animals
can enjoy; how much more reasonably the same question may be
asked with respect to these barbarians ! At night five or six
human beings, naked and scarcely protected from the wind and
rain of this tempestuous climate, sleep on the wet ground coiled
up like animals. Whenever it is low water, winter or summer,
night or day, they must rise to pick shell-fish from the rocks; and
the women either dive or collect sea eggs, or sit patiently in their
canoes, and with a baited hair-line without any hook, jerk out
little fish. If a seal is killed, or the floating carcass of a putrid
whale discovered, it is a feast; and such miserable food is assisted
by a few tasteles berries and fungi."
To call such ci'eatures men is a degradation of the term, it

must be confessed, and yet in structure they resemble more
closely an average civilized Caucasian than they do the most
perfectly developed of the anthropomorphous apes—no one
studying them thoroughly, or glancing- at them cursorily, would
for an instant doubt their position among animals. But it is

by no means certain that in mental development there is as
much difterence as there is in ]jhysical characteristics. Indeed,
in some respects, they are lower than the brutes above which we
place them. They are remorselessly cruel; their women and
children are treated with a degree of barbarity of which the
monkey is incapable; tlie affections are undeveloped, in fact there
is scarcely a trace of any generous or ennobling quality in their
degraded natures. They are ignorant of all sense of justice, or of
right or wrong; they are entirely destitute of religious feelings,
and have no conception of being superior or very tfifferent from
the_ beasts by which they are surrounded. They can talk, but
their language consists of guttural monosyllables scarcely more
articulate than the duckings of a hen, and some of them have
no abstract terms, no idea of time, no names for each other, and
no words for numbers exceeiling three. Indeed, so far as language
goes, there ai-e greater differences between them and civilized
man than there is lietween them and the gorilla.

We are hence led to conclude that Dr. Bateman's distinction
is not of the importance which he has given it. But his book is

too earnest, and written in too scientific a spirit to be' dismissed
thus abruptly. He has presented all the facts in the case, as he
understands them, with singular fairness, and he deserves equally
earnest and honest treatment. Unless he gets this, unless his
position is met and logically combated, his essay is very certain
to be seized upon by the unphysiological, sciolistic and conspicu-
ously inexact anti-evolutionist, and held up to the admiring gaze
of his adherents as presenting arguments which the heterodox
Darwinian cannot answer. We propose, therefore, to show by
an appeal to anatomy and physiology that his assumed test is

not one by which the doctrine of evolution is to be overthrown.
But before proceeding to the discussion of Dr. Bateman's
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observations and arguments, il will probably not be out of place

if we give a brief account of what has been done in recent years

towards the localization of the faculty of speech in a particular

part of the brain; and this is the more important because, as we
shall see, the point in regard to the value of language as a test of

the essential diiference between man and other animals rests, in

a great meastire, on this matter of localization. If, in fact, it

can be shown that there is a part of the brain whose function it

is to preside over the faculty of articulate speech, and that this

part exists in apes as well as in man, we have, as Dr. Bateman

repeatedly admits, a strong argument for the hypothesis of evo-

lution. Develop the organ in the latter and they will speak, or

to use Dr. Bateman's exact language, " It might be said tliat the

ape possesses the rudiments of speech in an undeveloped form,

and that in subsequent generations by the pj-ocess of evolution

this fold [the third frontal convolution, though of course, the

argument is equally good for any other locality], would become

more developed and the ape would speak; in fact would become

a man !
" As to a talking ape being necessarily a man, we have

already expressed our doubts, but as we shall have occasion to

return to this point, we pass it by for the present.

Previous to Gall, there ha<l been no attempt to define with

precision the seat of the faculty of speech, or even to prove that

there was such a faculty. But in the early part of the nineteenth

century this able cerebrologist not only declared that there was

a region of the brain specially devoted to language, l)ut that it

was that part of the anterior lobe on each side which rests upon

the roof of tlie orbit. A large development of the brain, in this

locality, would of course be attended with a depression of the

bony plate upon which it rests; the cavity of the orbit would

therefore be diminished in capacity and the eye would be ren-

dered prominent. He therefore announced that the existence of

a special ability for memorizing words, and for studying and

using language, was marked by prominence of the eyeballs.

In reality Gall considered that there were two organs of lan-

guage, the one originating the idea of words, the other a talent

for philology and for acquiring the spirit of language. Dr.

Spurzheim however admits but one organ, lying posteriorly on

the supra-orbital plate, and this view is accepted by Combe and

other distinguished phrenological authorities. Several cases were

brought forward in support of this theory of localization, but

none of them were of a very decided character, and hence Gall's

views met with very slight favor outside of the class of his imme-

diate followers.

As we have seen, Gall placed the organ of language in a

limited part of the anterior lobe of each hemisphere. This was

the first attempt at localization. But shortly afterward Bouillaud,

who had collected a large number of cases of injuries and dis-

eases of the brain, announced that in very many of these cases

in which the anterior lobes were the seat of the lesion, there was
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the concomitant of derangement of the faculty of speech, and
he also confirmed what had been noticed by others, that absolute
loss of the power of speech may exist without there being any
noticeable impairment of mind or derangement of body. He
likewise clearly pointed out the fact, that the faculty of speech
embraces two distinct series of phenomena, the one relating to

the power of creating words as representations of ideas and of
recollecting them; the other to the co-ordination of the movements
necessary for the articulation of these words. The first of these
he called internal, the second external speech.

Bouillaud supported his views by the citation of numerous
cases—in all, one hundred and three—of lesion of one or other
of the anterior lobes in which there was also some derangement
of the faculty of speech, and he finally offered a prize of five

hundred francs to any one who would adduce a case of profound
injury or disease to this region of the brain in which there was
not also some trouble of articulation. The prize was claimed by
Velpeau, who called attention to the fact that he had in 1843,
described the case and exhibited the brain of a wig maker, who,
up to the moment of his death, was in full possession of his

mental faculties, and who was remarkable for his loquacity, but
in whom both anterior lobes were entirely destroyed by a tumor.
Inquiry however showed that a vei-y considerable portion of
each lobe was intact.

Nevertheless a sufficient number of instances are on record
which establish the fact in the most indubitable manner, that
Bouillaud was too general in his localization, and that the
anterior lobes may suffer the most frightful injuries without the
faculty of speech beino- notably impaired. Among these is the
case related by Dr. Harlow, of Vermont, in which a tamping
iron was by the premature diseh.arge of a blast driven through
a man's skull. Notwithstanding the severity of the injury the man
resumed his consciousness in a few minutes, was put into a cart,

driven three-quarters of a mile, when he got out and walked into
his house. He lived for twelve and a half years afterwards, and
then died, after having had several convulsions. His cranium
is now in the Warren Anatomical Museum, at Boston, and an
examination of it shows that the iron entering the base of the
skull on the left side had gone entirely through the left anterior
lobe of the brain and made its exit at the top of the head. The
only aberration of speecli noticed in this individual, was his

having become exceedingly profane in conversation. \i the fac-

ulty of language resides in the whole of the anterior lobe, as
Bouillaud contends, such an immunity could scarcely have exis-

ted. There can be no doul)t, therefore, from a consideration of
this, and many other cases, that liouillaud was wrong in clainung
that injury of any part of the antei'ior lobes is necessarily followed
by some derangement of the faculty of speech. Subsequently,
however, he admitted that the organ of language may occupy
the posterior part of each lobe only.
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In 1836, Dr. M. Dax read n ]iai)er bef(ire the Medical Congress

which met that year at Montpellier, in which he asserted that the

faculty of language was seated, not as Gall and Bouillaud had

concluded, in both anterior lobes, but that it occupied only the left

anterior lobe. He based this opiniojj upon one hundred and

forty cases of aphasia* attended with paralysis, in which the want

of power was confined to the right side of the body ;
showing

therefore that the lesion causing it and the aberration of speech

was situated on the left side of the brain. This paper never

attracted much attention, notwithstanding its importance, a

circumstance very often the result of burying_ scientific commn-

nications in the archives of insignificant societies.

Thus far we see the organ of "language placed in the left ante-

rior lobe. It must be confessed, however, that this location was

by no means accepted by even a considerable body of anato-

mists and physiologists, while the great majority either opposed

the localization theory, or regarded it with contempt, as a phre-

nological vagary.

But, in 1861, M. Gratiolet, in discussing before the Anthropo-

logical Society of Paris, a question relative to the comparative

development of the brain and mind among different races, brought

up the subject of cerebral localization to which he announced

himself as being strongly opposed. M. Aubertin, on the con-

trary, contended that the localization of the faculty of speech,

at least, was definitely established through the researches of

Bouillaud in the anterior lobes. In support of this view, he

adduced cases which had already been brought forward, and

cited others in addition, which went to show that loss of speech

was the consequence of traumatic lesion of these parts of the

brain. His adversaries cited other cases in which persons had

preserved the faculty of language, notwithstanding extensive

injuries of the anterior lobes. M. Aubertin responded, that if

such profound and extensive lesions had not interfered with

speech, it was because that part of the lobes in which the organ

is situated was not involved, and he then cited the case of a pa-

tient in the Hospital for Incurables, who, for many years, had been

deprived of the power of speech, and he declared that he would

renounce the doctrine of Bouillaud if the autopsy of this patient

did not reveal the existence of disease of the anterior lobes. The

patient in question was under the charge of M. Broca, and the

latter, a decided opponent, accepted M. Aubertin's challenge,

and declared that when the man died the examination should

be made. Sometime afterward the patient died, the post-mortem

examination was made, and the lesion was found to occupy the

left anterior lobe.

And now the contest waxed warmer ; M. Broca, who had been

a most determined opponent of Bouiilaud's views of localization,

* A, privation, and ^'-affi? speech. Aphasia may be defined as a con-

dition produced by an aflfection of the brain, in which the idea of language

or of its expression is impaired.
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became converted. Taking as liis pi-incipal case the one to which
M. Aubertin had pinned his faith, he read, in 1861, before the
Anatomical Society, of Paris, a memoir,* in which he not only
contended for the restriction of the organ of speech to the left

anterior lobe, but carried the differentiation still further by
assigning it to a limited part of this lobe, the posterior part of
the third frontal convolution. Cases were now brought forward
in all parts of the civilized world—our own country contributing
some of the most important—going to establish the truth of
Broca's views, and the liter.-itiire of the subject increased enor-
mously.

But, although many instances were adduced going to show
that lesion of the third left frontal convolution caused derange-
ment of the faculty of speech, several cases of undoubted aphasia
were cited, in which during life the accompanying paralysis had
been on the left side of the body, or, in which, on post-mortem
examination, the third left frontal convolution was found to be
perfectly healthy. Again there were cases in which this portion
of the brain was found to be entirely disorganized, but yet, in

which there was no resultant aphasia ; one such case—and there
are quite a large number—is, of course, sufficient to decide the
question against Broca's doctrine, and, therefore, notwithstand-
ing the very striking evidence which may be adduced in its favor,
facts show beyond a doubt that he assigned to the organ of lan-
guage a too restricted habitation. But with all that has been
said against Broca's hypothesis, we are not, on that account,
unwarranted in assigning a certain definite locality to the organ
of language. Oli the contrary, the discussion of the subject, and
the vast array of cases brought forward, enable us to fix the posi-
tion of that organ with as much certainty as is necessary for the
establishment of the relation of cause and ettect. Dr. Bateman,
therefore, in attacking the doctrine of the third frontal convolu-
tion, and arguing that because Broca's views are sliown to be
untenable, we are without data for speech localization in the
brain, is contending against a theory which it may be said no
one—probably not even Broca himself—now entertains. If we
can show that there is any locality in the brain with which the
function of speech stands in direct relation, and if we further
show that this portion of the cerebrum exists in the ape, though
undeveloped, we do a great deal, as Dr. Bateman admits, towards
explaining why this animal, which stands in the zoological scale
so close to man does not, like him, express his ideas and emotions
by articulate language.
The anterior lobe of each hemisphere of the brain is separated

from the middle lobe by a fissure called the fissure of Sylvius. In
it is situated the middle cerebral artery which supplies blood to
the posterior part of the anterior lobe, the anterior part of the

*Sur le siege de la faculte de langage articule, etc. BulUtin de la Societe
Anatomique, Tome IV., 1861.
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middle lobe, and to the lobe of the insula—a small mass of brain

tissue placed in the fissure and sometimes called, after its discov-

erer, the island of Reil. This latter is found in no other animal

than in man and the monkey. In the latter, however, it is very

slightly developed, and has been said by Huxley and_ others to

present no trace of convolutions. Now there is not a single w^ell

authenticated case of injury or disease involving all this region

nourished by the middle cerebral artery on both sides in whic^i

there was not derangement of the faculty of speech, and there is

not a single case of aphasia on record in which if any lesion at all

was found in the brain, that lesion was not situated hi some part

of this region on one or other side of the brain. It is true, there

are cases of aphasia occasionally met with in which minute exam-

ination after death, fails to reveal the existence of any lesion at

all, but we may very properly disregard these, for the like fact

exists frequently with other cases of undoubted cerebral disease.

In such instances the disorder— probably some derangement of

circulation acting instantaneously and for a short time—disap-

pears with the cessation of life.

This region may, after Kussmaul,* be called the " speech tract."

The third frontal convolution, the island of Keil, the corpus

striatum and the anterior part of the middle lobe, all of which

have been shown to be intimately connected with the faculty of

articulate language, are parts of this " speech tract."

We are now prepared to consider Dr. Bateman's arguments in

favor of the view that articulate speech is a distinctive quality of

man, and to meet his objections to the localization of the faculty

of language in any part of the brain. W. A. H.

(to be continued.)

IV.—LUDWIG'S ARBEITEN.

Arbeiten aus der Phtsiologischen Anstalt zu Leipzig. Elfter

Jahrgang, 1876. Mitgetheilt durch C. Ludwig. Leipzig: S.

Hirzel, TsYT. [Report of the Physiological Institute at Leip-

zig. Edited by (J. Ludwig.)

Like all its predecessors, the present report of the work done

in Ludwig's laboratory is a model of scientific .accuracy. Every

point investigated therein, however modest its title, and however

unimportant its bearings may seem, is -a permanent acquisition to

physiology.

In the first article, Mr. Ch. S. Minot describes the method ot

passing a current of defibrinated blood through the vessels of a

freshly excised muscle (biceps and semi-tendinosus of the dog).

The vessels were first washed out with serum ;
hereupon a cur-

rent of arterialized blood was passed through them. The irrita-

bility of the muscle could thus be maintained for several hours.

*Stoeruiigen der Sprache, Leipzig, 1877.
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Analysis of the amount of C O, contained In the blood before and
after the transfusion, showed an increase of C O, by from 1 to 5
per cent. The amoimt of C 0, gained by the blood in its passage
through the imtscles loas found to be independent of the state of
rest, fatigue or activity ( electric stimulation) of the muscle.

In a second paper, Dr. F. A. Falk studies the action of lau-
danosin, an alkaloid of opium discovered by Hesse (1871), on the
circulation. The alkaloid was Injected in aqueous solution into
the veins of rabbits, which had previously been curarized to avoid
the spasms of laudanosln. Small doses, 2^ to 5 milligrammes,
both elevate considerably the arterial pressure and increase the
frequency of the pulse. These effects are due to stimulation of
the vaso-motor centre, and of the accelerator fibres of the heart.

The vagus is not aifected by this quantity. Large doses, how-
ever, have the contrary efiect. Tiiey reduce both the arterial

tension and the frequency of the pulse. This peculiar reversion
of phenomena is caused by the paralytic influence which the
poison exerts on the heart itself, when present in large quantity.

Dr. W. H. Gaskell investigated the action of the vaso-motor
nerves of the extensor muscles of the leg by measuring the
amount of blood flowing through tlie veins. A canula was so
inserted into a venous branch that, during an observation, the
quantity of blood issuing from it could be registered, while
during the interval the blood current followed its normal path.
Large dogs could thus be observed for a long time without suffer-

ing a fatal loss of blood. Section of the motor nerve of the mus-
cle increased considerably the amount of blood passing through
the muscle. Within a minute, however, the rapidity of the cur-
rent diminished again, but still it kept above the rate of the
uninjured muscle. The natural explanation seems to be that the
nerve-trunk contains both vaso-dilator and vaso-constrictor fibres.

The former are temporarily Irritated by the section, and their
influence prevails during the first minute. Subsequently, how-
ever, the removal of the tonus of the constrictor fibres maintains
still the increase of circulation as compared with the uninjured
muscle. The eftects of faradization of the motor nerve are very
striking. The contraction of the muscle expels suddenly a jet

of blood, evidently mechanically. During a short interval the
current is much diminished—a period corresponding to the refill-

ing of the suddenly emptied vessels. After this, however, the
amount of blood issuing from the canula is enormously increased
and remains so dui'ing the entire period of contraction. On in-

terrupting the stimulation, the blood-current diminislies again,
but still it does not regain its original rate until after some time.

This series of phenomena agrees well with the hypothesis of vaso-
motor fibres, which, when stimulated, prevail over the simulta-
neously excited feebler vaso- constrictor nerves. Finally it was
found that the vaso-motor nerves of the muscle were paralyzed
by curare.

A similar method was employed by Max V. Frey, in studying
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the circulation in the submaxillary gland. Here, also, the

amount of blood issuing from a venous branch was registered.

Stimulation of the sympathetic nerve expelled a sudden .slight

jet of blood; the result, evidently, of the sudden contraction of

the arteries. After this the current was reduced, reaching its

minimum in about twenty-five seconds, both when the stimula-

tion lasted fifty seconds, or on the other hand only ten seconds.

Within a minute after cessation of the stimulus, the current

regained its original rate. Stimulation of the chorda tympani
increased the rapidity considerably, but only for a short time,

since the irritability of that nerve is rapidly exhausted. Curare,

in ordinary doses, does not paralyze these nerves. On stimula-

ting simultaneously both the sympathetic and the chorda tym-
pani with electric currents of equal strength, the action of the

sympathetic masks completely that of the other nerve. As long

as the stimulation continues, the blood-current is diminished in

the same way, as if the sympathetic alone were excited. But on

interrupting the faradization of both nerves, the action of the

sympathetic stops abruptly, and the after effects of the excited

chorda tympani are manifested by a considerable increase in the

rapidity of the circulation.

F. Klug examined the sense of temperature in the skin by
means of a thermo-iesthesioraeter, an assthesiometer, the points of

which could be kept at any temperature, by means of a current

of water passing through them. The distance was noted at which
the points could just be recognized as two. As a general result

it was found that the cutaneous sensibility increased with the

difterence in temperature between the skin and the instrument.

The least sensibility was manifested when the two points had a

temperature of 20° C; the same was the case when one point

was cooled to 5° C, while the other was warmed to 60' C. The
most acute sensibility was found when both points were cooled

to 5° C, or warmed to 50° C, and in the latter case applied to

the skin, cooled by immersion in cold water.

The volume contains besides, three articles on the passage of

lymph, and one on the histology of the lymphatic capillaries.

H. G.

v.—CEREBRAL HYPEREMIA.

The Result of Mental Strain and •Emotional Dlstuebanck.

By W. A. Hammond, M. D. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

12 mo. 108 pages.

In this monograph, from the prolific pen of Dr. Hammond, we
have certain views, long entertained by him, enunciated once

again and much amplified. As the title rather clearly indicates,

the sul)ject is that of the excessive and sustained hyperemia,

which results from over-work or over-excitatian of the nervous
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system, more particularly the nervous centres within the cranial

cavity.

That nervous action or excitation is attended hy an increased

circulation of blood in those parts which are the seats of such

action or excitation, is now so well known as to be beyond dis-

pute, it would seem. It is impossible to think or feel without

some change in the character of the circulation of the parts

which are the seats of the thought or feeling. It is, also, on the

basis of present knowledge, to be recognized as true, that over-

action, or over-excitation, will lead to a corresponding morbid
increase in the quantity of the blood in the parts involved. More
action involves more tissue waste. More tissue waste involves

a more profuse supply of nutritive materials, and this means
more blood; and, finally, as a matter of course, hypenemia,
which differs in seat, degree and dur.«ition, according to the seat,

intensity and duration of the action. "Cerebral hyperemia " is

nothing new, and hence any considerable value the work is likely

to possess, we should expect to find under the heads of symp-
toms, patliological details, or practical management, hygienic

and medical. After the preface and a short introduction, a chap-

ter is devoted to "symptoms." But good as the account is, it

does not materially differ, except in fullness, from that given

already in the author's work on " Diseases of the Nervous
System."

It will be impossible to discuss, in this notice, the really diffi-

cult questions which would at once arise, if the attempt should

be seriously made to connect, in a casual way, the various mor-
bid phenomena in Dr. Hammond's list of "symptoms" of cere-

bral hyperremia, with that condition. Many of these symptoms
may, according to our own observation, be connected with con-

ditions quite different from hypera^mia, or are even thus far inex-

plicable.

Next comes a chapter on " Differential Diagnosis." Tliis is

quite an instructive one, but we cannot tarry to discuss it.

The next brief chapter is given to " Causes." But it is the

most unsatisfactory in the book.
The next chapter, of less than one page, is given to "Prognosis,"

which, under suitable treatment, is properly said to be favor-

able.

That on " Morbid Anatomy and Pathology," is brief, and upon
the whole clear, but too brief and devoid of details to be of

much service to the exacting professional reader.

The chapter on "Treatment" is practical and valuable, and
w ill be the first, and we were about to say the only one to which
too many physicians will turn ; too many of whom only want a

name for a morbid state, say " cereliral hypera^mia," and then,

without any farther consideration, a "recipe." To the work itself

we must refer the reader for brief but valuable directions as to

treatment. We can heartily commend it to such of our readers

as may be seeking information on the subject of which it treats.
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But we must say we feel disappointed that Dr. Hammond has
apparently thrown away the opportunity which the publication
of this hroclmre afforded, of mon.' fully expounding the inner
mechanism of the class of cases to which the work i-clates. Hav-
ing said thus much, we now proceed to try and justify our feel-

ing of disappointment. Dr. Hammond has—so it seems to us

—

missed, in great measure, one of the prime factors of the class of
cases he has partially described. There is not simply hyper;T?mia
in such cases. There is, besides, a mitritire lesion, which in its

genesis antedates the hyperremia, and which, except in its later

developments, has no dependence on the hyperemia. In proof of
which, it may be said, among other things, that the lesion of
which we speak is entirely consistent with amemia. In our opin-
ion, the nutritive lesion mentioned outranks in importance the
hyperemia in the majority of the cases described by Dr.
Hammond.
The order of phenomena, in uncomplicated cases, seems to us

to be as follows: Action of the brain, as already said, whether
in thought or emotion, leads to waste of brain tissue. In the
ordinary way, tins waste creates a demand for an extra supply
of nutritive materials, and henoe, an extra supply of blood; and
this, when it occurs, is hypera^mia.

In the ordinary way, rest, especially during sleep, gives the
needed opportunity for repair. As this process goes on, the for-

mer liyperannia subsides, giving place to a relative anfemia. This
is the true order of phenomena in health. But if the periods of

action or excitation of the brain are too prolonged, or too intense,

waste becomes excessive, and ^xiri passu, the hyperasmia becomes
excessive. If the subsequent period of rest is too short in which
for repair to be made, the hyperffimia, wliich follows in the wake
of brain waste, does not fully subside until the next period for

activity sets in, and the process of waste once again goes on, and
is added to the former waste, and all the while the hypera^mia
persists, and becomes more pronounced and permanent, as the

vessels by prolonged distension lose their tonus. The excessive

blood supply is at first given in obedience to a local organic
demand, but at last depends on the passive distended condition

of the blood-vessels, which have at last lost their tonus. ' Still

the excessive waste remains. The distended vessels; the exces-

sive amount of blood in the part, the nutrition of which has
suftered; the slow, imperfect circulation; the tendency for mere
physical exudation to preponderate over the delicate normal in-

terchanges between blood within and tissue without the vessels,

impedes or wholly abolishes the normal processes of repair.

Here, then, we have a true cerebrasthenia, the two principal

factors in which are excessive waste of tissue and hypenrmia, at

first active, and last of all passive. The former does not prima-

rily depend on the latter, which is at first a mere incident in the

case, and not until its later stages does it rise into striking

prominence. The action and the resulting waste are the causes
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of the hypersemia. The worn and wasted condition of tiie

brain-structure may continue after the hyperaimia has sub-

sided, and may, from first to last, exist with ana'mia raUier

than hypememia. The nutritive lesion we have alluded to and
insisted on, is the undertone of the picture. In the class of cases

described by Dr. Hammond, it is the first element to appear and
the last to disappear. But in the work of Dr. Hammond's, this

element is in great measure disregarded. Hypera^mia is made
the sole important factor, from beginning to end; but incorrectly

so, it seems to us. The treatment found most beneficial confirms

the view we have hinted at. It is not enough to use artificial

means for removing the hyperemia, but attention is found ne-

cessary as to diet and medicines, such as phosphorus, iron,

strychnia, quinine, etc., to improve general, and more particu-

larly, nerve nutrition. It is found necessary to secure more rest,

especially of the brain. Cessation or change of occupation are

necessary.

But we cannot pusli this discussion farther. We have intended

simply to bring into clearer relief than Dr. Hammond seems to

have done, what, taken altogether, seems to us to be—except in

the more advanced stages, or acuter forms of hypenvmia—the

most fundamental, if not the most important factor in the large

class of cases referred to by Dr. Hammond. As is the rule with

tlie writings of Dr. Hammond, the style is a model for clearness

and ease.
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V. Mortuary Experience of the Mutual Life Insurance
CoMPAXT OF New York, with Tabulated Reports and an
Analysis of the Causes of Death. By G. S. Winston, M. D.,

W. R. Gillette, M. D., E. J. Marsh, M. D. Volume II.

New York: IS"??. Printed by order of the Board of Trustees.

VI. Studies in Pathological Anai omy. By Francis Delafield,

M. D., Adjutict Professor of Pathology and Practical Med-
icine, College of Physicians and Surgeons. Nos. 1 and 2.

New York: Wm. Wood & Co., 1878.

I. These two bulky volumes deserve a longer and more elabo-

rate notice than it is our privilege to accord them in this journal.

It is not necessary, however, to dilate on the merits of this

standard text-book, which is probably as well known to the

medical profession as any other on the same subject. The revision

of this American from the latest English edition, by the author

himself, is a fact in its favor, and we find abundant reference to

the later results of American surgery on looking over the vol-

umes. The work deserves, and there is every reason to believe

that it will obtain, even an increased popularity amongst tlie

medical profession of this country.

II. This work contains in a small compass an account of all,

or nearly all, the remedies recognized in the German, British and
the United States Pharmacopeias, and as such, it will prove

quite convenient for occasional reference to the practitioner.

As a student's text-book, however, it is altogether too brief to be
satisfactory, except, indeed, to such as find brevity in such sub-

jects always acceptable. It is certainly no substitute for such

large works as those of G. B. Wood, Ringer, Pareira, and Stille;

to say nothing of the admirable work of H. C. Wood, which
only requires certain amendments to come very nearly to the

ideal treatise, and the very convenient student's manual of Bar-

tholow. But it. is certainly a very handy compendium, including

the accounts of a much larger number of medicinal substances

and preparations than are usually included in books of this kind,

and one that will certainly be of use to the practitioner in this

country, where the preparations of the German as well as of the

United States Pharmacopeia are often in use.

The remarks on the therapeutic uses of the drugs are indeed

often too brief to be useful. If we take those in regard to

aconite, for example, we have the following: "This drug is

sometimes recommended (1) as an anodyne in neuralgia, especi-

ally when it aflects the fifth nerve; ahd (i) to relieve the pain

and fever of acute rheumatism. Nothing definite, however, is

known about it." This is certainly inadequate and incorrect

enough for the merest cram book; it is perhaps the worst treat-

ment of an important remedial agent that we can find in the

volume, but there are other cases that approach it.

III. The Medical and Surgical Landmarks is a useful reni,m4

of a number of the more important topographical anatomical data
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useful to the pliysici.in and surgeon in a convenient form. That
It has reached a second edition in two years is a sufficient evi-
dence of its popularity and value. Tlie only sugsrestion we have
to make is that in future editions the external topography of the
skull corresponding to the principal convolutions and centres be
also added. This suggestion, however, is probably needless, as
these ponits will doubtless be attended to in anv event in future
editions.

1\. The author has undertaken the very commendable task
of reducing the problematical descriptions of earlier authors to
a uniform and comprehensible basis. After giving a brief notice
of the views of Ilasse, Kolliker, Bruch, Henlc, Virchow, Robin,
His, Frommann, Huguenin, Roth, Obersteiuer, Golgi, Boll, Tuke,
and Arndt, he proceeds to analyze a recent article by an Ameri-
ca*! writer, Mr. Theodore Deecke, of Utica. It may interest our
readers to know, that Dr. Hofimann finds that Mr. Deecke has
not only not discovered (as he claims) anything new; nay, that
his views are not even original, but that he has woefully con-
fused such views of other writers as he has chosen to adopt. In-
deed, we consider the fact with which Dr. Hofimann concludes
the dLscussion of Mr. Deecke's contribution, as characteristic of
a certain species of microscopic work ; namely, that Mr. Deecke
recommends Mwter as an indiferentmaXmm for the examination
of cerebral tissues. Dr. Hoftmann remarks that water may be
an mdiftcrcnt fluid for drinking purposes, but that no competent
pathologist has ever regarded, oi- could ever regard it as indif-
feroU tor histological purposes.
We can indorse every conckision arrived at by the author

except one, where he states, that "for the present it is of no im-
portance to determine the connection between the perivascular
and pericellslar spaces." We also fail to find any notice of the
fact, that m the very finest cerebral capillaries, the walls consist
simply of a structureless protoplasmic tube.

_

V. This volume is the result of a detailed study of the statis-
tics of the mortuary experience of the New York Mutual Life
Insurance Company for thirty years, and is the continuation of
the former volume, reviewed in this journal (July, 187C). We
need not say much in addition to what was said in the former
notice; a very large portion of this volume is occupied with a discus-
sion of the mortality from consumption, and proportionally
sma 1, space is given to that from other aiiections. In the remarks
on the mortality from nervous diseases, a striking point is the
vagueness with which these aft'ections are designated in the cer-
tificates of death, and this is remarked by the compilers of the
volume. We do not, however, .see exactly the point where they
class "softening of the brain " and "epilepsy" as equallv indefi-
nite terms. Though not as sumptuous a volume as its predeces-
sor this is a very handsomely gotten up book. Both typographv
and paper are alike elegant.

25
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VI We have received the first two numbers of this work,

containing respectively three and five plates of enlarged micro-

scopic sections, illustrating connective tissue and the strnctuial

anatomy of the plura, with accompanying text. Carried out on

the plan here indicated, the work can hardly fail to be useful,

and with its subscription price, accessible to the profession.
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Editorial §e^Hrtment

"FN this issue of the Jouknal two papers appear, which
-*- rather sharply criticize the management of Asylums for the
Insane, from various points of view, and also, in some respects

the workings and past policy of the Association of Asylum
'Superintendents, in tiiis country. The chief aims of the
writers of the articles in question (to which we iuvite the at-

tention of our readers), appear to be to discuss administrative

reforms in the conduct of our asylums, to point out and de-

nounce the practical misapplication of the vast funds contrib-

uted by State and municipal bodies for the support of the in-

sane, and to animadvert on the low scientific state of Ameri-
can Psychiatry, as compared with that of other countries, or
with the actual privileges for scientific investigation enjoyed bv
many Superintendents of Asylums for tlie Insane ; and finally,

to rebuke the apparently exclusive spirit which has for a long
period seemed to pervade the Association of Superintendents
as regards not only the profession in general, but even in

respect to talented assistants in the asylums, and other emi-
nent and capable members of the profession whose only lack

of qualification to a place in the Association seems to have
been or to be the absence of official relation as chief to an
asylum. To set forth these points seem to have been the
principal aims of the authors of the papers referred to.

As regards the first point, viz. : administrative reforms, the

question is too large and too complicated for discussion within
narrow limits. But we presume no well informed and think-
ing official of experience in practical asylum management
would deny that reforms in this domain are not only possible,

but needed. In the present state of tliis class of qtiestions, it

is difficult to discuss them from tiie outside, without giving
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some color to the suspicion that the animus of the discussion

is a personal one.

The discussion of the modes of managing the complicated

and delicate interests of thousands of our fellow-citizens,

who have been brought into that pitiable state in which

it becomes necessary to deprive them in some manner

of their personal liberty of action, can hardly be carried

on, even in the most euphemistic manner, without arous-

iijo-,—perhaps quite naturally,—the feeling that the fate,

or at least the reputation of a man, is involved with

that of his method. His competency or his integrity, one

or both, are seemingly involved, and under sucii circumstances

a discussion must be burdened as a rule with painful difficul-

ties. The only way to avoid them is by a reibrm which will

secure a thoughtful division of responsibility, instead of con-

centrating it so nearly in the hands of one man. This has

been done in other countries, and should be done in all, espe-

cially our own. The closest and most intelligent scientific

(not political or simply tinancial) supervision, should be exer-

cised over all our great Asylums for the Insane. Until this is

accomplished there will be ground for suspicion, and there

ought to be intelligent and unsparing criticisms of all real or

apparent administrative deficiencies and abuses, but we caimot

now discuss these questions. We may return to them in the

future.

As regards the second point

—

the misapjplication offunds

contributed for the support of the insane—we cannot speak,

too strongly. We now refer to the expenditure of sums of

money, exceeding one thousand dollars per patient, in provid-

ing quarters for the pauper insane.

Thus, while one-third of the insane of a State may be pro-

vided for in a palace, the other two-thirds are permitted to

drao- out a simply liorrible existence in county almshou'ses and

jails, or remain a private burden. JS'o defense of the thought-

less extravagance practiced in provision for the insane in al-

most every State from Maine to Texas can be made, wdiich

can stand for a moment in the presence of the solemn and dis-

tressing facts which we have now under our hands touching

this subject. Almost any criticism, however severe or per-
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sonal, whoever it iiuiy be directed against, which may con-

tribute to thoroughly arousing the public to a clear recogni-

tion of the gross and ignorant misapplications which have
been made of tlie large funds contributed for the support of

the insane, seems justifiable. But this is a subject, also, to

which we expect to give detailed attention in the near future.

As to the third point or that of the present Gcientilic state

of American Psychiatry, criticism is eminently in place. None
have a higher intelligent respect than \\-e liave for the gentle-

men as a body, who now occupy the positions of chiefs of our
asylums for the insane.

Among them are men who have adorned the medical pro-

fession, and would adorn any. But the low state at which
scientific medicine has been, and yet is, in general, in this

country, does not find an exception among our alienists as a

body. But what makes the low scientific state of American
Psychiatry so deplorable, is its high and diflicult character

as compared with other bi'anches of medicine, and the

comparatively bad results, which arise to the individual from
incompeney, or a lack of faithful ness to so high a trust. There
are but few medical men in the profession who have such con-
trol and closeness of relation to their patients as are enjoyed
by the chiefs of asylums for the insane. There are no other
positions, which require on the part of those who fill them,
higher scientific qualificntions. We do not now speak of the

severity of the test to which the confidence of friends is sub-

jected, when they consign members of their own families to

the practically absolute control of those who mav be to them
entii'e strangers. We do not now speak of the legal and other

disadvantages of the in.sane, in relation to those who have con-

trol of tliem. These are necessary incidents of the situation,

and it is greatly to the credit of the authorities at asylums,
that so few real abuses of authority are reported, when the op-

portunities are so great. But we now have in mind the ex-

ceptionally high recjuirements implied in the case of those who
are charged with the medical care of the insane, and^)c?' con-

tra, the exceptionally low state, of a truly scientific Psychiatry
in this country. There can be no possible doulit but that too

little zeal in behalf of tlie scientific aspect of this noble de-
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partment of medicine, has been slmwn by American alienists

as a body. As already intimated, there have been striking indi-

vidual exceptions to these statements. Among them we may

name Drs. Gray and Kempster. However much their methods

or results may be open to criticism, the aim of their labors,

and their industry, all should commend. But the fact still

remains, that the same lethargy, which aifects the whole pro-

fession as regards its higher scientific duties and labors, affects

our body of alienists, and we see no reason why this state of

things should not be the subject of searching criticism.

With such views we can commend the general aims of the

authors of the articles we publish, though not necessarily

approving in every instance, the phraseology or modes of

statement.

As to the last point,—the alleged exclusiveness of the Asy-

lum Association, in its relations to the profession at large—so

far as it is true, it is unfortunate to say the least. We doubt

not it will soon disappear, in emulation of the less exclusive

spirit of similar associations abroad.

CLAUDE BERNARD.

The death of this eminent physiologist occurred February

10th of this year, from pyelo-nephritis. Notices of his decease

have already appeared in various journals, in this country as

well as abroad. We had prepared an extended account of

his life and labors as a physiologist, but it has been crowded

out for want of space. But we would not neglect the oppor-

tunity of testifying our admiration for his remarkable talents

and achievements. But few men, in the history of science,

have united such capacities as an investigator and thinker.

After the discussion which took place at the last meeting

of the British Medioo-Psychologioal Association, concerning

the policy and editorship of the Journal of Mental Science,

we were prepared to hear of the projection of a new journal,

devoted to the interests of Neurological and Mental Medicine.

Since the last issue of our journal, we have received the pro-
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spectiis of a new periodical, to be issued in London, under tlie

somewhat fancifnl title of " Brain.''^

This title however does not adequately represent its scope,

as the following quotation from the prospectus will serve to

show

:

" On the Continent and in Amei'ica there are many journals

which treat speciall)* of diseases of the Nervous System, but

in this counti'y, although in addition to the ordinary medical

periodicals, we have journals dealing in Mind and Mental dis-

ease, there are none which include in their scope all that relates

to the Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, and Tlierapeutics of

the Nervous System. These will form the subject matter of

' Brain '—a title not intended as restrictive, but as representa-

tive of the whole Nervous System, peripheral and central, as

the sub-title, ' Journal of Neurology,' indicates. The func-

tions and diseases of the nervous system will be discussed,

both iu their physiological and psychological aspects : but

mental phenomena will be treated only in correlation with

their anatomical substrata, and mental disease will be investi-

gated as far as possible by the methods applicable to nervous

diseases in general."

It has a distinguished corps of editors, headed by Dr. J. C.

Bucknill. The othei- gentlemen on its editorial staff are Drs.

Crichton Bi'owne, Ferrier and Hnghlings Jackson. A long

list of promised contributors is published, wliich includes many
well known names in England and France. Naturally we ap-

prove heartily of the plan of the proposed journal, since it so

nearly approaches that of our own. Such a journal was evi-

dently to our minds needed in Great Britain, and it is with

no ordinary satisfaction that we regard the promised appear-

ance of " Brain" which can hardly fail of taking at once high

rank in that department of medical science to which it is

devoted.
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ffl.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM.

Functions op the Brain.—At the session of the Societe de Biologie,

Dec. 23 (rep. in Gaz. (kx Hopitaux), M. Francois Franck presented a commu-

nication in his own name, and tliat of M. Pitres, on "the experimental ana-

lysis of tlie movements provoked bj' excitation of regions of tiie gray

substance of the brain."

These researches still being carried on, have already furnished 'precise

results : 1. On the comparison of (he retardation of the movements pn'oduced

by the excitation of the rec^iom of the gray substance that constitute tlie psycho-

motnr centres of the members, and by the excitation of the subjacetit white sub-

stance. 3. On the constaney of the retardation of the movements, whether tJie

excitations he strong or iveak, single or multiple. 3. On tlie quickness of trans-

missions in the cord of motor incitationsfrom the head.

M. Franck gave a resume of tlie experiments which establislied these three

points, and exhibited the graphic traces obtained in eacli series of researches,

and insisted on the special character of those experiments in which the

graphic methods of precision employed in M. Marey's laboratory were

utilized.

1. Retardation of the movements according to the precise instant of excitation

of the gray and white substance.

When, in a dog, .we irritate that region of the gray matter, excitation of

which causes localized movements of the anterior member of the opposite

side, taking at the same time on a rapidly rotating registering cylinder, a

trace of the movement produced, with electric signals and divisions of time

in hundredths of a second, we find the delay of the movements is .06.T sec-

ond (the average figurej after the commencement of the excitation.

This, whicli may be called the total retardation, i.s made up of time lost

in the muscular action (say .01 second), of the duration of the transmission

in the 30 centimetres of nerve between the muscle and the cervical spinal

enlargement (perhaps .01 second), and finally the duration of the nervous

transmission in the 26 centimetres which represent the distance between the

point of excitation in the cortex and the centre of the cervico-dorsal region

of the cord. Making all deductions, we have, as the duration of transmis-

sion from the external surface of the gray cortex to the origin of the nerves

of the anterior member, about 9-200, or it may be, 1-23 of a second, as the

nearest figure.

But if we remove in the same animal the thin layer of gray matter irri-

tated in the preceding experiment, so that the irritation is applied directly
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to the subjacent white bundles, we find that the time is materially redueed;

in place of 9-200 of a second wo have only G-300 of a second ; tlnis the removal

of barely two millimetres thickness of gray matter has reduced the delay in

the appearance of the movement one-thii'd. We must therefore admit that

this gray cortical la3'er forms a serious obstacle to the nervous transmission,

and this Is an important character of the really central portions of the ner-

vous system. In the presence of this fact, we cannot admit, with some
authors, that the excitation made on the surface of the convolutions only

causes movements by exciting the underlying white tibres ; ilie gray sub-

stance acU, not as a conductor but us a centre.

In noting this fact, JIM. Franck and Pitres bring forward a new argu-

ment for the theory of the genuine, really central, action of excitable points

in the cortical gray substance, a theory already well supported by pathologi-

cal facts, such as those of monoplegia consecutive to destructive lesions of

circumscribed points, the loss of excitability of the subjacent white bundles

after the removal of these centres, and by the secondary degenerations of

the cord to which Prof. Charcot has called attention in his lectures [Progrea

Medical, Jan., 1876), three observations of which were communicated to the

Societe de Biologic (Oct., 1876).

Still another fact is to be added to those above stated, as establishing the

value of this gray substance as a centre- it is the much greater excitability of

this gray substance as compared with the white tibres underneath it; this

point has been dejuonstrated Ijy MM. Putnam and Carville and Buret, and ver-

ified by MM. Pitres and Francois Franck; the comparative traces exhibited

to the society showed the lesser excitability of the white substance. It is

therefore needful that the gray matter, as an active agent, should add to the

excitation it received itself, to act on the underlying white tibres. This
property of i-einforcing an excitation, is also characteristic of the really cen-

tral portions of the nervous system.

3. 2'he delay of the movement after the beginning of the excitation is constant,

whether the latter be strong or feeble ; the same delay is met with whether
we employ single or multiple excitations, a single induction discharge or

a series of successive discharges. The tracings exhibited by M. Franck
prove the reality of tlie phenomena. It is necessary to add, that the authors

have seen in all their experiments the movement of a member when its

centre was excited, or the white tibres underlying, even with excitations of

the briefest duration, lasting only a thousandth of a second ; this is not in

agreement with the results announced by Schitl" in the appendix to his lec-

tures (Florence, 1878).

3. Quickness of transmission in the cord of excitations starting from ttie

brain.—In exciting, simultaneously with the same induced currents, /the

centres for the anterior and posterior members of the same side we cause

two movements, which are successive.

In a large dog the distance between the centre for the left fore paw and

the origin of the nerves of the brachial plexus (middle portion of the cervi-

co-dorsal swelling of the cord), was twenty-six centimetres, the length of the

nerve between the cord and the muscles acted upon being twenty centime-

tres, there was found a delay in the movement cau.scd by the excitation of

.065 of a second; deducting from this total retardation the time lost by the
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muscle in contracting and tliat of the transmission in tlie twenty centime-

tres of nerve, there remains 9-200 of a second, say 1-23 of a second, which

figure expresses tlie rapidity of transmission of the excitation as far as to

the middle of the cervico-dorsal enlargement.

In the same animal the movement of the posterior paw only takes place

about 33-300 of a second later than the cortical excitation; deducting from

this the duration of the transmission down the thirty centimetres of sciatic

(3-300 second) and the time lost hy the muscle in contraction, there remain

17-200 of a second as the duration of the transmission of the excitation

between the point of gray cortical substance excited and the middle portion

of the lumbar enlargement of the cord.

But we have seen that to reach the middle of the cervico-dorsal enlarge-

ment, the cortical excitation occupied 9-200 of a second, we must therefore

deduct this from the last figure obtained, which gives for the time employed

in travei-siug the 40 centimetres of cord separating the origin of the brachial

plexus from the origin of the sciatic 8-200, or 1-25 of a second.

A very simple calculation permits us to deduce from this rapidity in 40

centimetres the quickness in one metre, and we have for one metre 1-10 of a

second, consequently motor excitations are transmitted through the cord at

the rate of only ten metres per second.

Next, in what part of the cord does this transmission of ten metres per

second take place? Is it in the white substance or in the gray? This ques-

tion, which implies the track followed in the cord by the motor impulses,

coming from the gray cortical substance of the brain, seems solved by the

clinical observations already alluded to; the secondary degenerations of the

cord, consecutive to destruction of the cortical motor regions, occupy, as is

well known, the posterior portion of the lateral columns.

This is, therefore, in all probability, the route followed by the conductors

of voluntaiy motor excitations, and the indicated figure of ten metres per

second applies to the white fibres of the lateral columns and not to the gray

substance of the cord. It is needful, nevertheless, to allow somethmg for

the partial delay of- the transmissicm in the nuclei of the anterior coruua in

relation with the motor roots of the lower member, a I'etardation which can

be studied- and ascertained by special experiments on the unilateral reflexes.

At a later meeting, the 29th of December, of the same society, another

communication was presented from MM. Pitres and Franck, the substance

of which we extract from Le Progres Medical, on the conditions of the pro-

duction and of the generalization of convulsive phenomena of cortical

origin.

I. In regard to some phenomena following partiid destruction of tlie motor

cortical zone in the dog. If we destroy in the brain of a dog a tract of gray

substance, the excitation of which causes limited movements in one of the

members on the opposite side of the body, and then after some days if we

irritate the white fibres thus deprived of their connections with the gray

matter, we find them become completely inexcitable (Albertoni and Michieli).

MM. Franck and Pitres have sought to find how much time is required to

produce this loss of conductibility.
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The next day after the operation they found a notable decrease of excita-

bility; on the second and third day it was necessary to employ energetic

currents to cause even slight contractions in the member, and after between

90 and 100 hours the excitability is completely abolished. In the dog, it is

also in the course of the fourtli day that the peripheral end of a divided

nerve ceases to be irritable (Waller, Louget, Ranvier). This analogy between

central and peripheral nervous fibres when separated from their trophic

centres is not without interest.

While the white matter underlying the centre gradually loses its excita-

bility, tlie gray matter of the adjoining centres becomes turgesceut and

inflamed, and, if the inflammation is not intense enough to profoundly alter

the strncture, we can still see a considerable augmentation of its excitability.

Partial epilepsy is now produced with the greatest facility. It is now, often,

only needed to make the animal walk, to exercise pressure over the skin

covering the cerebral wound, or pass a sponge over the uncovered portion

of the brain, to produce the convulsive attacks. It is very curious to

observe the giay substance reacting convulsively under the influence of

mechanical agents, which in the pliysiological condition cause no motor

reaction whatever.

In these conditions the partial epilepsy may be limited to the parts whose

cerebral centres have become abnormally excited, and may respect the cor-

responding member to tlie destroyed centre. On tlie 18th of December,

MM. Pitres and Franck uncovered the right posterior marginal couvolution

of a large adult dog, and removed with a curette the zone of gray ]natter,

excitation of which caused movements limited to the left fore limb. The

next day the animal exhibited the troubles of motility and of sensibility in

this member that we always meet with after ablation of the cortical motor

centres. After it was made to walk an instant it was seized with an attack

of partial epilepsy, characterized by convulsive jerks, in tlie left posterior

member, and in the left side of the face and neck. The limb, the centre

for which had been removed, remained flaccid and immobile during the

whole attack. The rapid loss of excitability of the -white substance subja-

cent to the cortical centre destroyed, and the exaggeration of the excitability

of the gray substance in the vicinity of a circumscribed lesion, explain a

number of pathological facts. The first of these phenomena permits us to

understand bow very extensive destroying lesions, including the whole gray

matter of the cortical motor zone, do not give rise to partial epilepsy, and

show also, that, when there is a limited destroying lesion in this zone itself,

the partial epilepsy is not the result of any irritation transmitted by the

subjacent white fibres, but that it is due to the increased excitability of

neighboriug centres.

The second accounts for the apparently contradictory fact that generally

the lesions that cause partial epilepsy in man, are located near, but outside

of the motor zone, and exiilains why in certain cases of monoplegia of

cortical origin, accompanied with partial epilepsy, the convulsions respect

the paralyzed member, or at least, begin in other parts of tlic body.

II. GoriMrning certain associnted bilateral movements provoked by unilate-

ral excitations of the brain. When we electrize the cortical motor zone of a

dog, whose convolutions are very excitable, it rather frequently happens
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that the movements provoked are not limited to the member corresponding

to the centre excited. If we place, for esample, the rjieophores on the

centre for the left fore leg, we ma}' obtain muscular contractions, not only in

this limb, but also in the opposite one, and sometimes even in the two hind
limbs. These associated or generalized movements cannot be attributed to

a too great intensity of the exciting current, since they are produced even
with a very feeble current, hardly perceptible by the tongue. It is also

certain that it is not the result of a shock transmitted mechanically to the

remainder of the body by a sudden contraction of a member, for MM.
Franck and Pitres have caused them to disappear in one foot by severing its

nerves. To explain their production we ma}' have recourse to one of the

three following hypotheses :

1. We may assume that nerve tibres leave each centre, transmitting exci-

tations directlj' to the limbs on both sides of the body. But this hypothesis

is opposed by a great number of physiological and pathological facts, and
particularly with that of the constant and absolute hemilaterality of the

phenomena consecutive to the unilateral destruction of the cortical centres.

3. We may assume that the cortical centres of the two sides of the brain

are connected by commissural fibres, and that the excitation of one of these

centres may, on the one hand, aftect the member on the opposite side of the

body, aud on the other, the corresponding motor centre of the opposite

hemisphere. But this hypothesis is invalidated by the following experi-

ment : MM. Franck and Pitres removed the cortical centre for the left fore

limb in the right hemisphere of a dog. Four days later the_y exposed in the

left hemisphere the centre for the right leg, and, exciting it, tliey obtained

bilateral movements.

3. The third hypothesis is the most probable one. It is probable that

there exist outside of the cerebrum, in the pons or the medulla, centres for

motor association through which a unilateral excitation of a limited tract

may be transmitted to the other side of the body, or even be generalized.

It seems very probable that, a similar mechanism acts in generalizing the

attacks of partial epilepsy. M. Albertoui has shown that after the destruc-

tion of the cortical motor zone of one side, and the loss of excitability of

the subjacent white substance, we may cause generalized epileptiform attacks

in tlie dog by excitation of the hemisphere of the opposite side.

MJI. Franck and Pitres have repeated this experiment, aud have obtained

the same results. In a dog six days after the complete ablation of the cor-

tical centre for the left fore limb, they exposed the motor zone of the opposite

side, and provoked an attack of partial epilepsy which became generalized,

and m the course of which they noticed that the member whose cortical

motor centre had been destroyed six days before was always vcrj- noticeably

convulsed.

These facts seem to show that convulsions of cortical origin are not pro-

duced directly by lesions of the brain, but that these lesions act on extra-

cerebral centres, centres in which excitations of a very limited part may
extend aud generalize their effects. These explanations, moreover, leave to

partial epileixs}' all its clinical importance, and all its diagnostic value ; they

only enable us to understand the complexity of the elements that come into

play in its production and those that permit its generalization.
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At the session of the Soc. de Biologie, Dec. 30th (rep. iu Le Proiji-es Medi-

cal), MM. Frauck and Pitres ofiered another communication on the effects

of limited excitation of the bundles of the centrum ovale and the internal

capsule. The study of the pathology of the centrum ovale of the hemispheres

has led to the opinion that the white fibres which leave the excitable regions

of the gray substance of the cortex, and connect them with the central

ganglia, are grouped into distinct bundles, preserving throughout their course

through the white substance of the brain, their functional independence.

Numerous pathological observations show, in fact, in the most positive

manner, that limited lesions of the centrum ovale may give rise to mono-

plegias, which certainly would not occur were not the fibres underlying the

cortical motor centres grouped in separate fascicles

MM. Franck and Pitres have undertaken to test, experimentally, this

hypothesis, and the result of their investigations has been to verify it. They
exposed in a dog the motor zone, and after fixing accurately the location of

the principal psychomotor centres, they made horizontal sections of the

hemisjihere, exciting the diflferent uncovered portions of the white substance

after each mutilation. In so doing, thej' always found that it was po.ssible

to obtain, by exciting sufficiently limited points of this white substance,

isolated movements altogether similar to those obtained in the beginning of

the experiment by irritation of the different regions of the gray substance.

At the base of the radiant crown of Reil, and in the internal capsule itself,

the bundles of white fibres still preserve their functional independence.

They are in juxtaposition without mingling, and the separate excitation of

diflcrent Ijundles causes movements limited to cei'tain muscular groups on

the opposite side of the body. It is liardly necessary to state that to obtain

tliese the excitations must be localized iu very limited spaces; if the elec-

trodes are more than from two to four millimetres apart, very extensive

and confused movements are pi'oduced.

In the dog the anterior half of the surface of the internal caiisiile is alone

excitable, and its bundles are grouped in the following manner :

1. Well in front we find the fibres, excitation of which causes move-

ments of the face and eyelids of the opposite side; then we have from before

backwards.

2. The bundle of fibres for the fore limb.

3. A rather extensive bimdle, excitation of which, causes movements of

both limbs of the opposite side.

4. A very minute bundle to the posterior member alone; and, finally,

5. At the horizon of the posterior portion of the nucleus caudatus we
find a very well marked bundle of fibres, excitation of which causes the

isolated movement of raising the ear of the opposite side.

Tliese experiments confirm, as regards the physiology of the centrum

ovale, the ideas suggested by careful study of pathological observations. As
regards the internal capsule, they seem at first to be opposed by the fact that

hemiplegias caused lij' lesions of this tract are always total. But iu reality

this disaccordance is only apparent. The internal capsule, in fact, is a

narrow junction of various routes of conduction, and in order to obtain

limited movements by its excitation, it is needful that the electrodes should

be very closely approached to each other. But the pathological alterations
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of the capsule, in the great majoritj' of cases, are gross lesions, such as

hemorrhages or patches of softening, and in such conditions the hemiplegia

is complete, since the lesion is too extensive to involve only a single one of

the many functionally distinct bundles of which the capsule is made up. It

is highly probable that a very limited lesion of the capsule might give rise

to a limited paralysis on the opposite side of the body. But cases of this

kind are so extremely rare that no well authenticated case exists in our

literature.

The existence of numerous functionally distinct fasciculi in the internal cap-

sule, therefore, does not conflict in any way with the law laid down by Char-

cot, according to which central lesions extending into the internal capsule

always produce a complete hemiplegia of the opposite side of the body.

The physiological results of MM. Pitres and Pranck, enable us to understand

certain facts hitherto unsatisfactorily explained. Every one who has observed

many cases of hemiplegia knows that it is not very unusual to see, in cases

of total hemiplegia, a very marked predominance of the paralysis in the face,

or in the members. One patient, who by the inertia, or rigidity of the

members, is unable to leave his couch, can yet execute certain movements

with his arm; another, whose arm is absolutely inert, or fixed by a secondary

contracture into a permanent state of flexion, can nevertheless walk with

comparative facility. Cases of this kind most frequently coincide with

central lesions afiecting the internal capsule, and are explained probably by

the fact that not all the fibres that enter into its formation are affected in

the same degree. An analysis of some observations collected during the

past vear in the service of M. Charcot, seem even to indicate the paralysis

predominates in the superior member when the lesion is most marked in the

anterior portions of the internal capsule, and in the leg when it aSects

especially the posterior part of its motor tract.

At the meeting of Jan. 26 (rep. in Gaz. des Hopitaux, No. 12), M.

Pranck presented in the names of M. Pitres and himself the results of their

experiments as to the inexcitability of the lenticular nucleus and the exag-

gerated excitability of the internal capsule.

1. When we localize the excitation to the gray matter of the striate body,

exposed by the ablation of a cube of Bi-ain substance, we provoke no move-

ment. At the moment when the electrodes come in contact with the surface

of the section of the internal capsule, the movement takes place with the

characters of brusqueness and generalization already indicated. This fact

has been frequently verified by MM. Pitres and Pranck, and was evident

from the tracings submitted to the society. 'It follows from it, that, when

we apply the excitation to the corpus striatum, it is not the striate body

itself that is excited, but the white fibres it contains. In fact, in pushing

more and more deeply into the brain, electrodes isolated to their points, and

in following the floor of the lateral ventricle, we find that the excitation

remains for an instant without efl'ect, and that the movement then occurs all

at once and throughout the whole body : this motor explosion coincides

with the instant that the electrodes touch the internal capsule.

2. When we compare the intensity of the motor phenomena, produced
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by even slight excitation of the capsule, with the relatively feeble reaction

caused by stronger excitations applied to the wliite bundles of the centrum

ovale, we are struck with the hyperexcitability of the fibres at the horizon of

the capsule. MM. Pitres and Frauck offer the following hypothesis for the

interpretation of the phenomena, which they will endeavor to test, and which

already is supported by one rather conclusive experiment ; the anterior por-

tion of the internal capsule contains not only fibres from the cortical motor

zone, but akso those furnished by the corpus striatum constituting an adjunct

system, whence the more violent reaction from equal excitations when we

fexcite the capsule tlian when we excite the white fibres of the centrum ovale.

In a dog, whose cortical centre for the left anterior limb had been removed

for six months, and the corresponding fibres had lost their excitability, MM.
Franck and Pitres produced movements in the left fore leg by exciting the

capsule, that is to say, without doubt, the excitation of healthy tibres from

the striate body. Further experiments are in progress and will be

published.

H. Nothnagel {VircJmo's Archiv, 71 Bd., Heft III.) treats in the present

article of the results of division of the internal capsule in the rabbit. The
anterior part of it, between the nucleus lenticularis and nucleus caudatus,

was transversely divided with a protected knife.

Class A. Both nuclei lenticulares were previously destroyed by injection

of chromic acid. When the characteristic symptoms, absence of all sponta-

neous movements, were developed, division of the two capsules was per-

formed. The result was total paralysis of the anterior extremities.

(According to the experiments there seems to have been also anaisthesia

of these parts, but Nothnagel does not refer to that in his remarks.)

Class B. Simple division of both internal capsules. With the closest

scrutiny Nothnagel could not detect any difference whatever between the

operated animals and uninjured rabbits.

Division of one capsule alone gave rise to similar symptoms as the destruc-

tion of the corpus striatum, though of less intensity, viz. : distortion of the

spinal column with the concavity turned towards the side of the lesion, and

deviation of the extremities also towards the injured side.

Nothnagel therefore concludes that motor tracts pass both through the

corpus striatum and the internal capsule, and that destruction of either of

these parts alone does not suffice to produce any marked paralysis in rabbits.

Hermann Munk, Berliner klin. Wochemehr., No. 35, 1877 (abstr. in Revue

(let Sci. Mi'd.)

. On the 23d of March, 1877, the author communicated to the Physiological

Society of Berlin the results of his tirst investigations. He extirpated, in

medium sized dogs, disks of cortical substance, 15 millimetres in diameter,

and 2 millimetres in thickness, from the surface of the parietal, occipital,

and temporal lobes. In some cases he removed spnmetrical portions of the

two hemispheres successively, in others simultaneously.

The first fact deduced from these experiments was that the cortical sur-

face examined included an anterior tract purely motor, and a posterior one
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purely sensory. The line separating tliese might be drawn vertically from

the sylvian fissure to tlie falx cerebri ; ablation of parts in front of this line

(parietal lobe) always caused motor disturbances, while those performed pos-

terior to it produced nothing of the sort. On the other hand, extirpations of

parts posterior to this line caused psychic blindness (Scelenbliiidlieit) if

located in tlie occipital lobe, near its isostero-superior extremity, and a

psychic deafness {Seekntaubheit) when in the temporal lobe near its

inferior extremity. In the first case the animal lost the commemorative

images (Eriimerungsbilcler] of visual impressions ; in the second, those of

auditive impressions. Extirpation of parts in front or below the postero-

superior extremity of the occipital lobe as well as those between this point

and the inferior extremity of the temporal lobe, were without effect.

Munk also observed that the motor disorders and the psychic blindness

disappeared progressively in the space of from four to six weeks, and ended

in leaving no appreciable symptoms ; the animals operated upon appearing

in no way different from_ others. He was able also to follow very neatly the

manner in which the blind animals regained their vision. This last cir-

cumstance led to the conjecture that the visual and auditory spheres extend

rather beyond the occipital and temporal lobes, and that witliin them the

commemorative images are arranged, according to the order of perceptions,

around a central point, from which tliey extend toward the periphery, and

after the extirpation of the above mentioned points wliich contain the whole

or a majority of the images existing at the actual moment, the remainder of

the tract in the vicinity supplies itself with new ones.

In continuing his investigations the author took a number of pups of the

same litter, and on the fourth or sixth day after birth he destroyed in one-

third of them the eye, and in another third the ear, in some of one, and in

others, of both sides. The remainii)g third were not mutilated. A very small

proportion of the pups operated upon, were liindered in their development,

but tlie majority grew as fast or better than the uninjured ones. At the end

of eight to eleven weeks he sacrificed all of the dogs which had developed

normally, whether mutilated or not. In the blind dogs, the occipital lobe,

already recognized as the sphere of vision, had suffered an arrest of develop

ment, the same was the case with the temporal lobe in the deaf dogs. On
the other hand, the temporal lobe in the blind dogs and the occipital lobe in

the deaf ones were exaggerated in volume so that the volume of the hemi-

spheres was not notably diminished. In comparing the blind animals with

the deaf ones it was noticed that the temporal lobe in the former was devel-

oped toward tlie falx, and the occipital lobe in the latter was most promi-

nent toward tlie temporal region.

The various commemorative images have a fixed seat, localized in the

cortex. Thus after extirpation of tlie visual centre at the upper posterior

angle of the occipital lobe, Munk twice noticed, with the loss of all other

commemorative images, the preservation of a single one in its integrity. In

one dog it was the image of the bucket from which he was accustomed to

drink, in the other it was that of the motion which made him ofler his paw.

Finally in his last experiments the author has been able to note the grad-

ual return of the auditive perceptions.
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The Innervation of the Uterus.—Vou Bascb and HoffmaDii, iTed
Jahrbneeh., 1877, lieft IV. (abstr. in Oaz. Med. di JRoma) liave studied the inner-
vation of tlie uterus in tlie dog witli some interesting results. Tliey refer
the uterine nerves to two sources : one set from the union of branches from
the posterior mesenteric ganglion and the inferior hypcjgastrio plexus, and
the other, tlie nervi erigentes of Eckhardt, from the sacral plexus. In forty-
nine careful experiments on curarized dogs tlie following were the principal
phenomena ob.served :

Stimulation of the hypogastric nerves ccmstantly caused movement of the
cervix downwards, and at the same time, but not always, the mouth of the
uterus opened

;
both of these being in the opinion of the authors, only pas-

sive results of the contraction of the circular fibres of the uterine neck,
which was the immediate effect of the excitation of these nerves.
The Tuni erigentes have undoubtedly a motor function. In many cases

their stimulation produced shortening of the body and stretching of the
neck and contraction of the vagina. It was remarked tliat during the stim-
ulation a quantity of vaginal mucus exuded from the split vagina into the
abdomen. The orifice of the uterus is always closed during the stimulation
of these nerves

;
if open at the commencement, it closes. The authors con-

sider the stretching of the cervix and closure of the mouth as passive results
of the contraction of the longitudinal muscular fibres under the excitation of
llie nerci erigeiiten. Tliese are therefore antagonists of the hypogastric nerves
which act on the circular fibres. The irritation of the lumbar cord has the
same efliset as that of the nervi erigentes.

Suspension of the respiration produces a movement of the cervix and
opening of the mouth, phenomena referred to irritation of the hypogastric
nerves. This ettect is inconstant, but blood charged with carbonic acid
excites the hypogastric nerves more strongly and frequently than the Hervi
erigentes. Excitation of the sciatic causes, almost always complicated
motor phenomena, Init in most cases those dependent on the excitation of
the hypogastric nerves predominate.

Although the movement of the cervix and the changes of form of the
uterine orifice are thus shown to be dependent on these two sets of nerves, they
may also occur independent of either of them. If the body of the uterus
in repose is scratched with the finger or sound the cervix will advance and
the mouth dilate. This is brought about in a refiex way from ganglia in the
upper portion of the vagina.

The vessels of the uterus are innervated by the same nerves which sujiply
its muscular fibres. The hypogastric nerves supply the vaso-constrictors
and the nerri erigentes the dilators. Stimulation of the hypogastrics causes
a disappearance of the arterial and capillary injection of the uterus, the veins
remaining full, and during the irritation the flow from a cut on the cervix
becomes less and stops. The opposite ettect follows excitation of the nervi
erigentes, the organ becomes strongl3' injected, wounds bleed more freely and
the temperature of the body is slightly increased.

The vaso-coustrictor fibres in the liyiiogastric nerves are deri^'ctl from the
splanchnic nerves; excitation of these nei ves has the same effect so long as
the hypogastrics are intact, but is inetl'ectual when they are divided.

Contraction of the uterine vessels may also be produced in a reflex'way by
26
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irritation of the sciatic. In tliis case it also seems to depend on tlie hypogas-

trics, for if these are cut we have, not a constriction, but an active dilatation

due to reflex influence of the ntrvi erigentes. When these last are divided,

irritation of the sciatic is without effect on the vascular condition of the

uterus.

The Inhibitory Nervous System in Newborn Infants. Otto Solt-

manu Jahrh. f.
Kinderheilk., XL 101, 115 (abstr. in Berue des 8ei. Med.).

In a previous memoir entitled " The Functions of the Brain in the New-

born " the author attempted to prove that all the movements of newborn

infants were involuntaiy, instinctive and automatic. He showed besides

that even in the reflexes, the brain was inactive, and the reflex movements

were entirely spinal in their origin. Thus the closing of the eyes caused by

touching their surface, is not seen in newborn animals until after they have

once learned the danger of the contact.

The brain in so far as it is the organ of thought, will and intelligence,

appears to be absolutely inactive in the newborn, and the autlior was able

to determine experimentally in very young animals, the absence of psycho-

motor centres in the cerebral cortex. Whence it is evident that they possess,

as is generally admitted, an excessive predisposition to reflex movements,

a spasmophUimi, because the brain is, after a fashion, deprived of will, and

cannot exercise any control over the reflexes.

But we know, moreover, that outside of the mechanism of arrest of the

organ of thought, there are in the brain other centres of arrest analogous to

those in the thalamus of the frog described by Setschenow.

In 1869 Simonoff discovered asimilar mechanism in tlie anterior lobes ot

the hemispheres in mammals.

In irritating the parts in question with the galvanic current he was able to

prevent reflex movements. But Soltmann, repeating Simonofl 's experiments

on newborn animals, discovered that these centres of arrest were lackmg in

them The brain of the newborn animal is incapable of transmitting to the

cord the excitations designed to moderate the reflexes which have their seat

in the latter organ. This fact is evidently very significant as regards the

nathou'env of convulsions.

It remains now to see how the cord comports itself as regards the ceutres

of arrest in the newborn. Already Goltz and Nothnagel, and later Levis-

son by dividing the cord just below the medulla were able to demonstrate

that the reflex movements of adduction or extension backwards ot the feet,

which we observe in animals when we- lightly touch the arms or claws do

not appear when we pinch the limbs just before the groin or the trunk or

when we bandage them. But Soltmann shows that under the saine circum-

Tt uces in newborn animals these movements instead of being abolished are

on the contrary, exaggerated. The apparatus of arrest in the cord does not

exist in the newborn.

On the other hand, Soltmann, exciting galvanically the vagus nerve o.

the inhibitory nerve of the heart in animals of a certain age and m those

newly born, observed that in these last the nerve was much more slendei, it

was needful also to employ much more intense currents than in the tormei.
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to produce a slowing of the lieart, without moreover succeeding iu arresting
its contractions.

The energy of tlie vagus is therefore insufficient in the newborn, and this
is undoubtedly the reason why there is in them such an excessive frequency
of the cardiac pulse as compared with adults, and why it undergoes such
extensive alterations. We may explain also by this the frequency and tlie

irregularity of tlie pulse in the newly born, and that other fact of daily obser-
vation, viz. : that we see under every .slight influence a notable acceleration
of the movements of the heart. The considerations are applicable to the
irregularity and variable frequency of the respiratory movements in the
newborn.

It is well known that in the basilar meningitis of infants of a certain
age, there is in the first period a very characteristic slowing of the pulse due
to irritation of the vagus by the exudation, and in the third stage of the dis-

ease an enormous acceleration due to the compression of the fibres of the
vagus by the exudation and the consequent paralysis of the nerve. But iu
the newly born infant these symptoms are diffei'ent from the usual type ; from
the commencement of the trouble the pulse does not cease to be irregular
and intermittent, a peculiarity which explains sufficiently the condition of
the nervous system of arrest in very young infants, and which has given
rise to errors of diagnosis.

CoLL.\TERAL INNERVATION.—Thls term is applied by S. Strieker ( TTjV^ier

Med. Jahrh., 1877, § 415) to the gradual restoration of vascular tonus after the
destruction of the greater part of the vaso-motor nerves of that district.

On dividing the cord of a dog in the lower dorsal region, there follows a
hyperoemia of long duration of l)oth hind legs. This is due to the section
of vasoconstrictor nerves, whose centre is higher up in the cord. If it were
dependent on the traumatic irritation of vaso-dilator nerves, hyperajmia
would only remain a few minutes. This hypera;mia passes off in the course
of a few days. The restoraticm of vascular tonus is an instance of collateral
innervation

;
it is due to the activity of nerves, whose centre is higher up in

the cord, and which leave the cord above the point of section. The proof
of this is furnished by the fact that a second section of the cord at the level
of the sixth rib, gives rise to a new and permanent hyperajmia of the hind legs.

The same result may be obtained by division of the sciatic nerve, in which
case also the still intact vaso-motor fibres are severed from their vessels.
The reason why these accessory nerves do not enter into activity immedi-
ately after section of the principal vaso-motor strands, Strieker has not yet
been able to explain. (C'entralblalt, 1878, No. 3.)

Nekve Tubes op the Plagiostomi.— Gustaf Retzius, Nordukt Med.
Arkii!. IX., IV., No. 23, 1877, has investigated the structure of the nerve
tubes in the rays. Contrary to the description of M. Ranvier, according to
which, of the nuclei, three or more of which are found in each segment of
the sheatli of Schwann, only one properly belongs to it, the others to a spe-
cial external envelope, Retzius found all the nuclei situated on the internal
face of the sheath of Schwann, with the sole exception of those that pertain
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to the homologue of the fibrillary sheath aud are scattered here and there

among the tubes. He proves, moreover, that an evident analogy exists

between the situation and the reciprocal distances of these nuclei, and the

dispositions that Axel Key and the author have already described in the

nerve tubes of the pike. The nerve tubes of cartilaginous and osseous fishes

are therefore constructed according to the same fundamental plan in all

these relations.

The Physiology of the Medulla.—MM. Laborde, Matthias Duval

and Graux have undertaken a series of researches for the purpose of clearing

up certain obscure points in regard to the physiology and structure of the

medulla, and particularly: 1. On the associated movements of the eyes.

2. On the trophic phenomena and sensibility of the eye, of the nose, the

ear and the face in general.

M. Laborde, in giving the results of his researches to the Society of Biology,

insisted first on the difficulties of experimentation in the region of the ner-

vous axis; so much the greater since, when we have to do with such delicate

observations as those of the ocular movements, moditications of the sensi-

bility of the eye and nostrils, etc., previous mutilations needful to expose

the bulb will not answer, the functional integrity of the subject is needful.

To explore the medulla experimentally, not being able to fully expose it, we

are forced to get at it indirectly through the occipito-atloid space. It is

moreover impossible, in this case, to explore the floor of the fourth ventricle

without touching the cerebellum. A mere glance at the anatomical topo-

graphy of the part is enough to demonstrate this. But it is easy to clearly

separate the functional disorders attributable to lesions of the cerebellum

from those due to lesions of the medulla.

M. Laborde selected for his experiments a triangular point when he wished

to make a simple puncture, or a narrow blade when he wished to make a

section, but whatever it was, the instrument had to be mounted on a long

and narrow handle.

The results of these investigations relate to the majority of the functions

of the medulla, either as it is an autonomous centre, or a centre of origin of

the nerves.
, . .

As an autonomous functional centre, M. Laborde only speaks of it in its

capacity as influencing the respiratory mechanism; in many experiments,

even at the moment of the production of the lesion, there was observed

such an instantaneous arrest of the respiratory movements, as to lead to the

belief that the so-called vital point had been touched. But the hand over

the precordial region perceived very distinctly the cardiac pulsations which

continue with their ususal force, rhythm, and frequency, and then, after a

few seconds, one or two minutes or more, the respiratory movements grad-

ually take on their amplitude. This respiratory syncope has been in soine

cases long enough to cause the complete as-phyxic transformation of arterial

into nervous blood. The experimental lesion in these cases is always in the

inferior portion of the floor of the fourth ventricle, very near, or on the

point of the calamus around the raphe. Successive sections made at the

horizon of the lesion, show that it principally involves the points of origin
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of the pneumogastric. M. Laborde and his colleagues will take up this line
of research at a later date.

M. Laborde comes next to the influence of the medulla upon the associ-
ated movements of the eyes. An attentive observation of these various
ocular deviations, enables us to classify them into two distinct groups.

1. The first group includes the disas.sociated or asynergic deviations in
which there is a complete rupture of equililjrium of the associated ocular
movements; it is a veritable ataxia or inco ordination of these movements.
This group comijrelicnds all the cases of double convergent or divergent
strabismus, especially the last, and all in which one of the eyes is directed
upward, the other downward, one directed outward and upward, the other
inward and downward, etc., and vice tersa. These have been always the
result of a lesion of the ceiebellum. Nevertheless, an analogous result may
be observed when it affects the lateral columns of the medulla (restiform
bodies), which is to be explained by the fact that it is the prolcmgati(m of
the cerebellar fibres tliat in this case are affected. The disassociated devia-
tions, those which constitute a veritable ocular ataxia, are essentially in the .

functional domain of the cerebellum.

3. The second group comprises the associated, synergic, conjugated
deviations. The conjugated strabismuses are nothing else than a more
permanent form of the usual associated movements of binocular vision.

After some anatomical and physiological considerations on the different
pairs of ocular muscles, and on the mechanism of associated movements
in the physiological condition, M. Laborde deems that he can sum up the
results obtained in the following propositions : Every time, says he, that
the experimental lesion affects a part sufficiently near, in its inferior limit,

to the nucleus of the sixth pair, to touch that nucleus, and especially when-
ever it directly occupies that nucleus, there is immediately, even at the
moment of the production of the lesion, conjugate deviation or strabismus,
constantly, in these cases, accompanied by nystagmus, and the more or less

pronounced turning of the head toward the injured side.

This is the chief result, but this proposition implies two distinct orders of
facts

;
a first, in which the conjugate deviation is produced by functional

irritation, and a second in which it is due to paraJysis. In the first the devi-
ation is produced toward the side of the lesion, which has not destroyed the
nucleus, or sejiarated it from its radicular fibres, and which acts only by
irritation. In the second case the deviation is toward the opposite side from
the lesion, which has completely destroyed the nucleus, or cut off communi-
cation with its radicular fibres, producing motor paralysis.

The difference in the deviation in these two cases is easily explained : in
the first, the rectus externus, under tlie influence of the excitation of the
nucleus of the sixth pair, which innervates it, contracts more or less

violently and carries outwards the corresponding orbit (divergent strab-
ismus), while the rectus intei'nus of the opposite side, by its morbid con-
traction under the influence of the same functional irritation draws the
eye inwards (convergent strabismus). The result is a conjugate strabismus to
the right if the lesion is on that side, and to the left if on that side. In the
second case, on the other hand, the same muscles become paralyzed by the
complete section of the fibres by which they are innervated, the antagonistic
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muscles act, aud the conjugate dcvintion toward the side opposite the lesion.

According to this a double lesion affecting at once the right and the left

sides ought to have a negative result as regards the ocular deviations, and

this is in fact what occurs.

The influence of the internal recti over the conjugate deviation of the

eyes is not usually so great as that of the external recti, which seems to

siiow that it is more easy to affect by an experimental lesion the radicular

fibres proper of the external motor oculi than the original anastomotic

fibres of the motor oculi communis ; or rather, that there is a marked pre-

dominance of the first over the second.

However it may be, the conclusion whicb is clearly drawn from these

experimental facts, is that the nucleus of origin of the sixth nerve sends

anastomotic fibres to the common motor oculi of the opposite side, and

that it is to this arrangement that the functional association of the eyes in

binocular vision is due. The results of experimental physiology confirm

those of anatomy. Clinical observation also supports this demonstration, as

was proven by a case reported later by M. Graux. Gaz. des ffopitaux,

Dec. 9.

In a later communication (Gaz. des Hopitaia, No. 2, 1878), M. Laborde

gives the results of the investigations of M. Buval and himself, in regard

to the trophic and sensory disorders following the experimental lesion of the

descending root of the trigeminus. If the lesion is made in the nucleus of

the sixth, it is very difficult to avoid injuring that of the facial nerve also,

and producing facial paralysis. Now if the injury is made just a little

toward the thickness of the lateral pyramid of the restiform body, another

set of symptoms appear, conjunctival congestion and inflammation coming

on with great rapidity, the eye being completely destroyed in the rabbit in

twenty-four hours. The same trophic trouble is observed in the pituitary

membrane and the lining membrane of -the middle ear. These phenomena

indicate that at the injured point exist radicular fibres which preside over

nutrition in these parts, aud these fibres are exactly those of the descending

branch of the fifth nerve, demonstrated by M. .Duval. To determine the

exact inferior limit of these fibres MM. Laborde and Duval made repeated

sections of the medulla from above downward, and found that they did not

extend below the point of the calamus, if, indeed, they extend so far.

The following is the summary of the. results of all these investigations:

1. That the medullary nucleus of the sixth nerve contains, and sends

anastomotic fibres to the nucleus of the corresponding nerve of the opposite

side.

These fibres by unifying and rendering synergic the functional exercise,

that is, the simultaneous contraction of th6 external rectus of one side and

the internal rectus of the other, insure the associated movements of the eyes

in binocular vision.

These associated movements appear to have their functional centre of

origin in the medulla, in that part where the said nucleus exists, while it is

in the cerebellum or the medullary prolongations of the cerebellar fibres

that the principal co-ordinating power for the ocular movements appears to

reside.

3. The constant production of complete anaesthesia and trophic die-
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orders nf the eye after experimental lesion, affecting seriously the upper
half of the lateral pyramids, demonstrates the existence of medullary fibres

belonging to the descending root of the trigeminus.

Reflex iNniBiTiON of Salivary Secretion.—John Pawlow, Pfliiger's

Archw. LX., IV. and V., Jan., 1878.

In agreement with previous experimenters Pawlow found the salivary

secretion of the curarized dog increased by strong irritation of the sciatic

nerve. But on di'mi?iu7tmg the strength of the exciting current, a point is

reached at vvhicli irritation of the sciatic nerve inhibits the action of the

gland. A similar inhibition is observed by exposure of the peritoneal cavity

and by raising a portion of the gut out of the cavity. Tliis effect is due to

inhibition at the central origin of the chorda tympani, since excitation of

the lingual nerve, which otherwise results in copious reflex salivation, is of

much less influence on the gland during the continuance of the inhibitory

irritation. The author also states that curare, known to increase salivation,

will finally check it in very large doses.

Effects op Section of the Spinal Cord upon Animal Temperature.
—We copy the following from the New York Medical Record of Jan. 19 :

Some time since the sum of five hundred dollars was granted to Professor

H. C. Wood, Jr., of Philadelphia, by the Smithsonian Institution, to enable

him to prosecute with thoroughness and success a series of ex]:)eriments rela-

tive to the effects of arlificial lesions of the various parts of the nervous
system upon the evolution and production of animal heat ; the results of the

experiments to be published in the contributions of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution.

Through the kindness of Dr. Wood we are enabled to lay before the med-
ical profession his results, so far as concerns the section of the cord upon ani-

mal heat.

As is well known, exijerimcnts of much the same nature as tliose which
we are about to describe were instituted in 1837 by Sir Benjamin Brodie, and
later by Bernard, Schiff, Naunyn and Quincke, Rosenthal, and Binz.

According to tliese autliorities it would seem that if the .sjiinal cord of a

rabbit be cut in the lower cervical region (the air of the room being lower
than the temperature of tlie animal's body), the animal's temperature at once
falls so tiiat at the moment of deatii its heat is below normal. If, however,
the external temperature be high, and the animal be wrapped in raw cotton,

tlie fall of temperature is succeeded by a rise, so that the animal dies in a

state of intense fever. To settle this point a crucial experiment was under-
taken by Naunyn and Quincke, which seemed to prove beyond a doulU that

the rise of temperature was to some extent certainly dependent upon the

operation.

In conducting his researches, Dr. Wood has confined himself exclusively

to experiments upon the dog, other commonly employed animals being too

small for the performance of delicate experiments upon the brain and nerves.
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A wooden box was coiistructfd, open ;it the top. and about three feet square
;

also two metallic boxes, the larger of them also open at the top, and three

inches smaller each way than the wooden box ; the other about three inches

smaller each way than the first and having its top-piece perforated with three

]joles,—a large hole in the centre, and, on each side of this, smaller apertures

into which gutta-percha tubes could be screwed. The larger metallic box

was then placed inside of the wooden chest, and the interstices surrounding

it carefully and tightly packed with sawdust. Water enough was poured

into it—I. «., the hu-ger metal box—completely to surround the smaller metal

box when placed inside of it. After cutting its cord, the dog was then placed

within the innermost box, the gutta percba tubes were screwed into place,

and a closely fitting lid to the whole apparatus so adjusted as to cut ofl'both

the dog and the water surrounding the vessel which held it from the outer

air of the room. A suction pump was attached to the end of one of the

gutta percha tubes (the end of the other tube being left patulous) so that air

might bo drawn through the metal box which held the animal. A cut-off

from the tube of exit was so arranged that specimens of air could be received

into it, and analyzed for heat by a thermometer, and for moisture by a cal-

cium tube. The difl'erence in the number of heat units existing in the air,

after its passage through the box, and in the water surrounding the box

which held the dog whose cord was cut, was then estimated by means of the

following formula : Q=wXtXsp. h.
;
Q=heat units ;

w=weight of air or

water ; t=rise of temperature of air or water ;
and sp. h.=specific heat.

The hulk of the air was reduced to the bulk of air at 32^ This was

weighed and the specific heat obtained. . After a number of painstaking and

laborious experinients, Professor Wood has been able to reach the following

conclusions, viz. : At a low external temperature, after section of tlie cord,

there is increased ewlutioii teith diminished production of heat; at a high exter-

nal temperature, both the lyroduction and evolution of lieat are diminished.

After section of tlie cord the animal dies in winter of cold, and in summer

lives muA lonr/er on account of the high external heat. It will be at once

noted that this fact has a very important application to narcotic poisoning,

to collapse, as seen, after exbaustion by heat, etc., and to thermic fever

;

the hot bath being the best treatment for collapse and narcotic poison, and

the cold bath for thermic fever. (Collapse from heat and thermic fever are

usually confounded. In collapse the internal temperature is below normal,

while in thermic fever it is above.)

Professor Wood has also discovered the fact that the instant fall of tem-

perature, after section of the cord, is due to vaso-motor paralysis, producing

paralysis of the arterioles at the surface, tJius obliterating the supcrjtcial cold

layer of tlie body, and removing the only barrier to the animaVs internal heat.

The Doctor has thus shown that temperature is ?w guide to the amount of heat

given off in such cases, and that fever simply reduces itself to a question of tU

difference in the relation of the heat>-prodndng and heat-elevating powers; that

the Mxt-elecating power is no longer compen.iatory to the heat-producing when tlie

cord is cut.
,

The experiments of Owsjannikow, which located the governing vaso-mo-

tor centre of the brain in a space whose upper boundary is one or two milli-

metres below the corpora quadrigemina, and whose lower boun-dary is from
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fniir to five millimetres above the point of the calamus sci-iplorius (BericJit.e,

etc., Bd. XXIII.) have received full coufirmation at Dr. Wood's hands.

Vaso-.motor Centres in the Cortex.—Dr. B. Kuessner, Gentralbl. f. d.

Med. Wismnsch., No. 4.5, 1877, announces that he has performed a great

number of experiments to test the question of the existence of va.so motor
centres in the cortex of the hemispheres, as described by Euleuberg and
Landois (Virchoio's Arcliw, LXVIIL, and Eulenberg, Berliner kliii. Wueli-

ensch., Nos. 43, 43, 1876), and which were confirmed by Hitzig in a short note

in the CeiitmlblaU, 1 876, No. 18, but had obtained throughout only negative

results. A full account of his experiments will be published in the Archiv
flier Faychiairie >i. Nervenkranlclieiten.

Nerve Terminations in the Tactile Corpuscles.—At the session of

the French Academy of Sciences, Nov. 36, 1877 (rep. in X' Union MkUcale),

M. CI. Bernard presented, for M. Ranvier, a communication on the distri-

bution or rather the termination of the nerves in the tactile corpuscles. Up
to the present, it has been believed that the sensory nerves entered into the

cutaneous terminal cells, in the form of a swelling or tumcfication, and that

the sense of tact is exercised directly on these cells. M. Ranvier thinks that

this is not the case. B3' coloring the final nerve ramifications black with

gold salts he had seen terminal filaments ending between two cells without

entering them ; there was no continuity between the cells and the nerves.

The cells play the part of organs of protection or reinforcement. This
remains to be studied. At present, the question is a purely anatomical one,

and may be formulated as follows : The nerves terminate by free extremi-

ties between two cells, and, consequently, we always find more cells than
nerve terminations. It was in tlie bill of the duck, a very .sensitive organ,

that jM. Ranvier had brought to light this arrangement.

Clarke's Columns.—Previous researches have rendered it probable, that

the so-called lateral cerebellar fibres which connect Clarke's columns with

Plechsig's lateral cerebellar tracts, take their origin in the cells of the

columns of Clarke. But this supposition has not yet been fully proven.

This has been now accomplislied by Dr. A. Pick (Centralblait, 1878, No. 3).

In the normal cord of a child of one and one-half years, hardened in bichro-

mate of ammonia and colored with carmine. Ire found the cells of the

columns of Clarke (in the lumbar portion) giving rise each to one process

directed forward and inward. This process soon changed its course and
joined the horizontal cerebellar fibres.

Pick points to the importance of the simultaneous occurrence of degenoi-a-

tion in the lateral cerebellar tracts and of partial atrophy of the columns
of Clarke, observed in some cases on record.

Nerves op Sweat-Glakds.—P. Nawrocki {CentndblaU f. d. Med. Wiss.,

1878, No. 1 and 2), repeated and extended the experiments of Luchsinger.

Like Luchsinger he operated on young cats and traced the course of the
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nerves both by direct irritation and by section with subsequent excitation of

the centre by warmth. As tlie result he found in the medulla oblongata a

centre for the sweat-nerves of both fore and hind legs. From this the fibres

for the anterior extremity follow the cord, leave it at the fourth dorsal ver-

tebra, enter the ganglion stellatum and thence pass into the brachial plexus.

Following the ulnar and median nerves they are found inequally distributed

in these two nerves in different animals. The fibres going to the hind legs

pass in the cord up to its lumbar portion, thence enter the abdominal sym-

pathetic and finally join the sciatic nerve.

In the following number of the GentraWaU (No. 8), Luclisinger mentions

that he has also traced the fibres of the fore leg along the same paths.

The following are the titles of some recent memoirs on the Anatomy and

Pliysiology of the Nervous System :

Ott, Nerve Stretchiug ; Its Physiological Action, Ohio Med. and Surg.

Journal, Feb. ; The Effect of Electrotonus on the Rapidity of the Trans-

mission of Nerve Force, Phil. Med. Times, Feb. 2 ; Dietl and Vintschgau,

The State of the Physiological Reaction-period under the Influence of Mor-

phine, Coffee, and Vfine,'Pfluegei's Archii\ XVI., VIII., Feb. ;
Kowalew-

SKi and Nawrocki, Sensory Nerves of the Muscles, Centralbl. f. d. Med.

Wissemch., No. 9 ; Luchsinger, On the Sweat Secretiou, Ibid.

&.—PATHOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTExM AND
MIND, AND PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

Senslbility in Tabes D0RSAI.IS.—E. Remak {Arc?L f. Pnych., etc., VII.,

H. 3) observed the following new phenomenon in the case of a man afflicted

for years with ataxia. On searching for the minimum current, just suffi-

cient to produce the feeling of formication on applying the faradic brush to

the skin of the thigh, he found, tliat the sensibility at flnst quite acute, soon

became exhausted. This fatigue necessitated such an increase in the strength

of current for perception, that finally the current, in order to be at all' per-

ceptible, had to be quite painful. This peculiar ready exhaustibility of the

tactile nerves, existed also for the sensations of contact, pressure and tem-

perature. Since Remak found this condition likewise in the plantar skin,

he suggests that it may be the cause of the frequent complaint in ataxia of

an elastic sensation underneath the feet. (Geiitralblatt, No. 3, 1878.)

Epileptic Attack from Action of Vagds, by Dr. O. Langendorfif and

stud. R. Zander. (Centralblatl, No. 4, 1878.)

While it is diftioult to obtain complete arrest of the heart in the normal

rabbit by irritation of the peripheral end of the divided vagus, this result
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is easily olitained after the use of chloral. On irritating the nerve in ani-

mals whose voluntary movements had been suppressed by a dose of about

0.5 grm. of chloral, Langendorfi" and Zander observed the following result :

The heart being arrested in diastole, there occurred after the lapse of ten or

fifteen seconds a complete epileptic attack. All details corresponded ex-

actly to the description by Kussmaul of epileptic fit caused by hemorrhage

or cerebral ansemia. The latter is evidently the cause of the phenomenon

similar to ordinary anajmic epilepsy ; the.se spasms also are prevented by

complete narcosis. Hence the above dose of chloral cannot be exceeded.

Intba-ventricuIjAR Hemorrhages.—C. Gallopain, Thhe de Paris, 1877

{Ann. Med. Psych<>li)ffi(/aes, Nov. 1877). The author studies the intra-ventric-

ular hemorrhages of cerebral origin for the purpose of determining their

value and exact signification, in .short to elucidate the pathogeny of the

symptom of contracture which we usuallj' ob.serve iu these cases. We can-

not do better than to give the conclusions of his paper.

The hemorrhagic foi/er.i in the optic thalamus are the ones that are most

frequently accompanied with inundation of the ventricles.

Convulsive phenomena occur iu more than half the cases of ventricular

hemorrhage.

There is no relation as of cause and eft'ect between the ventricular inun-

dation and the convulsive symptoms.

The appearance of these latter accidents only indicates the more or less in-

timate relations of the foyer with the excito-motor centres.

Finally, in the great majority of cases of intra;ventricular hemorrhages

accompanied with convulsive phenomena, tlie.se latter are due to an irrita-

tion of the cerebral peduncles, an irritation which is often a direct one.

Writers' CRAJtp.—At the meeting of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical

Society of London, Feb. 13 (rep. in Brit. Med. Journal), Dr. G. V. Poore

read a paper entitled. An Analysis of Seventy-five Cases of " Writers' Cramp"

and Impaired Writing Power. The report of his paper is as follows •

In seventy-four of these cases, the condition of the hand completely over-

shadowed any other di.sease, whether general or local, from which the pa-

tients at the time were suffering. Most of the cases merited the name of

" Writers' Cramp" or had been so called ; but the author purposely included

a few cases which obviously did not merit the name. The cases fell natu-

rally into six groups: 1. Paralytic (six cases) ; 2. Spasmodic (five cases) ; 3.

Degenerative (nine cases) ; 4. Neuralgic or Nem'itic (nineteen cases) ; 5.

Writers' Cramp (thirty-two cases) ; 6. Anomalous (four cases). The cases

were arranged in a tabulated form. It was shown that, since the uluar nerve

supplies thirteen and a half out of the eighteen intrinsic muscles of the liand,

its integrity is very necessary (more necessary than that of any other nerve

of the hand) for all delicate manipulation, especially writing. The spasms

which affect the hand, and which are particularly prone to follow attacks of

hemiplegia, owe sometimes, there is good reason to believe, their character,

if not their origin, to a faulty antagonism (due to a secondary paralysis or
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paresis) among the muscles of the paralyzed limb. Althoiigli it is commonly

received that sucli spasms are due to disturbance of tlie gray cerebral matter,

it is well to look also to the peripheral aspects of the question. Provided a

nervous impulse issuing from the brain be distributed in a limb to equally

irritable nuiscles which mutually antagonize each other, it is difficult to con-

ceive that spasm of definite form should be produced ; but should the equi-

librium of autagonization in the limb be destroyed by a secondary lesion,

the production of definite spasm is easily conceivable, especially when vol-

untary control is lessened by a lesion of the central ganglia. In some cases

of localized spasm there is no evidence of central change, and it is theoretic-

ally possible that the action of a disordered centre on a healthy periphera

and the reaction of disordered periphera on a healthy centre may be ideuti-

cal in their results. Loss of writing power is often the first and most prom-

inent symptom of degenerative change occurring in the spinal cord or brain.

The neuritic or neuralgic group is characterized by a painful and tender

condition of the nerves of the limb, which may be induced solely by over-

work, but more frequently by a strain or similar injury combined with ex-

posure to cold and a depressed state of health. Of the nineteen cases of this

group twelve were females. Any attempt to use the arm either for coarse or

fine acts produced fatigue, pain, and neuralgia. It is not always easy to dis-

tinguish these cases from true "writers' cramp," and, indeed, there cannot

be said to be any hard and fast line between the two groups ; but it is char-

acteristic of the neuralgic group that— 1. The symptoms involve a wider

area ; 3. The symptoms are sometimes Induced without excessive exercise of

any function ; 3. Nerve tenderness or neuralgia is a prominent symptom. In

the group of true " writers' cramp," considerable care is necessary to detect

peripheral evidence of mischief ; but the author stated thai, in every case of

impaired writing power which he had seen there had been evidence more or

less marked of derangement of one or more of the muscles used for writing.

This evidence consisted of—1. Obvious failure to use certain muscles effl"

ciently either for writing or for some other less complicated act ; 3. The oc-

currence of consentaneous movements or tremor when certain muscles were

put in action. 3. Depressed or exalted electric irritability; and 4. The oc-

currence of sensory derangement or nerve tenderness. The muscles which

are most frequently involved are those of pen-prehension rather than those of

pen-movemeut. Reviewing the cases as a whole, attention was directed—1.

To the inferences which may be drawn from an inspection of the handwrit-

ing ; 2. To the fact that joints were found to be implicated no less than

twenty-one times, the joint affection being rheumatic, neuropathic, gouty, or

due to strained position ; 3. To the fact that a difficulty is not very infre-

quently hereditary, or developed very early in life ; and that, 4. Any evi-

dence of involvement of the nerve-centres is decidedly rare. " Writers'

cramp " has been spoken of as a disease of "faulty co-ordination " and there

can be no doubt that such is the case, for it is evident that the muscles used

for writing fail to work orderly together. We are not, however, justified in

assuming the existence o£ a special co-ordinating centre for the controlling of

the act of writing ; and the author had been unable to find evidence that

this centre (supposing it to exist) ever gives way, leaving the periphera, ex-

cept for the special co-ordinated act, in a state of perfect health. The exist-
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ence of such a centre appeared to the author to lie iinprobalile, for the fol-

lowing reasons : 1. He had never seen a case of writers' cramp without

peripheral evidence of cliange ; and in the majority of instances there had

been no evidence of change other than periplieial. 2. If there be a co-ordina-

ting centre for writing, it must be created as it were by education. The co-

ordination of writing, which we are many years in acquiring, must be distin-

guished from those co-ordinated movements (such as the symmetrical move-

ment of the two eyes) which are wholly independent of education. The fact

that no two people liold their pens exactly alike, and that it is scarcely more

ditlicult to write witli the toes than with the fingers is mucli against tlie prob-

ability of there being a writing centre. 3. Writer.s' cramp is never suddenly

established as aphasia sometimes is. 4. It is almost certain that a purely

peripheral lesion may cause all the symptoms of writers' cramp. 5. The
fact that the left hand (if used for writing) sometimes suffers as well as the

riglit, is no evidence that the change is central. In previous writings, the

author had spoken of " writers' cramp" as a "fatigue disease," and he was

still inclined to adhere to the word " fatigue " as a convenient expression for

an easily recognizable and familiar condition, of the pathology of which we
are uncertain. He was inclined to think that occasionally fatigue is the ex-

pression of hyjieroeraia or mild inflammation of a motor nerve, and that the

same condition may be produced either by overwork or by accidental causes,

such as cold, strain, "rheumatism" or injury. Fatigue especially attacks

those muscles which are subjected to prolonged strain ; and it is probable

that the relative frequency of "writers' cramp," as compared with other

professional tiilments, is due to the fact that prolonged strain of certain mus-

cles (those which hold and steady the pen) is inseparable from the act of writ-

ing. Finally, as to the position of " writer.?' cramp" in the catalogue of dis-

eases, the author would feel inclined to class it with neuralgia, that is, with

a disease the phenomena of which are purely local, but which we recognize

as being due not only to conditions atlecting the sen.sory area involved, but

also to molecular change atl'eeling any part of the sensory fibre, whether

before or after its function with the nerve-centre. The author concluded by

laying down certain principles of treatment for the various forms of impaired

writing power.

Spinal Hemiplegia.—H. Kubner, Deutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med. (abstr. in

lieriif! dcs Sci. Med.) The author analyzes the 48 cases of spinal hemiplegia

which he finds in medical literature. He adds to these two, before unpub-

lislied cases of his own, and from all these facts draws conclusions not

notably dilfering fi'om those formulated by Brown-Sequard.

On the side corresponding to the medullary lesion, are,

1. Motor paralysis, complete or incomplete, according to the gravity of

the case.

3. Hyperaisthesia to touch, tickling, pain and temperature in the paralyzed

side.

3. Auajsthetic zone in the region who.se nerves rise just below the lesion.

4. A larger or smaller hyperresthetic band above tlie auststhetic zone.

5. Absolute or relative elevation of temperature in the paralyzed parts,
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and, also, frequently in the parts where there is hyperaesthesia without par-

alysis.

6. Paralytic phenomena in the cervical sympathetic when the lesion is

situated above the cervical enlargement. .

On the side opposite the lesion we find,

1. Complete anesthesia to touch, tickling and temperature.

3. Preservation of voluntary motion and muscular sensibility.

3. Narrow band of hyperajsthesia below the anEeslhetized part.

Syphilitic Nervous Disease.—Dr. Hugo Bugel, in a paper on the diag-

nosis and treatment of syphilitic nervous affections, Phila. Med. Ti-mes, Dec.

23, 1877, sums up in regard to the former of these points as follows :

Syphilitic nervous aflections which simulate grave and often incurable

diseases from other sources, namely, acute meningitis, apoplexy from other

causes, epilepsy, softening of the cord, etc., are recognized as specific in

their nature, even if this nature be denied, by the following points :

1. The aspect of the case, as recognized by the features, the pulse, the

temperature, the violence of symptoms, lacks that gravity which would

attend a non-specific case of the same character.

3. There is total absence of any history, as usually elicitable in such

aflections, when not produced by lues, or the history points to certain warn-

ing symptoms like headache and vertigo, worse towards night, irritable

temper, numbness, etc., totally dift'erent from similar cases of a non-specific

nature. The patient either does, or will not know any causing element.

3. In paralysis the electro-muscular contractility is never totally abolished;

and if it would seem so, it is quickly re-established under a specific treat-

ment that would never have that rapid influence in non-syphilitic cases.

4. There is no wasting of tissue for a long time in the aflected limbs.

5. The spleen is invariably enlarged.

The following are some of the recently published papers on the Pathology

of the Nervous System and Mind :

Keclus, The Paralytic Luxations of the Femur, Re/oue Mensuelle, March
;

OcDiN, Atrophy of the Convolutions connected with Default of Usage of a

Member, Ibid; G.\SQrET, On the Causes and Treatment of Drowsiness,

Practitioner, March ; Doutkibente, The Diflcrent Species of Remissions

that occur in the Course of Progressive General Paralysis, Annates Med.

Psych., March; Garimosd, Contribution tp the History of Epilepsy in its

Relations to Mental Alienation, Il)id. ; Shaw% Progressive Muscular Atrophy

and its Pathology, Proc. Med. Soe. of County of Kings, April ; Michetti,

Herpetism and Insanity, Archino Italieno, XV., I. and II., Jan. and March
;

Charcot, On Rhythmic Hysterical Choi-ea, Progres Med., No. 7 ;
Erb, An

undescribed Form of Chronic Atrophic Spinal Paralysis (Poliomyelitis an-

terior chronica,) C'entralbl.f. Nervenheilk. Psychiatrie u. Oericldl. P.'iychopatho-

logie. No. 3 ; S.moler, Jleniere's Disease, Md. ; Erichsen, Lectures on In-

juries of the Head, Lancet {Am. Pejj'r), March ; Seppilli, Contribution to

the Study of Cerebral Syphilis, Rivista Spei-imentale, III., III. and IV.

OuLMONT, On Athetosis, lievue Mensuelle, Feb.
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C—THERAPEUTICS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND MIND.

Chloral.—Dr. Oscar Liebreich, Lancet (Am. Repr.), Oct., reckons the nor-

mal dose of chloral for simple insomnia at from 1-35 grammes to 3 grammes

(= 19.3 to 35.8 grains). Of course there are individual peculiarities; thus,

persons who can take a large quantity of alcohol, and are accustomed to its

use, require a considerably larger dose, and weak and debilitated persons

considerably less. It differs from opium and its alkaloids, in that it does

not produce a tolerance, it produces the same effect on the organism after

continued use as at first. The dose for continued, use varies; for some, one

gramme (= 15.4 grains) is enough, for otliers much more.

The unfortunate accidents that have been reported from the use of mod-

erate doses of chloral, he attributes to impurity of the preparation, and

counsels care as regards this point.

E. Kahlb, CentralUatt f. d. mud. Wissemch., publislies the results of

experiments performed by him on frogs in Von VVittich's laboratory at Koen-

igsberg, as follows:

1. Of two equal doses of chloral hydrate, estimated just sufficient to pro-

duce narcosis, a moderately acidified solution acted as perfectly, but a little

slower than the neutral one.

2. In lethal doses this difference in quickness of action of the acid and

neutral solutions was observed. The pulse and respiration were retarded

together with, finally, stoppage of the heart in diastole. The heart still

reacts to mechanical irritations with a single contraction, for some time

after the stoppage.

3. The appearance of narcosis is more rapid after direct introduction of

the agent into the blood than after its injection into the lymph sack.

4. Relatively large doses of chloral hydrate (0.2 grammes and over in the

frog) injected into the median abdominal vein, or into (me lateral vein,

cause within a few minutes a stoppage of the heart in rigid systole (the auri-

cle ought to remain dilated in diastole). In spite of this absolute stoppage

of the heart the respiration and reflex irritability are perfectly retained until

the narcosis is complete.

5. If a solution of chloral hydrate, some 0.15 or over strong, is penciled

over the external unwounded skin of the frog, narcosis and, later, a stoppage

of the heart results. If, then, a solution of the strength of 0.2 is injected

into the lateral vein, the heart passes by awkward and arhythmic contrac-

tions from the diastolic stoppage into a condition of systole.

6. If the heart is stopped in diastole by the application of a minimal quan-

tity of muscarine on the outer integument of the frog, and afterwards the

above mentioned chloral solution of 0.2 is injected into a lateral vein, the

diastolic stoppage changes to arrest in systole.
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7. By penciling tlie outer integument of the frog with a half gramme of a

solution of atropia (1.0 : 100.0) a quickening of the cardiac action is pro-

duced (parah'sis of the inhibitor)' centres); if a frog iu this condition is

treated (penciling on the outer skin) with a chloral solution, the already

atropinized heart is found to be much more resistant to the action of the

chloral than is that of the frog still unoperated upon. The arrest in dias-

tole in this case appears much later.

The author is still engaged upon further experiments in this direction.

Dr-\contittm.—Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., JSf. T. Med. Eecm-d, Dec. 15, has

been testing the use of dracontium, or skunk cabbage, in chorea. He uses

60 to 90 drop doses of a tincture of the fresh root three times a day and

has had good results.

The efl'ects of the drug, he thinks, are due to some volatile principle con-

tained in the plant. The fresh roots gathered in the fall should be made up

at once into a tincture before drying.

C-^NABis Indica.—Dr. E. C. Seguin, N. T. Med. Record, Dec. 8, 1877,

records the use of cannabis indica as a method of treating the disease (not

the attacks) known as migraine. The principle of the treatment is to keep

the nervous system for a long time under the influence of the remedy, or,

iu other words, to make use of the "continued dose," as it is called by E.

H. Clarke. To adult females he gives one-third of a grain before each meal,

increasing the dose after a few weeks to one-half a grain. Males can gener-

ally commence with one-half a grain, and it may be increased to three-

fourths of a grain after two or three weeks. The doses must be taken with

the utmost regularity, and for a considerable period. As a rule no iiBmedi-

ate appreciable effect is noticed, though he lias seen some giddiness, etc.,

from an initial dose of one-half grain ter die.

As regards results of this treatment, Dr. Seguin thinks one-half of his

cases have been relieved, which, considering the u.sual persistency of this

disease may be considered as very fair success. He does not hesitate to say

that, in his opinion, cannabis is nearly as effective in migraine as the bro-

mides are in epilepsy. "Both may cure," he says, " and both do bring about

remarkable interruptions in the series of .attacks; both must be employed in

the continuous dose. Cannabis in migraine is less effectual than the bromides

in epilepsy, but, on the other hand, it is superior to them in not producing

unpleasant or iujurious effects."

He considers the action of cannabis in migraine analogous to that of bel-

ladonna in epilep.sy, which is still often cfffctive, though not so fashionable

since the introduction of the more generally eilicacious bromide treatment.

He still employs it in combination with the bromides in some cases, and

with advantage. He concludes by drawing a parallel between the actions

of the two drugs, and the respective diseases in which they are thus useful.

1. Migraine and epilepsy are both nervous affections characterized by

the occurrence of periodical attacks; the attacks, themselves, in both dis-

eases are largely made up of vaso-motor disturbances; in both it is probable
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that the medulla oblongata is primarly or secondarily diseased; botli affec-

tions occur in the same families, and may be present at successive times in

the same patient. The late Dr. Anstie lias expressed the opinion that the

two diseases are akin, and states that migraine may develop into genuine
epilepsy. I have in my private case-books cases illustrating this proposition,

and I am now treating a physician who states that after nocturnal epilepsy

appeared, before beginning bromide treatment, his old migraine grew less

frequent and less severe.

3. As regards the two remedies, cannabis and belladonna, both are intox-

icants and deliriants; both dilate the pupil; and it is probable that the action

of both upon the central nervous system, when administered in the shape
of the continued dose, is very similar.

J.\BORAKDi IN Hydrophobia.—Dr. J, G. S. Cogshill, Brit Med. Journal,
Jan. 5, recommends on a priori grounds the use of jaborandi in hydropho-
bia. He thinks that by the action of this drug stimulating the skin and the

salivary apparatus, and the function of the salivary organs which is almost
suspended by the disease, could be restored, one of the most embarrassing of

the symptoms relieved and the excretion of the poison materially aided.

A New Treatment op Facial Paralysis.—M. Mascarel, Bull. Ge>i. de

Therap., proposes the following treatment for facial paralysis n frigore. The
tirst day he inserts a platinum needle to the depth of a centimetre or a centi-

metre and a half in the direction of the stylo-mastoid foramen, and another
horizontally into the superior tiijres of the orbicularis, and a mild current is

allowed to pass for ten, eighteen or twenty minutes. Contractions exces-

sively strong are produced in the orbicularis and sometimes the lids close.

The second day, the same operation is performed, but the needle is in-

serted below the orbit.

On the third, fourth, fifth aud sixth days the facial needle is successively

plunged into the muscles which seem most refractory, the other being always
kept near the stylo-masloid foramen. Aftei- seven or eight days of this treat-

ment the facial ])aralysis disappears. Three cases are narrated as illustrating

the success of this treatment.

The Treatment of Ei'ilepsy.—We take the following from New Berne-

dies, Feb., 1878 : A stated meeting of the Therapeutical Society was held
at the rooms of the New York Academy of Medicine, on the 8th iust., aud
the Committee on Neurotics (Dr. E. C. Seguin, Chairman,) reported on the

results or the use of potassium chloride in epilepsy ; that in the oases in pri-

vate practice, college clinics, and in the Hospital for Epileptics and Para-
lytics, where it had been tried after observing the effects of potassium bro-

mide and placebos, it had appeared to be practically valueless in doses of 8
grains tliree times a day and 34 grains at bedtime.
The following .synopsis of the tables reported shows the comparative in-

fluence of these remedies, and no treatment at all.

6 Males ' ^ months with placebos, 170 convulsions,

I
li " " pot. brom., 51

"

27
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\ 1 montli witli placebos, 149 convulsions.

SFemales
-^ ^

.. ., pot.brom., 43

\ 1 month with pot. chlor., 115 convulsions.

3 Males
-^ ^ .. " pot. brom., 22

( 1 month with pot. chlor., 410 convulsions.

ISFemales ^-j ^ .. u pot. bvom., 285
'

The committee also made a preliminary report on the use of a mixture of

bromides and chloral in epilepsy, the following formula having been used m

most instances :

B Potassii Bromidi.- 3 '

Chloral hydratis --- -

; ; .. ,^
.fl5vn.—M.

Aquae _ -
"'" ^

Teaspoonful doses three times daily.
.

The committee based their conclusions upon reports from the followmg

named gentlemen : Dr. A. McLane Hamilton (13 cases), Dr. McBnde (4

cases) Dr J. H. Emerson (2 cases), Dr. Shaw of Brooklyn (6 or 8 cases), Dr.

E C 'Seo-uin (2 cases). The reporters were united in the opinion that this

combination enabled them to dispense with about two-thirds of the quantity

of potassium bromide that had been required to produce an arrest of the par-

oxysm • that the intervals were longer, the attacks diminished m seventy

and the accidents of bromism, to a great extent, avoided. The patients be-

came more cheerful and lively, and presented in every way a better condi-

tion than when under treatment by the bromide alone. A discussion fol-

lowed in which Drs. E. R. Squibb, Wm. M.Thomson, E. C.Seguin, Hanks

and Castle participated. Tlie former gave his experience in the treatment

of four cases of epilepsy. He had yet to hear of any case in which an explo-

sion of grand mal had occurred while the patient was in i condition of brom-

ism In his cases the accidents of bromism had been avoided by giving

the medicines in rapidly increasing doses until decided bromism had been

produced, when it was suspended .altogether for a few days, to be given in

the same manner, and again suspended on the accession of bromism. Dr.

Re-uin could not think that it would ever be proper to omit the use of the

.--bromide for a single dose, and Dr. Thomson said he insisted upon his pa-

tients making up their minds to continue the use of bromide uninterruptedly

for at least eio-hteen months, or it would be useless to attempt the treatment

at all Drs Hanks and Castle had employed a mixture of potassium bro-

mideand chloral in other aflections of the nervous system besides epilepsy,

with the experience that the combination was more ettective than a corres-

ponding quantity of either remedy would have been.

The Tebatment op Gener.m. Paralysis.-L. Meyer, Berl klin. Woch-

mtrh No. 31 1877 (abstr. in fit'^ice ffes Sc;". i/cU)

:

On the idea that general paralysis is a chronic encephalitis, begmmngtu

the cortex of the anterior and convex portions of the hemispheres, or in the

meninges, Mever was led to try a derivative method of treatment which has

afforded him good results. It is nothing else than a revival of a method ap-

plied by Jacobi in chronic mental diseases.

Over' the o-reat fontanelle he shaves a space on the scalp equal to one-hall

the hand. In the centre of this space he rubs a circle as large as a thaler
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Willi antimouial ointment. He repeats tliis operatiou at tlie eud of twenty-
four liours, using an amount of ointment tlie size of a pea and a little piece

of linen. After the first application of the ointment, which should be ener-

getic, the strongly reddened surface is with a comjiress smeared with the

same. The second friction is managed with much care, so as to save ihc

skin in place. Generally these two frictions are sufficient, if not, the third

a small quantity of tlie ointment is applied without friction, and a piece of

linen to which it is applied may be left on the surface.

In the course of three or four days tlie tumefaction of the scalp extends to the
forehead and even to the face, more rarely to the occiput or the nucha. The pus-
tular eruption is insignificant, the pustules are small, concrete and dry rapidly.

After the swplling has become mtense it may be covered with warm poul-

tices. In a few days the suppuration is so ample that it completely separates

the integuments which slough oft" spontaneously. Too resistant adherances
are destroyed with caustics or the scissors. To reach this point usually fif-

teen days are required. From that time the suppuration is treated for two
or three mouths with basilicou ointment. The jjatient may take during the
same time moderate doses of iodide of potassium and should have a substan-
tial diet. Furthermore, he should be in the open air as much as possible,

employed in gardening, etc., only taking careto avoid exposure to extreme
heat. Baths should be forbidden, as conducing to cerebral congestion.

During fifteen years this treatment has been employed by Meyer, in the

cases of seventeen general paralytics, two of whom remain under treatment.

Eight of the fifteen were cured, aud their cases are given in the memoir.
One of them, however, sutli-red a relapse after two years.

The periosteum maybe affected and there may occur exfoliations, more or less

considerable of the bone. The author met with this accidenta number of times,
but attaches to it no special importance. The loss of hair is readily concealed.
The good effects of this method are not to be accounted for by the irrita-

tion produced. In moderately insensible patients the pain lasts only some
hours, up to the time when suppuration takes place. Meyer considers rather
that there is a revulsive action, regulating the sanguine aud lymphatic circula-

tion and putting an end to stases and accelerating the absorption of exudations.
It is certain that when the suppur.ftion becomes plentiful the patients are re-

lieved of the sense of intracranial pressure which had .so much incommoded
them.

In this connection we may allude to another aljstract, in the Revue rfcv Sci.

Med.
,
of a paper by Sander, read before the Medico-Psychological Society of

Berlin, May, 1876, in which the author considers some of the perils attend-
ing this treatment, in some cases, such as extended inflammation of the bone,
hyperostoses, and local pachymeningitis. Still it might, with the results an
nounced by Meyer, be amply justified in general paralysis.

DtFrEUENCES BETWEEN Datuuine .vnd AxRoriNE.—It is Well known
that Plauta regarded these two alkaloids as chemically identical, since he
thought their chemical compositions identical as well as their reactions and
pliysiological properties. This view has been generally accepted, in spite of

the memoirs of Schrefl", Leraaitre, Bouchardat, demonstrating that important
dill'ercnces existed between what are called belladonna preparations. Von
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Hager attributed the greater activity of English atropine to tlie presence of a

great quantity of impurities, under tlie form of belladonnine. Erliardt,

nevertheless, has shown that atropine and daturine crystallize differently, and

Pohl now shows that their optic properties are not the same, daturine turning

the plane of polarization to the left, while atropine makes no change. Be-

sides this their reactions are not identical, the salts of atropine are precipi-

tated by the chloride of platinum, but those of daturine are not. The reverse

is the case with picric acid which precipitates only the daturine salts. For

these reasons Pohl regards these substances as altogether distinct from one

another. {Deutsche ZHtschr. f. pmkt. Med. , Oct. 37, 1877.) Bull. Oen. de Thera-

peuiigiie, Jan. 30.

Galvanization or the Sympathetic—G. Fischer, DeuUches Archiv f.

klin. Medicin, XX., 175 (aijstr. in OentraMaU. f. d. nied. Wisseiuch., No. 7).

By a series of experiments, and the utilization of a favorable opportunity to

experiment directly upon two men, the author sought to extend and verify

some previous statements of his own in an earlier memoir. He came then

to the conclusion that, while, indeed, it is possible to influence the intra-

cranial circulation by the electric current applied through the skin of the

neck, yet that the sympathetic, to which this result was usually attributed,

was not responsible, and that instead of calling this method " galvanization

of the sympathetic" it would be more correct to call it simply galvanization

of the neck. Alterations in the blood supply of the brain may be produced,

but this result depends neither upon the direction of the current, or upon

polar action, and is even more decided with the faradic current. In gal-

vanization of the neck not only are the sensory cutaneous nerves irritated,

but also the centripetal vagus fibres, so that the action on the brain is an in-

direct one, due chictly to excitation of the fibres of the pneumogastric. The

sympathetic ganglia are not irritable otherwise than the main cervical bundles

of the sympathetic, and as regards this last, the author discovered nothing in

his observations that would justify the opinion that the main cord of the

sympathetic reacts like a motor nerve to the constant current.

Though this method is incorrectly named, still we may use it, as we do

many others empirically found of use, but not physiologically explained.

Among other articles on the Therapeutics of the Nervous System and

Mind, we may mention the following :

Maciceszie, The Physiological Action of Aconite, Pi-aciitioner (cont. art.)

;

Beard, Hygiene of Chronic Nervous Diseases, Proc. Med. Soc. County of

Kmgs,\\M-\\\ Ohms, JIuriate of Pilocarpine, St. Petersb. Med. Wocheiudi.,

No. 6, Feb. 33 ; Magnan, Influence of Alcohol on Mental Maladies, Quart.

Journal of Inebriety, March ; Day, Curability of Inebriety, Ibid.
;
Breche-

MiN, The Physiological Action of Bromide of Ammonium, Phil. Med. Times,

March 30 ; Rockwell, On the Use of Electricity in the Treatment of Epi-

lepsy, N. r. Med. Record, April 6 ; Ringer and MuiiRELL, On the Use of

Physostigma in some Nervous Affections, Lancet (Am. Repr.), March
;
Ven-

TURi, On the Action of the Salts of Quinine in Intermittent Insanity, Ri-

vista Sperivientale, III. , III. and IV.
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Art. I.— case OF REPEATED ATTACKS OF APO-
PLEXY WITH APHASIA.

By Dk. H. D. Schmidt,

Pathologist of the Charity Hospital of New Orleans,
AND Member of the American Neurological

Association.

( WITH PL A TE.)

TpOR a number of years, aphasia, that particular affection
-*- of tiie brain, wliicli, in man}' cases, is found associated

with, or directly resulting from cerebral apoplexy, has atti-acted

the special interest of pathologists. The following case, which
occurred in my private practice, and which terminated fatally

about a year after the first cerebral disturlianee, offered me am-
ple opportunity, not only to closely observe and study the phe-
nomena of the disease during life, but, moreover, to compare
them with the results of an accurate and minute examination
of the brain after death. It is for this reason that I consider
it worthy of record.

On the morning of November llth, 1876, I was called to

^I''- F
, a gentleman of al)out fifty years of age, and with
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whom I liad been acquainted for more than thirteen years. I

found liini in a condition presenting symptoms of severe cere-

bral congestion. As I learned from a later account of the

patient himself, he was taken by the disease during sleep,

after having retired to bed at midnight, worn out by the du-

ties of his" business on the previous day; and without the

knowledo-e of his family, who found him in this condition,

when entering his room in the morning, not long before I was

called. When I first saw him, he was in a state of partial

consciousness ; his tongne, swollen and almost black from con-

gestion, was protruding from the month and tightly held by

the teeth; and, in consequence, the patient was unable to

articulate any word. There was left hemiplegia, with slight

paralysis of the muscles of the inferior part of the face, the

tongue, and the levator palpebrte on the same side. In exam-

ining the heart, a very slight murmur could be detected. From

the position in which the patient had been found, and, also,

from the appearance of the bed, I judged that the attack had

been accompanied by convulsions. After a few days, the com-

plete consciousness of the patient returned. The paralysis,

also, gradually subsided, and about the ninth day from the

commencement of the attack, he was able to attend to his

business. With the exception of the skin covering the inter-

nal half of the left arm, and which presented a bluisli color,

similar to that of a bruise, no further trace was left of the dis-

ease. As this portion of the skin had experienced no violence,

the bluish color must have been owing to a neuroparalysis of

the minute vessels of the skin, a condition which soon after

subsided. Some facts which I observed during this attack, to

be spoken of hereafter, led me'to suspect disease of the arteries

of the brain as the cause of this congestion ;
and, therefore, 1

cautioned the patient particularly against any excess in eatmg

and drinking, or any other excitement. Nevertheless, a second

attack, invited, perhaps, by an imprudent act of the patient

occurred on February 16th, 1877. His sense of hearing had

been slightly affected for a number of years, but, possessing

his full share of vanity, he tried to hide this defect as much

as possible from the world. On the day previous to this

second attack, he took a sudden notion to consult an aiirist.
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with whom he was acquainted, and wlio, not knowing his pre-

vious condition, passed an electrical current through his liead.

After tliis operation lie passed a sleepless night, and, on the
next day, felt so badly as to leave his otKce early in the after-

noon and start for home. While in the street-car, he was
seized with vertigo, but kept sufficient strength and conscious-

ness to leave the car, and also reach his house, where he was
prevented from tailing to the ground by his wife, who had
opened the door. This time he was struck with hemiplegia
of the limlis on the right, and paralysis of the muscles of the
inferior part of the face, the tongue, and levator palpebral on
the left side. The paralysis of the face must have occurred
before he reached the house, for his face was distorted when
his wife first bslield him. With difficulty he was put to bed,
and I was called. I found him in the condition already stated,

laboring under a p.artial stupor, though sufficiently conscious
to understand what was said to liim. However, he could not
speak; he was affected with true aphasia; for although his

tongue was drawn to the right side, he was able to protrude it

and draw it back. The rapidity of the pulse was slightly

increased, about ninety per minute, but it was rather weak.
The respiration was peculiar; being normal for some minutes,
it gradually became weaker, and, apparently, ceased altogether
for from five to ten seconds. Then the thorax recommenced
to expand, and, while the patient was heaving for breath, the
respiration, accompanied by a slight stertor, became forced,

after which it slowly returned to the normal standard. When
asked, the patient complained of pain in the head, particularly

in the parietal and frontal region of the right side, dii-ectly

above the temples. When not disturbed he remained in a

drowsy condition, from which he was, however, roused, from
time to time, by the irregular performance of the respiratory

function. At no time during this second attack, was there a

complete loss of consciousness,—a phenomenon which I sup-

posed to have existed during the first stage of the first attack,

coming on, as will be remembered, during the sleep of the
patient.

As regards the remedies immediately applied during tliis

second attack, I will only state that they were the same as had
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proved successful during the first, namely: cold to thehead

leeches to the temples, and, afterward, the administration ot

bromide of sodium, with the addition of good nourishmen in

the form of essence of beef, milk, etc. However, if I had

known the true condition of the minute, as well as that ot

the larger arteries, which the post-mortem examination aiter-

wards revealed, but which, at this time, I only faintly sus-

pected, I would have omitted the leeches, and probably, also,

S.e bromide of sodium, and have contented myself with the

application of cold to the head. But, as the hrst attack had

passed over so favorably, and finding in this second one no loss

of consciousness, I regarded the symptoms as those ot hyper-

emia, accompanied, perhaps, by a serous effusion into the sub-

arachnoid space and the ventricles, which, by compressing the

brain might be the cause of the pain and feeling ot tullness

in the head, and, also, of the respiratory troubles.

On the next morning I found the patient slightly better.

Althou-h the respiration had greatly improved, being now

re-nilai-rhe was, nevertheless, lying in a state of drowsiness,

from which he was aroused when he was addressed. He also

made some attempts to answer; but, as he used wrong words

of expression, he could not be understood ;
and the on y way

of ascertaining his wishes was in putting questions to h.m in

various ways. At this time his language consisted only ot one

word, which was " paper."

Thus the case went on without much change until the touith

day when, again, the respiration became more irregular, and

the 'drowsiness also increased, even so much as to induce me

to doubt a favorable issue. Not having observed any particu-

lar benefit derived from the bromide of sodium, 1 discontinued

its use, and relied solely on rest, careful nursing and cold to

the head, with special attention to the secretory and excretory

functions; and to my satisfaction, the case took a more tavor-

able turn ; for the patient slowly improved in strength But

as the drowsiness disappeared and.the mind became clearer,

the symptoms characterizing aphasia were rendered more

prominent. About three weeks from the first day ot this

attack, when the patient was able to sit up for a tew hours, it

was discovered that he had not only lost the faculty ot express-
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ing his ideas by articulated language, but lie had also lost the

knowledge of reading and writing. From this time on. however,

an imjjrovonieut graduallj' manifested itself in the paralyzed

limbs ; first in the lower, and then in the upper one ; and, some-
what later, also in the face. The same was the case with the fac-

ulty of speech ; though here the improvement consisted only in

the recollection of the most common-place phrases, such as

:

" Good evening," " how goes it," " first rate," etc., for, as soon

as the subject of the conversation was changed, the patient

became confused and unable to continue it, unless the words
which he endeavored to find, were, so to say, put upon his

tongue. With the exception of the pain in the parietal and
frontal region of the right side, which still persisted, the gen-

eral health was as good as it could be expected to be. The
circumstance of the pain in the head being located on the

right side, induced me to regard this case as deviating from
the general rule, thongh the patient was right-handed. About
the middle of April, the paralysis of the limbs and face, with

the exception of the levator palpebrse, had sufiiciently disap-

peared to enable the patient to dress himself, and walk about
the room ; and soon afterwards he could leave the house and
take a ride. At this time, also, he could write his name again,

and read the heading of newspaper articles, printed in large

letters. In fine, excepting a slight pain in the head, which
still persisted, he felt well ; his mind also seemed to be more
invigorated. But, though he spoke more fluently and with
less interruption

; though he could read and understand insig-

nificant articles in the newspapers, he still became confused

and stopped short in the conversation as soon as it turned

upon a subject whose discussion required more than ordinary

phrases.

Upon my advice, based upon the principle of perfect rest of

the mind, in order to give nature a chance of repairing the

damages done, all visitors, though his pei-sonal friends were
numerous, had been cautiously kept away from the patient

during his illness; and having thus far witnessed the restor-

ative powers of nature, I advised him not to re-enter society

for some time, but to take his abode in the country as soon as

the season would permit. In the beginning of May, therefore.
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he went to a secluded place, free from all causes of excitement,

where he lived in the house of a small farmer until about the

middle of June, when he retiirned to New Orleans, and paid

me a visit. He had gained in flesh, and his general health

was excellent. His speech, also, had improved, so much, even,

that a careless observer not acquainted with the circumstances

would not have detected the defect at once. But, notwith-

standing these improvements, whenever the conversation

was continued for any length of time, the aphasia still ap-

peared. A few days afterwards he went to " Point Clear," a

quiet watering place with a good hotel on the shores of the

Bay of Mobile, where, besides the excellent breeze coming

from the gulf, he could also enjoy tte stimulating eifects of

sea-bathing. There his condition improved so much, tliat, in

the beginning of September, longing for more society, he

returned to New Orleans.

The time which I had always feared, had now arrived : the

time which certainly would test the stability of his recovery.

His tteueral health was still excellent ; he was able to read,

and also to write ; but, as I had predicted to his family, not

sufficiently well for the discharge of his daily duties. He

could speak, but not enough to re-CTiter the active life of a

cotton broker, a branch of business in which he had been

engaged for many years. He felt his incapacity, and resigned

his'' business. By the exertion of his many friends he received

the office of supervisor in a cotton press ; and all seemed to

go well until one morning, about the middle of October, when,

while dressing himself, he suddenly lost his consciousness,

and fell upon the floor. When I saw him, soon after the

attack, he had recovered his mind and felt well; and, on the

next morning, went to his business as usual. On the morning

of November 12th, at the moment of having finished dressing

himself, and ready to leave the room, he fell again to the

ground with loss of consciousness. I found him in bed; he

had already recovered his consciousness. Excepting a tew

bruises, there were no alarming symptoms present ;
and, after

two or three days, he resumed his daily occupation, until,

finally, on November 21st, he was seized with the fatal attack,

accompanied by all the symptoms of extensive cerebral ' -hem-
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orrbage. He had left liis home in the morning, apparently

well ; but, about 2 o'clock p. m., while engaged at the press,

he commenced to feel ill, and i-efnsing to send for a carriage

to take him home, he placed himself upon a chair in such a

]iosition as would afford him rest, and at the same time secure

him from falling to the ground. Very probably he was seized

with drowsiness soon after, for at 4 o'clock he fell from the

chair in a state of unconsciousness. At 6 o'clock, his son, who
had been called to the scene, brought him home. When I

saw him, soon after, he lay in a state of deep coma, with a

slow and full pulse, and stertoi'ous respiration. The lid of his

left eye was considerably swollen and discolored from a severe

bruise of the skin of the superciliary region, upon which he

had fallen. The pupils were contracted. There was no anass-

thesia of the skin; on the contrary, irritation of the skin was

followed by reflex action of the muscles. Pie moved his hand,

and I was unable to detect any paralysis of the limbs. On
the next morning, however, paralysis of the limbs on the left

side could be easily detected ; for, while the right hand was in

motion from time to time, the left arm lay lifeless and never

moved again. With the exception of the respiration becom-

ing gradually weaker, more labored, and more stertorous, he

remained in this unconscious condition until November 24th,

at three o'clock a. m., when he died. For the interest which

I had taken in the case I obtained the permission of the family

to examine the brain. Tlie results of this examination were

as follows.

Pod- Mortem E.eainination. of the Brain.—When the brain

was removed from the cranial cavity, an effusion of blood,

partly fluid, partly coagulatetl, and amounting to about four

fluid ounces, was found at the bottom of the cavity. There

was nothing abnormal in the appearance of the dura mater.

The examination of the pia mater showed at once the original

cause of the disease, — degeneration of the blood-vessels.

While most of the veins were fllled with blood, a great nutn-

ber of the arteries, especially the larger ones, and not only

those of the cerebrum but also some of the cerebellum, were

att'ected with atheromatous disease. This degeneration was so

general that it was even found upon the smaller branches, as
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far as tliey could be distiiignislied by the naked eye. Dn the

basilar artery, the intervals left between the atheromatons

swellings or knots hardly measured more than one-fourth of

an inch. The invasion of the disease upon the anterior, mid-

dle, and posterior cerebral arteries equalled that on the basilar,

for, thougli the intervals in some places were of greater length,

in otlier^Tthe dilatations of the vessels approached each other

closely. A considerable number of the smaller arteries of the

pia mater were filled with blood. In searcliing for the ruptur-

ed blood-vessels, from which the blood found in the cranial

cavity might have escaped, two large, dark-brown or almost

black-looking spots, presenting an ulcerated or lacerated

appearance through tlie pia mater, were found upon the sur-

face of the temporal lobe (Fig. 1). The one was situated in

the middle temporal convolution, about two inches behind the

apex of the lobe, and measured 7x9 mm. in diameter
;
the

other, situated in the inferior temporal convolution, measured

about 6 mm. in diameter.

After this macroscopic examination, the pons Varoln,

medulla oblongata, and cerebellum were separated from the

cerebrum by a horizontal section through the crura cerebri,

directly above the pons ; and then a transverse vertical section

was made through the cerebrum, directly behind the tuber

olfactorium. This section, passing through the corpus striatum,

nucleus lentiformis, and claustrum of each hemisphere,

revealed a large apoplectic cyst (Fig. 1), extending throughout

the whole island of Reil of the left hemisphere. When the

section was made, a moderate quantity of a brownish, rusty-

colored fluid escaped from the cavity. After the escape of

this fluid, the latter appeared collapsed, its walls almost touch-

ing each o'ther. The cavity itself was lined by a distinct

pseudo-membrane, about i mm. in thickness. As this mem-

brane was of a considerable consistence, and slightly elastic,

it permitted itself to be separated from the adjacent structures

without being torn. The inner surface of the cavity repre-

sented by the membrane, was rendered uneven by the presence

of little elevations and depressions, and had a muddled appear-

ance ; in some places of a reddish, and in others of a lighter

or darker brown color. The cyst, which was n:ost probably
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one of long standing, as will be seen directly, presented in the

section the form of a slit, 3 cttn. long, and occnpied, as the

drawing shows, the place of a considerable portion of the

claustrum and the capsule; the nervous substance, adjacent to

its inferior third, was in a condition of softening, extending on
its median side into the nucleus lentiformis, and laterally into

the white substance of the island of Reil. A smaller cyst,

about the size of a small pea, was found in the white substance
of the same section, directly below the superior frontal sulcus,

at the place where the white substance of the superior frontal

convolution meets with that of the middle frontal convolution
(Fig. 1). This cyst was not lined by a pseudo-membrane, but
was probably formed by a process of softening of this substance.

A portion of the latter, between the larger and smaller cyst,

was also in a state of softening.

A transverse vertical section of the same hemisphere, ^ctm.
anterior to the island of Eeil, revealed the existence of a third

apoplectic cyst, also lined by a pseudo-membrane of the same
nature as the one above described. This cyst represented a

narrow cavity of an almost rectangular form (Fig. 3). Com-
mencing in the ape.x of the superior frontal convolution, it

extended along the margin of the gray substance, forming the
median wall of the superior frontal sulcus, and, in entering
that substance at the bottom of the sulcus, bent in nearly a

right angle, and passed through the white substance of the
middle frontal convolution. That part of the cyst contained
in the superior frontal convolution, exceeded in length and
depth the remaining portion in the adjoining convolution. Its

length, from its beginning at the apex of the convolution to

the bottom of the sulcus measured 23 mm.; the entire depth
of this part of the cyst, in an antero-posterior direction, was
2^ ctm. The remaining part of the cyst in the adjoining con-

volution was quite shallow.

A third transverse vertical section, passing through the
splenium of the corpus callosuin, and through the lateral

ventricles directly behind the commencement of the descend-
ing cornua, disclosed two more cysts in the same hemisphere;
they were not lined by a pseudo-membrane, but formed by
softening. The larger one, of an irregular rhomboidal form,
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measured 11 mm. in length, and 8 miu. in width, and was

situated hctween the bottom of the interparietal sulcus and

the lateral wall of the left ventricle, extending beyond the

apex of the latter. The smaller one, about 6 mm. in length,

and 3 mm. in width, was situated in tlie median wall of this

ventricle.

After this preliminary examination, the difterent portions

into which the brain had been divided by the sections ot the

knife were put, for preservation, into a sohition of l)ichroinate

of potassa-of a strength about two ounces of the salt to ten

pints of water-to be subsequently examined with more

^
Orihe following day the pia mater was carefully removed

from all the pieces resulting from the sections ot the brain

above described. But, in order to keep the cut surfeces ot the -

different pieces into which the brain had been divided as level

as possible, I determined to make no farther sections luiti

they had, by the action of the preserving fluid, obtained

suthcient consistency to preserve their form. Meanwhile I

proceeded with the microscopical examinations.

In the right hemisphere, as may have been noticed, no lesion

whatever had thus far been discovered by the sections made.

Eut when, about a week afterwards, the middle and larger

portion of that hemisphere was again divided by a transv-ersc

vertical section, passing about \ mm. in front of the opening ot

the aqueduct of Sylvius into the third ventricle (Ing. 2), an

enormous apoplectic cyst, tlie largest of all, was discovered.

\t the level of the section this cyst measured 3 ctm. m length,

and U ctm. in width, reaching in its vertical direction as the

drawing will show, from the nucleus tegmenti into the highest

portion of the nucleus lentiformis, and to a level with the

posterior, or caudated portion of the corpus striatum. Pos-

teriorly, the cavitv extended throughout the whole posterior

portion of the th'alamus opticus, the pulvinanum, leaving

nothing of this ganglion but its cortex, in the form of a thin

shell ; anteriorly it extended, in a somewhat lateral directu^n,

about as far as the location of the anterior commissure
;

tluis

having destroyed the greater part of the thalamus opticus, a

portion-perhaps the larger also-of the basis and tegmentum.
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togetlier with a poi-tion of the nucleus lentiforniis and the

claustruin. The antero-posterior diameter of tiie cavity was
about 3^ ctm. This extensive cavity was almost entirely filled

with coagulated blood, sufficiently consistent to be cleanly cut

by the knife in making the section ; only a small portion of

the blood escaped from the cavity in a fluid condition. After

all the blood was removed by a gentle stream of water, it was
found that the cavity must have been of recent date, as its

walls were not lined by a pseudo-membrane, but quite soft.

In looking for the original seat of this hemorrhage, a group
of numerous punctiform apoplectic foyers were discovered in

the substance of the tegmentum, along the inferior border of

the cavity. It is obvious that the hemorrhage had arisen from
these minute centres, and some time may have elapsed before

the amount of effused blood was large enough to destroy the

neighboring tissues liy its pressure and form a cavity of such

an extent. But, very probably, other minute hemorrhages
occurred at the same time in the tissues already destroyed,

the remains of which, in a softened condition, had been washed
away with the clot of blood. As regards the latter, it is difii-

cult to determine whether the coagulation had taken place

before the death of the patient, or whether it may have been

caused by the action of the preserving fluid. The white sub-

stance between the upper half of the claustrum, the nucleus

lentiforniis, and the cauda of the corpus striatum, near the

upper border of the cavity, was also undergoing the process

of softening (Fig. 2).

The condition of the larger arteries and of their subordinate

branches, as far as can be ascertained by a macroscopic exami-

nation, has already been stated ; and, as tlie pathological pro-

cess of tlieir atheromatous degeneration is so well understood,

it requires no further remarks. But, as regards the more
minute vessels of the pia mater, a microscopical examination

of small pieces of this membrane showed that the veins were
fllled with blood, while the arteries were empty. The greater

number of the latter appeared normal, showing their compo-
nent anatomical elements distinctly. A smaller number, how-
ever, appeared pale and faint, and also much contracted, with

a caliber scarcely as wide as the thickness of their coats, and
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almost too small for the passage of one row of blood cor-

puscles; they were entirely empty. This pale appearance

may, perhaps, have been owing to a commencing atrophy,

caused by the partial or total occlusion of one of the larger

vessels.

In examining small portions of the softened nervous sub-

stance, as well" as others taken from the substance in the

neighborhood of the apoplectic cysts, or of the punctiform

hemorrhages, microscopically, it was found that the greater

number of minute blood-vessels, the capillaries, and particu-

larly those vessels intermediate between the latter and the

arterioles, and appearing to consist of only two coats, were

undergoing degeneration. The degenerative process here com-

menced with the nuclei in the walls of the vessels. Those

small traces of granular protoplasm, namely, which in the

normal condition" of tlie vessel may be detected upon the sur-

face of these nuclei, abnormally increase in quantity; and it

is this accumulation of protoplasm, causing an uneven thick-

ness of the wall of the vessel (Figs. 4 and 5), which constitutes

the first stage of the degenerative process. If the degeneration

goes on further, the accumulations of protoplasm gradually

undergo a fatty metamorphosis, giving rise to the final rupture

in the^walls of thevessel. These accumulations of protoplasm

of course encroach upon the caliber of the vessels in propor-

tion to their extent; and, if a large number of vessels are

ati'ected, they must finally seriously interfere with tlie capillary

circulation of that region. In this manner minute thromboses

will be formed in the capillary vessels ;
especially when nuclei,

placed very near to each other, become afiected, an occurrence

which may result in the occlusion of the vessel. In the case

under discussion I directly observed some of these capillary

thromboses where the vessels in question were filled with a

row of blood corpuscles, reaching to each side of the throm-

bosis. In the smaller arterioles, also, the degeneration niay

finally result in the occlusion of the vessel, as seen in Fig. 5.

But, even if this does not occur, the diminution of the caliber

and'the unequal width of the vessels, together with the uneven

condition of their inner surface, caused by the projection of

the accumulated protoplasm, must eventually be followed
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by a considerable disturbance of the circulation. Altlioueb,

in this case, the fiitty deg-eneration of the protoplasm had as yet

not progressed as far as in other cases which I have observed,

it was, nevertheless, sufficient to give rise to a softening of the

mass, manifesting itself in the form of ininnte aneurisms

(Fig. 4), and to terminate in a rupture of tlie walls, followed

by an extravasation of blood.

It appears that the effusions of the Ijlood found in the riglit

hemispliere, and producing the cavity in the thalamus opticus,

etc., as well as the other found at the base of the cavity of the

cranium and coming from the temporal lobe, had their origin

in capillary hemorrhage. A microscopical examination of the

minute apoplectic foyers in tiie tegmentum (Fig. 2), siiowed

that they were of cpiite a recent date, for though their margins
were so well defined as to allow an easy separation from the

surrounding tissues, they were, nevertheless, destitute of those

fibrinous capsules by wliicli they are, in many cases, ultimately

surrounded if the patient survives the accident,—and time is

given to tlie organization of tiie fibrin contained in the drop
of blood which escaped from the vessel. The centres of these

minute foyers appear to the naked eye somewhat lighter than
the rest, a phenomenon wliich is probably owing to the color-

less corpuscles accumulating there. The fine fibrillaj of the

neuroglia, projecting beyond the periphery of those foyers

separated from the surrounding tissues, appeared very distinct.

In some instances the blood escaping from the opening in the
vessel does not accumulate to form a single drop, but encases
the little vessel by traveling for a certain distance along the

surface of its wall ; and, in others again, the blood is imbibed
by the neighboring tissues. Such conditions, however, can
only be revealed by microscopical examination.

As regards those two dark looking spots of an ulcerated or

lacerated appearance, found in the left temporal lobe, and
from which the hemorrhage into the cranial cavity had arisen,

it was, after the careful removal of the pia mater, found that

while the one represented the opening of a cavity the other

was only a superficial lesion. The first (Fig. 1), situated in

the gyrus temporalis medius, led into a cavity of about JrJ ctm.
in length, and 2 ctm. in width, extending throuffhont the white
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substance of this convolution. The entrance was filled with

a dark brown mass, resembling an old clot of blood, bat which

a microscopical examination showed to consist of minute blood-

vessels in the state of degeneration, as above described, and,

also, of broken down nervous tissue. The whole mass extended

into the cavity,—the course of which will be found indicated

in the drawing by dots—filling up its middle third. The sec-

ond lesion, a little smaller in diameter, was situated in the

gyrus temporalis inferior, about one inch posteriorly to the

former ; it. was entirely confined to the cortical layer, and

filled like the first, with broken down nervous substance and

diseased blood-vessels.

The microscopical examination regarding the structure of

the pseudo-membrane, was interesting, as it distinctly showed

that this membrane was entirely formed from the component

elements of the original clot of blood. It consisted of an

amorphous substance or matrix, in which a number of^ other

elements were found embedded. Small portions of this sub-

stance, torn with fine needles into minute fragments, appeared

to consist of minute irregularly oval or round bodies of a

greenish tint, fused into minute irregularly shaped masses

of various sizes, and held together by a hyaline substance

(Fig. 6, a). Through this substance a moderate number of

delicate and smooth fibrillin were seen to pass. From a care-

ful examination of these elements I am inclined to regard

them as the colorless remains of the colored blood corpuscles

of the clot, fused together by mutual adhesion into irregularly

shaped groups or masses of difierent sizes, and the whole

united by the hyaline substance—very probably derived from

the liquor sanguinis of the clot—into the form of a pseudo-

membrane. And this view seemed to be corroborated by the

presence of numerous other bodies, mostly round in form, but

diftering much in diameter and, also, in color. These bodies

(Fig. 6, J), were spherical aggregations of larger or smaller

oranulcs, being evidently the remains of the colored blood

corpuscles, deprived of their coloring matter, and represented

by their protoplasm only. Besides these bodies, a considera-

ble number of individual isolated corpuscles were also ob-

served, some of which, larger than the others, still showed a
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double contour. A nmnl)er of fine grannies and molecnles

were also observed. The hfeniatin, escaped from the colored

blood corpuscles, was distributed, either formless or crystalized,

throughout the membranous mass. Perhaps the greater

number of these aggregations, formed by the protoplasmatic

remains of the colored blood corpuscles, were colorless, pos-

sessing only a pale greenish tint ; but there were others, espe-

cially the smaller ones, which, colored by the free hamatin,
appeared in various shades, from the light yellow to the dark
brown or black. Some of the darkest seemed to be covered

by a layer of very minute hsematin crystals. The hcematin,

besides coloi-ing these bodies, was also found both in the form
of larger or smaller patches and in that of crystals of different

sizes (Fig. 6, c); some of the latter appearing as minute dark
molecules.

Besides the elements just described, there were also a num-
ber of minute blood-vessels met with in the pseudo-membrane.
Some of them appeared almost unchanged in .structure, and
filled with blood corpuscles, while the greater number appeared
very pale, being evidently iu a state of disintegration; even
blood corpuscles were observed in some of the lattei-, though
with very pale outlines. The blood-vessels found in the

membrane were most probably identical with those which for-

merly belonged to the nervous substance, displaced or des-

troyed by tlic presence of the clot. But while the greater

number were obviously undergoing pathological changes, it

appeared that others, filled with blood, had preserved the

integrity of their structure.

A microscopical examination of the outer surface of the

membi'ane attached to the adjacent nervous tissues, showed
the latter in a condition of disintegration, a circumstance
explaining the easy separation of the membrane, as stated

1 lefore.

The microscopical examination of the walls of the large

cavity in the right hemisphere, which, after being washed,
still preserved an appearance, muddled, more or less, by
brownish spots, owing to the diffusion of blood corpuscles

throughout the nervous tissue, showed this tissue in a state of

disintegration. It is the medulla of the nerve fibres which
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seems to be most prone to decay, while the axis cylinders, and

also the ganglionic bodies, consisting of protoplasm, offer the

greatest resistance. Accordingly, the elements met with were

fragments of very fine nerve fibres, either in a varicose form,

orj'deprived of their medulla, represented only by the naked

axis cylinders. A number of larger axis cylinders, destitute

of the medulla, were also observed. Some of the ganglionic

bodies presented a natural appearance, while others appeared

more pale, but the processes of most of them were torn. All

these elements, together with fragments of diseased, or also,

normal minute blood-vessels, usually filled with blood, were

mingled with the disintegrated granular substance of the

ganglionic nervous matter. A considerable number of more

or less round patches with defined contours were also ob-

served ; they were fragments of granular substance, showing

distinctly the minute groups of granules of which it consists.

Remarks.—^\\Q comparison of the clinical history with the

results of an accurate post-mortem examination of the preced-

ing case, reveals some points of interest relating to the

pathology and, perhaps also, the treatment of organic cerebral

disease worthy of a careful review and study. The cerebral

hemorrhages,' occurring at difl'erent times in this case, were

evidently ^due to the existing disease of the smaller blood-

vessels, and, from some similar cases which I have exammed

as thoroughlv as this one, I am inclined to think that in the

great majority of cases of cerebral hemorrhage, the hemor.

rhao'e, with disregard of its extent, is of a capillary origin. At

any" rate it may be asserted, that in all cases of cerebral

apoplexy, not terminating fatally at the first attack, the

hemorrhage is due to a rupture of capillaries, or of those

vessels intermediate between the latter and the arterioles. A

hemorrhage caused by a rupture of one of the larger cerebral

arteries, or of one of their subordinate branches, must neces-

sarily be fatal, as the force of the current of the blood through

these vessels certainly predominates over the inherent power

of coagulation possessed by the fibrin of the blood. Neither

can the vessel close by its own contraction if the rupture was

the result of a degeiieration of its walls. The process of fatty

defeneration of the arterial walls, commencing in chronic
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endo-arteritis, is generally slow in its course—especially' if

accompanied by calcareous deposits—and a rupture of the
degenerated artery would hardly take place without—in con-
sequence of its degeneration—a preceding disturbance in the
circulation of that part of the organ which it supplies with
blood. But, as any irregularity in the performance of the
circulatory function must necessarily affect the nutrition, not
only of the nervous tissues, but also of the capillaries and
arterioles, and induce or hasten in these minute vessels the
degenerative process,—it is more probable that a capillary

heniorrliage takes place before the degenerated portion of the
larger vessel may yield to the pressure of the current of the

blood produced by every contraction of the heart. However,
as certain diseases affect only certain tissues, or tissues related

to then], and as the endothelium of the inner coat, the intbna
of the larger blood-vessels, is almost identical with the delicate

transparent walls of the capillaries, it is quite possible that

the same process of degeneration may simultaneously take
place in both kinds of vessels. Or, it may also occur that the
minute blood-vessels be seriously affected, while the larger

arteries preserve their integrity.

In the clinical history of this case I stated that I regarded
and treated the symptoms accompanying the first attack as

those of simple hyperajmia of the brain; and the rapid

amelioration and disappearance of these symptoms seemed to

speak in favor of this diagnosis. But since the true condition
of the brain was revealed by the post-mortem examination,
the correctness of that diagnosis may reasonably be questioned,
as to whether these symptoms might not be attributed to a
capillary apoplexy of a limited extent.

From the examination of some other cases I have i-eason to

believe that capillary hemorrhages of small extent may take
place in the brain, without being followed by symptoms of a
serious character, such as a jjaralj-sis persisting for anv length
of time, or even complete loss of consciousness; the second
attack of the present ease also proves this assertion. It is

possible, therefore, that the first attack depended on a simi-
lar cause. Moreover, as during this attack the paralysis of
the limbs—regarding that of the face, being on the same side,

29
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as an exception to the rule-was confined to the left side of the

body, it is possible that the seat of the hemorrhage was in the

rio-ht cerebral hemisphere, and in the same parts,—the thala-

mus opticus, tegmentum, basis, &c, which, during the last and

fatal attack, were destroyed by a more severe hemorrhagic

extravasation. The probability of this occurrence becomes

more apparent by the fact of the paralysis of the limbs bemg

ou the same side in both attacks ; and, from the great destruc-

tion of tissue, caused l.y the last hemorrhage in these parts,

and the large cavity left behind, we may presume that, at a

previous time, a capillary hemorrhage of limited extent may

have occurred in the same place, preluding the last or fatal

one. . „

In the beginning of this article I alluded to a certain tact

observed, which had. induced me to suspect a diseased condi-

tion of the blood-vessels of the brain already during the first

attack. In examining the patient, namely, I noticed a consid-

erable enlargement and very tortuous course of the anterior

branch of the left temporal artery, sufficiently marked to

render the vessel very prominent and to project considerably

above the level of the skin. Until that time I had never

directed any particular attention to this pheuomenon, though

it is frequently met with, and is owing to a dilatation of the

vessel, indicating disease of its coats, and resembling m its

nature an aneurism. From this fact observed I then presumed

that some of the vessels within the cranium might be similarly

aftected, and, in some way or other, been involved in the

existing hyperemia. These suspicions were strengthened by

meeting some weeks later a similar case, presenting the same

phenomenon. This was a gentleman connected with one ot

the daily newspapers here, about forty years old, and whom I

had known for nearly ten years. Some time previous to his

visit to my ofiice he had been struck with hemiplegia ot the

right limbs and paralysis of the face on the left side, which

hil physician had declared to be of syphilitic origin. The

correctness of this diagnosis, however, I regarded as doubtful,

as the patient assured me that, besides a small sore on the

penis in his youth, he had never noticed any symptoms of

syphilitic disease upon his body afterward. In this case, also,
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I observed tlie dilated and tortuous condition of tlie anterior
branch of the temporal artery, but on the right side of the
head. In directing his attention to tliis fact, I learned that he
liad never taken notice of it before. With the exceiition of
liis right hand and of tlie muscles of the face, the paralysis

had disappeared
; and, though he was again able to write,

hand and brain were soon fatigued by the exertion of the
performance. Once more lie paid me a visit, and then I saw
him no more. But, about two months afterward, I learned
from the newspapers that he had died from another attack of
apoplexy, and that he had been found by the neighbors, who
were called to the scene, on the floor, nearly under the bed;
the latter circumstance indicating that this last attack had
been accompanied by severe convulsions.

A third case upon which I observed this phenomenon, is a
gentleman of about fifty years, or more, who informed me
that he was subject to repeated attacks of chronic pains in the
head, frequently accompanied by vertigo, and especially after

having had some vexatioh. In stating these observations I do
not mean to imply that the enlarged and tortuous condition of
the branches of the temporal artery, as above described, is in

all cases accompanied by disease of the smaller blood-vessels
of the brain; I merely wish to direct attention to this

phenomenon.

The simultaneous appearance of aphasia, accompanying the
second attack of our case, directs our attention to that larf-^e

apoplectic cyst, extending throughout the island of Reil, and,
also, to the smaller one in the superior frontal convolution,
both of which were lined by a pseudo-membrane, and situated
in the left hemisphere. It is obvious that this second attack
depended, also, on a capillary hemorrhage into these parts;
and which, as the clinical history shows, appears to have taken
place by degrees. The accumulation of the l)lood, slowly
escaping from the minute ruptured vessels, gave rise to the
formation of that extensive cavity, until it was Anally
arrested by the pressure of resistance of the surrounding
healthy nervous tissues. When first formed it must have been
of a greater extent in width than when found after death, a
time when the process of reparation had been active for a full
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year. The most remarkable feature of this extensive lesion

i= that there was never a complete loss of consciousness, the

prominent symptoms heing only the hemiplegia and the apha-

sia, accompanied by drowsiness and deranged respiratory

function. As the seat of the lesion was in one of those locali-

ties of .the cerebrum to which, by observation, the faculty ot

language has been assigned, there was nothing remarkable m

the phenomenon of aphasia. More difficult, however, is it to

find the true explanation of the paralytic phenomena, mani-

festing themselves, during this attack, on the right side m the

limbs, and on the left side in tlie face ;
for, there was no lesion

discovered in the corpus striatum, or in those convolutions ot

the cortex forming the so-called " motor zone" of that hemi-

sphere ; neither was any found in the pons varolii, or m the

medulla oblongata.

The recent views of a number of prominent pathologists,

concerning the pathology of cerebral lesions accompanied

with hemiplegia, have been deviating from each other to such

an extent, as to render it difficult to the impartial observer to

arrive at his own conclusions; more especially, as in support

of the different explanations of the phenomena accompany-

ing such lesions, numerous facts have been observed and cited

on" both sides of the question. As tar as regards the case

under discussion, it will be seen that, while some of the phe-

nomena are of such a nature as to support the old theory ot

crossing paralysis, there are others, including those just men-

tioned, which speak in favor of Dr. Brown-Sequard's recent

tCcXcliins^'

The structure of the pseudo-membrane, revealed by the

microscopic examination, is also of interest. From this

examination it appeared that it was originally tormed and

still consisted of the remains of the anatomical elements ot

the blood, which had been filling the cavity ;
and that it was

not held to the adjacent tissues by any inflammatory product.

On the contrary these tissues appeared rather in a state of dis-

integration, holding, moreover, a considerable number ot

minute diseased blood-vessels. There remains no doubt but

that the second attack was owing to the hemorrhage which

gave rise to the cavity. And, as this occurred a whole year
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before the death of the patient—during wliicii time the mem-
brane was formed at tlie surface of tlie clot by the organiza-

tion of tlie fibrin, holding a portion of the colored blood cor-

puscles, while the rest of the clot was changed into that serous,

rusty-colored liquid escaping from the cavity when the section

was made—it would be interesting to know how lono- the

patient might still have lived, without the appearance of symp-
toms caused by the presence of this cavity, :\nd of such a

character as to attect his physical condition—if no subsequent
hemorrhages had occurred, cutting short his life. And, also,

whether, in case of prolonged life, some inflaininatory action

siitliciently intense to promote the organization of the mem-
brane into a healthy cicatrix, could have been expected to set

in. As long as the degenerative process of the minute blood-
vessels was not arrested, it is very improbable that such would
have been the issue. At any rate, this case, as it was, shows
how little the presence of a large apoplectic cavity in the cere-

brum may iniluence the general health of the patient, for the
one in question was an eater with a ravenous appetite up to

his deatii.

Little can be said or suggested of tlie immediate cause of
the third and fourth attacks. Although they were marked by
loss of consciousness, this was only of a very short duration,

and not accompanied by the slightest paralysis, nor by any
other symptoms of a serious nature. As the patient recovered
so rapidly, both attacks may have been caused by a moment-
ary impediment in the circulation. The loss of consciousness
would indicate some momentary disturbance, atfecting the cor-

tical layer of the cerebrum. Or, could it be possible that even
these short attacks were caused by a minute heniorrhage into

the cortical layer, and at the same place in the middle and
inferior temporal convolutions where the. last and fatal hem-
orrhage took its seat—and which iiiigbt thus be regarded as

the mere preludes of the fatal issue '.

Finally, the extensive hemorrhages in the middle and infe-

rior temporal convolutions of the left hemisphere, and in the
thalamus opticus, tegmentum, basis, &c., of the right, must
have occurred nearly at the same time. But, as the patient
still lived, though unconsciously, more than sixty hours after
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the commencement of the fatal attack, it may be presumed

that the quantity of effused Wood escaped from the vessels

during this time very gradually ;
and as the paralysis of the

limbs of the left side was not observed until on the mornmg

following the attack, it is likely that the hemorrhagic effusion

into the temporal lobe of the left hemisphere was the first that

took place, and which deprived the patient of consciousness;

it was soon followed by the other into the right hemisphere,

producing the paralysis.

One of the most prominent symptoms in the clinical history

of this case, was the aphasia, which appeared with the second

attack. The ultimate relation existing between this affection

and the mind, has made it an interesting subject of inquiry in

human pathology; and it has furnished abundant material to

incite the medical mind to a closer investigation of the true

mechanism of speech, and the exact mode in which this ope-

rates. Not only have the different forms of the disease, with

tlieir characteristic symptoms, been thoroughly studied and

discussed by some of the most able medical men
;
but, more-

over, the process of language itself has also received its full

share of attention. As regards the nature of this process, no

great difference seems to exist in the views of different observ-

ers ; for the main question remaining to be settled, concerns

only the localization of this faculty in certain convolutions of

the cerebrum. While, for example, some physiologists

adopted the view of Broca, who regarded the inferior frontal

convolution as the seat of the faculty of speech, others fol-

lowed Meynert and Sander, and assigned this faculty to the

island of Reil.

In the preceding case, the large cavity extending through-

out the island of Reil, may, without hesitation, be regarded as

the direct cause of the phenomenon of aphasia. And this

view seems to be corroborated by the results of the examina-

tion of the cyst after death, showing that the improvement in

the patient's speech corresponded to the gradual formation ot

the pseudo-membrane lining the cyst, and protecting the adja-

cent nervous tissues from ferther injury. Thus far this case

would speak in favor of the theory of Meynert and Sander,

who i>lace the faculty of speech in the island of Red. The
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localization of this faculty in the inferior frontal convolution,
or in the island of Eeil, seems to be generally admitted by the
profession, and is also supported by numerous observations.

Nevertheless, it is not an established fact; for tlie arguments
of Dr. Brown-Sequard, in proof of its incorrectness, are cer-

tainly strong. As far as the localization of speech is concerned,
these arguments appear to be well founded, and worthy to be
examined by the unbiased observer; thoiigli his theory of
functional homogeneousness of the efntire cortex cerebri does
not appear quite as satisfactory.

In the present case, the patient understood what was said,

but could not lind the words to express his ideas: and the few
words which he articulated were wrong ones. He was not
able, as Griesinger once remarked, to find the true image of
sound to the image of vision. The nervous current, here, was
interrupted while passing through those nerve fibres which
connect the cortical centres of vision with those of hearing or
sound

; when passing, however, from the last named centres
to the former, there was no interruption, for the patient was
able to transform the words, impressed upon the centre of
sound, into images of vision. Moreover, the patient was able
to repeat the words which were spoken to him, a phenomenon
which may be explained by presuming that the impression
made by the spoken words upon the centre of sound, ]iassed, not
only to the centre of vision—upon which it left its image—but
moreover, without interruption back again to the centre of
sound, and thence to those subordinate centres presiding over
the muscles of speech, in order to be, finally, transformed into
the real, originally spoken words. When the disease was at
its height the patient could neither read nor write. Written
language, in reality, represents a combination of symbols
appreciated only by the organ of vision in the cortex cerebri,
upon which they become fixed in the form of visual images,
which, by the will of the mind, may be subsequently revived,
as long as the brain is in a normal condition. The loss of the
understanding of written language, therefore, can be only
explained by supposing the existence of disease in those com-
missural nerve fibres through which the image of a certain
object, already fixed upon the mind, becomes associated with
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its corresponding symbol, the written word; and of which,

also, an impression already exists in that portion of the corti-

cal layer of the cerebrum in which that faculty known as the

memory of vision may have its seat.

The above sketch in explanation of the phenomena of apha-

sia I only drew for the purpose of showing the great com-

plexity of the pathological process concerned in this aflection,

and tiie difficulty which attends the exact localization of par-

ticular functions in the cortical layer of the brain. In regard-

ing the mind as a foi'ce resulting from a combination of the

various impressions of external objects upon the substance of

the cortical layer of the brain, through the medium of the

organs of special sense, it becomes obvious that, ni order to

loKilizc the faculties of this mental force, the true seat of the

terminal elements of the special organs in the cortex cerebri

should be known. This, however, is not the case, for, to the

extent of my knowledge, no nerve fibre, or bundle of fibres,

whether motor or sensory, has ever been traced beyond the

corona radiata. Here they are joined by the fibres of the

corpus callosum, in the company of which they pursue the rest

of their course to the cortical layer. The real difficulty ot

tracing each set of these fibres separately to their final desti-

nation in the cortical layer, is owing to their radiating course,

and to the impossibility of distinguishing them trom each

other. Not knowing, tiierefore, in what particular regions ot

the cortex cerebri we may find the terminal elements ot the

difierent organs of special sense, it remains impossible to

assign a place to particular functions of the brain. Neverthe-

less, the facts elicited bv the experiments of Ilitzig, Fritsch,

Ferrier and others, together with the pathological observations

of Charcot and Pitres in relation to this subject—though, as

yet, not explained in a manner to give general satisfaction-

may be considered a step farther in this direction. These

observations seem to demonstrate the existence of certain

motor centres in the cortex cerebri, occupying an intermediate

position between the mind and the motor ganglia ot the cere-

bro-spinal axis, and performing the function of transtorming

the nervous stimuli received from the particular centres of

the will, into motor impulses or energy^ to be transmitted
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throiigli tlic motor ganglia to tlie imiscles. Tims, the move-
ments of the various groujjs of muscles of the body would be
superintended and regulated through these psjclnMuotor cen-
tres. Althougli this theory is still tar from being firmly estab-
lished, it is sujiported by numerous observed facts, pointing, at
least, to the probability of its correctness.

These remarks regarding the localization of the individual
nieiital faculties, are equally applicable to the pretended local-
ization of the faculty of speech. As I have remarked before,
language, whether written or spoken, stands in the closest
relationship with tlie special senses, but most especially with
those of sight and hearing. In man the great majority of
impressions of external objects upon the organ of the mind are
made through the instrnmeutality of these senses ; and, accord-
ing io the comparative intensity of the peripheral stimulus,
remain fixed for a shorter or longer period in the form of
memory. From this it becomes obvious, that the terminal
elements of the oi-gans of vision and sound must extend over
a larger region of the cortex cerebri than the third frontal
convolution and the island of Eeil combined. But as in the
majority of cases of aphasia, examined after death, the lesions
have been found in, or very near these convolutions, the idea
must arise that these parts of the cortex stand, very probably,
in some relation with the faculty of speech. And, being sit-

uated, at the same time, in close proximity with the so-called
" psycho-motor zone," we might venture to regard these con-
volutions, also, as the psycho-motor centres of the t^aculty of
speech. This supposition may be somewhat corroborated by
the view of Meynert, regarding the connection of the claus-
trum with the nucleus of the auditory nerve. As regards the
theory of the localization of the wliole apparatus of language
in the cortical substance of the third frontal convolution,"or'of
the island of Reil, the arguments of Brown-Sequard, illus-
trated by his numerous cases, make it untenable. The absence
of the island of lieil in the animal brain has been cited in
support of this theory. It is not to language in general, how-
ever, that this lobe bears any relation, but rather to articalated
language, a faculty possessed only by man ; though it would
not be going too far, in regarding even the chattering of the

30
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monkey as a feeble attempt of articulating sounds. All ani-

mals with tlie possible exception of the lowest classes and

orders, possess a symbolic language, by the aid of which they

communicate among themselves. In the lower animals these

symbols of communication are very simple, consisting only ot

c'ertain sounds, produced by the rubbing of the legs or wings

upon each other, or by some special organs—and, also, m touch-

ing each other by means of their antenna. And, in proof ot

their perfect understanding of these mutual signs, either by

sound or touch, the wonderful actions and' labors of the ants

and bees bear witness. And, any one who will take both the

trouble and pleasure of practically studying the psychology of

our domestic animals only, who are constantly near us, as I

have been doing for many years, will soon be convinced that

they possess a language, consisting in a smaller or greater

number of sounds-though not articulated, but varying from

eich other—by which they express their intentions and desires

in the form of distinct ideas. This language, of course, is

accompanied by certain expressions of the face, as well as

movements made by the tail or other parts of the body.

Explanation of the niustmtions.-Yignre 1. Representation of that portion

of tlfeleft hemisphere of the cerebrum situated directly behmd the Uib

olfactorlum, at which place a transverse vertical section was made. The

Smen re'sts upon the median surface of the hemisphere the opercuUim

is lifted up, in order to bring the island of Reil into view. The large

"piplctic yst, occupying a considerable portion of the claustrum and

c \t and'extendhi throughout the island of Reil, will be seen upon rt.e

cut sur ace. A smaller cyst is seen near the superior frontal sulcus. T«o

de t uc ive lesions will be noticed upon the temporal lobe. The lai^er one

reSents a cavity, the direction of which is indicated by the dotted hue.

Fig 2 Represektation of the posterior surface of a transverse verUcal

section made through the right hemisphere, and passing abou four m,l-"
in front of tte opening of the aqueduct of Sylvms ui o the third

Ten del The median surface ot the poi-tion of this right hemisphere

w .i 1 lie figure represents, will be found slightly bent, a disfiguration

cd by the action of the solution of bichromate of potassa, --1^-1^;;

s^ c men had been lying about a week before this section was made.
_

The

arTc vity, represented in the figure, also may have had its share n the

wUhdrawafof L crus cerebri from the gyrus hippocampi
;
a basis; b, teg-

mentum; ., median section of corpus callosum; d, median section of corpoia

''^fl." Representation of the posterior surface of a transverse vertical
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section through tlie left licmisphere, passing oue-lmlf centimetre anterior to
the island of Reil, and revealing an apoplectic cyst of a rectangular form
as seen in the figure.

'

Figs. 4 and Ty. Representation of two minute degenerated blood-vessels
In the one (Fig. 4), the formation of a minute aneurism will be ob.served

Fig. 0. Component elements of the pseudo-membrane linino- tlie cyst in
the island of Reil-a and 4-probable remains of colored blood corpuscles
of the clot

;
c, the same elements covered with minute liKinatin cry.stals

and in company of a large luematiu crystal.

_

Figs. 1, 2, and 3, are represented reduced to three-fourths of the natural
size. Figs. 4, 5, and 6, are magnified 430 diameters.

Akt. ii.-tumor in the cerebellum.

By S. G. Webber, M. D., Boston,
Lectuijek on Diseases of Nervous System, Haevaud.

{Bead before Boston Society of Medical Observation.)

jyj^R. J F. M , jet. 30 yeafs, was seen by request of

_

Df. W. H. H. Hastings, on August ^3. On his tiitlier's
side consumption was very prevalent. He has never had rheu-
matism nor venereal disease. Once he had a yellow skin
When five years old he fell over the bannisters and was par-
tially insensible, but soon recovered and never noticed any bad
effects from the fall. Last December he first became subject
to attacks of dizziness and pain in the head. Before that he
had worke.l hard and late. At times the attacks were severe.
Last May he had a sickness which was called a slight attack of
diphtheria

;
after it there was no paralysis, but the dizziness was

worse, and the headache was more constant and more severe
;

It was increased by change of position, especially by lyin-
down after having sat up. There was considerable pain in the
eyes; no double vision. Pupils and eyes acted naturally.
There was no facial paralysis, lio mental disturbance; notwith-
standing the very severe pain, the mind was clear almost to
the very last. Tongue was protruded straight ; there was no
tremor of the facial muscles, no exaggerated refle.K action.
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Apparently there was a slight di.nimition of sensation in the

leo.' a ver; slight inco-ordination of the hands, with treniulons-

nels' on .notion. When he tried to walk there Was consider-

able festination ; he went acfoss the room half running head

leaning well forward, as if about to fall on his hands
;

turned

towards the left in the arc of a rather large circle, and brought

up a-ainst a table. He returned to the bedside in the same

manner, bearing rather to the right. There was no irregular

ierkino- of the legs. When supported, he walked better, with-

out festhiation, but with evident effort, as if the legs were weak

or tired He could not stand with his feet near together, even

with his eyes open. The ophthalmoscope showed tlie vessels

clouded and the outline of the disks indistinct. There had

been vomiting, and this occurred subsequently several tunes.

Dr Hastings found the urine acid, 1030; normal, excepting

that urates were abundant; and I learn from Dr. Hastings

notes which he kindly allowed me to use, that he continued

to suffer from severe headache, occurring in paroxysms, some-

times excruciating. About a week after he was hrst seen he

was very comfortable, the attacks of pain were shorter and less

frcuient, the pulse was 64, but in three or four ckys the head-

ache was very severe again, pulse rose to 104. On the ninth

• of September, after an attack of pain, he could not talk as

usual, or could not say what he wished to: for instance, when

he wished to have the clothes taken off, he said, " take off the

bed " He could not make himself understood by writing.

September 18 he died ;
previously he had several attacks ot

general spasms, stiffening out his whole body and limbs. On

Uie morning of the 18th he had two attacks of unconsciousness.

His mental powers were good up to the day before his death.

Autopsy about twelve hours after death.

The membranes were healthy ; the vessels at the base were

unchanged. The convolutions were flattened. The substance

of the brain was Arm and dry ; the pia mater was dry. ihe

ventricles contained an unusual amount of serum, which was

not measured. Over the upper surface of the cerebellum on

the median line, over a space of about an inch in diameter, the

pia mater was considerably thickened and adhered to a tumor

which was about one inch in diameter, and entirely imbedded
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in tlie cereljellnin. The tiiinor retained very nearly the sliape
of tlie cerebelhim, and was very nearly on the median h'ne,

only a very little more to the right than the left. The tumor
was very soft, semi-transhlcent, its boundaries tolerably well
defined No other changes were found.

Microscopically the tnmor showed merely nnclei, or small
cells, with nuclei about as large as the cell, and a small
amount of fibrous tissue mingled with the cells. No changes
have been found in the medulla, nor in the upper part of tlje

coi-d
;
the restiform bodies, which are continuations of the in-

ferior cerebellar peduncle, were unchanged. No examination
has yet been made of the optic tracts.

The diagnosis made when the patient was first seen, was—
tumor, probably in the posterior part of the brain or cerebel-
lum. Before the autopsy, the locality was more defined—in
the upper part of the cerebellum, or attached to the tentorium,
pressing upon the cerebellum. I did not attempt to say on
which side the new growth was.

The grounds upon which this diagnosis was made were :

the severe and persistent headache, rendered worse by lying
down

;
dizziness and vomiting. The inco-ordinatioti in both

arms and legs; the peculiar mode of walking with festination.
Especially the retinal changes.

Such severe and persistent headache, from December to Au-
gust, in a man of liis age, is enough of itself alone to arouse
solicitude; to cause a suspicion of cerebral lesion. This suspi-
cion was made stronger by the presence of dizziness and vom-
iting.^ Inco-ordiiuition is found in spinal diseases, but when
associated with the headache, dizziness and vomiting, with
such manifest festination, it pointed rather to cerebrariesion.
The ophthalmoscope decided the diagnosis. Without this I
could not have been so positive of the correctness of the
diagnosis.

The diagnosis of the nature of the cerebral lesion was also
guided by the retinal changes. Sclerosis is not accompanied
with retinitis, but rather with atrophy ; also there was no tre-
mor and no mental disturbance. The symptoms were too
slowly developed, and not sufficiently acute, to be caused by
meningitis. There were not the symptoms of cerebral pres-
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sure wliich would be found in hydrocephalus. A tumor was

consistent with the symptoms.

The locality of the tumor was determined almost entirely by

elimination, 'in the anterior lobes, mental disturbance, emo-

tional disturbance, motor paralysis, or spasmodic action, would

be likely to have been present. Had the tumor been at the

base of the skull, some one or more of the cranial nerves would

have been implicated. It must then be, that either the posterior

lobe or the cerebellum was the seat of the tumor. The presence

of inco-ordination and the peculiar gait decided for a locality

which would implicate the cerebellum. Had the tumor been

on the under surface of the cerebellum, some of the nerves

arising from the medulla and pons or those organs must have

been affected, and probably to a considerable degree. A mor-

bid <^rowtb in the substance of the cerebellum, or pressing upon

its imper surface, would also be likely to exert sufficient pres-

sure upon the medulla to give rise to the slight symptoms re-

ferable to that region-slight impairment of sensation in the

leo-s, and perhaps in a measure the weakness ot the legs.

Partly, therefore, by e.xclusion, and in part from the symptoms

present, the diagnosis was made.

Many, perhaps most of the symptoms recorded in cases ot

tumor of the cerebellum, depend upon the secondary affection

of other parts of the encephalic nervous centres. The exten-

sion of the disease to neighboring parts, the presence of multi-

ple lesions, and, most of all, pressure, will explain the diversity

of symptoms.

Headache is the most constant symptom, and it is very com-

monly occipital. Thus, in 201 cases, headache is expressly

mentioned as occurring in 165. In 169 cases, where particu-

lars are given, it was said to be occipital in 57 cases, trontal in

10 and was general, or the locality was not mentioned, in 60.

Lu'ssana {Journal de Physiologic, t.-vi., 1863) says that in 128

cases, headache was rarely wanting. The character ot the pain

is one of great severity ; language often being exhausted to

express the patient's suffering. So severe is the pain, and so

much is it increased by motion, that the patient will seem to

be in a semi-coma, and will avoid speaking even, lest the pain

should be increased. It may well be that such a patient might
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be thought to have lost mental power. This jiain is probaiily
caused by pressure upon inflamed membranes; the cerebellum
being closely confined beneath the tentorium, a very slight
increase in size would exert a pressure which would give rise
to severe pain.

An unusual quantity of serum was found in the ventricles
in 30 cases, that is, a little more tlian 17 per cent. In 17
cases the middle lobe alone was affected ; of these, 4 were
accompanied with serum in the ventricles

; that is, a little

more than 23 per cent. One or other of the lateral lobes was
affected in 104 cases without tlie middle lobe being mentioned.
In 17 excess of serum occurred ; that is, in somewhat over 10
per cent. Serum was found in rather over 28 per cent, of the
cases where no mention is made of the particular locality of
the lesion.

When it is taken into account that many autopsies are not
very carefully reported, and that lesion of one lateral lobe may
encroach upon the middle lobe, or may be situated near the
median line, it is interesting to notice how large a proportion
of cases with dilated ventricles had the middle lobe diseased.
Pressure upon the vena Galeni, the straight sinus, or the tor-
cular Herophili, will explain the presence of the serum ; that
is, pressure at the median line ; but pressure on one lateral
sinus might, and vei-y likely would, be iusuflicient to cause the
di-opsy. Tiie vena Galeni, it will be remembered, receive the
blood from the corpus striatum and the choi'oid plexus, and
empty into the straight sinus. But all these percentages must
be taken citm grano sails.

Immediately connected with the hydrocephalic plienomena
are the affections of the eyes. In 201 cases, ocular disturb-
ance occurred 91 times,—nearly in one-half,—45 per cent. In
many cases the sight was entirely lost; in others, only partially.
As the eyes are rarely carefully tested, it may well be that
many eases of slight defect of vision were unnoticed, and
unless the ophthalmoscope was used, it would not be safe to
say of any case that the optic nerve and retina were entirely
free from disease

; for not infrequently changes can be found
wiien vision is unaffected. In the case I have reported, the
patient was not aware of any defect of vision, yet chanires
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were found at the fundus of tlie eyes wliich uiaterially assisted

in a diagnosis.

As a rule, botli eyes are affected, and generally in eciual

degree. In one case, however, reported by Vulpian {Compt.

Reiid. de la Soc. de Biol., 1861), the left eye was blind
;
sight

was retained in the right eye. In this case the right lobe of

the cerebellum contained a tubercular mass the size of a pal-

let's egg; this extended a little beyond the median line. The

right h"lf of the floor of the fourth ventricle was softened,

tlfe median line exactly limiting this change. The left lateral

ventricle contained much more serum than the right. The

corpora (juadrigemina were healthy.

This case confirms a statement made by Allbutt (" On the

Use of the Ophthalmoscope in Diseases of the Nervous Sys-

tem and of the Kidneys," 1871, p. 160) : " It would seem to

me, then, that softening and pressure, rather than inflamma-

tion, are the agents of interference with vision. But it is to

the 'interference with the venous circulation that I would

attribute the amaurosis in a large number, if not in the major-

ity of cases of cerebellar tumor." It is easily conceivable

that pressure directly upon the corpora quadrigemina, by the

tumor, may sometimes cause amaurosis. Tiie pressure by

ventricular fluid upon the optic tracts would generally affect

both sides alike, hence vision is frequently aflected in both eyes.

Galezowski considers that the amaurosis is caused by the pro-

pagation of inflammation from the tumor through the superior

cerebellar peduncles to the corpora quadrigemina. In the

present case there may have been some retinitis, but it was

by no means verv marked ; serous exudation
;
pressure, I should

think, might have been a suflicient cause for the changes. It

Galez'owski's view were correct, one would expect much more

frequently that the aftection of sight would be unilateral. In

either view, however, the amaurosis is not due to the lesion of

the cerebellum, but is a symptom depending upon secondary

changes elsewhere.

The pupils, when affected, are generally dilated ;
occasionally

are contracted.. Thus they are mentioned as dilated 37 times,

as contracted only -t times. It is not unlikely that, in many

cases, the condition of the pupils is overlooked and no notice
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is taken of tliera. Sometimes the condition of the retina or
optic tracts are tlie cause of the dilatation

; again, tlie state of
the pupils may be due to other secondary changes,—it is not
directly dependent upon lesion of the cerebellum.
Vomiting is a frequent symptom, occurring 93 times in 201

cases. Lussana, however, found it mentioned only 28 times in
128 cases. Vomiting is found in other lesions of the brain,
and in various peripheral lesions. Though the vomiting may
be dependent upon the cerebellar lesion, it is not sufficiently
characteristic to serve as a very important aid to diagnosis.
Macabiau agrees with Hillairet that it is due to pressure upon
the pneumogastrics. Ladarae thinks it not improbable that
the vomiting is sympathetic. Should he not say reflex, from
the lesion of the cerebellum?

In the case I have reported the mental powers were intact
up to the day before death. As a rule, the intelligence
IS unaftected; when the condition is the reverse, it is

because of changes outside of the cerebellum ; either other
lesions arise, or there is such an hydrocephalic collection of
fluid in the ventricles that the pressure causes the coma.
Delirium is very rare in uncomplicated cases. It must be
considered that there may be secondary meningitis. Sensation
IS not generally seriously affected.

Disturbance of motor power is one of the most frequent
symptoms

;
in frequency it ran'ks next to headache, occurring

136 times in 201 cases; and probably this does not express
the whole truth, for in many cases the slighter forms of dis-
turbance may have escaped the physician's^'notice. A patient
found in bed with severe headache and restless with pain,
wliich is increased by assuming an erect posture, may move
his limbs freely and so be looked upon as free from" motor
symptoms

;
but his co-ordinating power has not been tested ;

or, he may l)e so weak as not to be able to stand, and no note
is made of it.

The motor symptoms may consist either in mere weakness,
—marked, but too general to be better defined—33 times

;

hemiplegia, 15 times; variously described changes which may
all be included under the head of inco-ordination, 48 times;
contraction and other abnormal changes, 11 times. These

31
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symptoiris were many times caused by pressure upon the

medulla and pons or crura cerebri, or are to be explained by

other lesions ; this is especially the case with the cases ot

hemiplegia. The medulla oblongata lies so immediately

beneath the cerebellum upon the bone, that a very slight

increase in the size of the latter must necessarily exert a

• pressure upon the medulla.

Lussana sums up his views: "1. The alteration of the

muscular sense is the constant and pathognomonic phenomenon

of diseases of the cerebellum and of experimental destruction

of that organ.

« 2 As to other symptoms, they are inconstant, and vary in

the affections of the cerebellum ; they are generally wanting

in the experiments made upon animals."

AUbutt says : " The cerebellum appears to me to be rather

a reservoir of force where, by the means of the posterior col-

umns, tension is stored up during times of repose to be given

out during times of demand. Want of capacity ot motion

rather than palsy, is what we should look for in the loss ot

such an organ."

Fournie says : " We are disposed to see in the cerebellum

an organ for re-enforciug the cerebral actions, designed also to

supplement by a special excitation, the action of the will, when

the latter is absent, as during sleep, or when it is employed m

directing another action."

Some interference with the perfect functioning of the motor

powers would then be expected in lesions of the cerebelhmi.

The above analysis of symptoms in cases of tumor agrees with

this Dickinson found in sixteen cases of softening and con-

gestion of the cerebellum where there were no tumors that_

" the only faculty which constantly suffers in consequence ot

destruction of the cerebellum is the power of voluntary move-

ment " {Brit, and For. Med. Chir. Eev., Vol. 36, 1865,

p 479.) It would merely be tedious to multiply quotations.

In the present case there was weakness and inco-ordination.

There was also festination. This has been noticed m only a

few cases, two or three ; some authorities say that retrograde

motions may exist.

Rotatory motions were mentioned in four cases. ihis
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symptom is of no diagnostic importance, as it is found in con-

nection with lesion of many other portions of the encephalon.
Spasms and convulsions occurred in sixty-one cases, but are

not of diagnostic value, as they occur in lesions situated in so

many otiier localities.

From this attempt at an analysis of the symptoms of tumors
of the cerebellum it appears that motor disturbance is the only
phenomenon which can be said to be legitimately dependent
upon lesion of the cerebellum itself; other symptoms are

caused by pressure upon or secondary changes in other organs.
Flint, I think, is rather too cautious in requiring lesion of
half the organ to ensure disorder of movement. He says

:

" Every carefully observed case that we have been able to find

in which there was uncomplicated disease or injury of the
cerebellum, provided the disease or injury involved more than
half the organ, presented great disorder in the general move-
ments, particularly those of progression." ("Nervous System,"
p. 386.)

But for diagnosis, other than the motor symptoms must be
considered. Of course the nature, severity and variety of

symptoms will depend upon the size of the tumor, and its

position. Severe headache, especially if occipital, should lead
to a careful search for other symptoms ; then loss of power in

upper and lower extremities and especially inco-ordination.
Can the jjatient walk with his eyes shut without marked stag-

gering; can he stand steadily with his eyes shut and his feet

close together along their whole inner edges, so as to have a

small base of support; can he stand on one foot with his eyes
shut

; with his eyes shut can he touch with the end of one
linger any point of his body, as eye, ear. month or nose; can
he perform complicated combined movements, as writing,

playing piano, etc., with normal facility. It is in doubtful
cases that these delicate tests are valuable. If hemiplegia and
coarser paralyses are present there is no doul)t about the motor
disturbance, but such is not diagnostic of tlie cerebellar lesion,

rather arise from pressure upon the medulla or from lesions
distinct from the cerebellar lesion

;
yet it must be borne in

mind that the inco-ordinatiun may be unilateral, and be as val-

uable a diagnostic sign as if bilateral, though such cases I be-
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lieve are rare. Implication of the nerves arising from the

pons and medulla will aid in locating the disease, but it may

cause uncertainty as to whether the cerebellum itself is

affected. And if there is also hemiplegia, there may be rea-

sonable grounds for questioning whether that organ is prima-

rily or even chieily affected, and a history of the progress of

the case may not clear up the doubt.

If to the headache and motor disturbance there is added

affection of the eyes, and if retinal changes are found, not per-

haps well marked retinitis, but swelling of the optic nerve and,

choked disk, there is additional reason for locating the disease

in the cerebellum. Vomiting and dizziness would also aid in

forming a diagnosis, and convulsions might be present. There

would in uncomplicated cases be little or no affection of sen-

sation, and the intellectual powers would be intact, unless there

were symptoms of pressure due to hydrocephalus.

But' no one of these symptoms of minor importance are of

much assistance in locating the lesion in the cerebellum ;
it is

only as combined together and with others that they are of

value. I have seen complete anuiurosis with the most exten-

sive neuritis, exudation and hemorrhages, associated with

tumor in the anterior lobe, but there was impaired intelli-

gence, and lesion of individual cranial nerves, and no suspi-

cion of cerebellar tumor. I have seen convulsions in lesions

of the middle cerebral lobe, and vomiting is not uncommon in

any cerebral affection.
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Aet. III.—a clinical and therapeutical
CONTRIBUTION TO OUR KNOWLEDGE

OF CERVICAL RARAPLEGIA

By E. C. Seguin, M. D.,
Clinical Pkofessor of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous

System in 'the College of Physicians and
Shegeons, New York.

T PRESENT tlie following histories of cases to illustrate
-L the semeiologj of cervical paraplegia, and to demonstrate
that the disease, in some of its forms, may be checked or even
cui-cd.

Case L—Atrophic paralysis and anesthesia in both hands

;

symptoms of weakness and stiffness in the legs; removal of
these symptoms, and permanent arrest of the disease.

Dr. R
,
U. S. Army, aged 41 years, first consulted me

in 1873, and related the following history: Had always en-
joyed good general health, never had syphilis, or been injured
about head and spine, but liad been much exposed to hardship
and overwork in his army service. In December, 1870, he
suddenly experienced diplopia with internal strabismus due to
palsy ot the left sixth nerve. This was not preceded or ac-
companied by neuralgia or by general symptoms. This affec-
tion gradually disappeared in the course of two months.

In July, 1871, the present disease made its appearance
Dr. R. was then in camp, and had been much exposed in se-
vere marches. On arising one morning he noticed a marked
degree of palsy in his left hand, the abduction of the thumb
being nnpossible and opposition almost lost. At the same
time both liands felt stiff and numb, though whether tiiis'was
from palsy or from cold he could not decide. DrussiiK- was
very difficult that morning. The result <if this attaclf was
marked |,alsy of parts of the left hand and slight impairment
of the motor functions in the right. The doctor cannot state
positively what was the condition of sensibility in the rbdit
hand at that time. Three months later neuralgic pains Ip-
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peared in the left thumb and forearm, and at the same time

the thenar eminence on the left side began to waste rapidly.

About the same time a diffused (corset-like) sense of constric-

tion was noticed round about the chest, extending from be-

neath the clavicles to the lower ribs. At that time there was

no palsy or wasting of the right hand; no symptoms in the face.

The gait was unsteady, and fatigue easily produced. Closing

eyes and attempting to walk in darkness made this unsteadi-

ness greater. Late in the autumn of 1871 numbness (am-esthe-

sia'fwas first positively noticed in tlie ulnar distribution ot

the right hand, and this has since increased. At that time

there was no numbness on the left side. This hand first be-

came numb in the summer of 1872, one year after the palsy.

During tlie past six months the atrophy of the left hand has

increased^, as well as the aniijsthesia. During this period the

right thenar eminence has shown a beginning of atrophy about

its centre (flexor brevis pollicis); the abductor indicis and the

dorsal interossei also show some wasting. The fingers have

been very awkward in use ; the medius and annulus seeming

to stick together. There has been much increase in the

ansBsthesia of the right hand. No general symptoms have ap-

peared except moderate emaciation.

Fxamination.—T\iQ patient is a tall spare man of good mus^

cular development, and no sign of disease except his wasted

hands. Nothing abnormal about eyes, internally or exter-

nally. Facial muscles act well. On the left side there is a

considerable area of partial an;i?sthesia in the range of distri-

bution of the superficial branches of the supra-orbital, infra-

orbital, and malar branches of the fifth nerve. Contact is

hardly felt in this region, but painful impressions are per-

ceived. The upper part of the trunk is the seat of much

numbness, and some anesthesia (?), At times it seems to pa-

tient as if a cuirass were round about him, extending as low

down as the false ribs and the umbilicus. No such sensation

lower down.

Both hands are the seat of muscular atrophy and anresthesia

distributed as follows : The left hand is extremely wasted.

The small muscles of the thumb have disappeared with the

exception of the inner part of the flexor brevis and adductor.
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Coinpleto extension and opposition of the tliniub are impossi-
ble. Tiie muscles of the hypothenar eminence, and the in-

terossei are uniformly wasted. The atrophied muscles yield
no contraction to the strongest faradic current, and only slio-ht

fibrillai-y contractions to the interrupted current of thirty-two
elements of Stohrer's galvanic battery.

The right hand exhibits very moderate wasting of the in-
terossei, and a narrow streak (i inch wide) of positive atrophy
in the abductor and opponens pollicis. The interossei con-
trolling the index and medins fingers are most affected. The
various muscles of the hand, excepting the atrophied band in
the thenar group, respond well to ijoth currents. The hand-
writing is much altered and laborious; the patient feeling as
if the difhcnlty were one of inco-ordination, though this is'iiot

strictly correct. On neither side is there the main-en-griffe
which is so characteristic of extreme palsy of the interossei.
The forearms and the rest of the body are free from paralysis
or atrophy.

Sensibility is much impaired in both hands, but more in the
right; so that we see in this case an imperfect example of the
phenomena accompanying a lesion in one half of the cord.
The degree of tactile an.iisthesia is great, but pain and tem-
perature are everywhere perceived when the stimulus is

suthciently strong. In the right upper extremity the loss of
sensibility is in the inner (ulnar) side of the lower arm, forearm
and two-thirds of the hand, the whole of the lingers and part
of the thumb anteriorly The left upper extremity exhibits a
patch of anaesthesia a little diiferent in shape. Anteriorly,
the inner (ulnar) half of the lower arm and of the forearm "is

slightly anaesthetic, and the same is true of the same parts of
the posterior aspect of the foreai-m and hand. In the hand
the anaesthesia almost follows the distribution of the ulnar
nerve.

There is a faint feeling of numbness in the remainder of the
upper extremities as high as the acromion processes, but there
is no true anesthesia.

In the lower extremities there is nothing objectively abnor-
mal At times there is marked uncertainty in walking,
patient feeling in danger of staggering against persons and
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things. There is no ataxia, and while standing with eyes closed

no great oscillation. The doctor was ibrmerly a great walker,

but now he is easily fatigued by half a mile of promenade.

No rectal or vesical symptoms.

Diagnosis.—I reject progressive muscular atrophy, because

of (1) the paralytic onset ; (2) the occurrence of anassthesia

;

(3) the limitation of disease to tlie hands ; (4) the want of sym-

metry in the wasting. There was probably a small hemor-

rhage in the spinal cord at the time of sud#en paralysis of tlie

left-hand. If tliere was a clot it must have beeu very small,

and was located in the left anterior grey horn in the middle

of the cervical enlargement. From this focus a myelitis has

extended in a direction chiefly downward and across the me-

dian line. The most remarkable feature of the case is the

grouping of symptoms in the order assigned by Brown-Sequard

to spinal hemiplegia, i. e., more palsy on one side (same side

as lesion of spinal cord), and more annesthesia on the opposite

side.

During the autumn and early winter of 1S73 I treated Dr.

R. systematically. The local treatment, having for its object

the improvement of the atrophied muscles, consisted iu thor-

ough galvanization of the parts, friction, etc. A few fibres of

the left thenar eminence seemed to revive and grow alter

weeks of patient care, but no real progress was made.

It was otherwise witli the internal treatment. Under the

use of nitrate of silver, arsenic, cod liver oil, etc., the myelitis

was undoubtedly arrested. Before leaving for the Pacific

coast early in 1S74 Dr. K. could walk much, felt less inclination

to stagger, was ranch less conscions of the cuirass feeling, and

gained a great deal in general vigor.

Dec. I, 1875. In the last eighteen months no medicines

have been taken, yet the disease has made no progress. The

hands are about the same, he has hardly any sense of constric-

tion about the thorax, he walks perfectly well, and his health

is good.

Looking over the history and progress of the case m the

light of recent discoveries in the pathology of spinal paralysis,

I am disposed to modify my first diagnosis somewhat.
^

I

adhere to my denial that the case was one of progressive
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muscular atrophj', but doubt if at any time there was liemor-

rhage in tlie cord. The oi-igiual lesion may iiave been a rap-

idly-developed limited myelitis in the left anterior grey horn
in the lower cervical region, with subsequent chronic myelitis

in various directions, chiefly across the median line, backward
and downward. The case bears a certain resemblance to

cases of acute spinal paralysis in the adult. The weight of
evidence is very nearly equally in favor of both my hypotheses-

1877. I have several times met Ur. E. in the last two
years, and he has always expressed himself as perfectly well
except in his hands, which remain as they were in 1873. All
signs of active myelitis have long since disappeared, and we
may assume that the disease has detinitely come to a stand-still.

Case II.—Atrophic paralysis in both hands with slight

anfesthesia; neuralgic pains in both arms ; weakness of legs.

Treatment by active counter-irritation, mercury and iodide of
potassium, galvanism ; cure.

Mrs. II., aged 53 years, was bi-ought to me by my friend
Dr. Conrad of this city, on July 30, 1S77. I obtained the fol-

lowing history : Some time during January of the present
year she began to experience pain and numbish sensations in
the tips of the index and medius lingers, later in thumb and
palm of hand. There were no aljnormal sensations in the
ring and little lingers. The left hand alone was at first

atfected. She thinks that previous to January she had had
some pains in arms, but cannot describe them. Tliese pains
(those occurring in lale winter) were followed by weakness
and wasting of the hands.

In May, when seen by Dr. Conrad, there was the following
condition: The right hand was only a little weak ; the left

was the seat of neuralgia and numbness as above described,
the left thenar muscles were atrophied, and there was marked
loss of power. Since that time the pains have been more
clearly neuralgic, following the course of the median and

'

ulnar nerves from the palms to the bends of the elbows, occur-
riiig in paroxysms every ten or thirty minutes, very seldom
aifecting both arms at the same time. There seemed to be
more pain on the right side. About the middle of June
numbness showed itself in the tips pf the medius, index,
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thumb and palm of right hand. No numbness in range of

radial and ulnar nerves. Closing hands has made the pain

worse ; feeling in fingers and palms is a sore, scalded sensa-

tion. Has had some pain in the middle of the back below the

shoulder; no spinal pain strictly speaking; no cerebral s.ynip-

toms ; no numbness m feet, but legs ham heen weak; no spinal

epilepsy or cincture feeling. Complains of slight dysphagia.

Dr. Conrad has given the patient small doses of biniodide

of mercury and iodide of potassium, and had applied an as-

cending stabile galvanic current from the hands to the back

of the neck.

Examination.—^Vight but distinct tactile anaesthesia in fin-

gers supplied by median nerves (including inner half of annu-

his); for example on the tip of the medius finger the points of

the sBsthesiometer are distinguished only at 4—5 mm. apart.

There is marked paresis of both foreai-ms and hands. Lett

hand tremulous. The only atrophy visible is in the outer part

of the left thenar eminence. The other muscles are weak but

not visibly wasted. A faradic current applied to the median

and ulnar nerves (nerve current) produces contractions in all

muscles except the part of the left thenar eminence which is

wasted. The median nerves are not tender or unduly irritable

under pressure in any part of their course.

The patient has had several miscarriages and other symp-

toms which justify a suspicion of syphilis. Has been taking

thirty grains of iodide of potassium a day, and galvanism.

I made the diagnosis of central myelitis in the upper part

of the cervical enlargement, chiefly in the left half of the

organ, involving the anterior grey horn. My advice was to

ensure absolute^est for the hands and arms, patient not even

to feed or dress herself; to apply mercury by inunction, and

to give the iodide of potassium in mucli larger doses. The

actual platinum cautery was shortly applied over the upper

cervical vertebraa.

August 11. Again seen with Dr. Conrad. Patient is no

worse^'as regards 'pain and atrophy. "The legs are perhaps

weaker. Mercurial ointment to the amount of 3 ix. has been

used without effect on the gums; has had 3 ii. of iodide a

day. Advise repetition of cautery every other day, the use of
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3iii. iodide per diem, more innnction, also 3 i. of Squibbs'
fluid extract of ergot at bed time. Mrs. H. bas been ratlier
careless in respect to restiiii;: bands. Slie is strongly nrged to
do nothing whatever with them. Very mild galvanism to
arms and spine.

Sept. 11. Patient is better in some respects. There is no
increase of wasting, less pain and dysasstbesia in fingers. Legs
are weak, but without increased reflex. In the night the
hands become clenched. A little tremor is observed^in the
lijis. Treatment has been faithfully pursued : counter-irrita-
tion, rest, biniodide of mercury and iodide of potassium in
large doses

; ergot up to 3 ii. at night. The gums have been
kept a little tender. During the winter iodide of potassium
internally, and galvanism to the hands and spine in the shape
of the ascending stabile current, constituted the treatment.
Almost aljsolute rest was enforced. Improvement appeared
and continued.

March 9. Seen with Dr. Conrad. Patient is practically
cured. The muscular masses of the bands are fully restored

;

grasp is good. Very little neuralgic pain is now felt in the
arms, but lately some pain has appeared in elbows and knuck-
les. There is a mere trace of numbish feeling in the fingers.
Legs only feel weak after going up stairs. Continues io'dide
and galvanism.

A few weeks ago, in May, I met Dr. Conrad, and he in-
formed me that with the exception of occasional neural pains,
his patient was perfectly well.

In concluding this case 1 would express my thanks to Dr.
Conrad for his courtesy in allowing me to make use of it, and
would congratulate him upon the skill with which be carried
out the treatment agreed upon.

Case III.—Extreme anffistbesia of both upper extremities
and of the upper pai;t, of the trunk ; atrophic paralysis of the
right hand and of many muscular groups of the left upper
extremity; contraction of the left pupil. No symptoms in
the lower limits except rigidity in the left leg. Central mye-
litis in the cervical enlargement of the spinafcord, with proba-
ble formation of a cavity.

Annie M
,
single, aged 23 years. Seen at the Manhattan
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Hospital, May 18, 1878. When twelve years of age patient's

ankles were weak for two years, but entirely recovered. Five

years ao-o, when eighteen years old, she noticed numbness

in the tips of the lingers of both hands, extending to the

shoulders in the course of a few months. The legs were not

numb Next there began wasting of the left shoulder, hand

and arm. Since at least two years the left arm has hung use-

less by her side. The right hand has wasted more recently.

Has telt fibrillary contractions from the start, and believes

that sensibility was early lost in the hands. The left leg is

weak, and in the last three months it has been getting very

stiff. At uight her whole body jerks. Micturition is only

slow ;
constipation is present ; menses are regular. No dys-

pnoea or palpitation. Has some occipital headache. Accord-

in- to patient's statement, feeling in the feet and legs is nor-

mal, though at times the left foot tingles. Has never had

neuralgic pains in arms or legs. General health good.
_

Eeamination.-Both pupils are small and egual m a bright

lio-ht; in the shade the left does not expand, while the right

does. No paralysis, atrophy, or aiifesthesia in the face, face

not flushed. The upper part of the thorax and the shoulders

present marked anaesthesia and analgesia; in the upper part

of the back and shoulders behind, sensibility to touch and

prickin^-- is fiiir. In the arms, forearms and hands sensibility

is wliofly lost
;

patient has often burned herself without

knowino- it. The left upper extremity is extensively para-

lyzed, while the right is only partially so in the hand. State

of muscles: On the right side only the interossei are weak

and wasted. On the left side the following muscles are atro-

phied and palsied : interossei, biceps, brachialis anticus, supi-

nator longus, supra and infra spiiiati, and deltoid. The flexors

and extensors of fingers and wrists, the triceps and pectoralis

are simply feeble. The scapula Are not winged
;
there is a

slio-ht dorsal spinal curvature convexity to the right; no

kyphosis; standing with eyes closed is difficult; lett lower

extremity is the seat of increased refiex and cpileptoid trepi-

dation. 'No atrophy or paralysis of lower limbs. Measure-

ments: right calf, 32 c. ; left, 01 c. Tendon (knee) refiex in-

creased on both sides.
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Ee-examined in bed, May 19, 1878. The face presents only
the symptoms above noted. The upper extremities, as hi^h
as the msertion of both deltoids, are perfectly anaesthetic to
touch, reasonable pricking and pinching, and to firm grasp
On the npper thorax and back on the shoulders, she feels
touch fairly well, but pricking very little. In front, normal
sensibility reappears at the level of the fonrtli rib. On the
back tlie limiting line is indistinct and seems to be somewhat
below the spines of the scapulfe. Motor symptoms in arms as
above. The lower limbs and the abdomen present no anes-
thesia. Legs and thighs are well nourished ; left calf very
firm

;
left toes arc -en griffe ;

" foot not inverted. Patient's
mother states that her left leg is very stiff in bed and on first
ming in the morning, but after walking it becomes more limber
Patient denies having a cincture feeling or dyspncea When
numbness appears in the left leg (rarely) it extends to the
knee, but patient qualifies tlie statement by saying that the
feeling is more like cramp. At the age of twelve years it
would seem that patient had m attack of palsy in the left leo-
below the knee

;
the leg and foot were swung heavily for

awhile. At that time the left arm was not affected. " She
recovered perfectly in two years. Every symptom now ob-
servable in the left leg and foot has appeared within the past
year. The temperature of the hands, taken for three minutes
with a Casella thermometer, placed between the index and me-
dius, is on the right side 94° 5', on the left 95°.

Electrical examination, June 3d. Faradic current, rio-ht
upper extremity. All muscles give good reaction except the
outer group of dorsal interossei. Left upper extremity, good
reaction in trapezius, pectorals, triceps; proper extensors of
wnst and fingers

; faint reaction in long fiexors of wrist and
fingers, inner third of deltoid, opponens pollicis ; no reaction
in hypothenar group, inner part of thenar group, interossei,
supinator longus, and biceps.

_

It is plain that in this case there is a great lesion in the cer-
vical enlargement of the spinal cord; probably a diffused cen-
tral myelitis with formation of a cavity. The lesion was first
developed m the a^sthesodic tract of the cord, and is yet greater
there than in the kinesodic system, though the anterior^horns,
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especially on the left side, have become involved The cilio-

splnal celure in the left side of the cord as injured, as shown

by the contracted pnpil. It is noteworthy that no symptoms

of vasomotor paralysis are present, thus affording a demon-

stration of the independence of the cilio-spma and facial vaso-

motor centres. The symptoms in the let lower extremity

point to the existence of secondary descending degeneration

in the lateral column. '. ^
It is very remarkable that with so much disease in the cer-

vical enlargement, the various nervous conductors for the

lower limbs and abdomen should not be interfered with As

regards the uppermost limit of the lesion, that cannot be above

th! origin of the fifth cervical nerve, as the diaphragm acts

^^A few words as regards the pathology of these cases.

In all three the «?sthesodic, kiuesodic, and musculo-trophic

tracts in the cervical enlargement were affected.

In cases II and III. the affection was probably mtiamma-

tor^-pe LpB syphilitic in case II. In case I. a doubt may

e^ t as to whetier hemorrhage took place, or whe her there

was a suddenly developed (as in infantile poliomyelitis ante-

rior) inflammatoiT lesion. Even if there was hemorrhage at

first a secondary adjacent inflammation occurred and presented

many ot the symptoms. I am disposed to believe that a cen-

tral cavity has formed in the cervical region in case 111.,

b cause o? the resemblance of this case with the cases of central

myelitis with formation of cavities reported by Schueppel,

Hellopeau, and others.

As reo-ards therapeutics, the exceedingly satisfactory issue

in case II. was perhaps obtained because the lesion was essen-

tially syphilitic, and the proper remedies
^^^jf

'-^^1^ ^"^^
/^^

sistently used. Yet I am disposed to attribute much ot the

recovery to the almost absolute rest enforced. On careful

consideration, in view of the apparently progressive nature of

the lesion, the issue in case I. is almost as gratifying. True

the atrophied and anesthetic hands were not restored, bu

symptoms which seemed to point to appimching genera

Lalysis were permanently dispelled. Case III. ^as been but

a few days under treatment, and is a very unfavorable one.
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AfiiJ^.-A CASE OF CUTANEOUS DISEASE CON
FINED TO THE PALMAR SURFACE OF THE

THUMB, TREATED BY SECTION OF
FILAMENTS OF THE ME-

DIAN NERVE.

By J. J. Putnam, M. D., Bostojs

TN a paper publislied in tlie Ilosjnfal Gazette, March 1, 1878,
Dr. Edward Wigglesworth reports an interesting case of

disease confined to tlie skin of one thumb, and consisting
essentially in the eruption of successive crops of pustules, or
bulls, containing pus, which began iu the cutis vera as minute
points, on the face of the thumb or along the margin of the
nai, sometimes, apparently, in its bed,%hen enlarged and
coalesced

;
finally, unless interfered with in their course, form-

ing one great blister filled with pus, and covered with a thick
layer ot epidermis. The pulp of the thumb would swell dur-
ing the height of the attack, then shrink to less than its
normal size, and lose its natural firmness, feeling soft and
flabby, and was tender to deep pressure. Although this state
ot things had existed for four years, at the time of the inter-
vention of which I am about to speak, no other parts than those
mentioned had become invaded, the inflammation confinino-
Itself withm the distribution of the median nerve, except for

•r,. u ? 2 "^"' ^^''^' '' '"PP^^"' ^'y t'>e ^'^dial. The nail
itselt had suffered materially in its nutrition.
Except for one other case closely resembling this, and also

under Dr. W's care, we had neither of us met with anythino-
of exactly this sort, and were led, rather by exclusion than b?any direct evidence, to the diagnosis of nerve-lesion of some

, i ff'J^^''''''^
l^<-^d, in fact, suffered slight injuries,

winch Dr. W. regarded as having possibly set up irritative
changes in the nerve-trunks, though the connection was not
clear.

The injury, in the case now in hand, was on the back of the
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thumb, i. e., in the distribution of the radial nerve, and had

left behind only a linear pliable scar.
_

Both cases appeared to be, from time to time, materially

helped by frequent local applications of galvanism, and one

had finally recovered entirely, though no longer at that time

under treatment.
_

The present case, however, having continued without perma-

nent improvement under every possible treatment, we fanally

decided, as a last resort, to cut the sensitive twigs of the me-

dian nerve supplying the affected region, and this was accord-

ingly done, skillfully, under the carbolic spray, oy Dr. tL. ±1.

A Beach, on March 29th, 1878-a quarter of an inch of each

digital branch of the median being excised. The excised

portions were afterwards examined, but no evidences of dis-

ease found in them. The first time that the dressings were

removed after the operation-at the end of twenty-four hours

—two new minute spots of the unwelcome disease showed

themselves, tauntingly, in the midst of the anaesthetic patch

of skin ; on the following day they had enlarged, and, presently,

others also made their appearance, and coalesced, running, m

short, their usual course. The patient, who had been taking

cod liver oil, was given in addition, phospli. of iron, qui. and

strych , at Dr. Beach's suggestion. It was hoped that this

first infiammation had been either really under way betore, or

that it was excited by irritations starting from the peripheral

portion of the severed nerve-and this hope appeared to be

well founded, for with the exception of a few spots whichap-

peared within the first week or so after the operation, and quick-

ly disappeared again, no further sign of the original trouble

showed itself within the distribution of the median nerve.

The wound healed sufficiently well, but left, as might have

been expected, a dense, in part deeply-seated, scar. In por-

tions of the area supplied by the radial nerve, some signs ot

irritation developed themselves after the operation, as i had

feared would be the case. The patient suftered from occasion-

al neuralgic pains along the back of the thumb, and this region,

as well as the bed of the nail and the neighborhood of the

scar, have been quite tender to pressure. Moreover, there had

been a little suppuration under the nail, and, quite recently, a
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minute pustule has made its appearance on tlie outside of the
thumb near the naih This tenderness, however, has always
disappeared, in great part, when the thumb has been kept
perfectly still by a light splint. The nail has, the patient
thinks, grown more slowly since the operation than before

;

but, on the other hand, it has a healthier look, and the pulp
of the thumb has also become firmer. In spite, therefore, of
the signs of irritation, which manifest themselves in the dis-
tribution of the radial nerve, especially when the scar result-
ing from the operation is compressed, or is dragged upon by
the action of the muscles, it looks at present as if the main
disease were likely to be kept in abeyance, at least, till the
peripheral end of the nerve shall have become regenerated.
The manner in which surgical interference in such case is of

service, supposing it to prove so in fact, is still obscure, as is

also the reason of the occasional favorable action of nerve sec-
tions in neui-algia.

In both classes of cases we, no doubt, are sometimes able to
cut off a source of irritation to the suffering tissues, whether
these be the skin or the nerve centres. Sometimes, however,
nerve section seems to be of service where we do not cut off
any source of irritation at all, strictly speaking, indeed where
no such source of irritation exists, and for such cases as these
we are obliged to assume that the operation acts by protecting
the diseased nervous centres for a time from a set of excitations,
physiological when regarded l)y themselves, but pathological
when considered in relation to the irritable state of the central
parts. In no other way, I think, can we explain the good
effects claimed to attend the seemingly irrational treatment
of some cases of blepharospasm by section of the supra-orbital
nerve, where no source of irritation can be discovered in its

distribution. t

Again, in still other cases, those for instance of blepharo-
spasm, which are said to be relieved by acu-pressure of the
supra-orbital nerve, operative interference seems to exert an
inhibitory action upon the diseased parts. What share in the
favorable result is borne by each of these influences, it is often
difficult to determine, tliough it would seem, theoretically,
that we could sometimes decide as to one of them by ensuring
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the diseased nervous centres complete rest, by mechanical or

other means. This treatment is often attempted, to be sure,

but, perhaps, not often carried out with such extreme precau-

tions as seem necessary to ensure success in difficult cases.

Nearly three months have now elapsed since the operation,

and the th-umb can already be used somewhat without provok-

ing trouble in the distribution of the median nerve, except at

the very extremity of the thumb and along the nail, where a

few spots have appeared at considerable intervals."^ It is no-

ticeable, in this connection, that a deep prick with a needle or

a maximal irritation with a single fine wire connected with an

induction battery, will occasionally provoke sharp pain at

isolated points, even in the middle of the palmar surface of

the thnmb, still more along its borders. This condition was

first examined for carefully, and discovered about six weeks

after the operation. The recent spots of disease do not

appear, however, to correspond especially with these sensitive

points. There is no longer any neuralgia in the thumb, but

redness, swelling, and soreness is easily provoked by irritant

applicati^^

*The longest intervals of spontaneaiis remission' have been five or six

weeks, but for tlie past two years there has been none longer than a week.
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Art. v.—CONTEIbuttons TO ENCEPHALIC
ANATOMY.

By Edwakd C. Spitzka, M. D., of New York.

PART III.

The relation existing letween the external shape, and the

internal structure of certain parts of the Encephalon.

n^IIE great law announced by Meynert, that the diameter
-*- of a fasciculus depends upon the mass of grey matter
with which it is connected, is susceptible of some modification.
The nearer we approach the highest centres, and the higher
we pass up in the animal scale, the less exactly does this state-

ment apply. I have compared the pes peduncull of a human
brain, whose cortex was almost as richly convoluted as that of
Gauss, the astronomer's brain, with the pes pedunculi of an
epileptic dement, whose convolutions were of the simplest
type, and although I found a difference in favor of the former,
yet this ditference was by no means proportionate to the great
preponderance of cortical grey matter.

On the other hand, with the increasing development of the
cortex, the aggregate mass of projecting, associating and com-
missural fibres, constituting the centrum semi-ovale, grows
more rapidly than the cortex itself. A richly convoluted brain
has relatively more white substance than a poorly convoluted
one, and every transverse section of the encephali of lower
animals proves this

; the higher we ascend the thinner becomes
the relative thickness of the grey substance as compared with
the white lamina entering it. We must of course consider the
fact that, at the same time, the absolute thickness of the cortex
increases, and not only this, but it also becomes far richer in
cellular elements. I am able to fully confirm Meynert's state-

ments that of the several layers constituting the cortex, that
one which underlies the pia, designated by him as the epen-
dyina formation, and which represents the most barren part
of the grey matter as far as the cells are concerned, is thickest
in the lowest animals. I find this ependyma formation to
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measure from three-fourths to four-fifths of the entire cortical

thickness, in the snapping turtle. In the common bat, it

amounts to one-fourth on the convexity of the hemisphere

;

in the cat to one-eighth, and in the human brain it varies from

one-twelfth to one-sixteenth.* While these figures confirm

the proportionate progress of the cortical richness as to cells,

they difler absolutely from those given by Meynert, who

assigns

:

1. For the luiman being, - - - \ — tV

2. " " capuchin ape, - - - - \ — t

3. " " dog, ----- i

4. " " cat, -----
ff

5. " " bat, ----- i

6. " " calf and deer, - - - - i

of the entire cortical thickness, to its outermost layer.

Although this fact, conjoined with several others, would

tend to prove that the ganglionic cells of the cortex are its

noblest, and most differentiated elements, and are intrinsic-

ally connected with conscious sensation, thought and action,

yet I must confess that I have recently found reason for con-

sidering Henle's supposition that even the so-called neuroglia

is of a nervous nature, as a not improbable one. A remarka

ble discoveiy made by a recent writer in the Archiv fuer

Wissenschaftliche Zoologie, seems to confirm this view. He

found that the symmetrical, globular and convoluted masses

which lie in front of the cephalic ganglia, in intimate connec-

tion with them, and which represent the cerebrum-of the ver-

tebrata, in tlie bee, ant, and other hymenoptera, consist of two

optically difierent substances, the outer being grey, the inner

white; neither this grey nor this white substMice show any

cells or fibres, they are both composed of a fine molecular sub-

stance.

The functions of such molecul ar substance (chemically and op-

tically almost identical with the protoplasm of the nerve cells),

are probably similar to those of the latter, although doubtless

*In a macrocephalic idiot whose brain weighed 68 ounces, aud which was

fairly convoluted, the thicliness of the ependyma layer was one-seventh of

an inch.
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far more rudimentary. The palpable lesions of insanity are
often limited to tins tissue

!

Tims much for the present, regarding the general relations

of the grey and white substance of the hemispheres, let us

glance for a moment at the development of the convolutions.
Aside from the well known fact that, cmteris paribus, large
animals have a more richly convoluted brain than small ani-

mals, aside from the fact tijat the arrangement of the convo-
lutions depends on the proportion which the diameters of the
cranium l^ear to each other, and the influences which are exer-
cised during embryonic development, we must accord some
prominence to the influence of hereditary transmission, exer-
cised in a manner independent of the mechanical surround-
ings. We find for example, crania among the pachydermata
which are similar in their diameters to the crania of certain
carnivora and rodentia, yet the convolutional arrangement,
aside from a general resemblance in the parallelism and direc-

tion of the folds, is on an entirely difterent plan in all three of
these groups. The extremely dolichocephalic fox resembles
more closely the most braehycephalic of the cat tribe, than it

does that of any herbivore, no matter how similar in its cra-

nial diameters. If we examine such casts of crania of extinct
species of animals as have been found by palaeontologists* in

the tertiary strata, notably of the marsupials and carnivora
figured by Gervais, we find everywhere the same great
family type expressed in all. It is suggestive in this connec-
tion that a living marsupial, one which strongly suggests the
extinct branch from which the placental carnivora have been
derived, possesses a strikingly carnivoi-ous brain, as regards
the convolutions (Thylacinus).

It is not a correct inference to suppose that special convo-
lutions signify a greater development of special functional
areas. The arrangement of the medullary strands on whose
abutment and peripheral termination the function of any cor-

* Some valuable infonnatioii regarding Ihe morphology of the convolu-
tions may be expected from fossil crania, and American beds may contain
many valuable specimeos of this kind. I am informed that Princeton Col-
lege possesses the supposed intracranial cast of a Dinoceras (Marsh).
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tical territory depends, is too inconstant to admit of tliis ; we

shall find that such medullary strands may terminate in differ-

ent cortical areas in diftereut animals, and our logical deduc-

tion must be that, the simpler functions may be situated differ-

ently accordingly. Even the great fissures, such as the central,

the intraparietal, the calcarine, the transverse occipital (of

apes), do not always separate differently connected areas, for

a bundle frequently divides at the base of such deep fissures,

and gives off fibres to both the cortical areas separated by

these fissures. With regard to the less important secondary

gyri, their course and nun:ber, dependent on the combined

influence of all the influences above referred to, is often varied

by what might be termed fortuitous circumstances, namely,

the position of vessels. While contrary to Eeichert's views,

it is now generally conceded that those sulci which character-

ize any given brain, are altogether independent of the position

of vascular twigs, it seems to me that the less constant second-

ary and tertiary gyri are not always free from such an influ-

ence. I have frequently found that every transition exists be-

tween the simple groove in which the medium-sized vessels

cross a large gyrus, and the shallow sulci which separate the

latter into secondary folds. It could be urged against this

that the vessel might have secondarily selected a pre-existing

channel, but it is well known that in man at least, the tertiary

and many of the secondary gyri, are formed after birth, when

all the larger vascular twigs are already developed.

That the primary sulci which characterize a given brain are

independent of such influence, can be readily seen in the case

of the pteropus, an animal whose brain has not yet received

due attention, and which it is my purpose to describe ere long.

Here there are several rudimentary sulci which run parallel

to the median fissure, while the arteries in their vicinity run

a transverse course, and cross these fissures in a vertical direc-

tion. Here obviously, sulci and vessels are developed inde-

pendently of each other, and where at the point of crossing of

a vessel and a sulcus, one influences the course of the other,

it is the former which is diverted from its direction, not the

latter.

Altoo-ether the convolutions of the cerebral convexity are
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dependent on the mathematical principles enunciated by
Wnndt. These principles are to be modified in the case of

the S-shaped convolution, or the cornu ammonis. The cornu
ammonis is the first convolution proper formed in tlie lower
mammalia. It is relatively larger in the Vespertilionidte, and
Murida^ than in other animals which I have examined in this

direction. I believe tliat I have found its first trace in the

turtles. It seems that in the latter class of reptiles, the free

internal edge of the hemispheric vesicle is turned inwards,

towards the ventricular cavity. It is on this part of tlie edge
tliat a structure similar td that of the bat's cornu ammonis is

found.

This condition is found at one period of embryonic exist-

ence in tlie mammalia. It is easy to understand that, when a

body endowed with the elastic tension of organic substances
has received a curved direction, it will, unless external circum-
stances interfere, continue its growth in that direction. It is

this principle which produces a spiral cochlea from a simple
horn-shaped sac. Spiral also would be the cornu ammonis, if

it did not meet with resistance to further spiral extension be-
fore completing the first turn ; tliat resistance is furnished by
the meanwhile liypertrophied hemispheric wall, and the sec-

ond part of the S is produced by a curved growth in the oppo-
site direction. After the cornu ammonis has reached its per-
fection in the lower mammalia, it loses in relative importance
in the higher, and I have remarked is proportionately less vol-

uminous in the lierbivora than even in man. The coincidence
may be without any deeper significance, but it is certainly

striking, that the more rapid the natural motions of a mammal,
the larger relatively is its cornu ammonis ; the bat and mouse
are remarkable for the size of this convolution, and it dimin-
ishes gradually as we pass from the rabbit, to the dog, monkey,
man, and larger herbivora.

Not only does the size of a fasciculus depend on the mass
of the grey matter with which it is connected, but it also in-

fluences the size of other grey masses with which it establishes

associations; the well known dependence of the lateral lobes
of the cerebellum upon the opposite cerebral hemisphere is a

well known instance. In the dog, we have moderately devel-
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oped cerebral hemispheres, and consequently small cerebellar

hemispheres, the vermis being proportionately large. In the

Cynocephalus the hemispheres of the cerebellum are already

sufficiently developed to conceal the flocculus from view, but

the vermis is still fairly developed. In the anthropoid apes,

as the chimpanzee, and in man, the hemispheres flare out with

a globular border, and the vermis is rudimentary.

While these changes, dependent on the progressive increase

in the size of the hemispheric dimensions, have taken place,

the commissural tracts have undergone a like change. There

is a wide chasm between the medulla and pons of the rabbit

and those of man, yet this chasm is completely bridged over.

In the rabbit, the crura cerebri are small, and the pons, which is

derived from them, is likewise rudimentary; on both sides of the

point where the anterior pyramids emerge, there is a band ot

transverse fibres known as the trapezium (Dean), which is about

as deep as the pons itself. In the dog, the pons already pre-

ponderates over this trapezium, in the baboon, but a small edge

of the latter is visible, in the chimpanzee and the human be-

ing it is completely hidden from view.

With the increase of the pes pedunculi and the parallel in-

crease of the pons proper, and progressive concealment of the

trapezium, the anterior pyramids gain in bulk ; as they gam

in bulk, they become more columnar in character, and a body

which has hitherto lain behind them is pushed to the outer

. side. This is the explanation for the presence of a distinct

olivary protuberance in man, and of its absence in the lower

mammalia. It is not the olivary body which is wanting in the

latter, but that position which would cause its protrusion is

not given it. Another element which enters into this ques-

tion of the prominence of the olive, is the development of the

dentated nucleus of the olive itself; a simple lamina in the

lower mammals, a rudely folded line in the dog, it increases

to the richly crennlated nucleus of the human olive,* and con

sequently gives to the olivary prominence more bulk.

* 1 am not prepared to confirm the statement of a recent French writer,

that the olivary body of the dog corresponds only to the internal accessoiy

olive of man.
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The reason for this richer development of the olive in the

highest mammals lies in its dependence on the cerebellar hemi-

spheres, a dependence already hinted at in Part II., as due to

its connection with the restiform decussation.

We thus perceive that anatomical peculiarities, apparently

of the most independent and disconnected character, are, in

reality, but an expression of one great harmony, and that the

shape, volume, and relations of the basicerebral parts are but

the expression of the ratio of prosencephalic preponderance.

This preponderance increases to such a degree in the anthro-

poid apes and man, that the cei-ebral hemispheres may well be

likened to a great empire, on whose strength depends the

proper subjection and prosperity of tributary states ; a paral-

lelism carried out in the case of unilateral atrophy of the

cerebral hemispliere, where the opposite hemisphere of the

cerebellum, olivary nucleus, brachiuni conjunctivum and ante-

rior pyramids equally undergo diminution in volume, or, in

the case of the imbecile or terminal dement in wliom the

rhythmical motions of lower animals once more become mani-

fest.

In all the amniote vertebrates, the anterior inflection of the

embryonic axis is the factor which determines the possible

predominance of the prosencephalon. I say possible, because
this preponderance is not always actual, especially in the case

of reptiles, and to a lesser degree in birds. One mechanical
reason is, that in the embryonic reptile and bird, the primordial

ocular vesicle early attains such dimensions that the parallel

developed mesencephalon must also predominate in growth,
and this prevents the backward extension of the hemispheres,

on which their ultimate increase depends. That another, not
purely mechanical factor is here active, and that this is after

all the most important one, is shown in the great difference

which later obtains between the reptile and bird. In the for-

mer, the hemispheres possessing but a slight impetus to

growth, remain stationary as soon as an extension backwards
is prohibited by collision with the mesencephalon; in the bird,

liowever, the hemispheres overcome this obstacle, and since it

is impossible to crowd the corpora bigemina backwards, they

separate them and push them downwards and laterally. This
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explains the apparently anomalons position of the corpora

bigemina in birds, a position which is carried to its furthest

extreme in the parrot.

In examining into the question of the prejudicial influence

of the early mesencephalic preponderance on cerebral growth,

and referring the former to the coincident great size of the

eye, we iind that the latter element exercises another influence

in tlie way of cerebral retardation, and that of a direct mechan-

ical nature. If we examine the whole range of the amniota,

we shall find, as a rule, that the larger the eye, and conse-

quently the orbit, the narrower and more hollowed out is the

anterior portion of the hemisphere. The rabbit has a nar-

rower frontal lobe than the rat, the badger than the mole, the

dog than the bear, the barn fowl than the parrot, and the aves,

as a whole, than the mammalia.

In tracing cerebral morphology to certain facts of embryolo-

gy, and to the influence of peripheral on central development,

or, of external mechanical factors, we should not forget that

while these influences can be legitimately considered to affect

cerebral development, they are by no means primary causes.

The dimensions of the cerebrum of a reptile are the result of

the operation of the same great hereditary influence which

determines the inflection of the basicranial axis, and the rela-

tively early and preponderating growth of the eyeball. The

. various elements which seem to determine the special shape of

a given brain, are but an expression of the mutual harmony

existing between physiologically related organs. Where the

ancestry has acquired a cerebral development beyond that

which an allied animal group possesses, this development

leaves a sufficiently powerful impress on the medullary trace

of the descendant, to enable it at the expense of typical

homology, to overcome prejudicial external influences, as in

the case of the bird's brain just cited."

In comparing the various classes of vertebrate animals with

each other, we find that each class has separate characteristics

of its own, and that the earlier a special class has separated

from the common vertebrate trunk in geological history, the

more aberrant is its cerebral structure from that type which is

considered the type characteristic of the vertebrate brain.
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The bony fishes (Teliosts) which have become a separate

group as early as the later Silurian age, for example, have lost

the lateral ventricles entirely, their cerebral lobes are solid.

In this fact I can find no reason for going so far as Wilder,
who asserts the cerebral lobes of the teliost to be non-homolo-
gous with those of other vertebrates ; he seems to have over-

looked the fact, that originally the whole nervous system of

such embryos, as in tlie case of the embryonic salmon and
Gasterosteus, is apparently solid. It illustrates rather what
clianges may be effected in any organ through the lapse of

time by, as yet, unknown agents.

The birds furnish another illustration. This class, accord-

ing to the unanimous testimony of European and American
explorers, constitutes the terminal developmental stage of a

group of saurian reptiles which separated from the common
reptilian stock at about the Triassic period. In all the im-
mense lapse of time intervening between then and now, the
optic lobes have become crowded to an anomalous position,

and other changes have occurred to be yet considered.

The time will undoubtedly come, when we shall be able to

construct the ontogeny and phyllogeny of the brain.

In drawing our inferences from cerebral structure, as to its

function, we shall therefore have to consider not one, but in-

numerable collateral questions. The shape, volume and rela-

tions of the encephalon depend, first, upon the type of brain
peculiar to the class of animals to which a given species
belongs

;
second, to the aberrant influences which may have be-

'

come gradually potentialized in the direct ancestry ; thirdly,

to mechanical influences, exercised upon the brain, and in ac-

cordance with ontogenetic harmony ; fourthly, to physiological
atrophies or hypertrophies of special peripheries ; fifthly, to the
influence exercised by various centres on each other; lastly, to

individual variations. Many errors committed in the past,

have been due to the fact that only one of these elements has
been considered at a time. Thus tiie great embryologist, His,
has been led to refer everything to the influences exercised by
the curves of the embi-yonic axis, and the foldings of certain

surfaces. The reformer of modern cerebral anatomy, Meynert,
has, as we have mentioned, overlooked class distinctions in
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referring the relative size of special strands or centres to eor-

respouding developments of the periphery, and it is needless

to refer to the numerous errors committed in regard to the

convolutions, not only by those guilty of the notorious lapsus

of phrenology, but also by recent morphologists.

We shall in the sequel, having closed these preliminary

remarks, proceed to study the encephali of certain species of

animals noted either for their peculiar zoological position, or

for the development of special peripheries.

PART IV.—THE BRAIN OF THE MENOBEANCHtTS.

Around the central canal of the cord in this amphibian we

find from fifteen to thirty large, oblong bodies, which are

closely crowded together. Even in deeply stained specimens

one is very apt to overlook a delicate protoplasm surrounding

them, and thus to consider as cell equivalents what are in

reality merely the gigantic nuclei of epithelial cells. Where

these cells flare apart at their base, other bodies, similar in

size and appearance to the nuclei referred to, but without any

demonstrable protoplasm, are intercalated with one extremity.

Succeeding them, similar but more loosely aggregated bodies

are disposed without any special order, and, with certain

modifications, to be described, these extend to the apices of

the grey cornua.

There are a few cells at the extremity of the anterior cornu

which, from the anatomical relations of their processes to the

nerve roots, are to be considered as genuine nerve cells; an

occasional such cell is also found in the most posterior portion

of the trigonum cervicale, or at the bases of the anterior and

posterior fissures. Starting with these cells and passing to the

central epithelium, we shall find every possible gradation

between multipolar nerve cells and epithelial cells !

In order to understand this remarkable transition clearly, let

us first study the two extremes of the transition series:

I. The nerve cell of the menobranchus consists of a large,

finely granular central mass, nearly as large as, and in some

instances even larger than, the immense red blood corpuscles

of this species. This mass stains deeply in carmine, and
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occasionally has the appearance of containing a more or less
distinctly marked central body. Around it there is a thin,
delicate shell of protoplasm, which is continuous with the
axis cylinder and protoplasmic processes. Like tlie latter it
does not stain very deeply in carmine or hiBmatoxylin.
Although the centra] body preponderates so immensely over

the outer substance, it must be considered as its nucleus, and
this for the following reasons : 1st. The nerve cell processes
never can be traced to have any connection with the former,
but, on the contrary, their fibrillpe, when their course is clearly
visible, can be always traced over or by its side, through the
outer substance, to some other process, in a manner similar to
that claimed by Beale for the nerve cells of the mammalia.
2d. It stains more readily and deeply in carmine. 3d. It is
more granular than the substance which I designate as the
protoplasm. 4th. Although sometimes drawn out to an angu-
lar shape, at a point where a nerve cell gradually becomes
attenuated to a spindle form, it never extends into the pro-
cesses proper.

II. The ependymal epithelial cell consists of a delicate,
apparently hyaline protoplasm, which is thickest at that end of
the cell wliich faces the central canal or the ventricular lumen,
and thence gradually thins down until no longer visible at the
root of the cell. The main mass of the latter is made up by
the oblong nucleus already referred to, which stains to the
same degree, and has the same optical appearances and dimen-
sions as the nucleus of the nerve cell of the same animal ; it

diflers from it in the sole respect that it is more oblong; but
even here there are exceptions, while a few of the epUhelia
have spiierical or ellipsoidal nuclei, some of the nerve oells
have oblong ones.

As already stated, the series of bodies immediately under-
neath the ependymal epithelium no longer possess a demon-
strable protoplasm. They resemble, in every respect, the
epithelial nuclei, and are to be considered as/j-ee nuclei. The
further outwards we pass the more spheroidal they become,
and now they begin to assume peculiar relations to tlie delicate
fibrillsB which run in their vicinity. While the mere enclosure
of one of these free nuclei by a bundle of nerve tibrils luiHit

34
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be considered accidental per se, yet when we iind that these

nuclei are by preference in relation with those groups of

librillEe which undergo a methodical concentration into axis

cylinder and other processes, and when we find that those

nuclei have become the rendezvous of such strands running in

all the directions, and sulxlividing in all the manners of a

typical multipolar nerve cell, and finally, when we perceive a

delicate protoplasmic mold cast into the fibrillar network

which encages the free nucleus, we will perceive a process by

which the latter becomes elaborated into a nerve cell nucleus.

During this process it undergoes no visible histological

metamorphosis whatever. Some of the compound bodies

which arise from the condensation of fibrils around the nuclei,

and which I consider tlie physiological if not the anatomical

homologues of nerve cells, possess no protoplasm whatever

;

others show it but indistinctly; but, aside from this, they

appear entirely identical with the cells described as nerve

cells.

This transition can be much more finely seen in the medulla

oblongata than in the spinal cord,—the nerve cells are larger,

their processes more numerous, and the layer of subependymal

cells is thicker. Although there are no nuclei for the cranial

nerves, in the proper sense of the term, yet at the origins

of the auditory and trigemini nerves this layer of cells and

nuclei is drawn out to a peninsular formation, and here the

finest transition forms can be observed. The raphe particu-

larly furnishes fine examples, and I have several specimens of

what appear to be cells with two axis cylinder processes, the

one entering the other crossing the raphe.

The existence of demonstrable connecting links between

epithelial and nerve cells, occurring as it does in the nervous

system of an animal which represents a larval type, is exceed-

ingly suggestive from an embryological point of view.

Hensen* has conclusively traced the development of the nerve

cells of the anterior cornu from the proliferating epithelium

of the primitive medullary'canal, and it appears that in the

*Hensen, "Beitrase zur Entwicklungsgeschicbte des Kaninchens uud

Meerschweinohens;''' Zeitsehrifl fuer Anat. und MiitwicMungsgeschwhte, II.,

1875.
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menobranchus we liave an instance wliere this ontogenetic
relation lias remained permanent in a double sense,—tirst
as regards the undeveloped condition of the nerve cells them-
selves; secondly, as regards the permanent topographical
nnion ot these nerve cells witli their mother bed, viz. : the
free nuclei and epithelium.

The peculiar manner in which an, as it were fortuitous con-
gregation of librils around a free nucleus, results in a com-
pound formation approaching the full nerve cell gmrlatum in
structure, receives much light from the researches of Schmidt
(New Orleans). It adds another to the numerous evidences
which are accumulating in favor of the view, that in many at
least of the multipolar nerve cells, tlie >ierve librils do not
terminate in the nerve cell, but pass through it, so that the
protoplasm constitutes merely a cement of the mass This
alters nothing, necessarily, of the physiological views enter-
tained regarding nerve cells, but whether these are to be con-
sidered as cellular units in the traditional sense of the term
IS a question.

'

While the medulla spinalis and oblongata contain a fair pro-
portion of unquestionable nerve bodies, and these exhibit
quite complex relations to nerve roots and other fasciculi, the
higher centres show a much more rudimentarv condition
Multipolar nerve cells do not occur here, and no subependymal
wlute nerve substance is developed.
That the lobi optici should exhibit a rudimentary structure Is

not to be marveled at, since the sensory periphery which is pro-
jected ,n these lobes is itself rudimentary. (The eves of the
menobranchus are rudimentary and concealed under the epider-
mis.) It and the hemispheres have as a common character, a low
epithelium on the ventricular aspect, which is followed by a
dense layer ot free nuclei, becoming more and more scattered
the nearer we approach the surface. This whole thickness of
the hemisphere is to be considered cortical substance, and the
outer inolecular layer, which presents the same appearance as
the basis substance of the human cortex, corresponds to the
farst layer of Meynert. With this, the fact that, where medul-
lary strands enter the cortex from the rudimentarv tlialamic
region, they frequently send bundles or single fibres into this
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outer layer, is in no contradiction. Even in the case of the

Inc^hest' animals, certain coTivolntions of the medial aspect ot

the hemispheres, which are of a lower structural type, have

their white substance on the outside, and the lower mammals

exhibit distinct fasciculi originating in this substance or pass-

ino- through it (rat. rodentia). Among the round free nuclear

bo'clies this neuroglia shows a fibrillary structure, and the

closer we approach the ventricular floor, the more distinct this

appearance becomes. Where an epithelial cell has been torn

loose-" by the section knife and isolated from its iellows it is

often possible to see such fibrils entering its basal protoplasm

and this is not infrequently observed to occur with individual

attenuated free nuclei nearer the surface. In no case have 1

seen any indubitable evidence that such fibrils joined the sub-

stance of the free nuclei in thin sections. I can always detect

a delicate protoplasm around the free nucleus, or where this is

absent, trace the -fibrils around and past the nucleus to then-

concentration point at the other extremity of the cell. At

that extremity of these rudimentary ganglionic nuclei whict

is directed to the periphery of the hemisphere, they are drawn

out to a point and thus assume a pyramidal appearance; it is

possible, therefore, that they with the adjoining fal)res may

present the homologue of a tri- or multipolar pyramid, but i

have discovered no distinct appearances of that kind eitlier

in the hemispheres or the optic lobes. In the relatively

large olfactory lobes, such bodies are found, and altogether the

structure here is better difterentiated than in the hemispheres.

Many of the cells are forced into parallelism with the convo-

luted nerve fibres, and together with them constitute glomeruli

olfactorii such as have been described in higher animals.

Here the nerve cells can also be traced from a central epithel-

ium surrounding the ventricular cavity of this lobe.

The nerve fibres of the reticular formation in the medulla

oblongata appear to anastomose by transverse and radiatory

radicles, but as these very fibres run a wavy course, tin* ap-

pearance may be a delusion.

*The u-re<^atic« of the free nuclei beneath the epithelia is very loose, and

the latterras well as the former, are easily separated in thin sections.
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In closing the description of the histological peculiarities of

the menobranchus, and before proceeding to describe the mor-
phology of its encephalon, I would refer to a peculiar kind of

globules found on the ventricular parietes. These are round
globules, or amorphous aggregations of an opalescent greenish
material, which, with or witliout a surrounding granular
detritus cover the ependyma; the individual globules are as

large as a human red blood corpuscle, and large)-, up to twice
these dimensions. I found one such body in the centre of

the nucleus of an epithelial cell. As to their nature, whether
they constitute a secretion, an exudation, or an artefact, I am
unable to state anything. I have not veritied their occurrence
in the fresh specimen, but found them in specimens liardened
in biclu'omate of potash and chromic acid combined, and
equally in specimens which had not been touched by alcohol
as in those in whose preparation that reagent had been em-
ployed.

The central nervous system of the siren* exhibits the same
histological peculiarities as that of the menobranchus, and we
may assume that all the amphibia possessing permanent J;'awc/wa
possess the same. It would be very interesting in this connec-
tion to study the brain and cord of the jwlypterus. While the
bony fish constitute an independent offshoot from the typical
plan of cerebral development of the vertebrata, and the pl'agios-

tomi present us with other, but different typical moditieations,
the urodelous amphibia represent a nervous system of great
simplicity it is true, but constructed on an identical plan^Mnth
that of the sauropsida and mammalia. The study of such a
primitive and larval nervous system consequently forms a con-
venient starting-point for a comprehension of the higher forms.
As I shall show it will lead to a considerable modification of
the projection theory.

* For two specimens of the siren and seven menobranchi I am indebted
to the loudness of Cliarles Dorner, Ph. D., Superintendent of llie N. Y. Aqua-
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Art. VI.—a NEW APPARATUS FOR GIVING ELAS-

TIC SUPPORT TO THE HAND IN CASES
OF WRIST-DROP.

By J. J. Putnam, M. D., Boston.

(Goiamunication before the Am. Neurol. A»s'n, June, 1878.)

THE advantages claimed for this simple apparatus over

others meeting the same need, are : that it is capable of

giving firmer support than any which I have seen, among

which I would refer especially to the arrangement devised by

our colleague, Dr. Van Bibber, of Baltimore, and that it is

less likely to slip on the arm, or to get out of repair.

The apparatus is not in principle original, not diftering essen-

tially from that used by certain orthopsedic surgeons for the

attachment of the " rubber muscle." It is made and applied as

follows : A piece of strong plaster (rubber plaster is the best)

is cut about one and one-half inch wide, and of the length of the

forearm. At one of its endsj which we may call the lower end,

there are sewed on two narrower strips of plaster, about two

feet in length and diverging widely from each other at their

point of attachinent, and likewise a strip of strong inelastic

webbing, which should project some four inches beyond the

end of the central strip of plaster, in the direction of its long

axis. The plaster is then laid upon the forearm, the broad

central strip running from about two and one-half inches above

the root of the metacarpal bone of the index finger towards

the external condyle of the humerus, the long narrow strips en-

circling the arm spirally, and the webbing tag extending down

over the back of the hand. The plasters are then bandaged

into place with a bandage which should be long enough to admit

of the use of a few last turns to confine the next part of the

apparatus in its proper place.*

This part is made and applied as follows : A piece of tin is

* The turns of the bandage should be securely sewed, or, it miglit perhaps

be a good plan to impregnate them with water-glass.
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cut to about the shape and size of the central plaster, and
curved somewhat longitudinally, to give it stiffness, and there

are then attached to it two buckles, one at each end, both with
their tongues pointing downward in the same direction. This
gutter of tin, as it migfit be called, is adapted to the arm, a

slightly spiral twist being given it by the fingers, so that it

shall follow the course of the central strip of plaster, and is

then confined near its upper end by the remainder of the

bandage. The webbing is then brought over the end of this

tin splint and buckled on, being drawn up sufficiently tight

to clear the tin from the wrist.

A strip of strong elastic webbing, doubled if necessary, is

then carried from the buckle at the upper end of the tin, pass-

ing under a guide of wire at the lower end, to a similar buckle
sewed securely on to the back of a strong leather glove near
the root of the index finger, and the apparatus is complete, ex-

cept for finishing touches, which naturally suggest themselves,

in the direction of strength and neatness. It might perhaps
be well to carry inelastic stays from tlie lower end of the tin

splint to the sides of the hand, to limit lateral motion, but this

I have not tried.

The apparatus is cheap and can be manufactured and applied
by any intelligent patient. It would seem to be hot and cum-
brous, and it certainly does not take entirely the place of liv-

ing muscles, but an artisan who is enabled by it (as was the
case with one of mine), to carry on, even though imperfectly,

his trade, is not likely to complain seriously of these inconve-
niences.
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Iimcvicitu 4jl euro lofjl ait |issociutiou.

FOUETH ANNUAL (ADJOURNED) SESSION.

(Offldally Reported by Dr. M. Josiah Roberts.)

First Day's Proceedings : Report of the Hammond Prize Committee.— Amendments to

tlic t'onstitution.—Time of ttie Association's annual session.—New by-laws.— The
Jewell and Hammond prlze.s for 1879.—Business before the Association.—Dr. Spitzka

on the lower olivary body in man, the anthropoid apes, and other mammals.—Dr. Put-

nam's case of probable heraorrhiige into the cervical enlarjjement.-Case presented by
Dr. Spitzka.—Galvanometer, with remarks upon, by Dr. Putnam.—Dr. Webber's sug-

gestions as to the nomenclature of the afl'ections of the spinal cord.— Dr. Rockwell's
remarks based on a case of loss of vision and recovery in brain disease.—Dr. Seguin on
cervical paraplegia.^Dr. Beard's exhibit of apparatusfortherelief of writer's cramp.—
Dr. Putnam's apparatus for wrist-drop.

Second Day's Proceedings : Report of nominating; committee.—The Association's publi-

cations.—Dr. Emerson's case of probable aneurismal tumors of the brain, and discus-

sion.—Dr. Spitzka's demonstration of the brain of the menobranchus.—Dr. Webber on
syphilitic disease of the cord, case, specimens and discussion.-Dr. Beard on how to

experiment upon living human beings.—Dr. Seguin's case of, and remarks upon, amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis.—Dr. Gray on cerebral thermometry, and discussion upon the

same.—Dr. Kinnicut's case of generalized athetosis.—Dr. Qibney, history of a case of

cervical paraplegia, discussion.

Third Day's Procekdinqs : Business.—Dr. Putnam on intra-ocular circulation, discus-

sion.—Dr Beard, cases and remarks.—Dr. Schmidt on the structure and function of the

ganglionic bodies of the cerebrospinal axis.-Dr. Spitzka on the signification of nega-

tive pathological evidence in insanity.

"Wednesday, June 19th.—Afternoon Session.

The American Neurological Association convened at the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, in Ne'w York city, June

19th, 1878, and was called to order at 2:30 p. m.

Present at the session : Drs. Beard, Dalton, Edes, Emerson,

Gibney, Gray, Hamilton, Hammond, Kiunicut, McBride, Ma-

son, Putnam, Rockwell, Seguin, Spitzka, Van Bibber, and

Webber.

In the absence of the President, Dr. J. S. Jewell, of Chi-

cago, and the first Vice-President, Dr. F. T. Miles, of Balti-

more, Dr. S. G. Webber, of Boston, became the president for

this session.

As the minutes of the preceding session had been printed

and distributed among the members of the Association, on

motion, their reading was dispensed with.

KEPOETS.

Dr. E. C. Seguin, of New York, in the absence of the

chairman of the Hammond Prize Committee, reported that
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two essays were offered for tlie prize, on the anatomical and
physiological effects of strychnia on the hraiu, spinal cord, and
the nerves. The prize of $250 was awarded to the essay
signed, "Nux vomica," and upon opening the sealed envelope
which accompanied the essay, bearing the same signature, the
author was found to be D\: E. C. Spitzka, of New York.

The Secretary reported that the following amendments had
been adopted

: First, As [.roposed by Dr. Kinnicut, that the
officers of tlie Association shall be a president, a vice-president,

a secretary, who shall also perform the duties of treasurer, and
two counselors. Second, As proposed by Dr. Emerson, to

open the annual session of the Association on the third

Wednesday in June. The vote for this amendment was
as follows : Twelve for the third Wednesday, ten for the second
Wednesday in June, and one for September.

The Secretary also reminded the Association that two new
by-laws had been adopted at the preceding session, as follows:

Aet. 7. The Council shall be empowered to take cogniz-
ance of violations of the constitution and by-laws by members

;

of persistent failure to pay annual dues ; and of wiilful neglect
to attend the meetings of the Association ; and shall recom-
mend to the Association proper action in the premises, such as

sending a final notice, or di-opping from the roll, as the Asso-
ciation may determine by a two-thirds vote of the members
present.

Art. 8. That any member of the Association who sliall be
absent from any two consecutive annual sessions of the Asso-
ciation shall thereby cease to be a member thereof, but may
be reinstated by a unanimous vote of the Council.

Dr. Seguin stated that he had been authorized by Dr. J. S.

Jewell to offer a prize of §200 for the best original' researches
into the physiology of the nerves of the uterus and ovaries for
next year.

Dr. William A. Hammond, of New York, stated that he
would renew his prize of !?250 for the ensuing year for the
best essay upon a subject which he would hereafter mention.
Upon motion, the resignation of Dr. Walter Hay, of Du-

buque, Iowa, was accepted.
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THE COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS,

as appointed by President Weliber, was as follows :
Drs. Edes,

of Boston ;
Shaw, of Brooklyn ; Mason, Gibney, and Beard,

of New York.

Dr. Hammond proposed the name of Dr. Frederick Bate-

man, of Norwich, England, as honorary member.

Dr. E. C. Seguin, Recording Secretary and Treasurer of

the Association, made his report, which was accepted.

Upon motion, the President appointed Drs. McBride and

Putnam as auditing committee to examine the Treasurer's

accounts.

A motion was carried authorizing the Secretary to arrange

for the reading of papers.

There being no further miscellaneous business before the

Association, Dr. E. C. Spitzka proceeded to read his paper on

THE LOWER OLIVARY BODY IN MAN, THE ANTHROPOID APES,

AND OTHER MAMMALS.

The paper substantially states that the tirst trace of this body

found in the animal series was the homologue of the internal^

accessory olive of man, and, as such, reached a high degree of

development in the parrot. It was continuous below with a

part of the anterior grey cornu of the spinal cord, and this

continuity was well observed in successive transverse, as well

as in longitudinal sections of the human olive. In the pla-

cental carnivora this internal accessory olive sent out a

V-shaped fold which, in its turn, was everted externally. The

V-shaped fold was the homologue of the dentated olivary nu-

cleus in man, while the everted portion constituted the rudi-

ment of the external accessory olive. On tracing the devel-

opment of this body through the bear, seal, catarrhine and

platyrrhine monkeys, the complete homology of these parts

could be demonstrated, and Duval was consequently wrong in

stating that the carnivora only possessed the internal accessory

olive.

The higher we pass in the animal scale, the more the

V-shaped portion becomes convoluted, while the internal acces-

sory olive becomes smaller. The olivary body of the chim-

panzee is immensely superior to that of all other animals, and
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the differences between it and tliat of man are merely quanti-
tative, and disappear when compared witii the immense differ-

ence existing between the olive of the chimpanzee and of the
baboon.

A slender bar of gelatinous nervous tissue is here seen to
clearly connect the dentated nucleus with the internal acces-
sory olive, and in some individuals of the human species this is

equally clearly seen. There is considerable individual varia-
tion in the development of the human olive. In some the
dentated nucleus is hardly more convoluted than in the chim-
panzee

;
in others it is an extremely intricate body. Some in-

teresting variations were observed in imbecile and insane sub-
jects, particularly those suffering from hereditary or congeni-
tal insanities. Objections were made to Stilling's nomencla-
ture, as adopted by Henle, but Meynert's views, except in so
far as they referred to the seal, were indorsed.

Dr. Spitzka presented, in connection with the reading of his

paper, a series of sections of olivary bodies arranged in order.
Diagrams were exhibited showing the great similarity of the
olivary bodies of the seal and bear.

REMARKS UPON DE. SPITZKa's PAPER.

Dr. Putnam.—1 would like to ask if there be any recent in-

vestigations which militate against or confirm Meynert's views
relating to the connection of the olivary bodies witli the pos-
terior columns ?

Dr. Spitzka.—There are none opposed to this view, but, on
the contrary, every new discovery only confirms the opinion
adopted from Deiters, by Meynert, that the restiform columns
decussated through the olives, and the pathological experience
that atrophy of one cerebellar hemisphere was apt to be asso-
ciated with atrophy of the opposite olive, which is in perfect
accord.

Dr. Webber.—I was in hopes to have finished the examina-
tion of a case in which there was atrophy of both lobes of the
cerebellum, together with destruction of the transverse fibres
of the pons, and to have presented the results to the Associa-
tion, but have been unable to do so.

The second paper of the afternoon was by Dr. J. J. Putnam,
of Boston.
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A CASE OF PEOBABLE IIEMOERHAGE INTO THE CEKVICAL ENLARGE-

MENT OF THE SPINAL COED.

The patient, a female, more than thirty years of age, pre-

viously healthy, without constitutional disease, was seized one

morning, after she had been menstruating a day or so, with a

feeling of tightness about tlie chest which caused her to get

quickly out of bed. She however immediately returned to

her bed and was thereupon seized with violent vomiting and

stertorous breathing, which lasted for some moments, followed

by complete paralysis. Her temperature was elevated, pulse

excessively rapid, pain in the back and shoulders, and paralysis

essentially complete. This was the condition of the patient,

when seen in consultation, two weeks after tlie attack. Two

or three points were wortliy of notice. She could move her

arms and shoulders with comparative ease, but there was^ no

motion of any account of the lingers or wrists of either side.

Sensation was so atfected that the application of a powerful

electric current tailed to excite pain. Dr. Putnam saw the

patient some two months later. She had menstruated twice,

and each time had attacks of vomiting as before. She could

now both flex and extend. the carpus and the hand, though

motion in the fingers was entirely abolished.

Dr. Putnam thought it probable that the posterior white

columns were intact, and there was little doubt but that the

hemorrhage was in the cervical region of the spinal cord, its

upper limit being the fourth or fifth cervical nerve. It was

also probable that a post-mortem examination would not reveal

the exact pathological condition, and that the distribution of

the paralysis was not to be explained upon anatomical grounds

alone. The mode of occurrence of hemorrhage at the cessa-

tion of the menses, had as yet not been made clear, and its

explanation was not simplified, when we take into considera-

tion the fact, that very large quantities of blood can be forced

into the circulation without raising the pressure of the blood

in the carotids, so long as the vasomotor centre remains intact.

REMARKS ON DR. PUTNAm's PAPER.

Dr. Beard.—I was interested in the Doctor's conclusions,

because in tlie past few years I have observed, in certain con-
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ditions of the spinal cord where tliere was no inflammation,

such as cases of spinal irritation, numbness of the ulnar nerve.

Then, again, all of the fingers would get numb. Now, why is

it that. this nerve is affected to the exclusion of other nerves?

I have not been able to answer, except there is a peculiar sus-

ceptibility of this nerve. I had a case last winter in whom
exercise would produce this feeling.

Dr. Putnam.—I entirely concur with Dr. Beard, for I have
observed quite a number of these cases of numbness in persons

not subject to spinal irritation. In one case it occurred in a

strong, healthy and well nourished man, also in several other

individuals in good health, and again in some who were in bad
health. In the cases that I have observed, the two middle

fingers were affected, and occasionally the whole arm was in-

volved, the attacks coming on after dark, or very early in the

morning.

Dr. Beard.—Did you always examine the spine with great

care?

Dr. Putnam.— I could not say positively that I did in the

cases referred to, thouc;li I am in the habit of so doina-.

Dr. Beard.—In rny experience, spinal irritation occurs in

four cases out of five.

Dr. Seguin.—As regards the pathology of the case described

by Dr. Putnam, I am very glad that he'used the word j^^ol-

able, for I am rather indisposed to admit, from suddenness of de-

velopment, that there was hemorrhage, and I base this opinion

upon what I think are facts. First, in infantile paralysis

we have a sudden development of paralysis, and in twenty-
eight cases there was only one case in which hemorrhage was
found, and that was without a history. In a case of my own,
observed when I was in the army in 1864, a man was brought
into a hospital in this city, who had fallen down with complete
paralysis below the neck. My diagnosis was hemorrhage into

the spinal cord. Post-mortem examinatinn showed error of

judging from suddenness of palsy : the lesion was red soften-

ing, a condition which I believe is excessively rare. The
specimen was exhibited in this lecture room by Prof. Clark.

Besides, in hemorrhage into the spinal cord, we should have
complete ansBsthesia.
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Dr. Putnam.—In regard to the feet, sensation was very much
impaired.

Dr. Seguin.—Yet anaesthesia was not complete in 3'onr case.

Dr. Putnam.—I suppose that is a thing which is variable;

a slight impulse is sufficient to give rise to impressions.

Dr. Seguin.—I admit that,a small quantity of grey matter

is sutlieient to transmit sensation.

Dr. Putnam.—I would not hold with any tenacity to the

pathology of the case.

There being no farther discussion, Dr. Geo. M. Beard, of

New York, proceeded to make some remarks upon

THE CAUSE OF THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTEIO INFLUENCE ACROSS

THE MIDDLE LINE OF THE BODY.

In Vol. II. of our transactions there was a short article by

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia, entitled, "On the Trans-

mission of Electric Intiuence Across the Median Line of the

Body." The claim of Dr. Mitchell was, that when the elec-

trodes were applied on the healthy side, the muscles on the

diseased side would contract, the electric influence going

across. The observation is correct ; the only thing of interest

is its causation and physical explanation. Dr. Mitcliell thought

it was a new fact in electricity, and so states in his paper. He
referred to Prof. George F. Barker, Professor of Physics in

University of Pennsylvania, who came to the conclusion that

it was caused by induction ; a mild induced current causing

the contraction. It was very clear that it did not come from

reflex action, because if the nerve trunk on the healthy side was

excited by a strong galvanic current, no contraction was pro-

duced on the diseased side. The error was in supposing that

there was induction. Prof. Barker's experiment consisted in

taking a shallow glass dish, eight inches in diameter, into

which was poured some salt water. .On one side of the dish

he placed the ends of two platinum wires, some inches apart,

and connected them to a Thomson's galvanometer. On the

opposite side of the dish he placed two copper wires, about six

inches apart, these being connected with a single cell of the

battery. When the battery wire was introduced, there would

be a marked deflection of the galvanometer needle ; when re-
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moved, there would still be deflection, but in the opposite

direction. These observations are correct; I have many times

made these observations during the past three years. Now,
the question arises, what is it that causes a deflection of the
galvanometer needle ? Prof. Barker supposed, that because
the galvanometer needle moved when the current was closed

as the battery wire was placed in the dish, therefore it was an
induced cui'rent. It is not an induced, but a diffused galvanic
current. How far this diffusion extends, depends upon the

nature of the conducting fluid. As I concluded from experi-

ments made some years ago, this diffusion extends to great dis-

tances, two feet or more, so as to afl'ect a galvanoscopic frog, or

Thomson galvanometer. 1 made experiments illustrating

the diftusion of electricity at the time that I was repeating the

experiments of Hitzig and Ferrier on the brain, and also when
experimenting with Edison on his alleged new force.

Now comes the point where Prof. Barker made his mistake:
when you interrupt a current, you cause the diffusion to be
more extended than when the current is continuous. And this

is in brief the explanation of what has been observed. The
observation of Dr. Mitchell is correct, but the explanation

which he and Prof. Barker give, is incorrect. It is the ordi-

nary diffused galvanic, and not any induced current that causes
the contraction across the median line of the body, and the

interest of the observation that it illustrates how very feeble

galvanic currents may cause a paralyzed muscle to contract.

REMARKS UPON DR. BEARd's PAPER.

Dr. Mason.—I did not read Dr. Mitchell's paper, but if I get,

from Dr. Beard's remarks, a correct statement of the facts, I

would say that Dr. Beard's explanation is perfectly satisfactory,

and I am very much surprised that there could have been any
doubt upon the subject, because it is so exceedingly ele-

mentary.

Dr. Seguin.—I had observed the reaction previous to the

publishing of Dr. Mitchell's paper, and had not thought much
of it, except that it was due to the transmission of the galvanic

current which was being used at the time, and had not con-

sidered the matter worthy of investigation.

Dr. Seguin.—I have a case of double facial paralysis of
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Bell's form, which developed within the course of two days,

and though the patient had been paralyzed for ten days, on

Saturday last there was an exceedingly well marked increase

of excitability to both currentis, in the nerve and muscles.

Dr. Putnam to Dr. Seguin.—Is there anything peculiar in

the character of the reaction, in your case ?

Dr. Seguin.—Nothing, sir.

There being no further remarks upon Dr. Beard's paper.

Dr. Spitzka exhibited an interesting case, the physical signs of

which were obscure. There was clonic spasm, involving every

muscle supplied by the spinal accessory nerve. There had

been considerable doubt as to the condition of the larynx.

Upon making a careful examination, the left adductor cord

was found to be paralyzed. There was a peculiar tone to his

voice. The patient had been sick for six years. The longer

he stands the worse the spasm becomes.

Dr. J. J. Putnam called the attention of the Association to

the galvanometer of Dr. Mann, patented by Sprague, of Man-

chester. The peculiarity of this instrument was, that the

divisions of the scale corresponded to units of quantity ot

electricity, instead of being merely arbitrary markings, as is

usual. He spoke of the manifest advantage in the direction

of accuracy by expressing the strength of current used in ex-

periments and in therapeutics, in terms of the deviation of

such a galvanometer as this, rather than by the number ot

cells, etc.

Dr. Seguin made an objection to the instrument, because

there was no means of arresting the needle, and called atten-

tion to the fact, that after taking one observation with such an

instrument, considerable time would necessarily elapse before a

second observation could be made.

He thought tliat all scientific observers should use gal-

vanometers of the same kind, and thus much confusion would

be avoided. To bring about this, manufacturers should be in-

duced to supply the trade with galvanometers whose units of

registry were the same.

Dr. Putnam remarked that any galvanometer could have

attaclied to it a calculated scale with divisions indicating units

of electricity.
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First Day—Evening Session.

Tlie Association was called to order at 9 ]>. m. by President
Webber.

EEPOET OF THE COUNCIL.

Dr. Segniii reported tliat the Council recommended that

nominations of associate members be postponed.

The Gonneil recommended for active membership Dr. L. C.
Gray, of Brooklyn, N. Y., whose paper had been examined
and approved. A vote by ballot resulted in his unanimous
election.

The first paper of the evening was read by Dr. S. G.
"Webber, of Boston, and entitled

A SUGGESTION AS TO THE NOMENCLATURE OF INFLAMMATOIJY
AFFJXTIONS OF THE SPINAL COED.

The names now in use were, as a rule, not expressive of the
pathological changes which cause the symptoms. Fox, Ley-
deh, Lange, and Erb, recognize only interstitial myelitis. In
so-called sclerosis the connective tissue is primarilv and chieflv

affected, the nerve fibres secondarily. Owing to the different

arrangement of the connective tissue in difterent parts of the

.
cord, the patiiological changes do not advance the same, and
are not distributed alike in all regions of the cord. So-called

locomotor ataxia is considered by Charcot a parenchymatous
inflammation. The nerve filn-es are primarily affected, and
the interstitial tissue secondarily; it is a chronic parenchyma-
tous myelitis. In acute myelitis, generally all tissues are so
seriously affected that thei-e is no possibility of drawing a dis-

tinction
; yet cases of somewhat protracted duration are found

where a distinction may be seen after death, at least. Two
cases of acute interstitial myelitis previouslv reported were
referred to, wherein the nerve fibres aronnd the grey matter
were not affected

;
but a short distance from the grey matter

they nndei'went degeneration. The interstitial tissue had un-
dergone little or no change.

The next paper was read by Dr. A. D. Rockwell, of New
York, the title of which was
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EEMAEKS BASED ON A CASE OF TOTAL BLINDNESS, WITH SUDDEN

EECOTEKY OF SIGHT, FOLLOWING BEAIN DISEASE.

The iiifrequency with which we meet with serious impair-

ment of the function of nerves of special sense in cases of

hemiplegia, following brain lesion, rendered the subject per-

haps ofsecondary importance, but as every deviation from the

connnon symptoms of any disease, materially aided in its com-

prehension, the Doctor proposed to glance very briefly at

what he considered the more interesting features connected

with this topic. His remarks were suggested by a single case

in which sight was suddenly lost and as suddenly regained.

The fact that complete unilateral paralysis never follows cere-

bral lesion, has been thought to disprove the suggestion gen-

erally accepted, that the will in calling into activity the

muscles of the opposite side, acts throngh the corpus striatum;

but the hypothesis of the connection of spinal nuclei by com-

missural flbres that has been advanced to harmonize this sug-

gestion with the fact that bilaterally acting muscles are ex-

empt from paralysis following lesions in and around the corpus

striatum, is ingenious and plausible.

When we come to the consideration of sensory phenomena,

equally interesting facts are observed. As a matter of fact

we know that not only do ordinary lesions of one hemisphere

fail to impair sight, but that almost complete destruction of

one hemisphere may leave these functions intact, through the

power of the opposite hemisphere to take cognizance of visual

impressions. There are probably no exceptions to this exemp-

tion in damage to the hemispheres, as regards hearing, since

the nuclei of the two auditory nerves lie near the junction of

the pons with the medulla.

The determining causes of hemiplegia, which at the same

time may occasion defects or complete loss of sight, are, first.,

where the superior peduncles which are closely related to the

visual centres, sufter damage either by hemorrhage or occlu-

sion of vessels. Second, when with a thrombosis in the caro-

tid and middle cerebral arteries of one side, the obstruction

is prolonged into the ophthalmic artery. Third, when one of

the posterior cerebral arteries is obstructed by a thrombosis.

Fourth, the optic tract may be compressed by hemorrhage
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into tlie substance of tlie ems cereliri or lower part of the

sphenoidal lobe.

The case which the Doctor ix'ported was not recent, bnt
caine under his notice in the aiitnmn of 1866. The patient, a
middle aged gentleman, had some years previous suffered

from a convulsive seizure which was supposed to be epileptic

in character, and this at long intervals had been repeated.*

Two months befoi-e be came under ^r. Eockwell's notice he
had an epileptiform attack resulting in incomplete paralysis

of one side of the body and total blindness. For two months
after the attack, while the arm had almost wlioily regained its

normal powei', the strength of the leg was still impaired to a
considerable degree.

A powerful induction current was applied simultaneously
to both eyes of the patient for about two minutes, resulting
in an innnediate and permanent restoration of sight. Judging
from tlie reports of other cases and the probability ot'the
]nu-ely functional or indirect cause of the blindness, recovery
would prcibably liave taken place spontaneously, and was only
hastened by the reflex stimulation of the electricity.

It is notorious that the most profound derangements of the
functional activity of the nerve centres may exist, and yet by
none of our advanced methods of investigation has it been
possible to discover any appreciable lesion ; and until we liave

more accurate knowledge in this direction, the theory of reflex

influence upon whicli we must fall back for explanation,
although beyond the sphere of absolute verification, is at all

events plausible, and to a certain extent, rational.

EEMAKKS l.;i>(iN DR. KOCK WF.I,[,'s PAl'KK.

Dr. Putnam.—It is certain that loss of sensibility nuiy be
restored, althougli there is an organic lesion which is undoubt-
edly the cause of it, and as blindness is tolerably easily ob-
tained in animals l)y injury to the hemispheres, it would seem
to me not out of the rpicstion, that it was a lesion in the brain.

Dr. Webber.—Would not the complete recovery which took
place exclude embolism in the retina of the eye?

Dr. Putnam.—Was hemiplegia permanent?
Dr. Rockwell.—It was so far as I know.
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Dr. Spitzka.—I do not believe that any cranial nerve is sub-

ject to so much variation as the optic. There are several cases

on record where there was no decussation at all. One of these

cases is indorsed by the great anatomist Vesalius.

Dr. Seguin.—Was there blindness in botli eyes?

Dr. Rockwell.—Yes sir, blindness existed in both eyes.

-. The next paper was read by Dr. E. C. Seguin, of New York,

on
CERVICAL PARAPLEGIA.

Three cases were related, all presenting degrees of atro-

phic paralysis in both hands and arms, with more or less

anEesthesia. In one case there was paralysis of the ciliary

sympathetic fibres in one eye, on the same side as the

greater wasting. In Case I., tiiere were symptoms indicating

progressive disease, such as a broad constriction feeling about

the thorax and great weakness in the legs. This case was

treated with the satisfactory result of relieving the last named

symptoms and limiting the disease in the hands. The patient

was seen a few months ago" (four years after treatment) and

no progress had been made by the affection. Case II., of

moderate severity, and probably syphilitic, was entirely cured

after several months' treatment. Case III. has been under

observation only a few weeks.

EEMAEKS UPON DR. SEGUIn's PAPER.

Dr. Putnam.—1 would doubt the therapeutic value of the

papei- in reference to the first case, for I had a case similar to

it in which tliere was great improvement, although there was

almost no treatment. There were symptoms of hemiplegia.

Recovery was complete, except from the atrophy of the mus-

cles of the arm, in which there was no improvement.

Dr. Seguin.—There was no improvement in the hands in

my Case I., but the relief from apparently impending paraplegia

was very striking.

Dr. Beard.—Was there any attempt to differentiate the

effect of the remedies used ?

Dr. Seffuin.—Not in the first case, for the records were not

very scientifically made.

Dr. Putnam.—The parts which are not very severely af-
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fected are lil*ely to recover, and might this not be fairly

expected in Dr. Segnin's case, that it would pass away ? I

would not run the risk of no treatment, though I have great

tkith in spontaneous recovery.

Dr. Spitzka.—Do you think syphilitic cases will spontane-
ously get well 'I

Dr. Seguin.—I should rather doubt it. I should like to

hear an expression of opinion as to the frequency of these

cases.

TnuBSDAY, June SOtu—Afterxoon Session.

Meeting was called to order by President Webber, at

2.30 p. m.

Dr. Edes read the report of the nominating committee
recommending Dr. F. T. Miles, of Baltimore, for President;
Dr. S. G. Webber, of Boston, for Vice-President ; Dr. E. C.
Segnin, as Recording Secretary and Treasurer; Dr. J. J. Mason,
and Dr. F. P. Kinuicut, of New York, as Council. Upon
motion, tlie report was accepted.

Dr. Webber.—I cannot recollect any eases where the par-

alysis ceased, but I have had cases where the paralysis began
and the patient died, but have had no autopsies. One in

wliich the trophic part of the spinal cord was not affected,

there was no diminution except in one muscle of the leg, and
that was doubtful.

There being no further remarks upon Dr. Segnin's paper.
Dr. Geo. M. Beard exhibited a simple apparatus, devised by
one of his patients, for the relief of writer's cramp. The gen-
tleman who invented it could not write' his own name, but
now, after the use of this instrument and electricity, was able

to write ten hours per day. The great factor in the production
of writer's cramp is the pressure upon the pen-holder, but in

this instrument the evil referred to is wholly obviated.

Dr. Putnam showed a new apparatus, resembling " Bar- //

well's Elastic Muscle,'' for giving support to the hand in cases
of wrist-drop.
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A check for $250 was received from Dr. Hammond and

handed over to the successfnl competitor for his prize, Dr.

Spitzka.

Upon motion of Dr. Shaw, the Council was requested to

confer with Dr. Jewell, and determine the conditions upon

which the Jewell prize would be awarded.

Dr. Putnam referred to the publication of the papers of the

Association, and called attention to several objections to the

method now adopted. lie urged that some means be deter-

mined upon whereby a cheaper publication and a wider circu-

lation of the Association's papers could be insured. After

some discussion it was decided, upon motion of Dr. Hammond,

to refer the whole matter to. the Council, with power to take

final action. B.y permission of the Council, members of the

Association can publish. their papers where they choose.

Dr. McBride made the report of the auditing committee,

which was accepted.

The next business of the Association was the reading of pa-

pers, the first being by Dr. N. B. Emerson, of New York.

A CASE OF I'EOBABLE ANEUEISMAL TUMOES OF TUB BRAIN, Wml
SPEdMENS AND PEAWINGS.

Dr. Emerson presented specimens and drawings of small

tumors from the brain of a man who died in the Hoboken

Church Hospital. ^ The patient, aged 46 years, seaman, com-

plained of a racking pain located in the forehead and occiput,

violent exacerbation at night, with delirious attacks
;
memory

was greatly impaii-ed, so that a history was not obtained. His

wife stated, at the time of his death, that he had suffered from

convulsive attacks for twelve months. jSTone Avere observed

while the patient was in the hospital until the very last. He

several times urinated in bed while asleep. His walk was

feeble, but there was no paralysis, and sensibility was un-

changed. While in hospital, subcutaneous hemorrhages ap-

peared over face and neck, of irregular shape and size.

Mucous membranes were free from hemorrhage and pale, so

far as visible. Sight extremely poor, no measurements;

ophthalmoscopic examination showed atrophy of the nerve,

and retinal hemorrhages.
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Dentil occnrred suddenly during a delirious attack, and was

immediately preceded by convulsions. Autopsy revealed

pachymeningitis across the track of eacli middle meningeal ar-

tery, and chronic inflammation of the meninges, especially at

the base of the brain. After haixlening in potassium bichro-

mate, the small tumors above mentioned were found more
frequently in the cortical portion of the cerebrum and attached

to the meninges at the base of the brain. In order to discover

the locality of these little bodies. Dr. Emerson probed the

bi-aiu in evei-y direction with a fine sharp-pointed needle. The
moment one of them was touched, its presence was indicated

by the resistance offered. By this method, which lie demon-

strated before the Association on the brain in question, it is

possible to discover a deep-seated tumor of hard consistency

without in the least damaging the brayi itself. The diameter

of the tumors varied from 2.5 to -i.o mm., and were enveloped

in a capsule of proliferating connective tissue. Sections of

tumors, stained and mounted, showed centrally, amorphous

matter and fat granules; next, a zone of granular matter with

traces of fibrils, also leucocytes; next, a zone of proliferating

tissue with large numbers of nTiclei or leucocytes in groups at

the periphery.

Dr. Emerson was at first inclined to look upon these tumors

as gummata, but at length came to look upon them as old

healed aneurisms.

Dr. Emerson expressed his obligations to Dr. Wm. E.

Fisher, of Iloboken, and Dr. O. D. Carpenter, of Jersey City, to

whom he was indebted for the privilege of using the case.

REHtARKS UI'ON DK. EMEKSOn's PAPER.

Dr. Spitzka.—About a year and a half ago, I examined

some gummatous tumors, not displacing the brain substance,

but replacing it. While most of them looked similar to the

tumors we have just seen, there were some that extended

through the two first layers of the cortex beyond the blood-

'

vessels, which I preferred to consider as miliary myxoma of a

syphilitic nature. Tiiere was one of these near the origin of

the third nerve.

Dr. ISeguin.—I would state that I am disposed to look upon
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the tumors wliicb Dr. Emerson has presented, as aneurismal,

for the following reasons: The central portion of the tumors

looks lihe thrombns undergoing fatty degeneratioTi, the capsule

resembles changed and thickened arteries which I have in my
possession. I fail to see in these specimens any of the young

cell formation which is so characteristic of gummata ; also the

absence of continuity between the tumors and the normal

brain tissue ; their size is, however, rather greater than that

of ordinary miliary aneurisms.

In this connection, perhaps, I may be permitted to show

some miliary aneurisms prepared by "Dr. Amidon, of the New
York Hospital. They show very beautifully the peri-arterial

changes, and the fatty degeneration of the muscular coat. Dr.

Amidon has devised a method of obtaining these aneurisms,

which is simpler and much more rapid than Charcot's ; he dis-

integrates the nervous tissue by a stream of hot water.

Dr. Spitzka.—As no gummata are known to occur centrally,

I have always thought they proceeded from the meninges. I

cae exclude aneurism in my case, for I have found all the evi-

dences ot syphilis.

Dr. Emerson.—In looking at one of these specinaens I

found along its edge what appeared to be little extravasations,

but I did not find any in the brain. The heart, in this case,

was opened, but I could not say that it was examined.

Dr. Edes.—I have been struck with the resemblance of this

drawing to some specimens of endarteritis which I have, with-

out the same contents. The contents would, of course, be re-

ferred to the clot. I must say that I am in favor of aneurism,

for it has been shown that endarteritis, occurring in a syphil-

itic patient, is not necessarily sj'philitic, because other things

give rise to it.

Dr. Spitzka.—In the case referred to by Dr. Edes, was there

disease of the adventitia'?

Dr. Edes.—I could not say as to that, positively.

Dr. Edes.—I have at home a ver}' pretty specimen of aneur-

ism, taken from the pons, which in some respects resembles

the tumor here upon the slide, and also resembles somewhat

that which is mounted in wax. The brain from which I took

the specimen contained several. The parts around the aneur-
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ism were stained so as to be easily recognized l)_y tlie naked
eye alone, tlie thick walls of the vessel could be seen, and at
the dilatation, where tlie blood had broken through, the thin-
ness of the walls of the perivascular sheath of the adventitia
was easily recognized. The size of the tumor was as large as
tliose which Dr. Emerson has presented, or larger.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE BRAIN AND CORD OF MENOBEANCHUS.

Dr. E. C. Spitzka exhibited specimens of the spinal cord,
medulla oblongata, and hemispheres of the menobranehus!
which showed the immense size of the nerve-cell nuclei, and
the peculiar arrangement of the fibrils constituting the axis
cylinder, and other processes around the latter, giving the ap-
pearance as if a nucleus had been fortuitously entrapped in
their meshes. The gradual transition of the epithelium of the
central canal to nerve cells was clear and distinct. Of the
distal nerve cells, one had a sharply-marked axis cylinder pro-
cess extending to the periphery of the cord at the point of
egress of the anterior roots. The brain cortex showed an em-
bryonic structure, and the relations of the epithelium of the
'loroid plexus ;:nd tela elioroidea were unusually distinct and
ch

interesting

KiaiARKS Ul'ON DR. SPITZKa's PAPER.

Dr. Edes to Dr. Spitzka.—Have you been ai)le to trace the
processes from one cell to another cell I

Dr. Spitzka.—In one case, in the human spinal cord, I think
I have un(]uestiouably traced au anastomosis. Also in the
sea-turtle I think I have an appearance of the same kind.

Dr. Seguin.—While studying in Bonn I found what I sup-
posed to be an anastomosis, but upon looking at it with a
one-fifteenth inch immersion lens I found the appearance due
to superposition of the processes.

Dr. Putnam.—What is the character of the nerve tissue
cells ?

Dr. Sjiitzka.-From their position I consider the thick con-
gregation of cells as the germ cells of higher animals, and the
scattered cells as connective tissue cells. As everything in

the menobranchns is embryonic, you cannot say which is

which.
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Dr. Seguin.—I would like to ask Dr. Mason if, in his re-

searches upon the spinal cord of the alligatoi', he has found

anything peculiar ^

Dr. Mason.—As yet I have not had an opportunity of study-

ing the sections which I have ]irepared.

Dr. Seguin called attention to thehistory of an anomalous ease

of sclerosis. The patient had as symptoms persistent numb-

ness in hands, forearms, and legs. No other symptoms except

on two occasions, an attack of fulminating pain. Upon post-

mortem examination he found sclerosis in the posterior col-

umns, chiefly in th? columns of Goll, but alsoinvolving a part

of the radicular zones. Sections from diiferent points in the

spinal cord were exhibited.

The next paper was read by Dr. S. G. Webber on

A CASE OF PEOBABLE STrHILmC DISEASE OF THE SPINAI. COED,

WITH SPECIMENS.

The case was interesting on account of the rare pathological

changes. The cord was sent to Dr. Webber from the country,

and there was no notice of changes elsewhere. Patient had

syphilitic history, but no secondary symptoms ; no venereal

excess; no injury to back or head; lived in good quarters

;

four or five weeks before death he experienced numbness in the

side of his nose, face, and left thumb; about the same time

had pains in back, and both arms and legs, which became so

severe that in two weeks he was obliged to take to his bed
;

had retention of urine, constipation of the bowels, no disturb-

ance of eye-sight, but ptosis on the right side
;
eyes, pupils,^

and facial muscles readily responded to the will
;
motion of

arms, hands, and legs possible; sensation in legs and hands

rather diminished ; no prickling sensation.

The greatest change in the cord was found just below the

cervical enlargement. The membranes opposite the lateral col-

umns were tWckened and adherent
;"

central grey substance was

deformed ; centre of the cord was occupied by a mass of dis-

eased tissue, in which were seen numerous vessels with extrav-

asated blood pigment and blood corpuscles, many nuclei and

much fibrous tissue ; also many enlarged spider cells, which

seemed to lie near the root of the anterior cornua. Below

this a section showed the most changes in the right lateral col-
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umiis, the morbid changes being similar, except an increase in
the number of sjaider cells.

Above first section in cervical enlargement tlie chief changes
were, increased number of enlai-ged spider cells in the anterior
cornna, and degeneration of tlie posterior columns. Posterior
columns were also alfected in the dorsal region^below the part
most diseased. Hence, ciianges in the posterior colnnuns maj
have been an independent lesion. The change consisted of an
enlargement and increase of the spider cells ; the neuroglia
libres were increa.sed, interiaced and wavy; nuclei were^in-
ci'cased, the nerve fibres fewer, and the walls of vessels
thickened.

The case is of interest foi- the enormous increase of spider
cells. The development of new-formed tissue was at the ex-
pense of the nervous fibres and cells, which seemed to have
been pushed aside or supplanted. The new -formed tissues
may be considered to form a tumor composed of the normal
interstitial tissue; that is, it is a variety of glioma.

Dr. Webber exhibited several sections of the cord of the
above case.

KEMAKKS ri'ON DK. WEUBEk's CASE.

Dr. Seguin.—I would like to ask if Dr. AVebber has any
explanation of the face symptoms in his case?

Dr. Webber.—The specimen was sent to me, and there was
no history of a lesion elsewhere.

Dr. Segain.—Tlie rpiestioii of spider cells is one which is

attracting considerable attention at the present time. Dr.
Shaw and I have made some observations in this direction.
He found them in making examination of specimens of cen-

'

tral myelitis and disseminated sclerosis, and I have demon-
strated tliem in the lateral columns in amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis and in sclerosed posterior columns. The question in
Dr. Shaw's mind and my own, i,s, how far can we look upon
these cells as evidence of abnormal cellular nutrition in contra-
distinction to nervous degeneration '.

V)\\ Webber.—In the drawing from the case of sclerosis,
one of the spider cells is seen connecting with the artery or at

least with a blood-vessel. I have found^that quite a common
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connection, the processes of spider cells running into the walls

of the artery and connecting with a sort of iufundibuhim. In

one case I saw one of the processes of a spider cell take a cir-

cuitous coarse to the artery, while another took a direct course

to the same artery.

Dr. Seguin.—i should like, Mr. President, your views as to

whether spider cells are to he relied upon as evidences of in-

flammation.

Dr. Webber.—They are part of the normal constituents of

the cord, and can be seen in almost any section, but of course

the nerve fibres obscure their demonstration. A spider cell

growing in a group of nerve fibres, which are transversely cut

across, very soon loses its processes in the septa separating the

nerve fibres one from the other, and it is not always easy to make

out the cells from which these processes arise, these cells having

nuclei and sometimes nucleoli, and sometimes I have seen two

or three little fibres radiating from a nucleus. Being the normal

constituents of the cord, like all other constituents of the neurog-

lia, when an inflammation is set up these spider cells enlarge,

and perhaps imbibe carmine more readily, so that the proces-

ses given ofl" by them are more readily seen. Sometimes

these spider cells and their processes become very strongly

tinted with carmine. After the inflammatory process has gone

on for a length of time and has become cpiite chronic, a change

takes place in- these spider cells, and instead of being more

deeply tinted by carmJne, they become less strongly stained and

it is sometimes difficult to see them. They then become re-

duced many times, merely to a nucleus that is pretty large.

Around this nucleus, very early, can be seen the outline of the

cell, which, having taken no carmine whatever, is translucent

and without color. This I have looked upon as the stage of

degeneration or atrophy of these spider cells. The interstitial^

tissue becomes condensed and solidified in the last stage ot

the disease. In tU drawing which I presented, I think there

was one of these spider cells which had passed through this

degenerative process.

I have examined for nuclei very carefully in cases ot so-

called sclerosis, and have found that it was possible, in a very

large majoritv of cases, to trace the outline of the spider cell.
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So I think it is fair to conclude, tliat tlie nuclei of these cells
are merely the nuclei of the spider cells, and that, owing to
non-c(jloration hy carmine or other causes, we cannot trace
the outline of the spider cells. Taking this view of it, tlie
above described changes are mei-ely changes in the noi-mal
structures of the cord, and may he considered inflammatory

Dr. Seguin.-Dr. Webber's views are in accord with my
own, but I vvish to call attention to the cloudy appearance of
these cells wlien they become enormously enlarged and the
number of processes seem to be larger than normal.

Dr. Webbei'.—This appeai'ance can be seen in one of the
specimens now under the microscope. The cell is in rather a
thick portion of the cord. I would add, that it is my opinion,
that these cells sometimes undergo fatty degeneration and are
absorbed.

Dr. Shaw.-I think that evidence of the last statement
winch Dr. AVebber made may be seen in disseminated sclero-
^^s. I think these cells do undergo degeneration. It has
appeared to me, that where specimens were kept in alcohol
the cells could not be seen.

'

Dr. Webber.—I have been unable to satisfactorily observe
specnnens freshly placed in Canada balsam. It is only after
the lapse of a considerable length of time and the specimen
iias become thoroughly permeated with the mounting fluid
that study of these cells is followed by satisfectory resitlts

'

There was another point to which I neglected to call at-
tention. Spider cells seem to undergo a great many changes
in a swollen condition the cells seem to be filled with
some material. In such, I have seen groups of from two to
SIX nuclei, as it white blood corpuscles had migrated into the
cells, and accumulated there. I found one cell in which there
were five or six nuclei grouped together in one end, but it is
very common to find cells with two large nuclei, the rest of
the cell having the appearance as though it had been filled
with a fluid which had become solidified through the agency
ot the reagents. a j

Dr. Shaw.-I would like to ask Dr. Webber, if, in those
cells where there were a number of nuclei, it was not due to
division of the original nucleus? In drawings from my case
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you will see a contraction in the nnclens as if it was about to

divide.

Dr. Webber.—Yes, it is quite possible that is the case.

Next followed the readiug of a paper by Geo. M. Beard,

M. D., of New York.

HOW TO EXPERIMENT ON LIVING HUMAN BEINGS.

Mr. John Stuart Mill, in the preface to his work on, "Logic

and the Principles of Evideuce" observed, that, while we

may instinctively avoid errors in the search for truth, yet it is

an advantage not to be dispensed with, to have a rational un-

derstanding of the philosophy of reasoning, so that we shall

not be forced to depend on dumb instinct alone.

In experimenting with living human beings there are six

sources of error which physiologists and physicians guard against

instinctively, but which ought to be and can be reduced to a

positive statement. These elements of error come from the

nervous system, their study therefore belongs to neurology.

It is because of the backwardness of neurology that this sub-

ject has thus far been passed by. Dr. Beard had already

called attention to these six sources of error in experimenting

upon living human .beings, very briefly, in an article on the

physiology "of mind reading. But in his remarks before the

Association he proposed to discuss the subject in greater de-

tail. He found in making experiments upon living human

beings for the purpose of studying the physiology of nund

reading, and also in making experiments relating to the action

of mii^d on body, that this whole matter was as unexplored as

the north pole," and that it was necessary to hew one's way

through infinite obstructions at every step. The elements of

error in experimenting with animate objects were indicated

by Bacon, under the strange headings, " Idols of the tribe, of

the den, of the forum, of the theatre," and later writers upon

evidence and principles of science have repeated or assumed

the Baconian formulas, but the special elements of error m

experimenting with Uvhig human beings, have thus tar es-

caped conscious exhaustive analysis. The six sources ot error

are as follows

:

Fvrst SoiirceofUrror.^The phenomena of the mvoluntary

life in both the experimenter and the subject experimented on.
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Under this head are emhraced trance, \nth all its symptoms
and all the interactions of mind and body that are below the
plane of volition, or of consciousness, or' of both. Without a
knowledge of this side of physiology, scientific experimenting
with living human beings is impossible.
Second Source of ^rrar.—Unconscious deception on the

part of the subject experimented on. This element of error
slips into all the ordinary experiments with new remedies and
supposed new forces in the animal body, thus corrupting
science at its very sources. The neglect of this element o1'
error, even although all the other errors were guarded against,
would vitiate the utility of such experiments as those of the
committees of the French Academy on clairvoyance and mes-
merism. In regard to guarding against these two sources of
error, two things are necessary for the experimenter: Fir«t a
thorough knowledge of the involuntary life ; second, the snhfeet
e.pperimented on must always he deceived. The three methods
of deceiving the subject, by which alone the element of error
fi'om mind acting upon body can.be el innnated, are these

:

iMi-st, by doing something when the subject experimented on
believes we are doing nothing. Second, bv doing nothin<.
when the subject believes we are doing sometliincr. Third by
domg something different from what the subject believes is
being done.

Third Source of Error.~lnteiM\ona\ deception on the part
of the subject. The methods of deception ali^eady described
suffice to guard against all deception, intentional or uninten-
tional.

Fourth Source of Error.~-\]n\ntc,nikm^\ collusion of third
parties. By third parties is meant witnesses, audience, by-
standers, seen or unseen. The best illustration of error from
this source, is the aid which audiences give to a performer by
their silence when the mind reader wanders fi-om the obiect
for which he is searching, and by their murmur or applause
when he ..ears or reaches it. This is ,piite analogous to the
ci-y, -hot!" or"eold!" in the ga.ne of Mjlind man's buff"
Ur. J:,ea.'d, in h.s experhnents in mind reading, found it neces-
sary to send out all witnesses, or insist upon their being per-
fectly silent or motionless.

*
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Fifth Source of ^/-ror.—Intentional collnsion of third

parties. Under this head come the aid that assistants give in

experiments like those of Houdin and Heller.

Sixth Source of ^r/w.—Chance and coincidence. The ex-

periments during the past year of Charcot with metalloscopy

and metal therapeutics, have given special interest to this sub-

ject. Admitting all the facts which Charcot claims, considered

as facts alone, it is clear from his own statement that he did

not consider or allow for these six sources of error. He did

not prove whether the results obtained by putting metals^ on

the bodies of hysterical patients, were subjective or objective,

but in his lecture on metal therapeutics assumed that the

question was settled and that the results were objective. His

experiments were, therefore, of no value scientifically. If it

should be proved hereafter by Charcot himself, or by others,

that the application of metals, gold, silver, copper, have a real

objective effect with regard to the mind of the patient, it is

none the less true that he has not thus far proved it, for results

far more remarkable Dr. Beard stated he had obtained in ex-

periments with living human beings, by the mind acting upon

the body alone. If it should be proved hereafter that these

results are objective, another series of. experiments would be

needed to determine whether they were the result of pressiu-e

or of absorption of feeble currents of electricity generated by

the metals.

From the reduction of this subject to a science, two results

must follow : First, there will be more precision in the results

of our experiments with new remedies and in modes of treat-

ment. Second, men of ordinary ability can succeed in, ex-^

perimenting with living human beings where now men ot

great s^eniu^s fail. With these six sources of error before them

and fully understood, any medical student could make the

experiments of Charcot, and settle for all time the question at

issue.
,

REMARKS UPON DR. BEARDS PAPKR.

Dr. Mason.—It has occurred- to me, that to make Dr.

Beard's paper strong and precise, the points should be given

in which Dr. Charcot has erred. I would like to know if Dr.

Charcot has ever claimed curative effect in these metals.
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Dr. Xiiiiiifut.—Dr. Cliarcot expresses liimself as a supporter
of that view. In his lectures delivered last aiituiun and pub-
lished, he is reported to believe in the efficacy of these metals,
as shown by cases in his own hospital, but he gives no theory
so far as I know, except to claim that it is not due to expectfx-
tion and attention. If I remembej' rightly, all of his ca.ses

were not hospital cases. One occurred in private practice,
and he states that all possible sources of error had been re-

moved.

Dr. Seguin.—I think Dr. Beard's paper is very interesting
and a valuable contribution. I think it will help ns in out-

very blind and groping way of testing medicines. I hope to
see a reform obtained by bearing in mind these sources of
error, yet in private practice it is becoming moi-e and more
difficult, because our patients are becoming more and more
clamorous to know what medicine is being used, and what is

expected of it.

Dr. Putnam.—I saw the experiments of Dr. Charcot per-
formed, and though I was at that time miable to discover any
source of error, yet I am strongly inclined to agree with Dr.
Beard, and I must say the impression made upon me by Dr.
Charcot was, that he was wanting in the necessary qualities to
successfully perforin experiments of that kind.

The next paper was by Dr. E. C. Seguin, entitled

AMYOTKOPHIC LATERAL SOLEKOSIS. SPECIMENS.-

The patient had presented, in the course of a two years' ill-

ness, all the classical symptoms of the disease, viz.: atrophic
paralysis of the hands and forearms, contracture of all the
limbs, signs of labio-glosso-pharyngeal paralysis. The post-
mortem examination showed no lesion visible to the naked
eye, except smallness of some anterior rootlets ; but the study
of numerous microscopic sections of the spinal cord and me-
dulla oblongata showed the following lesions : First, a focus of
disease in the cervical enlargement, consisting in atrophy of
the ganglion cells of the anterior horns, especially in the lower
part of the enlargement, and sclerosis in the postero-lateral
column. Second. Sclerosis of the postero-lateral columns
throughout the rest of the spinal cord above and below the cer-
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vical enlargement. Third. Destruction of nearly all the gang-

lion cells in the nnclei of the hypoglossal nerves. The duties of

Seeretaiy to the Association had prevented the completion of

the study of the sections, so that many points required eluci-

dation. Dr. Seguin was, however, inclined to agree with Prof.

Flechsig in locating the sclerosis found in this disease in the

coarser pyramidal columns, and not, as Charcot expresses it, in

the lateral columns.

Dr. Webber.—I would like to ask whether the lesion of the

white columns in these cases affected the interstitial or nerve

fibres first ?

Dr. Seguin.—Probably, the interstitial tissue. 1 was very

desirous, 'and am ghid to have had the significance of enlarged

spider cells explained, before I read my paper, for that very

reason. I found, and can demonstrate in these specimens,

spider cells in the sclerosed columns.

There being no further discussion the Association adjourned

to meet again in the evening.

Second Day—Evening Session.

The Association was called to order by President Webber

at 9:30 p. m., and there being no business to transact, Dr.

Landon Carter Gray, of Brooklyn, proceeded at once to read

his paper on

CEREBRAL THERMOMETRY.

The paper contained the results of an investigation of the

cerebral temperatures of one hundred and two individuals.

The same points for placing the thermometers were adopted

as in the researches of M. Paul Broca, which were reported

in Aug., 1877, to I'Association Francaise pour I'Avancement

des Sciences, but which only embraced twelve persons. To

these points Dr. Gray has given the name of stations. They

are situated as follows : One on each side somewhat back and

above the commencement of the external anguhir process of

the frontal bone, being the frontal stations; one on each side

just above the ear. being the parietal stations; and one on
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each side r,f the occiput, Ijeing tlie occipital stations. In a,ldi-
tion, Di-. (Iraj ascertained, liy means of certain measurements
which ai'c detailed in his paper, the distance of tlie fissure of
Rolando at its vertical termination from the furrow formed
by tlie junction of the nasal bones with the nasal process of
the frontal. This distance was, on the average, 6| inches
Around tlie fissure of Rolando are the four vertical sta-
tions. Seguin's surface thermometers, made especially with a
view to obviating all error from any accidental pressure upon
the bulb, were employed

; and they were held in position by
a head-gear made of ribbon or soft morocco. The conclusi.,n's
arrn'ed at by Dr. Gray were:

^' 1. The average temperature of the left frontal station is
94° 36', the right i)eing !t3° 71'.

" 2. The average temperature of the left parietal station is
9i° 4-t', the right being 93° 59'.

" 3. The average temperature of the left occipital station is
92° (UV, the right being 91" 94'.

"4. The average temperature of the leftside of the head
IS 93° 83', the right being 92° 92'.

"5. The average temperature of the whole head, exclusive
of the vertex, is 93° 51'.

"6. The average temperature of tlie motor reo-i,)n of tlie
vertex is 91° 07'.

"7. The average temperature of the whole head, inclusive
ot the vertex, is 92° 66'.

"8._ If there be an alteration of temperature at any of the
ateral stations of more than one and a half degrees above or
below the average temperature of such station, this fact will
justify -^mspicion of abiujrmal change at that point.

" 9. If there be an alteration of temperature at any of the
lateral stations of more than two degrees above or below the
average of such station, this tact will constitute stro7ig evidence
ot the existence at this station of abnormal change.

_

"10. In proportion as the alteration of teinpeniture at any
individual station is increased or decreased bevond the figures
just mentioned, in exact proportion will the 'strength oi the
evidence be increased, until, the maximum or minimum hav-
ing been j^assed, the evidence will become almost conclusive
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"11. Should it so happen that such elevation of tempera-

ture above the average slionld be at any lateral stations on the

right, causing a rise at this point beyoiul tlie average tempera-

ture at the corresponding station on the left, this would

strengthen the suspicion or the evidence.

" 12." These remarks apply with equal force to the average

for the whole of either side, as well as to the average for the

whole head.

" 13. It is necessary to the validity of these conclusions that

the contemporaneous bodily temperature sliould be normal, or

that there should be a marked disproportion between it and

the cerebral temperatures."

Dr. Gray detailed a case of glioma of the brain, which he

had been able to locate during life at the side of the cerebrum,

when the symptoms pointed to an affection of the base, and

claims that it is the first case on record in which an intra-cra-

nial morbid growth had been localized during life by a ther-

mometer, and the diagnosis verified by a post-mortem. Dr.

Gray spoke of other cases, which were, however, not followed

by a post-mortem, and the publication of which he therefore

reserves. He is now engaged upon the study of the patho-

logical aspect of the question, but his material is not yet

read}' for publication.

EEMARKS UPON DE. GRAy's PAPER.

Dr. Webber.—This paper seems to be opening up a new

line of investigation, especially the pathological part of it,

and the residts so far have been carefully worked out. Should

further trial result as satisfactorily as in the case reported,

this means of diagnosis will be of great practical importance,

especially in doubtful cases. I had a case a month ago, the

symptoms of which caused mo to suspect tumor of the brain,

just commencing, and I can imagine that a thermoinetncal

"observation, such as Dr. Gray has described, might be valua-

ble in settling the diagnosis, should it be proven always to be

reliable. It had seemed to me rather curious that the change

in temperature should he so localized when the brain is not

immediately connected with the skull t>r the scalp. Has Dr.

Gray any explanation of that ?
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Dr. Gi'ay.—1 slionI<l think the thennometer would indicate
largely the teinpei-atin-e of tlie cerebrum itself, seeini? that it
is only covoi'ed by the scalp and a thin layer of bone, the
bone being thinnest at tlie three stations selected for observa-
tion.

Dr. Shaw.—There is one great source of error in the use of
surface thermometers, namely that any pressure upon the
bulb will cause the mercury to rise very perceptibly.

Dr. Gray.—I stated in my paper that I had a great deal of
trouble from this source, but that it was possible to make a
thermometer with a bull) three-eighths of an inch across which
would obviate tin's source of error. A safe way is to shake
the mercury down ten or twelve degrees below the normal
temperature before taking an observation. This was the
method which I adopted in my observations, and by so doing
I consider that I eliminated the error from pressure upon the
bulb.

Dr. Shaw.—I am of the same opinion ' as Dr. Webber. I
can hardly see how we can have such localized temperatures
outside.

Dr. Gray.—We can only arrive at conclusions, by exclusion.
The superticial parts do not vary to the extent indicated by
the thermometei', the variation then can only be due to the
change in the temperature of the parts beneath.

^

Dr. Seguin.—It seems to me that Dr. Gray has largely ob-
viated^ the ei'ror which has crept into former observa'tions of
this kind, by making it a rule not to consider the temperature
as indicating a pathological condition of the brain, unless it is

more than a degree and a half above or below the normal. I
regret that Dr. Hammond is not present this evening, uther-
wise it would be interesting to go into a general discussion of
cerebral thermometry. I think Dr. Gray has demonstrated
the fact that delicate thermometers are not of great value in
cerebral thermometrv.

Dr. Gray.—I slunild have given Dr. liammond credit for
his observation had I known of it before 1 submitted my paper.

Dr. Beard.— I was not ai)le to judge from the paper whether
any observations were made upon the effect of emotional dis-
turbances.
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Dr. Gray.—My object has simply been to obtain somotliing

whieJi would be of diagnostic valne, as is the oplithalmoscope

and the laryngoscope.

Dr. A. McL. Ha'milton.—It has occurred to me that con-

siderable deviation may arise from a functional condition of

the scalp.

Dr. Segnin.—I would suggest the probable usefulness of a

scries of experiments upon animals, whereby the temperature

of the scalp and that of tlie brain could be determined at the

same time, the temperature of the brain being taken through

perforations in the skull.

Dr. Webber.—The results tlins obtained would be only

approximately accurate, for exposure might mutilate the brain

and produce an inflammatory condition of the scalp also, or a

disturbance in the circulation of the scalp whicli would inter-

fere.

Dr. G-ray.—It seems to me, though it might gratify a curios-

ity to know what the actual temperature of the brain is, there

would be nothing of practical importance gained, for, by mak-

ing the obseryations in the way I have suggested, the same

conditions are met with in every person, and though these ob-

servations are only relative, yet they are sufliciently. accurate

for diagnostic purposes. It would seem quite cei'tain that

morbid changes in tlie skull would cause arise in temperature.

Dr. Webber.—The case reported by Dr. Gray is of great

value, and it is to be lioped tluit many other cases will receive

like attention. I have noticed in my own case, that, after

mental labor tlie vertex is much hotter tlian the sides of my
head, and almost always it is accompanied with a feeling of

discomfort. I have looked upon this as a rise in the tempera-

ture of the scalp, but as to its origin, I do not know.

Dr. Kinnicut.—I was about to remark that the same con-

dition exists in otlier parts of the body after mental labor, as

for instance in the mouth a rise in temperature of seven-tenths

of a degree, so that perhaps tlie condition observed in the

scalp is only part and parcel of what takes place elsewhere.

Dr. Beard.—I have never been able to answer tliat <piestion

to myself satisfactorily. You get a rise of tempei-ature not

only after mental, but after physical exertion, and sometimes
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where there is no exertiun at all. Sometimes 1 have thouo-lit

it was broiiglit about throuj^-li the nerves. In the liand, and
in other parts of tlie body, where there is no mental disturlj-

ance, there are variations in the temperature. When we look
at a great orator in the midst of a speech, we notice an enlai-ge-

nient of the veins of the tace, and tlie question arises, what
relation has the cerebral circulation with the circulation we see.

Dr. Emerson.—Tlie fact that there are local disturbances
in the temperature of the body does not favor the theory which
Dr. Gray lias advanced.

There being no furthei' discussion, Dr. F. P. Kinnicut, of
New York, read the history of a case of

GENEEAL DOUBLE ATHETOSIS.

E. D., tet. 1-i ; the patient is of average size for liis age.
General physical development good. Intelligent countenance
and apparently no marked mental impairment. Marked and
typical athetosis of hands, arms, cervical and facial uiuseles.

The head is constantly being turned from one side to the
otlier, rather more fi-equently and to a greater degree to the
riglit, but without any regularity as to direction. The athe-
toid movements of the facial muscles are partioularly marked,
causing strange grimaces on the patient's attempting to speak.
The sterno-mastoid muscles of the two sides are e(pial in size

Ijoth apparently being somewhat hypertrophied. The move-
ments of the lingers, hands and arms are not "jerky," they
are vermicular, irregular, semi-tonic and exist to an extreme
degree. Hypertrophy of the muscles of the hands is doubt-
ful

;
there is apparently some of the muscles of the arms.

Inco-ordination of legs exists, but in a slight degree. The
speech is affected, being "jerky," slow, apparently attended
with mucli effort and causing a marked increase in the athe-

toid movements of all the affected parts.

By drawing the patient's attention, the movements are
somewhat controlled. There is absolutely no paralysis and
no disturbances of sensation.

The characteristics of double or general athetosis as distin-

guishing it from liemi-atlietosis, would seem to be as follows:
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1. An affection congenital in nature, or dating from earliest

infancy ; in other A?ords a primary affection.

5. An athetosis bilateral in character apd always involving

the muscles of the neck and face.

3. The absence of all paralysis and of all sensory disturb-

ances.

4. The existence of a greater or less degree of imbecility

in the majority of the cases tlius far observed.

KEMAKICS UPON DR. KINNICUt's PAPER.

Dr. Hamilton.—Within the past few weeks I have seen, I

think, an unique case of hemi-athetosis, the history of which

was taken by the liouse Physician in tlje Epileptic and Par-

alytic Hospital. The peculiarity of the case is the entire ab-

sence of mental disease, and his age, thirteen years.

Dr. Seguin —I fail to see why the occurrence of athetosis

is not a sign of brain disease. Disease of the cerebellum gives

rise to disorders of locomotion without paralysis. Cases of

sclerosis occur without any marked paral^'sis. I saw a man
this morning in my otHce, who for several months has had

tension of the muscles of the right leg and arm, and he has a

tremor which is not present when he is quiet. In this case

Prof. Westphal corroborated my diagnosis of sclerosis of the

left hemisphere of the brain. I simply make these remarks

in support of the view that choreic movements may result

from brain disease.

Dr. Hamilton.—I think the fact remains, that in the ma-

jority of the cases of athetosis, they follow some brain disease,

or are connected with some undeveloped condition of the brain,

such as idiocy.

Dr. Seguin.—Still Dr. Hammond's original case was not

preceded by paralysis.

Dr. Kinnicnt.—It was preceded by epilepsy. An analysis

of twenty-seven cases, recently made, gave only four cases in

which there was not paralysis, two of which were Hammond's
cases.

Dr. Webber.—I have myself, a short time since, seen a case

of athetosis beginning in infancy, at the age of fourteen months,

the first symptom of which was a convulsive attack. The
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patient told nic that from tliat time until the present (she is

now twenty-one years old), there has been a constant motion
of the left hand when she is awake, unless interrupted by-

placing her hand in some position. I looked up this subject

and found thii-ty-three cases, of which about the same number
wei'e affected upon the right side as upon the left side. In a

large proportion of these cases, where the age was given, the

disease began in infancy. In two cases, autopsy showed hem-
orrhage into the corpus striatum. There was softening around
the hemorrhage. The locality of all these lesions was the

lenticular nucleus, sometimes towards its posterior end, and
the internal capsule was also affected. It is interesting to

notice that Pitres has lately discovered white bundles extend-

ing through the internal capsule, ii-ritation of which produces

the same movements in the limbs as irritation of the cortex.

The view which they take of it is, that the nerves of motion
pass through the basis cerebri, and in the internal capsule are

in bundles which are separate from one another. If this be so,

we can see Ikhv irritation in one neighboi'hood may be com-
municated to other tiljrus, and thus keep up a slow motion.

Charcot h:ip, I believe, reported three autopsies where the lesion

was in the optic thalamus. The cases of infantile origin, such

as the one I ha\-e seen, such as Dr. Jewell reported last year,

such as Dr. Seguin has referred to in the transactions of this

Association, such as Dr. Berger, of Bi'eslau, reports, in all of

these cases there is a lesion of the brain substance, which I

suppose is not yet fully demonstrated, but which seems to be
somewhat of the nature of sclerosis. I had an opportunity of

examining one 'case after death. It was not a case of atheto-

sis, but one of those infantile cases f )llowed by motor disor-

der. The part affected was the sphenoidal lobe around the

inferior cornu of the lateral ventricle. The examination was
not very satisfactory, but the gross appearance was more satis-

factory than the microscopical examination. Tiic specimen
liad been placed in alcohol. I suppose in those cases of infan-

tile origin there is some such change as I have described. I

doubt if there is always a hemorrhage. In other cases occur-

ring in infancy, resulting in motor disturbances, I have found a

slight tremor, which would connect these together, as a chain
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of cases of varying peculiarities wliich sliade into each other,

and wliich enable iis to jndge that the lesion is very much

alike in all eases.

Dr. Kinnicut to Dr. Webber.—Do you regard the localiza-

tion as more important than the lesion ? Why is not that the

all-important point 'I

Dr. Webber.—That is just what I meant to have said. I

think there is probably an interstitial change which produces

an irritation at that point. In the post-hemiplegie cases which

I have seen, which are few, the motions were iit.it at all alike.

In none that I have seen, and in the reports which I have read,

is there a resemblance to the disease we call chorea. The

movements are involuntarv, occurring without any elibrt of

the will, and without any object in view. The movements in

chorea are, I think, entirely ditferent from those in post-hemi-

plegic cases, and the name of post-lieniiplegic chorea should

be discarded.

Dr. Seguin.—In my experience I have thought I have made

out considerable distinction between the two conditions. The

movements in the athetoid condition in the child are never

jerlving, but are movements of flexion and extension, almost

i-hythmically, almost vermicular. In my two cases of post-

hemiplegic cliorea there was nothing of the kind, tlie move-

ments were jerking, and there were also certain actions which

resembled the movements of ataxia; they were certainly re-

mote from true athetosis. In my own mind I drew a plan of

forms of spasm running all the way from chorea, and presenting

a great many varieties, including ataxic movements, and looked

upon those post-hemiplegic cases as more resembling chorea

than any form of athetosis.

Dr. Webber.—I do not doubt that numy cases of post-hemi-

plegic chorea have this character. I mean to say that cases can

be found where they shade off into each other, and seem to

belong to the same class. At one end of this series there is

great motion, and again at the other end the movements run

into those of athetosis.

Dr. Seguin.^—Prof. Charcot is disposed to make the choreic

group include all of this group, taking the same view of chorea

as did Trousseau, making it into an immense famil}- with
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genera. I would add that there is one radical ditterence be-

tween Mthetoid movements and chorea : In athetoid move"-

ments the fingers chiefly participate, while in chorea we get
movements of the whole face, or the whole side of the body.

Dr. Kinnicut.—It would seem that only in this doulile form
are the muscles of the extremities affected. In the bilateral

torm the muscles of the face have been affected.

There being no further remarks. Dr. V. P. Ciibney, of New
\ ork, proceeded to read a paper entitled

CEK\'IOAL PARAl'LEGIA,

with a request that a diagnosis as to lesion be given by the

Association. The following abstract contains the main paints
in the case.

A female child, aged eight years, was first seen June, 1ST6,
at which time a plaster of Paris jacket and head-support was
worn, having been first applied in January of the same year,

the supposition being that she had caries of the cervical spine.

The disease dated from October, 1874, at which time she had
a strain by catching her head under the round of a chair.

Nothing marked occurred from tliat time until she was placed
under treatment, sa\-e an inaljility to rotate the head com-
pletely. When the plaster of Paris jacket was removed the
opisthotonus was marked, and no deformity of the spine could
l)e discovered, though other signs pointed to cervical caries.

By Aug. 22d, uf the same year, the opisthotonus was entirely

relieved, and motion of the neck nearly, if not quite perfect,

and the diagnosis of caries was abandoned. A month later there
was cervical tenderness without deformity. Mechanical appli-

ances were discontinued. A certain degree of stiffness re-

mained from this time until February, 1878, without other
marked signs, the child enjoying good health meantime. In
February there was induration over the trapezii. and marked
tenderness and pain upon any motion of tlie head. Thealtove
symptoms and signs increased, and the patient soon lost the
use of the upper extremities. The deltoids became atrophied,
an<l loss of fiesli followed rapidly the loss of power in the
\i>\\\'v extremities. Treatment was again begun with ergot and
iodide of potassium, a drachm of the former three times daily,
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and eig'lit grains of the latter fonr times daily, which was fol-

lowed within a few days by rapid improvement, and in a week

by apparently perfect recovery. The patient was removed

from the hospital March 29th, in this condition. June 20th,

1878, patient was found with absolute loss of power in upper

extremities, little or no anjEsthesia, considerable power in

lower extremities, former degree of torticollis, no pupillary

disturbances, sphincters of bladder and rectum normal, no

headache, no spinal deformity, but tenderness in the cervical

and upper dorsal region
;
greatly emaciated, and suffering from

bad hygiene.

EEMAEKS UPON UK. GIBNEY S PAPER.

Dr. Emerson to Dr. Gibney.—How about reflex action?

Dr. Gibney.—Tickling the feet caused scarcely any reflex

action.

Dr. Sesuin.—If the case did not have a history of an injury

I would be disposed to look upon it as a case of myelitis of

the anterior horns. I think that is present
;
perhaps some-

thing else.

Dr. Webber.
—

"Would not pressure upon the nerve explain

the s\nnptoms?

Dr. Emerson to Dr. Gibney.—Were there any eye symptoms?

Dr. Gibney.—I\'o, sir.

Dr. Seguin.^Cervical pachymeningitis would be thought

of, but that would not begin with neck symptoms. A lesion

of the nerve roots would have to extend from the atlas to the

seventh cervical vertebra. Has the phrenic nerve escaped?

Dr. Gibney.—Yes, sir.

Dr. Seguin.—Is the sterno-mastoid paralyzed? I would be

disposed to think part of the trouble due to myelitis of the

anterior horns.

Dr. Shaw.—It seems to me that pain upon exertion or mo-

tion does not look like myelitis.

Dr. Gibney.—I regret that I did not make a thorough oph-

thalmoscopic examination.

Dr. Seguin to Dr. Gibney.—Is the heart's action dis-

turbed?

Dr. Gibney.—No, sir.

Dr. Emerson.—There is a case of a physician in this city
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wlio received a severe iiijurj- in the necl<, below the thii'd cer-

vical vertebra, and as f'ai' dnwn as the first or second dorsal

vertebra?, by diving into shallow water. He was laid up, and

for more than a year had pain upon rotation of the head.

'J'here were no eye symptoms, no retardation of the heart's

action. By the use of counter-irritation over the spine the

pain was entirely removed. There was no paralysis.

Fkiday, June 21st—Afternoon Session.

The Association was called to order at 2.30 p. m., and upon

motion, Ur. E. C. Spitzka, in the absence (if President Webber,
acted as presiding officer.

Dr. Seguin gave notice of an amendment to the constitution

of the Association, whereby all matters of business shall be

attended to by the Council, subject to the control of the Asso-

ciation.

Dr. J. J. Putnam, of 13oston,*proceeded at once to read his

paper upon
THE INTRA-OCULAR CIRCULATION.

The paper consisted of a brief notice of some experiments

by Dr. (). F. Wordsworth and Dr. J. J. Putnam, originally un-

dertaken with a view of studying the effects of mechanical

compression of the veins of the neck, upon the circulation

within the eye, but bearing also upon the question of the cause

or the venous pulse, the rhythmical activity of the vasomotor

centres, and the action of nitrite of amyl.

The only general conclusion which Drs. Wordsworth and
Putnam would draw from the results of their experiments,

which are preliminary only, is that mechanical causes do not

readily, if at all, induce an appreciable arterial congestion of

the fundus oculi, and that the degree of venous fullness so

produced is not such as to justify, if seen in an eye examined
for the first time, the belief that it is pathological. They are

led, therefore, to doubt whether such a condition as congestion

of the retina una.ssociated with inflammation of greater or less

degree, in which case the term congestion would be, properly

speaking, a misnomer, is ever met with.
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The authors of tlie above observations, while acknowledn'iiig

the fewness of their experiments and their want of accord with

those of other observers, still feel that their work was done

with snch care and precision as to incline them not to donbt

their accuracy on account of the objection stated, aud they are

convinced, that in no department of science have errors of ob-

servation played a larger share than in the ophthalmoscopic

'study of the fundus oculi.

liEMAEKS UPON DR. PUTNAm's PAPEE.

Dr. Shaw.—Dr. Mathewson, of Brooklyn, examined my eye

while I took nitrite of amyl. There was no change in the re-

tina, and when I took quinine, there was no change in tlie

retina or disk. We concluded that there was no dependence

to be placed iipon the appearance of the eye in cerebral ani\!-

mia and hyperiemia.

Dr. Gi-ay.—The experiments to which Dr. Shaw alludes

are valuable in certain respects, yet I hardly think they war-

rant the conclusions arrived at, for the first t^ictor necessary to

that argument remains unproven, namely, why is it that qui-

nine produces hypersemia or anasmia of the brain ''.

Dr. Seguin.—Unfortunately one of our members, who is him-

self much interested in this subject, is not with us this evening.

As a matter of clinical expei'ience I have arrived at the con-

clusion, that there is no great value to be placed upon this ob-

servation, partly because it is almost impossible to determine

exactly between the normal and abnormal circulation, espe-

cially when only having seen the patient once. I have fre-

quently seen cases where the retinas had previously been said

to be consested, but in which I could find nothing that looked

like hypera'mia. I am under the impression that the ophthal-

moscope has been overrated in this respect. It would be very

desirable, of course, if we could determine the dift'erence be-

tween normal and abnormal vascular states within the eye.

Dr. Shaw.—It has always appeared to me a very difficult

matter to determine a change in the intra-ocular circulation.

Dr. Putnam.—It is with great difficulty that changes in the

circulation of the eye are brouglit about. There is an inelastic

incasement, and it may be taken presumptively that changes
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in the circiilatiun could not be readily seen. The blood enters
the eye under peculiar circumstances, and spreads itself rapidly
through the arterial tree, tor the reason that the caijsule does
not stretch at all readily. I am sui-e Dr. Wordsworth consid-
ers it difficult indeed, \iheii the disk is quite red, to say from
one examination, that the condition observed is abnormal ; the
physioloo-ical limits allow of great variation.

Dr. Seguin.—In this relation, it might not be out of the way
to call attentit)n to the fact, tiiat the circulations of the retina,
and the nerve itself, are independent. It seems to me desira^
ble to state, independently in our notice of cases, the appear-
ance of the I'otina and the disk; to state whether the retinal
vessels are straight, or twisted, or over fidl. In some accounts
it is simply stated, that the fundus of tlie eye was congested—
a very crude formula, in my opinion.

Dr. Gray.—It seems to me the thing t(i be proven is, that
the- circulation of the conjunctiva, brain and fundus are alike.

Dr. Spitzka.—There is one disease which is associated with
congestive attacks, namely, paralysis of the insane, and that
has been the subject of ophthalmoscopic investigation. Klein,
of Vienna, and Clitford Allbutt, of England, agree in frequently
finding lesions in the eye. In the patie)it whom L exhibited
before the Association the other day, the veins are toi-tuous
and rather broad, the arteries being of normal calibre.

Di-. I'utnam.—I would like to ask if any observations have
been made upon the condition of the large veins of the retina ?

If the large arteries are full, we would expect to see the veins
full also. The question was, whether it is possible or easy to
have arterial congestion where there was no irritation inside
sufficient to cause an increased tension.

Dr. Shaw.—I am of the opinion that the case which Dr.
Putnam has been speaking of does not come under the same
head as those of paresis.

mi. jseard's verbal communication.

The discussion having closed, Dr. (ieorge M. Beard made
brief remarks upon a case of agoraphobia occurring in a lady
whom he bad under his care. The peculiarity of this case was
her inability tn go to church, though previous to an attack of
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unpluasant head-symptoms while at churcli, she i-eguhirly at-

tended chnvcli. The plan which Dr. Beard adopted for the

relief of this symptom, was to build np and improve the gen-

eral condition of the patient, after which she was able to attend

church as before.

The second point which Dr. Beard brought out was in refer-

ence to the treatment of fibroid tumors by electricity. He
thought it could be negatively proven, that the decrease in the

size of the tumors, while under treatment with electricity, was

brought about by an effect upon the nervous system.

Dr. Beard then made some remarks upon the " Jumpers, or

jumping Frenchmen," who are to be found in the northern

part of Maine, among the French Canadians and lumbermen of

that region, and who have for a long time been known for jump-

ing or striking on sudden excitation. It is a psychological

and not a pathological state. It is not a nervous disease. It

is the result of a psychical condition among a people of a low

order of intellectual development. If one of these persons be

suddenly told to strike another, he strikes right out, even if it

be his own mother whom he hits. If he have an ax ifi his

hand it makes no difference. If one be sitting l)y the edge ot

a pond of water and is struck suddenly, he will juni]) into the

water, even at the risk of drowning. They will strike against

a hot stove, or against a hard object. . They seem to have no

inhibitory power after sudden excitation. They are unable to

speak English well, but if suddenly addressed in English, they

respond automatically in English. It is a remarkable illustra-

tion of the involuntary life. Dr. Beard's attention was called

to these people during the past year, and he has investigated

the subject through various sources of evidence, but this sum-

mer he expects to do it more in detail in Maine. It is not an

epidemic or a disease, but a fixed psychologic state, a survi-

val of the habits of the middle ages.- Very large numbers of

these people are thus afi'eeted.

There being no remarks upon Dr. Beard's communication,

Dr. Seguin read the next paper, which was by Dr. H. D.

Schmidt, of New Orleans. The paper was illustrated by a box

of microscopic specimens which accompanied it.
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ON THK STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE GANGLIONIC BODIES OF
THE CEEEBRO-SPINAL AXIS.

To tbria a currecr, idea of the structure of tlie diffei-eiit ner-
vous tissues, we must bear in niiud that the wliole nervous
apparatus consists, in its central as well as its peripheral
parts, of only three essentially nervous anatomical eleuients.
These are fibrils, nuclei and granules, and, moreover, a cer-
tain intermediate so-called "inter-cellular" substance, by
means of which gi-anules lineally arranged in rows are united
to each othei- and transformed into fibrils. The only difter-
enee existing between the individual nervous tissues consists
in the morphological arrangement and mutual relations of
these eleuients. The nerve medulla and tubular membrane
of the dark-bordered nerve fibres, though they may serve some
special purpose, must be regarded as non-essential to the lit)-

eration and propagation of nervous energy.

The axis cylinders of the dark-bordered nerve fibres are but
the direct continuations of the subordinate branches of the
processes of the ganglionic bodies. All axis cylinders consist of
a number of individual nervous fibrils, which, united by a
homogeneous inter-fibrillous substance, are suri-ounded by a
delicate, tubular sheath. The individual fibrils of the axis
cylinders are not smooth fibrils, but present a knotted appear-
ance, which indicates \k\Q\v origiiial anatomical composition of
elementary (jranules, and can be recognized on all axis
cylinders.

In passing from the axis cylinders towards tlie centre, we
of course arrive at the processes of the ganglionic bodies ; 'and
as the axis cylinders represent nothing else but tlie subordi-
nate branches of the processes, it becomes obvious that both
are very probably identical in structure. In the mutual rela-
tions of these elements, however, a slight diflerence is already
observed, which consists in the individual fibrils not being
applied to each other as closely in the processes as in the axis

^

cylinders. Hence, in the processes the individuality and the
granulous character of the fibrils becomes more 'apparent.
Finally, upon the ganglionic body itself, the granules of
which the fibres are originally composed, are most distinct •

37
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but the individual fibril]?e cannot always be traced, for the

longitudinal furrows have not proportionately increased in

width. The l>est method of making preparations is that pro-

posed by Gerlacb.

From demonstrations which Dr. Schmidt gave, he drew the

conclnsion that the ganglionic body, or cell, is formed by a

smaller or larger number of nervous fibrillfe, mostly derived

from the axis cylinders of the nerve fibres, embracing an in-

dependent body, known as the nucleus. In embracing the

nucleus, the fibrillte of the different processes not only decus-

sate, but probably also interlace with each other, particularly

those in the immediate vicinity. While surrounding the

nucleus, the fibrillse form no direct communication with it, but

remain isolated.

The nucleus of the ganglionic body differs from the nuclei

of other tissues in the complexity of its construction. This

complex structure was described in detail, and the statement

made that all ganglionic bodies of the cerebro-spinal axis are

constructed in the same manner. Br. Schmidt gave a minute

account of his researches in regard to the termination of the

finest subdivisions of the processes in the grey matter, which

were conducted, without regard to trouble or pains, for the

purpose of coming to some definite conclusion. The results

which he obtained from these examinations, made on speci-

mens of grey matter of the spinal marrow, conscientiously pre-

pared after Gerlach's own formula, were the same as he

obtained from his examinations of uncolored chromic acid

preparations, a number of years ago ; and as these prepara-

tions were made with the greatest care and accuracy, and ex-

amined by superior objectives, Dr. Schmidt feels conscienti-

ously bound to deny the existence of a fine nervous net-work

in the grey nuitter of the spinal marrow, such as Gerlacb has

described, in which the finest ramifications of the processes of

the ganglionic bodies terminate, and'from which nerve fibres

arise. As Gei'lach's drawing of his net-work in Strieker's

" Handbuch der Gewebelehre, etc." resembles, in souie mea-

sure, the apparent net-work of the neuroglia, Dr. Schmidt is

inclined to think that he mistook the latter for the former.

The question now arises, in what manner do the ultimate
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ramifieations of the processes in qnestioii terminate? Dr.
Schmidt now suggests, as he lias done once before, tliat most
probably a fcininiiinication may exist in the form of anasto-
moses, tliough he cannot adduce sufficient evidence to support
this suggestion.

Dr. Sclnnidt stated tiiat in all cases we meet witli filirillffi

surrounding a nucleus, and in order to show tliat this is a ride
in the construction of ganglionic bodies, hedescribed tlie nianiH^r
in which these bodies are formed in the cerebro-spinal axis of the
A'wplduma tridactijluin,a\vi:iiAy known for tiie enormous size
of its colored blood corpuscles. From facts presented, he con-
cluded tliat all ganglionic bodies are composed of two elements
anatomically and functionally distinct from each other. The
one which is represented by fine nervous fibrilla- undoubtedly
serves to conduct Tiervous energy liberated by stimuli applied
at the peripheral surface, or emanating from a centre. The
function of the other element, the nucleus, is more diffi-

cult to determine, but is probably related to the liberation of
potential energy residing in it. That the integrity of the tis-

sue depends upon the integrity of its nuclei is a pathological
fact. And it is for this reason that Dr. Schmidt ventures to
direct the attention of neurologists to the condition of the
nuclei of the ganglionic bodies in diseased nervous tissues
constantly met with in organic diseases of the nervous system.
He considers the ganglionic body as an organ destined for the
generation and the distribution of nervous energy, but incap-
able of receiving sentient or conscious impressions, and states
that It is obvious that impressions can only result in consci-
ousness in those nervous elements which represent the ternn-
nus, as well as the beginning of the nervous apparatus in the
cortical layer of the brain. He states, further, that to sup-
pose the nucleus is the particular reeeiving organ, is not logi-
cal, for the reason that the nervous fibi'illaj cari-ying t?ie

stimulus to the centres, do not terminate in the nucleus, but
in a delicate net-work which extends throughout the whole
cortical layer. It would appear more probable that the stim-
ulus coming from the sentient surface of the periphery, after
being increased in strength by an additional an)ount of liber-
ated potential energy from the true nervous cell, viz., the nucleus
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of the o-atiglionic cell, passes along the nervous Hhrillse sur-

rounding this body without interruption, and finally arrives

in the terminal nervous net-work, to be, in proportion to its

strength or intensity, diffused throughout its delicate meshes,

and moreover to the granular substance itself

Judo-ing from the ari-angement of the terminal elements in

the grey matter of the spinal marrow, medulla oblongata, and

other nerve centres, being analogous to that of those elements

in the cortical layer of the brain, it seems reasonable to sup-

pose that these parts jlsoshouldbe the seat of a limited amount

of consciousness, which, though insutficient for intellectual

manifestations, may suffice to give rise to those well-known

reflex and automatic actions.

REMARKS UPON DR. SCHMIDt's PAPER.

Dr. Spitzka.—I am agreeably surprised to find the results

which I laid before the Association, yesterday, almost simulta-

neously confirmed by Dr. Schmidt. Although his researches

were made on the amphiuma, and mine on the menobranchus,

yet zoologically closely allied as these amphibians are, it was

to be expected that both should present the same or similar

histological peculiarities ; and in a short preliminary communi-

cation in Dr. Jewell's journal, I have ventured to predicate

the largely nucleated nerve cell, and the peculiar arrangement

of the fibrils for the whole group of proteans and all amphibi-

ans with permanent external or internal gills.

In some points I must diti:er from Di'. Schmidt. He states

that the amphiuma has numerous nerve cells scattered among

the fibres of the white columns. From the analogous cases of

the siren and menobranchus, 1 am inclined to believe that he

has possibly mistaken free nuclei, analogous to the so-called

free nuclei found scattered in the white substance of higher

animals, for nerve cells. As regards Dr. Schmidt's views on

the brain, when he states that the cortex is poor in cells, and

seems to consider as the cortex the layer just outside of the

thickly crowded free nuclei which border on the ventricular

epithelium, 1 must again differ with him. In a series of pre-

parations of hemispheric sections, beginning with the urodela

and passing to the anoura, then the chelonia, and further on in
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the Miiimal scale, one can trace a perfect gradationV tlie free

nuclei zone into tlie cellular layer of the cortex. As the ani-

mal develops, the nerve fibres accumulate between the free nu-
clei and the epithelium, and as this mass grows it entirely sep-
arates the free nuclei (metamdrphosing. as some of them do, into

pyramidal cells) from the mother-epitheliuiri. This relation

is well seen in turtles. The thickening of the ventricular floor,

which is the rudimentary trace of a corpus striatum, is very
feebly marked in the menobranchus and siren ; it is eompara-
tively better developed in the salamander and the frog. In the
lower amphibia its cells are perfectly continuous with the free
nuclei, and become separated tlierefrom in higher animals by
the development of white substance. Dr. Schmidt styles the
columnar arranged cells around the central canal, nerve cells.

I have found that the extremity turned towards the free lumen
had an epithelial fringe, the other end was connected with
fibrils, and have had positive proof of the correctness of Still-

ing's view, that the epithelia were in reality of a nervous na-
ture, of which the turtle's optic lobes give good evidence.

Tliere being no further remarks upon Dr. Schmidt's paper,
Dr. E. C. Spitzka read the last paper of the session, entitled

THE SIGNIFICATION OF NEGATIVE PATHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
IN INSANITY.

The result of experimental and pathological researches hav-
ing demonstrated the close relation between brain and mind,
some investigators were induced to defend the dictum, that all

insanity was due to palpable cerebral disease. Although this
view was in part erroneous, it still constituted a great step in
advance of the psychological abstractions which, until then,
had usuriied the field of mental pathology. It stimulated not
only alienists, but also general pathologists, to devote more
attention to a neglected field, and if it has done no other ser-
vice, has accomplishe<l this much, that more elaborate methods
of diagnosis, and sounder principles of treatment, are gradually
becoming adopted in the asylums of most civilized countries.
Several of the hitherto imperfectly recognized forms of insanity
have received a clear demarcation by being proven to be asso-
-•iated with constant and characteristic pathological processes.
c
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The purely symptomatic forms, as'acute mania and melan-

cholia, are not accompanied by any histological cliaTige. Vascu-

lar anomalies are however present, and thus serve to reduce

these forms also to a symptomatic basis. It must not be sup-

posed, however, that anjemia is equivalent to melancliolia, and

hyperffimia to mania, but that the conditions must be associated

with other impalpable, perhups biochemical anomalies, while

the vasomotor relaxation of the one, and the vasomotor hyper-

kineses df the other, are as little referable to any known so-

matic basis, as the vasomotor hyperfesthesia of epilepsy. In

one form of melancholia, even the subtle element of biochemi-

cal cliange may be wanting, and pui-ely dynamic factors be the

basis; it is that complete atonicity which follows a strong sud-

den emotion, as fright or joy, and which is comparable to the

ansBSthesia of the retina which follows exposure to a strong

light.

The view that all insanity was due to palpable cerebral dis-

ease, was soon abandoned l)y European investigators, in con-

sequence of these and similar observations. Its revival by

those in_ this country, who, from their official connection

with as^'lums claim to be cousidered alienists, is based on such

imperfect observation and crude logic, that equally with, our

transatlantic cotemporaries, we can atford to consider a serious

consideration or refutation thereof superfluous.

Let us select, as a paradigma of those insanities wliich pre-

sent neither vasomotor nor structural abnormalities, that intel-

lectual form of chronic mania wiiich the Germans terra Paran-

oia or VerruecUheit. A priori we need not look for any changes

in a form of insanity whose main symptom is a delusion, anal-

ogous to normal (though perverted) thought in its component

elements and logic. The delusions of the intellectual chronic

maniac are widely difterent from the delusions of paresis and

senile dementia.

A case was given, illustrating the fact to which Meynert alone

has called special attention, that the cerebral structures may

be completely healthy in this disease; the examination was

thorough, specimens from every convolution preserved as

quadruplicates immersed in different preservative media, and

examined also in thejresh state, being carefully studied. All
I
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the structures, both of tlie cortex, ganglia and medulhirv tracts

were found ideally perfect, as well as the tutaniina cerebri.

Not even that accuiulation of granules in the adventitia, and

pigmentation in the base of the pyramidal nerve cells, fre-

quently found in sane subjects, was present, probably for the

reason that the sane subjects examined had died at a more
advanced age than this patient. According to some patholo-

gists, these appearances would, if present, have been chronicled

as lesions of insanity, with how little reason is obvious. In

order to show that such changes, especially in that extreme

degree which is found with senility, have no real relation to

the symptoms of chronic mania, the speaker related another

case of a chronic maniac who had died at the advanced age of

eighty', in whom moderate but general pigmentation of the

cortical cells, and intense pigmentation of the nerve cells of

the medulla, besides several small cysts, were found. These

appearances are accompaniments of the senile state, as well in

the previously sane as in the insane, and they affect previously

contracted delusions, just as they weaken nonnal ideas, ren-

dering them less original and energetic.

From these and several similar negative observations, we could

learn the following lessons : First. That the changes to which

the sane brain is subject should be carefully studied in order

that we may be better able to exclude the possibility of their

bearing a specific relation to insanity. Having done this, we
should enquire whether a given change, which qualitatively

does not necessarily cause insanity, may not produce alienation

quantitatively. Second. That not every lesion found in ad-

vanced insanity stands in a causal and determining I'elation

thereto; aside from the element of accident, we must bear in

mind that such lesion may be the result of fluxionary hyperje-

mias oft repeated (as in querulant delusions and recurrent ma-
nia) as well as of the original pathological process with which
the insanity may have started. For example, to infer that

because one or two paretics out of a hundred have miliary

aneurisms, miliary aneurisms are the lesion determining the

symptoms of paresis, would be as absurd as to conclude that

the extreme degree of cerebral congestive hyperemia found in

a patient who dies comatose and delirious from being confined
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in an Utica crib, was the cause of Lis previous, often very liarra-

less, insanity. The tliird lesson taught is, tiiat debarred from

finding the pathogenesis of all forms of insanity on a purely

histological basis, we must look to other solutions of the pro-

blem. Although the chemical changes occurring in the brain

at the moment of death are presumably so much more intense

than the delicate biochemical modifications which, compatible

with life produced functional under or over-excitation, and

may, therefore, blot them out almost entirely, yet in extreme

cases something may still be elucidated.

A fourth lesson is, that in endeavoring to obtain an insight

into the mechanism of acute mental syniptoins, we can only

take into account tlie appearances found in the bodies of those

who presented these symptoms immediately before death. If

a patient who has suifei'ed for several months from melancho-

lia, dies in the delirium of a fever, we cannot expect to find

anything in his brain pointing to the causation of the symptom
melancholia, but rather to delirium.

Still another lesson is, that inasmuch as in intellectual insan-

ity the abnormal mental processes though perverted are yet

analogous to normal mental processes, we shall look to neither

a morbid histological, vasomotor, or biochemical change. In

these cases, asymmetries of the hemispheres, incongruities of

development in the peduncular tracts, heterotopia and dispro-

portionate development of the centres on one and the same

side, have been found by Muhr, Betz, Zenker and myself Al-

though found in but a few cases, yet the temptation to judge

from the condition found in them, to less palpable but similar

ones, in all or at least most cases of chronic mania, is a great

one, when we recollect how pre-eminently hereditary this dis-

ease is, and how logically correct it is to seek for incongruities

in the anatomical associations, as the basis of faulty psycho-phy-

siological action.

Before closing, I would refer to an error which has crept

into the etiology of reflex insanity. Many alienists would un-

questionably style a patient who, having developed a delusion,

that he has the devil in his belly, is found to have extensive

adhesions binding down the intestines, a case of reflex insanity.

Now as at least in one of these cases I have been able to trace
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tlie insanity t'urtlier back than the peritonitis, and the snl)-

jective abdominal sensation had obviously only that accidental

relation to the patient's insanity which every external circum-

stance, even outside the patient's body, might have in causing

special delusions.

However, with all the negative pathological evidences in

insanity, we lind only confirmations of the conclusion that all

abnormal, like all normal cerebration, has its immediate seat

in the brain.

The true import of this negative evidence is to point out

that tlie search for the somatic basis of insanity should not be

a one-sided one, and that a rational psycho-pathology cannot

afford to neglect any of the methods offered by anatomy, his-

tology, chemistry, embryology or physics. The further we
will be able to carry our reasoning by exclusion even, the

more distinctly will the proper lines of research to be followed,

be appreciated.

There being no remarks upon tlie above paper, and no fur-

ther business, the Association adjourned, to meet in New York
on the third Wednesday in June, 1879.
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|lc\u-ci logical (rovvcsponrtcncc.

By Geo. W. Wells, A. M., M. D.,

OF New York City.

New Yoek, June 25, 1878.

Messrs. Editors:—I have the honor to transmit lierewith a

resume of transactions in my peculiar field of inquiry—being

in some cases a continuation of subjects lieretofore considered,

but which, from their importance, are worth}' of preservation.

We would call especial attention to the remarks of Mr. Roken-

bangh on "Testamentary Capacity," and the debate upon the

same by leading members of the medical and legal professions;

the blood-curdling debate upon Dr. Packard's paper proposing

another method of executing criminals ; and Mr. Eller's valu-

able remarks upon " Medical Jurisprudence of the Romans,

etc."*

THE MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the Medico-Legal Society, held May 1st,

Mr. Henry S. Eokenbaugh, of the New York Bar, read a

paper entitled

TESrAMENTAEY CAPACITY AND THE MENTAL CONDITIONS

AFFECTING IT.

He said : The subject under consideration this evening, we

may divide into two general classes.

I. The soundness of mind requisite to make a valid will, and

II. How this testamentary capacity is affected by mental

conditions.

As to the first, tlie degree of soundness of mind requisite to

make a valid will, the statute relative to wills oi real property

dechires that " all persons except idiots, persons of unsound

mind, and infants," may devise real estate (2 E,. S. 38, § 58
;

Laws 1867, chap. 782, § 3); and that relative to wills o'i personal

property^ that every person of a certain age or upwards, " of

sound mind and memory, and no others, may give and

* With the exceptiou of the first named, these are omitted in the present

number for want of space.
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bequeath " personal estate (2 R. S. 60, § 21 ; Laws 1867, chap.

782, § 3).

Though the lano'iiao'e is different in the two cases, tiie con-

dition of tlie testator's mind is in each case recognized, and

the pi'inciple remains the same. The courts, too, from time

to time have laid down rules for our guidance. It was form-

erly held in the case of Stewart vs. Lispenard (26 Wend. 255)

that " imliecility of mind in a testator will not avoid liis last

will and testament," and a person, " be his understanding ever

so weak," is competent to make a will.

This doctrine, lu.)\vever, was criticized and overi'uled in the

celebrated case of Delafield vs. Parish, decided bv the Court of

Appeals in June, 1802, wherein the learned Chief Justice, the

Hon. Henry E. Davies, in a very able and exhaustive opinion

expressed liis disapproval of the law as enunciated in the I(is-

penard case, and defined accurately the degree of mental

soundness necessary to constitute a valid will. It was held in

this case, that " in law the only standard as to mental capacity,

in all who are not idiots or lunatics, is found in the fact,

whether the testator was com.'pos mentis ovnon compos mentis,

as those terms are used in their fixed legal meaning. Such

being the rule, the question in every case; (of probate) is, had

the testator, as cuiipus mentis, capacity to make a will, not had

he capacity to make the will produced. Vi compos mentis he

can make any will however complicated ; \i non compos mentis

he can make no will, not the simplest." It is therefore essen-

tial that the testator should have sufficient capacity to compre-

hend perfectly the condition of his property, his relations to

the persons who were oi' might have been the objects of his

bounty, the scope and bearings of the provisions of his will,

and a memory of an activity sufficient to collect in his mind,

without prompting, the particulars or elements of the business

to be transacted, and to retain them in his mind for a period

sufficient to perceive, at least, their obvious relation to each

other, and be able to form some rational judgment with rela-

tion to them.

The doctrine herein laid down has been cited with ap[)roval

by our courts to the present day, and well establishes the law

on this subject.
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Van Giiysliiig vs. Van Kuren, 35 N. Y., 70.

Tyler m Gardner, 35 N. Y., 559.

Some eminent jurists, however, believe that any insane

delnsion, though unconnected with the subject matter of the

will, destroys testamentary capacity in toto. Though this

theory classes among its supporters as strong a name as Lord

Brougham's, yet we cannot adopt it, for should we do so, we
would be asserting a theory which it would be impossible to

maintain. Was Dr. Johnson insane because he believed he

heard his deceased mother's voice crying " Samuel r' Was
Lord Castlereagh insane because one niglit, upon retiring to

his room and extinguishing the light, he believed he perceived

the figure of a young and beautiful child, and arose and fol-

lowed it until it nestled in the arch of the great chimney, and

at last sunk beneath the fire-board ? Or was our late Presi-

dent Lincoln insane because, as his biographer, Mr. Lamon,

says, " he lived constantly in tlie serious conviction that he

was himself the subject of a special decree, made by some

unknown and mysterious power, for which he had no name?"
or because " he had great faith in the virtues of the. ' mad-

stone,' although he could give no reason for it, and confessed

it looked like superstition 1
"

Should we, therefore, assert that any insane delusion incap-

acitates the making of a valid will, we would certainly be

doing a great injustice to a great class of our fellow-creatures.

Li accordance, then, with the tenor of the great body of

American decisions and the weight of authority, the better

opinion seems to be, that where the provisions of the will are

entirely unconnected with the particular delusion, such will is

valid. The Bonard will, which was offered for probate in the

Surrogate's Court, of this city, in the year 1872, was an in-

stance where this question was directly presented to the Court.

Louis Bonard, the testator, devised and bequeathed his entire

estate, amounting to about $150,000, to the American Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, believing that the

souls of men, after death, passed into animals, and by leaving

his money to the Society, he would consequently insure his

own future existence. His heirs contested the will, alleging,

among other matters, that the instrument propounded for
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probate was not the free, unconstrained and voluntary act of

the decedent; that lie "was not of sound mind, memory and

understanding, but on the euntrary, tliat his mind was un-

sound, his memory impaired, and his understanding weakened

by sickness and various other causes." It did not appear on

the pi'obate, however, that the testator made any declaration

of his peculiar ideas in connection with his intended testa-

mentary disposition. In pronouncing in tavor of the will,

the Hon. Eobt. C. Hatchings, then Surrogate, held " that

these opinions were not evidence of insanity or insane delu-

sion, even though the testamentary intention might not

otlierwise, than for the alleged delusion, have been enter-

tained." From tlie decision of the Surrogate, no appeal was

taken.*

The present rule, therefore, as to the degree of mental cap-

acity necessary to make a valid will, may be briefly stated as

follows: The testator must be of sound mind and memory;
he must be capable of disposing of his property with sense

and judgment, both in reference to its situation and amount,

as well as to the relative claims of those persons who are, or

might be, the objects of his bounty. Let us then pass on to

the second, and I)}' far the more interesting general division of

our subject, and see,

II. How this testamentary, capacity is aliected by mental

conditions, considering the same as far as our limited time

will permit. In pursuing this line of our inquiry, we may,

too, be the better able to understand the former.

Testamentary capacity is affected by imbecility, delusions,

monomania, or hallucinations, intoxication, lucid intervals,

undue influence or fraud, and presumptions arising from the

character of the act itself, the age of the testator, and such

bodily infirmities as deafness, dumbness, or blindness.

Of imbecility, we need but say a word. Under it ai-e classi-

fied lunatics, idiots and insane pei'sons. There can be no

* This iuteresting case is but briefly alluded to, as it bas been already

fully reviewed iii a very able paper heretofore read before this Society. Nor
will we here refer to other cases illustratiiig singular beliefs, as they will be

more properly cousidered in connection with another division of our sub-

ject.
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doubt of the incapability of tliis class of persons to make a

valid will, as our association with them plainly teaches us. As

the test of mental capacity has heretofore been presented, we

will now take up the topic of delusions, monomania and hallu-

cinations.

Although, as we have seen, one laboring under a delusion

can make a valid will, if its provisions are entirely unconnected

with the particular delusion, yet there are cases in which the

delusion is such as to amount to a general unsoundness of

mind, and the person is entirely deprived of testamentary

capacity. A nice degree of distinction must necessarily be

observed by the courts in thus determining the competency of

a testator. Medical testimony is often required ; and, even

with the opinion of experts and witnesses familiar w'ith the

decedent's ways and habits, the courts have in many instances

been unable conclusively to pass upon tlie exact capacity of

the testator whose will for probate comes up before them.

The will of Anne Thwaites, in the case of Smith vs. Tib

bett (Law Rep., 1 Prob. and Div., p. 398), though not absurd

in its provisions, offers us a remarkable instance of religious

mental delusion. The deceased was a widow with a fortune

of £500,000. She had made several wills and codicils since

the death of her husband, some years previously, in all of

which preceding wills and codicils a certain family of Smiths

was left tlie bulk of her fortune. By the will propounded for

probate, she left legacies amounting to £'45,000 to the family

of her husband ; legacties of the same amount to the family of

her sister, Mrs. Tibbett, besides various sums to other persons

and charities. The residue of her 'property she left to one

John Smith and one Samuel Smith. The will was contested

by the defendant, Mrs. Tibbett (the sister of the testatoi-), for

a number of reasons, among others alleging the decedent was

not of sound mind and memory at the time of the alleged

execution.

On the probate it was shown that the deceased, for more

than thirty years preceding her death, exhibited most promi-

nent signs of monomania. She believed she had constant and

direct communication with God ; that she was the Holy Ghost,

and that Dr. Smith was the Father; that with some other per-
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son—not always tlie same—they constituted tlie Trinity. She
beh'eved, at anotlier time, she " was above God seven degrees,"
and tiiat epidemic diseases came through lier agency. " God
said, 'Turn on the screw,' and tiie cholera came. 'Turn it

again,' and it ceased." In 1832, slie had a severe illness, dur-
ing which time she suffered much. After being restored to
health and strength, she said it was at this jDerind that she was
born anew—"with new body, bones, nerves and blood." She
thought she was about to give birth to the Savior, for which
event she provided baby-linen. At another time, she said she
was the bride of Christ ; at another, the Virgin Mary. Lastly,
she believed that the great tinal judgment would take place
in her own drawing-ro(jm, and that she would sit there in

judgment on her fellow-creatures with the Creator.
Time will not permit us further to consider this iuterestino-

case, to picture the suniptuous appointments of the judgment
chamber or describe the magnifieent toilet and diamond's with
wliich she intended to decorate her person on the aun'ust occa-
sion. Sir J. P. Wilde, in pronouncing against the will asks, " if

any sane person ever conceived or fostered such ideas as these?
Some of them, such as being the Bride of Christ, that there

.
was a mystical and spiritual connection between herself and
Dr. Smith, which enabled him to read her thoughts, that she
was born anew in some mysterious sense, bevond a merely
spiritual regeneration. I can conceive it just possible to have
been bi-ed in a mind !iot very highly educated or robust, acted
upon by an e.\cital)le, nervt)us, enthusiastic temperament. But
will anything we know (jf the natural and healthy working of
the hunum mind, extend to the conception of a talse identity,
such as that involved in her being one of the Holy Trinitv, or
the Virgin Mary ?

" Or still further, to her assumption of the Divine attributes,
in the preposterous expectation that she would sit in judg-
ment on the rest of mankind, culminating as it did in the" pue-
rile bathos of the London drawing-room, with its velvet and
silk, as the scene of her future glory.

"Religious and fanatical enthusiasm will account for unich
but did it ever stretch so fir and stoop .so low ?"

Another ujan, otherwise intelligent, insisted on his bein'''
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an umbrella, and always stood himself up in a corner when

he entered the honse ; while a third considered himself

a coffee-pot, and was continually going about, with one arm

akimbo and tiie other representing a spout, asking to be

" poured out."

As other cases of great interest on this subject, we may

refer to

Stanton vs. Wetherwax, 16 Barb. 259.

Waring vs. "Waring, 10 Jurist.

Dew vs. Clark. 3 Addams, 79.

Thompson vs. Thompson, 21 Barb. 107.

Akin to the subject of delusion in the execution of wills is that

of eccentricity. The two, however, are vastly different and a

clear distinction can be drawn. The will of one made while

laboring under delusion, we find to be wholly different from

what it would otherwise have been at any other period
;
while

eccentricities in the will of an eccentric are naturally to be

expected. An interesting case for determination came up in

Paris in 1864. Machado, a wealthy Portuguese died in 1861,

having made a will with seventy-one codicils, one of which

read as follows :
" I leave for the Athenseura of Paris 10,000

francs, the interest of which at five per cent., will be 500

francs. Half of this interest to be paid to a Professor of

Natural History, who shall lecture on the colors and patterns

of dresses and on the characters of animals." Another cod-

icil was in these words :
" My funeral shall take place at 3 p.

m., the hour at which the rooks of the Louvre come home to

dinner." As such directions carried absurdity on their face,

the will was contested on the ground of the insanity of the

testator. It appeared on the hearing that the deceased

had entertained the most peculiar and strange desires. He

wished upon his death that stuffed specimens of liirds should

be placed in his coffin, that his servant should carry a fiivorite

one to the cerftmony, and that certain others should be let loose

on the day of his funeral. During his life he erected his own

tombstone, on wliich was engraved a sun, a bird, an ox and a

dog. Above them was cut an egg and beneath, the inscrip-

tion, " Hei-e reposes the author of the ' Theory of Likeness.'
"

The will of this singular man was admitted to probate, the
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court Sii.ving that tliese peculiarities were but the absurdities
of a^ vain man, and the deceased having managed his affiiirs

cantionsl.y and pnidently during his lifctiine. Tiie will of a
Mr. Stott, referred to in tiie 2d volume of Taylor's Principles
of Medical Jurisprudence, is an interesting 'case, where the
testator fancied he could deliver pregnant women by means
of electricity, and proposed to the wife of a neighboring baker
to bring about her accouchement by a number of wires con-
nected with an electrical machine.
Though electricity, it seems, has since been used to aid par-

turition, it has been under circumstances very different from
those which gave rise to the absurd idea in the case just cited.
This will^ w.is not sustained. Morgan vs. Boys is another in-
stance of a testator's peculiar notions, where, in his will, he
directed that his executors should " cause some parts of 'his
bowels to be converted into fiddle-strings—and others should
be sublimed into smelling-salts, and that the remainder of his
body sliould be vitrified into lenses for optical purposes."
Attached to his will was a letter in which he says: "The
woi'ld may think this to be done in a spirit of singularity or
whim, but I have a moral aversion to funeral pomp, and 1
wish ^my body to be converted into purposes useful to man-
kuuJ." Eccentricity only being shown, not insanity, the will
was held a valid one.

Very.many curious cases of eccentricity—eccentricity even
bordering on insanit)—are to be found in the books. Some-
times the decedent has evinced a strong propensity fbr animals
as is shown in the case of Yglisias vs. Dyke (Prei'og. Court^
May, 1852), where fourteen dogs of both sexes were kept in ken-
nels in the drawing-room—two sleeping in the room of the tes-
tatrix, while a third—a blind one—she took to bed with her. In
auother case, cats were the peculiar hobby, these animals
being fed at regular hours, and provided with plates and
napkins.

Another old la.ly kept her room full of parrots ; another
of monkeys. But we must not devote too much time to
this amusing though interesting branch of our subject. Let
us be careful, however, and not confound eccentricity with in-
sanity

;
for Cicero says: " Nihil tam absurdi dici potest quod
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nou dicatnr ab aliquo philosoplionim " (Cicero de Divinatione

II., 58). There is nothing so absurd but that some philoso-

pher may be foniid by whom it is affirmed.

Kedtield, in his excellent " Treatise on the Law of Wills,"

draws a line clear and distinct between eccentricity and delu-

sion when lie says, " The eccentric man is aware of his pecu-

liarity, and persists in his course from choice, and in defiance

of popular sentiment ; while the monomaniac verily believes

he is acting in conformity to the most wise and judicious

counsels, and often seems to have lost all control over his vol-

untary powers, and to be the dupe and victim of some demon

like that of Socrates."

The next point we will consider is the effect of intoxica-

tion. Shelford, in his " Treatise on Lunacy," tells us that

"drunkenness, to such an extent as to render the party uncon-

scious of what he is engaged in, or drunk even to a slight de-

gree, when its effect is to render a party subject to the influ-

ence of others, avoids a will, though the mere fact of the testa-

tor being at the time under the influence of liquor, will not

suffice, unless consequent disability be proved." This is the

rule laid down by our courts, and reference to but one well-

established case will suffice as an illustration, that of Peck m.

Gary, reported in the 27 N. Y. 9.

Robert L. Peck died at New London, Conn., in the year

1859, leaving a last will and testament which was admitted to

probate by the Surrogate of New York County, though con-

tested on the ground that fhe testator was intoxicated at the

time of its execution. An appeal from this decision being taken,

the Court of Appeals, in rendering final judgment, held the

will a valid one; and Chief-Justice Denis, in his able opinion,

savs: " It is not to be understood that a will made liy one

wiio is at the time under the influence of intoxicating liquor,

is for that reason void. Intoxication is said to be temporary

insanity. The brain is, at the time, incapable of performing

its proper functions ; but that species of derangement ceases

when the exciting cause is removed, and sobriety brings with

it a return of reason. In order to avoid a will made by an in-

temperate person, it must be proved tluvt he was so excited

bv liquor, or so conducted himself during the partieuiai: act,
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as to be, at tiie moment, legally disqualified from giving effect
to it (Shcltbrd on Lunacy, 276). Incapacity arising from in-
toxication difl'ers IVoni ordinai-y lunacy in this, that the effects
of drnnkenness only subsist while the cause, tlie excitement,
visibly lasts. (See also, on this subject, Gardner w.I Gardner'
22 Wend., 526 ; Knrrett m. Silliman, 1(! Barb. 198, 1 Eedf,
454; Lowe vs. Williamson, 1 Green, Ch. 85.)"
We next come to the consideration of a will made durino- a

lnci(l interval of a testator's mind. Though it is generrily
admitted a person, heretofore insane, can make a valid will
during such an interval, yet such intervals, we find are of
very rare occurrence. The law supposes the probability of
such a pcnod, though its existence in a particular case must
be shown. It is not necessary that the highest degree of rea-
soning power should prevail ; for were this the case, persons
who have never been insane would in many instances be in-
capacitated, and a large portion of the human family entirely
deprived of the disposition of their estates. It is only neces-
sary that the testator possess a disposing mind (Holyland ex
parte, 11 Yesey, 11).

When the mind of one is so afflicted that he is incapable of
Jicting rationally in the ordinary affairs of life, and incapable
of understanding the effect and consequences of his acts he is
rendered incompetent to make a will. The law presume's that
every man is sane, though, if general lunacy be once estab-
lished, the party holding the will to be executed duringa lucid
interval, will be under the necessity of showing, not onlvthat
there was a cessation of the violent symptoms of the disorder
but a restoration of the ftcnlties of the mind sufficient to
enable the party to judge soundly of the act.

Sir William Wynne, in Cartwright w. Cartwricrht (1 Phill
90) remarks that " the strongest and best proof that can arise
as to a h.cid interval is tliat which arises from the act itself

'^ If It can be proved and established that it is
a rational act, rationally done, the whole thing is proved "

Coghlan's case, reported in the Laio Times of July 6 1844
IS an instance where the will of a lunatic, actually confined in
an asylum, was allowed, as having been executed during a
lucid interval, on the ground that he was suffering from '^no
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disorder at the time, though he was afflicted with a distemper

of mind to a very great degree, and the will was consistent

with his intentions when of capacity.'"

The case of Chambers vs. The Queen's Proctor is an

instance where a testator committed suicide the day after

he executed his will. Insanity was shown to have existed

about a year before, and for three days preceding the/(?f?'«w the

deceased had been laboring undei" insane delusions. Sir Her-

bert Jenner, in his opinion, says : "What is the Court to do,

in order to see whether the act of the deceased is a valid act?

It must look to the manner in which the act was done to sat-

isfy itself whether a lucid interval is established. It cannot

be contended that the delusion was tixed and of long duration
;

and if done during a lucid interval the act will be valid, not-

w;ithstanding^j?'eOTO?<s and s-ubseqvent inmnity."

The case of Edwards vs. Edwards (Prerog. Court, Feb.,

1854) might also be cited as an illustration of this principle.

Here it was shown the testator had committed suicide three

days after the execution of his will, and although it was also

proved that the deceased was of eccentric habits, almost amount-

ino- to insanity, his will was pronounced valid and admitted to

probate.*

Undue influence and fraud are also elements we must con-

sider in determining testamentary capacity. Daily do we find

persons of sound and disposing mind and memory, worn out

by a long and painful illness, falling victims to the scheming

and unscrupulous. Yet the law is vigilant, and strives in all

ways and by every safeguard to provide against such imposi-

tion. We do not here refer to that influence arising from a

sense of gratitude, ati'ection, or esteem, for such an influence

will not avoid a will, but rather that exercised by coercion,

imposition and fraud. Chief Justice Lowrie, in his opinion in

the case of Dean vs. Negley (41 Pienn. St. Kep., 312), dis-

tinctly says, that " lawful influence, such as that arising from

legitimate family and social relations, must be allowed to pro-

duce its natural results, even in influencing last wills. How-

* Many other cases might be cited to show that suicide is not deemed as

proof of insanity. See paper Judge Palmer lead at last (April) meeting.
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ever great the influence thus generated may Ije, it has no taint
of unlawfulness in it, and there can be no presumption of its

actual unlawful existence, merely from the fact that it is

known to have existed and that it has manifestly operated on
the testator's mind, as a reason for his testamentary dispo-
sitions. Such influences are naturally very unequal, and
naturally productive of iiie(|ualities in testamentary disposi-
tions

;
and as tliey are lawful in general, and the law cannot

criticize and measure them so as to attribute to them their
proper eftect, no will can he condemned because the existence
of such an influence is proved, and because the will contains
in itself proof of its efl:ect. It is oidy when such influence is

unduly exerted over the very act of devising, so as to prevent
the will from being truly the act of the testator, that the law
condemns it as a vicious element of the testamentary act."
The free agency of the testator must not be destroyed or over-
come, there must be no constraint operating on his mind at
the time the will is made. (See, also, 3 Bradf 320, Clapp m.
Fullerton, 34 N. Y., 190, 4 Abb. Ct. App., 191.) Undue
influence, fraud and duress, are in many instances diflicult to
be determined, and courts look with jealousy at all the cii--

cumstances, the condition of the testator and the relation of
the parties. One oflering an instrument for probate, as a last

will and testament, must show satisfactorily that it is the last
will of the alleged testator; but if fraud is alleged to have
been practiced, die charge mast he estaUished, dmt it was
actually and siiccessfidly practiced, for it is not enough to
show that an attempt was made to deceive the testator l)y sup-
pressio veri or by suggestio falsi.'"

" It is not the duty of the Court to strain after probate,"
Judge Davies said, in the case of Delafield vs. Parish, already
referred to, " nor in any case to grant it where grave doubts
remain unremovod, and great difliculties oppose themselves to
so doing."

Undue influence is nut often directly proved, and may be
inferred from cii'ciunstances (Maiwin vs. Marvin, 3 Abb'. Ct.
App., 192). Thus we rind wills have been set aside when a
daughter was constatitly with a testatrix during her last illness,

and received the bulk of her property to the exclusion of other
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relatives (Tyler vs. Gardiner, 35 N. Y., 559); where there was

over-importnnity of friends standing in confidential relations

(Bates vs. Bates, 27 Iowa, 110); where a husband was the prin-

cipal beneficiary nnder a will made by his wife (Marsh vs.

Tyrrell, 2 Haggard, S7, 110); M-here a will is made in favor of

a medical attendant to the exclusion of relatives (Prerog. Conrt,

July, 1844) ; and where the will is in the handwriting of the

principal beneficiary, or drawn np at her suggestion by coun-

sel procured by her (Delafield vs. Parish, supra).

Declarations or previously expressed intentions of a testa-

tor, differing from the provisions of his will, form other, evi-

dence, tending to show that a will was executed under the in-

fluence of fraud or duress, and must be overcome by the most

satisfactory testimony that the testator understood its pro-

visions, and acted freely (Lee vs. Dill, 11 Abb. Pr. 214;

O'Neil vs. Murray, 4 Bradf.'Sll).

So, too, secrecy and contrivance may, at times, become

badges of fraud, "but when such circumstances can be clearly

traced to the mind of the testator himself, they cannot be re-

ceived as having any tendency to impeach his testamentary

dispositions" (Coffin'm Coffin, 23 N. Y., 9).

We need not discuss this branch of our subject further.

The case of Rollwagen vs. EoUwagen, recently decided in

our highest court (63 N. Y., 504), is of itself quite an ejniome

of the law of duress, undue influence, and fraud, and though

still fresh in our minds, we regret that time will not permit a

recapitulation of it here.

We come, in conclusion, to some of the presu7nj)tions which

the law recognizes as tending to establish or disprove the valid-

ity of wills.

By the Roman law, no person who lacked some of the prin-

cipal senses could make a will. Blackstone says of those born

deaf, dumb, or blind, that, " as they have always wanted

the common inlets of understanding, they are incapable of

having aniinnm testandi, anA their testaments are therefore

void." This rule, however, was subsequently somewhat re-

laxed, and persons were allowed to make a will where the de-^

fects w^ere not congenital, and the testator was possessed of

sufficient capacity (Cod. Lib. VL, Tit. 22, § 10). A blind man
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mio-ht make a niiiiciipative will hy declaring' the same l)efore

seven witnesses, but he cuuld not make a testament in writing,
unless it was read to him, and acknowledged hy him, before
witnesses. That the will should lie read to the testator is no
longer necessary, though pi-eferable; and our statute is at pres-
ent satisfied, if the testator subscribe the will at its end, in

the pi-esenee of two witnesses, or acknowledge such subscrip-
tion, declare it as his will, and request the witnesses to
sign the same, which they shall do in his presence,
and in the presence of each other. Yet even a will

e.xecnted in this manner, and complying with all the
forms of law, may be impeaclied, for it must also be shown
tiiat the testator was in every way cognizant of his act,

and that his mind accompanied the will. When the testator
is deaf and dumb from infancy, an inquiry is necessary as to
the degree of development of his mental and moral powers.
If insufficient intelligence is shown, the testamentary act is

void, but if the testator possess sutiicient mind (which may he
determined by questions propounded and answers given by
signs or in writing) his testamentary act is valid (Moore vs.

Moore, 2 Bradf 261 ; Weir vs. Fitzgerald, 2 id. 42; Oliver vs.

Berry, 53 Me. 206; Reynolds vs. Reynolds, 1 Spear, 756).
Another matter to be taken into consideration in determin-

ing the capacity of a testator is that of old age. " Great age,
alone," says Surrogate Bradford, "does not constitute testa-

mentary disqualification, but, on the contrary, it calls for pro-

tection and aid to further its wishes, when a mind cajiable of
acting rationally and a memory sufficient in essentials are
shown to have existed " (Maverick vs. Reynolds, 2 Bradf 36(1).

Yet there are many cases to be found in the books where the
minds of persons of advanced age have become so impaired and
enfeebled that their wills have been set aside. As an instance
of this the case of Dumond vs. Iviflf (7 Lansing, 465), may be
referred to, where the testator died at the age of eighty-seven,
having executed u will in his eighty-first year. Upon the in-

strument being offered for probate, it was shown that the tes-

tator failed tokudw his own children, and frequentlv inquired
how many he had.

"A jjerson's mind in extreme old age," says an eminent
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jurist, " may be quite intellectnal, his understanding of busi-

ness clear, his competency to converse upon and transact such

undoubted, and his bodily strength good ; but there may grow

upon him such a fear and dread of relatives and servants, who

may have surrounded liini, and on whom he nuiy have become

perfectly dependent, that his nervous system is wholly over-

come, and he becomes a mere child and tool in the hands of

those about him, so that he has no power to exert his mind in

opposition to their wishes, or to resist their importunities.

His mind is enslaved by fears and doubts, and a feeling of

helplessness, so that, to that extent and in matters in which he

may be moved by them, he readily is facile and imbecile. This

state of things seems to be easily brought on in old age, when

the faculties are otherwise entire, and the bodily strength con-

siderable."

Great caution, too, is necessary in determining the nature of

the influence exerted upon aged persons, as a grouTid for set-

ting aside a will. Mere opinions of witnesses should have no

weight; facts, rather, should be proved. We have already

seen how the influence acquired over a testator by kind offices,

unconnected with any fraud or contrivance is a natural one,

and can never alone be good ground for impeaching a will.

Nor can we expect to find in one of advanced years that

strength of mind he once possessed. The memory necessarily

becomes, to some extent, impaired and enfeebled, and to de^

prive one of the control of his property because of this fact,

would not only be unjust, but would be robbing him of the

only means he has left of doing good in the world, and pro-

viding for those he liolds near and .dear.

Courts, therefore, also exercised great caution that mere old

age and its attendant infirmities are not uuule the pretext for

establishing that unsoundness of mind which will deprive one

of his liberty and property.

Another presumption as to the validity of a will maybe de-

duced from the character of the act itself. A will making a

just distribution of an estate is, per se, strong evidence of tes-

tamentary capacity, while a will unnatural in its character is

presumptive evidence to the contrary. The case of Barton,

determined by the Ecclesiastical Court of England, in 1840, is
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a case where tlie testator, laboring under the delusion that he
poiild retain control of his property after death, made himself
his sole legatee and executor. Such a will, of course, was the
product £)f a diseased mind, and on its face invalid. A testa-

tor, however, has the right to make an unreasonable and inju-

dicious disposition of his property, even to the exclusion of
his own relatives, yet, " unless the will on its face," says
Judge Whelsley, in Boylan vs. Meeker (4 Dutcher, (N. J.,)

274), " carries clear marks of being the pi-oduct of a diseased
mind, its injustice, its unreasonableness ought not to be the
foundation of a verdict against it."

We have thus briefly shown the degi-ee of intelligence

necessary to constitute testamentary capacity, and considered
the conditions of the mind alfecting it. As we are oftentimes
liable to err in a hasty judgment of the testamentary act, we
should at all times inquire into all the conditions surrounding
it. Should physicians bear in mind that when asked to wit-

ness a will, they also ^ear testimony as to the soundness of
mind of the testator, and lawyersin drawing a will assure them-
selves that it is not the expression of a sudden or capricious

whim, the bulwarks against artifice and fraud would be
strengthened, and our courts relieved of many and perplexing
questions. Yet even then we may expect diiflculties to arise,

" so long as human nature is tlie mysterious phenomenon that
it is, and the empires of reason and unreason border so closely

on each other."

The following interesting debate ensued :

Hon. Henry E. Duvies stated tliat the subject of testament-
ary capacity had been one of very gi'uve consideration and the
most eIal)orate discussion by courts and jurists ever since the

statute of 32d Henry VIII., which authorized persons to

make wills in writing. Before that statute, testamentary dis-

position of property was unknown ; and he thought the
lecturer had clearly shown that the principles which now
govern courts in adjudicating upon wills have been very much
simplified, and are now very clearly and accurately understood.

In the first place, a man owning property, or an individual

in possession of money, has no inherent or natural right to
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make any disposition of that property, to take effect after his

death. While the leg-islatnre has determined that it is in the

power of an individual to make disposition of his property

after his personal control over it ceases, in the form dfa testa-

ment or will, to take effect after his death, yet to guard

against fraud—to guard against a disposition of property not

intended by the person disposing of the property—it has

thrown around such act many safeguards : first, in reference

to the ftictum of the will, as to the form in which the thing

is to be done ; second, that the person who is making the will

should be of sound and disposing mind and memory at the

time.

The cases which have been referred to by tlie lecturer are

only a few of those running througii the history of wills, for

all the adjudications wdiich have taken place in reference to

tliem are, after all, only indices of what must eventually be

the final result. Was the person making the will of a sound

and disposing mind and memory at the time the will was exe-

cuted ? It has to come back to tiiat finally.

Now the cases which have been referred to are, many of

them, full of intrinsic interest. The Parish will case, which

has been spoken of, was one of the most notable -which, per-

haps, ever came up in tlie history of judicial administration.

In June, 1849, Mr. Parish was stricken with paralysis and

became, as the speaker thought the testimony proved, utterly

incapable of the expression of his wishes, or of indicating them

intelligently to persons around him. Codicils were made

to a will n:ade in 1S42, while he was in this state of mind
;

and these came before the courts for adjudication. Judge

Bradford, one of the most able men on testamentary law which

this country has ever produced, had the advantage of a very

learned discussion before him by the ablest counsel of the New
York Bar, and he rejected the codicils to the will, except tiie

first. There were some peculiar reasons why that should have

been admitted to probate.

The case went through various courts, and was argued in

the Court of Appeals twice, and the result at which that court

arrived has been alluded to by the lecturer of this evening. He

thought he might with propriety state, that the judgment of
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tliat court is generally i-eceived by the profession as expressing

tnitlifully the law upon the subject of wills. The very able

and exhaustive medical testimony, which was comprised in an

octavo volume of 700 or 800 pages, greatly aided the court

in arriving at a just and correct decision. The legal profes-

sion have been generally benetited by medical testimony in

cases of this kind, for it was peculiai-ly tlie province of the

medical profession to study the operations of the human mind,
and so cognizant are they of its functions and its operations

that they are the first to notice its decay and aberrations.

The case alluded to by the lecturer of Mrs. Thwaite's will

was a most extraordinary one. It was a case in which the per-

son making the will was under a delusion, and the lecturer

has very well said, that to set aside a will made by a person

laboring under a delusion, it is necessary that that delusion

should be connected with and predicated upon the testament-

ary disposition ; because it will strike every person's mind in a

moment, that one may be under a delusion on particular sub-

jects, and yet such a delusion would have no influence what-

ever upon the testamentary disposition of property. On the

otiier hand, the disposition made may be the result of a par-

ticular delusion, and therefore you see immediately, that the

disposition of the property is not the act of a sound disposing

mind and memory.

Now, the case of Mrs. Thwaite was extraordinary in that

regard. She had a physjcian, a Doctor Smith, to whom she

had Ijecome \-ery much attached, in a proper way, and had
come greatly under his influence, also not improperly, but he

indulged her in her whims and led her on in the harboring

of her absurd delusions. At his suggestion, his brother was
employed as her agent to manage her estates, and thus you see

he got a controlling influence over her affairs, and thus would
he be able to operate upon a person whose mind was diseased

and disorganized. Her peculiar delusion was, that she was to

give birth to a second Saviour, and she went to extravagant ex-

pense in preparation for the expected event. Under the cir-

cumstances it will be readily understood how easily her mind
could be influenced by and operated upon by those around her.

This will was very properly set aside as entirely improper,
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and as a will of one who was not of sound disposing mind and

memory.

Now, we have another case in this State, where a prominent

merchant of this city was subject to almost as absurd a delusion

as that of Mrs. Thwaite. His name was Abraham G. Thomp-

son. He was a linn believer in the story tluit the treasure of

the late Capt. Kidd had been sunk in the North Kiver, at the

foot of the Dunderberg Mountains, opposite Peehskill, and he

expended a ver}' large amount of money in fitting up and send-

ing a vessel to engage in the search for it. The vessel was an-

chored in the North Kiver for a long time in the endeavor to

raise the treasure from the bottom of the river. He was a firm

believer in that absurdity, and he proved his faith by his works.

Of course, it was all a delusion, a vanity of vanities, and yet,

when he made his will, it was apparently a reasonable and

sensible will. Nevertheless, it was attacked on the ground

that he was the subject of a delusion, but not because the delu-

sion was connected with, or operated upon, the disposition of

the property. It was held that he was competent, and the will

was admitted to probate.

That, he thought, was one of the few cases where delusion

of the testator has been held not to affect testamentary pro-

perty. Then the other cases of fraud in disposition of property

and undue influence, are familiar to all jurists, and ought to be

reasons for setting aside a will when it is proved and estab-

lished that the will has been procured by any of these influ-

ences. '

Another very striking cause for setting aside a will, and a

great cause for suspicion, is when the individual becomes the

writer of the will and the recipient of its beneflts.

The law always attaches its stigma to, and is very astute in

looking out for, reasons why such a will should not be estab-

lished ; and the parties in interest have got to prove, beyond

all peradventure, that the will was the will of the person

making it, and not influenced or suggested by "qui se scripit

hferedeme." By the civil law, such a will was rendered void,

and though this rule of the civil law has not been adopted in

our courts, yet they do demand satisfactory proof in such cases,

that the party executing the will clearly understood and freely
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intended to make tliat disposition of his property wliicii the

instrument pni'ports to direct.

Tlie lecture to which we liave listened with so much inter-

est this evening, evinces great research, and a careful exami-

nation of the cases and princijiles governing testamentary

capacity. It is a valuable contribution to the study of the law
of testamentary disposition, and is highly creditable to the

learning, industry and legal acquirements of the lecturer. It

is worthy of a place among the archives of the Society, and
should be published with its proceedings.

REMARKS OF PROF. W. A. HAlDiIOND, M. D.

There wore only one or two points in the paper of Mr. Eok-
enbaugh upon which lie would like to remark.

In the first place, it appeared to him that a sufficient dis-

tinction had not been made between the difierent kinds of

delusion. It is not every delusion that is an evidence of

insanity. He had the honor of being one of the experts in

the Bonard will case, and he thought he was the first to make
the point that a delusion, to be evidence of insanity, must
relate to matters of fact, and that we do not know in tact

whether a dehision, as regards taith, is a delusion or not.

Take the case of Thompson, which has been alluded to by
the learned gentleman who last spoke. He thonght the action

of the court in that case was correct, for nobody knows to this

day whether his belief was a delusion or not—whether Captain
Kidd's treasures are at the foot of the Dundorberg Mountains
or not. His delusion was solely as regards a matter of faith,

and not of fact, therefore the will was properlv sustained.

Snppose he had found the treasure, Iiis belief would not liave

been a delusion then ! He was sure that very much greater

delusions than Thompson's have been proved to be facts upon
further investigation.

Now, Bonard iielieved the doctrine of transmigration of

souls, and it was attempted to set aside his will on account of
that delusion. He said, on the trial, that the doctrine of trans-

migration of souls is a religions belief— it could not be proved
or disproved— it was a matter of faith. He also said that if

Mr. Bonard had had a delusion in regard to a matter of fact—
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whether it bore upon tlie matter of liis will or not, he should

not have believed tliat he was competent—bnt no matter what

his belief was as regards a matter of faith, it is not evidence of

insanity.

Look at the religions beliefs of the world, how many and

diverse they are! We do not call Spiritualists lunatics,'

because that question is a mere matter of faith. But if a man

goes through the world thinking himself a coffee pot, that man
is suffering under a delusion in regard to a matter of fact, and

the speaker would be in favor of setting aside his will. How
perverted must be a person's intellect who is brought to

imagine himself a coffee pot ! He did not think that man
should be allowed to make a will, or that liis will should be

sustained.

The essayist failed to draw a sutRcient distinction between

delusion and insaiie delusion. Delusion, simple, is false belief,

and all false beliefs are not evidences of insanity, and should

not incapacitate the makino; of a will even as regards matters

of fact ; bnt insane delusions are altogether different. If a

man holds a false belief in regard to matters of fact, out of

which he cannot be reasoned, then he has an insane delusion

and is incapable of making a will.

Then, again, the essayist was somewhat mistaken in assert-

ing that sane acts are always evidence of sanity. He thought

alienists hold that they are not necessarily so, because if all

sane acts were evidence of sanity, two-thirds of all the lunatics

should be discharged. It is a sane act to get away from fire

when it burns. It is a sane act for a lunatic to eat his dinner,

or to poke a lire with a poker. It requires a continuity of

sane acts to prove sanity, and if the sane acts are interrupted

by insane acts, that man is insane for the time being ; if the

insane acts continue he is continually insane. He did not

think the legal profession goes into the science of this matter,

and he was not in favor of having it different.

Every man who is a little aberrant, in- the iniuds of some

alienists, is insane altogether. Some go so far as to say that

a man committing a crime is insane. The commission of

crime is not an evidence of insanity. He is in favor of punish-

ing insane people just as he would a tiger who went about
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destroying people. If a lunatic had a homicidal mania he
would hang him. He thought that the protection of society

requires that the law and science of insanity sliould not coin-

cide, and he was happy to tind that they did not.

Regarding lucid intervals, he remarked that he was not so

sure that there was any such thing. A man is either insane

or he is not. A lucid interval, so called, is, in the vast major-
ity of cases, probably a simple remission in the violence of
insanity, and is not evidence of the sanity of the patient by
any means.

The subject of delusion is one which it is particularly well

to be considered. Those wliieh relate to matters of faith,

those which relate to matters of fact, those which are simple
delusions, as well as those which are insane delusions.

EEMAEKS OF AUSTIN ABBOTT, ESQ.

Mr. Abbott said that the essayist had brought before the
society in an interesting way, what is one of the most import-
ant characteristics of the present law of insanity ; and that is

that to a certain degree, the law considers the question of
mental competency with reference to the nature of the act

which has been performed.

In old times—and the books are full of the records of it—
the question was one of apparent, obvious incompetencv
"an idiot or person furious" is the language of the old books-
the insanity recognized by the law was a total want of reason,
a manifest state of In-utishness, which appeared in the de-
meanor, the talk, etc ;—and the adjudications seem to have
been confined strictly to this class. In modern times the phy-
sicians have shown very different elements in the case. And
the law, following science as it always does, though often
slowly and at a distance, now recognizes occult insanity. But
we look at it differently. The physician looks at mind, if he
might be permitted to use the figure, as if he were surveyino'
the apparatus which is to do the act : he inquires wliether there
is anything defective in it as a mechanism (so to speak), and
considered as an entirety. The law on the other hand looks
at the act which has been done, and inquires, is there anvthino'
in the character of this class of acts which that mind, defect-
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ive though it may he, is not competent to perform or responsi-

ble for perf()rinini>; ? This difference between the medical and

legal aspectG of insanity, he suggested, is the cause and the

explanation of a great deal of the controversy which has pre-

vailed on this subject. One of the great services wliich I)ela-

iield vs. Parish has done to our jnrisprudence has been in

settling the legal doctrine in this respect. The Bench have

always adhered to the view that the test of a man's com-

petency, and the legal test of insanity, is his being "?io?i co^n-

pos ;
" but if you look into the past down to about sixty years

ago, it will be seen that the lawyer's idea of insanity has been

a man without a mind, not a man of dei-anged or defective

mind merely; but in a legal sense, without a mind. And as

you go back in the history of the law, that test becomes stronger

and stronger, until you reach the time when, if a man could

not count twenty, could not recognize his parents, &c., or

was like a wild beast, ho was regarded as non compos.

Now the case of Delatield vs. Parish excluded the idea tiiat

insanity, to be dealt with by the law, was an entire absence of

mentality, and established this test, that the power of the mind

is to be considered in reference to the character of the act to

be done; and no matter what may be the source or nature of

the mental defect, if it is one which leaves no adequate free

power for that act, the act is defective.-

Now it is curious to observe the application of that ]irin-

ciple among cases which have arisen since the courts have

begun to act upon it. Quite a number of classes of cases have

already been recognized h}' the law, and it has come to be ac-

knowledged that the same rule is to apply to every one of

them, viz., that unsoundness of mind, in the general or medi-

cal sense, does not necessaril}' amount to incompetency, in the

legal sense.

When it is ol)jected that a man is not competent to testify

because he is insane, the question is no longer whether his

mind is defective, but whether lie has that kind and degree of

insanity which would prevent him from observing the facts, or

from giving us a narration of them. If the contention is tliat

a partnership ought to be dissolved because a member of it

has become insane, the question is of a different character;
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viz., whether he is so insane that he is no longer able to perform
his functions nnder those articlesof copartnership—an entirely
ditferent thing, lie may be competent for one purpose, and
not for an^)ther. When the question is whether he is to be
punished for an offence, tlie issue is again entirely diflPerent—
i. e., whetlier he knew what was right or wroni; in respect to
this act at tlio time of the commission of the deed, and
wliether he had the power of self-control or not. This ques-
tion as to the power of control, however, is still among law-
yers a mooted point. If the question at issue is one of ordi-
nary contract, the inquiry is not whether his act was of such a
nature as to cancel a partnership, disqualify a witness, or ex-
cuse a crime

; but rather the inquiry will be in relation to the
competency Ibr the kind of act in question. Thus, however,
the question may arise in its different forms, as it constantly
does in legal practice; then it will resolve itself in this, Was
the man competent to perform acts of this class ? If not, the
act is defective, no matter how capable he may have been in

other respects. If the man was capable to perform, freely and
intelligently, acts of that character, liis act is not impaired, no
matter how defective the mind may have been in other
respects.

It appeared to him that these principles are fully supported
by the present state of the law of insanity, although there are
many cases in the books wJiicli do not concede this position,
and apparently insist on tlie idea of a total lack of mental
power.

There is a class of cases where the jury jiave found a man to

be of unsound mind, and incapable of managing Ins affairs,

upon which the law pronounces him generally incompetent.
There was a case recently—say about the year 1870—in the

records of the Supreme Court of the United States (Dexter
vs. Hall, 15 Wall., 9), which goes on this idea, that if a man
is found to be a lunatic, nothing that he does can be valid,

because, as the syllogism goes, to perform any civil act, mind
is necessary

; a man who is a lunatic has no mind ; therefore,

there is no act, in a legal seii.se. That doctrine, although still

sound as to the general effect of an inquisition, has been
wholly exploded in other respects, as the essayist has shown.

39
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Thus in the case of Banks vs. Goodfellow, it was held by Chief

Justice Cockbi.rn (L. K. 5 Q. B. ; S. C, Ewell's Lead. Cases,

677 11.), that although a single delusion which affects the testa-

mentary act is sutficient to avoid it—an insane delusion which

does not affect tlie testamentary act, and was not connected

with it, does not avoid it.

Prof. Hammond remarked that a man may have a delusion

which apparently did not affect the will—was not connected

with it ; but how do you know that ? The mere tkct of his

believing himself to be George Washington would put him in

the place, for the time, being, of that illustrious personage, and

he might do a great many acts connected with that situation
;

and it^ he should make a will, it shouhl be set aside, for it may.

be shown that it started from a delusion as regards a matter of

fact.
,

There are always secondary delusions in a man s mmd, to

which- he does not give any vent. It is only the primary one

that conies out. If a man, therefore, is shown to have had an

insane delusion in regard to a matter of fact, that man ought

to be rendered incapable of making a will.

ME. MAX F. ELLEE

Had listened with .great pleasure to the paper of the evening,

and all the more pleasure because it demonstrates clearly the

great influence which the advances of medical science, and

especially those in reference to diseases of the mind, have had

upon the rules of law as to testamentary capacity.

The influence has been of a restrictive kind. While for-

merly we have been apt to reject. the will of a person supposed

to be insane, who suffered from a delusion, or even from an illu-

sion, yet we have lately arrived at that point where we inciuire

into' the particular circumstances surrounding each case, and

we have allowed the science of medicine to narrow the ques-

tion down in the same degree that the medical side of the

question has expanded. Not long since it was, so to speak, an

epidemic to attack every will, and -that epidemic, for that mat-

ter, is raging still. Because a man makes a will which is dis-

tasteful to some of the relatives and friends, therefore he must be

insane. Now medical science has enlightened the legal pro-
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fession.^ Tlie physician is called in and testifies as to his knowl-
edge of the diseases of the mind in relation to the case, and
dispels that theory the same as the law has called in medical
experts in cases of homicide where it was contended that be-
cause one man killed another, tlierefore he was insane. Be-
cause a murder was committed, that is, eo ipso, evidence that
the man who committed the murder was suffering from tem-
porary insanity. It is well known tliat there were n great
many cases in which the defense was insanity on the ground
of temporary aben-ation of the mind.
While it cannot be denied that there may be such cases, yet

it would be equally dangerous to lay dowii'a rule that because
a man wasa ujiu-derer, he must be sufieriiig from temporary in-
sanity, as to lay down a rule that because a man makes a pro-
vision in^ his will which ddcs not coincide with the expectations
and auticipations of his friends, or because it shows some ec-
centricities, or diverts the proi)erty from the channels which
they e.xpected, therefore he must be insane.

Such papers as this one by Mr. Rokenbaugh are an evidence
of the appreciation which the legal and uiedical professions
have of the importance of working together in these branches
of their respective sciences, and thus the interests of both are
advanced. *

- KEMARKS OF .JACOB F. MILLER, ESQ.
Ml'. Miller arose not to discuss the papei' of tlie evening, or to

add to the interesting and instructive remai'ks wliich hav°e' been
made respecting it, but rather to consider a question pro-
pounded by Dr. Plammond. He seems to think that if a per-
son was partially insane his will should be invalidated. He
asks, suppose a [lei-son thought himself to be George Washing-
ton, and while holding such an erroneous belief should make^a
will, how can you show that his belief that he was George
Washington did not enter into and affect the provisions of his
will? The law would put the case in exactly the opposite
way. How can you show that his belief that lie was George
Washington did enter into his will \ If the connection bV
tween his belief and the provisions of the will did not appear
upon the face of the will, the presumption of law would
be against such connection. What is not jiroved does not ex-
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ist in law. The connection not appearing, the law presumes, in

the absence of proof, that there is none. The burden of proof

lies upon the person attirniingsnch a connection to show it, and

not upon the preferments of the will.

The vieAv taken by Dr. Hammond was held by Lord

Brougham, who maintained that the mind was one and indi-

visible: whatever affected it in one part atfected it in all its parts,

therefore a person insane upon anyone suliject, must be in-

sane on every other, and hence incapacitated to make a will.

This has not been, and is not now the American doctrine.
^

Nor

is it the English doctrine any longer. A few years ago the judg-

ment of Lord Brougham was reviewed and held to be unsound.

The doctrine of the law upon this subject is now the same in

both countries. Now unless it can be shown that the un-

soundness of mind in any one direction entered into the will

and moulded its provisions, the will would stand.

MR. D. S. KIDDLE

Said that the old rule of the courts upon the testamentary

capacity was that any person of however low degree of mental

power 'could make a valid will. If he had mind enough to

distino-uish a man from a tree or a house from a horse he had

testanientarv capacity. «t

This rule was simply absurd. The Court of Appeals in this

State formulated a new i-ule in the Parish will case. Judge

Davies delivering the opinion. It is that the testator must have

sufficient capacity to comprehend perfectly the condition of

his property, his relations to the persons who were or should

or might have been the objects of his bounty, and the scope

and bearing of the provisions of his will. He must have suffi-

cient active meinorv to collect in his mind, without prompting,

the particulars or elements of the business to be transacted,

and tQ hold them in his mind a sufficient length of time to

perceive at least their obvious relations to each-other, and to

be able to form some rational judgment in relation to them.

He knew of no better rule or oneinore intelligible or prac-

tical upon the subject of testamentary capacity than this one.
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I.—RECENT WORKS ON DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEAl.

I. Nervous Diskases; tiikik Description and Treatment. By
Allan McLaiie Hanulton, M. D., Fellow of the New York
Academy ot Medicine, etc. With fiftv-three illustrations.
h-hiladelphia

: Ilemy C. Lea, 187S. 512 pa^es. Chicao-o •

^ Jansen, McClurg & Co.

II. Diseases of the Nervous System; their Prevai.en'ce and
Pathology. By Julius Althaus, M. D., M. R. C. P., London
Senior 1 hysician to the Hospital for Epilepsy and Paralysis'
Regent's Park, etc., etc. New York: G. P. Putnam's s'ons'
1878. 366 pages, 8vo. Chicago : .Jansen, McClurg & Co!

III. Lectures on Diseases of the Nervous System, Deliv-
ered AT Guy's Hospital. By Samuel Wilks, M.D., F R S
Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston, 1878. 472 pa<Te« Chi-
cago: Jansen, McClurg & Co.

''

For a long time, the works of writers like Marshall Hall
Romberg, Olhvier and Calnieil, exhausted the list of important
publications in regard to diseases of the nervous system Butew practitioners, however, met with these works, contentino-
themselves with the meagre and often confused cliapters on net-
^ous diseases, found in manuals on the practice of medicine and
surgery. As time passed on, otlier works were |,ublisiied such
as those of Hrown-Sequard, Sandras, Trousseau, Schroeder' Van
Der Ko k, Hasse, Leubuseher, Bcnedikt, Rosenthal, Handlield
Jones, the composite volume on nervous diseases in Reynolds'
System of Medic-me,- Gintrac, Hammond, etc., some of them

ot great value, until, at this present moment, the interest of the
protession is deejily aroused in regard to the nervous system
and Its diseases, it .me may infer anything from the ])lienomenal
supplyot new editions of older, and the rapid supiily of new
works m this important domain of medicine. Quite recently we
have the excellent maim.il of Rosenthal, now translated into the
^rench langu.nge, with an introduction from Prof Charcot,
aulenberg s admir.able work, and that of Hammond, in this coun-
tiy, and the really remarkable volumes composing part of
Ziemssen s ILuullmch der Spec. Patholoqie u. Tlierapl,; and the
separate «orks ol .such writers as Erb, Hugucnin, Nothnao-el
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Charcot and his pupils, Vulpian, Poincare, and a ho^t of others

in different lano;iia!Tes, in rea;ard to various aspects of a study of

the nervous system, in health and disease. Fnially, among the

latest productions in this prolific field, are the three works whose

titles stand at the head of this notice. They are all bnet, and by

authors of more or less repute in neurological medicine.

The real iustification for the production of a new book, on, let

us say Nen^ous diseases, must lie either in something new or

valuable in matter, or the method of treatment ot such subjects.

A book which can claim nothing on either score, must be super-

fluous, to say the least.
. .

The principal object Dr. Hamilton seems to aim at, m the pro-

duction of his work, is stated in this extract from the preface.

He savs: "Should the satisfaction be ever accorded me ot know-

ing that I have made the subjects of diagnosis and treatment ot

nervous diseases more simple to my readers than they now are 1

will be amply rewarded for the task I have undertaken." By

this standard," therefore, perhaps, should the work be judged, it

is divided into eighteen cliapters, beginning with " Diseases ot

the Cerebral Meninges," working out from thence to "Diseases

of the Peripheral Nerves." Now, what has been done by Dr.

Hamilton to render " more simple," that is, more clear and com-

prehensible than former writers^^have done, the "Diagnosis and

Treatment of nervous diseases?"
_

One of the chief requisites on the part of an author, in such a

case as this, is tlie power of natural, clear anahjsis. This insures

that things apparently unlike, but really alike, however widely

separated from each other by false or artificial methods, may be

grouped under their natural heads, while phenomena, apparently

tlike, but really unlike, may be placed in their proper relations, in

a truly simple and philosophical scheme, so far as the present im-

perfect state of science renders such a scheme possible. Healthy,

natur.al analysis, and hand in hand with it, simple, judicious clas-

sification of the sum total of tlie accredited data ot a science, is

indispensable in the attempt to render knowledge " simple.

This quality is certainly lacking in Dr. Hamilton's book.

Thus, for example, he says, on the first page, " One of the great-

est misfortunes that can happen to the student, is the possession

of a large accumulation of hadly-arranged facts, which are stored

away in the brain like odds and ends in a garret." Ihis sounds

well But immediately afterwards, on the same page, the author

unconsciously to himself, of course, shows how slight a practical

hold on his niind such excellent cautions have, when he lays down

a "plan which will enable us to avoid coniusion" in the clinical

examination of a palient. The chief distinct heads in the plan

are as follows: " Examination of the patient," " Symptomatology,^^

" Tremor " " Inco-ordination of the upper and lower extremities,^^

" Yertio-o'" "Sensation," " Psychical disorder," "Miscellaneous,

"Excitfng cause," " Diagnosis," "Treatment." But what prin-

ciple of analysis could have guided the writer when he separates
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any of the other groups from the first one, or "Examination of
the patient," or why set up tliis first head at all? Are "tremor,"
"inco-ordination," " vertigo," etc., not symptoms? If they are,

why exclude them from the category "symptomatology?" Un-
der this latter head, certain disorders of "motility"" are em-
bi'aced, but no reasons appear why symptoms iu the sensory,
psychical, or other spheres of nervous action are not included
under this comprehensive head. Under the category " motility,"
many of its plain disorders are omitted to be mentioned else-

where, such as "tremor," "vertigo," "inco-ordination," etc.,

under se])arate heads, while under the head of" Disorders of the
Special Senses,'''' we have included such at least partial affec-

tions of " motility " as " nystagmus," " strabismus," " conjugate
deviation," " ptosis," " diplopia," " .ataxia," " clumsy speech"," and,
under this same head, complex, ill-defined, states such as " dis-

charge," "aphasia," and "loss of speech." On what intelligible
principle many of these aftections could be excluded from the
category of disorders of "motility," and subordinated to those of
the "special senses," we are utterly at a loss to determine. The
author says, "Tliis list, though imperfect, will, I think, enable
tiie observer to pursue a systenmtie course in examining his pa-
tient." But we must beg leave to difi'er from him. The one who
adopts this list as a guide in making clinical examinations, may
"get over the ground," but in a very ?«;i.-systematic way.
Then, again, turn to page 114, and find" apparently under the

head of sutfrtive symptoms, " vomiting," and among objective
.symptoms, " liallucin.ations of hearing,""" visual hallucinations,"
"delusions," "sensations .as if falfing through the bed," etc.
Such kind of mechanical, rather than logical and scientific
analysis, ratlier plainly shows that the author has in some mea-
sure fallen into tlie " misfortune," as he himself very properly
calls it, of possessing' a " store of badly arranged facts." A com-
parative lack of fine analytic discrimination, is one of the most
marked features of the book, for it prevails consistently from be-
ginning to end.

Besides looseness in analysis, there are evidences of undue
haste, or lack of care on the part of the author, in preparing
his work, and in conducting it through the press. Thus we Hnd
too many well known jiroper names mis-spelled, such as " Die-
ters," for "Deiters;" " Korthnagle," for " Nothnagel; " " Gas-
trowitz," for " Jastrowitz;" " Vcsseyer," for " Veyssiere;" " Car-
vaille," for " Carville;" " Kausmall," for " Kussmaul;" " Parnum,"
for "Panum;" "Ammidown," for "Amidon;" " Camleil," for
"Calmeil;" "Volckmann," for " Volkmana ;" " Uumaschino,"
for "Damaschino;" "Cornell," for "Cornil;" " Uesjerine," for
"Dejerine;"^ "Subetski," for " Lubelski," and many "others.

Then, again, there are various inaccurate, or "vague state-
n.ents, such as the following: "important sensory ganglia at the
base of the brain, such as tiie corpus striatun" (\>.^^5y Or in tiie

following extracts from the beginning of the chapter on cerebral
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hyperemia: "Two iorms of cerebral liypersemia have been recog-

nized by the majority of medical writers, one of them which is

active, and connected with forcible arterial fluxion." Whatcan
be the real meanin«; of tiie'word "forcible," in this connection?

On the same page,^in speaking of the two kinds of liypera?mia,

active and passive—or, as Dr. Hamilton prefers to call them,

sthenic and asthenic—he says, "these difler only in their manner

of appearance. In one th'ey are early and sthenic expressions,

and are produced by rapidly'exerted and violent force, and in the

other their advent "is more' slow, as they appear to be produced

by a sluggish force or tardy impairmmt of cell function," etc.

This is certainly vague and loose writing.

There is also traceable through the book, a harmless vein of

assumption, and we had almost said presumption, which is some-

what difficult to characterize, but can be best appreciated from

an example : He says in a note (p. 285), "I have no doubt some

of my American readers have witnessed the performance of a

tight-rope walker," etc. The implications in this note may be

fatrly regarded as not only uncalled-for, but in a sense invidious

and disparaging. Not only so, but the author deploys some-

thing more than his hope—an expectation—that he is to have a

circle of foreign readers, and we earnestly hope he may have it.

Candid American readers will possil.ly acknowleilge their inferi-

ority in point of knowledge to foreign ones, but will probably

not relish gratuitous reminders of the same. Such a tone as is

revealed in this passage, however much it misrepresents the con-

scious spirit of the author, will render his work in some degree

distasteful to discriminating readers.

The discussions of nervous disease are by no means as full,

nor so judicious, as we had expected in view of the practical aim

of the work, and the pictures of disease are not drawn after the

best models. Diagnostic parallels are not always clear enough

to be of service to the physician, and fall far below those pre-

sented in many other accessible works. In practical matters,

the author is often indecisive and too general, notwithstanding

the array of prescriptions found at the end of the volume. The

work is especiallv defective in the portions devoted to " patholo-

gy." Hardly a disease is discussed, as regards pathology, with

the "degree of clearness and decision rendered possible by the

present state of knowledge. Notwithstanding quite a range of

literary references, the author would appear not to have availed

himself of some of the most valuable contributions to neurologi-

cal literature. As an example, we find no reference is made to

Leyden's remarkable work on the spinal cord, with which the

author must be acquainted, though, he gives no signs of it.

Throughout, evidence is afforded of a want of careful, if not

of wid° reading, and of mature thought. But for all this, we

have a most sincere respect for the aim and labor of the author,

and would not take our leave of the volume without expressing

our belief that, even in the midst of better works on the same
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snhject, it will be useful to the general practitioner, for while it

contains nothing striking or novel, and is apparently not written
in full view of existing knowledge, yet it abounds in practical
matter of value within moderate limits, and in presenting which,
the publishers have left nothing on their part to be desired.

The work of Dr. Althaus, the second on our list, is novel both
in its plan and execution. It cannot be considered a text-book,
for while it gives the pathology and symjitoniatology of the
various diseases, a large class of nervous afteotions are entirely
unconsidered, and nothing whatever is said of the treatment of
any of them. The authoi- has adopted a rather peculiar plan of
analyzing statistics to obtain data as to the prevalence of nerv-
ous diseases, their comparative frequency in races, sexes, and
regions. As he says in his brief preface, he has "endeavored to
elucidate ihe part played by diseases of the nervous system in

national pathology, and to show the laws to which their occur-
rence and fatality are subject." And he says, in effect, in his
opening remarks, that his purpose has been to arrive at definite
conclusions in regard to such questions as the following: "Do
nervous diseases occur in a certain definite i)ro]]orlion, or do they
vary perceptiltly ii-om time to time? Are paralysis and insanity
really more fi-equent nowadays than formerly ? Ai-e large towns
more suitable for their development than the country? Is
the Anglo-Saxon race more liable to their invasion than other
races?" The general interest in these questions, and the fact
that this is almost, if not quite, the only systematic attempt of
the kind at their solution, give to his work a special importance,
and will insure it attention that it might not otherwise obtain.

In pursuance of his task of answering these questions, Dr.
Althaus has carefully analyzed the annual nnirtality reports of
the Registrar General of England and Wales. As he himself
states, it is the reports on dhfrife and death, but the first

very im])ortant particulars are w.nnting, and the conclusions are
derived entirely from tlie mortality statistics. That these can-
not ftdly serve to show the prevalence of nervous disease is, we
think, sufticiently evident, and this is the principal general criti-

cism we have to make on our author's method. The very large
class of nervous atfections that never, or, at least, very rarely
appear as causes of death in mortality reports are, necessarily,
left out of the account, yet they make up a very large propor-
tion of the general division of nervous diseases, and in estimating
the prevalence of the latter the results are to a, very great extent
vitiated by this deficiency. Neui-asthenia with all" its coni])lica-

tions, and hysteria with its manil'oKl symptoms, may be increas-
ingly prevalent, and yet neither of them make any figure in such
statistics as are usually kept, and we have considtM-able doubt
as to the value of any estimates of the frequency of such dis-

eases as epilepsy and chorea, based on the mort.nlity returns of

any country, no matter how carefully and accurately they have
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been compiled. Indeed, it is not, in ouv opinion, going any too far

to say that, witli the exception of a few almost universally fatal

aftections like hydrophobia and one or two others, this plan of

estimating their" prevalence by mortality statistics must necessa-

rily be inaccurate. The preliminary clinical investigations to

accurately determine the ratio of fatality to the whole number

of cases are wanting in the case of nearly every nervous disease,

to say nothing of theunskillfulness of the average practitioner in

the diagnosis of these diseases, and the unscientific terminology

which is even now prevalent and to a certain extent recognized in

the author's woi'k. To illustrate this jioint we may use a quota-

tion from Dr. Althaus himself, a passage indeed, in which he

speaks of the advantages of his method. After mentioning the

uncertainty that prevails in regard to these cpiestions, and de-

claring that it is mainly due to the limited clinical field from

which most authors have derived their statistics, he says : "Even

where such researches have extended over a series of years,

erroneous conclusions have been arrived at. Thus, 'SI. Falret,

for many years physician to La Salpetriere, ascertained that of

2,297 cases of apoplexy, 1,660 occurred in males, and only 637

in females ; and Dr. Hammond, of New York, found the propor-

tion to be 153 male and 76 female cases in a total of 229. These

numbers have led those authors to confidently express the opin-

ion that apoplexy, or cerebral hemorrhage, is more common
amongst men tlian amongst women, and yet it is shown by my
researehes, which comprise not 229, as Dr. HammoncVs, or 2,000,

like il. Falret's, but nearly a quarter of a million cases, that

women, in England at least, are rather more liable to die of

apoplexy than men, and this not only for a year or two, but

absolutely in the wliole period over which the investigation ex-

tends. Unless we, therefore, assume that deaths from apoplexy

occur in France and the United States in a very different propor-

tion from wh4t they do in England, we are led to the conclusion

that the two physicians just named, accidentally happened to

come across more cases of males than females in the limited

field of observation which was at their disposal ;
and that their

deductions must therefore be devoid of value." The principal

misapprehension of Dr. Althaus in this passage is that JSI. Falret

and Dr. Hammond, either lost all their cases, or were using only

mortuary statistics like himself. Moreover, when we consider

the loose usage of the term apoplexy .(which ought, in our opinion,

to be expunged from our nosology) in death returns—when we

consider that it includes the most opposite pathological conditions,

hyperemia, anaemia, blood poisoning, etc., to say nothing of other

mistakesin diagnosis of the numerous reporters, we are inclined

to consider even the limited clinical experience of one accurate

observer of extensive opportunities, to be of more value in the

positive decision of such questions than whole volumes of mere

statistics of mortality loosely reported, and showing only, at tlie

best, a fraction of the cases that actually occur. We are cer-
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tainly very f;ir from considering the deductions of such men as

Kjtlret and Hammond as "devoid of value."

Ajiart from this persistent confounding of clinical with mor-
tuary statistics, Dr. Althaus has furnished in this work some very
useful discussions, and formulated his results in a series of pro-

positions which we cannot do better than re]>roduce here, ver-

batim. They need, of course, to be accepted with the mental
reservation that they ajiply only to fatal cases, the proportion
of which to the whole number occurring is fai- from being satis-

factorily ascertained in tlie majority of these diseases. They are

as follows :

I. The rate at which diseases of the nervous system prove
fatal to the population of this country is a steady one, and sub-

ject to a definite law, to which there are not any or only aiiparent

exceptions. This rate does not appear to vary perceptibly from
time to time, and amounts to about twelve per cent, of the entire

mortality from all causes.

II. Diseases of the nervous system occupy the fourth i-ank

amongst the maladies destructive of human life, being only sur-

passed in fatality by zymotic, tubercular, and res])iratory dis-

eases.

III. Nervous diseases are not, as is commonly asserted, more
frequent, but, on the contrary, less numerous in large towns than
in the country, and it is probable tiiat their occurrence is largely

influenced by race.

IV. Sex has a powerful influence on the production of nervous
diseases; for although in this country the population of females

exceeds tliat of males, the deaths of males from nervous aflec-

tions preponderate constantly over those of females, the male
death-rate being 12.94 and the female 11.62 per cent.

V. Age has even a more powerful influence on the production
of nervous diseases than sex; for these maladies attain an im-
mense maximum in the first year of life, owing to the great prev-

alence of infantile convulsions. They are much less frequent in

youth and middle age, and attain a second maximum in old age,

tliat is, after seventy, owing to the prevalence of apoplexy and
paralysis; but the second maximum amounts to only about the

tenth part of the first maximum attained during infant life.

The first two of these propositions are legitimate deductions
from the data employed, but as much cannot he said of the rest,

for the reasons already given. The very insufiicient nature of the

classification adopted by the Registrar General, the defects of

which are remarked by our author himself, ouglit to show how
little reliance is sometimes to l)e ])laced on these, even as merely
mortuary statistics: the confusion would be still worse confounded
if they had a larger scope. The only satisfaction is in the hope
that as many errors are made in one direction as in another, and
tliat the fatal law of averages brings the results out about right.

The error we charge the author witii here, is in trying to extend
the application of his results and deduce the facts as to the
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prevalence of nervous diseases in general from the analysis
of mortality reports, which necessarily cannot include the non-
fatal cases, which by far constitute the majority of the whole.
The error goes through the whole volume, and we shall notice it

again in a few places, when speaking of Dr. Althaus' remarks on
certain special disorders.

A chapter on general nervous physiology, which immediately
follows the introductory one, is, on the whole, ver_y good, though
brief. The author's position in regard to the question of the
functions of the brain, in regard to which there is so much dis-

pute, seems to us the correct one, and his remarks in regard to

the value of the older and contradictory observations, on which
Dr. Brown-Sequavd has put so much stress, are eminently judi-

cious. He follows Terrier, in the main, in his statements on this

subject, though noticing briefly the views of other authors.

In the succeeding chapters on special pathology, Dr. Althaus
follows, according to the plan of his book, the classification of

the British Registrar General, including, under such heads as

convulsions, apoplexy, paralysis, and even under so vague a term
as " disease," a very large proportion of the aft'ections of the
nervous system. He, however, analyzes these pathologically, as

he proceeds, and this part of his work appears to be, on the
whole, well up to the present state of neurological science ; at

least, so far as the pathology and symptoms of the various disor-

ders are concerned. Dr. Althaus is, in the main, a safe patholo-

gist, and his remarks, though brief, appear to be generally in

accordance with what seem to us to be the correct views. He
sometimes groups, however, a number of clinically or anatomi-
cally distinct diseases, in a few general remarks, under some one

comprehensive head; thus we find no mention whatever of sev-

eral spinal diseases, which are all perhaps included under the one
head of myelitis, and none of the usually recognized varieties of

insanity are noticed separately from the brief streatment of the

general subject, except general paralysis, which indeed is per-

haps the only well anatomieally defined species of the whole
class. The scope of the book, however, is not such as to render

it in any way exhaustive in this respect.

The statistical analysis runs through all the work. The plan is

followed of giving, in tabular form, at the beginning of the re-

marks on each disease, or class of diseases, recognized in the

Registrar General's reports, a compai-ative statement of the per-

centages of deaths, males and females, through a series of years,

and a diagram illustrating the mortality curve at different ages

of the individual. It is the deductions from these analyses that

call most for criticism, for it is in these that the author most ex-

hibits his incautious generalizations and hasty conchisions. A
few instances will suffice to indicate what is alluded to. We
would refer to such passages as that on page 86, where, after

comparison of Dr. Lidell's statistics of apoplexy in New York
city with the English registration reports, the author says: " It
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is, however, to be remai-ked that, while for New York the differ-
ence between the seventh ami eiglitli deeennium is considerable,
it is very slight for England and Wales, which probably means
that longevity is greater in England than in the States." The
only comment we are inclined to make on this {)assage is, that
such a conclusion, drawn as it is from a comparison of"a limited
number of cases in the single city of New York, and extending
over three yeai's, with those of the whole of England and Wale^
for a single year, seems altogether gratuitou's. Of the same
character is the iiresumptioii, based on the comparative number
of deaths from delirium tremens in London and in Wales, that
the use of alcoholic drinks may secure immnnity from nervous
disorders

; an uttei-ly inconsequent conclusion. We have not
the space to go into details; though much more might be said in
regard to these and other passages to which we might take ex-
ceptions; the instances we have given are sufficient to point our
general remarks.
To recapitulate our objections to Dr. Althaus' work: He has

endeavored by the analysis of mere mortality statistics, compiled
according to an imjierfect classification, and sul>ject to all the
errors tliat can arise fi-om this, as well as the confusion of terms
and faidty observation and diagnosis of imscientific practitioners,
to decide as to the prevalence, both actual and comparative, of
nervous diseases, their variations in regions and races, apparently
ignoring all the time the fact that mortality statistics are not
clinical statistics, and that the relation between the two is very
iar fi-oni being so definite, in the case of the large class of nervous
disorders, that we can determine the prevalence of nervous dis-
eases by the number of deaths attributed to them. A very
large number of these disorders never cause death, and some
even of the more formidable ones are so seldom its direct cause,
that they play no pi-oportionate part in registration statistics.
Dr. Althaus' third, fourth and fifth propositions, are therefore
not legitimate deductions; his facts were too few and imperfect
to warrant them.
On the other hand, it must be admitted that he has produced

a work interesting in its style and subject, novel in method, and
well worthy of a place in the physician's library; and as a discus-
sion of statistics, it is, with all its drawbacks, a real contribution
to medical litei-ature.

Dr. Wilks' work is of a different class from either of the others.
Though in the form of lectures, which seems to us in some re-

spects, perhaps, less advantageous in a text-book, and entirely
without illustrations, it creates a very favorable impression upon
careful pei-usal. Dr. Wilks seems to be a very well informed
man, but also a thoroughly practical one, and his lectures give
evidence that he is an able clinical teacher. In this book he treats
of all, or very nearly all, the disorders generally classed as ner-
vous diseases, and one or two like cerebro-spinal meningitis and
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metallic paralyses, which are not always included in this category.

These are treated throughout in a practical, sensible way, and
illustrated by cases, generally ver}^ briefly, but, on the whole,

satisfactorily reported. To these he has added one oi' two clini-

cal varieties not usually recognized as separate forms of disease,

at least in this country, such, foi' example, as alcoholic paraple-

gia, and, indeed, we may say that very little is omitted. One
notable omission, however, occurs. No mention is made of

Grave's disease or exophthalmic goitre. He is not strong in his

discussions of the pathology of the various afFections of the ner-

vous system, but is usually on the safe side, and very ready to

admit ignorance in many cases. This, in fact, may perhaps be

carried a little too far by our author. The physiological state-

ments are judicious, as far as they go, and he is, we judge, a very

safe authority for the student to follow in this regard. As to the

classification of nervous diseases, no very ambitious attempt is

made—no special remarks at all are given to this subject. Dr.

Wilks retains, in his nomenclature, a few old-fashioned, and, we
think, objectionable. tei'rns, such as apoplexy and arachnitis. Of
the first of these we have already spoken in our remarks on Dr.

Althaus' work, and we need say no more here; the second is ob-

jectionable, as conveying a false and obsolete pathological idea,

which fact, however, our author does not appear to recognize.

The therapeutics of the different disorders is sometimes, it

seems to us, a little slighted; there appears to be an undue skep-

ticism now and then; thus, at the close of the book, in some
pages devoted to some general remarks on remedies, opinions are

expressed in regard to the value of opium, belladonna and strych-

nia, in nervous affections, with which, especially as regards the

last named remedy, we certainly cannot agree.

In conclusion, we can cordially recommend this work as a con-

venient, practical and sensible text-book, which can be safely

taken as a guide by the student.
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ir.—ADAMKIEWICZ : THE SWEAT NERVES.

Die Secretion des Sciiwetsses—Einc bilateral-symmmetrische
Nervenfuuction. Nach UntLTsuehungen am IMensclien jind

an Thieien. Dargestellt von Dr. Albert Adamkiewicz. Ber-
lin, 1878. (The Secretion of Sweat, etc.)

Among the different animal .secretions some are due solely to

filtration of the fluid portion of the blood through the tissue of
the glands ; such are the secretion of urine, bile and milk. Other
secj-etions, however, depend on an activity of the living gland-
tissue, which may be excited by stimulation of its nerves, and
which will continue to act even after cessation of the circula-

tion.- So far only the salivary and lachrymal glands have been
proven to belong to the latter category. The researches of our
author liave now included the sweat glands as well in this classi

(Independently of Adamkiewicz, Luchsinger has arrived at the
same results at the same time.)

Proceeding from the common e.xperience, that muscular move-
ments are followed by sweating, he galvanized various motor
nerves in man. As a result, sweat drops apiieared 'at once on
the corresponding portion of the skin, and continued to be
formed foi- a short time after interrupting the stimulation. The
sweating region is the portion of the skin over tlie contracting
muscles, but this is always accompanied by sweating of the
symmetrical spot on the other side of the body. The perspira-

tion is independent of the circulation, as it occurs equally in-

tensely, and just as soon after compi-ession of the main artery,

for instance, the femoral. It can be induced as well by direct

galvanization of the muscles as by their voluntary contraction.

It must be mentioned, however, that Adamkiewicz selected as

subjects persons with a disposition to sweat.

To obtain a reflex perspiration he made use of the faradic

brush. Its application is speedily followed by sweating of the
irritated spot and its mate on the other side. lu persons pre-

disposed to sweating, the perspii-ation, however, is induced soon
in all those parts which sweat most readily, normally, such as the

palms and soles. This result lie expresses in the law, " that the
secretion of sweat occurs in man always symmetrically on both
sides, and independently of the place of stimulation." Tlie same
law holds good when thermic stimulation is resorted to. Tlie

contact of a substance some 6-8 ° C warmer than the body pro-

duces bilateral sweating on those spots most liable to perspiration,

such as the soles of the ieet, even when the warm body is applied
in another locality. A cold substance, on the other hand, will not
induce, but rather check, perspiration. Cokl, however, is a pow-
erful stimulus to unstriatcd muscles, and the contraction of the

fibres surrounding the sweat glands can force out their contents.
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Extending his expei'imeuts to animals, the author showed that

in cats the paws will sweat on stimulating the sciatie nerve,

even after deatli or removal of the member, which proves the

independence of perspiration from the circulation. On stimulating

the undivided nerve, a very slight sweating is also noticeable

on the paw of the other side. Evidently the tendency to sym-

metrical bilateral sweating is less developed in the cat than in man.

The sweat nerves retain their irritability longer than the motor

nerves ; at a time after death, when stimulation of the sciatic

nerves has ceased to produce muscular contraction, the appear-

ance of drops of sweat is still often noticeable. The perspira-

tion of the head and neck caused by section of the sympathetic

nerve in the horse has usually been attributed to paralysis of that

nerve. It ceases, however, about six hours after the operation,

and does not return again. 'I'here is hence more cause to attrib-

ute it to the traumatic irritation of the sympathetic nerve.

As regards the sweat centres in the cord, Adamkiewicz found

that perspiration of the hind paws can continue after division of

the spinal cord at the level of the fii-st lumbar vertebra. Re-

moval of the lumbar cord, however, prohibits all further sponta-

neous sweating of the hind paws. After section of the cord at

the level of the first lumbar vertebra stimulation of the central

end of the divided sciatic nerve causes a reflex sweating of the

other leg. On shortening the lumbar cord by successive slices,

it was found that the spinal centres of the sweat nerves of the

hind paws are situated in the portion between the first and fourth

lumbar vertebra'. This coincides with the centres of the motor

nerves of the leg ; similarly it was found that the centres of

sweat nerves and of the motor nerves of the anterior extremity

coincided in their position. The sweat nerves leave the cord with

the anterior roots, since reflex perspiration can still be obtained

after division of all posterior roots of the lumbar fragment.

Histologically we are to infer that the sweat centres exist in the

anterior cornua. This supposition was confirmed by a case of

poliomyelitis anterior acuta, in which the motor paresis was ac-

companied by paralysis of the sweat nerves.

After removal of the lumbar fragment of the cord, stimula-

tion of the brachial plexus will still produce sweating oi the

hind paws. This is due to the influence of fibres joining the

sciatic nerve, and coming from the sympathetic. Their origin is

found in that portion of the cord included between the tenth and

thirteenth dorsal vertebrw. (of the cat).

Finally, it was shown that the common centre of all sweat

nerves exists in the medulla oblongata.

Thus far the experimental part of this work, the results of

which are in unison with the independent, though contempora-

neous researches of Luchsinger. The remainder of the brochure

is devoted to some reflections on the bilateral symmetry in the

innervation of sweat elands and muscles. h. g.
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SHORTER NOTICES.

I. Physics of Infkctious Diseases. Con)]irehciKling a Discus-
sion of certain Physical Phenomena in connection with the
Acute Infectious Diseases. By C. A. Logan, A. M., M. D.
Chicago: Jausen, McClurg & Co., 1878. 212 pages.

II. A Manual of Operative Suegeky. By Lewis A. Stimson,
B. A., M. D. With three hundred and thirty-two Illustra-
tioiLS. Philadcliiliia: Henry C. Lea, 1878. 477 pages. Chi-
cago: Jansen, ]\IcClurg & Co.

III. Handbook of Ophthalmology. By Prof. C. Schweigger, of
the University of Berlin. Translated from the Thii'd' Ger-
man Edition by Porter Farley, M.D. With Diagrams and
other Illustrations. Pliiladelphia: J. B. Lippinco"tt & Co.,
1878. 565 pages. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co.

IV. Congenital Occlusion and Dilatation of Lymph-
Channels. By Samuel C. Busey, M.D. New York: Wm.
Wood & Co., 1878. 187 pages. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg
& Co.

V. A Manual of Nuksing. Prepared for the Training School
for Nurses, attached to Beilevue Hospital. New York : G.
P. Putnam's Sons, 1878. 143 pages. Chicago : Jansen"
McClurg & Co.

^

VI. Sixth Annual Report op the Secretary op State of the
State of Michigan, Relating to the Registry and Re-
turn OF Births, Marriages and Deaths for the year
1872. By authority. Lansing, 1877. 464 pao-es.

VII. Algksimetrie. Eine neue einfacbe Methode zur Pruefung
der Hautsensibilitaet, von Dr. Friedrich BjOnistrom. Upsala,
1877. {Algesimttry. A new simple method for testing the
cutaneous sensibility, etc.)

I. The author of this work, during an extended residence in an
official capacity in South America (as U. S. Minister to the Re-
public of Chili), had his attention called to certain peculiar phe-
nomena of disease in that region; a complete or partial immu-
nity from some of the infectious diseases so deadly elsewhere
and a modified condition of others. He was led to connect these
facts with certain other facts of the physical features of the
country, and some generally observed analogous phenomena in
other parts of the world, and by a course of reasoning on these
he arrives at the following generalizations as to the acute infec-
tious diseases:

First. " That each one of the class possesses an original habi-
tat or indigenous locality.

40
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iiec.ond. " Then when one of the type is developed in a locality

foreiijn to the disease, it occurs from a transportation, not of the

original cause, but of the representative results of the disease.

Third. "That the original producing agent may be of animal

or vegetable character, coming immediately from animalcular or

micro'^phytic forms, or directly or indirectly from the lower ani-

mal creation; ami it would appear not impossible, that a conta-

gion of specific character might be wholly inorganic in consti-

tution.

Fourth. "That the contagion of a type disease in man, does

not consist of vea;etable germs, but is a product of a preceding

type-action, and "is representative of that action in its atomic

construction, and possesses the properly, under vital and physi-

cal laws, of inducing the typical action in a liealthy system.

Fifth. "The atmospheric aridity to the extent existing upon

the South Pacific coast, does not destroy phyto-germ life, and

hence cannot be the cause of the exemption of that coast from

the acute infectious diseases; nor can it be said to decompose

either animal or vegetable germs; but, upon the contrary, is

ratlier preservative of them.

Sixth. "That violent electric energy, as an agent powerfully

operative in inducing energic transmutation, directly decompo-

ses the infectious molecule by chemical rearrangement or break-

ing up of its atoms."

These conclusions may or may not be accepted by our readers;

we cannot ourselves fully appreciate all of them or follow the

author in all his reasoning which leads to them. The iacts

and the observations in medical geography on which they are

based are suggestive, however, and we hope that Dr. Logan will

give some tiine^more fully their details. Some criticism might be

made of the author's physical theories and of his style, which

appears to us sometimes rather strained.
_

But we leave the work

in these respects to the judgment of the individual reader.

II. This is, it seems to us, a very excellent condensed manual
1-1 .• _._ J —iveni-

ivorks
of operative surgery, and will be, we think, a safe and conveni-

ent guide, nof superseding, but supplementing the larger works

on the same subject. The text is made very easy to umlerstand

by the profuseness of the illustrations. We predict for it a very

extensive circulation in the profession.

III. An American translation of a work by so respectable an

authority as Prof. Schwoigger, which has already attained its

third edition in its own coVntry, must, of necessity, be an addi-

tion to our medical literature, provided that the translator has

done his work well. In the present instance, this appears, with

the examination we have been able to give it, to be very fairly

done. To those who desire a convenient, scientific manual of

ophthalmology, well up to the more recent advances m the de-

partment, we can safely recommend its purchase.
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IV. The reacU'i-s of the American Journal of Obstetrics wxW
be familiar with most of the illustrations and "text of the pres-
ent volume. It is, in fact, a republication of a rather notable series
of papers in that journal. The author having had a well-marked
case of congenital lymphangiectic elephantiasis in his practice,
was led to look up the subject and utilize, as few Washington
physicians appear to do, the opportunities afForde<] by the Na-
tional Medical Library, and has collected in medical literature
nearly ninety similar and allied cases, which he here discusses in
this profusely illustrated monograph. The whole he classes un-
der the^general head of dilatation and occlusion of lymph-chan-
nels. There is not a great deal that is original in the volume,
nor is there any pretense of it, but the author has sliown a very
commendable industry, and has made a very useful compilation.

V. This little volume will find a welcome in many quarters,
and, we doubt not, supply a great need. It will be useful to the
general ])ructitioners, many of whom, we have a suspicion, might
find in its pages some practical hints that \vould be information
to them. On the other hand, the general circulation of such a
book as this among the laity would be of the greatest advant-
age. We might say with more truth than it is usually said that
" no well-regulated family can atibrd to be without it."

VI. Michigan is almost, if not quite, exceptional among the
Noithwestern States in having a bureau of vital statistics, which
publishes elaborate annual reports. The very respectable vol-
ume before us seems to leave little to be asked for from its able
compiler, Dr. H. B. Baker. He hae very fully worked up the
various statistics of births, marriages, and deaths, for the State
of Michigan for the year 1872, giving very numerous and elabo-
rate tables, and diagrams illustrating the curves of births, deaths
and marriages at difterent periods, with full discussions of the
same. Some of these, such as those on the relative birth-rate
among foreign and native-born residents are of interest in con-
nection with .statements that have been made in regard to this
point by Eastei'ii medical statisticians.

We see in his tables of deaths, classified according to causes,
that the numlier of those irom nervous disorders exceed in num-
ber those from any other class, except those that are properly
called zymotic, a proportion somewhat unusual we think. As in
all registration statistics, the classification might, and ought to
be, improved.

Altogether, this \ olume is a credit to the State under whose
auspices it appears, and to the compiler. Dr. Baker. We hope
that we may in the near future see equally valuable contributions
from other States, which at present furnish none.

VII. Recognizing the various errors incident to the previous
methods of a3sthesiometry, the author presents us with two new
means of testing the tactile sense. With E. H. Weber and the
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later authors be divides the tactile sense into (1) sense of pres-

sure, ('2) sense of temperature, and (3) sense of space, either of

which is distinct from pain. The ordinary (Sievekiiig's) Ksthe-

siometcr measures only the third variety, while Bjornstrom's

new instrument shows'plainly the border line between the sense

of pressure and pain. It may be described as a bi-oad forceps,

between the branches of which a fold ol skin is pinched, while

the force with which it conti-acts is shown by an index. The

force, just sufficient to be recognized as pain beyond mere pres-

sure is registered in kilogrammes. It was thus found that a

pressure of one-half to one (kilogrammes) is just felt painfully

by a fold of skin from the infraorbital region.
_
As a scale of

sensibility we should mention the following regions : the fore-

head, temporal region, lips, skin of face, eyelids, auricles, the

latter perceiving as pain only a pressure of five kilogrammes

or more. Without following his details, suffice it to state, that

B. fonnd the trunk and extremities no more and in general less

sensitive than the skin of the face. The skin from the region of

the elbow was found least sensitive, reading but to a pressure

of twelve to fifteen kilos. Considerable variations were found

in different persons. It seems to us however, that a method

which detects no ditterences finer than one-half to one pound of

pressure, and the range of which does not exceed thirty pounds,

is comparatively crude. Still B. claims to have detected with it

unilateral alterations of sensibility in a ntimber of morbid pro-

cesses, when other methods failed in showing any ditference be-

tween the two sides. But the large number of cases of disease

adduced possesses only casuistic interest.

A second method described by the author is intended toregis-

ter the rapidity with which a tactile or painful sensation is per-

ceived : A T-shaped rubber tube is connected with a Jlarey's

polygraph. One branch of the tube is compressed by a needle,

wlieit the latter is forced into the skin, while the patient is to bite

on the other tube when the prick is felt. The two successive

movements communicated to the air in and the membi-ane of

the polygraphic drum are registered on a cylinder revolving

with a known velocity. Several cases of retardation of sensi-

bility from disease of the central nervous system are cited as

proof of the efficiency of the method. h. g.
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g^d'tioriiil ge^HrfnwnL

IN tlie July luiinber of the Journal of Mental Science is a

rathor uxteiidecl,aiul upon the whole favorable, notice of an

article which appeared in the April number of this journal,

by Dr. Spitzka, of New York, entitled "Reform in the Scien-

tific Study of Psychiatry." In tlie course of the above men-

tioned notice it is said, " the ability of the article is uncjues-

tionable, and its vigor almost excessive, but its personalities

and spirit are certainly not becoming in one member of a

profession, towards other members of the same profession,

the aims of many of whom are no doubt as high, and their

conduct as honest, as his own. It is certainly a pity that

the mode of American political vituperation and its intemper-

ance of language should be allowed entrance into the literature

of the mild and merciful profession of medicine." And yet

it is said, on the same page, that " there is mnch truth in what

.Dr. Spitzka says, and we think onr x\merican brethren would

do well to take heed to this and many other indications that a

more liberal and open mode of conducting their asylums, and

managing their Association, is required."

But Dr. Spitzka himself admits his language as harsh, to say

the least. He says, " In dealing with the flagrant and obvious

short-comings of medical otiicers, I have employed terms

whicli it is customary to censure as being unnecessarily harsh.

. . . When I have used the terms, ignorance, charlatanism,

insincerity and neglect, I have employed them because no

other words could characterize so aptly the condition to which

I found it necessary to allude in the course of this enquiry. I

have used these terms deliberately, and shall present, if chal-

lenged, the detailed proof, whicli I have hitherto not given, as

it would have necessitated that mention of nmnes wlndih has
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been my chief purpose to avoid." This extract sliows not

only that the author was not insensible to the view which

might be fairly taken, by dispassionate readers, oi' liis hot and

vigorous criticisms—which we believe to have been snbstan-

tially deserved—but it shows also in part his reasons for adopt-

ing the style which in some measure characterizes his paper.

Our principal objects in writing these lines, are to join in con-

demning as a rule all personalities and vituperative language,

especially in medical writings, and also to express the opinion,

that to describe Dr. Spitzlta's paper as characterized by per-

sonalities and by the employment of the vituperative language

of American or other politics, is to do him, if not ourselves,

as the publishers of his paper, a certain measure of injustice.

It contains really but few personalities, being directed chiefly

ae-ainst the shortcomino-s of a class, rather than separate indi-

viduals. Moreover, while the language is hot, and at times

even intemperate, it cannot be fairly spoken of as vituperative.

It is a style of writing more common we believe in Germany

than in America, which former couTitry we believe the Journal

of Mental Science to be in error in giving as the fatherland of

our contributor. But the final object we have had in writing

this has been, to call attention to an instance in which person-

alities and vituperation reach a hight hitherto unknown in

respectable medical literature in this country. We now refer

to the paper by Dr. Grissom, of North Carolina, on '' True and

False Experts," before the " Association of Superintendents of

Hospitals for the Insane," at its annual meeting at Washington,

since published entire in the American Journal of Insanity.

Many of our readers must have seen, this remarkable paper, for

a reprint has been rather widely cii'culated.

It contains an attack of the most personal and oifensive de-

scription upon one of the associate editors of this journal,

against which attack one of the members of the Association

(Dr. Wallace), in a speech rennirkable for manliness and vigor,

said, " for one I claim the right to protest against it with all the

emphasis of which 1 am capable." In the conclusion of his

speech against the personalities of Dr. Grissom, he says, " I

beg to conclude with a resolution, to which I do not expect a

second, and seconded, not a single vote, except m;/ own ;
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'• Resolved, Tluit tlie nieiiiliers of tlie Association of Super-

iiiteiidunts of American Institutions for the Insane, listened to

tlie ])ersonal attack upon a pirofessioual brother of New York,

Ijy one of their number, Dr. Eugene Grissom, of North Caro-

lina, with iinmixecl regret, as out of place, and as calculated to

do no good, but, on the other hand, to stir up strife and con-

fusion, and therefore cuntrai-y to the spirit of science and the

benevolent, humane work, in which they are engaged."

So far as the record goes to show, the prediction of the au-

tlior of tlie resolution was fulhlled, in that his resnlutinn was

not seconded, and did not receive'a single vote, but, on the con-

trary, it is said, outside of the record, to have been received

with marked approval, the motion aliove quoted was jjroinptlj

laid on the table, and the otfensive paper is now published as

the leading article in the Journal of Tnftanity, without a word

of editorial comment.

It must be remembered, that the article of Dr. Spitzka was

directed as a criticism, not so much against persons, as against

the character of their scientific labors, and the alleged misman-

agement tif great indjlic institutions by pvhlio officers of the

same. But this attack of Dr. Grissom on Dr. Hammond, is

purely personal. It aggravates the case when it is known that

he had no personal acquaintance whatever with Dr. Hammond,
and had never in any way, so it would seem, received an injury

or any sort of notice from him.

Dr. Hammond is described iiy Dr. Grissom, as "lost to

conscience and honor,'' as "a Bombastes Furioso of false ex-

perts," as "a modern Spartan," a "Titus Gates," as "the

Cagliostro of to-day," " a moral monster, whose lialeful eyes

glare with delusive light, whose bowels ai'c but bags of gold,

to feed which, spider-like, he casts his loathsome arms aiiout a

helpless jirey," and many other passages, in wiiich, among
other things, the private religious belief's of Dr. Hammond are

canvassed in a dis])araging and unwarrantable manner.

We do not deem any comment necessary, especially since

Dr. Hammond has taken the case in his own hands, in an

"open letter" to Dr. Grissom. But we wish to call the atten-

tion of the JoKrind of Mental Science to this fiagrant specimen

of pei'soiialitii's and vituperation, which, notwithstanding their
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silence, at their meeting and in their journal, we cannot be-

lieve met with the approval of all those who heard the paper of

Dr. Grissom. We hope the time will be long before we may
have to notice such a venomous personal attack, really on im-

personal grounds, by one professional gentleman of standing

on another.

Under the circumstances, we could scarcely avoid, in justice

to ourselves, noticing the cases on which we have commented,

for various reasons, and among them tiiat of improving a chance

to set the seal of our condemnation on offensive personalities

and abusive, intemperate language anywhere, especially in

medical writinss.
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a.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM.

Functions op the Brain.—Iu our last issue we gave an abstract of a
former conimuuication by Dr. Hermauu Munk, on the functions of the
brain, presented to the Berlin Physiological Society, March 23cl, 1877.

Another communication, giving the further results of his invcstigati(jns,

was presented in July of the same year. Now in the proceedings of the
Society printed iu the physiological part of Reichert and DiiBois Reymond's
Arehiv, we find a third report, made at the session of March 1.5th of the
present year, of which the following are the principal points :

After restating the points observed up to the date of his former communi-
cation (see April number of this Journal, p. 391) as to the cortical locali-

zation of the visual and auditory perceptions, the psychic blindness and
deafness produced by the destruction of these centres, and the gradual re-

turn of the senses, before detailed, with his explanation of this cortical

blindess and deafness, as he calls it, lie gives the results of similar experi-

ments on the brain of the monkey. The visual cortical sphere of the ape
is, according to him, the cortex of tlie occipital lobes, and not the angu-
lar gyrus, as Ferrierhas it. In fact, Muuk rejects all of Ferrier's localiza-

tions of the special senses. He finds that extirpation of a limited tract of

the cortex in this region produces limited disturbances of vision, the ani-

mal appears to have lost the visual impressions for certain objects, while still

retaining those for others. The animal rubs his eyes and protects them just

like a man who sees indistinctly. If the whole cortex of the convex surface
of one posterior lobe is destroyed, the animal becomes hemiopic ; he is cor-

tically bliud in the same half of both retina;. For example, if the extirpa-

tion is practiced on the left hemisphere he recognizes nothing projected on
the left halves of his two retina?, but perceives objects with the right half of

the same. This is indisputably shown by testing both eyes, but the animal
soon learns to correct his sight by moving his head, etc., in looldng at ob-
jects.

If the cortical surfaces of both posterior lobes are extirpated, the monkey
becomes absolutely blind, and from being, as usual, a lively, active animal,
becomes perfectly quiet and apathetic, and if stirred up to move, stumbles over
every obstacle. After a time, sight partially recovers so as to permit him to go
about slowly witliout falling. Fiulhcr improvement only takes place if cer-

tain portions of the cortex still remain untouched on the edge of the con-
vexity. But in these cases it is interesting to notice a hemiopia correspond-
ing to the side which is most completely destroj-ed. In this point this ani-
mal differs from the dog, in whom a hemiopia could not be detected.

As regards the auditory tract of the cortex, Munk had, in this comnumi-
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cation, little or nothing to add to wliat lie had previously reported. The

dogs usually recovered their hearing; a few times lasting deafness was observed

aft'er extirpation of the whole upper portion of the cortex of both temporal

lobes.

Still another section of the dog's brain, that which includes the region of

Fritsch and Hitzig's researches, Munk considers as the general sensory re-

gion of the cortex, not merely that pertaining to cutaneous sensation, but

also the general, bodily sensations. He finds in this region separate centres

(1) for the head, (3) for" the fore limb, and (3) for the hind limb. Extirpation

of these parts causes hiss of tactual and muscular sense : partial if the injury

is partial, and complete if it is complete. Hence, we have loss of psychic

perceptions of these sensations of motion or tact, and hence psychic motor

or sensory paralysis of the corresponding members of the side of the body

opposite the lesion. The motor centres proper are, in his view, in the basal

ganglia and cord, and these cortical centres are those in which the percep-

tions and conceptions of movements take place. The author's difference in

opinion with those who speak of psycho-motor centres appears to be a psych-

ological one,—he has made his explanation of the phenomena of cerebral

localization agree with a purely reflex theory, admitting no original will in-

citations to motion from the cortical centres. His assumption in tliis re-

spect is not altogether consistent with his skepticism in regard to the theories

of others.

The Perception of Sensation.—At the session of the Soc. de Biologic,

May 4 (rep. in Le Progres Medical), M. Brown-Sequard reported that he bad

made a large number of experiments with the compass of Weber on the

sensibility "of regions situated near the median line of the body. He found

that the distance at which the two points gave the sensation of two contacts

is not much less here than in other parts of the body. On the back the dif-

ference is imperceptible, in front it is a little more marked. This fact is

difficult to explain by tho.se admitting two perceptive centres, since, if ac-

tually each hemisphere is a centre, two points, one on each side of the me-

dian line, should be distinguished, whatever might be their distance apart,

since the sensation is transmitted by the nerves to the two halves of the cere-

brum. When the compass points are placed vertically it is generally the

upper one which is best felt. M. Browu-Sequard, moreover, bad found that

in certain cases of hyperesthesia the two points were distinguished, even

when they were brought close together.

The Chokda Tympani.—At the session of the Soc. de Biologic, March

30 (rep. in Oaz. des Hopilaux, No. 41), M. 'Mathias Duval gave a communi-

cation on the central origin of the chorda tympani nerve. According to

him, the chorda tympani or intermediate nerve of Wrisberg is an erratic

branch of the glosso-pharyngeal nerve, as ioth nerves have the same nucleus

of origin. He added that it was a true vasb-motor. This, if true, will serve

to throw light also on the presumed gustatory function of this nerve.

Spinal RESPiR.\T()Ky Centues.—B. P. Lauteubach, in an article in the

Philadelphia Med. Timet:, May 11, disputes the opinion that the respiratory
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movemcuts depend upon a circimiseribed medullary centre alone, holding
that tliei-e are other lower centres situated in the spinal cord that may still

maintain respiration after the destruction of that in the medulla. In various

experiments he had destroyed the medulla, and in some instances he had ob-
served that the respiratory movements still continued for a while, or an in-

effectual effort at respiration was still seen. More recently he destroyed the
whole medulla above the calanuis iu two young dogs, and saw the respiratory

movements of the chest and diaphragm continue for fifteen minutes after the

operation. At the autopsies complete destruction of tlie medulla was found
in each case. In these animals, however, the connection between the hemi-
spheres and the pons had been severed several days previously, and this

may have, Dr. L. says, in some manner influenced the result; but the persist-

ence of respiration must, nevertheless, be admitted after destruction of the
medulla.

Still subsequent experiments put the matter beyond doubt. He was able
to find that in normal young dogs and cats respiration still continued after

destruction of the medulla. The animals had to be young, and the opera-
tion performed with very sharp instruments. If the auimal was older, or
the operation too rapidly performed, the experiment failerl But in these

cases, even, respiration could be reflexly e.xcited by irritation of the anterior

crural nerves.

Dr. Lautenbacl) also severed the upper cervical cord to cut off the connec-
tion between the phrenic and intercostal nerves and the medulla, and found
that respiration frequently continued in young mammals after such section.

The same was the case in several cases when tlie vagi had been cut previous
to the section of the cervical cord.

Dr Lautenbach gives a resume: of the literature of this subject, and finds

that Brachet had noticed this last phenomenon as early as 1835, and that
analogous observations had been made by P. Rokitausky (Wiener Med.
Jahrh., 1874). He comes to the following conclusion, stated in his own
words :

" Besides the respiratory centre or centres iu the medulla oblongata, there
exist in the spinal cord nervous mechanisms, wliich may keep up the respi-

ratory movements after the destruction of the former."

PHTSrOLOGICAL AND PaTHOLOOICAL EFFECTS OF SECTION OF THE AUDI-
TORY Nekves and of the Semicihcular Canals.—At the meeting of the
See. de Biologie, Apr. 6 (rep. in Gnz. des Hopitaux), M. Brown-S6quard pre-
sented some very large American frogs, on which he made his first experi-
ments, in 1853, on the effects of section of the auditory nerve and the serai-

circular canals. He exhibited two frogs; in [the first, he had injured the
semicircular canals, and no paralytic phenomena were presented; in the
second, he had operated on the auditory nerve, and it showed a contracture
on the side opposite to the lesion ; llie member was not only contracted,
liut there was also paralysis of pnuiatiou, and reflex [ihenomena were
lacking.

He also announced that he had an important communication in regard to
cerebral localizations

; but for the time merely would state, that from his
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numerous researches it resulted that there was no single part of the ence-

phalon, injury of which did not produce disorders of motility or of sensibility

in the arm.

Reseakches on the Vertebral Nerve.—At the session of the Soc. de

Biologie, April 27 (rep. in U Progrh Medical), M. Francois Franck commu-

nicate^d the result of some recent researches of his on the vertebral nerve. He

stated that we generally describe the filaments that leave the superior ex-

tremity of the first thoracic ganglion, and accompany the vertebral artery

in the foramina of the apophyses\«; the cervical vertebra, as cflferent nerves

from that ganglion. He now presented results of researches in compara-

tive anatomy and vivisections, tending to show that these vertebral fibres

form not only the efferent branches of the first thoracic ganglion, but also,

and more especially, they constitute the cenicttl roots of the thoracic portion

of the sympathetic.

Of two filaments that leave the superior e.xtremity of the first thoracic

ganglion, one, the most external, anastomoses with the last mixed cervical

nerve, the other, infernally placed, joins successively the cervical nerves

from above downward to the third inclusive, sometimes also the fourth. It

is by its anastomosing fibres that the cord furnishes the sympathetic roots

to the first thoracic ganglion.

Operating on the two united branches ot the vertebral nerve, between

the skull and the second cervical vertebra, just as we operate on any nerve

to discover its origin and distribution, M. Franck obtained modifications of

the cardiac rhythm and in the hepatic circulation.

Tlie excitation of the ganglionary ends of th« vertebral nerve, well isola-

ted, produced acceleration of the beats of the heart, enabling us to assimilate

this nerve to the dorsal roots of the first thoracic ganglion, furnishing, as

we are aware, the cardiac accelerator nerves. These nerves therefore also

come from the cord by way of the vertebral nerve. We can thus explain

more easily the results of Bezold's experiment, which showed au acceleration

of the heart following the excitation of the lower portion of the cord divi-

ded in the lower part of the neck.

Excitation of the superior portion of the vertebral nerve produces, like

that of the su)ierior portion of the divided cervical sympathetic, but in a

lesser degree, a pupillary dilatation. M. A. Voisin had already emitted the

opinion Ihat not all tlic pupillary fibres were contained in the sympathetic,

but that a certain number ot them followed the vertebral artery. Experi-

ments thus demonstrate that this is the case. Besides these pupillary effects,

excitation of the superior portion of the vertebral nerve causes modifications

of the intracranial circulation, which will :be treated in a future communi-

cation by M. Franck.

These experiments demonstrate that there are in the nerves accompanying

tlie vertebral artery ascending fibres (iridean and vascular) and descending

fibres (cardiac accelerators). But one other efiect is produced by section of

the vertebral nerve, and one to which attention has been aliV;ady drawn by

Pavy and Cyon and Aladoff, that is the production of diabetes. This result

of the section of the vertebral nerve has been contested by Eckhard, and was
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not met witli by Prof. Yiilpiuii, ]\[. Franck lias rc-performpd tliese experi-

ments and found, following the section of the vertebral ner%'e, the urine
sometimes charged with sugar, .sometimes perfectly normal ; variations in

results winch are amjile to account for the disaccord of the above-mentioned
physiologists. But if, instead of looking for sugar in the urine, comparative
analyses are made of the blood previous to the operation, after the exposure
of the nerve, and after its section, we find that in all cases the proportion of

sugar in the blood is increased after the division of the nerve; that it passes
into the urine if tlie augmentation is sufficient; it does not do so if the pro-

portion of sugar does not pass above the figure indicated by Claude Ber-
nard, i. e., 1-1000 in the arterial blood. There is a\\y&y% hyperglycemia and
sometimes glyevsiiria. M. Fi-anck gives the figures of the proportion of sugar
in some analyses of the blood of the subhepatic veins and the femoral arteries,

collected simultaneously, according to the method of Claude Bernard.
The mechanism of tliis superabundance of urine will be discussed in future

papers, but M. Franck ofl'ers provisionally the following explanation : The
section of the vertebral nerve interrupts the continuity of a certain number
of vaso-motor nerves coming from the spinal cord aud destined for the bran-
ches of the hepatic vessels. This hypothesis rests on the following experi-
ments: If we introduce acanula of a manometer filled with serum, to which
sulphate of soda has been added, into the visceral extremity of the hepatic
artery, and then excite the nervous plexus accompanying the artery, we see
a rise of the liquid in tlie free branch of the manometer ; there is therefore
produced an intra-hepatic va,scular contraction.

If we repeat the experiment, exciting, not the hepatic plexus, but the
inferior ganglionary portion of the divided vertebral artery, we observe the
same phenomena, increase of pressure in the manometer aud hepatic vascu-
lar contraction. The vertebral nerve, therefore, appears to contain the
vasD-uiotor fibres for the liver. M. Franck believes that the hyperglycemia
observed after the section of this nerve depends solely upon a super-irriga-

tion of the liver, and a more abundant dili'usiou of sugar in the circulatiou.

In future communications, M. Franck will detail these researches, which
were begun several years ago (Comptes Rcndaa of the laboratory of Prof.
Marey, 1875, and These de Paris), aud of which he at present only gives the
general results.

The Devei-opment of Nerves.—Dr. A. JI. Marshall is continuing his

careful researches into the earliest stages of nerves iu vertebrate embryos.
He has recently publi-shed, in the Quarterly Jounuil of Microscopical ScietiM,

some of his latest results, obtained from embryos of the common fowl, treated

with picric acid. He describes a distinct neural ridge at the top of the

cerebro-spinal tube in the middle cerebral track, before it has even closed
in, the embryo being barely two days old in development. This ridge after-

wards becomes continuous along the whole brain and great part of the spinal

cord, and many of the nerves undoubtedly arise from it. It appears in the

highest degree probable that the olfactory nerve originates from the anterior

part of this ridge
;
but Dr. Marshall is quite certain that there is no special

olfactory vesicle in the chick. This is directly contrary to the received
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teaching, which speaks of an olfactoiy lobe in the brain, and does not com-

pare the olfactory with other nerves. Dr. Marshall believes that the com-

mon olfactory nerve is really the nerve of the anterior cranial segment. The

third nerve is for the first time developmcntally traced by Dr. Marshall, and

he finds it to be a strictly segmental nerve. The seventh and eighth nerves

(facial and auditory) are shown to have a common origin; the auditory is

really a branch of the facial. The history of the vagus nerve (pneumogas-

tric) is regarded as suggesting very strongly that it is equivalent to several

spinal nerves, and not merely to one.—Nature, Mar. 14.

Head Measurements.—A few days ago MM. Cliquet and Lacassagne

communicated to the Society of Hygiene a memoir upon the influence of

intellectual work upon the formation and development of the head. The

researches of these authors are of particular interest because of the measure-

ments of the heads of physicians, and the results obtained are so compli-

mentary to our profession that we cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of

presenting them to our readers. The examinations were made on 190 doc-

tors, 130 soldiers who could read and write, and tiO soldiers who were illite-

rate.
. , 1

The differences in favor of the doctors over the latter were in the longi-

tudinal diameter one and one-half inches ; anterior diameter two inches
;

posterior diameter oue-half inch. Jloreover, the asymmetry of the two

sides, which is constant, is not the same in all cases. In the heads of ed-

ucated persons the left half of the frontal region is most developed ;
in the

uneducated it is the right half of the occipital region. The latter being the

seat of the passions is always more developed in the ignorant than in the

educated.

The conclusions arrived at by the authors are as follows :

1. The head is more developed in persons who have indulged in brain-

work than in those whose intelligence has remained inactive.

2. In the educated the frontal region is relatively more developed tlian the

occipital region, and if the difference between these two regions exists in

favor of the latter it is very slight, whereas in the former it is considerable.

Parchappe had already come to similar conclusions from measuring the

heads of ten laborers and ten well educated men, and in WHl ^^. Broca

brought forward in support of this theory his authority and numerous exam-

ples of autopsies of great men. It is well known that Cuvier's brain was

very heavy, and that the physicians who examined Pascal observed a pro-

digious development of the cerebellum. The observations of MM. Cliquet

and Lacassagne are in accordance with those published some time ago by

Delaunay. We ought to presume that the development of the head will be

synchi-ouous with that of the human intelligence. It is not logical to be-

lieve that in these times, when intelligence asserts unquestionable authority

in the struggle for existence, there will be found by heredity and natural

selection a race possessing large heads and occupying a high intellectual

standard of which our grandchildren will be the fortunate representatives

Unluckily a natural fatality rests upon this development of the brain in

the capacity of the female pelvis. Until accoucheurs have found a solution
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to the problem of the camel and the needle, the development of the pelvis
ought to be encouraged, for upon it depends, perhaps, the sujjei-iority of our
progeny.— CisVrjc, May 18.

Netjve iRRnwBiLiTV.—S. Tschlriew {Arch. f. Aiiat. u. Phys., Phys.
Abth., 1877, p. 480) concludes from his experiments, that : Nerve and
muscle are excitable by electric currents, »traversing them either in a longi-
tudinal or a transverse direction.

The difterence in the excitability of the nerve varies very little according
to the direction of the current. The striated muscle can be excited by a
feebler current passing through it transversely, than when its direction is

parallel to the muscular fibres.

The Accelerator Nerve.—In a series of experiments performed at the
Leipzig Laboratory, N. Baxt {Arch, faer Aunt. u. Phys., Phys. Abth., 1877,
p. 521) studied the reaction of the 'heart to maximal excitations of the accel-
erator nerve, of unequal duration. The dogs were curarized, artificial respi-
ration was maintained, both vagi divided, and the accelerator nerve placed
on immovable electrodes in connection with a Du Bois Reymond's induc-
tion-coil. The least intensity of a current producing maximal irrit;ition was
determined and the nerve excited at intervals of two or more minutes. The
results were characterized by an astonishing regularity and precision.

1. The pulse rate following maximal irritation of the accelerator nerve is

the same, whatever be tlie duration of the e.xciting current. The heart per-
formed the same number of pulsations per second, whether the nerve was
irritated during two seconds only, or during thirty-six seconds.

3. The pulse rate after excitation does not depend on the rapidity of the
pulse before excitation. After excitation of the accelerator nerve the heart
of a dog will always pulsate at a certain rate peculiar to that animal, inde-
pendently whether the pulse was slow or fast before the excitation com-
menced.

3. The heart gai'us its greatest rapidity of pulsation within eight to
eighteen seconds after the beginning of the excitation, independently of the
duration of the stimulus and of tlic previous pulse rate. If the current lasts
only one second, the pulse will still increase in frequency during the follow-
ing eight seconds, until the maximal speed is obtained ; if the stimulus con-
tinues during one minute, the heart will beat no faster at the end of that
time, than it did at the end of the first ten seconds. If, therefore, the pulse
is slow at the beginning of the excitation, it increases in frequency rapidly
until it reaches its maximum rate (peculiar to each heart) at the end of eight
to ten seconds

;
if, on the other hand, the pulse be frequent in the beginning,

the increase until the maximum is attained is less, and still spread over the
same time—provided the vagus is not excited also.

4. The maximal frequency of the pulse is always maintained for the same
length of time (about ten seconds) afler the cessation of the current, inde-
pendently of the duration of the stimulus. But the entire length of time
during which the heait beats with maximal frequency does depend on the
duration of the nerve excitation

; since when the heart has once reached its
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maximal rapidity, it maintains tliis rate as long as tlie nerve is excited (and

about ten seconds longer, i. «., the after-effect of tlie excitation).

The entire time, therefore, durmg which tlie heart pulsates with greatest

rapidity is made up of the duration of the excitation plus the time of the

after-effect (ten seconds) minus the time uecessaiy to attain the maximum

rate (eight to ten seconds). It is hence possible to calculate the numerical

result of an excitation of the nerve of any duration after having once learned

the maximal rate of frequency of the individual heart. The figures fur-

nished by Baxt of the calculation and its experimental confirmation prove

the truth of this statement.

6. The length of time required by the heart in order to return from its

maximum rate to its original frequency depends to a certain extent on the

duration of the excitation. Tiiis statement as well as the former ones refers

strictly only to the nerve and heart not fatigued by too long-continued exci-

tation.

Eespieatoky Centee.—In a very long article, mostly of a theorizing

nature, R. Burkart (Pflvegers Arch., Bd. 16, Heft. IX. and X., p. 427) pro-

duces a number of original experiments in connection with each division of

his subject. In the first place he repeated the experiments of Rosenbach, who

claimed that after severe hemorrliage, a state of apnoea could be more easily

induced and longer maintained by vigorous artificial inflation than in tlie

normal animal. Burkart modifies this statement, since in Ids experiments

this facilitation of the apna>ic state, when it existed at all, lasted only a short

time, and within ten minutes after a hemorrhage sufficient to cause spasms,

the apnrea was more ditBcult to obtain than normally, if at all possible.

The latter result is the one to be expected, since the diminished quantity of

hemoglohine cannot serve to store up as large a stock of oxygen as is required

for the existence of apnoja. The short time, however, during which the

production of apnoea is facilitated, Burkart accounts for by the syncope ot

the rabbit after the hemorrhage, lessening the demand for oxygen.

A second series of experiments were confirmatory ot Rosenthal's views

as to the existence of inspiratory and expiratory fibres in the trunk of the

pneumogastric nerve. The vagus contains mostly fibres, the centripetal

excitation of which cause tetanic inspiration. The superior laryngeal nerve

contains, on the other hand, :fibres whose influence produces expiratory

movements. Besides these two sets, fibres are also found in the trunk of the

vagus below the branching of superior, laryngeal nerve, which can produce

expiratory movements, but it seems that they communicate with the expi-

ratory centre only indirectly through the cerebral hemispheres. Destruction

of the hemispheres or their paralysis by narcotics prevents completely the

action of the last-named fibres. Their action can be most readily shown

by exciting the trunk of the vagus contimiously for some time witli currents

of moderate intensity. At first inspiratory movements result. It seems,

however that the inspiratory fibres are more exhaustible than the expira-

tory nerves, since after fifteen to twenty minutes, the excitation of the vagus

will be responded to by .xpiratory movements, especially if the vagus of the

other side has been divided.
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Finally Bnrkart tested experimentally the hypothesis, whether the iufiuence
of the vagus on the respiratory centre can he accounted for hy its supposed
action on the vessels of tlial centre. In other words, whether the vagus is

the vaso-niotor nerve of the medulla oblongata. The results overthrow com-
pletely that hypothesis, since excitation of the central end of the divided
vagus in the frog will produce inspiratory efforts, even after the circulation
has been stopped by extirpation of the heart, or the blood removed and its

place supplied by a solution of .salt. q

The Functions of the Spix.vl Cord.—B. Luchsinger (Plueger's Archiv
.B. 16, Heft IX. and X).

In a preliminary historical review L. cites the ditlerent recent experi-
ments of Goltz, Schlesinger, and others, which have successfully overthrown
the older notions, that tlie spinal cord acted the part of a conductor merely.
On the contrary, those recent investigations have proven that a number of
centres of vaso-motor and ordinary motor nerves exist in the cord. Luch-
singer's own experiments have furtlier established the existence of centres
of sweat nerves. The excitability of these centres, however, to the ordinary
irritants, as venous blood, convulsive poisons, etc., has usually beeij denied
mainly from the want of reaction of a segment of the cord severed from the
medulla. This inertia, however, of the severed segment is due to the shock
following the section of the cord.

The following elegant experiment shows the fallacy of the older view. In
a chloroformed cat the two subclavian arteries are ligated in order to avoid
anastomotic blood supply to the cord. If hereupon the descending aorta
Itself is closed with a ligature, the posterior half of the animal is thrown
into violent spasm comp.irable to the general spasui following the closure of
the carotid and vertebral arteries. These spasms finally pass into paralysis
of the cord. During all this lime the anterior half of the cat remains per-
fectly quiet.

While dyspnrea produces in the animal with uninjured nervous system an
enoimous rise of blood pressure, this result had been no longer observed by
previous experimenters after severance of the cord from the medulla.
Schlesinger, perhaps, alone, did see such a result, but only in rabbits poisoned
with strychnia after that operation. In order to avoid the shock of the
cord resulting from its division, S. Mayer and Luchsinger attempted, inde-
pendently of each other, to eliminate the medulla oblongata without divi-

sion, but by ana'inia produced by ligature of the two carotid and the two
vertebral arteries. Liielisinger proceeded as follows : The animals, mostly
cats, were chloroformed, tracheotomy was performed, both vagi and sympa-
thetic nerves were divided, and artificial respiratieua was commenced. This
was followed by ligature of all four artei-ies going to the head. In some
cases the natural respiratory tnovements did not entirely cease after the an-
aemic spasms had come to an end. The death of the medulla oblongata
could be hastened in such cases by a temporary asphyxia. Usually, however,
Luchsinger put an end to all respiratory movements by severing subse-
quently the cord from the medulla willi scissors. Curare was next admin-
istered to exclude all muscular movements. In an animal thus prepared,
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the kyrangraphionwiU show asteiidy blood pressure varying from twenty to

forty uiillimetres of taereury. Irritation of a sensory nerve lias but Utile

effect on the blood pressure under such conditions. On tlie oilier hand, the

cessation of respiration produces soon a slackening of the pulse (stimula-

tion of the periphery of the vagus), followed by a slight increase of blood

pressure. During tiie continuance of the asphyxia the arterial tension falls

again, hut as soon as artiticial respiration is recommenced it rises considera-

bly above its original height.

It might be questioned whether this rise in blood pressiu'eis really due to

stimulatiou of the vaso-motor centres in the cord, or to a contraction of the

arterioles induced by tlie irritation of their walls by venous blood. That

the blood-vessels themselves are irritable and may be stimulated to contrac-

tion by dyspnffiic blood has been fully proven by Mosser on the vessels of

the excised kidney. In order to eliminate the vaso-motor centres in the

cord -Luchsinger closed the aorta in animals prepared as above, untilthe ex-

citability of tiie cord was destroyed. After reopening the aorta dyspnoea

was induced, witliout, however, affecting in any manner the blood pressure,

thus proving the centres in the cord are responsible for the dyspnceic rise of

blood pressure.
. .

Amoi^- poisons picrotoxin has hitherto had the reputation of exciting only

the general spasm centre in the medulla. Nevertheless L. found convul-

sions easily produced by this agent in the muscles supplied from seg-

ment of the cord separated from the medulla. It is, however, necessary to

wait a few days after division of the cord, until the shock of the cord due to the

operation has passed off In new-born or very young animals there is, how-

ever but very little shock produced, and in those cases the convulsions of pi-

crotoxin appear at once. Still the cord of frogs will apparently not react on

this drug during winter, although the experiment succeeds with ease during

the warm season. But this is only due to the diminution of the excitability

of the cord hy a low temperature. If a winter frog whose spinal cord has

been divided is put for a short time in warm water, and hereupon poisoned

with picrotoxin, the convulsions set in at once in botli the anterior and pos-

terior parts of the animal.

Picrotoxin excites likewise the vaso-motor centres, as well as the sweat

centres both in the medulla and in the spinal cord. After a high division

of the latter an injection of that agent will still produce an enormous per-

spiration on the hind paws, as well as a considerable increase in blood

TirGSSUl'G

,
Luchsinger's experiments prove therefore satisfactorily that there exists not

/ '

only a general centre for muscular movements, for the vaso-motor and sweat

\ nerves in the medulla oblongata, but that minor centres are also dispersed

throughout the entire length of the cord ; that these centres can act inde-

pendently after division of the cord, and that they are excitable by the same

agents as the centre in the medulla oblongata.

,1

G.

sWe\t NEiivES.-Continuing his previous experiments, Luchsinger

iPnueaeys Arcliiv, 16 Bd., Heft IX. and X.) has traced the course ot the

nerves supplying the sweat glands of the fore paw of the cat. The result
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of direct initalion of the uerves was always corroborated by their division,
after which irritation of the cord by asphyxia failed to induce perspiration
in the parts supplied by them. The fibres in question leave the cord about
the level of the third to sixth dorsal roots, enter the sympathetic, and pass
through it into the ganglion stellatum, thence they pass into brachial plexus
and follow the course of the median and ulnar nerves. Tlie trunk of the
former supplies the inner half of the paw, while the latter innervates the ex-
ternal half. jS lyf-'TU'wtr^ <y<^K«.o«>fc3L^-W<Z/&'^---^^

The following are the titles of some recent papei's in |>eriodical medical
literature in regard to the Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System :

Stefani, On the Physiology of the Cerebellum, Archivio lUxUeno, July
;

PdtnamJacobi, Spbyuiographic Experiments on a Human Brain, exposed
by an opening in the Cranium, Am. Jour. Med. Sei., July ; Bevan Lewis,
On the Comparative Structure of the Cortex Cerebri, Brain, April ; Croch-
letClapiiam, On Skull Mapping, Ibid; Matic See, The Communication
of the Ventricular Cavities of the Brain with the Sub-Arachnoid Spaces,
Berue Memnellc, June ; Eui.enbekg and Guttmann, Physiology and Path-
ology of the Sympathetic System of Nerves, translated by A. Napier, M. D.,
Jour, of Mcnt. t<<i., July

; Jewell, On Dr. Brown-Sequard and his Recent
Lectures, Med. Jour, and E.ram., June and July ; R. M. Smith, Note on the
Effects of Pressure on the Irritability of Nerve Trunks, Phil. Med. I'imes,
July G

;
WiGUT, Some Measurements of Skulls and Heads, showing that

Development, Growth and Education increase the volume of the anterior
parts of the Cerebrum, indicated by the Masto-Frontal Angle, Proc. Med.
i-oc. Co. of Kings, May.

&•—PATHOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
MIND, AND PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

An Early Symptom op Tabes Dorsalis.—Westphal, Berliner klin.
Wochemchr., 1878, No. I (jdjstr. in St. Petersb. med. WocUiw.hr.). The lack
of the "knee or lower thigh symptom " discovered by the author in 1871, is

according to his latest careful observations characteristic of tabes, and a very
valuable symptom in the earliest stage of tlie disorder. He has almost inva-
riably observed that the failure uf this phenomenon before the development
of ataxia and the decrease of sensibility, and in many such cases where,
from its failure in conjunction with vague pains indistinguishable from neu-
ralgia, he had diagnosed locomotor ataxia, the diagnosis was contirmed by
the ophthalmoscopic examination—advanced white atrophy of the optic
nerve, and variations of the pupil. A combination of occasional pains
in the lower extremities, together with failure of the knee sinew reflex,

appears to indicate incipient locomotor ataxy, but the occurrence of such
pains with the continuance of the knee reflex is not so certain an indication
that these pains are not tabetic. The author lays especial stress upon this
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symptom iu certain cases of hvpocliondi-ia, in which, as in tabes, there are

troublesome pains, vesical weakness, impotence, etc., and which are there

distinguished with difficulty from incipient tabes. If the linee phen<mrenon

does not appear in such cases then we may infer that the trouble is locomotor

ataxy. . .

Apart from its physiological, pathological, .prognostic and diagnostic im-

portance, this symptom may be of significance as regards the treatment, since

it enables us to" recognize in its earliest stages a disease, which in its later

development is almost incurable, and therefore may help us to combat it

more successfully.

Hyperjssthesia op the Joints.—Koch, Berl. Min. Wocheimhr., Apr.

27 (rep. of meeting of German Surgical Society in Berlin, 7th Congr.).

The author showed that, with the occurrence of hyperEesthcsia of the skin

the results of hemisection of the cord are not e.\liausted-, that there is besides

a pronounced increase of sensibility iu the fascire, the periosteum and espe-

cially of the joints. He further remarked, previous to showing how this

accounts for a part of the articular neuroses, that the section must be at the

level of the third lumbar vertebra if the hyperesthesia involves the lower

extremities ; when the body and upper extremities are involved the section

must be as high as tUe sixth cervical vertebra ; and finally, that the same

phenomena as are produced by hemisection of the cord are also caused if

only the cerebellar lateral tracts of Flechsig (situated on the inner side of the

lateral columns of the cord) ar'^ injured. Moreover, we are able to recognize

at least the skin and joint hyperissthesia separately if only definite points

are imiilicated within the cerebellar lateral tracts.

The most various methods of research on the great nerve steins do not

enable us to produce anything like this hypen^sthesia. The fibres whose

course through the cord renders possible the disturbance of sensibility, do

not cross until at the level of the medulla, and leave the cord at the sixth

cervical vertebra to go to the upper extremities ; and those for the lower

limbs begin to leave about the level of the first lumbar vertebra.

Cousid'eriug the absolutely similar arrangement of the lateral cerebellar

tracts in man and the higher mammals, it is wortli while to examine whether

there does not occur in man articular neuralgic aftections, like those experi-

mentally produced in animals, afiectioiis that are principally characterized

by the appearance in an apparently sound joint, of sudden intense neuralgic

pain wlien it is moved, the pain goes away when the cause of irritation dis-

appears. The author mentioned in the furUier characterization of this aflcc-

tion, the probability that it is, as a rule at least, multiple and unilateral, and

mentioned the reasons which speak against the involvement of symmetrical

joints and recalled the fact that simultaneous anomalies of sensibility of

the skin and periosteum may be considered. He then cited oases from the

literature which confirm the clinical bearings of the experimental disease,

and su"-o-csted that possibly a large part of what are considered as neuralgias

of the Joints might be thus explained, but for the difficulty of distinguishing

in an animal a condition of the sensibility of the joint in rest and the pres-

ence of painful points in the same. In tliis regard we must look for help to
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tlie clinical aiialj'sis of cases in man in which tlic curd or niedulla has been
wounded unilaterally. In all cases we can now already distinguish articular
hyperesthesia from neuralgia of the joints in a special sense of the word.
The author sketched the ditlw-ential diagnosis of these two aflections, and
showed how tui the basis of experiment, a whole series of well known brain
and cord regions, the interruption of coutinuily of which, whether trau-
matic or infiamniatory in its cause, or only temporary, must be accompanied
with the above sketched phenomena. Experimental evidence is still want-
ing as to wliether purely infiamniatory alterations or partial section of
peripheral nerves are to be considered as etiological factors of articular
liyperajsthesia.

As regards therapeutics it may be said, that by a strong electrical irrita-
tion of the sUin it is possible to immediately relieve the condition of hyper-
ajslhesia of the joiuts. Still it returns again after the application, and it is
uncertain whether rcpelition of the treatment really quickens the cure.
Koch observed some results from the introduction of a watery saponin solu-
tion into the joint ; narcotics'were absolutely worthless.

Experimental details serving to elucidate the condition closed the paper.
Esmarch, after the reading of tlie paper, testitied as to the value of Koch's-

experiments, and thought that the central disorder which accompanied neu-
ralgia in man must, in consideration of the usually resultiug cure, be of a
not very serious, and perhaps only va.so-motor. This helps to understand the
temporaiy cedema sometimes noticed in the articulations.

OpnTH.\L.\roPLE6i.\ Intekn.\.—At the meeting of the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society, April (reii. in Brit. Med.Jour.\ Dr. Jonathan Hutch-
inson read a paper on a group of symptoms (ophthalmoplegia interna) indica-
tive of disea.se of the lenticular ganglion. After briefly alluding to the
anatomy of the lenticular ganglion, the author stated that its distrilmtion by
disease might be expected to be followed by paralysis of three di.stinct mus-
cular structures, Hie dilator of the pupil, the constrictor of the pupil, and the
ciliary mu.scle. Under such circumstances, the pupil would become motion-
less, and Hie iiatient losing the power of accommodation, would be unable to
read witii spectacles. For this condition, involving paralysis of all the
muscular structures within the eyeball, the term ophthalmoplegia interna
was proposed, in contradistinction for cases in which all or most of the
muscles moving the eyeball were involved. The author expressed his belief
that examples of both these conditions were met with occasionally in prac-
tice, and that the features of eac'li were peculiar and of great interest to
neuropathologists. His conjecture was that when ophthalmoplegia interna
existed alone, that is, unattended liy paralysis or defect of any of the exter-
nal muscles of the eyeball, that the disease was in all probability in the len-
ticular ganglion itself. In venturing upon this diagnosis, as great import-
ance was to be attached to Hie ab.-<ence of some symptoms as to the presence
of others. If disease existed implicating the nucleus or any part of the
trunk of the third nerve, and thus paralyzing the constrictor of the pupil,
there must necessarily be defect of some of the external mu.scles of the eye-
ball. The iiaper next iiroceeded to narrate the details of eight cases in which
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the condition referred to was present. None had afforded an opportunity

for dissection ; and tlie diagnosis for tlie present must, therefore, he held to

he conjectural only. It was observed, however, that the cases here a very

close resemblance to each other. In none of them was the patient seriously

ill and in but two were there definite indications of implication of other

parts of the nervous system. In none did the disease of the nervous system,

whilst the patient was under observation, extend ;
a fact which might, it

was suggested, be in part accounted for by the fact that specifics were used

in all. Of the eight cases, in five both eyes were affected. It appeared

hio-hly probable that syphilis was in most the remote cause. In three out of

the eight, there was no history of syphilis, but in none of these were the

facts conclusive as to the negative. All the patients were of an age at which

syphilitic affections of the nervous system are common. The oldest was

forty-four ; the youngest was twenty-seven. In one case, the author had

himself attended the patient for severe sypliilis four years before the eye

symptoms began. Attention was especially asked to the fact that in mimy

cases the paralysis of the iris preceded that of the ciliary muscle, and almost

always in excess of it ; and further that, under treatment, the ciliary muscle

might regain its power whilst the iridoplegia persisted. In no single case

was the failure of the accommodation the first symptom. A suggestion was

made as to the possible association of this group of symptoms with the

early stage of locomotor ataxy, especially with that form of it which appears

to be connected with syphilis.

Differential Diagnosis of Dissemin.a.ted Cerebro Spinal Affec-

tions.—Charcot. Giu. dest Hopitnux. No. 15, Feb. 5.

To facilitate the diagnosis of the four principal groups of multilocular

cerebro-spinal affections, I have thought it well to put in tabular form the

various symptoms of each, indicating the relative frequency of the cardinal

symptoms and their value. In the following table the italics designate these

symptoms to which I attach the most importance.

Tlie other symptoms are as indicated, but less frequent. For example,

spasmodic paraplegia and muscular atrophy in multilocular sclerosis, vesical

paresis in general paralysis, the embarrassment of speech in locomotor

We 'should be guided principally by the characteristic symptoms, so to

speak Thus, if we observe in a patient ataxia with nystagmus, we must

look for disseminated sclerosis, and not for locomotor ataxia, since nystag-

mus is a valuable symptom of multilocuUir sclerosis. Also spasmodic para-

pleo-ia (recognized by the continuous movements of trepidation produced by

a ta°p on the sole of the foot) is much more characteristic of syphilitic dis-

order than of multilocular sclerosis, especially if it is accompanied with

fixed pain, which always indicates a phenomenon of compression, e. g.,

the paraplegia consecutive to Pott's disease.

It is unnecessary to add, that this table is intended to show clearly only

what we think to be the present state of our knowledge, but that it may be

modified in some details by future discoveries. Nevertheless, in its princi-

pal points it appears to me only to contain actual facts acquired by medical

experience.
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Disseminated Cerkbro-Spinal Affections.

Tabetic
Series.

Epileptiform
Apoplyctii' Attacks,

Vertii^os.

Intellectual

Disorders.

Diplopia
Strabismus

Amaurosis.

muj.tij.ocular
Series.

Inequality of PupU>

Facial Ama^tkesia-

Deafness.

Aural Vertigo.

Laryngismus.

Embarrassment
of Speech.

Gastric Cj-ises.

Nephritic Crises.

Vesical Crises.
Paresis of the

Bladder.

Cystitis.

Epileptiform
A2)0pl&ctic Attack.^

Vertigos.

Ddeltectual
Disorders.

Diplojtia.

Nystagmus.

Amblyopia.
While Atrophy.

Disseminated
Syphilitic

|

Disease.)

General
Paralysis.
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Muscular Spasm op the Facial Muscles.—At the session of the Soc.

de Biologie, Mar. 16 (rep. in the Qaz. des Hopitaux). M. Krishaber reported

a case of a man in wliom there existed a condition of muscular spasm of the

facial muscles, rendering it extremely difficult for him to masticate his food

or to talk. Whenever he opened his mouth^certain nmscles of his face and

neck were spasmodically atfected, and continued so until it was closed

again; this spasm was bilateral, but a certain predominance of the muscles

of the right side was observed. The zygomatici, the orbicularis, the eyelids,

the nasal muscles, in short, all those of the upper part of the face were luiaf-

fected, while those below were very much distorted. The line of demarca-

tion was the mouth itself. The muscles of the tongue, of the floor of the

mouth, and the velum palati were uninvolved. The patient could not feed

himself, and was condemned to absolute silence. M. Krishaber had not

been able to follow up the patient, and could not give the further particulars

as to tlie outcome of this strange aflection.

Trophic Disorders Following Experimental Lesions of the Sci-

atic—M. Brown-Sequard, at a recent meeting of the Soc. de Biologie, April

27 (rep. in Le Progrh Medical), stated that he had observed, in a number of

Guinea pigs, the sciatic nerves of which had been divided, a number of

hitherto undescribed phenomena, such as extreme agitation, cries, rotation,

transient cataleptic rigidity. In all of them, moreover, the characteristics

of very pronounced spinal epilepsy, persistent after the first symptoms,

which may be attributed to a spinal meningitis, have more or less rapidly

disappeared. In one of these Guinea pigs, the paw of the side opposite the

divided nerve is now the seat of a notable atrophy, that of the injured nerve

being intact. This fact counts against the classic theory of trophic disor-

ders. Moreover, M. Brown-Sequard maintained that the so-called trophic

disorders are often due to the animal's biting the paw in its convulsive

movements.

General Paralysis.—We condense the following from the Gaz. deK Ho-

pitaux, May 4th.

General paralysis of the insane is not a paralysis, but an ataxia. M. Bou-

illaud remarked this in 1846, and his statement has been repeated since

then by Marce and Jaccoud. Dr. J. Christian, pliysicianin chief of the

asylum of Mareville, seeks to demonstrate this anew in a memoir before us.

The elements of true paralysis do not exist- in what is commonly kncnvn as

general paralysis; no matter how long it exists, we never observe (except in

fortuitous complications) an absolute veritable paralysis. As the disease

progresses and the intelligence fails, the patient becomes less and less able

to move, but, even to the last, there are movements, feeble, to be sure, irreg-

ular and inco-ordinated, but still possible and voluntary. Such is the position

maintained by M. Christian, and in which heis supported by all alienists.

The physician of Mareville proceeded to experimenttilly establish this fact

in the following manner: he made use of dynamometrical tests on twenty-^

two paralytics ; nine being between thirty and forty years of age, nine
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between forty and fifty, and finu- only over fifty years of age. In all the dis-

ease was of long standing.

The imijortaut point was to ascertain what is the difference in muscular

power in Ihe same patient at ditfereut stages of the disease. In order to have

a point of comparison, M. Christian conceived the idea of weighing his

paralytics every time the dynamometer test was made, the variations of

weight to mark the progress of the disease. He noticed that, in general, as

the bodily weight augmented the force of pressure also increased, but occa-

sionally the reverse occurred, so that it was not possible to establish the exact

relation between the variation of the weight and that of the muscular power.

Taking .50 as a mean of muscular force, out of the twenty-two patients,

five exceeded this figure, the highest being a man 41 years old, who gave 85

at the first examination, and at subsequent ones oscillated between 80 and

60; mean 70. Six patients were below 30, the minimum being 10, observed

once only at the end of the disease, in a man 37 years of age, who at the

beginning gave 35, and as an average, 16 to 18. The means of the other

patients were, in one 17, one 19, in two 26, one each of 33, 35, 36, 37, 38,

three each of 38 and 40, two 45, and one each of 46, 47, 48, 53, 54 and 55.

With all these variations it will be seen in no case was there absolute

paralysis, and in four cases the average was above the normal. Even at the

very last there was still ability lo voluntarily contract the muscles.

Acute Pneumonia as a Neurosis.—M. Ch. Fernet, La Frnnce Midicale,
/(

Nos. 33 and 24, advances the theor3' that acute pneumonia is a herpes of the

lum; due to neuritis of Ihe pneuniuga.stric nerve. In this idea that pneu-

monia is a herpes, he follows MM. Parrot and Lagout, who, in their respec-

tive memoirs on herpetic fever (Gaz. Hebdom.. 1871), and qn herpes labialis

(Meinoires de la Sac. Med. de.i Hnpiimix. 1873), have advanced the same opin-

ion. They supported it on the analogy of facts of internal herpes of the

mucous membranes, such as the herpetic sore lhront recognized by Trousseau,

Gubler, Lasegue and others, the resemblance in certain essential points of

the symptoms of these aft'cctions and those of acute pneumonia, the coinci-

dence of labial herpes in both these diseases, etc. That the skin remains

generally unatlected, is a fact they explain by the greater resisting power of

the cutaneous surface to the uiorbid luanil'cstalion, and that Ihe licriictie pro-

cess exhausts itself on the internal organs.

The nature of pneumonia as a neurosis (herpes being considered as such)

being thus assumed, the intermediary nerves must be sought. Onr author

thinks, and here he follows the analogies suggested by others, that zona of

the face is a neuritis of the trigeminus, that herpetic angina is neuritis of the

same nerve, or rather, perhaps, of the ghisso-pbaryngeal, that pneumonia is

due to a neuritis of the pnenmogastric. In sujiport of this view, he cites

three ca.sesof post-mortem of cases of acute unilateral iineumonia, in which

there were evidences of decided irritative lesions of the vagus on theatU'cted

side, reddening, enlargement and congestion. In one case in which there

was a clinical hi.stoiy of diaphragmatic pleurisy, Ihe phrenic nerve of the

same side (right) was affected. Tlie results of microscopic examinations
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were merely negative. Tieee facts seem to give some plausibility to his

views, wliich, nevertheless, we think will hardly yet meet with imiversal

accBDtance.

Changbs op the Sympathetic in Diabetes—The following- are the

results of the examinations of the sympathetic in five autopsies of diabetic

patients, made by Dr. Stanislaus Johu Ponildo, of Cracow, and published

in the London Lancet (Am. Rep.), May, 1878. We quote his own words :

1. " In all the cases I found an increased amount of connective tissue in the

ganglia, especially in the upper and lower cervical ganglia. This change

consisted partly in an hypertrophy of the connective stroma, normally oc-

curring in the sympathetic ganglia, and partly in the accuinulatiou of newly-

formed connective tissue between the nervous elements, a change that was

beautifully seen iu transverse sections of the ganglia. In some sections the

amount of connective tissue was so great it was only with considerable diffi-

culty that rudiments of nervous tissue could be detected. The capsules of

the nerve cells appeared to be thickened, having numerous granules adhering

to them. In some parts numerous cells, partly round, partly fusiform or

elongated, were deposited between the fibres of connective tissue, this cellu-

lar infiltration being most marked around the blood-vessels.

2. " In one ca.se I found abnormal dilatation of blood- vessels iu the solar

ganglion, tlie vessels being tortuous and distended with corpuscles. In some

of the microscopical pre])arations the dilated vessels covered nearly one-half

the field. There were also irregular accumulations of red corpuscles, the

result of small hasmorrhagps.

3. "The most interesting change was that presented by the nervous ele-

ments themselves. The nerve cells, the capsules of which were thickened as

above described, appeared to be of smaller size than normal, their protoplasm

was more homogeneous, especially in those parts of the ganglia where the

cellular infiltration predominated. In one case, that ol a young subject,

there was an increased amount of dark-yellow or brown granular pigment in

the nerve cells. Turning now to the nerve fibres, it may be mentioned that

in the normal gauglia of the sympathetic, in addition to bundles of grey

non-medullated fibres, there occur a fairly large number of white mextnUated

fibres, arranged partly in separirte bundles enclosed within a distinct sheath

of areolar tissue, and partly intermixed in the bundles of the non-medullated

fibres. I did not find any bundles of meduUated fibres iu the sections of

ganglia from these cases of diabetes, but liere and tliere isolated and ex-

tremely atrophied white fibres could be distinguished in the midst of the grey,

which were preserved in the preparations. These last-named fasciculi were

even much atrophied, the bundles being small, and the individual fibres

wasted, and in parts almost concealed by cellular infiltration. The changes

in the connective stroma of the gnnglia above described sufficiently account

for the atrophy of the nerve fibres and cells, an efiect very frequently ob-

served in other parts of the nervous system—e. g., the brain and spinal

cord—where there is hypertrophy of the connective tissue. It must, how-

ever, be reserved for future investigation to ascertain whether this atrophy

of the nerve fibres does not extend higher up in a centripetal direction.
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"The above-mentiouc'd changes "were met with, tu a more or less extent,

in each of tlie live cases examined, and tliey presented an excellent illustra-

tion of extremely advanced degcnejation of the cervical sympallietic ganglia.

" The results of this examinaliou of the sympathetic nerve iu diabetes, al-

though based on a small number of cases, are in perfect accordance with

physiological experimentation, for Cyon and Aladofl'haveshow,!! that excision

of the cervical ganglia is immediately followed by diabetes. So extensive a

degeneration of the ganglia as that above described may be considered as

equivalent to their excision."

The researches of M. Frauck, given elsewhere iu the Periscope of this

issue, arc of interest iu tliis connection.

Neuritis.—Ottomar Rosenbach, Arch. f. exp. Path., VIII., 223 (R. Pe-

tersbiu'f/er meri. Wochenschr.), has rejicated in Cohnheim's laboratory, Tiosler

and Feinbcrg's experiments of producing artiticial inflammation of a nerve,

and watching for its extension. He emphyed the sciatic and vagi nerves of

rabbits, operating in part with caustics, and in part by transfixing the nerve,

but found nothing but local alterations to follow the lesion ; as regards the

question of neuriUx miyrans also the results were entirely negative, no dis-

seminated inflamed patches being found elsewhere iu the course of the nerve,

or in the cord.

Psychic Epilepsy.—J. Weiss, P'<ychiatrinche Studien aus der Klinik von

Prof. Lndcadorf, Wicu, 1877. Centridhl, f. d. med. Wissennch., No. 15.

Psychic epilepsy is a special form of disorder, running a typical course,

convulsive attacks being replaced by psychoses, which stand in no relation

to convulsion.s, and have nothing to do with them. The mental disorder is

characterized by a sudden onset without incubation ; it speedily or within a

few hours reaches its acme, then quickly disappears, and is followed by com-

plete psychic restoration, and by its periodic recurrence in the same form,

without anj' productiini of a secondary psychosis or notable mental weak-

ness. Four cases are given. One denied ever having had any convulsive

attacks. He suftered from frequent attacks of insanity, lasting three or four

days, was in this condition highly demented, felt a short aura, and was, after

this period, perfectly normal again, but with no recollection of what had hap-

pened during the attack. The second of the patients had suffered for thirtj'

years from vertigo, pain and confusion of mind. At present are observed

spells of running franticly around, behaving violently, crying "fire," etc.

Duration, one to two days. In the third the patient was regularly, two or

three days before menstruation, at first melancholic, then full)' demented, and

again, after two or three days, the patient is well. The fourth, a boy, had
sometimes several times a day, and sometimes not oftener than once in eight

to fourteen days, an attack of pain of short duration, and during the time

there appears to him a tigure that it seems to him he must kill—consciousness

returns again iu one or two minutes. In this case, three montlis later, after

a tir.st short attack of stupor, there occurred actual epileptic attacks, with tonic

and clonic convulsions. The author explains this as a nietaniorphosis of

the earlier psychosis to epilepsy with convulsive attacks.
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A further paper on this subject, with detailed accounts of two cases, by

the same author, is publislied in the AUg. ZeiUchr. f. PKychiatrie, XXX., I.

The Diagnosis op Epilepsy and Hysteko-Epilepsy.—In a lecture at

tlie Salpetriere, M. Charcot thus {ives the diflerential diagnosis between true

epilepsy, the greater epilepsy, as lie calls it, and hysfero-epilepsy.

The following three phases are known of the former :

1. An aura of short duration, n(jt giving the patient time to prepare for

the attack.

2. A second phase comprising the initial cry, the period of tonic contrac-

tions, that of clonic movements, then stertor.

3. A third phase, lacking in many, we may say the majority of cases, which

consists in what we have called the post epileptic delirium, a period of vio-

lent impulse or maniacal agitation.

H}'steio-epiIepsy has an entirely different symptomatology.

1. The aura is often extremely prolonged : it lasts one, two, or several

days. The patient has abundant time to prepare for the attack. The sensa-

tion mounts slowly from the abdomen toward the head, making stoppages

by the way. It may be compared to a knotted cord.

3. Arrived at the epileptaid stage. There is first a prolonged, modulated

cry, we may say in one case like the whistle of a locomotive. Then comes

on a period with ataxic contractions, extension of the limbs, turning of the

head, then one of clonic movements and finally a light degree of stertor.

The above may be compared with epileiisy. What follows appertains to

hysteria proper, and we obser^e, moreover, as it wei-e, a pause between the

two acts of the drama.

3. The patient is then seized with bizarre contortions, which correspond

with nothing, and produce no delirium. The body rises in the bed, falls and

rises again, curves in the arc of a circle, of which the head and feet form the

two extremities. All these gymnastics are as incoherent, disordered, and

fantastic as possible.

4. This gradually disappears to give place to the phase of emotional atti-

tudes. Here the gestures, positions, violent as they may be, are governed by

some sentiment and idea, the sentiment and the idea delirious. The attitude

expresses, in turn, the most various thoughts, the look and the speech indi-

cate within a few moments fear, anger, shame, tenderness, pleasure ;
many

patients are plunged into a sort of ecstasy, the eyes are directed toward

heaven, the hands clasped, the visage illuminated. Some express by the

pose, the special form of delirium, long before they express it in words. A

young German woman, long in the hospital, remained two hours immobile

and silent, the arms extended as if crucified. When she rose she intoned a

choral of Luther, or some other religious poetry.

It may be questioned in this connection whether, in cases of this kind, it

is rather the delirious idea that suggests the attitude, or tlic attitude that sug-

gests the idea.

5. Finally, there appears a phase corresponding very nearly to the post-

epileptic delirium of epilepsy, though it is not altogether comparable in the
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two cases. In the hysterical patient illusions and hallucinations predomi-
nate. She sees animals—cats, dogs, rats, and vipers. Each patient has her

own favorite hallucinations. The illusions are in regard to persons about
her. She ordinariljMakes the physician or !«/(»;•«(; for .some one of her ac-

quaintances, and, according to the case, treats him with courtesy or ahuse,

employs contumely or words of aftection.

Such are the five phases of the liystero-epileptic attack, which cannot be

reasonably confounded with the true disease. Some of these phases may be
lacking, but we may rest assured that their order will not be other than here

described. {Tribune Medical.) Gazette den Hopitaux.

The Association of Obscure Abscess op the Liver with Hypochon-
dria.—Dr. W. A. Hammond, St. Lomn Clin. Record, June, calls attention to

the possibility of abscess existing in the liver, unrevealed by special hepatic

symptoms, and giving rise to vei'y considerable gastric derangement, and
cerebral and eumtioual di.sturbauces, which latter may amount to serious

hypochondria, verging on insanity. The cerebral symptoms, in the five

ea.ses narrated, were he;idachc, iu.somnia, vertigo, and great mental depres-

sion. He was led to examine the liver, and in most of the cases detected

fluctuation. The abscesses were emptied by the aspirator introduced

through the intercostal spaces, and the results were, in all five cases, satis-

factory as to the removal of the cerebral symptoms, after the evacuation of a

variable quantity of pus. In one other case, instead of an abscess, a hydatid
cyst was discovered by the needle. Dr. Hammond deduces from these facts

the following conclusions

:

1. That hepatic abscesses are probalily much moie common with us than
is generally supposed.

3. That they may exist without any local symptoms, or such general

disturbance of the system as is commonly regarded as indicating their

presence.

ii. That they may be associated with hypochondria and other evidences

of cerebral disturbance.

4. That they should be opened at the earliest possible moment, and with-

out waiting for adhesions to form between tlie liver and the abdominal
wall.

5. That the proper place for performing the operation of aspiration is in

one of the intercostal spaces. This point is strongly insisted upon by Dr.

Davis, in his memoir.

6. That the operation by aspiration is free from danger. Dr. Davis never
saw any ill consequences from it, and Dr. Jimenez, of jMexico, states (CTmi-

ca Medica, Appendice a las lecciones sobre los Absoessos, del Higado, Mex-
ico, IStiG, p. 4), that of the hundreds of times he luis punctured the liver

through the intercostal spaces for abscess, he has never once seen the opera-

tion followed by peritonitis. In a very admirable paper. Dr. Tauszky, of

New York (Med. Record, April 30, 1878), expresses the same opinion.

T. That in all cases of hypocliondria or melancholia, the liver should be
carefully explored, and that even if no fluctuation be detected, or any other
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sign of abscess be discovered, aspiration, being a harmless operation, should

be performed.

8. That if pus be evacuated, the operation may be expected to be fol-

lowed by a cure of the mental disorder, as well as by the preservation of

the life of the patient from the probably fatal consequences of hepatic

abscess.

9. That if no abscess be found, the patient will at least be no worse ofl

than he was before.

The paper alluded to above, of Dr. J: C. Davis, appeared simultaneously

with Dr. Hammond's iiublicatiou in the N. Y. Med. Journal for June of the

present year.

Pathology of Nerves.—Dr. 6. Tiz/oni publishes, in a short note in the

Oentralblatt, No. 13, 1878, the following conclusions from his histological re-

searches. In order to render the contents of the sheath of the nerve

plainly visible, he removed the myeline by dissolving it with chloroform.

1. In normal nerves and also in tibres recently divided or irritated, a fine

homy reticulum is found supporting the medullary investment. The same

has been demonstrated by Kuehne with another method.

2. After division of a nerve, degeneration of the axis cylinder and mye-

line occurs, both in the central and the peripheral portion ;
faster, liowever,

in the latter, and extending to the last intramuscular terminal ions.

3. This degeneration commences always at the annular constrictions of

Ranvier, and proceeds thence towards the nucleus in the centre of the inter-

annular portion.

4. Thechaneesin the myeline consist at first .in the formation of large

oval diops, sepluatcd from each other and corresponding to the segments of

the medullary sbeaUi described by Schmidt and Lantermann. Subsequently

these drops divide still further, and give rise to a varicose appearance of the

nerve fibre.

5 The main factor in the destruction of the medullary sheath is the

penetration of leucocytes into the interior of the fibre. The protoplasm of

these cells absorbs the myeline globules, and either destroys or transforms

them. To all appearance, a part of the leucocytes leave again the fibre,

carrying with them their spoils, while another portion of those cells under-

goes annihilation in the nerve fibre.

6. This inunigration of cells occurs not only at the cut surface of the

nerve, but probably also by diapedesis, and through openings in the neuril-

emma, since it can be observed after ligature of the nerve or injection of

irritants, without opening the neurilemmi.

7. The immigration is followed also by destruction of the horny ret-

iculum.

8. The degeneration of the
;
axis cylinder consists in multiple segmenta-

tion, which is always preceded by a thinning of the axis cylinder at the sub-

seqiient line of division. More rarely granular degeneration and formation

of vacuoles is observable in the axis cylinder.

9. Some of the fragments of the axis cylinder can be absorbed and de-

stroyed by the immigrated cells.
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10. After destruction of the axis cylinder and niyeline, tlie tibre appears
slirunkcn on iiccount of tlie hypertrophy of tlie endoncuriuni, the longitudi-
nal tilires of which border on the neurilemma. Within the neurilemma,
numerous oval nuclei arc arranged in rows.

11. After section and other modes of irritation of nerves, the nuclei of
the nerve multiply, and the protoplasm smidunding them is augmented.
Tizzoni also saw the nuclei divide into two, three or more pieces by trans-

verse lines of segmentation,

Further details are reserved for a larger publication on the pathology of
the nervous system. q

The following are a few of the most recently published papers on the
Pathology of the Nervous System and Mind :

Gkay, Sp.ismodic Spinal i'aralysis, Proc. Med. Soc. Co. of Kinffs, July ; FiL-
EHNE, Melliluria from Irritation of the Depressor Nerves in Rabbits, GeiitraWl.

f. (1. Med. Wisseim-h., No. 18
;
BaumgaI!Ten, Hemiopia after Disease of the

Occipital Cortex, Ihid, No. 31 ; Eiseni.oiir, On the Pathological Anatomy
of Sclerosis of the Posterior Columns, Centralbl.f. Neneiiheilk., No. 6; We-
ber, The Nature of Hydrophobia, Phil. Med. Times, June 8 ; Morelli,
Pathological Cases Bearing on the Question of the Existence of Cortical
Motor Centres, Ln Sperimentale, June ; Doutrebente, The Dift'erent Kinds
of Remissions Occurring in the Course of Progressive General Paralysis,
Ann. Med. P.tyelwL, jAlay

; Jacobs, Mania Epileptica, Deutxrhe Med. Woch-
enxc/ir., June 1 ;

Segdin, Lectures on the Localization of Spinal and Cere-
bral Diseases, N. Y. Med. Record (cont, art.) ; Robeutson, Observations on
Some Points in Cerebral Pathology and Percussion of the Skull, Jour. Ment.
Sci., July

;
GowEHS, On Some Symptoms of Organic Brain Disease, Brain,

AprU DuRET, On the Role of the Dura Mater and its Nerves in Cerebral
Traumatism, Ihid ; Mitchell, On a Rare Vaso-Motor Neurosis of the Ex-
tremities, and on the Maladies with which, it may be Confounded, A7n.
Jour, of Med. Set., July.

C—THERAPEUTICS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND MIND.

Morphia.—Dr. H. Gibbons, Sr., Pacific Med. iind Surg. Journal, June,
lays down the following rules in regard to the hypodermic adniinistralion of
morphia :

1. Avoid it in congestion and inflammatory conditions of the brain.

3. Avoid it in pulmonary congestion, and where dyspnoea is not the re-

sult of spasm.

3. Avoid it in acute inflammat<iry aft'cctions of the heart and pericardium.
4. Avoid it in high febrile excitement.

n. Avoid puncturing a vein. The effect of introducing morphia in a
vein is instantaneous. It is possible that the evil results were due iu some
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cases to the entrance of the narcotic into a small vein, so small and deep

as to escape observation.

6. Avoid a deep puncture, unless there is a special purpose to be accom-

plished by depositing the narcotic deep in the tissues.

7. Introduce tlio liquid slowly, and not by sudden projection, as is some-

times done. Spend four or five seconds in driving the piston home.

8 Require the patient to lie down and remain quiet after the operation.

There is some risk in moving about, independently of the nausea which fol-

lows. The syringe should be used in the patient's chamber, and not in the

doctor's office.

I may add in regard to the appliance in cardiac cases, that according to

my experience, there is no condition of human suffering to which it is more

applicable than in the agonizing orthopucea of cardiac asthma. In fact, it

is the remedy p«r excdknce for tlie paroxysm of spasmodic asthma, from

•whatever cause.

Strychnia—Dr. W. A. Hammond, St. Louis Clinical nemrd, May,

recommends in facial paralysis induced by cold, in conjunction with other

measures such as electricity, elastic support, etc., the energetic use of

strychnia employing a solution of one grain to the ounce of water, and

beoinuinc-- the administration with ten minims three times a day, increasing

one minim each dav until the patient experiences the physiological effects

of the remedy in cramps in tlie limbs or jaw. Tben he commences again,

it necessary, with the initial dose of ten minims (1-48 gr.). He gives two

cases illustrating the success of this method of treatment.

Warm Baths in Tetanus.-At the session of the Soc. Med. des Hopitaux,

Jan U (rep in V Union Mklicah), M. Fereol read a report by Dr. Dionis

de Carrieres (of Auxert;e), of a case of tetanus cured by the use of warm baths

prolonged for from two to six hours. This observation supplements two

sirailarones reported by M. Blachez in the Gaz. HMomndaire of Jan. 4tli,

and one case of traumatic tetanus in a German soldier cured by tlie sanu;

means during the Franco-Prussian war, at the same hospital of Auxerre. It

was the reminiscence of this case that suggested the treatment in that of

Dr. de Carrieres. _

ELECTRiciTY.-Dr. A. D. Rockwell, N. T. Med. Record, April 6 recom-

mends the use of tlie methods of central galvanization and general faradiza.

tion in epilepsy, together with the medicinal treatment, and chums good

results in his own experience. Tliree cases are narrated in which this treat.

ment was employed, and with apparent benefit.

He applies the galvanic current to the brain and sympathetic for not over

five minutes, and the alternating seance, of general faradization are not con-

tinued over from five to ten minutes. Large sponges should be employed

in preference to smaller ones, which cause a disagreeable concentration of

the current.

Electricity in Incontinence of Urine in Children. -Dr. Arthur

Kemble, Boston Med. and Surg. Journal, April 35, in the cases of atony of
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the sphincter vesica;, whicli arc the result of long-continued morbid sensibil-
ity of llie neck of the bladder, and accompanied with incontinence of urine
uses electrization (faradization) of the sphincter by means of conical-pointed
electrodes introduced into the bladder, and then withdrawn just so far that
Its enlarged extremity is grasped by the muscle. The other button-shaped
electrode may he placed on the pubis, and a mild current from a pocket
Gaifte battery is sufficient for the purpose. In the cases in which he has
employed this treatment he has seen decided bertelit result.

Physostigma.—Sidney Ringer, Lancet (Am. rcpr.), March, gives an
account of four cases of paraplegia, two of locomotor ataxy, and one of
writer's cramp, which were ti-eated with small doses of physostiiruia one-
tenth of a grain, or less of the extract, taken at frequent uitervals. "improve-
ment was observed in thi'ee of the cases of paraplegia, though two of these
afterwards relapsed

; both the cases of ataxy and tlie case of writer's
cramp were cured.- In spite of the comparatively poor results Dr. Rin-er
thmks that physostigma will be found useful In some forms of paraplegia,
before the disease has had time to disorganize the cord.

NiTBiTE OP AMYL-Dr. W. S. Forbes, Ila,,.' Jour., April, reports two
cases of hydrophobia in which great relief was afforded by inhalations of
nitrite of amyl. The patients were enabled to eat and drink with comfort
and enjoyed refreshing sleep after the inhalations. Death, however finally
occurred during c.mvulsions. The doses used were large -twenty-four
drops to a teaspoouful at one admiuistration.

Bkomide of Ammonium.-The following are the conclusions deduced by
Dr. L Brechemin, Phil. Med. Time., March 30, from bis experiments on
the i.hysiological action of bromide of ammonium, performed mostly on
frogs, but also, to some extent, on rabbits and pigeons :

1. The convulsions produced by poLsonous dosM of bromide of ammon-mm are spinal.

2. Bromide of ammonium produce.^ paral.\sis of the receptive tract of the
spinal cord-that is, of the part which receives and transmits impressions-
and of the peripheral ends of the aflerent or sensory nerves.

3. Death is produced by asphyxia.
4. The actio.i of bromide of ammonium on the nervous system is there-

tore ideulical with that of bromide of potassium.

Magnets and t,TAT,c Eleotiuc.ty ,n Hysterical An.^^sthesia.-Ai
he t.oc. de Biologie, March 10 (rep. in 6az. des Hopitaux, No 33) MRomam Vigouroux gave an account of some experiments performed at the
Salpetriere by invitation of M. Charcot. The following are the principal
results

:
A steel bar magnet, held at a distance of many millimetres from

an anesthetic part, recalled the sensibility in a time ra'rely exceeding tea
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minutes. It makes no diflference whether botli poles or either one of them

is presented, the result is the same.

As a counter proof, if we present tlie centre of the bar no eftect is pro-

duced.

This effect has been noted as well in cutaneous ansesthesia as in that of the

organs of sense.

The effects observed liare a great analogy to those from the metallic appli-

cations of M. Burq (increase of muscular power, return of sensibility).

It appears probable that magnets, which played a great part in tlie thera-

peutics of the last century, should be rehabilitated with more precise indi-

cations.

M. Romaiu Vigouroux next reported two experiments upon patients with

static electricity, using the dielectric machine of Carre. The patients hav-

ing been placed on an isolated stool, under the influence of moderate dis-

charges, the sensibility was seen to return and become generalized more

rapidly than by any other means. This goes to confirm the role attributed

by M. Vigouroux to the electric tension in the phenomena produced in hyi?-

terical patients by metallic applications, continued currents, etc. iOm. dcs

Hop., Nov. 1?, 1877.)

Ergot.—At tiie session of the Soc. de Biologic, March 3 (rep. in Gut. dcf:

Hopitavx), M. Laborde stated that he had made a series of experiments with

ergotine from various sources, especially the ergotine of Bonjean, the orgotine

of Tanret, the ergotine of Wiggers, that of Yvon, etc. If we inject into the

ear of a rabbit a gramme of Bonjean ergotine, or a centigramme of ergotine

of Tanret (this latter being much the most active), we see at once the com-

mencement of an ansemia in that ear, reducing the vessels to their minimum

calibre, and we find the temperature of the ear decreased at least four degrees

centigrade. If the sanie injection is made into a rabbit's ear after section of

the great sympathetic, the same phenomenon is produced. It is, therefore,

on the muscular fibre of the vessel itself, rather than on the nervous system,

that ergot exerts its action.

Antagonism of Aconite and Digitalis.—The following is the general

summary of a recent memoir by Dr. J. Milner Fothergill, on the; antagonism

of aconite and digitalis, concluded in the British }fedical Journal, May 4:

1. The mininuim lethal dose of Morson's aconitine for a Guinea pig of 1*

lbs. weight is l-1200lh of a grain; for a rabbit of U lbs. weight, l-400th of

a grain ; for a 3 lb. rabbit, l-300th of a grain ; the difterence being due,

probably, rather to age than to size. The younger rabbit took a compara-

tively larger dose.

2. The minimum lethal dose of digitaline (Smitli's) is nearly one grain to

the pound weight in the rabbit.

3. The simultaneous administration of digitaline and aconitine attbrds no

protection.

4. If digitalis be given in sufficient dose and a sufficient time (from five to

nine hours) before a lethal do.se of aconitine is administered, a distinct pro-

tection is afibrded.

, 5. When the digitaline is given at a less interval than five hours, the toxic

power of aconitine is intensified.
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6. Small doses of atropine given before lethal doses of aconitine exercise a
decided protective intlnenee.

7. Small doses of aconitine do not appear to exercise any influence over
lethal doses of atropine.

8. Atropine in four-grain doses effectually antagonizes lethal doses of
aconitme, up to sixteen minutes after the administration of the latter,

9. Atropine exercises no like influence ovei' lethal doses of chloral'
10. Strychnia exercises a potent influence over lethal doses of aconitine

but the experiments are too few to warrant very decided couclusions ^

Nicotine.-The following are the general results of an extended series of
experiments by M. Albert Rene, nf Na„cy, as reported in the Onz. de. Hopi-
taux. No. 53.

The experiments were principally directed to the following points The
routes of absorption, the action on the muscles, the nervous 'system (motor
and sensory nerves, and nerve centres), the respiration and the blood
Nicotine may enter the system through all the ordinary methods of

absorption, the gastric and intestinal mucous surfaces, the conjunctiva, by
hypodermic, intravenous, or intraglandular injections, and by the respiratory
passages, and the characteristic symptoms of poisoning are observed in all

^3' the mouth its action is more rapid than by simple hypodermic injection,
hut intravenous injection produces very sudden results.

_

The toxic dose varies somewhat from unappreciable causes. Generally it
IS not exactly proportional to the weight of the animal. The most import-
ant point, considering the rapidity of its elimination, is the absolute amount
of the poison introduced into the system at a given moment, and this quick
elimination explains to a certain degree the tolerance of the substance often
noticed.

The direct efl-ect of nicotine is to destroy or diminish the muscular con-
tmctilify^ 1 he poisoned muscle loses in a few moments, more or less com-
pletely, the power of contracting, uiuler the influence of the galvanic current,
as well as from nervous stimulus

; tlie nerves themselves are, moreover very
rapidly paralyzed. M. Rene remarks that the mu.scular paralysis is not due
o hat of the motor nerves, but is a true paralysis of the musi-ular fibre due
to the direct local action of the nicotine. Nervous motricity is destroyed at
the commencement of the poisoning, even before the loss .".f mu.scular con-
tractility.

Nicotine acts also on the sensibility; it enfeebles or destroys it
But It IS the central nervous system that is first afle.Med by this agent,

which acts at once from it on all parts of the motor nerves. Convulsions
are the first indications of excitation of the nerve centres. They consist in a
.general tremor, analogous to that of an intense chill. It is a veritable vibra-
lon ,,t muscular waves; a tremor of each muscle, or better, of each muscu-
ar fibre. In place of the fusion of contractions, which results in a contrac
t.ou of all the muscle, there is a tetanic succession of all the contractions
that ought to blend in a single one.
The excitation of the cord at the commencement of the poisoning, es.^-

c.ally by small doses, and giving rise to an exaggeration of reflex power,
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speedily disapper.rs, to be replaced by paralysis. The period of excitation

and convulsions is very short. The reflex power of the cord lasts a lillle

longer, then it, like the sensibility, the excito-motor faculty of the nerves,

and'' the muscular contractility, is also abolished.

The initial excitation of the nerve centres by nicotine extends also to the

respiratory centre in the medulla. Respiration is accelerated by small doses,

and becomes slower, ai^ain, after a longer or shorter time of excitation. In

becoming slower it also becomes fuller and stronger. After a few moments

a convulsive cramp occurs at the end of expiration, and in this the animal

may succumb. It is ordinarily the expiration that is more troubled than the

inspiration. The retardation of the respiration augments progressively.

If the animal does not die during the expiratory convulsion, it succumbs

finally to arrest of the respiration and the circulation due to the general

depression of these systems.

In the autopsies, M. Rene observed only occasional nuclei of congestion

in the lungs and livper*mia of the brain, and especially of the cerebellum.

These authorize nJ conclusion as to the mode of action of the poison.

Finally, it follows from M. Rene's experiments, that nicotine has no eflect

on fermentation, on artificial digesuon, or on putrefaction, and tliat there is

no antidote except elimination.

The action on the heart and vessels is to be taken up hereafter.

The Chikoline akd Pyridine BASEs.-Dr. J. G. JMcKendrick, BrUkh

Medical Journal, May 4, published a report of a series of investigations

undertaken to determ'ine, (1) the physiological action of the various membei-s

of the pyridine and chiuoline series of bases ; (2) whether there was any dif-

ference between the action of these bases derived from cinchonine and the

isomeric ones derived from tar
;

(8) whether, if so, how, both as regards

extent and character, the physiological action of these bases differed troni

that of the original alkaloidal bodies
; (4) whether the action of the methyl

and ethyl compounds of the substances was different from tliat of the sub-

stances themselves ; and (5) whether any facts could be ascertained gener-

ally which would throw light on the interesting problem of the relation

between the chemical constitution of active substances and their physiologi-

cal action.
. ^ ,

. , . ,

After "iviu"- a statement of the chemical relations of the series, he gnes

in detairhis°experiments, which were chiefiy made upon rabbits, though

other animals up to man were also employed. The physiological action

seemed, however, to be similar on all. These investigations have been

extended over four or five years, and a summary of the conclusions reached

at an early period of the research was published in this journal for October,

1875 The following is the latest summary contained in the present report:

1 There is a marked gradation in the extent of physiological action of

the members of the pyridine series of bases, but it remains of the same kind.

The lethal dose, however, becomes reduced as we rise from the lower to the

^"-Tl!I' higher members of the pyridine series resemble, in physiological

action, the lower members of the chinoline series, except (1) that the former
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are more liable to cause deatli by asphyxia, aud (3) that the lethal dose of
the pyridines is less thau one-half that of the chinolines.

3. In proceeding from the lower to the higher members of the chinoliue
series, the physiological action changes in character, inasmuch as the lower
membeis appear to act chiefly on the sensory centres of the encephalon and
the reflex centres of the spinal cord, destroying the power of voluntary or
reflex movement

;
while the liiglier act less on these centres, and chiefly on

the motor centres, first as irritants, causing violent convulsions, and after-
wards producing complete paralysis. At the same time, while the reflex ac-
tivity of the centres In the spinal cord appears to be so far inactive as not to
be excited by pinching or pricking, it may be readily roused to action by
strychnine. These conclusions apply especially to rabbits

; in animals of
higher cerebral development, such as dogs, monkey.s, and man, nausea and
vomiting are produced in addition.

4. On comparing the action of such bases as C,, H, N. (cliiuoline) with
CgHuN.CparvoliiiO.orC'sHi, N. (coUidine), with C, HijN. (con ia from hem-
lock), or Cio Hi„ N, (dipyridinc) with C,o Hu N, (nicotine from tobacco), it is
to be observed that, apart from ditterences in chemical structure, the physio-
logical activity is greater in those bases containing the larger amount of
hydrogen.

5. Those ai-lificial bases which approximately approach the percentage
comiiosilion of natural basis are much weaker phj-siologically, so far as can
be estimated by amount of dose, than the natural bases ; but'lhe kind of ac-
tion is the same in both cases.

6. When the bases of the pyridine series are dnubled by condensation,
producing polymeric compounds such as dipyridine, dipicoline, etc., they
not only become more active physiologically, but the action diflers in kind
from that of the simple bases, and resembles the action of natural bases or
alkaloids having an approximately similar chemical composition.

7. All the substances examined in this research are remarkable for not
possessing any siieoiflc paralytic action on the heart likely to cause .syncope

;

but they destroy life, in lethal doses, either by exhaustive convulsions or by
gradual paralysis of the centres of resijiration, thus causing asphyxia.

8. There is no immediate action on the sympathetic "system" of nerves,
'

although thei'e is probably a secondary action, because after large doses the
vaso-motor centre, in common with other centres, becomes involved.

9. There is no appreciable diflerence between the physiological action of
the bases derived from cinchona and those derived from tar.

10. The union of methyl, ethyl, amyl and allyl with chinoline did not en-
tirely change its characteristic mode of action, but their presence caused,
along with stupor, a tendency to spasm and convulsion. Also, in the case
of the pyridine and picoline addition-compounds, increase in molecular
complexity and weight, while it does not entirely change the mode of ac-
tion of the simpler compound, is always attended by a tendency to spasm
aud convulsion, probably arising from irritation of cerebral motor centres.

11. The nature of the acid with which these compounds were combined
did not appear materially to attect the physiological action, which appa-
rently depended on the nature of the ba.se. As a rule, bromides aud iodides
were more potent thau chlorides or sulphiites. No difrcrence of elTect could
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be observed between the iodine and bromine compounds of the addition-

derivatives.

12. Dicarbopyredenic acid (C, H5 NOi). the only substance containing

oxygen we have examined, is remarlcable for rapidity and potency of physio-

logical action ; it also acts rapidly on the vaso-motor centi'es. In contain-

ing oxygen it has a nearer resemblance in percentage composition to several

alkaloids than any of the chinoline or pyridine compounds.

13. Substances' having the same percentage chemical composition, but a

different chemical structure, may have different physiological effects. Con-

trast lepidine with methyl-chinoline, dispoline with ethyl-chinoliue, isoline

with amyl-chinoline, and quinine with cinchonine.

14 Substances which have an action on the cerebral portion of the ner-

vous system will act on animals differently, according to the degree of then-

cerebral development. Thus, chinoline causes in the dog, cat, and monkey,

excitement and nausea and vomiting antecedent to stupor and anaesthesia ;

while in the rabbit none of these phenomena occur.

It is understood that several of these conclusions are merely tentative, and

may require to be modified on future investigation.

Hypophosphite of Zmc.-R. W. Gardner. K T. Med. Record, proposes

the use of hypopliosphite of zinc as a substitute for the phosphide of zinc in

therapeutics. Its advantages be claims are its containing phosphorus in the

state of the protoxide, in which condition it is "rendered non-irritant, ad-

mitting the use of such quantities as to fully meet all indicatious for either

phosphorus or zinc, and that being readily soluble it is readily assimilated.

He recommends it in the form of syrup, and says that it has been therapeu-

tically tested with very satisfactory results.

As to the advantages of this preparation which are claimed by the author

over phosphide of zinc, that it contains a larger proportion of phosphorus,

we are somewhat in doubt, as it appears to us that enough for all practical

purposes of such an active agent may be administered in the latter combina-

tion. Still we shall wait to hear of further therapeutical investigations in

regard to the hypophosphite.

Phtsiologic.\l Action of Lyooctoni.v Napellina and AcoNiTiA.-The

following conclusions in regard to the physiological actions of lycoctonia

napellina and aconitia, are given at the conclusion of a lengthy paper by J.

Munro Murray, Asst. Surg., U. S. N., published in Philadelphia Med. lime»,

May 11th and 35th :

ACONITIA.

1. Aconitia is a powerful toxic agent.

2. It kills mainly through the respiratory apparatus.

3 It paralyzes the motor nerves.
.

4 It paralyzes, first the sensory nerve ends, then the nerve trunks and spi-

nal sensory ganglia, and does not affect the striated muscles.
_

5. It reduces the arterial tension and pulse, with a decided primary rise of

the former.
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6. The pulse and pressure clumges are due to an action on the iutra-car-
diac nervous apparatus.

7. The vagi are paralyzed by small doses.
8. The delirium eordis is due to a change in the nervous mechanism of

the heart.

9. It paralyzes the heart of batrachians.

NAI'BLLINA.

1. Is a weaker toxicant than aconitia.

3. Same as aconitia.

3. Same as aconitia.

4. Same as aconitia.

5. Same as aconitia.

6. Same as aconitia.

7. The vagi are paralyzed by medium doses.
8. Same as aconitia.

9. It dues not poison the heart of batrachians.

LYCOCTONIA.

1. Lycoctonia is a weaker to.xicant than either aconitia or napellina.
3. The same as aconitia,

3. The same as aconitia.

4. It does not aftect sensory nerves, spinal cord, or striated muscles.
5. It reduces arterial tension and pulse without any primarv rise
6. .

'

7. The vagi are only paralyzed by large doses.

8. Same as aconitia.

9. It does not paralyze the heart of batrachians.

The following are some of the articles recently published ou the Thera-
peatics of the Nervous System and Mind :

OitMs, On Muriate of Pilocarpine, Ht. Petersburg Med. Wuchemehrift, No.
6 ;

GuAiTA, Melallotherapy and its Application in Diseases of Children,
Lo tiperimentale, Apiil

; Mackenzie, On Some Indications for the Use of
Digitalis in Acute Mental DisqixXhys. Jour, of Ment. Sci. July; Lente,
Treatment of the Vomiting of Pregnancy, N. T. Med. Record, Juue 33 ';

Beard, The Nature and Treatment of Inebriety, Qnarterli/ Jour, of Ine-
briety, June

;
MosLER, On the Local Treatment of the Meningeal Affections

in Acute Rheumatism, Deutsche Med. Wochen.-<c'n:, Nos. sy and 34 ; EuL-
ENBERO, On Metullolherapie, Ibid, No. 35 ; Weber, Belladonna ag a Stim-
ulant to the Circulatory System, Phil.tdelphia Med. Time!,, July (i.
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Fowne's Manual of Chemistry. Theoretical and Practical. Revised and

corrected bv Henry Watts, B. A., F. R. S. xV New American from the

TwelfufEn^lish E^dilion. Edited by Robert Bridges M, D.^ WUh One

Hundred and Seventv-seven Illustrations. Philadelphia, 18.8; Heniy

C. Lea. Chicago : Jausen, McClurg & Co. 1037 pages.

The Atlantic Islands as Resorts of Health and Pleasure. By S. a W. Ben-

itmin Illustrated. New York : Harper & Bros., 1878. 274 pages.

Chicago : .lansen, McClurg & Co.

Insanity in Ancient and Modern Life, with Cliapters on its Prevention. By

Daniel Hack Tuke, M. D. London : MacMillan & Co., lb, 8.

The Perception of Color. By G. Stanley Hall. (From the Proceedings of

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. JvliJ.)

Vascular Tumors of the Female Urethra. With the Description of a Specu-

lum Devised to Facilitate their Removal. By A. Reeves Jackson,_ A
M., M. D. Chicago, 111. Reprint from Volume II., Gynecological

Transactions, 1878.

Neuralgia and its Modern Therapeusis, By James B. Baird, M. D Atlanta.

Reprint from the Transactions of the Medical Association of Georgia.

The Present Status of tlie Pathology of Consumption and Tuberculosis.

By J. Hilgard Tyndale, M. D., of New York City. New York, 18,8.

93 pages.

Case of Dr. John W. Finley, with Autopsy of the Brain Read before the

Iowa State Medical Society, Jan. 30, 1878. By Walter Hay, M. D., of

Dubuque, Iowa.

Observations in Practice, Surgery, Gynecology, and especially Obstetrics

By George B. Walker, M. D. Read before the Indiana, Illinois Md
Kentuckv Tri-State Medical Society in Evansville, Oct. 17, 18,,. Re-

printed from the Chicago Medical J(Xirnal and Examiner, February and

March, 1878. Cliicago, 1878.

Scarlatina in Chicago. Particularly the Epidemic of 1870-7.
_
By Chas. W.

Earle, M. D. Read before the Illinois State Medical Society.

Medicinal Plants Indigenous in Michigan. By A. B. Lyons MD, Read

before the Detroit Academy of Medicine, Nov. 27, 1877. (Reprinted

from the Detroit Lancet, February and March, 1878.)

On the Immunity of Certain Mothers of Children Affected with Hereditary

Syphilis. A paper read at the First Annual Meeting of the American

Dermatological Association, Niagara Falls, New ^ ork, Sept. 8, 18,7.

By James Ncvins Hyde, A. M., M. D. Reprinted trom the Archives

of Dermatology," April, 1878.

Trephining the Skull in a Case of Idiocy, with Remarks. By William Ful-

ler, MrO. (Read before the Medico-Chirurgical bociety of Montreal,

1878.)

.The Treatment of the Insane. By Dr. Nathan Allen, of Lowell, Mass.

Read at the meeting of the American Social Science Association, b"""

toga, Sept. 6, 1876. Albany, 1876.

ara-
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Die Heilkrafte der sogenannten indifferenten Thermeu, insbesondere bei
Krankbeiten des Nervensystems. Historiscbkritische vortriige in Col-
legenkreise von Dr. Wilb. Tliendor v. Renz. Allgemeiue Tlieil I—Die
Warme, Affiiiilat und EleklricitiU der indittereuten Tbermen und Bad-
formen iu theoretischer uud praktischer Beziebung. Tubingen, 1878.

Electricity in Medicine. By F. T. Miles, M. D. (Reprint from Maryland
jMedical Journal for Marcb and April, 1878.)

Is Modei'n Education Exeiting an Evil Influence upon tbe Eyesi'j-bt of our
Cliildren ? By A. W. Culbuun, M. D. (Reprint from tbe Atlanta Med-
ical and Surgic^d Journal.) Atlanta, 1878.

Tbe Codes of Medical Etbics. (American Medical Association American
Institute of Honiroopalby, National Eclectic Society.) Arrano-ed and
cominled by C. Henri Leonard, A. M., M. D. Detroit, Jlicb., 1878.

Amputations and E.xcisions of Cervix Uleri ; tbeir Indications and Metliods
By J. Byrne, Jl. D., M. R. C. S. E. (Reprint from Vol. II., Gynecological
Transactions, 1878.)

°

Sammlun.L; Kljniscber Vorlraege, R. Volkmann. No. 103. Ueber Neuritis in
chagnostiscberund patliologiscber Beziebung. Von H. Notbnagel. 1876
No. 108. Die Ui-sacbeii und.Anfangssymptome der psycbisclien Ki'ank-
beiteii. \ou Evvald Hecker, 1877. No. 112. Ueber den beuliuen Stand
der Frage von der Localisation im Grossbirn. Von Edward Hilzig, 1877.

Certain Symptoms of Nervous Exbaustion. By George M Beard M D
(Rei)rint from Virginia Medical Montbly, June, 1878.)

True and False Experts. By Eugene Grissora, M. D., LL. D. (From tbe
American Journal of Insanity for July, 1878.)

An Open Letter to Eugene Grissora, M. D., LL. D., etc. From William AHammond, M. D., of New York.

Trastornos del Aparato de la Vision en las Fiebres Paludeas y Accidentes a
que puede dar luger su includible tratemiento por el Sulfate de Qui-
nma. I'or el Dr. D. Juan Santos Fernandez. Habana, 1877.
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'""' P''=ictico of Non-Restraint iu tbe Treatment of tbe Insane-
By W Lauder Lindsay, M. D., P. R. S. E. (Reprinted from tbe Edin-
burg Medical Journal, for April and June, 1878.)

Transactions of the Iowa State Medical Society, 1877-78 Volume IIT
Des Moines, 1878. 196 pages.

Tbe Respimtion of Compressed and Rarefied Air in Pulmonary DiseasesBy i>. H. Davis, M. D., Chicago. (Reprinted from tbe Chicago Medical
Journal and E.\aminer, Oct. 1877.

)

Fluid Extracts by Repercolation. By Edward R. Squibb, M. D. Brooklyn
N. Y

.
(Reprinted from tbe American Journal of Pbarniacy for Mav

18(8). With additions by the autlior.
'

Note on Hydrobromic acid. By Edward R. Squibb, M. D., of Brooklyn
N. i. (Republished trom the Transactions of the Medical Society of
the State of New York, for 1878.)

Artificial Perforation of tbe Membrana Tympani. By Lawrence Turnbull
M. D., Philadelphia, 1877.-

On the Several Methods of Educating, and, on tbe Selection of Proper
Schools for the Deaf and Dumb.

On Bathing, Swimming, and Diving as Causes of Aural Disease By Law-
rence Turnbull, M. D. (Extr.ictud from tbe Transactions of the Inter
national Medical C^ougress, Philadelphia, Sept., 1876.)
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How to save the Periueum.—A New Use of the Obstetric Forceps.—An Im-

proved Instruuieut. By Edw. Warren' Sawyer, M. D. ( Reprinted from

the Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, May, 18T8.)

Amputation of Cervix Uteri. By W. H. Wathen, M. D. (Reprint from

May No. Richmond and Louisville Medical Journal.)

On Destructive Le.sions of the Cortical Layer of Cerebrum. By H. D.

Schmidt, M. D. (In New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, March,

1878).

Second Annual Report of the State Board of Health of the State of Wiscon-

sin. For the year ending Dec. 31, 1877. Madison, 1878.

Annual Report of the Trustees and Superintendent of the State Lunatic
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I
T i.s witli considcrnl.le iiiis-iviiio- that \ ^mdei-take to <lo-

:cTibe nuatomical rlianges pi-odiic-ed in tlie nervous sy.steni
of tlie economy by tlie drng stndinia. Many Iiave tried. Inif
rhns far in vain, to discover .some effect tiiat^liey conld .state
l-nsitivelj ^yas prodnced hy strychnia. The tr,mhie i,s, tliat
])atiioJogical clianges are met witli, hnt it is hard to tell if
tliey are simply post-mortem, or if they are prodnced l.y strvcli-
nia. While an ordinary jiraclitioner should he able to deter-
"lino with the microscope the various kinds of abnormal
growths, yet it re.piires years devoted to the one snbject, with
constant practice, to recognize any chan-es produced in nerve
substance itself. Again, the effects of the various rea-ents used
in preparing the specimens may mislead one, and make him
think he sees things he does not see. So, altogether, the snb-
ject IS fraught with ditHculties; and I will be only too
pleased ifl can succeed in throwing even the shadow of

murli

a lii-lit
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on the obscure problem. I claim, at least, that the sections

were prepared with the utmost care ; that all parts of the ner-

vous system Iiave been examined, and examined closely
;
and

that, in eve^ry case, sections have been made of both the normal

tissue and the strychnized tissue, taken from precisely tiie same

spot in two different animals, and the two carefully compared

As just stated, in each case two rabbits were used, both in

good health, one of which was killed by cutting the medulla

spinalis between the occiput and the atlas, and the other

killed by hypodermic injections of strychnia acetas in the leg.

Post-mortem examination with the naked eye in the

strychnized rabbits showed excessive congestion. So great

was this that, in one instance, on showing to a friend the

specimens I had obtained, and which I had suspended in a

bottle, he said, "How did you inject these specimens ?"—so

certain was he that I had injected them ;
and this ran through-

out the whole brain and cord, and was not confined to the

membranes ; indeed, the latter had been removed in the case

mentioned above.

On removing the skull-cap and the processes of the verte-

brae, the sight was really sickening. I can express it by no

other word ; and the astonishing thing is that the animal could

have lived as long as it did—great swollen vessels standing out,

gorged, and looking, under the microscope, like twisted cords,

the blood with difficulty held in by the thin walls of the small

arteries and capillaries, and threatening to break through its

investments.

Of change in the nerve substance proper, I have little to say.

(1) The sciatics were used to examine the effects of the

drug on the nerves in their course, being carefully teazed out.

The cells themselves showed no change whatever in any case,

the normal and the strychnized specimens side by side having

the same appearance. The only thing noted was a change,

real or apparent, in the axis cylinder. It came out more dis-

tinctly in the normal than in the strychnized specimen. The

white substance of Schwann appeared perfectly normal.

(2) The brain proper showed no great lesion, except that in

the grey substance there was apparently granular disintegra-

tion, in some places quite general, and in others, here and there,
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in little spots. This, too, was apparent in the cord, extend-
ing into the white substance. Tliis is all that eonld be noted
in any case. The question now arises, Is this simply a post-

mortem change, or is it due to the strychnia ? I think it is a

secondary result of the strychnia, due t.i the intense vascular
engorgement. This is justifiable, because botli the normal
and the poisoned nerve were treated in every way the same,
both in respect to time, and condition, and the reagents in

which they were placed ; so that they ought to have had the same
appearance if the strychnia had not produced auy effect. At
the same time, I do not think this is a primary change, due to
the strychnia, but a secondary one, due probably to the vascu-
lar changes, and that, if there were another drug producing the
same effects physiologically, it would also produce the same
anatomical changes. To any one who has examined the brain
and cord of an animal killed by strychnia, the vascular
changes are seen to be sufficient to cause deatli. The nerve-
cells throughout the brain and cord are squeezed and pushed,
and their functions must be disturbed ; the i-elations of the
blood and the cephalo-i'achidian finid fluctuate violently. Many
of the symptoms are the same as in compression of the human
brain. This fact seems to have escaped notice hitherto. The
pupil is widely dilated, the pulse is slowed, there is vaso-motor
paralysis, yet the temperature is little changed in either case.
x\nd now, in addition to all these sufficient causes of death, no
one seems to have remembered (that 1 am aware of) that tlie

respiratory rcntrc is affected; that the granulai' disintegration
that has been noticed occurs. I propose to show hereafter
that this little spot is more especially affected, and through it.

of course, tlie respiratory and cardiac movements. The \-iiscu-

lar engoi-genient of the rest of the nervous substance would
tend to produce paralysis, l)ut not necessarily death ; while the
vascular engorgement of this little tract would produce certain
death, unless the action of the lungs and heart were kept up by
artificial means.* This explanation accords exactly with the
])hysiological action of the drug, as detailed below. I think I

prove conclusively that the nerves in their course are not
agectedjj^-thisjjrug, and so we find few changes. Now, this

*Vi(le page 048, ei se<j.
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is as it ^^honlil lie, for tlie nerves in t.lieir course do not sntter

the compression tliat tliu brain and cord do : in fact we might

disregard the intinitesimal quantity, and say they do not sutter

at all. The paralysis all over the body is purely spinal
;
the

nerves themselves respond perfectly to any stimulation. So.

to my mind, this explanation is conclusive, and I do not think

we n'eed or ought to look for further changes in the nerve

substance than would be produced by the vascular eng'orge-

ment. remembering the symptom of compression of the

human brain, and the great eflect this engorgement has on

the respiratory and cardiac centres.

I.

It would be a work of sujiererogation for me to enumerate

the great physiologists who have experimented on the action

of strychnia. The conditions of this paper do not require it.

I trust I may be pardoned, however, if I call to mind the

names of Majendie in 1809, Stannins in 1837, and Van Deen

in 1839. Then follows the noble work of the lamented M.

Claude Bernard, and M. Brown-S^quard's experiments, begun

in 1849, and continned at intervals ever since. In 1S58 Koel-

liker published his experiments, and in 1860 Martin-Magron

and Bnisson published their interesting paper in Brown-S6-

quard's Jo^tr'nal de la Physiologie. Then tollows Vulpian.

and many others—najnes that it would be a pleasure to write

did time and space permit. •

With regard to the action of strychnia on the motor nerves.

I must be more explicit, as the results have apparently been

so heterogeneous in nature. MM. Mueller, Matteucci, Mo-

reau, Ambrosoli, Wittich and Martin-Magron and Buisson

asserting that the poison elfectually paralyzes the motor

nerves, while MM. Bernard, Koelliker, Pelikan, Valentin,

and Vulpian, in quite as positive a manner, assert that it does

not act on the motor nerves in their course, or influence them

iu the least after once leaving the spinal cord. AVe will

shortly narrate (in their proper sequence) some experiments

that we hope will tend to clear up these doubts, and place the

matter in a way of being definitely settled.

I will now narrate some of my own experiments on the ner-
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voiLs sjstfiu. The stryel]iii;i fliat I used was prepared \^y

Messrs. Puwers & Weiglitniaii, of Philadelphia. The ordi-

iiai'y tests were applied, and it was found to he perfectly pitre.

In each cubic centimetre of distilled water there was dissolved

by the aid of acetic acid, one hundredth of a y'rainnie of

strychnia, and 'the solution gave a neutral reaction with litmus

paper. For the purpose of electric iri-itation, I made use of

one Grove cell, eighty millimetres iiigh, and tifty-tive milli-

metres in diameter. 1 also used DuBois Reymond's induc-

tion apparatus, with Helmholtz's moditieation for equalizing

the opening and closing currents, in connection with DuBois'
key. The induction apparatus was graduated by means of a

scale, marking the fractions of centimetres, representing the

condition of the apparatus when the secondary coil was pushed
completely over the primary coil, hence representing the

strongest position of t\w. apparatus.

From 4;he salient phenomena of poisoning by str>chnia, so

well knowni to all, we arc justified in assuming that the alka-

loid exerts its peculiai- power either on tlie cerebrum, on the

erierent nerves, on the aii'erent nerves, or on the gray matter
of the spinal cord. We will consider each in turn. Before
proceeding to examine these points seiiutiin, however, .let

me narrate a few experiments I have made in connection
with the general action of the alkaloids on guinea-pigs,

pigeons, tui-tles and snakes.

Guinea Pig. At 4:(Hi |.. m., .005 o-,-a,mnie of the acetate of

strychnia was injected hypodermically into the leg. At 4:1

short, rapid breathing and trembling. At 4:2:30 rolls over in

a general and severe convidsion. At 4:3:30 sensation in-

creased
; tetanus continues. At 4:4 retches ; frequent but

short convulsions. At 4:7 dead. Chest opened at 4:14; ven-

tricles beat 26 per minute; auricles beat .50 per minute.
Autopsy—Intense congestion of all the organs; right ventricle

full of blood, but left ventricle empty.

Pigeon. At 3:58 i'. m. received .0025 gramme of strychnia

hypodermically in the leg. At 3:5!) excessive tetanus. At
4:00 tetanus fre<pieiit and |iroloiiged. ,\t 4:1 no cessation;

4:2:15 dead. At 4:13 the sciatic nerve rcsp,indcd with the
coil markiu"- n.
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Snake. At 1:15 p. m. the cord was exit below the medulla

oblongata, and .01 gramme of strychnia was injected into the

lower segment of the body. Rapid tetanus of an exijuisite

character occurred. As the poison gradually coursed down

the spine, the tetanoid phenomena were manifested at difier-

ent points of the body. Sometimes a space of a foot in length

would form a iirm arch, standing iipright on the table.

Vulpian says that he has produced an etfect by introducing

strychnia under the skin <»f an earth-worm, but that it was

merely local. On crabs it has hardly any action. He intro-

duced as much as ten centigrammes of strychnia, sometimes

into the tissues, and sometimes into the lungs, without pro-

ducing the least toxic effect.*

I procured a turtle, and injected as much as a tenth of a

gramme. No characteristic phenomena of poisoning were

produced. On opening the turtle the next day, its heart was

found still beating.

But to return. We are to consider whether strychnia ex-

erts its peculiar power on the cerebrum, on the atferent nerves,

on the efferent nerves, or on the grey matter of the spinal

cord. That the convulsions are not cerebral is sliown by the

following experiment, one of fifteen that I performed in this con-

nection : The encephalon was removed by cutting through the

medulla spinalis, on a line with the posterior edge of the tym-

pana. The convulsions not only occur, but they are much

more violent after cutting tlie cord, because we remove the

influence of the centre for the inhibition of reflex action, situ-

ated, according to Setschenow, in the corpora quadrigeniina

and thalami optici.

Froy. Weight 13 grammes. At 3:7 r. m. receives .005

gramme of strychnia, injected into the lungs. At 3:7:30 gen-

eral tetanus ensues. At 3:11 the cord was cut, but prolonged

tetanus remained until 3:21:30, when the frog was dead.

Frog. Weight 14 grammes. At 3:18 v. m. .005 gramme

of strychnia was injected into the lungs. At 3:18:15 general

tetanus ensues. At 3:20 ablation of the cerebrum. The teta-

nus continued unabated till 3:'25, when the observation was

*LecoM siir la Physiologie, etc., page 448.
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suspended. That the poison does not affect the peripheral

terminations of tiie sensory or motor nerves, may be seen, as in

tlie following experiments, seven in number, of whicli I relate

two as examples : I cut off the access of the poison entirely

from one leg, by tying all tiie arteries and veins on that side.

In spite of this operation, the convulsions took place with as

great force as if it had not Ijeen performed.

Frog. Weight 20 grammes. Right iliac artery and veins

tied. At 11:13 a. m. .005 gramme of strychnia was injected

into the lungs. Hops away. At 11:15 general tetanus, and

opisthotonos at 11:15:30. The convulsions show no prefer-

ence for any part of the body, being as strongly marked in the

right leg as anywhere else. At 11:16 the same phenomena

show themselves. At 11:17 the rigidity is so great that the

frog can be made to stand up on either hind leg. At 11:19

the muscles of the right side of the body are hard and tense,

the gastrocnemius standing out prominently. At 11:35 dead.

Frog. Weight 22 grammes. Right iliac artery and veins

tied. .005 gramme of strychnia is injected into the lungs at

11.+8 A. M. At 11:50 convulsions. At 11:53 spontaneous

tetanus all over the body, including the right leg. At 12:1

the tetanus is almost as marked in the right leg as anywliere

else in tiie body. At 12:15 dead.

In order to determine whether tlie poison could affect either

the sensory or motor nerves during their course, after leaving

the spinal cord, I cut the cord below the origin of the brachial

plexus, but left ail the nerves going to the posterior extremi-

ties intact. I then severed all the spinal branches of the

aorta below the point of section, and on administering strych-

nia, I found that no tetanus whatever occurred, there was no

hypersesthesia (that is to say, no more than would be due to

the removal of Setschenow's centre), but perfectly normal

reflex action remained. The minutise of two of these experi-

ments (six in number) are detailed as follows:

Frog. Weiglit 20 grammes. Medulla spinalis cut below

the origin of tlie nerves of anterior extremities, and the spinal

brandies of tiie aorta severed. At 11:31 a. m. .005 gramme of

stryclinia was injected into the lungs. \i 11:32 great irrita-

bility was slidwii in the tore part of the l)iid\-, l)ut \u\\w in the
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posterior extremities. At 11:33 tetanus in front, l)ut iu>

movement of the hind legs. Indeed, tetanus did not (x-cur at

any time in tlie liiud legs. TJie frog was dead at 12:10 i'. :«.

Froy. Wc'iglit 2.5 grammes. Ccu-d cut below the l)i-ai-lii;d

jilexus, and spinal branches of the aorta severed. .\t 12:11

J'. M. .005 gramme of strychnia was injected into tiie lungs.

At 12:12 heightened sensibility in fnmt legs and liead, but

only normal retlex action in hind legs. At 12:14 violent con-

vulsions in upper part of tiie body, but not even a tremor in

the hind legs, the quadriceps Hcxors and gastrocneinii soft and

tlaccid. At 12:l(i the tctanu.= became so violent in the fore

part of the body, tiiat it lasted continuously for two minutes,

the eves being closed and sunken in tlu^ heail, and the head

itself twisted violently backwards, lint the bind legs remained

unaffected. At 12:2.>, dead.

The experiments that I nou" relate ju'ove conclusively that

the o-rey matter of the sjiiTial cord must be the seat of tlie te-

tanus-producing action of strychnia. In these cases the poi-

son was cutoff from the posterior extremities, but was allowed

free access to the spinal cord, and, as a result, general tetanus

was induced. I made live experiments uiuler this head, of

which I relate two as examples :

Fnx/. Weiy-ht (;7 grammes. The aorta was tied aliovc its

bifurcation, and at C:!! !. m. .<»ii.") gramme of strychnia was

injected under the skin of tlie lower jaw. At (\:M\ tetanus

occurs over tlie whole body, without discrimination. At (i:4s

the cord was i-ut. Init general tetanus still continues, till, at

7:15, the animal dies.

Grern Froq. Weight lOo grammes. .Vorta tied above its

bifurcation. .\t 12:i;> v. m. .(to.') gramme of strychnia was in-

jected under the >kiii of tlie back.. At 12:17, general tetanus

occurred over the whole body. At 12:18, einprosthotonos.

General convuKsions occurred till the observation was sus-

pended.

" The question has been agitated for some time as to wliether

the motor nerves are paralyzed in poisoning with strychnia.

Many eminent names are arrayed on each side, as shown

above, and it is ditticiilt to exjil.iiii bow it happens that sncli
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oncoiifrarv results could liu ohtained as tliuse at present
record. At first 1 tliouglit tliat perhaps the diflieulty lav in

the species of frogs, as some experimenters used the Ratyt
temporaria, and some the L'tma esculenta ; but I procured an-
imals of both these speei.es, and ha\-e obtained exactly the
same results in each. Perha])s it was due to the means of
irritation, as many of them used l^dvermaeher's apparatus,

which is by no means constant, or, jierliaps, the nerves were
not handled carefully enongh, and thus sustained a traumatic
injury in dissecting them. Again, if the nerve was raised on
a thread, the irritation might have been applied to the jin.xi-

mal and not to the distal end. But these are only surmises.

Should any of them be true, the fault doubtless must be laid

to an oversiglit on the part of the experimenters, and not to a

positive error. Again (and this, perhaps, is the more likely),

the strychnia may not have been pure. Few, if any, of these

observers mention having tested their strychnia, I believe.

Now, we all know that the strychnia of commerce contains
more or less brucia, and this may paralyze the motor nerves,
though strychnia does nut. I Ijave instituted a series of e.v-

periments with hri/rui, which may yield an explanation of
this difference of results. Many are the charges that have lieen

brought against those who as.serted the uon-paralyzatiou of the
motor nerves. It ha.s been said that they did not give large
enough doses of the poison, or that they tested the nerves too
soon. iJut l)oth of these charocs must l)e unfounded, as I have
given as much as one-tenth uf a gramme (l..~»4 grains) to a
frog weighing oidy eighteen and a half grammes, and have
tested the sciatic an hour after the animal was dead and the
heart ceased beating, ainl have fmnd it still capable of
responding, (ireat care was observed in the following exper-
iments, that the current should not spread to the muscle, bv
raising the ner\c' high \\\> on a silk thread. The strengtii

of the current was also accurately notetl by means of DuBois'
graded coil, with which a ])latinum /.inc .•ell was used. To
determine this point I have made rhirly->even (;;7l expeia'-

ments, (,f which I relate a few. The notes of all the othei's,

which are before nu', exactly accord with these. In each case
the frog was weighed, so thai a comparison might bi' made
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between tlie weight of the frog and the amount of the stryeli-

nia injected.

Green Froij. Weight 120 grammes. At 11:50 a. m. .005

gram inc of strychnia was injected into the kings. At 12:30

.01 grannne more was injected ; same dose repeated at 12:32,

and again at 12:34. Some time after the heart had ceased

l)eating the sciatic was irritable. At 2:15 the left sciatic

responded at 11 centimetres of DuBois' coil, and at 2:52 it did

the same. At 2:55 the right sciatic responded at 13 centi-

metres, and again at 4:18 with the same strength of the cur-

rent. At 4:18 the left sciatic responded at 11 centimetres.

At 6:17 the left responded at 11 centimetres, and the right

sciatic at 8.5 centimetres.

Frog. Weight 15 grammes. At 4:48 p. m. .01 gramme of

strychnia was injected under the skin of the lower jaw. At

4:48:30 general tetanus. At 4:53, both sciatics irritable at the

weakest current. At 5:00, dead—both sciatics respond to the

weakest current. At 5:30 both sciatics respond to 4 centi-

metres.

Frog. Weight 14 grammes. At 10:44 a. m. received .05

gramme of strychnia into the lungs. At 10:44:30 tetanus.

At 10:52 dead. At 10:53 the sciatics respond at 14.5 centi-

metres, DuBois' coil. At 11:53 the sciatic responds at 15

centimetres. At 11:20, sciatic nerve responds at 7 centimetres.

At 11:30, sciatic- responds with secondary coil pushed over

primary coil. At 12 m. the same phenomena.

Frog. Weight 18.5 grammes. At 10:49 a. m. 1 gramme

of strychnia was injected into the lungs. At 10:49:10, tetanus.

At 10:58, heart stopped. At 10:59, sciatic responds at 14.5

centimetres. At 11:02, the same. At 11:19, sciatic responds

at 7 centimetres. At 11:30, sciatic responds with secondary

coil pushed over primary coil. At 11:52 and 12 m. the same

phenomena were observed.

On the antiiority of the large number, and the universally

constant results of tliese experiments, I think we are not pre-

sunijitiious in asserting our conviction that strychnia does not

paralyze the motor nerves. It must be remembered that if a

<>-alvanic irritation is apjjlied too frequently, the neurility of a

nerve will be destroyed, and you will fail to elicit a response,
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independently of any poison. This', too, may lie another

reason tliat so many experimenters have decided tlie converse

of our proposition.

Dr. Sigmnnd Mayer,* Assistant to the Physiological

Institute at Prague, and Dr. Wilhelm Schlesinger, are

the only two who have given us any definite informa-

tion as to the effects of strychnia on the blood-pressure.

Mayer used the nitrate, having dissolved .0008 grm. in every

cubic centimetre of distilled water. Pie always gave tinct.

opii before operating. He gave two cubic centimetres of his

solution by means of the jugular vein, and noticed in thirty

seconds a rise in the ])ressure, and a more frequent pulse.

He reasoned that the rise was due, either to the opposition to

the blood current, produced by contraction of the muscles, or

else to the action of the carbonic acid on the nerve centres in

the heart. He thinks that it is not due to any action of the

muscles, nor to any '' besoin de respirer," because he obtained

the same results with animals rendered quiet by curare, and
while using artihcial respiration. Eut no change in the pulse

was produced under these circumstances, hence 'the pressure

and pulse are mutually independent. In very large doses the

pressure did not rise. Tiie rise, therefore, is due to an irrita-

tion of the vaso-motor centre, and a consequent contraction of

the arteries. In large doses the vaso-motor centre is paralyzed.

He says that after cutting the cord, either no rise, or only a

very small one took place. Irritatimi of the cut ends of the

crural nerves, produced a marked rise, according to the force

of the current, from which he reasons that the ganglia be-

tween the sensory and vaso-motor nei-ves are not altered.

The pulse he found inconstant: if the pneumogastrics were
cut, the pulse was not slowed. The pulse sometimes rose in

connection with the tetanus, especially in non-curarized ani-

mals. He says that sti'ychnia not only can excite the vaso-

motor centre, but also the origin of the inhibitory fibres of

the pnemnogastrics. He finally concludes that the slowing

of tJic ]>ulse is only due to a want of o.xygen, wliich reacts on
the central ends of the pneumogastrics, for be could not obtain

it if he used artificial respiration, though the pressure still i-e-

* 8trkUr\ Jdhrb., 1873, 111.
'

&
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luaiiied far :il)uve iKiruial. Ilering" thinks that the <|uickL'ii-

hig of tlie pulse, where it occurs, is due tn apiKwi (apnot-) pro-

duced by the frequent inspirations.

Dr. Scldesingerf published his article in 1S74, iu which he

ao-rees with Mayer as to some of the main points above related.

He says the rise in pressure is uot due solely to the influence

of a vaso-inotor centre, situated in the nieduHa oblongata, but

in a great measure is due to vaso-motor centres in the spinal

cord, at present only determined for strychnia. On cutting

the cervical cord, as is acknowledged by all, the pressure falls,

but (in exhiliiting strychnia, a considerable rise in the blood-

pressure is called forth. This rise, he says, both absolutely

and relatively, exceeds the rise with the cord intact. Irrita-

tion which, after separation of the Itrain from the cord, no

longer exerts an influence on the blood-pressure, after the in-

jection of strychnia causes a marked rise. This result holds

good for curarized animals, in whom tiie sympathetics and

])neumogastrics have been cut. On consulting his results, 1

find that thejiighest rise he obtained was from fifteen milli-

metres, after cutting the cord, to one hundred and fifty milli-

metres after injecting strychnia, and the lowest rise was from

twenty to fifty. He made all his experiments on rahbits, and

used either tlie crural or the sciatic nerve for the purpose of

irritation. He concludes that, first, vaso-motor centres exist be-

low the fourth ventricle {Rautengruhe) for strychnia at least,

which the latter tln-ows into inordinate action, whereas,

otherwise they are (piiet; second, strychnia by arrest of the

respiration, in most cases shows a rise in pressure; third, on

irritating a spinal nerve, a rise in pressure is induced, atter

cutting the cord.

I will now relate some of my (_i\vn experiments with regard

to the influence of strychnia on the. nerves that govern the

circulatory system. Upon warm-blooded animals, these

amounted to twenty-thi'ee in number, of which I only detail

two or three under each division. I used the same solution

as before,'namely, .01 granune of the poison, dissolved in one

' Strieker's Jahrhitirher for 1873.

• Strieleer's Jahrhuedier, 1874. paijc -.'0,
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(Millie cfiitiiiK'ti-t^ (ifdistilkMl \\;it(.-r. with \\\i\ uid of acetic ac-iil,

the solution heiuj;- ahsohitcly neutral. I also used Dullois-

Reynidiid's induction ajiparatus, witli llelinholtz's modiliea-

tion. t(ir the ]inrpose of irritation, a.* described above. In

oi'der til maintain artificial res])iration, an apparatus was em-
ployed on the principle of Springel's blower. A metronome,
attaclied to a Grove battery, by breaking and renewing the

current at i-egular intervals caused a weight to fall on the

tubing, thus imitating normal rliythmic respiration. The pulse

and pressure were noted on the di'um of Ludwig's registering

apparatus, which was connected with his mercurial manometer.
Throughout the tubing of the manometer, a saturated solu-

tion of bi-carbonatc of soda was passed to keep the blood from
clotting. Tlie time was registered by means of a pen, con-

nected with an electro-magnet; to this was joined Bowditch's

clock, which, by breaking and renewing the current everv

second, caused the i)en to inscribe the latter interval of time
upon the drum. The sti-ychnia was injected by means of a

cannla, placed in the external jugular vein, to which a hvpo-
dei'mic syringe accurately fitted. (4reat care was observed

that no air entered the vein. The poison was in all cases in-

jected toward the hcai-t. The kymographion was connected

to the external carotid artery by means of a cannla bound
in the ai-tery. As the tetanic convulsions would intluence the

circulation, curare was used in just sufficient ipiantitv to pre-

vent any muscular movements.

Ex.

—

Iiiihhd, cm'ari/.ed. Tracheotomy; canula in right jug-

ular. Carotid used for observation. All 'ucrmi^ -infact. Av-
tihcial respiration, I'cc.

TIME. PULSE. PliESSTTlE.

i):4«:0 7(i 133

.01 gram, stryclinia injected.

0:48:15....! 44 _154

9:48:30 21 128

9:48:45.... 27 120

9:49:0 ..34 152

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.
9 :49 ;45 30 122

9:50:45 30 120

9:53:0 47 130

9:54:15 ...50 136

10:0:0 33 91

I omitted sayiug above that I have made twenty-three (23) successful ex-
periments with waim-blooded animals (rabbits, cats, :ind do!is)()n the nerves
governing the circulatory system.
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TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.

10:5:15 36 89

10:9:15 34 100

.005 gram, strychnia' acetas injected.

10:9:30 37 96

TIME. PULSE. PBESSBRE.

10:10:0 ---44 -. 52

10:11:15 46-..- - 70

10:17:0--.. .47 70

10:20:38 44 04

Observation suspended.

Ex.— Oat, oirarized. Traolieotomy ; canula in left jugular :

observation. All nerves intact; artiticialcarotid nsed for

respiration, etc.

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.

13:36:45 ..53 86

.005 gram, strychnia^ acetas injected.

12 :37:0 .51 86

13:37:15 49 86

13:37:30 -.51 .-148

13:37:45 .49 144

12:28:0 49 1 128

12:38:15 49. .107

13:38:30 48 96

12:38:45:.-- 48 90

13:29:0 47- 86

13.39:15 46 --- 86

13:39:45 .47. 86

13:39:45-- 46 80

.005 gramme of strychnine acetas in-

jected.

TIME. PULSE.

12:40:0 ----47.-.

13:40:15.--. 47...

13:40:30 --.-47...

13 41:0 -46...

12:57:15 44...

13:58:0 43...

PRESSURE.

80

_-. 84

94.5

91

- 66

64

.01 gram, strychnise acetas injected.

13:58:15 36.... 59

13:58:30 36 50

12:59:0 30...

1:0:0 25...

1:4:0 36...

1:5:0 -35.-.

1:25:0 21...

1:39.45...! 14...

Observation suspended.

40

33

36

38

27

30

These experiments are simply given as examples. All the

others are in perfect accord with them. They show that the

general action of strychnia is to slow the pnlse, and, by irri-

tating the vaso-motor centre, to canse a contraction of the cap-

illaries and small arteries, and thus to increase the arterial

pressure. Following this irritation, if small doses are given

there is a steady fall in pressure, until the animal dies (if the

dose has been a lethal one). If large doses are given, there

is a primary paralysis of the vaso-motor centre or centres, and

the pres.<ure constantly falls immediately. The fall in press-

ure cannot be due to a weakened heart, since strychnia does

not affect the muscular system, as proved by Vulpian* and

contirmed by many experiments that I myself have made.

To what is the decrease of the pulse frequency, then, due '. It

*Arclii'veit de Pkynioloyie, etc., p. 118.
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may be due either {a) to a central, or (/|) to a peripheral stiiiiib

lation of the pnenmogastrics, or (c) to action on the excito-

motor ganglia of the heart itself. It will be remarked that

sometimes, on injecting the poison, the pressure does not rise,

or rises only very slightly after having given several doses
previously. Tliis, I think, is due to the fact that the nerve
centres have lost, to a great degree, their power of respondino'.

The animal's lieart still beats, but practically it is dead.
In order to determine whether tlie phenomena above stated

were due to a central stimulation of the vagi, I cut both these
nerves in the neck, thusentirely removing their central action,

but leaving their peripheral action free to exercise its powei-.

Large mhhit, eurarized. Tracheotomy ; canula in right
jugular

; carotid used for observation. Both vagi rut; arti-

ficial respiration, etc.

TIME. rULSE. PRESSURE.

13:00... 67 130

.005 gram, strychnia; acetas injected.

13:0:15 63 145

12:0:30. 46 300

1:0:45 50 183
13:1:15 ,50 170

12:2:4 60 .160

13:3:15 47 ..100

A clot occurring in tlie carotid

canula, some time was consumed in

removing it.

13:33:15 44 83

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.
12:33:42 44.. 76
12:35:13 47 !H)

.005 gramme strychnia injected.

13:35:30 46....'. 80
12:35:45. 44 74
13:26:0 46 39
12:26:15 ...34 33
13 :26 :45 34 26

12:37:15 32 26
12:37:30 30 '.... 26

12:28:30 .30 26
Observation suspended.

Little kitten, cui-arized. Bot/i pneumogastrics cut in neck;
ti'acheotomy ; artificial respiration; canula in left jugular; ca-

rotid used for observation.

TIME. PDLSE. PRESSURE.
5:0:15.. 54 118

.0025 gramme .slryclmia injected.

5:6:30 .53

5,6:45 46

5:7:0 33

5:7:15 17

5:7:30 31

5:7.45 29

98

69

48

44

37

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.
5:8:0 38 34

5:8:15 36 ,30

5:10:15 17 16

5:10:30 10 14

5:10:45 15 14

5:11:0 14 12

Observation suspended.

The same result as to both pulse and pressure follows

:

hence strychnia does not decrease the pulse through central
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stiimilatidn of the vagi. Tnow. it is well known tliat atropia

lias the power of paralyzing the ganglia at the ]>eripheral ends

of the pnenmogastries. and tluis removing theii' inhibitorv

action on the heart. 1 administered a sblntion of the snlphate

of atropia by means of the jngnlar vein, in jnst snttieient quan-

tity to effect this paralysis. To determine when I liad at-

tained this i-esnlt, I applied a strong induction current to the

course of the pnenmogastries. When these had no effect on

the cardiac action, it was evidence of the paralysis of these

ganglia. •

Rabbit. Cannla in left jugular ; carotid used for observa-

tion ; pnenmogastries paralyzed by atropia, as tested by strong

currents ; curare: artificial respiration, etc.

TIME. PULSE. CRESSUKB.

.5:32:0... .--.74 J 108

.U012.5 gramme strychnia injected.

.5:32:15 55 ..126

.5:33:30... ...54. ....124

5:33:0--- -...54- -120

5:33:30 54 117

5:34:0 53..-- 112

5:34:30--- --50 108

5:35:0-- --.53 102

5:36:0 -..53..., 102

TIME. Pri.SE

5:37:0 54..

5:38:0 53..

5:39:0 .47..

PRESSURE.

100

101

94

.00125 gramme strychnia inject eil.

5:39:15 43.. 88

5:39:45 45.. 80

5:40:30.... 44 70

5:41:30 .40 72

5:42:30..., .".45 74

Observation suspended.

Ralbii. Cannla in left jugular ; carotid used for observa-

tion
;
pneumogastrics paralyzed by atropia, as tested by strong

currents ; curare ; artificial respiration, etc.

TIME. PULSE. PRESSUBE.

4:45:30 59... 80

.0025 gramme strychnia injected.

4:45:45 -.57 92

51 --. 944.46:0

4:46:30 51-

4:47:15 47.

4:48:0. -49-

04

83

75

4:49:0.. .-48 --- 78

4:50:0- 49 78

4:51:30 - 51 83

.0035 gramme strychnia injected.

4:51 ;45 50 ... 74

4:53:0.... ..46 50

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.

4:53:0. 44... 46

4:53:45 45... 58

4:.54:30 45. 60

4:56:0 47 70

4 :59 :30 47 78

.0025 gramme stiyclmia injected.

4:59:45 46. , 64

5:0:0 .41 44

5:1:0 42.

5:3:15.. 43.

5:11:15 41.

5:15:0 41...

5:18:0 ....38...

Observation suspended.

46

54

50

45

30
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These experiments show that strychnia does not exert its

influence thi'ougli any stimulation of the regulator ganglia.

Therefore, by a process of exclusion, negatively, it must affect

tlie exeito-niotor ganglia of the heart. I now propose to prove
this positively in the case of mammals, and later, also, in the
case of frogs. I cut the pneumogastrics, the sympathetics and
the depressor nerves of Ludwig, in the neck, and j)laced the
heart beyond the control of the acceleraotrs and the vaso-mo-
tor centre in tlie medulla oblongata, by severing the spina]
cord just below the medulla. ]t will be observed that the
pulse is slowed steadily; hence, I think, proving conclusivelv
that the seat of the decreased pulse-freipiencv is in the (j-ano^li;!

of the heart.

NoTK.—It may not l)e utuiss for nic lo stale llii' iiioile in ^^lli^•ll tlieso

rcstills were rocoicled on llie dniui, and llio nictiiod piusued in counliuii
lliciii. In Older to do tliis tlie uioi'f clciirly, I insert a speeinicn of one of
llie tracings. Tlie drnni is covered with Mrol<ed iiajier, :ind, when (he
experiment is finished, this paper is cut oti' and jias.sed through a simple
varnisli made of shellac and aleohol in proper proportions. The broken
line is that which was recorded by the pen which marked the time, each
Ijieak denoting one second. The straight line is the abscissa, and the high-
est line, of course, marks both the pulse and the arterial tension. The mode
(jf procedure is lo mark off a certain number of seconds ; then to erect ordi-
nates at the beginning and end of said time, and count the pulse between
them; then, from the abscissa and on the ordinates, to measure the height
of the blood tension in niillinietie.s— of coui>c doubling the result, since the
manometer consists of a tube, U-shaped, having two columns of mercury.
When the tension was very uneven, I erected several ordiiiales, and then
made an average of the dillerent results.

Cat, curarized. Cord cut between the atlas and uccipiit

(veritied by post-mortem examination). Hemorrhage from
"the vertebral arteries checked by bovista. All the cardiac
ncrocs in the h eel- cat ; caniila in right jugular; carotid used

43
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for observation. The

Reyniond's induction coil used

artificial respiration, etc.

TIME. PULSE. PRESSDKE.

4:55:30... ..54 18

.0025 gramme strychnia injected.

4:.55;45 54 16

4:56:0.. 46 15

4:56.15 -46 16

4:56:45 43 - 20

IiTitation at for 7".

sciatic nerve prepared. DuBois-

for irritation. Tracheotomy ;

TIME. PULSE.

4:57:0 43...

4:57:15 .43...

4:57:30 ....43...

4:58:0. .....40...

Irritation at for 15".

4:58:15 40...

4:58:30 40...

Obsei'vation suspended.

PRESSURE.

23

37

27

35

23

21

Cat. Cord otit between the atlas and occiput (verified by

post-mortem). Hemorrhage checked with bovista. Vagi,

s-ym;pathetics and .depressors, of Ludxoig cut in the neck.

Sciatic prepared ; curare ; tracheotomy; artificial respiration, etc.

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.

4:56:0 53. - 58

.0025 gramme stiyclmia injected. I

4:56:15 -53 • 58

4:56:30 47..,- -- 64

4:56:45 48. 90.5

4:57:0 48. 114

4.57:15... 47 111.5

4:57:30 46..: 97

4:58:15... ..45 .'-. 77

4:59:0 44 70

5:1:30 .....50 78

5:2:30 52 81

5:3:30 -.52 81

.0025 gramme strjchnia injected.

5:4:15 53 84

5:4:30 54 88

5:4:45... 46 79

5:5:45.... 43 70

5:6:45. 45 62

5:7:15 46 62.5

.0025 gramme strychnia injected.

.5:7:30 45 65

5:7:45 46. 70

5:9:15. 41 64

5:9:45 41 62

5:11:0 41 56

5.13:45 43. 55

5:14:45 48 .--- 63

TIME. PULSE. PRESSURE.

5:25:30 46 56

Irritation of sciatic at 1 centimetre.

5:25:45 1 45 56

5:26:0 43 - 57

5:26:45. 43 --- 54

Irritation at for 5".

5:27:0.... 43..; 58

5:27:15 44 64

5:27:80 -. 46 - 70

5:33:0... 37 66

5:35:0 38 - 54

5:36:30 --26 40

Irritation at for 5".

5:36:45 --.39...- -- 56

5 :37 :0 1 - 29 50

5:41:15 31 48

5:42:0 32 48

5:43:0 23.. - 48

5:44:0. 23 46

.01 gramme sti^chnia injected.

5:44:15 25 47

5:44:30 22 42

5:45:15 ...30 44

5:46:15 23 48

5:46:45 23 46

5:47:0 ....23...: 44

Observation suspended.
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Cat, curarized. CofcJ cut between atlas and dcciinit (veri-

fied by post-mortem). Bleeding checked by bovista. All the

cardiac nerves in the ned- rut. C'annla in right jugular ;

carotid used for observation ; sciatic prejiared, etc. ; tracheoto-

my ; artificial respiration, etc.

TIME. I'ULSE. I'RESSURE.

4:5:4u__ ...51.... 34

.0025 gramme strychnia injected.

4:6:0 51 30

4:6:30... 55 36

4:6:45 ..48 66

4:7:0 _45 58

4:7:15 44 58

4:7:30 43 45

TIME. PUI.SE.
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TIME. rULSE. PRESSURE.

4:31:0 ,---44 39.5

4:33:15 48 43

4:34:0 44.-: - 43

4:34:15.--;: 45 43

TIME. PULSE. PKBSSURE.

4:39 :15 - .44 38

4:40:30 --44 34

Irritation at for 15".

4 :41 :0 44 38

Observation suspended.

From the last series of experiments, and, indeed, from all

others that I have related, I think we are warranted in con-

cludino- that Mayer was wrong in his theory that the .'^lowing

of the pulse is due to the presence of carbonic acid, irritating

the roots of the inhibitory fibres of the vagi ; and for this

reason : In the experiments above narrated, I have inva-

riably observed this slowing of the pulse, and yet, in all

of them, T have used artificial respiration, by this means

inducing a state of apnoea, and not allowing the carbonic acid

to collect—nay, rather, causing an excess of oxygen.

But it will be seen at a glance that these experiments, show

more. They were also undertaken to p-ove or disprove the

correctness of Schlesinger's theory. It will be remembered

that Schlesinger said, that there exist in the cord vaso-raotor

centres for strychnia, which are habitually in a state of quiet-

ude ; but that if the poison be administered, they are thrown

into violent action. He said that, after cutting thecord, and

severing all the cardiac nerves in the neck, if he administered

strychnia and then applied a galvanic irritation to a sensory

nerve, that he could obtain a higher rise of arterial pressure

than he could if he administered strychnia, with all the ani-

mal's cardiac nerves and cord uninjured. I confess I cannot

obtain identical results. I have a very marked rise on irri-

tating a sensory nerve, btit nothing to compare with what

Schlesinger says he obtained. From my own experiments I

am led to believe that he is right in his theory, and our results

differ only in degree, not in kind. With all respect, 1 would

venture to suggest that perhaps he did not have his cord en-

tirely severed. If even a very few fibres are left, they are

sufficient to convey the irritation to the medulla oblongata.

I 'have had evident proof of this in many experiments. I

have been almost certain that the cord was entirely severed,

and have obtained the great rise that Schlesinger records, but

on making an examination post-mortem, I have found some
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fibres still intact. Indeed it it by no means an easy surgical

operation, working in the dark as one must, to strike the exact

line between the atlas and the occiput, and then to make a

clean cut of the whole cord and rapidly to insert the bovista,

so that the animal may not lose any blood, so valuable here

where a very severe shock has to be sustained by the animal

;

so that the most skillful opei'ator will often fail in accomplish-

ing his object, and need not blush at his failure either.

Dr. Carl Heinemann* has made some very interesting e.\-

periments on the influence of sti'yclinia on the frog's heai't.

He concludes that the heart is slowed, and that the tetanus

and the decrement of the pulse are mutually independent

;

also that the vagi are not paralyzed, since he could cause im-

mediate diastolic arrest, by applying a galvanic stimulation.

Mayer also found that the vagi are nt)t paralyzed.

1 now relate some of my own experiments on this subject,

from which I conclude that the heart is slowed, and tiiat the

vagi are not paralyzed. My method consisted in raising the

vagi on silk threads, and observing at what strength the in-

duced current would slow the heart. Then I gave the poison.

Now if the vagi are paralyzed, the same strength of current,

or even the strongest current, should not have any effect on

the heart beats; Init, on the other hand, if they are not af-

fected, the same phenomena should Be presented as before

giving the poison—that is to say, the same phenomena with

regard to the cardiac pulsations. The current was prevented

from sjtreading, by separating the nerves completely from any
connection with the surrounding tissue.

Green Frog. Weight 90 grammes. Oliest opened and vagi

raised on silk thread. At 4:.53 w m., the heart beats 11 in 15

seconds. At 4:54 received .01 gramme strychnia injected

into the abdomen. At 4:54:30 tetanus. At 4:5fi heart beats

7 in 15 seconds. At 4:57, irritation of the right vagus slows

the- heart with DuBois' coil marking five centimetres. At
5:4 the heai't beats 7 in :>0 seconds. At 5:5 irritation at 5 cen-

timetres slows the heai-l. At 5:12 the heart beats 4 in 30 sec-

*Beitrage ziir Pliysiolosie ties Her/pus. Yirchow'n Archir, Brl. ;^/1, pp.
•iH)4—4.U).
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oiids. At 5:13 irritation at -i centimetres stops the heart. At

5:17, frog dead. At 5:19 the sciatic responds at 12 centime-

tres ; at 5:25. thrusting probe down the spine elicits a mai'ked

response.

areen Frog. Weight 95 grammes. At 4:4 v. ii., the heart

was heating 15 times in SO^seconds. At 4:5, .005 gramme

strychnia was injected into the abdomen. At 4:6:30, the heart

beats 9 times in 30 seconds. At 4:8, tlie right vagns was irri-

tated at 5 centimetres. DnBois" coil, and slowed the heart

considerably. At 4:8:3(i. opistliotonos. At 4:4t. .005 gramme

of strychnia was injected into tlie aljdomen. At 4:10, irrita-

tion of right vagus' slows the lieart. At 4:14, heart beats 4 in

30 seconds. At 4:lfi. irritation at 5 centimetres slows the

heart. At 4:18, heart beats 4 in 30 seconds; at 4:19, irrita-

tion at 5 centimetres slows the heart one-half. At 4:26, lieart

beats 6 in one minute: irritation at .3 centimetres causes tlie

heart to beat once in 15 seconds. At 5:2 heart beats 2 in 15

seconds : irritation at 5 centimetres makes the heart beat 2 in

20 seconds. At 5:22, all motion of heart and muscles had

ceased. At 5:24 tlie sciatic nerve responds at 7.9 centimetres.

I made also some similar experiments on warm-blooded

animals, one of which 1 now relate. The observations were

made with Middledorpff's needle. This is a long slender sil-

ver needle which is thrust into the ventricle, using the walls

,.f the thorax as a fulcrum. At each systole of the heart, of

course the needle will move, and as it is of the nature of a

lever of the tirst class, the movement of the heart will be

greatlv exaggerated, and may be counted with i.erfect ease.
^

Little RaWd. Tracheotomy. Cauula iu jugular vein.

Vagus prepared. DuBois" in<luctioii cnil used tbr irritation.

Middledorptf 's needle thrust into the heart. At 5:34 r. m. the

heart was .slowed by irritating the vagus with the coil marking

10 centimetres. At 5:38, .005 gramme of strychnia was in-

jected into the jugular vein. At 5:48, the heart was slowed

by irritation of 'the vagus, with the coil at two centimetres.

At 5:58. the same. At 5:59, the heart was considerably

slowed by injecting .005 gramme of strychnia. The che.st was

now opened'. At 6:00 the heart was slowed by irritation of

the vagus, with the coil marking two centimetres. At 6:5 the
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same. At 6:40 the heart was slowed at one centimetre. Ob-
servation suspended.

In order to satisfy myself more fully of the correctness of

my results, I performed what the Germans call Goltz's Klopf-
vers^ioh. Of course the sensory nerves in and around the ab-

domen can convey an impression to the pneumogastrics ; and

if the nerves are not hampered in their action, they will reply

by slowing tlie heart. I laid open the abdomen, and then by

striking a sliarp, moderately quick blow on its contents, I pro-

duced at times a slowing of the heart, and at times a complete

stoppage of the pulsations of tliat organ, thus proving the cor-

rectness of my former observations, namely, that the pneumo-

gastrics are not paralyzed by strychnia.

Green Frog. Weight 103 grammes. At 12:13 p. m., .006

grammes of strycimia was injected under the skin of the back.

At 12:29 the heart beat 12 times in 30 seconds. The Kloj}f-

versuch was then performed At 12:30, the heart beat nine

times in 30 seconds. At 12:52, the heart beat nine times in

30 seconds; Iilow struck; at 12:.53, heart beats five in 30

seconds. After death the sciatic nerve responds at 15 centi-

metres.

Dr. J. Steiner,* Assistant at tlie Physiological Institute at

Halle, has also studied the action of strychnia on the frog's

iieart. He observed that when a one-third per cent, solution

of the nitrate of strychnia was placed on the anterior side of

tiie heart, the reduction of the heart beats was very small, but

when placed on the posterior side of the heart the decrement

was nearly one-half. He found the same result followed when

he liad previously given the frog atropia, inferring therefrom

that the slowing was not due to irritation of the peripheral

ends of the vagi. He then put the sinus venosus, separated

from the action of the heart, into his solution of strychnia.

In a short time it stopped, and was mechanically inexcitable.

He then placed the auricles and ventricles, but without the

sinus venosus, into the solution of strychnia, and found move-

ments to continue for a long time; after they had stopped a

* Zur Innervation des Froschherzens. Beichert n. Dubois' Arrhiv, 1874,

No. 4, p. 474.
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-meehamcal irritation caused continuous beats for half an hour.

He infers tliat the point of attack (AngrifipunM) of strychnia

is in the ganglia situated in the sinus venosus, and that it does

not affect the ganglia in the septum oi' the anriculo-ventricnlar

"•roove. I haxe repeated these experiments of Steiner in ten

different instances, and liave ari'ived at the same conclusion.

In order not to anticipate my results, and to follow out a pre-

conceived logical sequence, I refer to page 044. vrhere an ex-

ample of these experiments will be found detailed.

Let me now relate, in order, some of the experiments I

have made oti the influence of strychnia upon the cardio-ner-

vous apparatus. These in numl)er amount to twenty -four.

The action of strychnia is to slow the heart so palpably that

I only i-elate one of my experiments in proof of this fact alone.

Reference to very many othei' experiments, that were per-

formed to prove other physiological phenomena, will give evi-

dence of the .same thing.

Froq. Weight l.'i grammes. Sternum removed. At 4:31

I'. M., iieart beat 14 in IH seconds. At 4:33. .00a gramme of

strychnia was injected under the skin of the lower jaw. At

4:34 heart beat 2 in l.") seconds. At 4:35 heart heat 7 in 1.^

seconds. At 4:3(i. opisthotonos. At -1:37, heart beat 3 in 15

seconds. At 4:40 it beat 4 in 40 seconds. At 4:42. 4 in 15

seconds. At 4:48, 5:(i, and 5:20 the same, and at 5:22 it beat

3 in 15 seconds.'when the observation was suspended.

(It is to be noted that in all my experiments the heart has

invariably stopped in diastole.)

I^ursuing the same system as I hail done before. 1 tirst en-

deavored to nscertain whether this pulse-slowing was due to a

stimulation of the central ends of the vagi. I cut the said

nerves on both sides, and after doing so I counted the heart

beats ; I then gave the poison and again counted the heart beats.

and, as the following exiieriments show. ol)sei-ved a very de-

cided slowing of the pulse; the heai-t appeared as if it was

tired of beating, to use a familiar phrase; there never seemed

to be a full energetic systole, and long diastolic pauses occur-

red. These results prove, then, that the phenomenon under

consideration at present is not due to any hyper-excitability,

or increased action of the centi-al ends of the vagi.
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Green Froij. Weight ]-±0 grammes. Cliest opeueil anil

hotli pneumogastrics cut. Heart beat 16 in 30 secondsi. At

5:29 r. m., .01 gramme of strychnia was injected intu the

lungs. At 5:32, tlie heart beat 10 in 30 seconds. At 5:34

opisthotonos occurred. At 5:35 the 'heart beat 8 in 3i> sec-

onds. At 5:45 it beat 5 in 60 seconds; at 5:50, it beat 2 in

30 seconds; at 5:54, 3 in (5(i seconds, and the observation was

suspended.

Green Frag. Weight 142 gi'arames. Both pneuniogastrics

cut. Heart lieat 12 in 15 seconds. At 4:4it i'. m., .005 gramme
of strychnia was injected intu tlie lungs.' At 4:44 tetanus.

At 4:45, heart beat 5 in 15 seconds. At 4:48 the heart beat

6 in 30 seconds. At 4:49 opisthotonos. At 4:50 tlie heart

l.)eat 4 in 30 seconds ; at 4:52 it beat 7 in 60 seconds ; at 5:5 it

beat 3 in 30 seconds and at 5:o4, 4 in 60 seconds. Observa-

tion suspended.

Again, the pulse-sluwing might be due to a stinuilati<.iii of

the peripheral ends of the pneuniogastrics ; for the purpose of

determining this point, either positively or negatively, the an-

nexed experiments were undertaken, with the etfect of prov-

ing that the action of the poison is not located in this part of

the eardiu-nervous system. Here T paralyzed the peripheral

ends of the vagi by the administration of atropia.

Large Green Fnnj. Weight about 15<i grammes. \'agi

])ara]yzed by atropia. as tested by strong currents (.Ul gramme
of atropia administered). At ll:5i> a. m. the heart beat 14 in

30 seconds. At 11:51, .oo5 grammes of strychnia was in-

jected. At 11:53, tetanus. At I 1:.')4. heart beat 8 in 30 .sec-

onds ; at 11:55, opisthotonos. At 11:56 heart beat 7 in 30

seconds. At 11:58, heart beat 5 in 3(i seconds. At 12:03,

lieart beat 4 in 3() secoTids. .\t 12:05, heart beat 3 in 30 sec-

onds. At 12:07, heart beat 3 in .'SO seconds. ( )liscrvation

suspended.

Green Fnxj atropinized ; vagi tested as before. At 4:51.

heart beat 13 times in 15 seconds. .\t 4:52, .0025 granune
of strychnia was injected into the abdomen. .Vt 4:53. tetanus.

At 4:55. heart boat 7 in 15 seconds; 4:57, lieart bi^at 6 in 15

seconds; at 5:00. hi'ai't beal :; in 15 seconds. Observation

suspended.
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To briefly recapitulate then, we have proved that strychnia

slows the pulse ; that this decrement is not due to any excita-

tion of either the central or peripheral ends of the pnennio-

gastrics; and we know it is not due to any action of the poi-

son on the mnscnlar sti-uctnre. The inference then is that

this phenomenon takes place through action on the cardiac

nerve centres proper. This is j)roven positively by the ex-

periments T now relate. These results also prove that the

exact situation of these cardiac' ganglia that are affected by

the poison can be isolated to the sinns venosus, and that the

centres situated in the auriculo-ventricnlar groove are not at

all influenced by the drug.

Green Frog. Heart removed from the body, and the sinns

from the ventricles, and observed.

I. At 4:48. heart beat 13 in 16 seconds. At 4:49, the sinus

was placed in a solution of stryehniaB acetas, at a temperatur-e

of 65° F., and the beats decreased to 7 in 15 seconds. At 5

p. M., the sinus beat 2 in 15 seconds. At 5:1:30, it had stop-

jied beating and was mechanically unirritable.

IT. At 1:49 the ventricles were placed in another dish con-

taining strychnia of the same strength and temperature as in

I. At 5:00, ventricles beat 10 in 15 seconds. At 5:1:30, ven-

tricles beat 8 in 15 seconds. At 5:5, they beat 7 in 15 seconds.

At 5:20, stopped beating, but mechanically irritable.

Frog. I, The sinus venosus was cut from the heart, and

observed to beat 60 times a minute. At 12:24 v. m., it was

laid in a solution of the acetate of strychnia. At 12:29 it

beat 20 per minute, at 12:30 it beat 16 per minute. It could

not be mechanically irritated to contract at 12:40.

II. At 12:24 the remainder of the heart was also laid in a

solution of strychnia ; it beat 28 per'ininute at 12:25, and 16

per minute at 12:29. At 12:40, it was mechanically irritable.

Large Frog. Heart removed. I. Sinus cut from the rest

of the heart at 12:55 p. m., when it beat 52 per minute. At

12:56 it was placed in the solution of strychnia. At 12:57 it

beat 48 per minute. At 12:59, it beat 44 per minute. At

1:0 it beat 32 per ininute. At 1:4. it could not be mechan-

ically irritated to contract.

li. At 1.2:56 the rest of the heart was placed in the strych-
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Ilia solution ; it beat very regularly for some time and then

stopped. For a long time it could he excited to contract l>v

mechanical stimulation.

It is to be remembered tiuit in all niy experiments under
this head, of which the above serve as examples, that great

care was taken in removing the heart itself, and the sinus re-

moved from the rest of the heart ; and also that the temper-

ature of the strychnia solution was made exactly the same as

that of the water from which the frogs had been taken.

I now propose t^) discuss what eliect strychnia has on the

nerves that govern the function of respiration.

In 1866 Leube* thought that perhaps the fatal effects of

strychnia poisoning wei'e produced by some action on the

lungs, and that if an increased supply of oxygen was given to

the animal, the working of the poison could be prevented.

He concluded, from an elaborate series of' exj^eriments, that

artificial respiration was very beneficial, and in some instances

could save, even when the lethal dose was exceeded by three

milligrammes. A little later, in 1868, Uspenskyf confirmed.

Leube's results with especial reference to brucia. Rosenthal:|.'

followed, and agreed with Leube. In the year 1872, M.
]>rown-Sequard obtained the same results as Leube and Ro-
senthal, but explained the morJnn opercDid-i. diffei-ently. He
thinks that the beneficial action ought to be ascribed to an
irritation of the pulmonary branches of the pnenmogastrics,
thus exciting a retlex inhibitory action. Carbonic acid irri-

tates these more powerfully than air. and thus has a more
powerful inhibitory action. So he recommends the forcible

inflation of carbonic acid. Its action is that of a simple irri-

tant, and it produces or arrests convulsions, according to the

part of the nervous system on which it acts.g Dr. Rossbach
I

was unable to obtain this effect on the strychnia convulsions,

and, at his suggestion. Dr. Jochelsohn" began a series of ex-

* Afchivf. Amtomie, etc., s, 632, 186G.

t Archirf. Anatnmie, s. 533, 18G8.

X Archil) f. Aniilomic. s. 301, 1803.

%Arch. de Phyn., 1873, p. 304, et seq.

II
Loud. Med. liecord, April 30. 1873.

If Phitrmithd. Untfrxm-h.. 1873, p, 93, H seq.
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periinents. His eoiic-lusions were, that in no case was it ben-

eiicial, and in some positively injurious. He says: "Die

kunstlielie Respiration weder einen Eintiuss ant" die erhaltnng

dcr Thiers, die mit Strychnin vergiftet sind, noch auf die

Intensitaet nnd Daner der Strychnin Kraempfe anszuueben im

Stande ist, sondern das die Leben der Thiere nur nm 3-4

Stnnden verlaengern kann."*

In .lannary, 1874, Dr. Wilhelni Filehnef worked up this

subject, and has given us a valuable paper. From numerous

experiments of liis own, and from those of all others except

.lochelsobn, lie assumes that artificial respiration has the

power of arresting the convulsions, but seeks to find the modus

viedend). He proves that Brown-Secpiard and those of his

school are wrong in supposing it to be due to any influence

transmitted through the pneumogastrics, for he cut the latter

nerves, and obtained the same results, or at least preserved

the life of the animal for thirty-six hours. Doses that wei-e

lethal in animals with the vagi cut, were powerless in animals

with the vagi intact, if artificial respiration was used. " AVlien

tlie period has come when the heart begins to tire, an import-

ant disturbance of the circulation begins. In vain a stronger

and more energetic inflation (^£7«5fo.yK«^) can only force a little

blood to the breathing centre ; the blood supply is not sutti-

cient to afl:ect the breathing centre—that is to say, to produce

apna^a, and to strongly irritate the motor centre. The animal

iyi'eatlies spontaneously, becomes later tetanic, and finally dies

through lameness of the heart's action.''^ M. Yulpiang has no

faith in the influence of artificial respiration. He apparently,

however, bases his opinion on one experiment ; at least he

does not mention having made any more. He gave four mil-

ligrammes of strychnia, and applied artificial respiration in

twelve minutes, and did not note any decrease in the number

of spasms. Tlie animal died in a couple of hours.

I will now relate the experiments I have made to determine

the eft'ect of strychnia on the nerves governing the respiratory

* U)<-. cit. p. yti.

\Ai-eMvf. Anat, l«ri, p. :!<;!, el mi.

X Loc. cit. p. 373.

%Lecoiis stir rappitreU va.w-moteiir, u Yulpiau, Pans, ISIo, p. I>«'J, I'f. mj.

J

I

J
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iiiuveincntts. Tliese were fourteen in iinml.ei', and were per-
t'oriiied on rabbits. Tbe Hiiiinal was simply tied in Ozermak's
rabbit-liolder, traclieotomj performed. A T-.shaped tube was
introduced into tbe trachea, and a rubber tube then connected
witli this tracheal canula. On the distal end of the tube was
])laced a small, air-tight drum, connected on its upper surface
with a long, light pen, after the manner of a lever of the first

class. As the animal respired—by the contraction of the
drnm—the upper surface of the drum was "drawn down, an.

I

the point of the pen was elevated, and the contrary, of course,
took place when the animal made an expiration. The pen
inscribed the result on Ludwig's registering apparatus.

Rabliit. Left jugular prepared ; traeheotoui v. At 12:22:30
1-. M. there were 11 respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:23:0,
.0015 gramme of strychnia was injected toward the heart. At
12:23:15 there were S respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:2<):30
there were 3 respirations in 15 seconds, and the same at 12:20:
45. At 12:27:0 there were C respirations in 15 seconds, and
at 12.27:15 tetanic struggles occurred, and the attempts at
respiration were almost ineffectual. At 12:27:30 there were
7 respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:27:45 there were « respi-
rations in 15 seconds. At 12:28:0 there were 5 respirations in

15 seconds. At 12:28:15 there were 4 respirations in 15 sec-
onds. At 12:28:45 there were 4 respirations in 15 seconds.
At 12:29:0 there were 5 respirations in 15 seconds, xlt 12-30:
f5 there were 3 respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:31:0 there
were 6 respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:31:15 there wore 5
respirations in 15 seconds. At 12:31:30 opisthotonos occur-
red, and for a period of 15 seconds no respiratory movements
took place. At 12:32:0 there were two short inspirations, an<]

then one expiration, and the animal was dead. The details of
this experiment sufficiently illustrate all the rest of the
series.

From these experiments it will be seen that the action of
sti'jchnia is to decrease the number of respiratory movements.
My theory with regard to this result is, that at the very be-
ginning the heart beats rapidly, and the respirations are ac-

cordingly quickened—that is, for the first few seconds onlv;
but soon the heart loses its power by the action of the poison
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on the cardiac excito-iiiotoi- g-aiiglia, and consequently less

blood flows to the. respiratory centre, and, as a result, it does

not fully perform its function, and the respirations are less

frequent. Wlien the respiratory centre becomes paralyzed,

as it does later, or if enormons doses of the poison are given,

then the phenomena of inspiration and expiration are stopped

immediately. Of course this is only true where the dose hjis

been toxicj but not lethal, or when artificial respiration has

been employed : when the latter is not used, a large part of

the effect is undoubtedly (fue to the tetanic contraction of the

muscles of respiration. At every available lull in the spasms

the animal appears to take in deep inspiration, thus seeming

to desire to induce, by natural means, the condition we after-

wards induced by artificial means, to-wit : a state of apncea.

• The objection may be urged that the slowing of the respi-

rations is due to some action on the pneumogastries. In order

to meet this objection, 1 cut these nerves, and observed the

same etiect, as seen below. This might have been presupposed

from our former conclusions as to the negative etfect of the

poison on the vagi, which we reached in our experiments as

to the influence of the poison on the nerves governing the

circulation.

RabUt. Pneumogastries cut ; tracheotomy, etc. At 6:0:15

there were 18 respirations in 15 seconds ;
.(10125 gramme strych-

nia was injected hypodermically. At 6:0:30 there were W
respirations in 15 seconds. At ti.l:0 there were 13 respira-

tions in 15 seconds. At 6:2:0 there were 15 respirations in

15 seconds ;
nystagmus very marked

;
pupil dilated. At 6:3:0

there were 11 respirations in 15' seconds. At 6:'1:0 there

were 16 I'espirations in 15 seconds. At 6:5:0 there were 15

respirations in 15 seconds. At 6:6:0 there wore 16 respirations

in 15 seconds. At 6:9:0 there were 16 respirations in 15 sec-

onds. At 6:10:0 there were 14 respirations in 15 seconds.

Observation suspended.

Having proceeded thus far in our experimentation, it is

incumbent upon us to take up the consideration of the advan-

tage or disadvantage of artificial respiration in saving the

liv^es of animals poisoned with strychnia. Here, even more

than anywhere else in our discussion, we have the two radi-
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cal views presented tu us; on the one hand Filehne assertini;-

tlie wonderful power of artificial respiration in cases of strych-
nia poisoning, and, on the other hand, Jocheisohn's announce-
ment tliat artificial respiration is perfectly useless, nay, indeed,
injurious in such cases. In order to meet every point of dis-

pute between these gentlemen, I obtained all my rabbits froju

tlie same stock, born and nourished in the st.nie bui-row, of
nearly the same age and size, and, in a majority of eases, of
the same litter. During our experiments they were all sub-
jected to precisely the same influences, the same degree of
heat and cold, the same food, etc. I never used an animal
twice for experimentation. I first made myself thoroughly
conversant with tiie difterent doses that were harmless, toxic
and lethal in these rabl)its, and then proceeded as narrated
below.

Eeference to page 631 will show by what means artificial

respiration was maintained in these experiments.
I made twelve experiments to obtain these results, of wliieli

I narrate several.

RalUt. Weight 1240 gi'ammes. Tracheotomy. At 4:12
p. M., .00125 gramme of strychnia was injected hypodermically.
At 4:14 convulsions occurred, and nystagmus was marked.
At 4:20, opisthotonos did not again occur, but tiiere were verv
violent convulsions. At 4:26 the severity of the convulsions
decreased. At 4:34 the spasms became more intense. At
1:45 the convulsions had abated considerably. Artificial res-

piration was now stopped. Up to this time tliere were almost
constant sliglit convulsive movements, but on stopping tiie

artificial respiration, these stopped also, except occasional
jerks on irritation. Tlie animal now began voluntary respir-
atory movements; the respirations were quick, shaflow and
mostly diaphragmatic. At 5:6 there were only occasional
contractions of single muscles. At 5:10 the respirations num-
bered 80 per minute. At 6:20 the breathing was regular and
quiet, and assumed more of the costal type. At 10 a. m. the
following day, the animal was quite lively, and ate voraciously.

Rabbit. Weight 1256 grammes. Tracheotomy. At 4 p.

M. three (3) milligrammes of strychnia was injected hypoder-
mically. At 4:1 :3U tetanus. At 4:2 artificial respiration waa
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lieg'un. Tlie coiivnlsions now gTadually lessened to a mere

lieio-litened excitability and treiuulousness, except at 4:30,

when they lieeanie again raarhed on irritation; occasional

attacks of trismus also occurred. At 4:34 artificial respiration

was suspended, and when the animal had recovered from its

apncea, it breathed voluntarily and regulariy at the rate of 50

respirations per minute. At 4:45 the artificial respiration was

renewed ; at first it appeared to increase the excitability, but

soon the animal became perfectly quiet. At ."i p. m. it was

(litticult to induce convulsions, even by strong mechanical

irritation. At 5:15 tremulousness in the hind legs; no con-

vulsions. At 5:40 the artiticial respiration was permanently

suspended, and the animal released; no convulsions occurred
;

the animal rose, ran around tlic roum, and seemed quite

lively.

Rahhit. Weight 1250.5 grammes. Tracheotomy. xVt 4

1-. M. seven (7) milligrammes of strychnia was injected hypo-

derinically. At 4:1-^0 tetanus occurred, followed by opisthot-

(,nos. Artiticial respiration was now applied. The violent

convulsions still continued for a few minutes, but when a full

state of apncea was attained, they became intermittent, and

only occurred occasionally. Almost continuous trismus was

observed. At 4:11 a violent convulsion ; at 4:14 another. At

4:26 they had subsided to mere tetanic jerks. At 4:30, on

stopping the artiticial respiration, as soon as the animal had

come out of its state of apncea, violent and continued convul-

sions occurred. The artiticial respiration was renewed imme-

diately. At 5:0 no convulsions occurred, unless excited by exter-

nal violence. At 5:45 tries to get away. At 6:0 the spasms

were few, and occurring at long intervals. At 6:2 artificial res-

piration was suspended; decreased amount of irritability ;
on

recovering itself from apnoea, the animal made voluntary res-

pirations at the rate of 52 per minute. M 6:5, artificial res-

piration being again renewed, the rabbit again became con-

vulsed in a moderate degree. At 6:15 artiticial respiration

was suspended entirely, and with only a lew slight twitches.

At 9:00 1-. M. the animal was still living, but died during the

night.

Bahhit. Weight 1271 grammes. Tracheotomy. At 3:40
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p. M. three (3) milligrammes of strvchiiia was injected hypo-

dermic'all\-. At 3:45 opisthotonos. .Vrtiticial respiration was
now begun. At 3:49 violent convulsions. At 3:56 continued

trismus occurs. At 4:0 convulsive waves sweep over the

whole body. At 4:15 the convulsions are not so grave ; it is

rather a continued trembling. At 4:50 the convidsions are

slight. At 5:00 the animal is veiy quiet; no convulsions occur

unless mechanically excited. At 5:15 spasmodic contractions

of the several muscles occur. At 5:40 no more convulsions;

the animal tries to get away. ^\t 5 :4a the artificial respiration

was stopped, and, on voluntary respii-ation taking place, the

number of movements was found to be lOo per minute. The
artificial respiration was then renewed at 5:45, and continued
till 6 p. M., when it was stopped permanently. After this

stoppage, the animal evinced only a heightened reflex sensi-

bility, by giving occasional slight jerks on irritation. It died
the next day at 9 a. m.

BabUt. Weight 1251 grammes. Tracheotomy. At 3:35

p. M., there was .002 gramme of strychnia injected hypoder-
mically. Tetanic signs rapidly appearing, artificial respiration

was immediately begun. At 3:38 slight tetanus. At 3:40

opisthotonos. At 3:50 long-continued, almost incessant, tris-

mus was noted. At 4:15 only occasional convulsive spasms
took place. At 4:30 artificial respiration was stojjiped, but as

no voluntary respiration took place, it was I'enewed. At 5:00
the heart was beating vei-y rapidly, and on the animal making
one or two attempts at voluntary respiration, the artificial

respiration was stopped.

Rabbit. Weight 1326.5 grammes. Tracheotomy. At 2:25

p. M., .0025 gramme of strychnia was injected subcutaneously.
At 2:27 tetanus occurred. Artificial respiration was now ap-

plied. At 3:28 opisthotonos; nystagmus marked. A'iolent

convulsions contiimed, and at 3 the aninuxl was dead.

Rabbit. Weight 1269.5 grammes. Ti-acheotomy. At 3:42
p. M., .0025 gramme stj'ychnia was injected hypodermically.
At 3:42, on the appearance of tetanus, artificial respiration

was begun. At 3:46, pleurosthotonos ; this passed off and was
followed by single spasms, following each other at not very
long intervals. At 3:48, trismus was marked. At 3:52,

44
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alone remained. At 4, the artificial respiration was stop-

ped and the animal lived for some time.

Babbit. Weight 1315 grammes. At 3:28 p. m., .002

gramme strychnia was injected siibcutaneously. At 3:30,

tetanus occurred and artificial respiration was begun. At 3:35

a spasm occurred. At 3:36 convulsions occurred on the least

irritation ; the eyes were forcibly closed, the lids were raised

with difficulty and nystagmus was extreme. At 3:44 excessive

opisthotonos occurred. At 4:45, the animal was very quiet
;
at

5:13, the artificial respiration was stopped and voluntary, but

quick respiratory movements ensued. A very slight spasm

now occurred, and the artificial respiration was reapplied.

Not a movement now occurred. At 5:25, the artificial respi-

ration was permanently stopped and calm voluntary respira-

tions took place, numbering 82 in the minute. The animal

now lav perfectly quiet and did not even show heightened

sensibifity when touched. At 6, it was untied and presented

no signs of tetanus M-hatever.

Now I think these experiments plainly show that the mid-

dle way is not only safest, but also best. There can be no

doubt that artificial respiration has a truly wonderful power

in lessening the convulsions of strychnia-poisoning, and in

prolonging the life of the animal, not for two or three hours,

but for two or three days ; and at the end of that time the

animal may have died from other causes, tracheotomy tor in-

stance Our own experiments will show, and any rational

observer will acknowledge, that if you inject subcutaneously

in a rabbit over two milligrammes of strychnia, the rabbit will

rapidly die; now, by means of artificial respiration I have

proloncred the life of the animal until the next day, nay tar

longer, and, what is more, the animal for many hours before

its death has seemed very lively, eaten heartily, and not pre-

sented one sign of convulsions. Again, three milligrammes

is an enormous dose of strychnia for a little rabbit, and should

kill in a very few minutes, but by means of artificial respi-

ration its life has been prolonged, not, as Jochelsohn says, tor

two or three hours, but for from twenty-four to thirty-six

hours Still further, a reference to the experiments before

narrated, will show what truly frightful doses of the poison
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ha\'e been given and yet liave not proved fatal ; this can be

explained no other way than throngh the influence of artificial

respiration.

Now, on the other hand, I have never had an animal live

over forty-eight hours after receiving two or three milli-

grammes of the ]ioisoii, with two exceptions; and it is to be

noted that if, during the later stages of the convulsions, I

stopped the artificial respiration for a minute or two (not more)

the animal would lie still, but on again joining the respiratory

tube to the tracheal canula, quite violent convulsions would

ensue, but these, in time, would pass off rapidly and leave the

animal in its previous quiescent state. So I say, that in toxic

and even lethal doses, artificial respiration is life-saving, and,

that in large doses its power is great in postponing the fatal

issue, and that, perhaps, in the cases where death has taken

place, it has resulted from other causes, and not from the

strychnia ; but that it possesses the almost miraculous power

ascribed to it by Filehne, of saving life in every case, and

under all circumstances, is going farther, in my judgment,

than the facts of the case will warrant.

Is this good influence of artificial respiration due reflexly

to an irritation of the pneumogastrics, or to a super-oxygena-

tion of the blood 'I The method I have employed in deciding

this question, is to take two rabbits, equal in every respect,

cut the pneumogastric nerves in both, and inject tiie same dose

of strychnia in both ; then to establish in one a state of apnoea

through artificial respiration, and to leave the other to its own
resources. Now this cuts ofl' all influence of the pneumogas-

trics. and so both rabbits should stand an even chance of life,

or rather, T should say, of death, if the artificial respiration

exerts its influence through reflex stimulation of the pneumo-

gastrics as Brown-Sequard thinks ; but on the other hand, if

it is due to super-oxygenation of the blood, the animal that

has artificial respiration should be saved and the other should

die. As the experiments nan-ated below show, this latter cir-

cumstance takes place, hence excluding Brown-Sequard's theory.

It has been my experience, that even after the pneumogastrics

are divided, a state of apmea can easily be induced and volun-

tary respiratory movements stopped by artificial respiration.
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provided the insufflation be strong enough, and I cannot un-

derstand how it is possible that Brown-Sequard should state

that such is not the case. Therefore it seems rational to me

to suppose tiiat the real and only influence of this artificial

respiration is to keep the blood of the rabbit oxygenated, and

the wheels of the animal economy in motion until the poison

can be eliminated, which elimination takes place through the

ordinary excretory channels, and not solely through the lungs.

(A.) Rahhit. Weight 1177 grammes. Both pneumogas-

trics divided at 10:12 a. m. At 10:15, .00125 gramme of

strychnia -was injected subcutaneously. At 10:24 tetanus.

At 10:27, nystagmus marked. At 10:28 tetanus very pro-

nounced. At 10:30, opisthotonos for fifteen seconds. At

10:33, opisthotonos for half a minute—death.

(B.) Rabbit. Weight 1165 grammes. Of the same stock,

etc., as (A). Both pneumogastrics divided at 12:15 p. m. At

12:17, .00125 gramme of strychnia was injected hypodermic-

ally. At 12:19, artificial respiration was begun. At 12:22,

heightened sensibility. At 12:24, tetanus. At 12:25, opis-

thotonos of short duration. At 12:26, nystagmus marked-

violent convulsions now ensue. At 12:30, trismus was noted:

convulsions have now almost entirely disappeared, except the

trismus and a slight trembling of the thoracic muscles. At

1:5 general trembli)ig; no marked convulsions appear. At

1:12 the trembling has disappeared except at the upper part

of the sternum, and near the. laryn.x. At 1:35, the animal

was very quiet; not a sign of tetanus ; at 1:45 it still remains

quiet, and appears to attempt voluntary respiration. At 3,

the heart is beating strongly and rapidly. At 3:5, the artifi-

cial respiration is stopped, the animal not showing signs of

even heiohtened sensibility ; the breathing is regular, and of

course, slow, on account of the influence of the vagi being re-

moved ; the number of respirations is thirty-two per minute.

Having now examined the anatomical and physiological

effects of strychnia on the brain, spinal coj-d and nerves, the

question naturally arises: Has the time we have spent in

these experiments been of any real practical value, and do

our deductions show any results that will, in the future, lead

to a more philosophical use of strychnia, or allow us to draw
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any parallel between its effects and the allied ones of trau-

matic tetanus, or the convulsions of epilepsy? This we will

leave others to decide. It is necessary for us to know the
effects our medicines are going to produce in disease, before
we can conscientiously and willingly administer them. Em-
pirical knowledge is good, and undoubtedly the foundation of
our great science was laid in empiricism, in many instances

;

apriori, it is impossible to treat disease otherwise than em-
pirically ; yet it seems to me that we should use every means
in our power to build up and adorn tlie lofty structure with
all the details of philosophical research

; provided, always, that
such details be philosophic and yet practical. Unless we do
this, as far as in us lies, we are, in a measure, looking through
a glass darkly, and not face to face.

What conclusions are we, then, warranted in drawing in

regard to the effects of strychnia ?

1. Strychnia produces no appreciable primary lesion of the
nerve substance proper; that secondary lesions are produced—
granular disintegration—by the engorgement of the vascular
system, and that this is more marked in tlie brain and cord
than in the nerves.

2. That the convulsions of strychnia are not cerebral, and
that they are much more severe after the abhxtion of the cere-

brum, owing to the removal of Setschenow's <rano-lia

3. strychnia does not affect either the sensoiy or motoi-

nerves at their periphery.

4. Both sensory and motor nerves, in their course* are un-
affected by strychnia.

5. The tetanus-producing powei' of strychnia has its onlv
action in the gray matter of tiie spinal cord.

fi. In small do.ses, the primary action of strychnia is to ex-

cite the vaso-inotor centre, causing thus a rise in tlie arterial

pressure, and secondarily to paralyze this centre, and hence
to supplement this rise by a fall.

7. In large doses, tlie vaso inotor centre is imniediatelv
paralyzed.

8. The slowing of the |iulsc, produced liy the cxhihifiou of
strychnia to botii warm and cold-blooded animals, is, in

neither case, produced by any action on the central or per-
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ipheral ends of the pneurnogastrics; but, in warm-blooded ani-

mals, is due to action on the excito-motor ganglia of the heart,

and in cold-blooded animals is due to action on the ganglia

situated in the sinus venosus.

9. The^nain vaso-niotor centre for strychnia is situated in

the medulla ol)longata, but simpler centres exist in the spinal

cord.

10. The pneumogastric nerves are not paralyzed by strych-

nia, in either warm or cold-blooded animals.

11. Strychnia decreases the number of respiratory move-

ments ; at first from too little blood, and afterwards from too

much blood flowing to the respiratory centres.

12. The decrease is not due to any action of the pneurno-

gastrics.

13. Artificial respiration always moderates, and sometimes

stops, the spasms; and this power is due to a maintenance of

the oxygenation of the blood until the poison can be elimi-

nated, and is not due to a reflex stimulation of the pneumo-

ijastrics.

.Vrt. II.- the diagnostic significance of

THE TENDON KEFLEX (KNEE PHE-

. NOMENON OF WESTPHAL).

* By H. M. Bannistek, M. D., Chicago.

I
N the Archiofuer Psyohiatrie, V., 1875, pages 492 and 802,

Professors Erb and Westphal called attention to certain

phenomena of contraction produced in muscles by percussion

of their tendons, phenomena which,.wliile some of them had

long been matters of common observation, had received but

little notice as regards their signification in health and disease.

Erb found the patellar sinew reflex notably increased in sev-

eral cases of spinal disease, e. g., in three cases of compression

of tlie cord, with or without myelitis, in consequence of de-

cided .spinal curvature ; three cases of difl'use chronic myelitis,

one of ataxia, etc. Westphal investigated the condition of
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the patellar tendon reflex (knee phenomenon), and that of the

tendo Achillis (foot phenomenon) in a large number of eases

of hemiplegia and spinal disorder, and came to the conclusion,

subject to still further proof, that it was always absent in well

marked locomotor ataxia, and that whenever either the foot or

knee phenomenon was present, that there could not be grey

degeneration of the posterior columns in the lower dorsal and
lumbar regions. A very little later Erb* published, under the

title "A Little Known Spinal Symptom-Complex," an ac-

count of an ati'ection corresponding very nearly, if not identical

with the primary symmetrical lateral sclerosis of Charcot, in

which as a characteristic symptom he mentioned an exaggera-

tion of these phenomena. Besides se^eral articles on the phys-

iology of these phenomena, there have been several papei'S

published on their clinical significance since the tirst publica-

tions of Erb and Westphal. Thus Henze,f in a rather com-

prehensive paper on these and other reflexes, conlirms as far

as he goes the statements of Westphal, and calls special atten-

tion to the point that in his observations of cases in which
these phenomena were absent, there was also frequently cuta-

neous anaesthesia of the parts from which they can be excited.

Then Westphal;}; himself, in an article on the diagnosis of grev

degeneration of the jjosterior columns in paralytic insanity.

reiterates his former statements and lays particular stress on

the absence of the knee phenomenon in cases of dubious motor
disorder of the lower extremities as indicating an alfection of

the posterior columns in the lumbar legion. In still another

communicationg he again calls attention to the significance of

this symptom as an early symptom of locomotor ataxia, in such

cases, for example, as those in which lor a long time the pain

is the only other symptom. In these cases, he says, the diag-

nosis may be made on this symptom alone, before any appear-

ance of the ataxia or disorders of sensibility. The most recent

clinical paper on the subject that Me have seen is one by

* Berliner /din. Wvcheiuchr. , June 38, 1875.

\ St. Petenbinger med. Wocheji.ic/ir., Oct. 30, 1876.

I Arcliivpuer Piychiatrie, VIII., Hft. 3.

§ Ueber eiiies fruehes Symptom ck-r Tabes Dorsalis. Berliner /din. Woc?i-

ennc/tr., 1878, No. 1. Abstr. in CtntralHutlf. d. med. Wismmc/i., 1878, No. 26.
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Miilir,* who gives liis conclusions from an investigation of the

knee phenomenon in iifty-une cases of general paresis. He

iinds it generally present in this atfection, and agrees with

AVestphal in considering its absence as a positive sign of

degeneration of the posterior columns, e\en in cases where no

ataxia is observed.

If all these statements are correct, we certainly have in this

knee phenomenon an important aid to diagnosis. But it is

admitted by Westphal himself that it may be absent in per-

fectly healthy persons, a fact which very materially atfects its

value as such. Its absence cannot certainly be said to indicate

disease in any part of tire cord if it occurs in normal individ-

uals. Nor can we ever be sure that it is not one of these

exceptional cases that we have to deal with when we would

make use of this sign in diagnosis, except in such individuals

as we have a previous knowledge of in this respect. It does

not appear, moreover, that the lack of the knee phenomenon

in healthy persons is of such rare occun-ence ; in examining

not over three dozen persons, two were met with by me, and one

of these two was the tirst one examined. I have met with

considerable variation in this patellar sinew reilex in normal

individuals ; besides the two mentioned in whom it could not

be detected at all, there were others in whom it could be found

only with ditKculty and after several attempts, aud still others

who exhibited it' to an almost exaggerated degree, the slightest

tap on the sinew either above or below the patella producing

the contraction. I have also thought I could perceive a con-

siderable ditierence in this respect in the same individuals at

dilt'erent times.

Of the few cases of locomotor ataxia in which 1 have tested

the patellar sinew reilex, in the majority it was absent, as in

the cases of Westphal and others. In one rather curious case

of ataxic symptoms limited to one-half of the body and result-

ing from intracranial disease, it was likewise absent. The fol-

lowing case however is apparently an exception, aud theretore

worthy of special mention in this connection :

The patient was from the country, and but one opportunity

s Pnychiairuclies Ceniralblatt, No. 2, 1878. See PEiiiscoPE of lliis number.
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for examination was afforded before he left the city and
returned to Ids home; continued ol)servation was tiierefore

impossible.

T. N. F., American, sewing machine agent, aged 42, mar-
ried, of good physical development, no family history of ner-

vous disease, parents both living at an advanced age. No
serions illness pre\'ionsly, e.xcepting typhoid fever when
eighteen and dysentery when twenty-three years old. In the

'

winter of 1876 and 1877, some ten or twelve months or more
before coming under observation, he had made a two weeks'

trip in an open wagon and was much exposed. Subsequently
he had undei-gone much mental wori-y about his business

matters.

Some eight months or so before coming to me he began to

notice a dull, heavy and numb feeling in the calves of the legs,

and a special tendency to jerking of the lower limbs after

going to bed. No pain was experienced at this time. This
numbness gradually ascended his legs to the body to the intra-

gluteal fissure, where it stopped. None was felt in front.

With this he had all the time obstinate constipation, and soon
began to have disorder of the innervation of the sphincters
and slight dysuria. Had to assume a sitting posture when
urinating; for a considerable time, could not control his blad-

der, either urinate when he wished to, or hold his water at

times. At the beginning of his illness and just before, his sex-
ual appetite was greatly increased. On a few occasions he also

found difficulty in controlling his rectum and anal sphincter;
it seemed at times as if he could not restrain himself, and
then he woidd not be &Uq to defecate for a considerable
period.

Some six months before he was seen by me he had suffered
for a time with severe neuralgic pains in his right eye. These
were relieved by some treatment he thought, but could not
give particulars. Possibly there was some inflammation, he
thought. Had not slept well since the onset of his disorder,
dreamed much, and waked often. Steadily getting worse in

this respect. Had at no time any pain in the spinal cord, and
mentioned no special feeling of constriction around the body
at any point. Had always been temperate in living, neither

45
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smoked, drank alcoliolic liquors or used tea or coffee to any

extent. Had always, however, been rather free in sexual in-

dulgence.

Ataxic pains in the lower extremities had not been experi-

enced up to the time I saw him, but he had felt them recently

in his arms. Not very often, however. His mental power

and memory were, he thought, somewhat weakened.

At the time of the examination he appeared well nourished

;

no atrophy was anywhere observable. No paralysis existed,

but he complained of stiffness of his ankles, and was unable

to walk any distance without fatigue. The co-ordination of

the movements and the power of the upper members were

good, his grasp seemed fully equal to that of other men of his

age and stature ; he carried the index of the dynamometer

well around with either hand. In the lower limbs co-ordina-

tion was decidedly bad ; he could not walk steadily or walk

a line or bring his toes together without looking at them.

Could walk with his eyes shut nearly, but not quite as well as

with them open. There seemed to be weakness as well as

inco-ordination, the leg was not thrown out with the force it is

in some cases of ataxia. He staggered always to his left side,

though his right lea; was weaker than his left. The knee phe-

nomenon was much exaggerated, and the contraction could

be produced to some extent by percussion upon almost any

point of the quadriceps muscle as well as upon the sinew.

The tactile sensibility was decidedly diminished in both

legs, most in the right. The same could be said of the sensi-

bility to pain and temperature. Muscular sense was impaired

in both lower extremities ; he could not always tell the posi-

tion of his limbs or which leg he moved. Sensibility was

apparently normal above the hips. Numbness has been

already mentioned. All the special senses seemed normal ex-

cept, perhaps, that of vision. The sight was good, but there

appeared to be a partial color blindness, a dullness in the per-

ception of certain colors. This may, however, have had^ no

connection with his disorder. The ophthalmoscopic examina-

tion revealed nothing of interest ; no paralysis of ocular mus-

cles
;
pupils equal and reacting normally.

The digestion and appetite were good; the patient com-
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plained much of sensitiveness to cold. Pulse ranged between
SO and 100. Sexual appetite diminished, but power, he
thought, normal.

At the time, with my single opportunity for examination, I

considered this as a rather aberrant case of locomotor ataxia

;

and, in spite of the statement of Westphal that the absence
of the knee plieuomenon is a useful diagnostic sign of tabes
dorsalis when complicated with disease of the lateral columns,
I was inclined, on account of the manifest weakness of the
lower limbs and the great development of this phenomenon,
to consider these latter as also implicated. The inco-ordina-
tion, loss of muscular sense, lack of pain in the cord, and to

some extent the uro-genital and sensory symptoms, indicated
locomotor ataxia, the trouble being located H«ell down in the
lumbar tract. The late appearing ataxic pains in the arms,
and perhaps the neuralgic pains in the eye, the color blindness
and the mental impairment, were evidences of the trouble
much higher up in the cerehro-spinal axis. I feel well justi-

fied in considering that the posterior columns in the lumbar
and lower dorsal region were diseased, and I cannot call it a
case of simple myelitis. While it may perhaps be said that
the morbid process in the lumbar cord had not reached the
stage with which the symptoms of well marked locomotor
ataxia generally appear, the case appears to me conclusive that
it is not in all cases of that affection that the suppression of the
patellar tendon reflex is an early symptom.

If we can find a case of typical locomotor ataxia with re-

tained tendon reflex, it would be still more conclusive than
the one detailed above, to prove that this phenomenon is not
diagnostic of the disease. Such a one has very recently come
under ray observation, occurring in Dr. J. S. Jewell's practice,
and which I owe the privilege of examining to his courtesy. It

was a laundress, about forty years of age, who had had all the
symptoms in a marked degree, the iiico-ordination, ataxic pains,

characteristic gait, etc., for several years before he first saw her
in 1875. Then, for a period of several more years, she passed
from under his care, and only recently came again under ob-
servation as a patient in Mercy Hospital in this city. At this

time she had been suffering for about five weeks from an
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acute attack of intercurrent spinal disease, a sort of acute

ascending paralysis, which could hardly be called an aggra-

vation of the long-standing disorder, but which undoubtedly

had some connection with it. It eonimenced without appa-

rent cause with suddenly appearing pains, and sense of con-

striction at the level of the upper abdomen, and almost

simultaneously a feeling of weakness in the left leg. The

paralysis extended to the other leg in a few days, making

walking impossible. The sense of constriction rapidly

ascended the thorax, and the paralysis likewise advanced,

involving the sphincters, the abdominal muscles, and the mus-

cles of respiration, in which condition she was when seen by

Dr. Jewell. The state of affairs gradually became worse, the

arms became paretic, speech and deglutition were made diffi-

cult, and after one or two short periods of apparent partial

improvement the patient succumbed. No post-mortem was

obtained. A few days before her death I was able to examine

her, when the condition was about at the worst. Motor par-

alysis was complete to the upper portion of the thorax, respi-

ration and speech were difficult, but sensibility was hardly

more impaired than had been for several years previous to

this acute attack. The knee phenomenon could be produced

in an obvious degree by percussion of the tendon, the leg be-

ing slightly raised and supported in a partially flexed position

as°she lay in the bed. This was tested repeatedly and con-

firmed by both Dr. Jewell and myself.

It would not be justitiable to presume that the knee phe-

nomenon so well developed in the latest stage of this patient's

disease could have been altogether of recent date, having been

suppressed during the previous years of the existence of the

original disorder. Though the diagnosis was not confirmed

by an autopsy, it was, nevertheless, as complete an ante-mortem.

one as could be made in any case, and was agreed in by several^

thoroughly competent physicians skilled in the diagnosis ot

nervous affection. If, therefore, the appearance of this phe-

nomenon always depends upon a healthy condition of the pos-

terior columns in the lumbar tract, the parts involved in loco-

motor ataxia affecting the lower limbs, then all the other

characteristic symptoms of posterior spinal sclerosis in cumbi-
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nation arc not to be relied njjon—certainly not the more proba-

ble of the two alternatives. The verification of the diagnosis

by tlieantopsy would have been desirable, but its absence does

not render the case inconclusive as to the presence of this

symptom in well marked ataxia.

The generalization of Westphal, that this phenomenon is

always lacking in cases of degeneration of the posterior col-

umns in the lumbar region, appears to have been a purely em-

pirical one. It is difficult, indeed, to see upon what physio-

logical data it could be based with our present knowledge

of the physiology of the symptom. It seems also to be

contradicted by other observers : thus I may mention the case

of '' ataxia " noticed by Erb, in which it was exaggerated, and

Leyden* has included this knee phenomenon among the motor

phenomena of locomotor ataxia. The fact, however, that the

diagnostic importance of its absence has been put forward so

prominently, and nnder the sanction of so high an anthority

as Prof. Westphal, is, it seems to me, a sufficient excuse for

offering the above evidence that, however infrequent it may
be, this phenomenon is not invariably vf&ni\i\g in that disease.

* Ueber die Betheiligung der Muskelu und motorischen Nervenapparate

bei der Tabes dorsalis. DeuUcJie Zeitschr.faer prakt. Jied., 1877, No. 49-51.

Abstr. in Geiitralbl. f. d. mcd. Wusemch., 1878, No. 30.

Note.—Since tlie above was written I have seen a report (Brit. Med.

Joiintid, Aug. 31) of tlie discnssion of a paper recently read before the Brit-

ish Medical Association, by Dr. Julius Althaus, on "Lateral and Posterior

Sclerosis of tlie Spinal Cord," in the course of which Drs. Gowers, Sawyer,

and Clifford Albutt stated that they had seen cases of posterior sclerosis in

which this patellar tendon reflex was still present.
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Art. III.— PKOVISION FOR INSANE CRIMINALS.

By Richaed S.* Dewey,

First Assistant Physician, State Insane Hospital,

Elgin, Illinois.

A SUBJECT which is everywhere forcing itself upon

public attention, is the question of suitable custody for

criminals who are insane. There is a notable increase of this

class in all parts of the country, and to-day, all of the more

populous and prosperous States of the Union are being made

to feel keenly the necessity of establishing some efficient, eco-

nomical and humane provision for the large numbers of their

dependents in whom crime and insanity are associated.

The increase of this class is undoubtedly due in part to the

clearer recognition of the agency of insanity in producing

crime ; so that many who would at one time have been held

wholly responsible for their offences, and punished accord-

ingly, at present are plainly seen to be victims of disease. It

was formerly held that any person who in general terms knew

right from wrong, or had the intelligence of a child of seven, or

was not altogether imbecile, must be answerable before the law

for his or her misdeeds. If mentally defective, it must yet be

proven that the person "doth not know what he is doing, no

more than an infant or a brute or wild beast."

Afterwards, it was required that the existence of insane de-

lusions should be demonstrated, and that the crime should

have been a dii-ect outgrowth of these. Later, the knowl-

edge of right and wrong as a test of mental integrity

was restricted to the particular time and act. Then, a con-

sideration not previously adduced, began to assume promi-

nence, and this was the ability of the. individual to control his

own acts ; and at the present day, it is unhesitatingly admit-

ted by legal authorities, by public opinion, and by medical

men alike, that offenders may and do commit crimes for which

they are not answerable before the law by reason of disease

I
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depriving them of power of self-restraint in the presence of a

criminal volition or impulse. It is recognized that the will

or the instincts and passions may become diseased, leaving the

intellect and the abstract reasoning faculties apparently intact.

Indeed, in recent years, we have seen the pendulum swinging

far to the other extreme, and dangerous applications of the

doctrine of moral insanit}', and transitory mania, excusing or

extenuating crimes which public sentiment held to be con-

scious and malicious infractions of law.

Public sentiment is, however, an unsafe guide in this mat-

ter. It follows a pendulum course itself and is swayed, now
this way, now that, as the gravity of the fundamental interests

of society, or the secret springs of sympathy and sentiment

may direct. We have had in early times the punishment of

numerous innocent insane persons ; in later times a revulsion

of feeling in favor of insanity as an excuse of crime ; then a

reaction against the improper use of this plea ; and with each

ebb and flow of popular feeling, guilty men have escaped and

innocent men have suffered.

I wish here at the outset to disclaim all sympathy with the

excessive and injurious benevole'nce which sees in all crimes,

only the misfortunes and not the fault of their perpetrators,

and inveighs against the present defects of society as the res-

ponsible agency. It may well be that the fatal snare of evil

inheritance and environment makes criminals in many instances

what they are, and that with the external conditions reversed,

the relative position of the ci'iminal and the executioner

of the law would also be reversed ; but the vicious and de-

structive influences which would annihilate all order and all

progress, can only be met by stern repression and control.

It is true that society has a duty toward the criminal beyond
simply immuring him where he can do no harm ; but swift

and certain punishment is also an essential part of that duty,

and the direction in which progress is to be made is (1st) in

the more careful adjustment of the penalty to the measure of

responsibility
;
(2d) in the judicious introduction of agencies

within the prison which will carefully foster whatever there

may be left of right-mindedness in the individual criminal.

The increase of insanity among criminals, spoken of above,
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is remarkable not only through the greater nnniber of ac(|uit-

tals of crime on plea of insanity, but also in the greatly aug-

mented numbers of convicts who are found insane in the pen-

itentiary, and it is with these latter that the present paper is

more especially concerned.

In discussing this suliject, I have propounded and sought to

furnish an answer to the following C[uestions

:

I. What constitutes an insane criminal ?

II. How large is the present number of such persons i

III. What is the present provision for this class?

IV. What are the defects of the present system ?

V. How are these defects to be remedied ?

The consideration of the first question—I. Wliut consti-

tutes an insane criminal?—involves a brief review of the

leading aspects in which we see insanity and crime associated.

Strictly speaking, insanity and crime are combined in as many

different forms as there are insane persons who have commit-

ted crimes, or criminals who have gone mad. The two mis-

chievous elements mingle in every conceivaljle degree and

variety, and in the presence of a given infraction of law, it is

often impossible to measure with certainty the blind propul-

sion of insanity, or the wilfulness of depravity. Between the

felon's fault and the madman's misfortune, as between a

threatening Scylla and Charybdis, human justice often finds a

difficult, sometimes a disastrous course. Those who were held

to be the most abandoned criminals have often been found in-

sane, and irresponsible. Monstrous crimes have been commit-

ted with malice prepense by palpable lunatics ; while insanity

is urged as a specious and dangerous plea in extenuation of

crime. There are criminals who simulate insanity with sur-

prising and sometimes successful skill ; criminals who have

inherited and grown up in such depravity that they cannot

justly be held wholly responsible; criminals whose own "vices

have rendered them incapable of controlling their acts. There

are the epileptic criminals, a most perplexing class; and in-

deed among all criminals the percentage of insanity is at least

sixteenfold higher than in the community at large.

On the other hand, there are lunatics who know perfectly'

well the nature of their crime ; wdio are able to distinguish
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ria'ht from wruiio' in the abstract, and wliu act with a criminal

motive, tluis answering in no respect to tlie pojnilar or even

the "expert" idea of insanity. Tliere are hmatics who are

wholly' delirious at the time their crime is committed, and

have no subsequent recollection thereof. Other lunatics plan

and execute their crin)e deliberately, methodically and skill-

fully, alleging some fantastic reason in its justification. In-

sane persons are met with vrXio feign insanity in the hope of

escaping from the consequences of their crime; and again per-

sons undoubtedly insane are encountered who are capable of

reasoning so far as to rely upon their insanity for relieving

them from all danger of punishment for crimes they may-

commit.

Bnt for the present purpose, all these cases, both of lunacy

and crime may be brought under two heads : the First com-

prising those in which crime is the essential and dominant

element, and insanity a complication; the Second, those in

which insanity is the primary and governing agency, over-

shadowing or extenuating the crime.

The first class embraces those who are always and every-

where criminals. Their insanity may be independent of their

crime, or the crime with its consequences may be the exciting-

cause of insanity, or the insanity the cause of the crime ; but

throughout they bear the character of criminals.

In the second class are comprised those who are essentially

insane, their crime often a direct result of the insanity, but

often, also, traceable to causes such as pi-oduce crime in sane men.

The answer to our first question then is found in the

description of the first class: Insane criminals are those who
bear unmistakably the criminal chai-acter and histor}-, what-

ever the relation of the insanity to the crime.

The second class are the ''criminal," hut non-L-ul])al)le m-

irresponsible insane.

However difficult it may be in practice to detei-iuine to

which of these classes a given individual may belong, the two
are in themselves manifestly widely different, and should be

differently managed; yet the law has been slow in recognizing

this distinction, and practically proceeds upon the principle

that all insane are birds of a feather— a state of mind trace-
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able to the time wlien insanity and possession by the devil

were regarded as identical states; and lunatics and felons

being eqnall}' outcasts from society, were treated with equal

barbarity.

To-day it may be that there is a sentimental tendency to

run to the opposite extreme in dealing with human depravity,

and to ascribe the responsibility of all crime to the unfavor-

able surroundings or neglected education of the criminal ; but

jurists and legislators have been, as a rule, suiBciently slow to

"feel this influence. Indeed, its existence may be regarded as a

reaction against a too stringent application of unsatisfactory

or worn-out tests of mental integrity. The law is necessarily

conservative, and in cases where insanity and crime have con-

jointly come under its ban, society, instead of the criminal,

has largely reaped the benetit of the doubt.

AVe enter now upon the inquiry — II. How large is the

present number of insane criminals'^

The facts and figures presented have been derived from

published reports of prisons and from correspondence with

their ofiicers, and it is believed will present a state of aflairs

which has not been fully appreciated hitherto.

I commence by condensing from a very interesting commu-

nication received from Thos. S. Wilkinson, Warden of the

Maryland Penitentiary, as follows :
" We have now in prison,

P. T., sent for ten years for murder; he was insane when

received ; A. G., deranged and paralyzed ; he was but little

ditierent when received ; J. B., sent for fratricide, has epileptic

fits ; W. W. and J. II., both insane when received, and both

kept constantly locked in their rooms; H. S. confined to

room since admission ; rarely speaks." Of the six, three are

white, three colored men. The average number in tlie prison

is 726.

Mr. Wilkinson also gives the details of nine other cases

that have been in the prison since 1872 ; five of the number

were insane when received ; one killed a fellow convict. He

cites also two cases of suicide in 1877 and 187S respectively,

both Germans ; both worked regularly up to time of suicide.

He says, "If cases are^ of a mild type, we of course keep

them till the expiration of their sentences."
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In regard to this Institution, Dr. C. W. Chancellor, in liis

able "Report on the Public Charities of Maryland," says

(p. 78): "Among the deaths (in the year 1S76) were four

insane men, who, according to the statement of the physician

in charge, had been in close confinement for years. The
recent action in granting provisional pardons to this class of

prisoners, in order that tliey may he treated in the asylum, is

certainly very humane, but proper provision could and should

be made for their care within the prison walls, as some of the

insane in the State Asylum are very sensitive about being-

forced into companionship with convicted felons."

The Ohio Penitentiary report for 1877, speaking of " The
Insane "

(p. 37), says :
" Tlie whole number of this class thaf

has been on hand at ditfercnt times during the year, was

eighty-five. This, however, includes imbecility and demen-

tia." 29 of these were sent to the Asylum, 39 remained in

'

the Institution, 12 had been discharged on expiration of sen-

tence. The average number of prisoners for 1S77 was 1,592.

Of the above 85, I infer that 50 would properly be called

" insane " from the subjoined " Joint Resolution adopted by the

last Genei'al Assembly," given in the report for 1877 of the

Ohio Board of State Charities (p. 102): " Whereas, there are

at present some fifty odd convicts in the Penitentiary for

whose proper treatment no adequate provision is made."

The resolution goes on to recommend the transfer of these to

the State Insane Hospital, and concludes :
" Resolved, That

the subject of permanent provision for proper hospital care of

insane convicts be referred to the Board of State Charities

and to the Chairman of the Board of the Penitentiary, and

that they constitute a commission to take the subject of such

permanent provision under consideration and report to the

next General Assembly such ])lan nf relief as in their judg-

ment may seem best."

The California State Prison Rcpoit tbr lS7(i and 1877 says

(p. 29): "During the last two years we have had 20 cases;

six went to the Asylum, five recovered, nine are still in

lirison." A fair estimate for the number of insane for 1S77

would be 12. The average number of ])risoners tor 1877 was

1,211. At this prison, of the tolal number discharged from
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the beginning, '6,083, 72 liave been sent to the Asjlnm as

insane.

In this report, J. E. Telham, M. D., tlie pliysician and snr-

geon to the prison, says (p. 28) :
'• The prison is destitute of

proper accommodations 'for the insane. * * It is an una-

voidable necessity that insane cases, wlien they appear, sliould

be retained in prison for a time in order to prove them
;
for

tlieir diagnosis is so difficult that the science and skill of tlie

most experienced physicians will often be at fault. The con-

ductors of our insane asylums, on account of the extra

vigilance necessary to be exercised to prevent escapes, are

probably disposed to discourage the introduction of insane

criminals into their wards. Therefore, as the prison must of

necessity be custodian of insane persons for a time, it seems to

me that it is just a simple duty tliat proper provision should

be nuide for their care and management. At present they

are confined in cells in the main cell-buildings, and are not

separated from tiie other prisoners except by the cell walls,

and they often render night hideous by their ravings, thus

disturbing the sleep of those who must labor during the day.

To avoid this state of affairs, there is .at present but one

remedy—the dungeon, which has frequently to be used for

the purpose. With present accommodations for treatment of

such cases, results are unsatisfiictory, and remedial measures

cannot be resorted to, with reasonable prospects of success."

In New York, at the Asylum for Insane Criminals, 38 con-

victs were received in the year ending Sept. 30, 1877. They

came from Auburn (17), Sing Sing -(8), Albany (6), Clinton (6)

and the State Eeforjnatory (1). Deducting these from the 104

remaining in the State Criminal Lunatic Asylum Sept. 30,

1877, and also 10 per cent, of the remainder for the uncon-

victed cases (which latter proportion "their statistics from the

befinninir show to be about correct), we have 60+38=98 the

number of insane convicts in New York at that time by a

moderate computation. For the same time, the average prison

population of the four State Prisons was 4,614.

The " Asylum for Insane Criminals,'' at Auburn, was the

first and remains 'the only separate establishment of the kind

in the country, and its admirable workings and the excellent
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policy wliicli t'oinided it are I'ecogiiized and acdviiowledged

wherever tlie ([uestioii df prctvision for insane criminals has

receiv^ed attentiim. The committee appointed by the resoln-

tions of the Ohio Legislature above given, visited this institn-

tion, and it is understood, will report favorably to the build-

ing of a similar asylum in Ohio.

The Report of the Wisconsin State Prison for the year

ending Sept. 30, 1877, gives 17 insane in its population of

290. Five of these are violent, 11 mild, and one female not

characterized.

The average prison populati(Ui of Pennsylvania for 1877

was 1,820 ; 1,040 at the Eastern Penitentiary, and 780 at the

Western (Rep. P.'d Pnb. Charities for 1877, p. 15). In regard

to the insane convicts of the State, Diller Luther, M. D.,

Secretary of the State Board of Cliarities, writes me :
" The

entire number in and outside of the asylums may perhaps 1)6

100." In the Report of the Eastern Penitentiary, at Phila-

delphia, for 1877, p. 69, the medical officer. Dr. Coraegys Paul,

says: " During the year, 11 men were sent here with devel-

oped insanity, six others were epileptics, many are i-egistered

of dull intellect. Two men developed latent insanity during

the' year." A table is also given showing the whole number

of insane from 1851 to 1877. This was 30 out of a whole

number in continement of 6,511—an average annual per-

centage of .46.

At the Connecticut State Prison, the Report of Jan., 1878,

gives three insane, one of whom it is necessary to keep con-

lined in his cell. The warden remarks, "They need the bene-

fit of the State Asylum, or some other provision suited to their

condition." From the medical officer I also learn that there

are now five in the State Asylum. The population of the

prison is 266.

The medical officer of the Iowa Penitentiary writes me that

in 12 years, out of an average population of 350, 12 have been

sent to the asylum, si.x of these in the past 18 months. The

physician at the Additional Penitentiary of Iowa reports three

sent to the asylum out of a total since the beginning (four

years ago) of 440 prisoners.

The Northern Indiana Prison Report, ( )ct. 31, 1S77, calls
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for 12 cells to be built especially for its insane. The average

prison population is 648. It is reasonable to suppose that

these special cells are only asked for for the confinement of the

violent and uncontrollable insane.

The Eeport of the Indiana Prison, South, notes 10 cases of

epilepsy among its prisoners, among which there could not

fail to be, as every physician knows, much dangerous insanity.

The Kansas State Penitentiary Eeport, for 1876, gives a

" daily average confinement of the insane of Jii, with a popu-

lation of 406."' The medical officer in his report (p. 40) re-

marks: " There are confined here as prisoners several who are

and have been insane, some of them for years and to all ap-

pearance, hopelessly. The law provides that when any priso-

ner has become insane * * * the warden shall turn him

over to the Superintendent of the Asylum, and take his re-

ceipt therefor. What equivocation is there here? None, it

is absolute. And yet in the face of the law this has been de-

nied us positively, though they had plenty of room at the time.

Now, we have no wards for the insane, we have no facilities

for their treatment of any character whatever. * * * Is

it meet and consistent to keep a noisy maniac within a hos-

pital ward, among cases of sickness, where quiet is an absolute

essential ? We have no other. Is it consistent to keep such

an one in one of the cells where the prisoners who labor hard

all day, need a qniet place at night? " This presents one side

of the picture, and for the other, I trust it is correctly set forth

elsewhere in these pages. Without countenancing any viola-

tion of law by asylum authorities, I would answer the question

of the offended prison physicians by asking another—Is it

" consistent " (that is just the word) to force the contamina-

tion which the felonious insane cannot fail to carry with them

upon reputable insane persons, and fasten upon the asylum

the stigma which is inevitably connected with convicted and

notorious crime ? In principle both the asylum and prison

authorities are right, and their difi'erence can only justly be

met by relief, extended to both in the shape of separation of

the convict insane from prisoners as well as from ordinary

insane.

The New Jersey State Prison Report for 1877 gives an
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average number of prisoners of 810, of wliom two were Sent

to the Asylum.

In Massacliusetts, I have no precise information as to the

present number of insane convicts. Dr. Nathan Alien states

it at " not over 20 or 25." From information kindly furnished

me by Hon. Sidney Andrews, Secretary of the State Board of

Charities, I learn that in the ten years from 1864 to 1873 in-

clusive, there were "discharged as insane" from the State

Prison 19 out of a total number, 1,985. In the same period,

from a total in the jails and houses of correction of 97,G42, 260

were discharged as insane. From the "House of Industry,"

out of a total of 22,546, 30 were discharged as insane. In

the State "Workhouse," out of 1,791, apparently none were
found insane in that period, but Mr. Andrews informed me
the past summer that 45 insane had since been reported from
that institution. It is necessary to state, that in the jails and
houses of correction, the terms are very short, and the same
individual undoubtedly appears over and over again. The
above figures give, out of the appro.ximate number in the

prisons of Massachusetts for ten years, 123,964, 321 discharged

as insane. There is a special prison for women at Sherborn,

Mass., containing 460, of wliom eight are insane. The present

number in the Massachusetts State Prison is 750, of which
number five are in the cells for insane, seven are weak-minded.

The Eeport of the Nebraska State Prison for 1875-G, gives

one insane and three epileptic out of an average of about 66

prisoners.

The Nevada State Prison Report gives, three sent to the

asylum from 1875 to 1S77, with an average of not over 130

prisoners.

The warden of the Minnesota State Prison informs me that

he has four confined as insane, and one has been sent to asy-

lum in past year. Present number of prisoners 160.

The warden of the Michigan State Prison writes that

he has "803 convicts, 10 of whom are insane" (May, 1878).

In the State of Maine, there are seven insane convicts in

the Insane Hospital. The state prison has also a department
for confining the insane ; number there not known. The av-

erage number of prisoners for 1877 was 188.
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Ill the State of Illinois at the present time there are 28 con-

victs in the three State Insane Hospitals. The present number

of prisoners in the State Penitentiary at Joliet is 1,665. There

are 192 additional at Chester, where the new Prison is being

hnilt.

From figures kindly furnished me by Major McClanghry,

warden of the Illinois Penitentiary, I learn that in the 18

years from 1860 to 1877 inclusive, 71 convicts have been sent

to the" Asylums of the State. From 1871 to 1877, during

which years the average prison population has been 1,381, the

averao-e number of insane convicts each year has been 61 or

.47 per' cent, of the prison population.

Recapitulating the figures given above for the several insti-

tutions and states, and in every instance where there is donbt,

making an under-, rather than an over-estimate, we have as

follows :

Table showing Avekage or Total Prison Population

IN Seventeen States, and Number of Insane

Convicts in Prison or Asylum,

state. no. in prison. no. insane.

Maryland :
'^26 6

Ohio ----1,592 • 50

California 1,211 12

New York M14 98

Wisconsin 290 1 (

Pennsylvania 1,820 75

Connecticut 266 8

Indiana 646 10

Kansas *06 3

New Jersey 810 2

Massachusetts ^
'^50 -^0

Nebraska 66 1

Nevada 130 3

' Minnesota 166 -'>

Michigan 803 10

Maine 188 '^

Illinois. . . - 1,857 '

^

16,341 355
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The proportion of insanity aniong the wliole is one insane
person to 4fi.03 convicts, or 2.15 per cent. A percentage at

least 16 times as great as is found among the population at large.

This is a rough statement witli regard to tlie convict insane
of the country so far as I have been able to elicit intbrnuition

on the subject. It is incomplete, and certainly does not ex-
ceed the truth with i-egard to the proportion of this class.

Certain states give no account of any insane, as Texas, New
Hampshire, yVlabama, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee,
and from the reni;iining states no returns have been obtained.
Are we to suppose that the last mentioned states are exceptions
to a rule prevailing in all the most enlightened, progressive and
best-policed commonwealths, or that their prison authorities
have overlooked, or failed to report the frequent complication
of crime with mental alienation 'i I hope to answer this ques-
tion satisfactorily, as well as to present an additional amount
of detailed and tabulated information with regard to a consid-
.erable number of insane convicts in a.future paper.

As bearing ujjon this point, I will here quote from Dr.
Dugdale's remarkable researches in his work entitled "The
Jukes,"* wherein are given the results of a careful examina-
tion of 233 convicts. Among these were found 40, or 23.03
per cent.; nearly one in every four, who belonged to '-ner-
vously disordered stock."—" Under this head are included all

convicts who are or have been afflicted with insanity, epilepsv,
chorea, pai'alysis, or other nervous disorder, or who have any
blood relations who are w have been subject to any of these
disorders. Tiie number tabulated is greatly under the actual
facts, because so many are either orphan or abandoned children
who know nothing of their ancestry. * * * This close
relation between nervous disorders and crime runs parallel
with the experience of England, where, ' The ratio of insane to
sane criminals is 34 times as great as the ratio of lunatics to tlie

whole population of England ; or if we take one-half the pop-
ulation to represent the adults wiio supply the convict prisons.

*"Tlio Jukes" (:ld Revised eOitiun), l)y R L. Dugdale, M. D., member
of the New York Prison Assoc iut ion Executive CommiUee. Piilii:im'3
N. Y., 1878 d). 86).
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we shall have tlie criminal lunatics in excess in the high pro-

portion of 17 to 1.' (Dr. (-riiy in the Journal of the Statist-

ical Society, Vol. XXXII., p. 16.)'"

Dr. Bruce Thomson, Surgeon-General Prison, Perth, Scot-

land, also says : "On a close acquaintance with criminals of

18 years' standing, I consider that 9 in 1(» are of inferior intel-

lect, but all are exceedingly cunning."

Keturning to Illinois and the percentage of insane among

its convicts; it is noticeable that tliis falls decidedly below the

average for the other states, but witli tlie very large prison

population of the state, even this proportion gives a consider-

able number of the class to be provided for.

Taking past experience as a guide for the fnture, we shall

have not less than nine annually found insane in the two pen-

itentiaries, and we shall be fortunate if the actual number

does not much exceed this. With the 28 now in the Insane

Hospitals, this makes say, 37 before the close of another year.

And on this basis at the end of tive years there will have been

in all 182 cases. Deducting from this a liberal percentage of

.15 for deaths and .10 for recoveries, there will remain a frac-

tion over 161 still in custody. But the great and growing State

of Illinois can hardly fail to pay the penalty of prosperity by

seeing its criminal population increase, and with these the

number of insane criminals; especially as the experience ot

other states shows that Illinois has enjoyed thus far an unusual,

and probably fortuitous exemption from this peculiar burden.

The above may be taken to represent the numbers of the

strictly convict insane. But there is another group of the

insane"^ who are properly designated as "insane criminals,"

and justly belong with this class. I refer to such of the

insane as are acquitted of crime on the plea of insanity, who

vet u-ive unmistakal)le evidence of such depravity and pre-

vious e\il life as unfits them for association with the reputable

insane. There will always be a certain number of criminal

insane persons who will be universally recognized as free

from any moral taint of crime; like the insane fanatic who

sacrifices a life from exalted religious fervor, or the epileptic

who destroys his, friend in delirious fury; the mother

whose madness impels her to kill her own child, or the maniac
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who eominits larceny under :x liallucinatorv command; liut

the large majority of crimes committed by insane persons are
the outgrowth of mingled depravity and insanity. On this

point Dr. W. W. Godding, now Superintendent of the Gov-
ernment Insane Hospital, at Washington, former! v Superin-
tendent of the Taunton Asylum, thus expressed himself in a
letter to the Board of Charities of Massachusetts (Eighth
Annual Report, p. 130): * * "It must be admitted that
the previous education has frequently something to do with
the type of insanity, and that other things being equal, those
men whose hal)its of life and moral training are of a low order
are more apt to be violent and homicidal, * * and even
in cases of special delusion^ sometimes, the habit of a better
life remains." This principle will certainly hold with equal
force in regard to low and bestial crimes. But in the present
state of affairs, a man acquitted of rape, or a woman of keep-
ing a house of "ill-repute,* goes to the State Asylum to
mingle with innocent and ro[)utable persons, whose peculiar
misfortune should doubly assure them of priitection.

The number of this latter subdivision of insane criminals
increases every year; nine of them have been i-eceived at the
Central Illinois Hospital for Insane, six at the Northern, and
five at the Southern, since the law committing them thus
went into effect in 1S72. Of these 20 a large proportion
would be found in all respects more proper associates for con-
victs than tor the ordinary insane, and if an asylum for insane
ci-iminals existed in the state, would undoubtedly have been
committed there by the court conducting their trial.

III. What is the present provision for insane criminals?
A brief paragraph will contain all that can be said in reply
to this question, whose solution iiuleed just escapes the reduc-
tio ad ahsurdurn, by the fact that in one of the States some-
thing has been accomplished in the way of ade(.juate provision
for its insane criminals. New York, as stated above, has its

asylum at Auburn, now accoiiimoilating 125 of this class.

The new Massachusetts Penitentiary has an insane depart-
ment designed for 25 or 30. The Maine State Prison has

* This latter is not an imaginary but a real case.
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also separate cells for the insane. Beyond this, a joint-resoln-

tion passed by the Legislature of Ohio, and a standing dis-

agreement in Pennsylvania between the Board of Charities

and the siiperintendents of the asylums of the State, since the

year 1873, are all that there is to indicate wliat is nevertheless

the fact, that the injustice and inexpediency of the present

system, and the crying need of a better, are recognized by

every intelligent citizen who has given attention to the sub-

ject.' There are in the various states various modifications

of the plan, or want of plan, now in vogue. But the general

features are the same. Either no sjiecial treatment is^ pro-

vided for the convict insane, or they are sent to the ordinary

asylums and ho.spitals. Further^ all such criminals as are

acquitted on the ground of insanity, when n.U allowed to go

free, are also sent to the asylums for insane. In Illinois, con-

victs are sent from the penitentiary on the certificate of the

prison phvsician, and the medical director of -the asylum must

receive them 7iolens volens, although in all other eases he is

given full power and discretion as to receiving cases. Here,

also, all persons acquitted of crime on plea of insanity must

he received at the asylums.

In Maine, I am informed by Dr. E. C. Neal, of the State

Insane Hospital, there is a law which enables the judge to

order a person charged with crime, for whom the plea ot

insanity is to be made, to the Insane Hospital for observation

till the next sitting of the court, and subsequent proceedings

are governed by the report of the superintendent upon his

sanity.
, ,-

In'Michinan, in Maryland, and many other states, the Ctov-

erifor mav^rdon, commute or suspend the sentence of an

insane convict and have him transfh-red to the Asylum, if in

his opinion it is wise to 'do so.

In Massachusetts, a commission including one or more ot

the asylum superintendents decides upon the case of convicts,

and tiieir removal is governed, I believe, by the Board of

State Charities.

IV. Our fourth iiKiuiry is as to tlie "Defects of the present

system." Some of the 'objections to insane persons of the

cViminal class and character being sent to the asylum to
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mingle tlieru with tlie non-felonious insane, arc obvious

enough, and probably no one would be found to dispute their

abstract justice, but a practical exposition of the injurious

workings of the present course seems nevertheless to be

needed. I will endeavor to make this, and my remarks may
\m embraced within three divisions : First. The untitness of

insane criminals for association with the ordinarv insane.

Second. The impropriety of attempting to con'tine convict

and criminal insane in an asylum of ordinary plan and con-

struction. Third. The inexpediency and extravagance of

such a course.

First: the untitness of insane criminals for association with
the insane who are free from crime. It is scarcely necessary

to expatiate upon this. Among the 1!J convict insane whose
near acquaintance it has been my peculiar privilege to form
in the hospital, have been : one professional pickpocket; one
"song and dance man" from the lowest slums; one female

receiver of stolen goods; two ravishers ; three murderers;
two burglars. Among the four acquitted of crime because

insane, were one incendiai'y ; one female keeper of a house ot

ill-repute; one murderer, wlio well deserved the name of a

"cowardly assassin;" and all of these, except three or possi-

bly four, retained their mental aptitude, force of will and
moral (or immoral) traits in full activity.

Is not the moral infection of such as these in the hospital

as much to be dreaded as any physical infection \ If one
sickly shee[.ean infect the Hock, how much pestilence will these

moral lepers bring with them '. Are not the misfortunes of
the insane already sutticient without subjecting them to this

further degradation ^ Is it possible to suppose that the
people of any community or state, into so many of whose
families the ominous spectre of insanity sooner or later stalks,

wish the afHicted ones to dwell tamiliarly with such com-
panions? It may be asked why tjie separation of these cannot
be made within the asylum walls. This I intend to consider
in the next paragraph. It may also be ui'ged that insanity

masks the evil traits of these persons, but that is the tact only
to a very limited extent. Indeed, those who are most familiar

with the insane well know that, except in the comparatively
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rare instances of complete decay and destruction of brain

tissue, the former leading cliaractcristics of the individual

remain, and the direction and chief manifestations of the

insanity will be determined thereby. This is why there is a

probability, if other things are etjnal, that any insane person

who commits a crime, whether culpable in the eye of the law

or not, is of an inferior moral organization; though it is at the

same time true that a small number of persons of reputable, if

not excellent character, are constantly being driven by insanity

into crimes as detestable to tliemselves in their normal state as

to any right-minded man. It should therefore be possible to

find an appropriate place for each class of insane perpetrators

of crime. A certain proportion of them might well go to the

general insane asvlnm, i)ossibly an occasional convict might

properly go there ; and rightly constituted authorities should

determine this matter, in accordance with the actual character

and merits of the individual—either courts or special com-

missions or tlie Board of State Charities. What I contend for

is, a separate and special provision for the majority of insane

criminals.

Let it not be supposed that an attempt is made to give

any but a sober and truthful color to this picture. Con-

cerning the remainder of nineteen convicts above mentioned,

details could be given as unpleasant to contemplate as any

spoken of. Insanity but seldom renders its victims better than

before in any respect, more generally indeed, it adds darker and

more repulsive features to the character. The insane crim-

inals (of whom over sixty have been in Jacksonville hospital,

twenty-three at Elgin, and sixteen at Anna, in the five or six

years since the two latter hospitals opened) retain in large

part all the cunning which their career of vice and crime

has given them. They are much more prone than the rest

of the insane to coniuiit dangerous and violent acts; to be

concocting plans of escape, rebellion, or mutiny ; to torment

the feeble and irascible about them; to teach new lessons in

depravity to the pupils so easily found around them.

I do not wish to claim that there are not among the non-

felonious insatie, individual cases as revolting and disagreeable

in some respects as any found among the criminals, or that the
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coiitiuniiiation of eriniinal associatiuii is felt or I'emarked u])on

consciously by any gi-eat niuiiber of the patients; indeed, I

have seen occasionally a convict who was well liked and

faiuiliarly treated by his lellows in the wards; bnt the fact

that tliere are bad cases among the noa-critninal insane, and

that many of these latter are tdo weak in intelligence or will

to resist oi- recognize evil influences, only renders more clear

the evils of the present system. The weakness of the insane

entitles them all the more to protection, and because there

are inevitably a few vicious among them, we are not justified

in increasing tlie number still furtliei'. Moreover, there are

nnniliers among the insane who do most keenly feel the

infamy of the association thrust upon them. Did space per-

mit, numerous illustrations of this might be given ; let one

suffice :—A friend of the man murdered by the above-mentioned

"cowardly assassin" came to the asylum where tiie latter was
confined, and as he improveil was ofiered a place in the same
ward with him, but he refused the prott'ered change, though
for his interest in other respects, scorning to meet or associate

with the murderer of his friend.

Second.—-'The impropriety of attempting to confine con-

vict and criminal insane in an ordinary asylum."

A natural inquiry to one not familiar with the merits of the

case, would be ;
" Why cannot these criminals be kept by

themselves T They might indeed be kept permanently locked

in their rooms, but this is just what they are sent to the asylum

to escape, because it is unjust and inhuman, and destrovs every

hope of recovery. If, now, the ditt'erence in construction and
discipline between the penitentiary and the asylum be taken

into account, the objections to separation within the asylum are

plain enough. The penitentiary is a penal, the asylum a char-

itable institution, for the care aiul cure of its inmates. These
convicts and criminals when brought to the asylum are placed

in the wards with other patients. They cannot be separated

from the other inmates and be placed in a ward by themselves.

The number in any one institution is not sufficient for this,

moreover much injury and injustice would result to the crim-

inals themselves from such mutual contact where they could
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not be properly classitied ;* and Unally, it would be tolly to

congregate them thus unless the penitentiary regime could

also be introduced. The asylum has no machinery and should

need none, such as is required for the safe-keeping of this

class. There are no cells built of solid masonry, there is no

system of quasi military guard and discipline. There is

nothing of the penal character; oti the contrary, with the

insane who are free tVom crime, it is a well-recognized prin-

ciple to extend freedom to the farthest limit compatible with

welfare and safety; and the cardinal princij)les on which the

asylum is conducted cannot be subverted for these exceptional

inmates without great injustice to those for whom the insti-

tution is built and wlio have the first claim upon it. Tliere

are hence numerous opportunities for contact with all classes

of inmates which cannot be avoided. The insane criminals

inevitably enjoy an amount of liberty and receive privileges

which the ordinary insane are indeed entitled to, but which

the others are for the most pai't only capable of abusing.

The greater opportunities for escape must further be taken

into account. It is well known what rigidity of discipline,

security of construction and ingenious watchfulness are re-

quired to keep convicts when once they have been caught.

The asylum, however, is not built to withstand the assaults of

the jail-breaker, and should not be so built, since the enlight-

ened management of the insane at the present day shows more

and more clearly that their liberties may be carefully and

slowly enlarged. The result of this state of affairs is, that

sooner or later, those criminals who retain their cunning (as

most do), and so many nf whom are skilled in all the "cracks-

man's" arts, make good their escape. More than one-fifth of

all who have gone to Jacksonville and a sixth part of all those

at Elgin have eloped successfully, while their constant efforts

and unsuccessful attempts are a source of expense, anxiety and

indirect injustice to the other patients. Dr. Godding, in his

report for 1872 (Taunton Lunatic Hospital), says :
" Of the

six successful elopements (during the year) four belonged to

*A11 of the larger States liavc them scattered in two or more of the

State Asylums.
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the criminal class,"' and similar accounts come from all insti-

tutions that have much to do with this class. The dispro-

portion in the number of escapes is enormous, but no greater
than might be expected. Novv^, an insane criminal is, if any-
thing, less to 1)6 trusted with his liberty than a sane one, and
should not be less, but more carefully guarded than the other.

But superintendents of asylums have a full measure of respon-

sibility without these additional duties, and in any event, all

they can do with tJie means at their command will not keep
these outlaws secure. They are compelled to assume their

charge without facilities lieing provided to properly guard
them, and when they do escape, the fault rests, not with the

superintendents, but with the crude system which has laid

upon them a trust withdiit supplying the means to carry it out.

Third.—The inexpediency and extravagance of treat-

ing insane convicts and criminals in common with other
insane persons. The inexpediency in this matter relates

chieily to the tendency among convicts (and other criminals

as well) to regard tlie asylum as an easy escape from their

proper punishment, and a convenient "short cut" to free-

dom. The wardens of all penitentiaries know this. They
encounter much perplexity from time to time in dealing with

convicts who are either feigning insanity to get to the asylum
or are really insane; and a convict about whom there remains
a shadow of doubt is never given the benefit of that doubt,

but held rigidly to duty and put through the severest tests.

If this were not so, "epidemics" of feigned insanity would
frequently be appearing in the prison. The result in all cases

of this kind is watched with the keenest interest by the other

})risoners. Hence, injustice is doubtless often done to indi-

viduals, and some who ought to go to the asylum do not get
there. This difficulty would be obviated by having an insti-

tution connected with the ponitenti.ary for insane criminals.

Wardens of penitentiaries, as a rule, favor this plan. I know
this to be the case with Maj. McClaughry, the experienced
and able manager of the Illinois Penitentiary. In Maine,
the same view was taken iiy the warden and acted upon there.

The same plan has been adopted in Massachusetts. At
Auburn, the State Criminal Asylum is upon the grounds of
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the State Prison, and an interesting fact was developed in

connection witii this institution, bearing on this point: "From

1846 to 1860, 67 insane convicts were sent from tlie State

prisons to the Utica Asyhiin, and 69 to tlie Asyhun for Insane

Convicts. Of the former 14 feigned insanity, while of the

latter only two were suspected of feigning it, showing, as the

sufjerintendent states. * that the hope of escape from a large

and general asvlnm was much greater than from a place

desiirned for the detention and security of criminals.' " * The

consequence of having an asylum connected with the prison

would be that prisoners would feel it no object to feign

insanity, and there would be no hesitation about sending any

convict there who ought to go.

In the matter of expense, the chief point to be adduced is

the saving that would be effected by having the insane crim-

inals supported by themselves, in an establishment agreeing

in its general scale of expenditure with the penitentiary. The

insane convicts and criminals do not, as a general rule, need

the elaborate treatment of a hospital for the insane, as a much

greater majority of the cases are chronic and incurable, and

there is less of that physical debility so largely coexisting

with insanity in the community at large. The average ex-

pense per diem of supporting patients in forty-one American

asvlums, as ascertained by Dr. Conrad, of Maryland, some

four or five years ago, was 69 cents j><?/' eiqiUa. At the Elgin

Hospital, in 1876, it reached the moderate figure of 65 cents.

For the same period at the Illinois Penitentiary the expense

was 40| cents for each convict per diem. At the Auburn

State Criminal Asylum, the cost of the asylum for all current

expenses for the same period was $16,32^. The year was

commenced with 89 patients and ended with 104. Talking

100 as the average for the year, the daily per capita cost was

44 cents. It will be seen by this that the current expenses

of such an institution are at least one-third less than those of

an average insane hospital. Taking 35 insane convicts as a

moderate estimate of the number to be supported by Illinois

for the next five years, and allowing a difference of 20 cents

* Report Board State Charities, Massacliusetts, 1871, p. 138.
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jw)' (licm between the present cost of tlieir sii]i[)ort at tlie

State insane huspitals and wliat it wonld l)e iu a pi-operlv

administered asylnni specially hnilt for them, and we have an

annual diiference of $2,r)iS, or in live years of $12,74-0. This

would go a good way toward the construction of the necessary

building, which would be largely put up by convict labor if

built near the penitentiary. Another saving secured by such

a criminal asylum would be the expenses of transferring con-

victs. I compute that not less than $1,400 must have been

spent in sending 4:2 insane convicts from Joliet to Jackson-

ville, 11) to Elgin, and 11 to Anna, in the past few years.

The reply, then, to the (piestion as to the defects in the pres-

ent prosision for insane criminals would be that they arc:

1st, an injustice to the insane ^\•ho arc free from crime, in

their forced association with felons ; 2d, an injustice to the

public in not properly guarding these dangei'ous and vicious

criminals; 3d, unnecesary expense and unwise arrangements

which result in injustice and sufturing to the insane convicts

themselves.

V. How are the defects in the present management of

insane criminals to be remedied ; The foregoing pages have

been written to little purpose if it is not evident therefrom

that a separate provision is needed for insane criminals, and

that they should be cared for in an asylum by itself or addition

to another building, specially constructed and adapted for this

peculiar purpose, and assimilated in all needful degree, in plan

and administration, to the penitentiary; since the intended in-

mates, although insane, are still dangerous outlaws and crim-

inals, and retain, for the most part, all the criminal character-

istics. No argument is needed to show that every state which
has a considerable numbei- of this class, would best provide for

them in an independent institution ; but where it is necessary

to enlarge an e.xisting building, the question ai'ises wliether

the penitentiary or the asylum is the proper institution to re-

ceive the addition. It is pcrha|)s naturally assumed on one

hand that all insane persons belong at the asylum, but a little

reflection or experience will make it plain on the other, tiiat

convicts and criminals are, when insane, not less vicious, dan-

gerous and depraved, but often more so, tlian wIumi sane. In-
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sanity is a misfortanc for both classes, but does not and can-

not obliterate the great gulf fixed between them by their

previbus career.

Without entering minutely into the pro and con of this

question, let us seek a practical solution by noting tlie opinion

and action of those in all stations most capable of passing upon

its merits. In the first place, we may be certain that the Su-

perintendents of Asylums in this country, embracing many of

our ablest alienists, and almost the only men having practical

familiarity with the insane, have given conscientious conside-

ration to this subject. Their " Association," at its meeting in

1873, passed a series of resolutions from which I extract as

follows

:

"Resolved, 1. That neither the cells of the penitentiaries

and jails, nor the wards of ordinary hospitals for the insane,

are proper places for the custody and treatment of this class of

the insane."

" Resolved, 3. That when the number of this class in any

state is sufiieient to justify such a course, these cases should be

placed in a hospital specially provided for them, and that until

this can be done, they should be treated in a hospital con-

nected with some prison, and uot in the wards or separate

buildings upon any part of the grounds of an ordinary hos-

pital for the insane."

This is the opinion from the asylum point of view. Let us

now incpiii-e what officers of prisons think. 1 have yet to hear

of one who would not prefer to have an insane department in

connection with the penitentiary, rather than send insane con-

victs to asylums. I have already quoted Dr. Telham, the able

medical officer of the California Penitentiary, on this point, and

his request for tacilities for the care of the insane at the prison.

Also, the plea of the Indiana Prison .authorities for accommo-

dation at the pi ison for their insane. Major McClaughry, of

the Illinois Penitentiary, informs me that he considers convicts

improper persons to go to the asylum, and favors making pro-

vision for them in connection with the penitentiary, thus sav-

ing trouble, expense and shamvilmj among the other inmates.

The opinion of the warden of the Maine Penitentiary corre-

sponds with the above.
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Judging now bv the actual steps taken in the various States,

the same conclusion seems to be warrauted. In none of the

States has a depai-tment been added to an asylum for the

insane criminals, while all the special provision that exists

in New York, in Maine and Massachusetts, is connected with

the prison.

I believe that a ditt'erent opinion has been entertained bv
the Board of Charities of Pennsyh'ania, and also at one
time by the same board in Massachusetts. F. P>. Sanborn, of

Boston, the eminent secretary of the American Social Science

Association, writes that his conclusion while member and
secretary of the State Board of Charities was, "strongly in

favor of a separate asylum or department in an asylum, for

insane convicts and for persons excused from sentence on the

ground of insanity." There are also one or two members of

the Association of American Superintendents of Asvlums,
whose individual opinion is not averse to building a criminal

asylum in connection with an insane hospital. Every one of

tliese last, however, is equally stringent about separating the

insane criminals totally from the ordinary insane, and it is

xery ilifhcult to see how tliis can be done, witli both on the

same grounds, or inside tlie same walls. Mr. Sanborn's

opinion, however, seems to apply chieily to the conditions

found in Massachusetts, whose State prison has now only 750
inmates, and a small })rbportion of insane.

There are ditticulties to be met on either hand, but tlie

large majority of them seem to stand in the way of sending

convicts to ordinary asylums.

The advantages to flow from a separate and distinct estab-

lishment in proximity to the penitentiary, are: (1.) The con-

vict insane will receive the only secure and consistent custodv

possible. h\ a State which has two or three asvlums, with

several convicts scattered in each, these can all be brought
together, suitably classified and treated equally well at a great

saving in expense. (2.) A lai-ge number of insane criminals,

such as are now sent to asylums after accpiittal of crime, but

who are dangerous or peculiarly vicious in character, can, in

the discretion of courts, or, as in some States, by order of the

Jioard of Charities, be sent to the criminal asylum, thus re-
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Jieving the other institutions of a pest and scourge, and

effecting a t'ni-tiier saving in tlieir support. There are now in

Illinois, not less than three or four of these at each of the three

hospitals, and their numher increases with every year since

the law thus committing them went into effect; $728 a year

could be saved on ten of this class at once, which, added to the

annual saving on 35 convicts, would be $3,276 per annum.

Another very great saving in expense, if the asylum were built

near the penitentiary, would be the employment of convict

labor to erect it. (3.) There are certain of the prison inmates

wliose eases can, by the proposed plan, be tested and properly

disposed of, who are now in danger of having great injustice

done them. They are, (a) convicts who are feigning insanity,

(b) convicts not absolutely insane, who are yet inferior in

mental organization to such an extent as to justly require

some modification of the prison discipline. The number of

these (the " half sharp,") is large in every prison, l)ut there is

no provision for them. Every convict that will go on about

his woi'k regularly is allowed to do so, and many are insane

for years and no attention paid to the fact until they suddenly

break down, oi' commit suicide, or some act of atrocity. Many
of these might be sa^•ed and restored, if any proper facilities

were at hand in time, (c) Epileptics and persons snffei-ing

from paroxysmal mania, only needing treatment occasionally

for a short time, could be cared for in an asylum connected

with the prison, although it might never do to send them

away to the general asylum, (d) There are many depraved

criminals who are sentenced to the penitentiary who would be

remanded by the court to a criminal asylum, if such a place

existed; their mental defectiveness is developed more or less

plainly during the trial, but the judge feels that they are

utterly unlit either to go at large, or to go to the general

asylum, and the prison is the only resort. This explains, in

part, doubtless, why so many convicts, insane from the first,

are found in the prison.*

The subject treated in the foi'egoing pages is one which has

* Eleven received already insane at the Philadelphia prison the past year,

and nine out of fifteen insane since 1872 at the Maryland Penitentiary.
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long failed of coniliio' before the public with the force its im-

portance would justify.

I have treated it with special referencg to Illinois, as

enlarged provision is now being made in that State for its

criminals, an important subdivision of whom are the insane

criminals.

I would sum n]i as follows:

I. Every community has among its insane, a class of

"insane criminals," as distinguished from innocent and repu-

table insane persons, who have committed crimes (the latter

generally styled the "criminal insane.") They are in large

part convicts, but there are many nncoiivicted criminals

among them.

II. The number of the foruier class is large ; the proportion

among convicts being probably not less than one in fifty or

sixty.

III. There is no proper or suitable provision for this class.

IV. This lack of provision leads to great injustice and
injury to the other classes of insane, and to the eommunitv at

large.

V. The establishment of a special asylum for these,

wherever practicable, would be a measure of justice, liumauity

and economy, and the preferable location for the same, when
it cannot be an entirely independent institution, is in con-

nection with the State prison.
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Art. IY.—INTRA-OCULAE CIRCULATION: RHYTH-
MICAL CIMNGES IN THE VENOUS PULSE

OF THE OPTIC DISK.

By Uk. ( ). F. Wadswokth and Dk. James J. Putnam,

OF Boston, Mass.

THE investigation to be described in this paper was under-

taken by us originally for the purpose of studying for

ourselves the effects .of compression of the veins and arteries

of the neck, and of inhalation of ainyl nitrite on the retinal

circulation. It is published, however, mainly for the sake of

the observations whose nature is indicated in the title of this

paper; and our results as regards the other points, which have

so often been the subject of controversy, will be only briefly

noted.

The method of experimentation was always the same, one

of us always examining by the upright method the same eye

of the other, the pupil fully dilated with atropine. To further

tix the appearances a careful sketch of the disk and vessels

was made.

It was soon found that the best point on which to tix atten-

tion was a main brancli of the vena centralis, which pulsated

distinctly as it turned to plunge into the physiological depres-

sion near the centre of the disk, receiving at its bend a smaller

branch which also pulsated. Changes in tlie size and shape of

the pulsating portion of these vessels formed the most obvious,

indeed the only reliable signs of variation in the vascular sup-

ply to the fundus.*

1. Compression of the Jugular V.e'ms. This was done by

twisting a handkerchief about the neck. The compression

could easily be carried so far as to cause tlie veins to stand out

* No pnUation was ever seen iu the otlier veins of the fundus, and only

during llie experiments witli amyl nitrite were any clianges in tlieir sue

observed. At no time could any general change in the coloiation of the disli

be made out.
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in relief on the forehead, and the whole face to assume a dusky
hue, not to speak of causing blurred vision and an uncomfort-
able sen.se of fullness in the head.

The effect of this procedure on the intra-ocular circulation
\va^, however, so slight, if there was indeed any, as not to be
made out with certainty. Sometimes an appearance of greater
fullness of the veins at the pulsating point seemed to be pres-
ent, but the pulsations went on as before.

2. The effect of pressure on the carotid of the same side
with the eye examined, were studied in the following manner.
The pressure was made at about one and a half inches above
the clavicle by one finger of the examiner, and was increased
to a degree sufficient both to stop the beating of the temporal
artery, and to cause a distinct sensation in the head, quite dif-

ferent, it may be said, from that due to compression of the
jugular veins. So soon as this result was produced all pulsa-
tion in the vein ceased abruptly, and the vein remained nar-
row, as in the condition of so-called venous systole, so long as
the pressure was kept up. Immediately on relaxation of the
pressure on the carotid the vein refilled completely, and the
normal pulsation was re-established.

This observation seemed to us to have an important bearing
on the theory of the venous pulse. It is well known that
two prominent theories with regard to this phenomenon are
held; one, that of Coccius, who maintained that at the time
of arterial diastole the blood flowed out of the eye, through
the veins, more rapidly than before, the veins at the same
time partially collapsing near their point of exit; the other,
that of Bonders, according to which, at the time of arterial

diastole, the vein at its point of exit is compressed, which
causes a backing-up of the blood just behind this point. The
latter view is the one which appears supported by the resnlts
of the experiments just described. Here the pressure on the
carotid prevented the arterial diastole, and so long as the pres-
sure was kept up that part of the vein which normally pul-
sated remained in a semi-collapsed condition, i. e., m the con-
dition of so-called venous systole.

So soon, however, as the pressure was removed, and the
heart's impulse again allowed to distend the artery, this por-
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tion of the vein refilled, entering into the condition of venous

diastole, and then the pulsation went on as before.

3. Inhalation of Amyl Nitrite. The first result of two or

three full inhalations of this drug, poured upon a handkerchief,

was that at once, even before the full sensorial effect had .de-

veloped itself, the vein at the pulsating point became reduced

in size, as it had done when pressure was made on the carotid

;

the pulsation did not, however, as in that case cease altogether,

but became rapid, and sometimes imperceptible, always slight.

No change could be detected in the appearance of the arteries

at this stage, nor of the veins, except at the point referred to.

As a secondary result of the inhalations, which made its

appearance just about the time that the sensorial symptoms be-

gan to abate, the veins refilled at the pulsating point, the pulsa-

tions themselves becoming again more manifest. A more ex-

act account of the condition of the vein at this period will be

given after the,- description of the rhythmical changes alluded

to at the outset of the paper.

4. Rhythmical Changes in the Venous Pulse. When the

portion of the veins above referred to was attentively J

watched, it was seen that besides the changes which have been 1

recognized as constituting the venous pulse, there were other ^
periodical variations in the size of the pulsating portion of the

vessel. These latter occurred at intervals which, by their

length, recalled the rhythmical changes in arterial tension, des-

cribed by Traube, Hering, Cyon, and Sigmund Mayer, and

which perhaps are the cause of the long waves of movement

of the brain, noticed by Mosso and others, including one of

ourselves. In other words, besides pulsating in the usual

manner, the vein, at the point alluded to, was seen to dilate,

and contract gradually, in periods corresponding to about five

respirations. The vein thus seemed to pulsate under the in-

fluence of two distinct systems of waves, one synchronous with

the cardiac impulses, the other, the long waves, due perhaps

to changes in arterial tension. Under the influence of these

long waves the diameter of the vein varied, independently

of the ordinary pulsations, often as much as in the proportion

of two to one.

While such a wave was at its height, each ordinary pnlsa-
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tion seemed to diminish the diameter of the vein by about
one-lialf, whereas at the lowest point of tlie wave, ordinary
pulsations, almost obliterated the calibre of the vein.

The passage from the highest to the lowest point of these
long waves was gradual and pretty regular, though not abso-
lutely so, the period of each wave occupying, as has been said,
the time of about five respirations.

These waves \iqyq to be made out at every examination,
when carefully sought for, but were not always equally*
marked.

To recur now to the condition of the circulation during the
second stage of the amyl experiments, when, as was said, the
vein refilled, as the subjective symptoms began to diminish in
intensity. It was noted that after refilling, the vein remained
for a few seconds persistently distended to the size which it

usually had at the height of the long waves, tlie cardiac pulsa-
tion continuing however, and then the long waves again beo'an
to show tliemselves.

In the first two experiments with amyl nitrite the period of
inhalation was short, and it occurred to us as a possibility that
the coincidence of the secondary filling of the vein with the
passing oif of tlie subjective symptoms might be only accidental.
To determine this point the inhalation was repeated, and con-
tinued a much longer time than before.

In this instance, also, the vein remained narrowed as lono-
as the effect of the drug was kept up, and again refilled as the
subjective symptoms diminished. During this last experi-
ment it did appear as if there were some slight increased full-
ness of all the veins, but it was, at the most, of trifling amount.
No change in the general color of the disk was observed in
this or any other experiment.

* Dr. Wadsworth has since then observed this phenomenon in several other
cases, in fact wlierever it has been sought for, provided tlie pupil was of fair
size, the media clear, and there was a well-marked venous pulse. It is not
however, intended to assert by this that the phenomenon must always be
present under such cireumstauces.
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Aet. Y.— merits ANT) MOTIVES OF THE MOVE-
MENT FOR ASYLUM REFORM.

By Edavakp C. Spitzka, M. D., New York.

I

{An Address delivered before the New York Neurological Socicly.)

F a sweeping charge is made against a given system, even

though the accompanying evidence may show it to be

essentially truthful, yet such charge cannot become the basis

for a proper conviction of the public mind, and consequent

reform of abuses, until a period of time shall have elapsed

sufficient to give those interested in the impeached system a

fair opportunity for defense.

At the March meeting of this Society, the writer had made

such charges against the inner circle, which, it was claimed,

practically controlled the American Association of Medical

Superintendents of Insane Asylums. Those charges and

similar ones made before the New York Medico-Legal Society,

received endorsements from the two committees appointed to

repoVt on the subject. Wide publicity has been given to the

matter, and it may be supposed that through direct or indirect

sources every superintendent of an asylum has been informed

as to the facts. Since then, the American Association of Super-

intendents has held its annual meeting; delegates of that

Association have also met in their special section of the

American Medical Association, and three quarterly issues of

the organ of the Asylum Association have been published.

It is therefore fair to assume that the proceedings of the two

meetings referred to, as well as the articles and comments in

the American Journal of Insanity, constitute the extent of

such defense as the present system of managing asylums is

capable of.

I have therefore thought it well timed to review the whole

discussion, and to recall professional attention to an important

subject through this society. In fact, as the attorney of the

Asylum Association has seen fit to cast aspersions and slurs

(
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on the Neurological Society, it is fair that these should be
taken up, as far as they can be taken up within the limits of
parliamentary discussion, on this verv floor.

It was anticipated by the writer, judging from the manner
in which the writings of Wilbur, Folsom, Corson, Tourtellot,

Storer, Allen and Sanborn had been treated by the asylum
circle, that either no answer would be made to his paper, or
that the only answer would be the well worn cry that its

writer had never had an asylum under his charge, that he
could, therefore, not know anything about the subject of insan-

ity, and must necessarily be animated by personal motives.
In the main that prediction has come true; the editorial

in the Journal of Insanity relating to the pending discussion
states that the charges will not be taken up, " because the
physician's time is but ill-spent in controversy," and further,
that its writer will not stop to inquire where those active in

criticizing asylums acquired tlieir knowledge of insanity.

We can understand the motives for his delicate handling of
that subject; the reasons are clear to every member of this

society

!

But one form of argument has been employed by the
defenders of the Association, which was not anticipated, as it

could not have been, judging by the ordinaiy rules supposed
to govern discussions in scientific bodies.

A gentleman who on a previous occasion * acted as the
apologist and defender of his colleagues, assumed, and it

appears from the discussion following his paper, was strongly
pressed to assume, the advocacy of their cause in the present
crisis. The reading of his paper was greeted with thunder-
ing applause by the Association as a body, the author received
a perfect ovation of hand-shaking by its members, his paper
was accorded the place of honor, and has been the only paper
read at this year's meeting thus far published in the official

organ of the Association
; f contributions to his paper came

* " Mechanical Protection for the Violent Insane," read before the Asso-
ciation of Superintendents, at the meeting held in St. Louis, 1877, by
Eugene Grissom, M. Y).~American Journal of Insanity, .Tuly, 1877.

f "True and False Experts," read before the Association of Superintend-
ents, at the meeting held in Washington, D. C, by Eugene Grissom, U.D.
—American Journal of Insanity, July, 1878.
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from superintendents in this and other States ; in short, it

must be regarded as the almost unanimous sense of the Asso-

ciation— we accept it as its most elaborate defense.

This defense might be disposed of very easily if taken up

on its merits, for on those merits as a purely personal attack,

in its language exceeding anything which has yet appeared in

a professedly medical publication, we might refuse to consider

it at all, and content ourselves with stating that such argu-

ment and writing were the most potent reasons for consider-

ing the criticisms which provoked it as well proven. But

preferring to take up this subject only on an objective and

exact basis, we shall consider the paper entitled "True and

False Experts" just so far and no further than it may be con-

sidered as an indirect answer to " Eeform in Scientific

Psychiatry." That from tlie character and number of the

arguments employed this subject is speedily exhausted is no

fault of the present writer.

In the course of this paper, the defender of the Associa-

tion, after devoting one-half of the same to a vituperative

attack on a prominent physician, iinds it necessary to explain

to liis hearers his reasons for so doing in the following words

:

" But in truth he is the type of a reckless class of. men who

are attempting to control the medical and even the secular

press of the country, and to poison the public mind until they

shall have worked upon popular ignorance and passion, to the

destruction, as they hope, of the present method of providing

for the insane in the United States. As individuals they are

insignificant, but wild and unreasonable waves of folly some-

times arise in this country, and sweep with the velocity of our

own prairie fires ; * * * in fact, the natural consei'vatism

of widely differing and separated classes of men throughout

a great country like ours, as an important factor in the social

prollem, has almost disappeared under the rapid spread of

consentaneous sentiment by modern methods of publication,

aided by the telegraph."

In dealing with the term " reckless " as employed in this

extract, our acceptation of the same as applied to ourselves

depends entirely on the manner in which it was intended.

If this terra refers to our indifference as to how many
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monopolies are destroyed and bow many incompetent super-

intendents are weeded out, then certainly we are "reckless"

on onr own confession. That we are attempting to convince

(not control) the medical journals, and to enlighten the secular

press, we likewise plead guilty to ; but we are not working on
popular ignorance and passion, for it is only to the advantage

of our cause to get the medical and lay public to take a greater

interest of a healthy a7ul 'proper I'ind in asylums. It is, how-
ever, " working on popular ignorance and passion " to attempt
to appeal to religious and sectarian prejudices of the lowest

kind, by attacking the religious belief of prominent advocates

of reform, as is done by the Association of American Medical

Superintendents. If we were attempting to arouse public

attention by romantic accounts of illegal commitments of

sane persons to asylums, the resulting "wave" of public

feeling might reasonably have the term "folly" applied to it;

but as we are endeavoring to convince those interested in

these institutions that there are grave systemic defects, and
are asserting, on the grounds of objective and inexpugnable

testimony, that incompetent medical officei-s are appointed to

asylums, and that the erection of extravagantly expensive

hospitals tends to crowd out more than half of onr insane

from such benefits as asylum treatment is expected to give,

we can justly claim that our efforts are tending to a cool and
deliberate conviction of an intelligent laity and our own col-

leagues. The wave of public and professional feeling which
may be expected, and is already commencing to " arise in this

country," may not sweep over it with the " velocity " indi-

cated, but it will certainly be considered a beneficial wave
when its results become appreciated; we think that the

absence of any cant, commonplace appeal or revolutionary

tendencies from the present movement is its chief excellency.

As to the latter part of the extract from " True and False

Experts," if we do not interpret it incorrectly on account of

an evident obscurity in style, it clearly proves tliat the

modern instruments for disseminating knowledge are con-

sidered by superintendents to be inimical to themselves, and
that their chief support is sought in the " natural conserva-

tism " resulting from sectional feeling, local interests of an
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exclusive nature, imperfect methods of communication and

suppression of evidence.

The writer of the passage in question would undoubtedl}'

have done his cause a better service by disproving at least

some of the allegations made, or showing the fallacy of the

arguments employed by those who differ from him, both as to

questions of fact and opinion. He however contents himself

with making counter-assertions, unaccompanied by argument

of any kind, although the absence of argument is liberally

made up for by personal invective. Thus, in reply to the

conclusion, supported by the printed evidence furnished by

asylum superintendents themselves, that the latter were far

from perfect in their specialty, and either neglectful or un-

trustworthy as to their reported results, it is stated that " it is

not outside the ranks of those who have given their lives to

the practical cure and care of the insane, that Science will find

her guides."

Then, as doubtless characterizing the manner in which this

scientific guidance is supposed to take place, by the superin-

tendents who endorsed this paper, he adds the following

allecrorical aspersion on pathological researches in insanity:

" But it is at least absurd, that a captain who has sailed his

ship over many stormy seas, should know less of navigation

than the junk-dealer, who cuts up the hulk in port." By the

"captain" is meant the asylum superintendent, by the

" stormy seas," the career of the asylum patient, which may

be boisterous and checkered enough under the influence of

barbarous methods of restraint, callous medical supervision and

narcotics, to justify the parallel ; by the term " junk-dealer,"

the cerebral pathologist, who cuts up the " hulk," i. e., the

patient's body, in " port," that is, the autopsy room, is elegantly

indicated. It seems that of all the allegations made against

members of the asylum association, that referring to the

absence or imperfect character of pathological researches, has

called for the most comment. No member of the association

has undertaken to show that our statement that their reported

autopsies and microscopic results were founded on misinter-

preted normal appearances, or artificial precipitates, was in-

correct, nor has any member attempted to .vindicate the
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flagrant neglect of an important study. It seems strange, yet

suggestive, that cliarges capable of either exact rebuttal or not,

were not taken up. In stating that the photographs of

cerebral tissue made in an asylum of this State, showed arti-

ficial precipitates, the writer laid himself open to a challenge

of proof; as that challenge has not been made, I merely repeat

my readiness to produce the artificial lesions in question in

the brains of healthy animals, before the Association of Super-

intendents or a committee of that body.

The pathological aspect of the cpiestion is abandoned by the

Association evidently, for on looking over their proceedings

for this year, I find a statement is made in no relation what-

ever to the subject then under discussion, by a prominent su-

perintendent, that "he did not believe that asylums were built

for the purpose of furnishing autopsies." One involuntarily

asks, why was this truism asserted in that place, for no one

has to our knowledge asserted anything that could even be

remotely construed as a belief that asylums were erected for

such a purpose. That asylums are not founded with regard

to future autopsies, does not alter the fact, that it is an unques-

tionable waste of a valuable matei'ial to neglect autopsies

where the opportunity is offered. In reality the statement of

that su})erintendent, made as it was, entirely unj)rovoked,

was intended as an appeal to inditferentism, and must be con-

demned as an illegitimate attempt to attribute opinions to

those interested in the present movement which they do not

and cannot entertain.

It is further remarkable, that while, when pathological

work is advocated by those who are not asylum superintend-

ents, these advocates are disposed of with some such assertion

as the one alluded to, this same work, even when demonstrably

crude, deceptive and incorrect, becomes, when carried on by

members of the inner asylum circle, the fit theme for those

excessive adulations for which the Association is becoming

celebrated to such a degree tliat one of their own number*
did not hesitate to characterize his colleagues as a body of

*See in proceedings of Association, Am. Jour, of lusaiiity. -July, 1878, tlie

remarljs of Dr. Wallace, of Texas, on "True and False Experts."
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mutual admirationists. The same gentleman who stated that

he did not believe that asylums were erected for the purpose

of fui-nishinp; autopsies, can hardly measure his terms when

lauding at tlie same meeting, the report of a post-mortem

made by a Superintendent, whose achievement of one hundred

and forty-tivc autopsies on less than torty-two subjects, we
have recorded on a former occasion.

With the three quotations given we have exhausted the di-

rect defense of the Association, made in " True and False Ex-

perts." In dealing with the remainder of the paper as briefly

as we can, and avoiding all criticisms of its language or style,

we wish it to be understood that we exclude from our scope,

the fact that it was written by a violent partisan, and regard

it merely as the ofReial promulgation of the xVssociation's de-

fense. Whether the paper entitled " True and False Experts"

is a pathological product or not, as far as its writer is con-

cerned, does not interest us here; it was adopted almost unani-

mously, not in the heat of a moment, but after twenty-four

hours of recess, and after the protest of Dr. Wallace had

given the members of the Association abundant time for re-

flection. It consequently assumes a grave significance.

The gentleman whose record as an expert and an. army offi-

cer is introducied into the paper referred to, was clearly not

assailed because of that record alone. Its writer, if he had the

purpose of making an example of incompetent psychological

experts, could have found abundant and apjiropriate material

for criticism, far more conveniently situated. We have on

a previous occasion* adverted to the gross errors committed

by asylum superintendents in several prominent medico-legal

cases, and those very cases formed the subject of a paper read

at the same meeting before which " True and False Experts "

was read, and adopted without comment or criticism ! If it

had been his purpose on the other hand to condemn doubtful

financial transactions, a glance at the review columns of the

Journal of Jveevops and Mental DisEASEf would have in-

dicated to him a fitter subject for discussion than is furnished

*"Real Asylum Abuses," a paper read before the K. Y. Medico-Legal

Soc, March, 1878. Waltz and Grappont cases.

t Vol. v., p. 781.
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by the fees paid to a inedico-legal expert and consulting physi-

cian. Tliat the latter was made the subject of an unprece-

dented attack for no other reason than because he was a prom-

inent member of two committees appointed to re])ort on

papers dealing with real or pretended asylum abuses, is self-

evident.

The question iiiunediately presents itself, why was merely

a committee member attacked, why were not the papers in

question attacked, if not answered, instead? Why, notwith-

standing the abundant and early notice given, did no superin-

tendent venture to take up either paper, at the meetings,

when they were read ? That the notice given was taken cog-

nizance of, can be readily demonetrated by the fact that a

leading Superintendent of this State, through his willing in-

struments, endeavored to suppress the reading of one of them !

That this was done proves further, that the leading members
of the Association did not refuse to discuss the paper on ac-

count of its alleged unimportant character. By adopting the

course they have adopted, of attacking not the arguments,

and questioning the facts adduced, but of vituperating a third

party, the Asylum Association has been guilty of a petitio

princijoii.

To charges tliat medical superintendents neglect or distort

the pathological study of insanity, they reply that asylums

are not built for the purpose of furnishing autopsies ; to the

assertion that they are not appointed to their positions on

grounds of special proficiency or ability, they answer that a

member of this Society is a "false expert; '' and to the state-

ment that they treat their patients with a neglectful and cruel

routine, and cause damage by employing unpliysiological

methods of restraint, their only reply is to call up religious

and sectarian prejudices of the most doubtful character, in

their favor ! "We need not ask the <piestion of any enlightened

body of colleagues, whether such a procedure could be em-

ployed by any Association which has the shadow of a right

to call itself a scientific one. Nor need we suggest that the

justness of their cause is to be measured b}' the weapons they

have employed.

In declining to discuss the main points at issue, and first de-
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viatiug from tlie path of open and truthful discussion, the As-

sofintion lias shown the innate weakness of its position, and

we coiichido this to be tlie best omen in favor of the ultimate

success of Asylum lleform. For while it is easier to question

an opponent's motives than to di.-jirove his arguments, the

pending question, which it would in its present state be ab-

surd to refer to personal grievances, but which is founded on

deep-seated systemic abuses, cannot he argued on personal,

religious and political, but solely on scientific grounds.

The position of the outside profession, and especially of

those interested in nervous diseases, is not that they have

merely the right to inquire into the subject of asylum abuses,

but it actually becomes their duty to do so, as the sole guar-

dians of the public in medical matters. Nor need they wait

as timid apologists for such fragmentary volunteer information

as those at the head of asylums may condescend to furnish,

but they should insist on a personal examination, with all the

authority which their position as public enlighteners gives

them. In such an examination, the personal feelings, the sup-

posed monopolies of superintendents, and the slanderous op-

probrium showered down on all who may venture to question

the immaculate character of tlie latter, can form obstacles of

no moment. The chief obstacles in the way of the inquiry

will be the confused manner in which the records are kept,

and the, I regret' to say, misrepresentation to which some su-

perintendents do not hesitate to resort. Such misrepresenta-

tion has not failed to blind the eyes of a no less acute observer

than Dr. Bucknill, who, when he visited an asylum of this

State, was told that they "did not use restraints" by the su-

perintendent, but also found the latter indisposed to discuss

the subject. The fact was that the cribs and other instru-

ments of restraint were removed and. locked up, and came to

light only after Dr. Bucknill was safely on board the vessel

wiiich was to carry him back to England. That superintend-

ent subsequently endeavored to elude the quandai-y in which

he was placed, by stating that he had said " we do not use se-

clusions." What Dr. Bucknill, who had seen with h'is own

eyes that restraint had been abandoned at least during the

term of his visit, tliought of this excuse may be judged from
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the fact, that he has not changed one word of his text, but

prints in a foot note the second misrepresentation (wiiich was
to remedy the first) without a word of comment.

I have strong circumstantial and also, exact evidence, that

in an asylum to be more specifically indicated on some future

occasion, a certain proportion of patients wlio die from the re-

siilts of excessive restraint and violence at the hands of attend-

ants, or from poisoning by narcotics, are knowingly reported

to have died from incidental affections, in contravention of

both tlie trutli and the law. How closely intrenclied superin-

tendents are behind the vail of secrecy wiiich covers most of

the transactions in an asylum, could be illustrated no better

than by the following case: A patient is brought to an asy-

lum in a very weak and atonic state, suffering, so the superin-

tendent expresses it, from "softening of the brain;" he is

quartered with another patient, who for years has been quiet

and orderly, whose form of insanity did not manifest itself in

maniacal or destructive acts. One morning it becomes neces-

sary to transfer the first patient to the hospital ward, lie being

nearly beaten to death; he has long straight marks upon his

back, across his face and chest. As a i-esult lie is so weak tiiat

he can hardly speak distinctly, but has sufficient recollection

of the occurrence to state that the person who abused liini

wore the uniform of an attendant. He never rallies, but dies

from the effects of the injuries received. The death certificate

states the cause of death to iiave been softening of the brain,

no autopsy liaving been made.

Now the relatives unfortunately not notifying the coroner

in time, made the matter the subject of a newspaper inquiry,

and the superintendent gave the following explanation of the

occurrence: "The new patient attacked the other one, pre-

viously in the room, during the night; no noise was licard by
anyone." The utensil used was stated to have been a chamber-
pot, which produced marks linear in direction and of consitier-

able length as aforesaid ! At the same time no such utensil was
reported as broken from that ward. The hospital attendant

on Ijeing pressed to give his opinion as to the nature of t!ic

bruises by one of the eoiiiniissioiiers, for a long time hesitated,

fearful of losing his position if testifying against a superior officer.
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but beinii; guaranteed by the commissioner against such a result,

stated with decision that the marks in qnestion must have been

produced by a club or strap. The decided way in which the

Medical Superintendent gave his testimony sounds remarkaljle,

when it is recollected that he was not in the asylum at the

time, and did not return to it for twelve hours after the fracas.

No one who has the ability of judging as to the value of

evidence from its inherent character, will come to any other

conclusion than that the patient in question probably died

from the results of his injuries, or at any rate that his deatli

was accelerated thereby, that he was beaten with a club or

stick in the hands of an attendant, and that the story referring

to a quarrel between two patients, and the usage of a chamber-

pot as an offensive weapon, as well as the assigned cause of

death, constitute a concocted evolution from the imagination.

But let us accept the explanation of the asylum authorities

as true ; what shall we say of a management which permits two

patients to beat each other to death with weapons whose

wielding implies the production of considerable noise at the

dead of night? What of an asylum whose record of accidents

during the current year, a record which is by no means ex-

haustive, sounds like the list of casualties of a Bulgarian cam-

paign ? Three patients beaten to death, one of whom has

twelve ribs broken ! One patient boiled to death, by having

the hot water turned on him in a bath, while the attendant

went out of the asylum building, leaving the helpless paralytic

to his horrible tate, and several patients drowned, by falling

otf the asylum dock, in epileptic convulsions ! These accidents

do not exhaust the list. At least an equal number are not

repoi'ted, and even the few brought to light, would not be so,

but for the vicinity of the asylum in question to a large city.

If concealment is possible even here, what may not be possible

in an asylum remote from any capital 'i

•We have not even the consolation afforded us, that of pro-

tecting the insane wards of the State; if the State Commis-

sioner of Lunacy had the good intentions, he would be able to

get witnesses to alleged atrocities and abuses. It is a notorious

fact, that the financial and political patronage wielded by some

superintendents, is such that no subaltern officer would dare
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to breathe a whisper against the management or to testify even
as to matters of fact, for fear not only of losing his position,

but of beconiing ostracised, by the town near tiie asylum,
whose real or supposed interests are. tied up in such an insti-

tution. Without remedying the disgraceful system of ren-

dering it a matter of pride for a few provincial politicians,

banded together as a board of trustees, to rob the State at

large unblushingly for the benefit of local interests, and to

hushing up everything that might reflect on their management,
we cannot hope to obviate the individual abuses which are the
outcome of this system. This system of fostering conservatism
and corruption, which wisely endeavors to screen its mechanism
from the public, is the most potent defensive weapon of the
asylum association.

One would suppose that in the abstract, tlie appointment of
a Commissioner in Lunacy should act as a check to abuse.
Those who presupposed this evidently did not permit the
reflection to enter their calculations, that to appoint an indi-

vidual who had never had any experience with the insane, but
was the close personal iriend of the superintendents, to such
a position, would defeat the true intent of the law. So it has
proved. In the instance of this State a State Commissioner
appointed to stand between asylum officer and patient, where
abuses exist or are possible, actually stands between the public
and the superintendents, to the prejudice of the former. We
regret that as a single officer, the man is not separable from the

office, which latter alone furnishes our subject for criticism ; but
the frequency with which superintendents have in this State
crushed investigation by referring to the fact, that abundant
supervision was provided for by the appointment of this officer,

has become sucli that a little light shed on his activity may be
of use in the study of the subject.

It has been shown by published official reports, quoted by
Dr. Wilbur,* that our State Commissioner of Lunacy, to use
that writer's words, ''directly and indirectly commended the
management" of the criminal insane asylum at Auburn. .\t

* " Management of tlie Insane in Great Britain," by H. B. Wilbur M. D.,
Medical Superiutendenl, of the State Asylum for Idiots at Syracuse.
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a time when patients had pistol-shots tired into them by the

superintendent, where patients were hung up by the wrists for

hours, where the wards were a stench to the nostrils, the food

unwholesome, the bedding covered with vermin, and the

closets reeking with filth ; where punishments were the order

of the day, even women being "paddled," and where at-

tendants freely confessed that the superintendent had " black-

ened the eyes" of patients, and that they did not think auy-

thino- of following his chivalrous example. It is a matter of

notoriety to every one here present to-night, that the Com-

missioner of Lunacy has not unearthed or reformed a single

abuse while in office, but that such unearthing has uniformly

come from the daily press, or from tlie relatives of those in-

volved in the maltreatment to which patients are subjected.

It is equally a matter of record and public knowledge tliat

changes of the most remarkable character have been made by
^

tiie trustees or commissioners supervising asylums, changes

involving the removal of indifferent men, replacing them

occasionally by those who were worse, or no better, without

that the State officer referred to, saw fit to interfere. So long

as by these promotions, removals and supersedences, no mem-

ber of the asylum circle suffered, or no opponent of the asylum

circle profited, the Commissioner of Lunacy maintained a

di"-nified reserve. But on a recent occasion his solicitude for

the interests of the asylum circle has come out with so little

concealment, and we were about to say with such strange

ostentation, that we in this single instance discover what he

conceives to constitute the true functions of his office, namely,

to maintain inviolate the principles which, analogous to those

which govern "trades-unions," rule the Association of Medical

Superintendents. For all the commissioner cared, patients

might force their way through defective window bars in the

Flatbush Asylum, and kill themselves by falling from the fourth

story of the building ; weekly escapes of dangerous hmatics

might vary the somewhat tame character of the BrooklyTi

newspaper column of items; attendants commit, unpunished,

the most cruel atrocities on helpless patients. It was not

until a physician known to be an advocate of reform in our

institutions for the insane, was appointed to that asylum, that-
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he saw fit to interfere, and has endeavored, as we hear, uu-

successfull}', to annul the appointment. What shall be said of

such outspoken advocacy pf the very circle he is appointed to

supervise, what of the dictum coming from him who refers

the etiology of insanity to a corn and salt pork diet,* that the

new appointee has never had charge of the insane, and can

consequently know nothing about insanity ' Why has he per-

mitted physicians to occupy such positions who not only had

never even visited an asylum, but who did not make nor pos-

sess the remotest claim to being considered neurologists % Fi-
' nally, before what tribunal has the State Commissioner of

Lunacy demonstrated his own knowledge of the subject, such

knowledge being necessarily a conditio sine qua non of his

liberty to judge of the knowledge of others 'i Probably be-

fore a tribunal composed of such superintendents as have

made out "feigned" and "moral'" insanity to be identical,

who are incapable of either classifying or diagnosticating in-

sanity, or who from the fact that l^y employing the same re-

agents, they have produced the same artificial lesions in the

brains of those suffering from the most opposite forms of in-

sanity, arrive at the conclusion that .insanity is the result of a

single diathesis ! f We can hardly find language appropriate

to the occasion, to characterize the action of the Commis-
sioner, without violating the principles of scientific discussion.

We think fi"om what has been thus far adduced, that it is

patent, that since our charges were first made, not a single

one has been materially impeached. To our objections against

the inhuman abuse of restraint, the answer is a panegyric of

the crib,:}: the same apparatus which, singularly enough,
'

* "

* Annual Report of the State Commissioner of Lunacy, 1876, pages 15-17.

f J. P. Gray. Pathology of Insanity, Amerimn Journal of Inmnity,

July, 1874, page 13, lines 29-30.

X American Journal of Iiminity, i\.])\\\, 1878. Editorial. The editor, be-

sides adducing conlirmatory evidence from a British conservative, one of

those who proves that certain characteristics of American Superintendents
have not yet been reformed away in Great Britain, attempts to sneer down
our statement that, the struggles of tlie patient in the crib coupled with the

horizontal position induced by that instrument, produced congestion in an
already hypenemic brain, of sucli a degree as to provoke permanent struct-

ural damage, if not actually and iunuediately fatal to the patient. That

48
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altbongh abundantly represented in the wards of the Utica

asyluni, both before and after Dr. Bucknill's visit, could not

be found (at least in unlocked rooms) while Dr. Bucknill was

present.

Our charges as to the neglect of pathological and other sci-

entitic work, have been answered in the manner indicated pre-

viously. No attempt has been made to reply to our strictures

on the financial management, the discharge of dangerously

insane patients, the improper retention of those who are cured,

or harmlessly insane, the designed or undesigned falsiiication

of statistics relating to the increase of insanity and recovery

of patients, as well as of the death-i-ate ! And yet most of

these charges are supported by the evidence of the best alien-

ists in this country. But it is not only on the confirmatory

evidence of the independent and fearless among the superin-

tendents of this land, such as Pliny Earle, Chapin, Keynolds

and a few others, that we find a strong support of the truth

and justness of our allegations: even a transatlantic journal

of no mean merit has endorsed them in the main.* Over-

whelming evidence is crowding in from every quarter in their

favor, and before long an oificial committee will doubtless

opinion, confirmed by one autopsy, made by myself, was promulgated among

others by the great psychiatric teacher of central Europe, Professor Mey-

nert, and the contumely with which the editor of the Asylum jouratU treats

our statement, applies as a result to Professor Meynert himself. We need

not add that it falls back on that editor with double force. In some of his

earlier compilations, congestion of the brain is obscurely brought in as a

basis of insanity. He has evidently forgotten this, and this we could readily

understand, if the statement is true that the editor in question writes his pa-

thological products with the pen of a special pathologist.

* The Journal of Mental Science aece\ns the facts given in "Reform in

Scientific Psychiatry " as correct, and warns the Association of Superintend-

ents that the " close corporations way "should end, a warning which we do

not think will be heeded. As to the strictures on the style and terms of that

paper, I have nothing to add to the editorial vindication made in this jour-

nal's last number, except that I certainly have the excuse of precedent. Two

years ago there was a controversy in the Jommcd of Mental Science between

one of Its editors and Dr. Crichton Browne, in relation to the classification

of Skae. It was a purely scientific controversy, while our American Asylum

controversy has to deal with financial and other misrepresentations of the

most flagrant character ; Dr. Clonstou's reply to Dr. Browne is, however,

couched in language far stronger than my own, when the occasion is taken

into account.
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have the opportunity of locating the abuses adverted to more
accurately, than is possible within the limits of this paper.

1 think that we all look to some official mode of taking evi-

dence in this matter, in the hope that as soon as tliis evidence

becomes a matter of record, the bitter tone adopted by those

engaged in the controversy will cease, and ever}' excuse for

making personal onslaughts and questioning motives will be

removed. The discussion of this subject has now reached a

point beyond which it cannot proceed much for the present

;

thus far the object of those who are criticizing asylums has

merely been to show that an investigation was not only desir-

able, but highly necessary. When the results of that exami-

nation shall be made public, then they will be called on to

suggest remedies for abuses, and improvements of defects. If

circumstances over which they have no present conti'ol should

prove favorable, it will lie in their hands, not only to elevate

science, to raise the tone of an impoi'tant branch of the medi-

cal profession, to benelit both the practitioner, student and
clinical teacher, and to ameliorate the condition of the insane,

but even to improve on the asylums of the Old World, and to

render ours models.

In none of the criticisms on"American Asylums has it been
even hinted that ^Vnierican physicians and the American peo-

ple could do no better in this field. We were content to show
that a close corporation and an unfortunate fusion of political

with medical interests (always a monstrosity) has prevented
them from exercising their genius and talents to the full of

their natural extent. On the contrary, we see no reason why,
supported by a publi<- whicli has ever stood foremost among
the nations of the earth when financial sacrifices were required

for charitable purposes, the asylum physician of the future on
this side of the Atlantic should not tairly rival his colieao-ues

on the other. It is true that progress in this field cannot be
sudden. Hard, earnest labor alone will be able to draw the

field of psychiatry from the slough of despond into whicli it

has sunken in every scientific and administrative respect, but
a cool, honest, and logical exchange of views between the fair-

minded will certainly result in a uniform and enlightened sys-

tem of managing insane asylums in the near future.
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No a priori or hasty geDeralization should be allowed to

tincture our cause with even the slightest shadow of an error,

nor should we declare ourselves the blind followers of any ex-

clusive system, without having first made a deliberate and care-

ful trial on the merits of such system ourselves. The progress

of true opinion is necessarily slow, and it is rather checked

than advanced by the employment of invective or commonplace.

To invective and commonplace, as employed against the advo-

oates of reform, the latter can well afford to be silent, for even

the deserved irony with which those who wield such weapons

may be treated by the maligned individuals merely furnishes

an excuse for a repetition of the offense.

We already perceive the dawn of the day when incompe-

tence and unreliability in higli places will cease to exist ;
when

the respectable minority of superintendents, whose only fault

in the past has been that they have shown too little energy in

combating the conservative spirit of their colleagues, will find

it high time to awaken from their passivity, and deprive the

opponents of the pending movement of that clamorous argu-

ment (untrue even as it stands) that not one of the advocates

of reform has ever been in a,n asylum as a physician.

One prominent superintendent has already been cited before

the Comptroller of his State to show his financial vouchers for

the past five years, and it is very likely that if tlie investiga-

tion of these documents proves to be more than a surface ex-

amination that the revelations of extravagances and looseness

in accounts will considerably startle the general public. Two

superintendents, both bitter enemies of investigation and lib-

eral management, have, we blush to record it, been dismissed

from their'positions for being repeatedly intoxicated, and there

is other evidence at our disposal to show that breaches of pro-

fessional behavior may become too- gross even for trustees of

asylums to tolerate. These acts, individually, are of no im-

port, but they serve to show that, notwithstanding the strong

political and personal influence enjoyed by such men, their po-

sitions are not always invulnerable.

The action of Dr. Hiram Corson in reference to the asylums

of Pennsylvania may serve as an example which it will be ad-

vantageous to follow.
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That physician, tinding that many of the delusions of female

patients bore referenc-e to the male assistant, and imbued with

the fact that where uterine or other pelvic disease had an etio-

logical relation to the insanity of such jjatients, mutual em-

barrassment might and would operate as an obstacle to a free

communication of the symptoms, was induced to consider the

feasibility of liaving at least one female physician appointed

for the female side of tiie hospital. lie found that there were

other reasons for considering such an innovation as a good one,

and as trustee of the Harrisburgh Asylum, he suggested this

plan. It was, as might be expected, met with ridicule, and

opposed rancorously by the Superintendent. Dr. Corson, how-

ever, submitted his project to the Medical Society of his State.

It was unanimously indorsed, and the influence of the society

has been brought to bear upon governmental circles in such a

way that we have no reason to doubt that this excellent inno-

vation will be made. If it is, then I am borne out in my j)re-

diction that possibly American asylums may become the

pioneers in such reforms as have not even been contemplated

in the Old World.

It may be well to propose an outline of the objects of reform,

both to give a basis for the discussion, which I hope will follow

within as without the Society, as well as to deprive those who
resort to improper methods of debate, of every excuse for mis-

representing our objects and motives.

I. Mechanical restraint of any nature, as well as the employ-

ment of such narcotics as permanently damage the nervous

system, should be reduced to the greatest possible minimum.
II. Such methods_of mechanical restraint as are cruel and

unphysiological, should be forbidden by law, and no instru-

ment, which like the crib, is open to such objection, should
'

be permitted within the confines of any hospital for the insane.

III. A careful physiological and therapeutical stud}' of those

neurotic medicines, which like the bromides, chloral hydrate,

opium and amyl nitrite are extensively used in asylums, should

be made, as a basis for a future more rational therapeusis,

founded not on routine principles, but on individual indica-

tions.

IV. Decentralization of the asyhuu buildings, being the plan
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whicli is recoo;nized as the best, both from a hygienic and finan-

cial point of view, by those engaged in coustrncting general

hospitals, and demonstrated to have been accompanied by ex-

cellent results, in the case of such asylums as that at Willard.

N. Y., should be adopted as a basis for all future asylum con-

structions.

V. More stress must he laid on fui-nisliiug employment,

suitable to the habits and inclinations of patients, as an im-

portant factor in mental therapeutics, than is at present done.

VI. The medical superintendent ought to become an e.xclu-

sively medical officer, and delegate such duties as have no

immediate relation to the welfare of his patients to civil

officials.

VII. Every district which is taxed to support an asylum,

sliould have an adequate representation in the Board of Trus-

tees of that institution. The cities of New York and Brook-

lyn pay more than one-half the cost of erection and mainten-

ance of State asylums like that at Utica, but neither of these

cities enjoys the slightest benefit from these institutions, pre-

ferring to build their own asylums to paying the exorbitant

charges imposed by a local Board of Trustees. This is a clear

violation of the principles on which u Republic is founded,

whose forefathers declared that taxation without representa-

tion is tyranny.

VIII. An accurate register should be kept, not only of the

number of patients as a whole, but of the actual form of in-

sanity from which they are suffering. In the statistics of

causation, only causes to which the disease can be clearly as-

signed should be taken account of : the. elastic terms, ''over-

work," "excitement," and the like are too frequently ren-

' dered a refuge for all cases which cannot be otlierwise de-

termined.

IX. In order to be able to compare the death rates prop-

erly, the annual reports should not limit themselves to chron-

icling the deaths which take place in the asylum, but also

those which take place in the case of persons discharged in-

sane, and suffering from fatal diseases contracted prior to or

during the asylum sojourn.

X. "Each asylum should have its assigned district, and should
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publish with its own tables a table exhibiting the number of

insane in that district, who have either been already inmates

of the asvlnui, now discharged, or whom it has never been

found necessary or possible to send there. No opportunity

otlierwise exists of determining the utility of the asylum, or

the rate of increase or decrease of insanity in a given territory.

XI. A geuei'al and equitable distribution of the means for

treating the insane ought to be made ; it is unjust and unchar-

itable to construct asylums at such a cost that only a limited

number of the insane can be accommodated, while an equal or

even a larger niimber are crowded out.

XII. In the registered tables of adnussions to asylums, it

should be distinctly stated how many are cases of re-admission,

and whether on the occasion of their previous discharge they

were reported as. cured, improved or unimproved.

XIII. Every case- of seclusion or restraint should be re-

ported, and the reasons for such restraint or seclusion given.

Every accident, its details and causes, avoidable or unavoid-

able, and the results of all official inquiries relating to the

same, should be brietiy published in the annual reports.

XIV. Autopsies in puiilic asylums should be made compul-

sory by legal enactment, and the coroner of the district should

be authorized to be present at every autopsy made, if he ar-

rives within a reasonable time. Accurate register of the morbid

appearances, especially of the nervous system, ot the weight

of the nervous centres in their aggregate, and in segments, and

of asymmetries in the peduncular tracts, and aberrations of the

convolutions, should be taken, and preserved for future study.

Tlie autopsy should under all circumstances be made by the

asylum physicians themselves, as none of the manipulations

above alluded to need to conflict with t^ie purposes of an in-

quest, when tlie latter is necessary.

XV. At least one-third of the number constituting a Board

of Trustees of a public Lunatic Asylum, should be composed

of physicians; the legal profession ought also to be adequately

represented in that body.

XVI. Physicians should not be appointed for a given num-

ber of years, but for life and during good behavior. It may

be desirable to lix a limit as to continuance in office during
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old ao'e, in which case a pension-minimiini for old and faithful

servants of the public may fairly be asked for.

XVII. In every large State, at least three Commissioners

of Lunacy will be found necessary ; one of these Commis-

sioners shoiild be a medical practitioner, the second a lawyer,

and the third a physician who has at some time himself been

a medical officer in an asylnin.

XVIII. IS'o asylum medical officer should be discharged

from his position, except for incompetency, misdemeanor or

disability in office. Deception in statistical reports, or finan-

cial misrepresentations naturally come under the second head,

and should be so specified in the code relating to asylums.

XIX. The Statutes relating to the care and custody of the

insane, in most of our States, require a careful and thorough

revision.

XX. As soon as it will become possible to unite the super-

vision of our asylums in some central National Board of Offi-

cers, the State Commissioners in Lunacy should be superseded

by National Commissioners.

These are a few of the suggestions which present themselves,

and which, subject to the approval of the Society, may approxi-

mately reveal the objects of those now engaged in working out

the problem of a scientific and liberal mangement of our asy-

lums. There are many other topics relating to the care of the

chronic insane as contrasted with the care and cure of the re-

cent insane, and the combined or separated management of

those of different sexes suftering from mental disease, as well

as the distribution of the insane in wards of diflerent construc-

tion, in accordance with the ditierent requirements of their

cases, whose consideration we defer to some futiire time.

Then it may have b'ecome more evident, than it now is, that

the medical profession as a whole, and those engaged in the

study of nervous diseases in particular, will be called upon to

rectify the short-comings of those who, as superintendents of

insane asylums, have failed to recognize, that accuracy as to

reported facts, correct logic in forming conclusions, and a lib-

eral scientific spirit, are far better defenses against outside

distrust and prejudice than monopoly, secrecy and cant.
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Akt. VI.—metalloscopy and METALLO-
THEEAPY.

• By H. (tkadle, Chicaoi

DLTRI N(i the last two years Erench luedieal periodicals have

published a series of notes on the above subjects, of which

each succeeding article surpassed its predecessor in the raarvel-

ousness of its results. Naturally enough the articles were re-

ceived everywhere with avowed scepticism ; the reputation,

however, of the writers, as well as the agreement in results of

different independent observers, must invite a conscientious

study of the subject.

M. Burq, the inventrtr of the procedure, has maintained his

ideas on this subject for some twenty-five years, but, with the

exception of Trousseau, no one seems to have paid any atten-

tion to it until Professor Charcot invited Burq to experiment

in his wards. Subsequently the Society of Biolog}^, of Paris,

appointed a commission, consisting of MM. Charcot, Luys and

Dumontpallier to investigate the subject. Their various re-
'

ports can be found in the proeeedinigs of that society of 1877

and 187S. According to a citation of Charcot an instance of

true metallotherapy is found in an old work by Wichmaun,
" Ideen zur Diagnostik," published in 1778. Repeated a few

times by others, it was still never practiced methodically, and

was gradually forgotten. M. Burq has, hence, the undoubted

merit of creating the method of external applications of metals

for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.

The disease in which most experiments have been made is

hysteria, of which a number of cases had the graver form of

hystero-epileps)-. The typical case, always female,' figuring in

most descriptions, is about the following : Anaesthesia, more

or less complete in degree and extent of one side of the body,

impairment or inactivity of the organs of special sense of that

side, and relative muscular weakness of the same side—amyos-

thenia of the French—besides usually tenderness of the corre-

sponding ovary. But a disease as variable in its manifestations
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as hysteria, creates of course numerous complicatious, such as

hypera-sthesia, contractures, etc., to he found in some of the

cases. Tlie procedure of raetalloscopy consists in removing or

alterino- tliese symptoms by contact of the skin with some metal.

Each patient is said to be sensitive to only one metal, rarely

more, and to no others, and hence the first step must be to dis-

cover the idiosyncrasy of the patient. M. Burq gives the fol-

lowing list as the scale of frequency of influence of the different

metals : iron, copper, zinc, gold, silver, tin, rarely platinum,

and probably arsenic and antimony. Metallic discs of the size

of large coins, or wooden discs coated with the metal, are em-

ployed, being arranged in the form of a bracelet around the

member, or simply held in place by a bandage. Within one

to fifteen minutes objective changes can be seen. The ansies-

thetic skin, formerly cold, pale, and almost bloodless when

pricked, now becomes reddened, warmer, and even hypentniic :

the patient complains of numbness of that spot, and the sensi-

bilitv beo-ins to return. There is at first a stage of inaccurate

sensibility when warmth is taken for cold, and viae versa, but

soon the normal state is reached. The patient, formerly in-

sensible to deep pricks, will, now shun a mere touch of the

pin. At the same time the special senses return to their nor-

mal activity, and the dynamometer indicates now a full strength

of tlie formerly enfeebled muscles. Where a contracture ex-

isted it usually disappears. But on the other, formerly normal,

side of the body a peculiar change can now be found. Exactly

what one side lias gained, the other side has lost. When the

anaesthesia disappears only in the vicinity of the metallic disC)

the symmetrical spot on the previously normal side of the body

loses its sensibility to the same extent, while in those cases in

which the metallic application removes the existing &ntesthes\a.

completely there still remains a hemianiesthesia, it being only

transferred to the other side. Wliat one ear, nostril, or half

of the organ of taste gains, the other loses in perception. Even

the one-sided increase in muscular strength is obtained at the

expense of the other side of the body. In short, the patient

has o-ained nothing, there has only been a "transfer'' of sensi-

bility.

The original antesthesia disappears at first at the point of
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metallic contact, fHibsequently in tlie vicinity, to the extent of

some 6 or S centimetres. If the discs are now removed, the re-

turn of sensibility continues, and, finally, tlie original anses-

thesia disappears completely. At the same time the loss of

sensibility of the other side follows the identical course. The

phenomena last some hours, rarely longer than one day in any

hysterical case, when everything returns to its former condi-

tion. If, however, the metal is left in ijlace continuously, an

entire change in the course is observed within a short time.

The returned sensibility, instead of continuing to spread, sud-

denly disappears again, a corresponding change taking place

also on the other side. Both sides have returned to their ori-

ginal condition, while the metal is still applied. In fact, the

anaesthesia and amyosthenia may be even more complete than

they were originally. This state M. Burc| calls the return an-

aesthesia.

The return anaesthesia is called by (Charcot a test for tlie hys-

terical diathesis. If in a hysterical patient all manifestations

of the disease have disappeared in the course of some treatment,

the application of the metal, to wlach she was sensitive previ-

ously, causes no change whatever in the case of a perfect cure.

If, however, the hysterical diathesis still exists, though latent,

the raetalloscopic application gives rise to a feeling of numb-

ness, malaise and drowsiness, often causing sleep, while the

sensibility disappears completely at the place of application.

It had been known to Burq for some time, that a metal to

which a patient had previously been found sensitive seemed to

lose its influence completely when covered with another disc

of a different metal, which was known to possess by itself «o

influence over that patient. On investigating this question

further. Dr. R. Vigouroux found, moreover, that the addition

of a second indifferent metal prevented any further change of

the condition existing at the time of application of the second

metal. Tims, a [jatient found sensitive tci the intiuence of gold,

but not to copper, could have his sensibility restored (of course

at the expense of the other side) by an application of some gold

coins ; if now an equal number of copper discs were placed

either on the gold or simply on the adjoining skin, the stattt

quo could be preserved for an indefinite time. But, if the
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copper was not applied until the return antesthesia had set in,

that state now became the permanent condition as long as the

metals were left in place.

External metallotherapy consists in the repeated application

of the active metal. N"o one, however, claims any actual ex-

perience in this except M. Burq. According to him a sncces-

sion of metalloscopic attempts, continued every time until the

return ansestliesia sets in, ameliorates the hysterical symptoms

gradually, and a cure can be obtained in the space of some

months. Lately, however, Bnrq has himself abandoned this

method for internal metallotherajjy.

. Statements like these, which seem at first to baffle completely

all attempts at explanation should be received with caution.

But the question :
" Are they facts?" must be answered affirm-

atively. The reputation of the French observers suffices to

remove all suspicions. The experiments have besides been

verified by others, for instance, by Westphal* and by Maragli-

ano and Seppiili {Bivista Sperimentale di Freniatria, etc.,

1878, fasc. I., p. 36). Scepticism is awakened in the minds of

manv when the word hysteria is mentioned. No doubt many

hysterical patients do lie and simulate to their heart's content,

but still no one is a priori justified in calling everything de-

ception, when an impartial, careful observer describes what he

has observed in hysterical patients. Numerous foreign phy-

sicians (the writer himself amongst them) had followed the re-

searches in Charcot's wards, and found them as certain as

physical experiments. Perhaps one of the best guards against

deception on the part of the patients is the agreement of re-

sults in hysterical amblyopia, the details of which the patients

could not possibly know beforehand.

The extreme periphery of the healthy retina cannot perceive

all colors with ordinary illumination. The field of vision,

larger for the perception of light in general, than for any one

color, is not the same for the difierent colors. Violet can be

perceived by only the more central parts of the retina, green

has a larger field of vision, next in order are red, orange and

*Berl. klin. Wochemchrift, No. 30, 1878. Unfortunately the original was

not at hand.
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yellow, while blue is still perceived by the most peripheral

zone. In an ideal schema we can conceive the i-etina to con-

sist of a series of superimposed layers, each for the perception

of a different color, of which the hlue layer is the largest, and

the violet the smallest.

This normal condition is exaggerated in hysterical amblyo-

pia. Besides the reduced visual acuity we find in this trouble

a characteristic limitation of tlie field of vision, for light in

general, and still more so for colors. Referring to the ideal

schema, it might be said, that the difference between the ex-

tent of the different color-perceiving layei'S is increased.

Hence all degrees may be found, from a mere limitation of the

visual Held, to the absence of one or more central colors, as

violet, green, etc., or even the entire absence of all color-per-

ception. In the latter case all nature appears to the patient

like a crayon-drawing. On applying a disc of active metal to

the temple of such a patient, the observer can follow step by

step the increase in visual acuity, and the gradual peripheral

extension of the coloi'-perceiving zones. If all perception ot

colors had been lost, the colors re-appear in the order of their

peripheral extension ; blue can be recognized first, violet last.

On keeping the metal in place the return auajsthesia can be

studied with equal ease \"iolet disappears first, blue last, and

the amblyopia is sometimes more intense than before the exper-

iment, returning, however, to its former condition on removal

of the metal. If the metal is removed before the return

anesthesia sets in, the visual improvement lasts for some hours.

The positiveness and una.nimity with which different, unso-

phisticated patients pronounce upon the order of appearance

and disappearance of the colors bears very little resemblance

to deception. A unilateral application of the active metal re*

moves the amblyopia at the expense of the other eye, i. e.,

simple transfer of sensibility. Cases have, however, been. re-

ported, in which no transfer occurred, a bilateral or median

application improving simultaneously the visual power of both

eyes.

Not alone in hysteria, but also in organic troubles is metal-

loscopy applicable. Strange to say, there was no transfer of

sensibility in these cases, the normal side remaining unaltered,
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and the eft'ects were permanent. In a recent lecture {Gaz.

des Hop., March 14, 1878) Charcot refers to two cases of hemi-

anesthesia in consequence of cerebral hemorrhage, one a girl

of twenty-four years afflicted since youth, the other au old

woman of tifty-four years in that condition for twelve years,

both without hysterical taint. A single application of iron

in one case, (jf gold in the otlier, restored both special and or-

dinary sensibility at once, without transfer, and this result has

remained so for the last fifteen months. Charcot's e.\plana-

tion is, that not all fibres of the internal capsule were involved

in the destructive process, but that a number remained healthy,

but inactive, dormant so to speak ; tlie integrity of the latter

would account for the restored sensibility. Another case of

hemiansesthesia and hemichorea after apoplexy (^perhaps the

same one ? ) was reported by Landolt and Oulmont {Progr>.s

Med., May 19, 1877), in which the sensibility was completely

restored, and the hemichorea ameliorated by a single applica-

tion of gold. In spina! aflections, iiowever, Charcot has

never seen any success whatever from metalloscopic attempts.

He admits also to have met with some hysterical patients in

whom metalloscopy did not succeed.

In order to examine tlie role of electricity in these phe-

nomena, M. Regnard investigated this matter at the demand

of the commission with a delicate galvanometer. He found

that the contact of any metal with the dry skin gave rise to

an electric current, the strength of which could be determined

by the deviation of the needle of the galvanometer. This cur-

rent is due to the contact ; it depends on the difference in

electric tension on the principle of the dry voltaic pile, and

not necessarily on any chemical action. Eulenburg* has, how-

ever, pointed out an error of Regnard's, in using polarizable

electrodes, and hence obtaining exaggerated needle-devia-

tions. He, himself, employed the unpolarizable electrode of

DuBois-Reymond (glass tubes, closed at the end with a plug

of clay, moistened with a 1 per cent, solution of common

salt, and filled with a saturated solution of sulphate of zinc, into

which are dipped zinc rods connected with the wires of the

* Deutsche med. Woc/wnschri/i, July 23, 1878.
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galvanometer). With these inenns he obtained smaller devia-

tions of the needle, but confirmed the statement that a current

is generated by contact of the skin with metallic discs, that the

strength and direction of this current vary according to the

metal employed, but are not the same with the same metal in

all subjects. This variance between different individuals, Eulcn-

burg refers to differences in the chemical nature of the cuta-

neous secretion, which is apt to be exaggerated in nervous af-

fections. By placing between the metal and skin a piece of

dry paper, the current was stopped ; by employing a paper sat-

urated with a solution of salt, the current was intensified.

Chemically pure gold and platinum were found almost inac-

tive by Eulenburg and by Eegnard, and are also said to

possess little if any therapeutic action.

Regnard,* moreover, found that all metalloscopic effects

could be produced by employing a feeble galvanic current,

yielding the same deviation of the galvanometer as the contact

of the metal to which that patient was sensitive.

However, from his detailed description it appears that suc-

cess is not closely limited to currents of exactly the same
needle-deviation as that of the active metal, but that the limits

are quite extended. Besides, the same deviation of the gal-

vanometer does not by any means imply identity of any two
currents in both quantity and tension. A patient, for instance,

whose sensibility was restored by a current of 2° needle-devia-

tion, was not affected by a current of 15°, while 40° and more
again produced the desired effect. Another was affected by
15°, not by 40°, but again by 80°. A third was sensitive to

40° and to 90°, while a medium current of 70° remained inac-

tive. There are hence in every case certain varying limits of

intensity within which a current restores sensibility ; between
the extreme limits, however, there exist •' neutral })oints " at

which the current loses its influence.

l)Ut these researches, interei^ting as tliev are, are far from
furnishing a satisfactory explanation of metalloscopy. No one
can suppose that these feeble currents are diffused to the ex-

tent of the returned sensibility, either superficially, when the

* Societe de Biologic, Seanie du Pev. 3 aud 17, 1877.
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returning sensibility spreads from the point of application

over the entire side, or toward the interior, when the optic or

auditory nerves resume their functions after application of a

coin to the temple. Besides we can employ other means for

the same purpose. It has been known since Ducheime's time,

that hemiansesthesia, dynamic or organic, can sometimes be re-

moved by a single faradization. , S uraerous cases are also re-

ported of similar eiiects produced (especially in hysteria) by

the action of magnets at a distance.*

By charging the patient seated upon an insulated chair with

static electricity, the return of muscular strength, of color

perception and of sensibility throughout, can also be effected,

but these functions disappear again on interrupting the elec-

trization.

M. Thermesf has even succeeded in obtaining all usual

metalloscopic phenomena (including the transfer of sensibility)

by the application of a piece of ice in a case of hysteria, while

Westphal (loc. cit.) claims to have had an equal success with

varnished or even non-metallic discs and sinapisms.

The most satisfactory explanation, as far as it goes, has been

given by Vigouroux {Gaz. des Ropitaux, Nov. 17, 1877).

He starts from the fact, that a metal known to be active in a

certain case loses its influence apparently by being covered with

another indittereut metal. In any voltaic pile the difl:erence

between the electric tension of the first and of the last metal

does not depend on the intervening metals. If the lirst and

the last are the same, there is no difference in tension. In

the case of a patient sensitive to gold but not to copper, there

is but little difference in electric tension between the skin and

the copper disc, and this is not increased when the two are

separated by a disc of gold. But if the copper is again cov-

ered with a second disc of gold, so as to make the order—skin,

irold, copper, gold—we have the full- difference in tension be-

tween skin and gold, and also the physiological effect. In the

* Vide Maragliano and Seppilli, loc. cit. R. Vigouroux, Oaz. des Hop.,

May 21, 1878, and Pi'ogrh Mid., N<i. 35, et seq., 1878. Cliarcot in Society

de Biologie.

\La France Med., No. 71, 1878.
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case of feeble galvanic cuiTents, two things are to be con-

sidered, viz. : the passage of the cnrrrent and the tension of

the electrodes due to their polarization. Vigonronx claims

that only the latter circumstance is of influence, since by using

unpolarizable electrodes, he could obtain no metalloscopic

effects from currents perfectly <ic-tive with ordinary electrodes.

On the other hand he has seen the usual I'esults produced by
unipolar action, i. c, by the application of only one metallic

electrode, when of course no current could pass. As further

proof of his views, he cites the effect of platinum, which or-

dinarily is inactive, but which obtains metalloscopic properties

by polarization, after having been included in a feeble galvanic

circuit. In short, Di-. Yigouroux claims that the essential

condition of metalloscopic phenomena is a variation, of vary-

ing degree and duration according to the subject, of the elec-

tric tension of some point of the organism. {Gas. des Hop.,
Aug. 24, 1878.)

As far as this explanation goes, it seems in accordance with

the facts. There is still much left to be explained, but at-

tempts must be made in the laboratory, and not at the writing-

desk.

While the above statements would tax our credulity severely

if not supported by men of their reputation,' the claims which
M. Burq makes for internal metallotherapy are even more
marvelous. That metal which previous metalloscopic attempts
have shown to possess an influence wjien applied' externallv,

is given to the patient internally in ordinary form and dose,

with the result, Buni claims, of a perfect cure of hysterical

symptoms and diathesis. As a test for the complete cure he
re-applies the metallic disc ; if no return an.^sthesia follows

the disease is eradicated. Charcot, while occupying a per-

fectly neutral stand-point, gives Burq the credit of having
ameliorated the condition of four cases of hystero-epilepsy, all

of which he had known for years as unnumageable by anv
treatment. Burq assumed the charge in July, 1877, and in

October one of the cases influenced by copper had been com-
pletely cured by its internal administration

; the other three,

all treated with gold, had been free for some time of all hyster-

ical manifestations, and had gained immensely in general

49
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liealtli ; tliey were, however, still subject to the return aiiass-

thesia on external application of gold coins. Another case of

long-standing hysteria completely cured by Burq by the inter-

nal use of silver, according to inetalloscopic indications, is re-

ported by Y. Eevillout [^Gaz. des Hop., July 27, 1S78): several

others are now being published.

Results like these, vouched for by responsible parties, render

further investigation a duty. All attempts of explanation,

however, are at present but speculative.'
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levien.^ mid ^ibliaijiH^hiinl t^ofiiers.

I.—ERB : SPINAL CORD.

Krankheiten des Rueckenmaeks. Von Willielm Erb, Prof,
an der Uiiivei'sitaet Heidelberg. Zweite Ilaelite, Band II.

Ziemssen\? J/a/idbiich d. S23ec. Path. u. Therapie. (Diseases
of the Spinal Cord.) Pp. 382-404. Leipzig, 1876, 1877.

This volume, or rather these volumes, for the diseases of the
spinal cord are published in three parts of which the above are
two, has appeared in its English dress while we have been pre-
paring this notice.

The only work with which this can be compared is Leyden's,
and the plan of the two is very similar. Leyden's is, however,
much more of a clinical work, wherein numerous cases are re-

ported illustrating the various aftections. The present work is

more didactic, only a very few cases being reported. The clin-

ical treatise will naturally appear more life-like, and will be the
more attractive to many readers.

Erb has made a book with fewer pages and less upon a page
than Leyden. Therefore it lias been necessary to condense more
and there has been less space for discussion. It would be inter-

esting to trace the ditterences betAveen these two works, which
are really the only exhaustive treatises upon the diseases of the
spinal cord in any language, but it will be sufficient to say that
the anatomy of the cord is given less fully by Erb ; the physiol-
ogy is considered under such different points of view that the
two are rather supj)lementary to each other. Tlie general
symptomatology is quite fully given by both. Erb is fuller in

the part devoted to considering the general etiology, diagnosis
and treatment. The diseases of the vertebra-, which are placed
together in a sei)arate chapter by Leyden, are considered under
other heads by Erb, chiefly as the causes of compression of the
spinal cord. ~ Sclerosis, acute and chronic myelitis are more
briefly treated by Erb ; who has disposed very summarily of
many disputed points, has stated concisely that which it is most
important to know, and has not pretended to know more than
lias yet been discovered. It is really refreshing to read an au-
thor who acknowledges to limitations in both knowledge and
curative skill, who evidently knows when he don't know. There
is very little to criticize adversely ; and one reason for this is

that Erb limits himself so closely to a statement of what is
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known or most generally admitted, indulging little or not at all

in wea\ing theories or rleveloping hypotheses.

A very clear and intelligible acconnt is given of the minute

anatomy of the spinal cord, both of the nerve structures and the

interstitial tissue. lie accepts the view of Gerlach, confirmed

by Boll, that the fine net-work of nerve fibres unites in the grey

substance with the finest division.s of protoplasm processes of

the multipolar ganglion cells, and this fine net-work of nerve

fibres is not only spread through the grey substance, but can be

followed throug-h the septa of the white substance even to .the

grey cortical layer. This we think is not yet fully proved, and

are unwilling to accept until more light has been thrown upon

the nature of the very fine fibres which help to form these septa.

A summary is given of the more important facts so far as the

anatomy of the cord has as yet been settled ;
first, those which

are tolerably certain.

That all or at least by far the greater number of the fibres

of the nerve roots pass directly into the gi'ey substance ;
tliis is

true for the anterior roots at any rate, for a smallpart of the

posterior roots perhaps not. That a large proportion of these

radical fibres are united with the ganglion cells or their imme-

diate processes ; this likewise seems quite certain for the ante-

rior roots, but is still doubtful for the posterior.

That in the antcro-lalcrnl columns, and especially in the lateral

columns, numerous fibres leave the grey substance, turn upwards

and run in the white columns toward the brain. The nerve

fibres which leave the anterior grey pillars pass in part through

the white commissure into the anterior column of the opposite

side, and run in this probably to the brain ;
but they pass in

part laterally into the lateral columns and run in this to the me-

dulla oblongata, -where they cross in the decussation of the pyra-

mids. That also numerous fibres leave the posterior cornua,

enter the posterior columns, turn upwards and pass townrds the

brain.
.

That the ganglion cells of the grey substance are united with

each other in the most manifold way by numerous processes, not

only in the posterior and anterior cornua of the same side, but

also by means of the commissures with those of the othei- lateral

half; that further, from these ganglion cells, processes pass directly

into the nerve roots, and also into the white columns, and there take

a vertical direction.

That the fibres which enter with the posterior roots, in part

pass horizontally directly forwards, to be lost in the fine net-

work of nerve fibres, or to reach theganglion cells of the ante-

rior cornua, but in part they run by the side of the posterior

cornua upwards or downwards, afterwards to bend again and

enter the grey substance. That by means of the fine net-work

of nerve fibres, and the bundles o'f fibres springing therefrom,

there is formed a most complete connection of the individual

o-roups of nerve cells with each other, with the entering nerve
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roots, with tlie wliite columns of both halves of the cord in

transverse and vertical directions.

As more or less probably, but at present not yet certainly es-

tablished, may be mentioned :

That after the radical filjres enter a certain ganglion cell, pro-

cesses from this vei'y cell pass directly into the white substance,

(out of the anterior cornua into the antero-lateral columns, out

of the posterioi' cornua into the posterior columns and the poste-

rior part of the lateral columns), and in this run directly to the

brain.

That separate fibres of the anterior and the posterior roots

meet in certain cells within the grey substance.

That a few bundles from the anterior roots only pass through
the grey substance directly to the anterior part of the lateral

columns, and there bend upwards. Their significance is still

uncertain.

That the fibres of the posterior roots first enter the fine net-

work of nerve fibres of the posterior grey cornua, and are con-

nected by means of this with the ganglion cells themselves.

That every individual ganglion cell by means of its liranching

processes passes into a tine net-work of nervous fibres, from which
are then formed again mecJuUated fibi'es.

That the net-work of nerve fibres in which tlie posterior radi-

cal fibres are lost is in continuous communication with the net-

work of nerve fibres in the anterior cornua ; furthermore, that

from this net-work arise numerous fibres which cross the median
line in the grey commissure to ascend towards the brain, partly

in the vertical fibres of the posterior cornua, partly in the pos-

terior columns. Hence the grey substance seems to be much
more intimately connected with the tracts of the posterior radi-

cal roots (by means of the fine net-work of nerve fibres) than
with the tracts of the anterior radical fibres.

That from Clarke's columns bundles of fibres pass outwards
into the lateral columns.
That the medial parts of the posterior columns have by their

development and structure a special significance, which, however,
is still obscure. Pierret considers them to be great longitudinal

commissures which unite different parts of the grey substance.

Physiologically, the conduction of touch, pressure, tempera-
ture, tickling and such impressions, Erb thinks, is by means of

the jiostci-ior white columns, the conduction of the sense of pain

by the grey substance. The anterior columns and the greater

l)art of the lateral columns, have nothing to do with the con-

duction of sensation.

The isolated conduction of individual motor impulses, like that

of the sensory excitations, is explained by the supposition that

of the many channels which are open some offer less resistance,

and therefore are usually selected. But even in this region

many translations to other tracts (associated movements) occur,

either because the normal paths are not sutliciently used, or be-
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cause the resistance offered by other paths is diniinislietl, or be-

cause the irritation is increased in force.

The centres of co-ordination are in the brain only ; the cor-

pora quadrigemina, optic thalami and cerebelhmi seem to take

the most prominent part in the co-ordination of movement.
There seem to be no such centres in the spinal cord, which con-

tains only those paths of conduction that convey the co-ordi-

native impulses to the muscles. The location of these paths is

at present unknown.
Erb says that the vaso-motor nerves for the most part are to be

found in the lateral columns, they leave the spinal cord by the

anterior roots. Leyden says they are in the anterior columns.

The phenomenon of tendon reflex is briefly but clearly de-

scribed, and it is of interest both because this is a newly-dis-

covered phenomenon and was discovered by Erb. The tendon

of the quadriceps, and the ligamentum patellar, the tendo

Achillis, and tlie triceps tendon in the upper arm, are the best

points for demonstrating these reflex actions, as yet only ob-

served in man. They are caused only by mechanical irritation

(light tapping with the finger or percussion hammer), are very

easily distinguished from the cutaneous reflex actions, and are

strictly confined to the muscles and groups of muscles belonging

to these tendons. Similar reflex actions can be originated, at

least in cases of pathological increase of excitability, from the

periosteum of many bones, from fasci;e and articular ligaments.

From the peculiar nature of this phenomenon and from experi-

ments made by F. Schult/e and P. Fuerbringer, he concludes

that these muscular phenomena cannot be due to a direct action

tlirough the tendon, but depend upon a reflex operation, the

niechanism for which, in the case of the lower extremity, is sit-

uated in the lower segments of the spinal cord ; and lastly, that

a reflex act originating in the skin cannot possibly be the cause.

The application of'physiological data to the explanation of

pathological phenomena is summed up in twenty-seven proposi-

tions. It would require altogether too much space to quote all

that is of interest in the volume, and we must pass on.

Under general symptomatology there is an interesting discus-

sion in regard to delay of sensations, which, so far as is yet known,

is most frequently or exclusively noticed with respect to painful

sensations, and seems to be dependent upon a narrowing of the

grey substance.

In regard to paralysis he says the nature and distribution of

the palsy are not very characteristic by themselves, but their

combinations with other symptoms give many points which

assist in an accurate localization. Paralysis rapidly followed by

a marked degree of atropliy, and by the reaction characteristic

of degeneration, points to disease of the anterior roots (rarely),

or of the grey anterior cornua (more frequently). In this case

all reflex actions are absent. Paralysis with tension and contract-

ure of muscles, without atrophy, is very probably duo to an
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affection of the lateral columns. Paralysis without loss of reflex

function and without atrophy points to an affection of the paths
which ascend to the brain, outside of the grey substance, or at

least outside of tlie ganglia of the anterior cornua. Such are

mostly cases of circuniscript disturbances of conduction, the end
of the cord lielow the lesion remaining intact.

Paralysis with trophic disturbances gives room for suspecting
an affection of the grey substance, since primary affections of

the roots are very rare.

Very extensive palsy with much atrophy, the reaction of de-

generation, absence of reflex acts, points to a widely diffused

lesion of the anterior grey substance.

Paralysis in the districts of certain pairs of roots (e. ff., in those

of the upper extremities alone, or both crural nerves, etc.), points

to a strictly localized affection of roots or lesion of the grey an-

terior cornua.

The conclusions which are formed regarding the nature of the
lesion in the cord, are far less certain than those relating to its

lylaee.

Ataxia is defined as not a real paralysis, but the disturbance

of movement produced by defective co-ordination of the latter
;

and it may be produced by abnormal extension of the motor in-

nervation to too many or too few muscles, so that in some cases

more, in others fewer than are normally required, are put in use.

By abnormal strength of the innervation sent to each muscle in

tlie case of a complicated movement. Erb states that he has exam-
ined two cases of ataxia without any disturbance of sensation

;

touch, temperature, pressure, pain, sense of tickling, muscular
feeling, feeling of position of the limbs, of passive movements,
etc., were all intact. Due notice is taken of the fact that inabil-

ity to walk or stand firmly with the eyes shut is not a symptom
belonging to ataxia alone, but may be found also where there is

marked disturbance of sensibility of the lower limbs ; indeed, if

there is no such disturbance in ataxy, tottering, with the eyes
shut, may be absent. The whole discussion in regard to ataxia

is well worth reading.

Tetanus he says is probably caused by an (inflammatory or

toxic) aflection of the grey substance, which enormously in-

creases the reflex excitability. The same result would follow a

diminution of the power of resistance to irritations, as has been
suggested by Sydney Kinger and Wm. Murrell.

In speaking of trophic changes, and t!ie wasting of muscular
tissue in infantile paralysis, and progressive muscular atro})hy,

he says that observers are not agreed as to whether the change
of the ganglion cells is primary, or whether it is the consequence
of an interstitial myelitis. This is an example of the author's

caution in not deciding disputed points too dogmatically. Pos-
sibly he has not weighed the evidence in these cases carefully

enough to be convinced himself, and so he honestly states both

sides without expressing an opinion. While this may .seem like
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a weakness to some, and while some would be inclined to ex-

press an opinion, one way or the other, sure that notable names
could be quoted on either side, we think the course pursued
shows the author's real ability, and that he is a safer guide to

follow when he does express himself clearly and decidedly in

favor of a theory.

The whole subject of degeneration of muscles and nerves as a

consequence of lesion of the spinal cord, is ably considered ; but
as several pages are devoted to this we cannot follow him closely

and will only give liis conclusion, that a paralysis, or destruction

of the central trophic appai'atus, or a separation from the peri-

pheral parts, produces the symptoms of degenerative atrophy.

Upon tlie whole, we are justified by the present state of our
knowledge in assuming a disease of the anterior cornua, when
the electrical examination shows the existence of the reaction of

degeneration, and consequently of degenerative atrophy of

nerves and muscles, provided the disease is clearly of spinal

origin.

Erb takes a dillerent view of the cause of bed sores (decubitus)

from that held by many authorities. He considers that in dis-

ease of the spinal cord they are due to destruction and paralysis

of certain parts, rather than to an irritation ; that they arise

from the paralysis of certain trophic centres in the spinal cord,

or the separation of these centres from the periphery ; it is only

in certain acute cases that we cannot as yet entirely reject the

presence of an irritation as cause.

Changes in the renal secretion are very briefly mentioned
;

the general opinion is mentioned that turbid and alkaline urine

follow as secondary results of spinal lesion ; thus Kosenstein is

mentioned as holding this view ; Charcot is referred to as hold-

ing the view that the spinal disease may be the cause of acute

inflammation of tlie kidney. Erb seems to agree with Charcot,

yet does not make it perfectly evident that he does ; but in the

next subdivision he is more decided that the change is due to

spinal lesion in many acute cases.

In considering the etiology of spinal disease, Erb does not

agree with Leyden and many others, in the view that sexual

indulgence and excess is of comparatively little etiological im-

portance ; but he thinks that for many persons—not for all—the

natural as well as the unnatural satisfaction of the sexual appe-

tite, if carried to excess, forms an important disposing cause of

disease of the cord, and enumerates as symptoms caused thereby,

weakness of the legs, inability to stand long, tremor on making
violent ettbrt, pain in the back, shooting pains in the legs, loss

of sleep, etc.

Masturbation may also cause serious spinal disease when long

practiced. We are glad to see, iiowever, tiiat he also makes the

statement that there is no reason to consider it more dangerous

than normal coitus ; it is only when the practice becomes im-

moderate that there is danger of producing spinal disease.
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"All this refers to the male sex. As to the female sex, very

little is known as to these relations." Among women masturba-

tion certainly has an injurious effect upon other portions of the

nervous system, and so has excessive coitus, the brain ami the

general nervous strength suffer, but as Erb says, " I do not know
that it causes a special disposition to spinal disease."

Under Diagnosis, the author makes the following very sensi-

ble remark, which may be kept constantly in mind with profit

as teaching that skill in diagnosis can be acquired only by pains-

taking study of numerous cases, both clinically and ijathologic-

ally. " It follows, therefore, that for a correct and sure diagno-

sis of a spinal disease, there must be not merely a very careful

and exhaustive examination, not merely an exact collection and
consideration of the etiological and other historical data ; but
also a comprehensive knowledge of the entire spinal pathology

and a good share of personal practical experience."

Under " General Therapeutics " those remedies are considered

which are most commonly used in spinal diseases. This method
saves repetition in the subsequent sections, and is also of value

as giving a comprehensive survey of the whole field, and laying

a foundation for rational practice.

External applications are first noticed, including cold, warmth,
baths, climate cures, electricity, blood-letting, derivatives, exter-

nal frictions. Some of these are less understood in their appli-

cation than they ought to be; it may be well, therefore, to dwell

somewhat at length upon this section.

Both cold and warmth act in a reflex way through the cuta-

neous nerves; cold at first depresses, then reaction sets in; for

the full eftect of cold its application should continue over con-

siderable time, not for only a few minutes. This point is not
sufficiently dwelt upon. Warmth causes dilatation of blood-ves-

sels and an increased flow of blood; tissue change is more rapid

during its application ; but over-stimulation and exhaustion may
follow a too prolonged use of this agent.

Baths have not been systematically used here in America to

such an extent as abroad, and so many ignorant persons have
opened water cures that this method of treatment has not the

repute it deserves. The direction for the use of baths is short

but very satisfactory. Warm baths and cold water treatment

are most fully considered ; brine baths, chalybeate, mud and
sea baths are more shortly luiticed. In sending patients to the

various baths, the temperature of the bath, the elevation above
the sea level, the admixture of salts irritating to the skin, are all

to be taken into acctumt in coming to a decision, .\fler men-
tioning a few principles which ought to help as guides, Erb re-

marks : "The indications which depend upon these eflects can-

not be easily decided. It is necessary to keep constantly in mind
that there is present in spinal diseases an irritable weakness and
exhaustion of the nervous sy.steni, and other organs than the
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cord may be suft'ering in nutrition ; otherwise the batlis may re-

sult in injury to tlie patient."

It is especially in degenerative and sclerotic forms of chronic
s})inal disease that the greatest care seems necessary.
With cold baths a soothing effect is produced where the siinie

portion of water remains in contact with the skin ; an exciting

effect wlien the body of water is frequently changed. Badly
nourished, weak, irritable and anaemic persons, or those with de-

generative disease of important organs, do not bear cold water
treatment well.

Cold water strengthens the functions, improves the nutrition,

increases the circulation of blood in the skin ; it thus alters the

distribution of the blood, and the process of circulation in tlie

system ; it relieves, at first temporarily, afterwards permanently,
hypera^mia of internal parts ; it quiets or excites the nervous
system in various degrees ; it tones the nervous system by the

functional excitement and by the improved nutrition ; it accele-

rates the process of change of tissue, and increases the total nu-

trition ; it promotes resorption and formation.
If we add to this the effects which may be had from certain

forms of baths, the increased sweating, the consequences of the

increased consumption of water, the muscular movements which
are necessarily increased, the effects of diet, climate, altitude in

the case of cold-water cures, it becomes evident that we possess

but few remedies which have so powerftd and various an inliuence

upon the nervous system.

Under climate cures it is said, that Beneke has shown that

there is increased metamorphosis of tissue at the sea shore as

compared with mountain regions.

A knowledge of the use of electricity would naturally be
sought in special, treatises on that branch of therapeutics, yet in

eight or nine pages much information is given, but the hints are

only hints, and do not furnish a complete guide to the use of

electricity. The most valuable parts of this section are cautions

as to how to apjily the poles and the length of time and the fre-

quency of the applications. We cannot, however, agree with the

statement that " the principal object, in most cases, is to pro-

duce as general and as powerful a passage of the current through

the spinal cord as is jjossible, especially in its diseased portions."

(The italics are his.) A powerful current is too often injurious,

and can only occasionally be used with safety.

He also says: "It is often well, after an electric treatment of

several weeks, to interpose a considerable period of rest." This

may be so if powerful currents are used, but some of the best

results, essentially cures, we have obtained from long continued

treatment without intermissions with mild currents.

"Manual skill, great technical experience, attention to a great

variety of points, careful attention to the individual symptoms
are absolute requisites."

He does iiot mention the method advocated by Brown-S('quard
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of drawing va])i(lly over the Itack a wldte hot iron, or rather phi-

tiimm buUi ; a method of counter-irritation which has produced
good results in the hands of many practitioners.

As to internal remedies he says, " We are still quite ignorant

in regard to most of the remedies we employ, hoxo tliey act upon
the cord and its nutrition."

It is unnecessary to further specify the individual drugs; there

seems to be uotliing original in this section, e.xce|;)t a praise-

worthy acknowledgment of how little we know, which is re-

freshing as compared with the assumptions and assertions of

some authors.

The second part treats of special diseases, beginning with hy-

perajmia of the membranes, of which little is known. "The
anatomical evidence bearing upon hyperi-emia in the spinal canal

is very uncertain and ambiguous as possible." As to meningeal

apoplexy, we think idio[>atliic cases are very rare, such at least

as to give rise to symptoms sufficiently definite to lead to a diag-

nosis. Are the remedies advised, " energetic application of ice

to the vertebral column, repeated powerful purges, and full local

blood-letting (on the spine or anus)" really desirable V In the

vast majority of cases the hemorrhage will liave ceased befoi'e

the physician arrives, the powerful purges, by causing efibrt and
straining, would be likely to increase the blood pressure, and so

Start the bleeding again; the efibrt, the excitement of local blood-

letting, would have the same tendency; the application of ice

would liave less of such effect, but it must be kept constantly

applied; and if (chapman's views ai'e correct, and he is quoted

approvingly in a previous section, ice externally would lead to

fullness of the internal vessels. It would seem that large doses

of ergotin (fluid extract of ergot or its infusion might cause

vomiting), and absolute rest, with opiinn if thei'e is pain, is the

best method of treatment.

In the introduction to diseases of the spinal cord itself, he says

that he does not pretend to a strictly scientific division ; his

grouping of affections is, however, excellent and easily under-

stood and remembered.
After enumerating the motor, sensory and other symptoms

caused by spinal ansemia, he states: "We are not entitled to infer

the definite existence of spinal anannia from the above symptoms,
unless the causes are clear." It seems to us extremely difficult

to distinguish ana'mia from spinal nervous weakness, which is

subsequently described, or from a low sub-acute myelitis; throm-

bosis and embolism of small arteries may lead to softening and
have the appi-opriate symptoms.

Spinal apoplexy is said to be as rare as meningeal hemorrhage.
We think it is more rare; but minute hemori'hages into the sub-

stance of the cord, probably occurring during the agony, giving

rise to no diagnostic symptoms, are not rare in inflammatory af-

fections of the cord; but these do not constitute spinal apoplexy.

From the sixth division, concussion of the spinal cord, it might
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be inferred that aotioiis for damages following railway aocidents

are not common in Germany, if indeed they are allowable. As
to the nature of such lesions he says that they are probably due

to molecular disturbance; such anatomical changes as may be

present in individual cases are accidental, and not essential ad-

juncts. We are inclined to believe his prognosis is rather too

favorable..

It is not many years since German authors were unwilling to

acknowledge that spinal irritation is a distinct pathological en-

tity, claiming that it is merely one phase of hysteria. Erb, how-

ever, states that it is not to be confounded with the latter nervous

condition, and gives it a place in his classification
;
yet he does

not include in it all cases of tender spine, as so many authors are

inclined to do.

In regard to the nature of spinal irritation, after giving the

conflicting opinions of OUivier, Hammond, Beard and Rockwell,

Hirsch, he simply states that it is useless to try to decide be-

tween them, as the conclusion could only be that we know noth-

ing definitely at present. This confession of ignorance is again

refreshing after so much positivism to which the profession has

been treated.

Section eight, functional weakness of the spinal cord—spinal

nervous weakness—neurasthenia spinalis, is peculiar to this au-

tlior, and is defined as a diseased condition in which marked and

unquestionable disturbances of the functions of the cord exist,

for which no considerable anatomical basis can be found or as-

sumed ; a disease, therefore, which must at present be classed

among the functional disorders. It is most common among

men, is caused by excessive mental eflbrts, sexual excesses, bodily

over-exertion. Weakness and inability for prolonged exertion,

dysesthesia, para^sthesia, cold hands and feet, sleeplessnessand

general malaise are the prominent symptoms—a condition from

which in this country quacks receive a large income, being able

to work upon the fears of patients.

" We do not know at all what may be the nature of the pro-

cesses of nutrition which cause the symptoms. We, however, be-

lieve that we are certainly entitled to locate them^ in the cord,

especially the lower portion, the lumbar region. The most ob-

vious view is that which supposes that the physiological fatigue

of the nervous elements, which always occurs after severe and

protracted irritation, becomes exaggerated and assumes a fixed

form; in such a case we may suppose that the fatigue of the ner-

vous elements does not become repaired in the prompt manner

which is usual under physiological conditions."

Treatment consists in attention to regimen and diet, change

to mountainous regions, electricity, iron and quinine.

The last sentenc'es under treatment in myelitis need to be fol-

lowed with some caution as to holding out false hopes to the

patient, but contain a sensible caution to the physician not to

discourage a patient too hastily.
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"The courage of the patient must be maintained, his confi-

dence in the various methods of treatment strengthened, and

his liopes constantly aroused and reavvalcfened. Unfortunately

the pliysiciau must in only too many cases rest contented when
he can succeed in this task, which is itself by no means a light

one, and brighten the miserable existence of the patients by an

occasional glimmer of fresh hope." It has been our experience

tliat most of these patients are as conscious of their hopeless

state as the physician, and before it is necessary to give an un-

favorable prognosis are prepared by their own sensations of

weakness and by the advancing disease to hear an unfavorable

opinion. ^Iso in many cases they are not especially despondent.

In section thirteen is described paralysis spinalis s))astica

—

tabes dorsal spasmodique (sclerosis of the lateral columns?)—]iri-

mary lateral sclerosis?—This is a division in spinal nomencla-

ture' only recently made. As in many other cases, a few scat-

tered observations weie recorded, the earliest in 1850, by Tuerck,

the next by Charcot nine years later; a few othei-s were recorded

by Charcot and his pupils, until in 1875 Erb claims he first gave

a full and detailed description of the disease. Since then there

have been more fre(iuent reports of cases.

There is motor paraplegia, generally developing itself slowly

and gradually advancing upwards, to which symptoms of motor

irritation early ally themselves—muscular twitchings, muscular

tension, rigidity, and contractures, which lend to the disease-

picture a peculiarly fertile character. To this is added a very

striking increase of reflex activity of the tendons, much more
rarelv, also, of the reflex notion of the skin, while there is an en-

tire absence, at least for a long time, of any serious disttirbances

of sensibility, of the vesical or sexual functions, and of nutrition,

and cephalic symj)toms likewise never arise. Sometimes the dis-

ease begins in one leg and extends to the corresponding arm, at

other times, more rarely, it begins in the arms. The account

given is very full, and the whole series of symptoms is described

twice, once briefly, again in more detail
;_
being a newly des-

cribed disease, this is perhaps excusable, but the first descri|ition

is not brief enough for a general summary, and there seems to

be an unnecessary repetition of the same ideas in nearly the

same words with only a very little additional. The exaggerated

tendon reflex, which may be so great that irritation of the liga-

mentum patella, or of the tendo Achillis, gives rise to clonic

spasms (spinal epilepsy), is one of the most characteristic symp-
toms ; this leads to a peculiar gait, which is described, but which

no words can adequately describe. 'I'lie absence of many symp-

toms is characteristic—no disturbance of sensibility, no vesical

and sexual weakness, no muscular atroj^hy, no bed sores, no dis-

turbance of brain and cranial nerve.

The "Theory of the disease" is a very careful and logical

summing up of the reasons for considering that there is lesion of

the lateial cohimus ; this is a very satisfaetoiv division, and the
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author shows more conclusively than he is willing to admit that

such is the lesion. Very few after such an array of proof would
conclude. " But, unfortunately, we thus far lack conclusive re-

ports of post-mortems. Until we have such, this assumption re-

mains only a very probable one ; and, in view of the exceed-

ingly vacillating character which still attaches to our physiolog-

ical and pathological experiences concerning the spinal cord, we
shall do well to await the definitive confirmation of this view

before exchanging our clinical designation for an anatomical

one." Since the above was written such a confirmation has been

given, so far as one case is sufficient, by Stoffella in the Wiener

med. Fresse, No. 18, 1878.

Those cases accompanied with atrophy of the muscles, whether

in children or adults, whether acute or chronic, are very properly

described under poliomyelitis anterior acuta and chronica ; thus

the iiathology of these cases is indicated in the name, and un-

certain division or classification dependent on symptoms is

avoided.

But if every section, myelitis, sclerosis, bulbar paralysis, anom-

alies, etc., were noticed separately, this review would extend far

beyond reasonable limits. Erb is cautious, sometimes too cau-

tious, in expressing an opinion ; it is, however, better to be over-

cautious than over-bold. Any statement made has substantial

foundations on which to rest. The few points on which we differ

from him are comparatively unimportant. This part of Ziems-

sen's great work we can most heartily commend to any who wish

to study the latest and most satisfactory treatise on diseases of

the spinal cord. s. g. webbke.
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II.—EULENBEKG : DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS
' SYSTEM.

Leiirhuch DEnlSTERVENKKANKiiEiTEx, vonDr. Alliort Enlenbevg.
Zweite unigearLeitete uiid erweitei'te Auflage. 1. Erster
(allgemeiner) Tlicil. Pp. 3 77. 2. Zwfiter (spccieller) Tlunl.

'

Pp. 718. Berlin, 1«78.

Tlie first edition of this important work appeared in 187]
{Lehrbuch der Functionellen HervenJcranl'heiten auf pltyslolog-
ischer Basis bearheitet,etc.), in a much less complete i'orjn than at
present. Then it professedly related only to the periplieral
ntrves. But now, this portioii of the general subject, as treated
by tlie author, has been rewritten, and in the main lirought up
to the level of existing knowledge, not alone, but the plan of
the work has been enlarged so as to include the more important
aft'ections of the central nervous system. As it now appears
fresh from the hands of its accomplislied author, we know of
no manual on nervous diseases which comes nearer our ideal of
what such a work should be. As may have been already
noticed, the work consists of two parts, a general and a special,
the latter by far the largest. In the following notice the atten-
tion of the reader is to be called exclusively to tlie first part,
leaving the other to be noticed perhaps in a future number of
the Journal.

In the c/eneral part we find, as might have been expected, a
discussion of those general facts or principles, anatomical,
physiological and pathological, which underlie the entire field

of neurological medicine. The discussion has been conducted
by one who seems well fitted for it, both by nature and by his
acquirements, with rare good sense and practical tact. Dr.
Eulenberg joins to a wide and accurate knowledge of the
experimental and practical phases of his difficult theme, as well
as its literature, a sound, discriminating judgment. His anal-
ysis of his subject is judicious, his thought clear, and his style
simple. Such (pialities have enabled him to produce an exceed-
ingly readable and instructive book. But without farther delay
we pass to a short survey of the general principles of nerve
pathology, in the light in which they have Vieen placed by our
author.

Disorders of the nervous system are divided by Dr. Eulenberg
into Neuroses of sensibility, Neuroses of motility. Neuroses of nu-
trition and Psycho-neuroses, the first three alone being treated in

his work. The first volume, as already intimated, is devoted to
general consideration, in which morbid phenomena are brought"
face to face with our existing knowledge of the anatomy and
physiology of the nervous system.
Neuroses of sensibility {^iJsthesioneuroses) are first treated of
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in their more elementary or fundamental forms. In order to

explain morbid it is necessary to understand healthy phenomena.

Hence Dr. Eulenberg enters on a brief but rather penetrating-

discussion as to the intimate nervous structures and processes,

which are known, or supposed, to be involved in nervous sensi-

bility when it is roused by appropriate stimuli. He supposes, as

many others have done, that the sensory impulses, which are

caused in many ways to pass along the sensory nerve fibres, are

conveyed into certain nerve cells in which the fibres finally ter-

minate, and that an agitation of the particles which compose

the cells occurs and in some way this gives rise within the cell to

sensation, and we presume, for that matter, even to those

closely allied but higher nervous and mental processes which

pass under the names of perception, emotion, etc. Dr. Eulen-

berg adopts the gratuitous supposition so often maintained by

others, that the vividness or strength of a sensation— that is, of

a response to a sense impression — depends on the resistance

which the cell opposes to the molecular motion which the shock

of the sense impression that arrives by the way of a fibre tends

to excite. He appears to adopt the law of Bernstein, which

may be stated as follows :
" The quantity of a sensation may be

estimated by the number of ganglion cells required to neutralize

or arrest the molecular disturbance caused by a given sense

impression." If the resistance is greater in the cells, the

reaction to the sense impression is sharper and sensation is

more acute. If it passes into a greater number of cells, it is

because the resistance in them is less, and hence the sensation

experienced is less acute. Farther, the strength of a conscious

sensation is determined by two factors: the intensity of action

of the irritant, and the quantity or degree of resistance met

with in the sensory cells. Fechner (Fsychophysik) is quoted

under this head, where on the above indicated assumptions he

seeks to bring sensation under the dominion of the calculus,

and as a much paraded result, announces a barren formula

which utterly misses the soul of sensibility and sensation in con-

fusing quantitative with qualitative relations. We have no

hesitation in declaring for our own part, that Fechner's laws ol

sensation do not in anything touch the heart of the subject to

which they relate, valuable as they may be, in a hypothetical

way, in the exterioa- nervous processes involved in sensation. It

is a well-meant but in the end fruitless endeavor to carry

mathematical processes into a sphere where nearly every essen-

tial element in a series of equations is hypothetical, or even

fanciful. What we object to in this case and all such cases is

not the endeavor to penetrate as far as possible by the industri-

ous and judicious use of such methods of study, but rather to

the unwarranted and misleading confidence placed in the results.

To suppose, as seems to be done by some, that they enable us to

explain the real nature of sensation, betrays a primary miscon-

ception as to what sensation really involves.
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We have been rather sorry to see so judicious a thinker ancl
writer, as is Dr. Eulenberg, laying so much stress on these
practically almost valueless speculations. But we must decline
entering any farther into a discussion, which could prove of
interest to but few of our readers, and instead pass to more
accessible and useful topics.

There is considerable niei-it in the classification of neuroses of
sensibility given by Dr. Eulenberg. Increased sen.sibility passes
as usual, under the general term hyjjerasthtsia, and complete
loss under that of cma-sthesia. But a mere diminution in sensi-
bility IS called hyixvsthesia. Pain is placed among " dysais-
thesias," and is described as a case in which the sjihjective ele-
ment in sensation rises above its normal level of intensity Par-
asthesias include that group of peculiar sensations such as
pruntis, formication, morbid hunger, or morbid thirst, olobus
etc. In the final analysis of these examples of morbi'cl sen-
sation, they are to be subordinated to hyperesthesias or to hyp-
ffisthesias, but deserve to stand in a separate class for clinical
reasons.

_
In the special discussion of hypera'sthesias, they are divided

into three classes: peripheral, conducting (intercurrent) and
central. These forms of hyperesthesia are described throuo-hout
as being distinct. We wish to direct the attention of the reader
to this subject for a few moments.
The nerve cells, of the nervous centres, or certain amono- tliem

It seems probable, are the sole seats of true sensibility at least
those of Its forms wliich are manifested in consciousness. The
nerve fibres which lead to them, and in connection therewith the
peripheral apparatuses of sense in which the fibres terminate
outwardly, are )LOt the seats of sensibility proper. They are
simply for the reception and conduction of sense impj'essions
(not sensati07is as is so often loosely said) to the central sensory
cells, where they may be appreciated, or known, or lower down
functionally speaking, minister to nervous reflexes, apart from
consciousness and will. A pacinian corpuscle, or a nerve fibre
has no such capacity, in the sense that nerve cells may have
JMo fact is belter known in the physiology of the nprvous
system. But if this be so, how comes it to pass tliat we may have
a. peripheral, ov a conduction hyperesthesia? What is liyper-
a?sthesia ? It is in a few words .sensibility exalted above the
normal level of acuteness. Are conduction and sensibility con-
vertible terms V Most certainly not. And yet conduction and
not sensibility, may be said to be the proper function of
nerve fibres. Even if it be granted that by disease, a nerve
fibre may be so changed as to magnify as compared with a
normal fibre, the sense impressions it transmits to the seats of
sensibility, could such a condition of things be called hyjieras-
thesia ? It might be called hyperconduction, but it could not in
any sort of strictness be called by the former name. At most
that could be said there would be only an apparent hypertBs-
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thesia, the fact being that the conductibility of the fibre is in

such state as to magnify the intensity of the original sense

impression as it passes along toward the centre, so that an

exao-gerated impression may be delivered at the true seat of

sensibility. This we say, would be an apparent, but not a real

hvperwsthesia. But what good proof have we that any such

state as this ever occurs ? We have no hesitation in declaring

there is none. There is no such thing in the proper sense of the

words as a " peripherar' or a " conduction " hypera?stbesia, lor

the iiarts of which the^e things are predicated have no such

function in health as sensibility in the sense now supposed, and

hence cannot have it in disease. It is true that localized disease

of the peripheral sense apparatuses, or of the conducting tracts

may lead to hyperajsthesias, but only because the related sensory

cells are secondarily disturbed in their nutrition, or, to use a

common but uncertain expression, in their molecular state, m .such

manner as to increase their sensitiveness. But there is no reason,

so far as we can see, for thinking there would have been a true

hvpera^sthesia, if the condition of the seat of sensibility, in other

words the centre, had remained in statu quo. In this brief discus-

sion we have laid aside those cases in which through anemia, or

in a o-eneral way there is lowered nutrition, and, as a consequence,

abnoraial acuteness of general sensibility; for in this case, there

can be no reasonable doubt but that the whole nervous system is

in\olved in the change, especially the centres. ^,
, ,

The divisions made of hvperasthesias by Dr. Eulenberg, is,

in reality, made chiefly from'.a causal point of view. There can

be no doubt but that disease or injury of the peripheral sense

apparatuses, or nerve trunks, or conducting tracts still more

centrally situated, may lead to hyperesthesias. The sole question

in our minds is as to the real seat and inner mechanism ot the

same. We do hot deny altogether the correctness of the \ievfs

of Dr Eulenberti-, but do contend that enough stress is not laid

on the condition^of the central apparatus, which is the sole seat

of true sensibility, the opinion of i\lr. G. II. Lewes and others, to the

contrary notwithstanding. Happily, however, such matters have

•I dialectical rather than a practical interest. But we would not

despise the greatest attainable accuracy ol apprehension and

statement of a case. .

In the first place, disorders of sensibility are discussed with

unusual fullness and precision. In discussing the various methods

of testing the space sense of the skin, he makes no reference to

the rather elaborate researches of Leudet, in the domain ot

ssthesiometry. The following law is formulated from the re-

searches of various observers working under the direction ol

Vierordt: Farts are mure sensitive, according as they are more

movable. Extended and valuable discussions as to the methods

of determining the state of the senses of pressure, temperature,

pain, etc., are given, which we commend to the attention ot the

reader.
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A discussion also of tlie methods employed for determinino-
the rapidity of conduction of sensory and motor irn, re s on!alon^ the nerves, IS had, in regard to its diagnostic relatioTsraiticular reference is made to the valuable work of Burckhardt{Die physwlog. Bmgnostih d. Nervei^-kranhheUen, dc Ton SBurckhardt, Leipzig, 1875, p. 284.) But this sub ect'has beenaheady examined at considerable length in a review of Burek
liardt s work in a former number of the Journal (vol II „ 5fi6\Under the head of hypera.sthesia of the senle of iu'ch (ul
perpselaphesia) Dr. Euleiiberg quotes apparently with ap,,rovShe opinion of Brown-Sequard, that in cases where in applyLrth:two pointsof the *sthesiometer «Am points are felnitead oftwo, there is disease of the base of the brain-(basal system)more particularly of the crura cerebri, and pons. But we wouldratlier account tor such a phenomenon by supposing it to be an
.1 UMon on the part o the patient than to' adi^t th? hypothe'"
V- I'ln "'"'^'^'l""'''^' "''^'' assumes the formation of new cellswhicli like pre-existing cells stand in connection with pre-eYistine-fabres so that there are new and uncustomary sense Centresadded to those which naturally exist. This inJeniouT hypo h-c'Ms IS purely gratuitous, however, though not unreasonable

ritu^ '^-X]^'''''fS
the nature of cutaneous paralgias, such as'pru-

t „n' . f''"'^^''S ^^'?"1^^ seem in most instances to cons derthem to depend on disease of the nerve terminations in thepapillary eminences of the true skin. But we must think, that ntins, as in other sensory neuroses, there is a possibili y thatmany if not the majority of such cases, may depend on centradisorder, the outward symptom being merely a Vrojection pienomenon. But ,n this and similar instances, we rellrL r °ade t^oiu remarks above, on our author's classification of hypera^^
thesias. He does not overlook or deny that such symptoms m^vhave a central origin, but fails to lay the stress on ^hTspSwhich It seems to us to demand. ^ ^

Formication (Ameisenkriechen), subjective feelings of heat andcold, etc., are acknowledged to have a central origin
""^^''"''^

Cutaneous neuralgias are discussed at some leno-th in thecourse ol which the more common criteria of neunU^ic parn areaid down. They are said to be: 1. That the pain fe 1 KZ-««eo.. and provoked by morbid processes within the orgaSm
•; 1 V^ '^ '^'''" '''"*'' ''''^^ unusual suddenness and in-tensity and be confined to the course and sphere of distribitio .o particularsensory nerves. 3. That it shall not be contin loubut appear n, paroxysms, with intei'vals of partial or completefreedom from pain. These are the common crileria of a neurati illie radtahon [or apparent propagation of pain alono- Ihp

coairse of a nerve, is referred to an affection of the li^U^^^^r^^
rather than the nerve trunk itself, and also, after Ban-winkelTo aneuritis. Upon the wliole Dr. Eulenberg discusses rathe acutel?the intimate physics of pain, but arri^"es at no valuable coclu-sions.
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No special stress is laid on the ''i^.inful points" of Valleix,

nor on the " points apophysiaires of Trousseau.

Tn ,hP discussion of the general pathogenesis and etiology ot

ne a\g al U erare^-elerreS in the'last analysis to "ebanges -

fhe moicular mechanism of the sensible nerve masses, but it is

Idmhted hat as to the nature of these changes, we are com-

WW in the dark A large number of neuralgias are said to

t hJoutcome in all probability, of a "constitjiona anomaly

which annears to consist in unusually abnormal functioning oi

Se whrnervous system, or more particularly separate parts of

the same.

Dv Eulcnbero- appears to admit the existence of the consti-

t„Honalneurm?thy'' contended for by Griesinger, which is pro-

ifi^rot orneuial-ias alone, but of hysteria, epilepsy, various

S^l^^lS^tXd^^ir^fli^^tSslSr'a^thor, that the,, is a

1 tL " hereditary disposition" of Anstie. But it is ot

p. =„;) ou » 1°™" """"-J *;*a°„ L%,„„1,-, mis,-,,,,,, .nd.

berg'sfesults^are now disputed by recent observers. It is not
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often one can find so full and suggestive a list of the causes of
neuralgia. But we pass it by for the present.

_

Dr. Eulenberg enters upon a tliorough discussion of the falla-
cies which are being daily committed in the diagnosis of neural-
gias. Many affections are called neuralgic which have no real
title to that name, and vice versq,. The whole chapter on the
diagnosis of neuralgias needs to be carefully read to be appreci-
ated. No mere abstract would do it justice.

The same may be said of the section on Prognosis. It is al-
most a model discussion within moderate limits.

" The Therapeutics of Neuralgias," says tlie author, " has upon
the whole the same difficulties to struggle with as the diagnosis
and prognosis. We have before us a complex of symptonis, but
in many cases we cannot at all, or only with difficulty, recognize
tile nature, anatomical seat and cause of the disease. Moreover,
in many cases where the cause of the neuralgia is known, we are
incapable of removing it. Finally, even after the removal of the
cause, the resulting affection may remain as an independent
disease, possibly through secondary alterations of the cell ele-
ments of the central organs, and we are limited to a purely symp-
tomatic treatment, which, though it may lead to valuable
jialliative rcisults, rarely accomplishes a permanent cure" (p. 61).
But it will not be possible in this notice to follow Dr. Eulen-
berg in his judicious discussion of the general therapeutics of
neuralgias. He adds nothing new to the means for combat-
ing them, but presents us with a well elaborated and penetrat-
ing review of existing knowledge on this difficult, and painfully
practical theme.
He prefers, take it altogether, the faradic to the galvanic cur-

rent, in the treatment of cutaneous neuralgias. Nussbaum's
method of nerve-stretching, for the relief of obstinate neuralgias,
is favorably mentioned. In his rather extended remarks on the
conditions of ana'sthesias and hypffisthesias, is a very suggestive
discussion as to the trophic action of the nervous system, especi-
ally in relation to the skin. But this subject is examined by the
authorat greater length in his chapters' on "Trophoneuroses,"
which it is our intention to notice in a subsequent number of
the Journal.
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III.—BATEMAN : DARWINISM TESTED BY LAN-
GUAGE.

Darwinism Tested by Language. By Frederic Batemac, M. D.

etc. London, 1S77.

(
(Jonclusion. )*

In order to establisli the fact that the possession of articulate

language constitutes a difference between man and the lower

animals, not only of degree but of kind, Dr. Bateman enunciates

three propositions :

"
I. That articulate speech is a distinctive attribute of man, and

that the ape and lower animals do not possess a trace of it.

"II. That articulate speech is a universal attribute of man

—

that all races have a language, or the capacity of acquiring it.

"III. The immateriality of the faculty of speech."

Taking up these propositions seriatim, we proceed to inquire,

in the firet place, whether or not it is quite certain that the lower

animals are not possessed of the faculty of expressing their

thoughts and emotions by articulate s]ieech.

We must, in the beginning, divest ourselves of the idea that,

because we are incapable of appreciating the various modulations

and inflections of the sounds uttered by the lower animals, there-

fore such modulations and inflectidns do not exist. Those

sounds have been studied to a very slight extent, and we all

know how diflicult, if not impossible, it is for us, if unacquainted

with a language, to detect differences in the articulations ut-

tered. All the words seem to run into each other, to form an

incomprehensible lot of gibberish. It is only after long study

and familiarity that we a"re enabled to pick out the words, and

to give them their linguistic value.

That the lower aninials are able to comnuuiicate ideas to each

other by sounds emitted from the larynx, appears to be very cer-

tainly established. We see instances every day among the ani-

mals that man has domesticated. The cock calling his hens, the

ben informing her brood that she has found something good to

eat, the recognition of his companion in the sounds uttered by

the horse, are all instances in point.
•

i,
•

Leroy,t than whom few have investigated the mental facllties

of the lower animals with more thoroughness, thus speaks of the

subject of their utterance of articulate sounds :

—
:

j

* See this journal, for April, 1878.

I The Intelligence and Perfectibility of Animals, from a Philosophic

Point of View. London, 18T0, p. 72. Charles Georges Leroy, bom ui 1/23,

succeeded his father as Uancer of Versailles and Marly. In this post he

enioyed ample opportunities for the observation of animals. His letters on

the subject were written over the signature of " The Naturalist of ISurem-

burg."
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"Do they speak or not? Tliis question must be resolved by
the solution of two others. Have they tlie necessary conditions
of speeeli '? Could they, without it, do what they do? The only
requirements of language are connected ideas and the faculty of
articidation. We have proved, and that without the shadow of
a doubt in tlie preceding letters, that animals feel, compare,
judge, reflect, etc. They have, then, in respect of connected
ideas, all that is required for speech. As for the faculty of ar-

ticulation, most of them have nothing in their organization
which, so far as we can judge, forbids it. Birds, in other ways
so widely diflering from ourselves, succeed in forming articulate

sounds precisely the same as ours. Animals have, then, all the
necessary conditions of language. But if we closely investigate
their actions in detail, we perceive further, tliat we cannot, for

an instant, deny them the power of communicating some, at

least, of their ideas to one another ; and this by the aid of words.
We are positive that they never fail, to distinguish between the
cry of terror and that which expresses love. Their different agi-

tations have difierent intonations which characterize them. If
the mother, alarmed for the safety of her family, had but one cry
to warn it of its varying dangers, the family would always be
sure to do the same thing when uttering the cry. But, on the
contrary, their movements vary according to circumstances.
Sometimes a hasty flight is the consequence of the cry of alarm;
at others, concealment ; and at another time they advance to the
combat. Since, then, the actions which follow the mother's
command are different, it is impossible to conceive that her
language is uniform. Can we assert that the expressions of a
male and female during the period of their intercourse are not
very various, when we can clearly perceive in thera a thousand
movements all differing one from another—eagerness more or
less pronounced on the part of the male ; reserve, mingled with
allurement, on the part of the female

;
pretended denials, rage,

jealousy, quarrels and I'econciliations ? Can we imagine that the
sounds accompanying these emotions do not correspond with the
situations they express ? It is true that the language of signs is

in great use among animals, and that it sufficesfor the commu-
nication of most of their emotions. This language, familiar to
all who feel more than they think, makes an immediate impres-
sion, and its communication of feeling is almost instantaneous

;

but it m not enough to express all those combined actions of an-
imals which suppose concert, agreement, designation of ])lace,

etc. Two wolves, who, to facilitate their chase, have each taken
a different part—that of the one being to attack the victim,
while the other awaits it at some plarce agreed upon, to run it

down with fresh strength—cannot have acted thus admirably in

concert without ^some mutual communication, and this commu-
nication is inconceivable unless they have a spoken language.

" The education of animals is mainly conducted by means of
the language of action. Example shows them most of the move-
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ments necessary to the preservation of tlieir natural life. But in

cases where the objects of foresight and of fear increase with the

increase of danger, this language becomes inadequate; instruc-

tion becomes more complicated, and words are necessary to con-

vey it. Without spoken language the education of a fo.v could

not be completed. It is a notorious fact that, long before they

have had any chance of learning, by personal experience, young
fo.xes leaving tlie den for the first time are more suspicious and
watchful in places where they are much hunted, than are the old

ones in more peaceful neighborhoods. This truth, which is in-

contestable, demonstrates, once for all, their need of language
;

for how, in its absence, could they acquire this science of pre-

cautions, which supposes in them a number of facts, and the

power of comparing and of appreciating them ? It seems, then,

absurd to doubt tliat animals have a language, by means of

which they transmit to one another those ideas the communi-
cation of which is necessary."

Houzeau* does not hesitate to ascribe, at least to birds, the

faculty of forming articulate sounds for the purpose of convey-

ing ideas, using for this purpose powers corresponding to our

vowels and consonants, and hence enabling us to pronounce and

write them. The cries of the whip-poor-will and the cuckoo are

familiar to all, but there are many other notable instances to be

met with, especially in tropical regions. Waterton speaks of a

night-bird in Guiana, whose cry was distinctly, "Who are you?

Who, who are you ?" And of another that, in a tone of command
and of anger, clearly said, " Work away ! work away ! work

away !" And of a third that, in sorrowful accents, uttered the

words, " Willy, come go ! Willy, Willy, Willy, come go !"

Of course it will be understood that it is not alleged that the

birds were utteruig the words cited with any knowledge that

they belonged to the English language, or were associated with

any such ideas as they represent to our minds. The instances

are only given as illustrations of the ability of these animals,

even when not taught, as are the parrot and the raven, to enun-

ciate articulate sounds which can be represented by our letters.

Attempts have been made, and with success, to representin

written words the sounds made by the lower animals, which

have no similarity to any human "language. Bechsteinf has

done this with the nightingale, and has ascertained that this

bird, in the course of an hour or two, ^enunciates over forty dis-

tinct sounds, which are representable by letters of our alphabet.

Can we be bold enough to declare that these are meaningless,

and that they are not understood by other nightingales? These

forty primitive sounds are enough to form a language as compli-

cated as our own, and infinitely more so than that of the de-

* Etudes sur las facultes meutales des animaux comparees a celles de

riiomme. Mous, 1873, t. II. , p. 333.

t Naturgeschichte der Hof uad SUibeavogel. Art. " Nachtigall."
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graded human beings whose vocabulary is so imperfect that, in

the dark, wlien deprived of the assistance of gestures, they can-

not comprehend each other.

In attempting to represent the entire song of the niglilingale,

Bechstein writes it as follows, the letters having the powers
given to them in the German language :

" Tioii, tiou, tiou, tiou— Spe, tiou, squa—Tio, tio, tio, tio, tic,

tic, tio, tio, tix—Coutio, coutio, coutio, coutio—Squo, squo, squo,

squo—Tzu, Izu, tzu, tzu, tzu, tzu, tzu, tzu, tzu, tzi—Corror, tiore,

squa, pipiqui—Zozozozozozozozozozozozozirhading—Tsissisi, tsi-

sissississis—Dzorre, dzorre, dzorre, dzorre hi—Tzater, tzater,

tzater, tzater, tzater, tzater, tzater, dzi—Dlo, dlo, dlo, dlo, dlo,

dlo, dlo, dlo, dlo—Quio, trrrrrrrrrr itz—Lu, lu, lu, lu, lu, ly, ly,

ly, ly, lie, lie, lie, lie—Quio, dide, li, lulylie—Hagur, gurr, quipie,

coui, coui, coui, qui, qui, qui, qui, qui, qui, qui—Goll, goll, goll,

goU, guia, liadadoi—Conigui, horr, ha, diadia, dill si !—Hezeze-
zezezezezezezezezezezezezeze, cowar ho dze hoi—Quia, cjuia, quia,

quia, quia, quia, quia, ti—Ki, ki, ki, ki, io, io, io, ioioioio,

ki—-Lu, li, li, le, lia, la, len, Io, dide, io, quia—Kigaigaigaigai-

gaigai, guiagaigaigai conior, dzio, dzio, dzio pi."

In his remarks on the subject of the vocalization of which birds

are capable Houzeau says :

" The language of birds contains a notable part of the letters

of tlie alphabet, and even the double consonants are employed,
such as dz and dl. There are also simple vowels and diphthongs.

The greater part of the consonants used are combined with

vowels as initial letters of syllables. The use of consonants
after vowels, as final letters is much more rare, the letters I, n,

and r being the only ones which figure in this situation. But
from the lack of various letters, and of combinations or syllables

we are not to conclude that there is a total absence of articulate

sounds. We, ourselves, do not make use of all possible combi-
nations of final consonants after a vowel. Many nations do not

even use all the letters, and cannot even pronounce those which
do not enter into the composition of their alphabets. Several
African languages do not contain r. The Chinese not only do
not have this rolling consonant, but they lack also other simple

consonants, as b, d, y, z. They pronounce Holland Golioiki,

and France Fulanteus. The Polynesians do not have the sibilant

s. They do not place consonants after vowels in the same syl-

lable, so that all their words end in vowels. The Ilurons have
none of the labials {b, J\ ;«, ii,2^i "*'!)> ^'""i the vowel u, which is

articulated l)y the lips, is also wanting. Garcilasso says that the

Peruvians not only do not have the letters b, d,f, g, .s, .r, but that

they do not even form a single double consonant. The Feejeans
do not possess the c, the Somo Sonios the k, or the inliabitants of

Rakiraki the t. The Australians have no s. The Indians of

French Port, in British Columbia, lack the letters b, d,f,j, p, v, .'.;.

But the poorest of all jicople in articulate sounds are those of

New Zealand, whose alphabet does not contain the twelve fol-
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lowing letters: h, e, d, f, /-/, ./, I, <j, s, i\ ;/, z, and the double let-

ter X." J
In view of these facts, and of many others of fully as striking

a character, which could readily be cited from other parts of the

animal kingdom, it is certainly going too far to deny to all the

beings lower in the scale of creation than man, the faculty of ar-

ticulate speech. We are forced, therefore, to regard Dr. Bate-

man's first proposition as unproven, and, hence, as of no weight in

the determination of the matter at issue. This is the least that

can be said, the probability being, that so far as we can judge from

an attentive study of the habits, and the actions of, and the

sounds emitted by' many of the lower animals, they are possessed

of an articulate language by which they are enabled to commu-
nicate with others of their kind.

But we may go further and enter what in law would be called

a demurrer. Suppose his proposition to be true, and that man
is really the only animal possessing the faculty to articulate

speech ; what then ? Would it then be a difference in kind such

as Darwin demanded ? We cannot see that it would. Articu-

late language is only a refined and exalted way of expressing

ideas, and w'hen we are by accident or disease deprived of the

power of speech we have recourse to other methods for making
ourselves understood, which by constant practice answer all our

purposes. The signs, and gestures, and facial expressions of the

ape, dog and other animals serve for all their purposes of com-

munication with man, and are fully as uuerring in cliaraeter

as any that human beings employ. They use a language which

is in direct accordance with the idgas they wish to express, and

tiie mere fact that it is not articulated by the tongue and lips is

a non-essential point in the discussion.

But it may be asked, why does not the ape speak our lan-

guage? For all we know to the contrary the chattering which

these animals keep up when in their native forests, at the ap-

])roach of man, may consist, to some extent, of like questions as

to his inability to converse with them in their tongue—still we

may very properly answer the question by replying that no

patient and persistent attempt, so far as we know, has ever been

made to teach him. Besides, it would be well, it appears to

us, in case any such course of instruction is contemplated, not to

begin with so" difficult a language as English—one which even

educated Chinese can never learn with' tolerable thoroughness

—

but with some of the languages lower in the scale, such as those

spoken by the human beings living in close proximity with this

advanced animal. We are very strongly of the opinion that if

such an attempt were made, not on a single ape, but on a group—
a class it might be called—and carried out with some such degree

of persistence as is employed with very imbecile children, an

astonishing success would attend the effort.

And in this connection we may call attention to the fact quite

recently demonstrated by Dr. Spitzka, since the first part of this
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review was published, tliat the braiTi of tlie chimpanzee has an

ishmd of Reil not devoid of convolutions as asserted by Huxley

and others, and hence not diftering in kind from the same organ

in man. As Dr. Spitzka's observations have not yet been pub-

lished, the following synopsis of them which he lias been kind

enough to send us will doubtless prove of interest:

"In a young chimpanzee about two years old this region [the

island of Reil] is as completely covered by the enveloping oper-

culum and temporal lobes as in man; it is equally with the

human, triangular in sliaj)e, and the acute apex of the triangle

is directed backwards as in man. It had four distinct gyri, and
the most posterior of these showed bifurcation at its upper end.

In a large chimpanzee whose convolutions were much more intri-

cate than those of the yonnger anirnal there were five such gyri,

an inferior frontal convolution was present and well developed.
-X- ***** ^ *

I should add that proportionally to the size of the entire hemi-

sphere, the island of Reil is as large as in man."
The ape, therefore, in all probability, does not speak our

language first, because he has never been tauglit to do so, and,

second, because the island of Reil and brain generally are not suf-

ficiently developed to enable him to initiate through his own
unaided efibrts the various intellections and functiimations nec-

essary to the articulation of human speech. In this last respect he

does not differ essentially from those children in whom from arrest

of cerebral development the faculty of articulate language is never

acquired. We doubt very much whether children of any nation,

if allowed to grow up without association with other persons

speaking a language, would in a single generation be any better

ofi' as regards articulate speech than many of the lower animals.

Dr. Batenian quotes a very interesting autograph letter to him
from Prof. Vogt, as follows:

"The brain of man and that of apes, especially of the anthni-

poid apes (orang, cliimpanzee, gorilla) are constructed absolutely

upon the same type—a type l)y itself, and which is characterized

amongst other things, by the fissure of Sylvius and by the manner
in which tlie island of Reil is formed and covered. Thus in man,
the third frontal convolution is e.xtraordinarily developed and
covers partly the inside, whilst the transverse central convolutions

are of much less importance. In the ape, on the other hand, the

third frontal convolution is Init slightly developed, whilst the

central transverse convolutions are very large.

"To show the bearing which all this has upon the seat of

speech I would refer to the raicroccphali who do not speak ; they

learn to repeat certain words like parrots, but they have no
articulate language. Now the microcephali have the same con-

formation of the third frontal convolution as apes. They are

apes as far as the anterior portion of their brain is concerned.

Thus man speaks ; apes and microcephali do not sj)cak. Certain

observations have been recorded which seem to place language
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in the part wliicli is developed in man and contracted in the

loicroceiihali and in tlic ape. Com)iarative anatomy, therefore,

comes in aid of M. Broca's doctrine."

The miorocephali do not, as Prof. Vogt asserts, or as Dr.

Bateman admits, speak, but they are none the less men, nor arc

apes any the less microcephali because they do not talk.

The second proposition of Dr. Bateman has no special bearinp;

upon the subject under discussion. We may admit with him
that there is no people, nation or tribe that does not possess

some form of articulate language, imperfect as some of them are.

As regards the third proposition relative to the immateriality

of the faculty of speech, we must confess to our inability to

comprehend e.xactly what Dr. Bateman means. He says he is

tempted to ask, " whether speech, like the soul, may not be an

attribute, an immaterial nescio quid, the comprehension of which
is beyond the limits of our finite minds?" To which we might
answer by another question, " Of what is the soul an attribute?"

and, by another, that "If the matter is beyond comprehension,
why attempt to discuss it?"

But Dr. Bateman, under this proposition, adduces certain

examples and arguments which, as he thinks, juilitate against the

doctrine of tlie localization of tlie faculty of speech in the part of

the brain assigned to it by Broca—the posterior part of the left

third frontal convolution. In this he is, we think, creating a

theory for the purpose of demolishing it, for very few, if any
cerebral physiologists now contend for the limited localization of

Broca. To this point we have already in the first part of this

review invited the attention of the reader. We have there

asserted that there is not a single instance on record of the

"speech tract" being the seat of disease without there being at

the same time impairment or loss of the faculty of articulate

speech. It will however, probably not be out of place, to refer

more at length to some of the cases cited by Dr. Bateman, and
to point out the fallacy of his argument from them.

He says (page 181): "I have shown, and that upon the most
indisputable authority, that persons could talk when the presumed
seat of speech was invaded by an enormous tumor, completely

disorganized by disease or destroyed by a pistol-shot."

The case of the tumor is the one reported by Velpeau, and to

which all writers on aphasia make reference. "In the month of

March, 1843, a barber, sixty years of age, came under M. Vel-

peau's care for disease of the prostate gland. With the exception

of his prostatic disorder, he seemed to be in excellent health, was
very lively, cheerful, full of repartee, and evidently in possession

of all his faculties ; one remarkable symptom in his case was his

intolerable loquacity; a greater chatterer never existed, and on

more than one occasion complaints were made by the other

patients of this talkative neighbor who allowed them rest neither

night nor day. A few days after admission this man died

suddenly, and a careful autopsy was made. On opening the
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cranium, a cancerous tumor was found which had taken the

jihice of the two anterior lobes." Now in regard to this case we

have observed in another pLace,* "very little faith seems to have

been put by physiologists or pathologists in the history ot this

case. If it proves anything, it is that the anterior lobois are

useless ap]>endages to the rest of the cerebral system." And we

find that Kussmaul f says of it: "In order to draw out Bouil-

laud, Velpeau demanded the prize of 500 francs for a case m
which a lobulated cancer had professedly destroyed the two

anterior lobes ; in truth, however, it had left untouched the

greater part of them and especially two-thirds of the left trontal

fobe." . , ^. ,

Even admitting all that was claimed for this case by V elpcau,

it does not in the least weigh against the theory of the locali-

zation of the faculty of si)eeeh in those parts of the brain to

which we have already ascribed its situation— those which are

nourished by the middle cerebral artery.

The case in which, according to Dr. Bateman, the presumed

seat of speech "was completely disorganized by disease," is the

one reported by M. Peter. In this instance the skull of a man

was fractured by a fall from a horse; after recovery there

succeeded "a remarkable loquacity, although after death it was

found that the two frontal lobes of the brain were reduced to a

pulp." Now in this case the man was in a state ot turious

delirium during the whole period of his life (thirty-six hours)

after the reception of his injury, and in addition to the disorgan-

ization of tlie anterior loV)es there was a fracture of the roof and

base of the skull throughout its entire extent. The case simply

militates against BouirhuKVs theory, and not against the one

now held by the majority of neurologists ; and Trousseau claims

no more for it than as pi"o\ing that the two frontal lobes may be

destroyed in their anterior portion withcut causing a loss of the

faculty of speech.

In the case in which the ''jmisinned seat of speech was

destroyed by a pistol-shot, we find that two officers iougI\t a

duel ; one of them fired first and the ball entered his adversary's

head at one temple, passed through the brain and then raised the

temporal bone on the opposite side. The ball was extracted,

and the patient immediately made a sign with his hands and

expressed his thanks in a very low voice. He recovered for

the time being, and during five months thereafter could speak

perfectly well,^and was remarkable for the wit and fiuency of his

conversation and writing. He subseqnently died of softening

and it was found on post-mortem examination that the ball had

passed through the two frontal lobes ui their middle portion.

This case is open to all the objections alleged against the other

*A Treatise on Diseases of the Nervous System. Sixlli eilitioii, Now York,

1876, p. 173.

f Op. Cit. (Aiucrkan IrunsUuioii.)
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two, and so also is the one reported by M. Moreau (de Tours) in
wliich the third frontal convolution was congenitally absent.
Now, Dr. Bateman admits that if M. Bro'oa's theory could be

shown to be correct, Darwin's views would receive confirmation.
Of co.urse this admission is equally good for any other localiza-
tion of the faculty of speech. We have seen" that tliere is a
" speecli tract," that this region embiaces the posterior part of
the anterior lobe, the anterior part of the middle lobe, and the lobe
of the insula, or island of Reil—those parts, in fact, which arc
nourished by the middle cerebral artery. It exists on both sides
of the brain, thougli more developed on the left than on the rjo-ht

side
; and we repeat that there is no instance on record in which

injury or disease in\olved the whole of this region on both sides
which was unaccompanied by derangement "of the faculty of
articulate language. In very many cases comparati\ely slight
lesions of this region on either side, especially the left, have been
sufKcient to cause such derangement.

In view of these facts—and they are but a small part of what
could be brought forward—we are forced to the conclusion that
Dr. Bateman has failed altogether to make out his case. Dar-
winism, as he calls it, may or may not be true, but it is not to be
overturned by such assaults as his. Nevertheless he has written
an interesting essay, and one which will, doubtless, add to his
reputation as a perspicuous and thorough thinker ; and we com-
mend his little book both to evolutionists and anti-evolutionista.
The former will not fail to see how weak are the arguments of
their adversaries, the latter will probably get a few grains of
comfort

; and, at any rate, will be made "acquainted with some
of the scientific aspects of a most important subject.

AV. A. n.
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IV.—TUKE: INSANITY AND ITS TREVENTION.

Insanity in Ancient ani> Modern Life, with Chapters on Its

Prevention. By Daniel Hack Tuke, ]M. D. Loudon :

MacMillan & Co.' 1878. 226 pages.

This very neat and readable volume is a popular rather than

strictly a medical work, and part, at least, of its contents has

appeared previously as articles in an English literary magazine.

To the medical man, and to the alienist more especially, its main
point of interest is to be found in the second of the three parts

into which it is divided : that on "Insanity in Relation to Mod-
ei'n Life." The first section, on the prevalence of the causes of

insanity in ancient times lias also some interest to the physician,

ajiart from its value as a discussion of a merely medico-historical

subject, since it involves a comparison between the past and the

present periods in regard to the questions of the etiology of insan-

ity, and a general review of what the author considers the chief

causes of insanity in all periods. The third division of the work,

on self prevention, or, as the author calls it, anti-prophylaxis of

insanity, is addressed more especially to the laity ; tlie facts and
precepts it contains are, or should be, known to the physician

already. There are some points here also, however, that will

claim our attention in this notice.

The causes of insanity which Dr. Tuke considers as the princi-

pal, comprehending moi-e or less all minor ones, are stated in the

first chapter, broadly, as follows: (1) Intoxication of all kinds,

including under this head also all the liereditary efl'ects of intoxi-

cation
; (2) Mal-nutrition and poverty

; (3) Causes chiefly'

moral and emotional, such as excitement, disappointment, etc.
;

and (4) and last, intellectual strain, which for the most part acts

indirectly, and that on only a small portion of the population.

According to this veiy general classification, the author reviews

the probable prevalence of the causes of insanity in pre-historic

and ancient times, in four interesting chapters, which, how-
ever, we can, for the most part, only slightly notice. The specu-

lation, for it is largely only speculation, in regard to the

prevalence of insanity in pre-historic times, brings up one collat-

eral point in regard to which some remarks seem to be called for.

As the pre-historic man was, in all probability, very similar to

the existing savages in many parts of the world, the condition of

these latter, as regards mental disease, may be taken as a fair

index of his condition in this respect, and tliis method of esti-

mating his liability is adopted by Dr. Tuke, who assumes, we
think, incorrectly, that the modern savage is less liable, or as we
understand him, more resistant to the influences producing insan-

ity than his civilized contemporary. He says that civilization

favors insanity, that an increased liability is " the penalty which
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superior organisms liave to ])ay for their greater sensitiveness and
susceptibility." It would be more correct, it apjiears to ns, to

say that cases of insanity are more numerous among civilized

people on account of the greater mental strain which civilization

requires the ability to sustain this strain, though in itself consider-

able, not always keeping pace with its increase. And even this

may not be always correct ; the statistics of insanity among sav-

ages are wanting, and we are inclined to tliink that mental dis-

ease is perhaps much more frequent among them than is generally

supposed. Then we are of the opinion that the excitements of

civilized life would tell far more severely upon the barbarian than
upon those who habitually undergo them. And it seems to us
also that in tlirowing out a certain class of moral and emotional
influences causative of insanity, as of little or no eftect among
savages, he writes too positively—causes that we have evidence
to believe are eft'ective in producing mental derangement even
among the lower animals ought not to be so summarily excluded.

When parrots and dogs sometimes die from disappointed atiec-

tion it appears almost unwarrantable to assume that such events

may not happen even in the lowest condition of humanity. In-

deed, with the exception of such as depend upon certain social

conditions peculiar to civilization, and certain kinds of intellect-

iial overstrain, the causes of insanity, we hold, are the same in

savage as in civilized people. That they are less prevalent in the

simple, and on the whole monotonous routine of the savage is

true enough. The point we wish to make is that his mental
health is as much or more likely to be disturbed by these causes

when they occur as is that of Ids civilized brother. .As to the

fre(|uency of insanity among uncivilized peoples, it is very difficult

to obtain correct statistics, and very easy to make false estimates.

Only the more jironounced forms of mental aberration would gen-
erally be recognized; the mild chronic maniac might very prob-

ably be amongst them, at least in many cases, a shaman or

medicine man, and if his delusions took the direction of exalta-

tion they would be very likely to be accepted by all or many of

his tribal associates. If the insanity was of the acute and de-

pressing kind, or if it seriously disabled him in the constant strug-

gle for existence, he would very (juickly be disposed of ; there

would be no Christian sentiment or charitable institution to keep
him a burden on his fellows. We make these remarks, because,

from personal knowledge of some savage or barbarian tribes, we
have been led to think that mild chronic cases of insanity are not

so rare among them as has been supposed to be the case.

According to the grade of civilization would naturally be the

frequency of many of the causes of insanity and the mental
habituation, or rather endurance, of them. Therefore, in anci-

ent, though historic, periods we should look for just so much dif-

ference from the present in this I'espect, as might be expected
from the difterent conditions of mental and social culture and
development of the times. These are discussed quite fully in
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the following chapters of the first part of the book. We need
not dwell on tliem here, but will pass at once to the second jiart,
where the siiliject of insanity in modern times is taken uj).

Tile fact shown here, by a careful analysis of statistics in the
first chapter of this section, that the oreat" majority of the insane
in Great Britain are of the unedncated class, indicates, to oui-
mind, very jilainly that it is tiie surroundings, and not any spe-
cial mentally weakening influence of civilization that is the cause
of the difference in the |>revalence of insanity in barbarous and
in Christian lands. The class that furnishes the greater number
of insane is just the one tliat has least partaken of the advance
in civilization, and whose mental condition is more nearly in the
condition of that of the savage. Some of the facts ami statistics
of tlie canses of insanity here given would furnish good argu-
ments for temperance reformers, all the more v.aluable as comuig
from so high an authority as Dr. Tuke.
The chajiter on insanity in the higher classes dwells mainly on

the evil effects of mental strain and overwork, touching only
briefly on other causes, idleness and mental stagnation,°moral
and emotional disturbances, and religious excitement. As regards
the latter, the author thinks that while, as a cause of mental dis-
ease, it has been overrated by some, others have unduly ignored
it. It is a real cause, he says, and he lays great stress on the
responsibility of those who through distorted statements of reli-
gion arouse the morbid tendency into active insanity. The guilt,
whatever there is of it in these cases, of course depends upon tlie
motive, but we are inclined to think, in spite of Dr. Tuke's appar-
ent judgement, that the real danger is much more ea.sily exag-
gerated than minified in these crises, and in our own limited
observation tlie cases of insanity that might most readily be
attributed In those canses havi" usually had a very different
origin.

The last chaiUer in this section is a short one, but is valuable
as affording a very careful and judicious discussion of statistics
witli special reference to the increase of insanity in modern times.
His conclusion is that, taking the statistics of Great Britain,
there has been in tliat country a great increase in the amount of
recognized iiisanity, but that "this can in great part be explained
by the attention of the government and public bavin" been
directed to the care of the insane, to the decreased rate of mor-
tality and the more accurate recognition of the condition. He
is inclined, however, to admit that there may be aii actual as well
as an apparent increase. It is highly piobable that his method
ot estimating the increase will be apjjlicable also to the Ignited
States, but it cannot be followed with su(;h exactitude here as in
Great i^ritain, on ain'ount of the lack of accurate statistics for all
the dirterent States.

The third part, as we have already stated, is for the guidance
"t the n.in-professionai reader, and does not contain m"iich that
the medical man ought not to know. Dr. Tukcs opinions on

e
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some subjects, however, are worth mentioning. Thus, lie speaks

verv decidedly, here as elsewhere, of the etiects of alcoholics, and

especially condemns an American iihysician, Dr. A. B. Arnold,

of Baltiniore, for sayinii", at the International Medical Congress,

in Philadelphia, that "medical men allow themselves to be gov-

erned by the line and cry of ]n-ofessional temperance orators, tor

it could not be proved that alcohol exerts much influence on the

production of nervous diseases," a statement, the utterance ot

which is, we think, very properly characterized as an act of hardi-

hood We cannot, however, altogether agree with him when he

takes American institutions especially to task as favoring the

development of insanity, even though he (piotes American auth-

ors as his authorities. We see no good reason for believing that

there is any deterioration of the Caucasian race on this conti-

nent ; according to our observation, though there are enough

detrimentalinflucncesat work here, they are fully counterbalanced

by those abroad. It is not merely patriotism that pleads us to

make this exception to what appears to be the author s driit, but

our desire to see the real case fairly stated.

In conclusion, we can cordially recommend the volume to both

the medical man and the public as an able and readable <li?—

sion of a very important subject.

iscus-
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SHORTER NOTICES.

I. Anatomy, I)ks<rii'tivk and Surgicai,. By Henry Gray, F.
R. S. With five hundred and twenty-two engravings on
wood. The drawings hy H. V. Carter, M. D., and Dr.
VVe.stmacott. The Dissections jointly by tlie Author and Dr.
Carter. Witli an Introduction on General Anatomy and
Development. IJy T. Holmes, M. A., Cantab. A New
American from the Eighth and Enlarged English Edition.
To which is added Landmarks, INIcdieal and Suro-ical Bv
Luther Holden, F. R. C. S. Philadelphia, Henry C Lea
1878. Chicago, Jansen, McCIurg & Co.

' '

II. Strictitre of the Make LTrethra. Its Radical Cuke
IJy Fessenden N. Otis, M. D. New York, G. P. Putnam's
Son.s, 1878. Chicago, Jansen, :\IcClurg & Co.

HI. A Clinical History of thk Medical and Sukgical Dis-
eases OF Women. By Robert Bai-nes, M. D. London.
Second American from the Second and Revised London
Edition. With One Hundred and Eighty-one Illustrations.
J'hiladelpliia, Henry C. Lea, 1878. Chicago, Jansen,
McClurg & Co.

IV. The Atlantic Islands as Resokts of PIealth and Pleas-
ure. By 8. 'G. W. Benjamin. Illustrated. New York,
Harper & Brothers, 1878. Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co!

V. Annual Rei-okts of the SupiiRvisiNG Sukgeon-General
OF the Marine Hospital Servi(;e of the United States
FOR THE Fiscal Years 1876 and 1877. [Jo/in M. Wood-
worth, M. D.) Washington, 1878. 213 pages.

VI. Atlas of Skin Diseases. By Louis A. Duhring M D
Parts III. and IV. Philadelpliia, J. B. Lippincott' & 'Co!
1878.

'^

VII. Fowne's Manual of Chemistry, Theoretical and Prac-
tical. Revised and corrected by Henry Watts, B. A., F.
R. S. A New American from the Twelfth English Edition'
Edited by Robert Bridges, JI. D. With One Hundred and
Seventy-seven Illustrations. Philadelphia, Henry C. Lea
1878. 1027 pages. Chicago, Jansen, iMcChirg & Co.

'

I. (iray's Anatomy has so long been the standard te.xt-book in
this country that it hardly needs any introduction to send off a
new edition. This new American from the eighth En..lisli
e<lition contains many changes from its predecessor. Jk'sides
the additions made by the English editor, which are most prom-
inent in the portions which relate to microscopical anatomy -md
development. Dr. 1.'. J. Dunglison, who superintended the
bringing out id tins volume, has added the whole of Holden's
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Lainlniarks, which as a sepaiato work was noticed in our April

issue This renders it, as a surgical anatomy, still more valua-

ble than liefore, ami is an addition that will be generally appre-

ciated. ^ . , . , ^.
,..

The omission most to be regretted, m this and former editions,

is in the descriptive anatomy of the central nervous system,

more especially in the brain. The student to whom terms now

every day met with in neurological literature, such as the in-

ternal capsule, the. lenticular nucleus, the elaustnim, etc., etc.,

•ire new will look in vain in this work for their definition. We
trust that in future editions this will be looked to

;
these terms

are fairly naturalized in our language, and represent iacts in the

cerebral" topoo-raphv, that a te,\t-book like the present one is de-

plorably behind the times in ignoring. With this exception we

can give the volume our best coiiunendations as a text-book ot

descriptive anatomy.

II This is purely a surgical work, and therefore, one that

hardly comes within the scope of this journal. It is, how-

ever 'an able treatise on a very important pathological condition,

and 'written with the object of stating the eminent author's

views in regard to the nature, the treatment and tlie prognosis

of what has been considered to be in many cases an incurable

•ittection He seems to make out some very good evidence thai

he has conferred a real benefit upon an unfortunately large class

of suff-ering humanity, by improving the methods and prospects ot

their relief. A large part of the work is taken up with a iair

statement of opposing views, which are ably disputed by the

author The typography and general appearance ot the volume

•ire very good;" it is a valuable addition to surgical literature.

III Tiie >.-ood words that have been spoken in the medical

press of this^country and Great Britain in regard to the earlier

edition of Dr. Barnes' work may be recalled by our readers.

This second revised edition, of course, deserves all the com-

mendation given to its predecessor, with the additional one that

it appears to include all, or nearly- all, the additions to our

knowledoe of its subject that have been made since the appear-

tnce of tbe first edilJion. The American references are, tor .•in

Eno-lish work, cspeciallv full and appreciative and we .an

cordially recommend the volume to American readers.

\\ To those who are in search of plJasure and have to travel

for it and to a large class of persons to whom change ot scene

bv a s'ea voyage is a desirable and available sanitary measure,

this work will be a decided help. It g;ives in a pleasant style,

aid assisted by numerous attractive illustrations, accounts ot a

'number of insular resorts for health or pleasure, and of some ot

which similar descriptions can hardly be found elsewhere. Ihe

descriptions include such widely separated loca ities as Cape

Breton and the Isle of Wight, the Bahamas and Canaries. An
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hpjiendix lit tlie close toils bow to rent-h thoso islanrls, with
also some accoHnt of their climatic and sanitary peculiarities.
The book is elegantly gotten up.

y. Beside.s the usual annual re|)oi't and stati.stical tables,
this volume, like the preceding ones, contains several papers on
medical subjects, contributed 'by officers of the Marine Hospital
service. The first and longest of these is by Di'. Oscar Oldberg,
chief clerk and medical )>urveyor of the service, on the adoptioii
of the metric system of weights and measures foi' medical and
pharmacal inirjioses, to which are appended comparative and
posological tables which will be of service to those who do not
at once apprehend the rules here given for the conversion of the
English into the metric scale. Dr. Bailhache's article on the
physical examination of seamen, calls attention to a very notable
evil, but we doubt whether liis recommendations will be easy to
put in practice. The papers on yellow fe\ er are apropos to the
present time, but they give evidence of considerable differences
in opinion between the medical officers who wrote them, as to
the origin of the disease. Altogether, tlie report increases our
already well-founded confidence in the scientific and professional
aVtility of the present management of the Marine Hospital service.

\l. This work maintains fully the promise of its first number,
and we can only repeat here our commendation given when
noticing its first appearance. We know of no work of its class
that excels it in appearance or general excellence. Each number
contains four excellent lithographs of illustrative cases of skin
disorders, with explanatory text—those in parts III. and IT.
representing eczema (squamosum), syphiloderma (erythema-
tosum), pui-pura (sim|)lex), syphiloderma (papulosum and pustn-
losum), vitiligo, alo|)ecia areata, tinea favosa, and eczema rubrum.
As we s;iid in our former notice, this work is a convenient clinic,
always available to its possessor, and well worth the price to
every general practitioner.

\ II. This well known and pcnnaneutly favorite text book
apitears again in a new and eidarged edition. We notice a
ch:inge in the title, which, considering the size of the present
edition, seems to us well made; the work is now a manual of
chemistry, not of elementary chemistry as was formerly stated
to be the case. As a comi>lete and yet convenient manual for
the medical student and practitioner, we know of none better.
It will worthily retain the place it has so long held in the favor
of the profession.
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A S has been said elsewhere in the present issue of tlic

Journal, it is our purpose lieiiceforth to give more

attention than ever to the subject of Insanity. Tliis would

be naturally expected, of course, for it is a theme to which the

JorKNAi. is devoted r.c professo. It is one of vast public im-

portance, and seems to us to clearly invite discussion at pres-

ent, and in lending onr pages to it, we are unwilling to be

misunderstood by any one, as far as our motives are concerned.

(^nc of our chief aims is, and will be, to aid as far as we

can, in doing away with the exclusive spirit which lias so long

pervaded the medical management of asylums for the insane

in this country, and -which finds its most prouounced expres-

sion in the plan of organization and policy of Association of

Asylum Superintendents. It is ovdy by the grace or courtesy

of the association that any outside member of the profession,

however capable or eminent, can meet the responsible medical

officers of asylums for the insane, for purposes of discussion.

The association cuts itself off almost by specific regulation

from free contact with the profession at large. There is no

objection to Superintendents of Hospitals for the Insane

forming an association of their own as they have done, if any

other organization or recognized mode of free intercourse ex-

isted between asylum chiefs and other non-official branches

of the profession, which woiUd satisfy the felt need of a

more perfect intercourse, and of a better knowledge of the

actual medical state and internal workings of these hos-

pitals. But no other organization exists for this purpose,

and Asylum Superintendents rarely attend State Medical So-

cieties, and as a rule only in small nunil)ers the National Medi-

cal Association, in the organization of which a sul)section is
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provided for medical Psychology, but has tlms for proved

almost barren of results.

Then again, in nearly all State and municipal asylums in

this country, no provisions are made by law, or in fact, for ade-

(juate medical visitation and inspection, and the conse(|uence

is, tliat the profession at large is relegated chiefly to the

annual "'Reports" of their medical officers, as to the inner

condition of the asylmns. High-minded and capable as many
of the superintendejits are, and as much as the administration

of the asylums in general may be above suspicion, it has come

to pass that the present sources of knowledge as to their con-

dition and management are felt to be inadequate, and it is

the exclusive spirit still manifested in the presence of a rea-

sonable demand for closer relations with the profession at large,

wiiich gives that demand no small portion of its vitality. In-

sane asylums are simply hospitals for the care and medical

treatment of the sick, and the time has now come when very

many capable membei's of the profession, who neither ex-

pect nor desire official relations to an asylum, nevertheless

take a deep practical interest in the study and treatment of

mental diseases, and naturally turn to our public asylums, and

iuijuire as they have the right to do, how they are actually

managed in the interests of science and humanity.

If hospitals for the insane were private instead of public

institutions, in wiiich the public feel a deep interest, pecuniary

and syni]>athetic; if the inmates of these hospitals, from all

ranks in society and from all parts of the country, were in

condition mentally to recognize and secure their own riglits.

as ill other hospitals; and if there were no opportunities for

abuse of power, or neglect of duty, the case would be differ-

ent from what it is. There are real difficulties in the case, and

the only way out of them, s(.( far as we can see. is for the

Asylum Association to enlarge its scope, and show a more
li!)eral and less exclusive spirit toward the outside profession,

and U) aid in exposing every phase of asylum managcmenf
to a reasonable and thorough examination. This done, all

cause for (H)mplaint or suspicion will s[)eeiiilv disappear, and

good come, it may be hoped, to the impoi-raiit cause of the

best manaiJ-ement of the insane.
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Attention has recently been called in an open letter by Dr.

R. J. Patterson, a well-known asylnin superintendent, to some

of the evils resnlting from the very peculiar laws of the State

of Illinois regarding the eoininitment of the insane. Some

years since, largely, we believe, at the instance of a rather

celebrated female agitator, the legislature of this State was

induced to enact that commitment to an asylum could only

take place by a jury trial, thus it was thought, guarding the

liberties of the citizen in this as well as in other emergencies

by the most time-honored and effectual means. However

well this plan may appear in theory, and even in practice,

in rural rdistricts, it is shown by Dr. Patterson that it is open

to sei'ious objections. Indeed, some of these objections had

been very well stated by a committee of a medical society in

the city of Chicago which reported on the subject several years

ago. Apart from the largely sentimental olijection of its pub-

licity, the compulsory jury trial for insanity is objectionable

on account of the delay it often canses and the harsh treatment

which the patients in many cases necessarily undergo while

waiting their trial in ill -fitted county jails or any other im-

proper places of detention. Besides this, a jury made up as

it frequently is in large towns, and even containing one physi-

cian, is as little likely to give an intelligent or correct verdict

in such cases as any equal number of non-expert and merely

average intellects can be.

Cases are referred to in Dr. Patterson's letter in whicli

insane persons have been subjected to two or three jury trials

before conviction, and that in the face of the clearest evidence

of their insanity. Moreover, the decision of the- question

whether the case shall be brought to trial appears to depend

sometimes altogether on the opinion of the county physician,

thus putting the whole responsibility upon one person, and

that one generally a non-expert as regards insanity. We have

in our own experience known of a case of clearly marked in-

sanity kept from trial for months, during which time at least

two attempts at suicide and one assault were reported.

The proposition offered by Dr. Patterson, that cases of

insanity be examined by a commission of two i)hysicians and

one lawyer, appointed by any court of record, and the com-
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mittal depend upon their sworn re^^ort, with the privilege of a

jury trial when dcinMiided hy the patient or his friends, seems
tons a good one, and the plan infinitely preferable to the
awkward and expensive one now in vogne. What eonstitn-

tional provisions stand in the way we do not know, \m\ it will

certainly be a shame if the evils of the present system, of

which we have mentioned oidy a i'ev:, ot the commitment of
the insane in Illinois are allowed to lonif continue.

As will he seen hy a glance at the cover, we have been
able to add to the list of Associate Editors, the name of Dr.
Meredith Ci.vmkr, of New York city. Dr. Glymer has been
so long and so favorably known to the pi-ofession both at home
and abroad, as an author and teacher of rare ability and schol-

arship, as to make any farther words from ourselves out of
place.
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a.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OK THE NERVOUS
SY^STEM.

Functions of tuk Bk.un.—At the sessiou of tlie Soc. cle Biologic, June

28 (/^ Progrh M/diail, July 6), M. Tai-clumoff presented a coraimmication

in regard to the development of the psycho-motor centres in various animals

Fron" researches on rabbits and dogs Soltmaun has been led to the conclu-

sion that these centres do not make their appearance until the tenth day,

when the senses are developed ; the action of external agents is therefore

indispensable for the formation of these psychomotor centres. Besides, in

both an anatomical and a chemical point of view, the brain presents decided

dilTerences, according as we examine it in the new-born or the adult animal.

In such animals as from birth are in full exercise of their senses, and per-

fect in locomotion (Guinea pigs and hedgehogs), M. Tarehanoff found the

brain much more developed, aud the cranium more resistant ;
the moderat

ing power over the reflex possessed tiy these psycho-motor centres appeared

shortly after birth, while it was lacking in the rabbit. Further, in the Guinea

pig the excitation of the pneumogastric arrested the movements of the heart,

wdiile it was inetl'ectual in the case of the rabbit.

Anatomically, the differences are also striking; thus, in the first, the circu-

lation of the grey layers is more developed ; and there are found there giant

and pyramidal cells. The brain of the rabbit, less vascular, contains but few

giant "aud no pyramidal cells ; aud, moreover, the nerve libres are destitute

generally of myeliue. M. Tarchauofl" explains these differences, less by the

duration of gestation than by the intensity of nutrition, during intra-uteriue

existence. He found that by the administration of ifhosphorus to new-born

animals, he could accelerate the development of the functions of the psycho-

motor centres. The same result followed putting I he animal head downwar<l

and thus producing a (-erebral hyperiemia.

Internal (J.vi'silk.— In following the development of the medullary

sheaths, P. Flechsig has succeeded in separating the systems composing the

internal capsule. (Berkhld. Mueachcner Natnrforsch. Vers. 1877, p. 226.1 In

the especially adapted liuman fietus, at full term, there exist three .systems

of medullated fibres, and several of unmeduUated libres. Of the foruier,

one passes along the outer edge of the thalauius opticus {corona radiata of

the same going to the parietal lobei ; a second system is found along the in-

ternal edffe of the uucleus lenticularis, so as to form the chord of the arch

of the int"ernal lamina medullaris. The fibres of this system come from the

laminie medul lares of the lenticular body, pass along its internal section

transversely through the internal capsule, and continue their course partly
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above, partly iindci'nualli, and partly tlirough the body of Luys into thr

tegmentum pedunruli. (Kegio subthalamica. Forel.)

Tlie ansa leutiouliins passes with this bundle. A third system of mcdul-

lated fibres, generally elliptical on cross section, is found in the posterior

third of the internal capsule, occupying its full breadth. Downwards it is

continuous with the third (external) quarter of the pes pedunculi, and finally

the pyramids, while upwards it pa.sses into the central convolutions. The
systems of fibres not medullated, in the internal capsule of the fietus, con-

sist of a larger portion in front, and a smaller part behind the pyramidal

tract. The former continue along the internal half, the latter along the ex-

ternal fourth of the pes pedunculi. Both sets can be traced downwards no

further than the pons.

Thk SEMictiuuL.\K C.\>Ai.s.—The following are the conclusions of M.
Cyon, from his own investigations, as announced to the Acad, des Sciences,

Paris, Dec. 31, Ceiitralbl. f. d. rued. Wmensch., No. 27, 1878.

1. They are the peripheral organs of the sense of space ; the scnsatious

produced by the irritations of the teriuinatjons of the nerves in the ampulhe
of these canals, are destined to help us to form the idea of the three dimen-
sions of space ; the sensation experienced in each one of these correspond-

ing to one of these three dimensions.

AVe foi-m with their assistance an ideal space in which the perce])tions of

all the other senses are referred, in so far as concerns their relations to the

surroimdings, and the position of our own bodies. The cmpiristic theory of

Helmholtz, in regard to binocular vision, and the uativistic theory of Her-

ing, are by the presence of a special sense of space brought as it were upon
a neutral basis.

The physiological excitation of the peripheral terminations of the special

space-sense, is probably oflected by the otoliths of the ampulla; ; they can
be put into vibration by active or passive motion of the head, or by currents

of air.

The eighth [lair of cranial uerves includes two altogether separate nerves :

the auditory nerve and the nerve of the sense of space. The central organ
of the space-.scnse determines the distribution and the degree of the innerva-

tion force for all the movements of the eyes, the head'and the rest of the

body. The disturbances froih injury to the semicircular canals are to be re-

ferred (1,) to a visual vertigo, due to the ditt'erence between the ideal and
the actually seen space ; (2,) to the resulting false conceptions of our liodily

position in space ; and |3), to the disturbances in the distribution of innerva-

tion to the muscles.

Furllier details are promised on the subject.

ThI'; Motor a.nd Shnmusv Ckli,s.—At the session of llie Acad, des Sci-

ences, Paris, .lune 4 (reported in L Union ^f^'dimle), "SI. \'\\\\>\:\u piescnted

a commnnicatiou from M. Pierret, Professor of the Faculty at I^yons, on the

constant relations existing between the volumes of the i\iotor and sensory

cells of the nervous centres, aud the length of tract over which incitations

emanating from or returning to them have to traverse.
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After the discovcrips of Ch. Bell and Magendie, on the role of the anterior

and posterior roots, and since we have come to recognize the ganglionarv

elements of the snbstancc, it has been jidniitted by the majority of physiolo-

gists, that both motor and sensory cells exist in the nerve centres.

This division is sanctioned by the works of modern anatomo-pathologists.

We know, therefore, beyond <|uestion, that there exist in the myelen-

r-eiihalou motor and sensory ganglia, whence arise, or in which terminate,

all the sensory and m()tt)r fibres. It seems logical to deternune with care

the morphological characters of the cells of these various ganglia, and thus

to obtain information as to the true function of certain gauglionary groups,

tlie anatomical relations of which are still undetermined.

This investigation, performed in an incomplete manner, and under the

influence of ijreconceived ideas, has hitherto given only erroneous results.

By comparative examiualions, involving all the motor and sensory nuclei.

I have obtained the following results
:

.

These studies were made on the motor and on the sensory nervous systems.

A. Motor yervoas Sydem.—iX.) The largest nerve cells are found in the

lumbar region of tlie spinal cord, and in tlie frontoparietal convolutions of

the brain (paracentral lobe. Belz). These two points are in relation with

each other, and the distance between them is considerable. Moreover, the

largest nerves of the hnnuiu body (sciatics) arise precisely from that point of

the lumbar cord where we tind the largest, so-called motor, cells.

In the dorsal region the anterior cells are one-half smaller than those of

the preceding. The distance separating them from the brain diminishes

and the nerves arising here are proportionately short.

(2.) In the cervical region the motor cells arc larger than in tlie dorsal re-

gion, but smaller than those in the lumbar, this being related on the one

liand to the length of the brachial nerves, and on the other to the lesser dis-

tance that separates them from the cerebral centres.

The same is the ease with the nucleus of the hypoglossus, the cells of

which are a little smaller than those of the anterior cornna of the cervical

cord.

For analogous reasons the w\\ii cells of the superior motor ganglia di-

minish gradually in volume, as tiiey arc nearer tu the brain, and as their

connected peripheral nerves are shorter..

Thus, the external motor oeuli nucleus contains larger cells tban does that

of the patheticus, or that of the motor oculi ccmimuuis. The <^ells of the

two latter are equal in size, but are very small, and have lost all those char-

acters of elegance usually attributed to motor cells.

Finally, in the corpus striatum the cells- are still smaller, and cannot be

distinguished, as to form, from those of the thalamus, which are more vol-

uminous, or of the geniculate bodies, or tubercula qnadrigemiua.

We may, therefore, say that the form and volume of the nerve cells can-

not furnish any very reliable index of their fimction.

In fact, the form of the sensory cells in man is the same in all the gang-

lions composed of the brain. On the other hand, the volume of certain

motor cells (patheticus nucleus) is less than that of neighboring sensory cells

(optic thalamus, nucleus of the trigeminus).
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B. Sensory Xervous Syntem.—(1.) Tlie largest cells are met witli in the

coluiuns of Clarke, in the neighborhood of the lumbar region. These col-

umns, indeed, receive the centripetal fibres from the lower limbs, and are as

far removed from the brain as is possible.

(2.) The cells of the restiform ganglia and of the trigeminus nucleus are

smaller than tho.se of the columns of Clarke. The former receive the sen-

sory fibres from Ibi' tiracbial nerves ; the trigeminus nucleus receives the

fibres of that nerve ; and Ijolh the two ganglionic masses are cftmparatively

nearer to the cerebral cortex than the columns of Clarke.

(3.) The cells of origin of the optic nerve are smaller than those of the

trigeminus, and larger than those of the olfactory.

(4.) The shortest sensory nerve and also the one most contiguous to the

occipital lobe (auditory nerve) is also the one which in nuin has in its

nucleus the smallest cells.

The law of increase or decrease of the ganglionary elements is therefore

the same for the sensory as for the motor nerves. It may be slated as fol-

lows:

The dimensions of the motor or sensory nerves are in man in direct pro-

portion to the distance which intervenes between the peripheral organ they

innervate and the cerebral centres ; or stated in a more general way :

The dimensions of the nerve cells are in direct proportion lo the distances

over which tlieir motor or sensory impulses nuist travel.

This formida comprehends two terms, equal in value:

1. The length of the nerves in relation with the cells.

'1. The distance lielweeu the coll of first retlectiou an<l its analogue in the

convolutions.

This law holds good for the cortical cells, since we find the largest ones in

the parieto frontal regions which are in relation with the inferior members;

and we also mrcl w ilh cells ,-is large iu i<'rlaiM |)urtions of Ihe occipital con-

\ohitious.

Tei{mination of Nerves in the Unstripkw Muscles.—M. Ranvier tl

in a recent note to the Acad, des Sciences, May 27 (reported in V Union

Mrdicide) announces the following conclusions as to the terminations

of the nerves in the unstriped muscular fibre: (1) The nerves terminate in

the smooth as in the striped muscles, in a more or less arborescent expansion

of the I'yliudcr axis. (2) The nerve net-work for the involuntary unstriped

muscles (muscles of organic lifel is in relation, not with the elementary nerve

action which calls the muscle into activity, but rather with a more complex

action on which depends the functional synergy of an m'gan whose activity

is dependent on the direct action of the nerve centres. In support of this,

he calls attention to the fact that the mn.scular tunic of the a-sophagus of

mammals, formed in great part of striated fibres, but which does not contract

under the direct inttuence of the animars volition, possesses a plexiform

apparatus, and that the same has been observed in the striated muscles of

the digestive tube of the arthropods.

There is scarcely need now to study why the dirt'ereut authors who have

studied the terminations of the nerves in the uuslripeil muscles have dis-
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cussed whether they terminate in free ends or in anastomoses. Tliese

anastomoses exist, but in reality they form simple plexuses from which

arise the terminal fibres.

The Dil.\tor Nekves of the Pijpil.—At the session of the Acad, des

Sciences, June 10 (reported in La France Mi'iUcale), M. Vulpian presented

Die following communication:

I showed, some years since (Arch, de Phyniol., 1874, p. 177), that the

ablation of the superior cervical ganglion in dogs, did not prevent the retiex

movements of pupillary dilatation from being produced on the corresponding

side. Did this experimental result show that the sympathetic fibres destiued

for the iris came from the lower cervical ganglion or from the superior

thoracic ganglion reaching their destination, passing with the vertebral

artery through the canal in the transverse processes of the cervical vertebra-?

Is it necessary to seek the explanation iu another hypothesis, according to

which the nerve fibres of the pnpil dilating the pupil when put in action,

arise directly from the brain witli certain cranial nerves, the trigeminus and

motor oculi V Such were the questions that I was striving tfi answer when
tlie following facts came to light.

My recent researches, undertaken to test the interesting investigations

of MM. Luchsinger and Kendall, OstrumotF and Nawrocki, relative to

tlie influence of the nervous system on the sudoriparous glauds, led me to

discover that, in the cat, under the influence of the electrical excitation of

the cutaneous surface of the body, or of the upper portion of the divided

sciatic, the pupil still dilates on the side from which the superior thoracic

and all the lower portion of the cervical sympathetic has been removed.

Tlie dilatation, though much less than that of tlie opposite side, is verj-

clearly perceived, and occurs whenever the above described excitation is

repeated.

After having definitely observed this fact, I sought to find whether the

same phenomenon would take place in a cat in which not only the superior

thoracic ganglion, but also the superior cervical ganglion had been removed.

This experiment was performed by cutting the thoracic sympathetic

below the upper thoracic ganglion (wliicli as regards the iris is equivalent to

its extirpation) and excising completely the superior cervical gangliou. But

under these conditions, we have observed that faradic excitations of the skin

or of the superior portion of the divided sciatics caused a pupillary dihitalion,

each time of the same side, incontestable tliough feeble.

This experimental result refutes one of the two hypotheses which it

seemed to me were required to explain the pupillary dilatation under painful

excitations after the removal of the suiierior cervical ganglion. It appears

to authorize the admission that nerve fibres acting as dilators of the pu|)il,

come directly from tlie brain, mixed probably with fibres from such of tlie

cranial nerves as have connections with the ophthalmic ganglion.

Muscle-Tetanus.—H. Kronecker and W. Stirling (Arch. f. Annt. unci

Phys., 1878, p. 1). Ranvier has lately pointed out the anatomical and phy-

siological ditt'erences between the pale and red muscles of one and the same

animal, for instance, the vastus int. (white) and the .semi-tendinosus (red)
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muscles of the ralibit. (Ui registering the change of shape of the muscle

(luring contraction by means of a " pince myographique "' of Marey, R.

found that a current of 50 intcrru])tions per second produced an almost

uniform tetanus of the red nuiscle, while the white still registered successive

contractions. A current of even 3o7 interruptions did not suffice to put the

white muscle into a state of complete uniform tetanus, although the tracing

of the red muscle on the rotating cylinder was a straight line without

oscillations.

According to llelmholtz, the single contraction of a frog's muscle is com-

pleted in oue-tifth .second, while Marey determined the time of contraction

of a rabbit's muscles as one-thirteenth second. If a second contraction is

induced before the ma.ximum of the first is passed, the two superimpose, and

hence a tetanic contraction requires a stimulating current whose interruptions

are more numerous than the greatest number of isolated contractions which

the muscle can execute per second. Human nuiscles are tetanized by less

than 33 interruptions per second. A muscle when tetanically contracted

will emit a sound, the vibrations of which equal in number the interruptions

of the current irritating the muscle. If, on the other hand, a muscle is

tetanized by irritation of the spinal cord, the muscle-.souud corresponds

always to about 20 vibrations per second. This proves that a complete

muscular tetanus can be maintained by 20 impulses per second. Between

this number and Kanvier's results there is a remarkable difference.

Kronecker and Stirling determined, in the first place, that 20-30 inter-

ruptions per second suffice to put the white muscle (gastrocnemius medialis)

into a state of uniform tetanus, while ten shocks per second can tetanize the

red muscles (sold is) of the rabbit. The -elongation and contraction of the

nmscles was directly registered by the myographion. Rauvier, on the other

hand, had measured the thickening of the contracted muscle by means of a

" pince myograjjliique," which consists of a receiving and a registering air

chamber, closed by elastic -membranes. Such an apparatus will readily

register vibrations, and the appearance of oscillatory contractions of muscle

was undoubtedly due to mere vibrations of their mass. With Ranvier, Helm-

holtz and Stirling found that the single contraction of the red muscle was
slower and more in-otracted than that of the white. Furthermore, they de-

termined the greatest number of interruptions still able to tetanize a muscle.

The interruptions were produced by means of a new ind\iction apparatus.

The limit could not be found, since 23,000 interruptions per second still

produced a uniform tetanus. A muscle will thus correspond to a stinuilus W

of less than O.OOOO.T second duration.

Infi.uence oi'-Tii]'; Accelerator Neuve on the Sy.stoi,i(: Duration.—
N. Baxt (Arch, fuei- Anal., vnd P/iyti., 1878, p. 122) has registered directly

the movements of the heart, exposed in the curarized aninud, by placing a

light vertical rod of wood on the anterior side of the heart. The rod slid up

and down in a glass tube ; to its end was attached a glass pen writing on the

revolving cylinder. It was thus foimd that normally tlie systole docs not vaiy

much in duration, lasting 0.2r) to 0.28 second. The frequency of the beat

depends hence mostly on the duration of the individual diastoles. During
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irritalioii of the accelerator uerve, however, both systole and diastole are

shortened, althoiii;h the latter more than the former.

Movements of the Iiiis.—Raehlmann and Witkowski {Arcli. /. Aiiat.

ii/i(i Pliys., 1878, p. 110), have made observations on the size of the pupil

during sleep. In asrreement with older observations, they found the pupil

contracted during sleep, the actual size, it seems, diminishing with the

iuleusity of sleep. Nevertheless, the pupils leact slightly to light. All

sensory impressions dilate the pupil, as mere touch or tickling ; especially

is this noticeable at the moment of awaking. During sleep the size of the

pupil does not vary with the ocular movements. Movements of convergence

have no etiect on the iris, although during waking they are always accom-

panied by pupillaiy contraction. Similarly, the authors found that the

occasional movements of convergence, which can be observed in newborn

children, are not accompanied by pupillary changes.

The cause of the myosis during sleep and narcosis Raehlmann and Wit

kowski explain in part by the absence of any dilating tendency due tu

sensory impressions. They admit, however, that a lole must also be atlii-

buted to the ganglionic cells of the iris.

A New Origin of thf; Optic Nerve.—J. Stilling, VeiUrdlblattf. d. wed.

Wumnich.. No. 32, states that the opinion hitherto held that the fibres of the

optic tract have no connection with the crus cerebri, is incorrect ; on tlie

other hand, he finds that a rather considerable part of these fibres arise from

a large nucleus situated in the lower cru.s, which is laid open only wlieu

there is nothing to be seen of the substantia nigra in the section. In hori

zontal and vertical sections it appears shaped like an almond, hence it may

perhaps be designated as- the nudens amygdaliformin. The optic fibres join-

ing it must, to reach It, take a recurrent course from their former direction.

The whole situation of this nucleus, its size, etc., indicate that we must

look at it as an interinediate ganglion for reflex excitations.

The Optic Decuss.\tion.—The following is the substance of a note by

M. Nicati, presented to the French Academic des Sciences, .June 10, by M.

N'ulpian, and reported in La France Mldicfde, .June 20 :

Biesiadecki, Mandelstamm and Michel have, in Germany, successively at

tacked the opinion current since the publications of Newton, WoUaston, and

Hannover, of an incomplete crossing of the fibres of the optic nerve in the

chiasm. The numerous memoirs that have since appeared have not settled

the tpieslion, for quite recently Michel has slistained, in a long article in

reply to Gudden, the existence of a complete decussation in all the mammals

examined and in man.

1. The following experiment ought to destroy all doubts ; it proves that

the decussation is incomplete in the cat. When we divide the chiasm in the

median line, and the animal .still sees, the demonstration is made.

But this experiment has been performed by MM. Eugene Dupuy and

Brown -Siiquard, and by M. Beauregard ; the latter operating on birds. M.

Brown-Scquard does not slate what animals were the subjects of his experi.
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iiients, but from liis meinoii- it seems probable tbat tliey were only rabbits
and Guinea pigs. The result in the two cases was complete blindness.
The result I have obtained was vei-y different. I operated on cats. Tliese

animals do not lase their vision at all from a longitudinal section thronnh
the middle of the chiasm. Aft.ei- the operation they move with assurance
and give the most varied proofs of the existence of sight. It is needful to
choo.se young cats for this operation, at Ihe-age when they begin to move
about freely aud with vivacity. These animals endure the operation well,
and the liveliness of tlieir movi'ments permits the determination of the fact
that tliey .see.

The section is made through llie month, penetrating the cranium through
tlie bones at its base. I use for thi,s a peculiarly shaped bistoury, the curve
of which suggests a turnkey for drawing teet.li. (It is composed of a single
tempered steel strip, the extremity of which is tiled so as to form a straiglit

cutting edge of 0".ni3, carried at a right angle on a long portion of 0»'.010,

a length corresponding to the entire thickness between the palate and the
dura mater; llic remainder of the steel strip is in the shape of a handle
curved laterally and at a right angle to the preceding portion. This handle
itself is again bent in such a way as to avoid tlie dental arch.)

By the aid of tliis bistoury we perforate the liase of tlie cranium between
the bony palate and the velum palati, then bringing the instrument more for-

ward we bend the blade bacl;ward aud downward on the chiasm, which we
divide by pressing it strongly against tlie bone.

2. Desiring to jirovc llmt the result reached witli the cat is applicable
also to man, I sought to establish the structural identity of their chiasms.
Tlie chiasms of the cat, man, and the dog, are clearly distinguished from
those of tlie rabbit and Guinea pig by being much larger. I have measured
tlieir areas in section, and lind constant relations between them, which are
the same for the cat and man, hut absolutely diflwent from tho.se we find in
llie rabbit.

Thus, in man and in the cat, the squared surface of a longitudinal section
in the median line, compared with that of a transverse section through the
middle of the organ, is in the proportion of one lo three. The transverse
section, in other words, gives a surface three linu's greater llian thai of a
jierpendicular section.

In the rabbit on the othei- hand, where the decu.ssation apiiears to be com-
plete, these sections are equal in surface.

To the develoiiment in size of the chiasm in mau and in the cat corres-
ponds the fad that the nerves and optic tracts join each other in the
cliiasm at a very obtuse angle, coutiaiy to tlie manner in the rabbit and
Guinea pig.

Asymmetry up the Cu.unium.—Dr. Gustave Le Bon, in a communication
to tlie Soc. de Med. Pratiques, La Prance Medicale, No. 38, 1878, gives the
results of a series of measurements of crania, to ;iscertain what was the con-
stant condition as to .symmetiy, and on which portion was the picdoniinanee
of development. These measureuients do not altogether suppoi-t the theory,
that the left side of the skull, and corresiiondiugly, of the brain upon which
it is modeled, exceeds the right side in its dimensions, which liad gained

52
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some credence on account of the general superior development of the right

half of the body, which is functionally related to the left cerebral hemi-

sphere. He found in the measurements of two hundred and eighty-seven

crania, the following :

Crania in which the right predominated over the left side, 125 ;
crania

in which the left side predominated over the right side, 111 ; crania pre-

senting various irregularities, but not such as to create any decided unilat-

eral predominance, ,51.

From this it appears that there is no general rule as to the asymmetry ot the

skull ; that the predominance is even more likely to appear on the right than

on the left side, where a. priori, it might be looked for.

Dr. Le Bon was led by his measurements to at first think that the skull

was most developed in intelligent persons on the left side, but the imperfec-

tion of his instrument with which he measured his living cases, led him to

distrust this conclusion, at least as a certainty.

Though the skull may be said to be modeled on the brain, there yet ap-

pears to be an opportunity for error in using only its external measurements.

Dr. Le Bon does not state, but the presumption is that these were all that he

took. His crania were taken from diti'erent series in the Museum of An-

thropology, and may, also, not fairly represent the average develoiiment in

civilized man, and internal casts, under the circumstances, could hardly

have been allowed.

Nucleus of the Facial and Abducens Nerves.—Dr. W. R. Gowers, Cen-

tralhlatt. No. 23, 1878. The grey nucleus in the floor of the fourth ventricle

underneath the eminentia teres, has heretofore been considered the com-

mon nucleus of the facial and abducens nerves. All fibres of the abducens

nerve pass from it at its internal side, while from its external side there issue

all those fibres of the facial nerve which do not pass over it in the "genu

facialis.

"

It is taught that the facialis fibres originate in the cells of this nucleus.

Gowers, however, had the chance to observe the real relationship in a medulla

with complete degeneration of both abducens nerves. No fibres of the last-

named nerves were found ; the paralysis of the external recti muscles had

been complete and of long duration. The facial nerves were intact. But

the grey nucleus was completely atrophied, almost all nerve cells had disap-

peared. The few cells still existing were of less than normal size, and had

lost their processes. The degeneration was uniform in degree throughout

the entire nucleus. But through the atrophied nucleus there passed many

normal nerve fibres, single and in bundles, upwards and outwards. These

were the fibres of the facial nerve supposed "to originate in this nucleus. It

is therefore certain, that the grey substance of the nucleus belongs to the

abducens nerve, and that the facialis fibres pass through it simply, but origi-

nate probably at the same place as the other fibres passing along the genu

facialis.

Negative Oscillation op Muscle-Cxijibent.—The negative oscillation

which the electric current of the muscle presents during every muscular

contraction, has been interpreted by its discoverer, DuBois-Reymond, as the
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electric manifestation of tlie physiological process of contraction. M.
d'Arsouval, however {Qaz. dea Hopilaux, No. 59, 1878), contends that this
phenomenon is purely physical in its origin, in proof of which he refers to
tlie remarkable experiments of Lipman on the currents derived from the
contact of uon-miscible conducting fluids. The fundamental experiment of
that physicist is the following : Two test-tubes are partly tilled with mercury,
and above the mercury with acidulated water. Contact between the water
in the two glasses is established by means of a bridge of wet cotton, while
wires touching only the mercury pass to a galvanometer. As long as the
two test-tubes are held vertically no current exists, while the needle of the
galvanometer is deflected as soon as one of the tubes is slightly inclined.
The enlargement of the surface of contact between the two lifjuids, pro-
duced by inclining one tube, results in a positive cseillation, while a nega-
tive oscillation is always produced by diminishing the extent of the surface
of contact. This curreot is not due to chemical action ; it is simply a trans-
formation of movement into electricity.

When a muscle contracts, it tends to assume a spherical shape. Since a
sphere possesses less surface tlian the same quantity of matter in any other
shape, a negative oscillation must result. On the other hand, when a muscle
is stretched, its extent of surface is increased, hence a positive oscillation.
If two muscles are so arranged that the contraction of one produces an
elongation of the other, the currents derivable from each correspond to the
requirements of the theory, while it the two poles are inserted into corres-
ponding spots of both muscles at the same time, the opposite oscillations
will neutralize each otlier.

These negative and positive oscillations can be derived not only from the
living, but also from the dead muscle, by changing their shape mechanic-
ally. It can also be observed in rubber and similar substances.
The negative oscillation is observed also in muscles the actual contrac-

tion of which is prevented by mechanical restraint. Although under such
circumstances the muscle does not change its shape as a whole, still, as Ran-
yier has observoti under the microscope, there is a similar approach to spher-
ical shape of the ultimate contractile elements (thick disks), and hence a
diminution of their extent of contact with the intra-muscular fluid. Physi-
ologically, therefore, the negative oscillation of the muscle-current indicates
simply a variation in the surface of contact.

Sinew Reflex.—In order to determine whether the muscular contraction
due to percussion of a tendcm is reflex in its nature, or a direct muscular
stimulation, G. Burkhardt ("Ueber Sehnenreflexe," Festschrift dem An-
denken an A. von Ilallcr dargebracht, Bern, 1877) undertook to measure
the time required by the phenomenon. Between the concussion of the
tendo patellaris in man and the contraction of the upper part of muscle
quadriceps femoris, there elapsed a period of 40 thousandths of a second,
while the contraction of the lower part of the muscle commenced within
38.7 thousandths second. This time is too short to permit a comparison
with cutaneous reflexes, which latter consume double that time in passing
only through the giey substance of the cord. Similar results were obtained
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from rabbits. In that case the time consumed was 17.1 tliousandtli second,

i. c, one-half to one-fifth of the time re<iuisite to obtain a reflex action fi-om

cutaneous stimulation. If on the other hand the contraction were due to

direct stimulation of the muscle, there ought to he a perceptible ditFerence

in the time of contraction of the upper and lower end of the n\uscle. The

velocity of the muscle wave being stated as one to three nieti'es per second,

*a period of twenty to Ihirty tliousandths second might be expected to elapse

while the wave of contraction travelled through the entire nniscle of about

twenty centimetres length. In reality only one-tenth of that time elapses

between the contraction of the upper and low^er end of the muscle. Further-

more, B. found that (1) sinew-reflexes continue without change of duration

after section of the spinal roots, or destruction of the lumbar coi-d, after

which of course all cutaneous reflexes have ceased. (2.) Both cutaneous

and sinew-reflexes continue partly after section of the cord at the level of

the first lumbar vertebra. The time of the former, however, but not of the

latter, is prolonged by this operation. (3.) Section of the crural nerve pre-

vents cutaneous'^und sinew-reflexes. (4.) Small doses of strychnia intensify

sinew-reflexes, but do not change their time. (•").) Crossed sinew-reflexes

(from one side to the other) require as much time as cutaneous reflexes.

Prom these data B. concludes that the sinew-refiex is really reflex in its

nature, but that it cannot pass tlirough the cord, possibly, however, through

the plexus or spinal ganglia. The tendon is hence connected through a

nervous route with the muscle, but this route goes neither directly to the

muscle, nor does it pass through the spinal cord. The reflex contraction

started by stretching of the tendon, as from over action of the antagonistic

muscles, is a process of too rapid onset to be influenced by tlie will. <hii-

fnil/datt f. d. iiied. TFuss., No. 22, 1878.

We add the titles of some additional arlicles (ju tlie An;ilomy and Physi-

ology of the Nervous System and Mind:

BuFAi.isr, The Structure of the Spinal Cord in the Fietus, Lo Sjifriiiuiil-

ale, September; B.\u.MiiAKTEN, On the so-called Decussation of the Optic

Fibres, Centralbl. f. d. med. Wissensc/i.., No. 31 ; Gowers, Incomplete Crossing

of the Optic Fibres, Il/id; Mar.\gi,iana, Motor Localizsitions in the Cerebral

Cortex, studied specially from the clinical side, iifmto Uperimciitule, IV.,

1 ; Tahti-fkui, On the Microscopic Anatomy and the Cellular Morphology

of the Bigeminal Enuuence in Man and other Animals, Ibid; Luciani and

TAMnuKiNi, Experimental Uesearches on the Functions of the Brain, Ibid;

Mavkr, Kesults of Researches on the Stopinigo and Restoration of Blood

Currents in the Head, CentnUbUitt f. d. iiu-d. Wisseimch., No. 33.
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?>.—PATHOLOGY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
iMINI), AM) PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

Thk PATrtOLOGY w HEMd'LEiiiA.—Dr. B. F. Liiuteabacli, Phil. Med.
Times, Aug. 8d, lakes llie view that the unilateral pariil3'si.s from cerebral

disea.se is not due to destruction of the motor centres, or interruption of

the routes of conduction in the base of the brain, as is usually held. In
support of his opinion he cites numerous cases of extensive brain lesion in

which motor paralysis did not appear, and the asserted fact that hemiplegia
does not occur in the lower animals from destruction of brain substance.

(Dr. Lautenbach seems to forget the results obtained by Ferrier in monkeys.)
He likewise objects on similar grounds to the view that the paralysis is due
to prcsstu'C, and also rejects the theory of Brown-Scquard that the paralysis
is chiefly the result of an irritation, on the grounds that the etlects of irrita-

tion arc very unreliable and tmcertain, and do not justify the conclusion.

The theory of the pathology of hemiplegia that he is inclined to ado]it is,

that it is the result of jiolarization. He commenced the study of the ettect

of irritation of a polarized nerve in 1876. Previously, Nobili, Matteucci,
\'alcniin and EcUhard had shown that muscular contractions caused by the
irritation of a motor nerve could be prevented by the passage of a constant
or polarizing current through a portion of the nerve, either above or below
the point irritated. Later, as is well known, Pflueger, using weaker cur-

rents, showed that the excitability was increased on the side of the cathode
and diiuinished on that of the anode. Lautenbach found that the etlect of

the irritation of a polarized nerve as compared with that of a nerve not polar-

ized, depended largely on the proportion existing between the strengths of
the two currents. When an irritating current sutticient to produce tetanus
was used, he was able to prevent all contractions b}' applying simultaneously
a polarizing current of a certain strength. ",If now," says he, " an irritating

current, just sulficient to produce slight muscular contraction, was employed,
according to tlie streuglh of the polarizing current would the contractions
produced by the former current be increased, prevented, or not affected. In
the same manner, varying the strength of the irritating ciu-rcnt will inllnencc

the eilect of the polarization.

"May these results not be of service in explaining the hemiplegia and
other symptoms followuig hemorrhage or tumor in the brainy The irrita-

tion would here be the excito-motor impidsc. It is well known that when
we increase the strength or intensity of tliis impulse by exciting a hemi-
plegic person, he will often voluntarily move the palsied limbs, but if tllte

excitement is now removed the hemiplegia will again be apparent. Vary-
ing the strength of the irritation (I. e., the excito-motor impulse! under these

circumstances, determines whether, for the lime being, the patient is hemi-
plegicornol. The iiolarizing intluence is produced by the hemorrhage or
some other lesion setting up a conslunl currcnl in the lirain fibres.
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"Does tlie blood in apoplexy act as a polarizing ageul V In some experi-

ments on the peripheral motor nerves I found that coagulating blood would

replace a polarizing current in its efiects on the irritability of the nerves.

In other experiments blood taken from the .jugular vein of one animal was

injected into the brain, in the vicinity of the corpus striatum of one side of

another. Very frequently hemiplegia of the opposite side of the body was

produced. Soiuetimcs instead of being palsied, the animal was convulsed ;

and in still other instances no efl'ect was produced.

"Ammonia is another polarizing agent which, injected in very small

quantities in the neighborhood of a corpus striatum, will frequently produce

hemiplegia. The glucoside saponin acts in the same manner."

Dr. Lautenbach goes on to say that he believes these to be the first cases

of true hemiplegia ever being produced in any of the animals below man.

In this he forgets at least Ferrier's experiments on monkeys, in which com-

plete hemiplegia was produced by destruction of cortical grey substance.

As to his theory, which is expressed in his final conclusion, "that cere-

bral hemiplegia is due, not to destruction of brain-substance, nor to irritation

or pressure, but to polarization," we cannot see that it has any special basis

for its support, the exceptional and largely ill-reported cases to which he

refers not being sufficient to invalidate the accepted notions. It is natural,

moreover, to suppose that if the fibres conducting motor impulses from the

centres exist, their severance or interruption would produce motor paralysis.

Dr. Lautenbach must carry his objections so far as to the existence of routes

of nervous conduction (which he does not), in order to be consistent, so it

appears to us. The statement that it is a well known fact that hemiplegics

often make voluntary movements of paralyzed limbs, under special excita-

tions, must be taken with some allowance, if we are to understand the word

"voluntary" in its usual sense. Special excitement may call out more

complicated reflexes from higher centres than ordinary, as it will produce

complex oaths and otlier emotional expressions in aphasic patients, but these

are not by any proper use of the term to be included among voluntary acts.

The comparative infrequency of hemiplegia in the lower animals is easily

accounted for, or at least a very plausible hypothesis to account for it is

aflbrded by the lesser development and importance of their higher centres,

and the consequent relative approximation of the nature of all their volun-

tary acts to reflex ones.

Hemiopia from Coutic.m. Dise.\se.—In No. 31, of the CcntralbiaUf. d.

ined. WisKcnschitften (1878), Dr. P. Baumgarten describes a case of left

lateral hemiopia coming on suddenly after exposure to cold. The left half

of the field of vision of both eyes was completely gone, the line of separation

passing through the forea centralis, while the other part of the retina which

still possessed visual perception was normal. This state continued without

change during several months, until death occurred from cardiac paralysis

in renal disease. The autopsy revealed an apoplectic cyst the size of a

walnut in the substance of the right occipital lobe. Its lower wall was

separated from the cavity of tlie right posterior horn by a layer of normal
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medullary substance several millinielres in tliirkuess, while its upper wall

was formed by the convolutions of the three gyri-occipitales, which were in

a state of yellow softening, but still recognizable in shape.

There was found, besides, a spot of red softening of the size of a pea in

the upper wall of the left anterior horn ; also an apoplectic cicatrix of half

iluit size in the centre of the right thalamus. No other gross or microscopical

lesions existed within the cranial cavity.

Paralysis of one-half of each retina from a lesion of the occipital lobe of

the same side exactly corresponding to this case, was likewise obtained by

Munk in his experiments on monkeys.

A case resembling the former is also described by Dr. Pooley, in the

Arch, of OpMlmlmol. and Otoloyy {VI., I). A gentleman of 55 years

consulted Pooley about visual hallucinations, epileptiform convulsions and

maniacal attacks. Thirty years ago he had contracted a chancre and been

treated with mercury, since which time no syphilitic symptoms had ap-

peared. The patient appeared dizzy and mentally deranged and excited.

He possessed a myopia one-tenth ; the visual power was normal. Pooley

diagnosed cerebral syphilis and ordered iodide of potash, bromide of potash

and bromide of ammonium. A few days subsequently a right lateral henii-

opia of both eyes set in, the limit of the visual field passing through the

centre of the retina. Within some weeks a'paresis of the right side of the

body and diminished sensibility of the right arm was noticed. Six months
subsequently, vision was reduced to twenty-fiftieths, and the appearances of

choked disc were found in the left eye.—Death.

The autopsy showed the left posterior lobe of the cerebrum enlarged, and
in it there was found a yellowish-white, bard rounded tumor of about three-

fourths of an inch in diameter and one-halt inch in width. The left thal-

amus and the medullary substance surrounding it was softened. The
tumor possessed all characteristics of a gumma. ( Wiener med. Woch., No.

30, 1878.)

Tendon-Reflex in Gknerai^ Paresis.—Dr. JIuhr (Psych. Geiitmlbl.,

No. 3, 1878) draws the following conclusions from an examination of fifty-

one cases:

1. The contraction of the quadriceps muscle on percussion of the tendo

patellaris occurs almost always in general paresis, even in advanced cases

with paretic lower extremities.

3. In fifty-one cases the tendon-reflex was absent six times. These cases

were not at all moribund or even ataxic.

3. Neither the condition of the pupils, nor any other clinical symptoms
indicate whether the reflex can be produced. The lack of the reflex is found

as an isolated phenomenon in different parescs.

From a consideration of Wcstphal's latest researches (Arch. f. Pnych.

VIII., H. 3), Dr. Muhr finally concludes, that an absence of the tendon-

reflex in any case of general paresis is a positive sign of degeneration of the

posterior columns, even when no ataxia is observed.

CoNTitACTUKEs IN LociiMOToK xVtaxia.—M. Oniuuis pj-cscuted to the

Society of Biology (Giiz. den Hop., July 30, 1878) a paper on the above
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subject. By contracture he wislics to imply simply a diminution of the

normal muscular softness and a certain delay of relaxation after the voluntary

contraction. Complete rigidity of muscular fibres is only a more intense

degree of contracture. The first degree of contracture exists in a number of

diseases of the central nervous system, even without alteration of the motor

nerves. In locomotor ataxia, the transformation of the posterior spinal col-

umns into a different tissue is a cause of excitation of the anterior columns,

and thus provokes indirectly the contractures.

In this disease disturbances of the motility of the eyes are a frequent

occurrence. Without denying the occasional occurrence of paralyses of the

. ocular muscles, Ouimus claims that these distm'banccs are usually due to

contractures of the affected muscles. The motor impairment of the

extremities, however, is never traceable to any paralysis. But it can also

not be completely explained on the basis of inco ordination or loss of sensi-

bility. Ouimus, on the contrary, refers it to a degree of contracture of the

muscles. The patients complain of muscular tension, they feel the rigidity

of their muscles. They feel a mechanical restriction in their movements,

which, it is true, they can overcome by a special effort. The observer can

also notice the muscular rigidity; frequently the muscles arc even tender to

pressure.

A phenomenon hitherto but little noticed, is the delay of muscular con-

trilction. The patients themselves often notice how much time elapses

between the eff"ort of volition and the contraction of the muscle. A similar

delay of sensibility is even more striking, and is in fact well known.

That which characterizes essentially the inco-ordinated movements of

ataxia, U the suddiinnesK nf the movement, and its cvaggeratiiin lehen compared

to the pui'jmse intended. The patient when attempting to move, feels a

certain resistance, due to the contracture, and to overcome this he trans-

mits to the muscle a greater impulse than is actually necessary. His motor

centres are incorrectly informed of the static condition of the muscles on

account of the muscular contracture. The retardation of the volitional

effort only increases its intensity, hence the suddenness and exaggerated

extent of all muscular movements. The latter, on the other hand, account

for the fatigue so easilj' iudvu^ed in ataxia.

HvDKui'UoBi.v .\Ni) SuxuAL ExciTE.MEST.—As to the experimental pro-

duction of rabies—^its generation de noao—experimental veterinary science

and the pathological observations of competent veterinarians in Europe

furnish some facts ft'ortli recording. Fleming reports the case of a cross-breil

spaniel, five and a half mouths old. which had never left its mother, never

went out, and was naturally very quiet. When the mother became in rut,

the young dog, excited by the odor, became extremely agitated, and at last

refused food. Three days later, being asleep, it wakened suddenly, and

flew savagely at the attendant. Wlien taken to the infirmary of an eminent

veterinary surgeon in Paris, rabies was diagnosed. The animal refused all

food for the next three days ; on the fourth, rabietic paralysis supervened ;

on the fifth it died. Another case of what Fleming styles spontaneous
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rabies, occuniug under similar cmulilions, is noted in a late number of the

Veterinary Jourital, London. In a box adjoining the kennel of a male was
placed a female in rut, the etHuvia from which caused the iMost ardent

veneric excitation. For fifteen days, placed in such tantalizing proximity,

the unfortunate animal manifested the most extreme agitation, and finally

went furiously mad. Similar results have been produced by confining

males near a female in rut, particularly by M. Toijpolin, who describes them
as so constant as to leave no room for doubt as to the agency of intense

sexual or other e.vcitation in producing rabietic madness. It is not an un-

familiar fact that rabies have been experimentally produced in tlie inferior

animals by inoculating them with man's saliva, as well as with the saliva of

dog.s not rabid. A Guinea pig thus inoculated became subject to violent

convulsions, which could be excited at pleasure by dashing a little water at

him. A rabietic pig, which lay torpid under the severest beating, could be

excited to convulsions at jileasure by Hirting a piece of white paper in its

face.—A^. Y. Med. Record, Jvdy 0.

MuscuLAU CojiTK.\.cTio.Ns IN lIvsTKRO-Ei'n.EPsv.—M.M. Ilognard and

Richet presented to the Society of Biology a report of the application of the

graphic method in the study of hystero-epileptic attacks. (Progrh Mi'd.

No. 39, 1878.) A myographic tambour is placed on some muscle and con-

nected with a iiolygraph registering the muscular contraction. It w-as thus

fomid that various attacks observed at dilfereut hours of the day were alike

in character and duration, and even in the duration of the difTereut stages

of which attack consists. There is first a real muscle-tetahus, followed by
clonic single conlractions (secousses) ; hereupon the extensive movements
and finally the pa.ssiouate attitudes during which the contractions are not

regular.

The autliors state, besides, that hystero-epileptic attacks can be aborted by
the application of strong constant currents, forty elements of Trouve, and
especially by sudden reversion of the direction. The continued use of the

current will finally put a definite end to the attacks.

Patholoov or Tk'i'axus.—Dr. E. Aufrecht detailed in the Med. Soc. of

:Magdeburg, Feb. 7, 187S (Deutsche med. TVoc/(., 1878, Nos. 14 and 15), the

lesions found in a case of tetanus. A laborer set. 41, suffered from a compli-

calcd luxation of the thumb, treated antiseptically. AVithin a week tetanus

set in, and although the median nerve was stretched, death occurred two
days later. At the po.sl-nioitem the unaided eye could observe only a

moderate eftusion into the dura mater and considerable hyperemia of the

pia mater and gray substance of the cord. After three mouths' hardening in

bichromate of potas.sium (5 per cent, .sol.), the cord wasexamined microscop-

ically.

In the lumljar portion, no change whatever was found in the ganglionic cells

of the anterior coriiua. The cidls of llie posterior cornua, however, were dimin-

ished in size and filled with jiigment granules. Nucleus and nucleolus and
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most pi-ocesses had eoinjik-tL'ly disaiipeured. Some cells had become

couvfilod into honiogeneoiis yellow globules. The morliid change increased

in intensity upwards. In the middle of the dorsal cord no healthy cell could

be found. The anterior cornua consisted of yellow, oval or rounded bodies

without processes, nucleus or nucleolus. No pigment-granules were found in

these bodies. Tlie cells of Clarke's columns were also stained deep yellow,

but their nuclei were still visible, while the nuclei had mostly disappeared

in tlie cells of the posterior cornua.

Tlie greatest change was found in llie cervical portion. All ganglionic

cells were of a ditluse rusty-red apjiearancc ; neither pigment-granules,

nuclei nor nucleoli could be seen. The ucrvc-cells of the left side were

smaller than those of the I'ight ; in fact, many of them were smaller than a

normal nucleus.

The general changes in the gray substance were most marked in the

cervical portion. In the ground-substance fine dark granules as well as

larger pigment-granules were interspersed, especially in the substantia

gclatinosa centralis around the central canal. The epithelium of the canal

was normal ; its calibre somewhat narrowed in some sections. Brilliant

strncturtless vesicles resembling oil globules were besides found in the

ground-substance of the white commissure and still more numerous around

the central canal. They could not be derived from pre-existing cells, since

according to Henle, no cellular structures whatever exist in the vicinity of

the liumau central canal. Granules were also found in the white substance ;

here a number of nerve-fibres showed also a granular appearance of their

medullary sheaths. All vessels were intensely injected with blood ;
in the

adventitia dark granules were found. Hyaline masses were seen on the

outside of some vessels, also within the central canal ; at some spots they

possessd the appearance of fibrine.

These observation.s Dr. Aufrecht interprets as parenchymatous infianmia-

tion, starting in the gray substance of the cervical cord and descending. The

hyper.Tmia and exudation he regards as secondary ; the granules and oil

globules he considers the products of disintegration of the nerve cells.

EiiYTHRO.MELALGiA.—This is the title which Dr. S. Weir Mitchell pro-

poses for an aftectiou which he first noticed in 1873, but of which he gives a

more extended account in the last number (July) of tlie American Journal

of Medical Sciences. The following is his account of the symptoms:

The patient, nearly always a man, after some constitutional disease, like

a low fever, or after prolonged physical exertion afoot, begins to

suflfer with pain in the foot or feet; usually it comes in the ball of

the foot, or of the great toe, or in the heel ;
and from these parts it

extends so as to involve a large portion or all of the sole, and to reach

the dorsum and even the leg. More often it is felt finally in a limited region

of one or both soles, and does not extend beyond these areas. At first it is

felt only towards night, and is eased by the night's rest ;
but soon or late,

it comes nearer and nearer to the hour of rising from bed. In like manner,

while at first it is made to increase only by excessive exertion afoot, by and
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by it comes on whenever the uprigiit posture is assumed, or even wlieu the

foot is allowed to hang down. Since, however, the disease is not neces-

sarily progressive, there are instances in which the pain never passes a

definite limit. One case may for years have the trouble only in the evening
;

and a second may reach and remain at the point where only a long walk in

.summer causes it ; a third may stand still, as it were, in a far more advanced

stage of the malady, and though suffering horrible pain, become no worse

;

while in the gravest cases, more familiar signs of organic disease of the

spinal cord may arise to shed light upon the pathology of the minor forms of

the trouble.

In rare cases, the first pain is said to be an ache of the foot ; but in the

mass of instances, and soon or late in nearly all, the pain is of a burning

character. " It is the pain of a burn;" the pain of mu.stard ; "of intense

sunburn ;"' at least these are the phrases used to describe it, and certainly

the character of the suffering is often so well marked as to be cliuically dis-

tinctive. In the milder cases it may come aud go, or bo present daily at

some time, as ujion exertion, and yet be but trifling in its intensity ; wliile

in severer cases the burning reaches the extreme of torture. The sufferer,

jvhen placed on his feet, rocks as if unsteady ; and if his eyes be closed, may

<ieceivo the observer into the belief that he has before him a case of locomotor

ataxia. Yet a vigorous effort of will is fully competent to preserve the

balance; and this unstable equilibrium is not seen until, owing to the up-

right posture having been preserved for some minutes, the pain has risen to

a maximum of anguish.

In the later stages of the disease the pain is throbbing, aching, and burning,

owing, I suppose, to the vasal disorders, which are seen in some cases

throughout, and always in the graver examples.

In every case, and at all stages, the pain is relieved or arrested by the

horizontal position, and by cold. It is brought on and made worse ^y
standing or walking ; and in bad cases, by allowing the feet to liaug

down ; wliile warmth, and, of course, hcavjf feet covers act in like manner.

Summer is usuall}', not always, the season of greatest annoyance ; winter, a

time of comparative ease. The sufferer sleeps with uncovered feet, and goes

about without stockings in his liousc ; and finds, even in winter, a light

slipper or a low shoe comfortable.

The next striking peculiarity of this disorder is the flushing of the part

upon exertion. This symptom, which is usually absent in the very early

stages, is a notable feature of the worst of tlie prolonged eases, aud in .some

mild instances can always be brought on by great exertion afoot. In the

graver examples, the area of greatest pain in the soles or hands is distinctly

and permanently marked by a dull, dusky, mottled redness, as if the smaller

vessels were always uver-distended. In these, and in some of the less severe

cases, the region of pain is in places tender, and firm pressure by the finger

or hand will bring on inci'eased pain, and even cause the whole foot or hand,

or a part of it, to become red, just as it does when the man stands uj)

The pain in these cases is also entirely inhibitory of walking, and if this

action be jx'rsisled in, gives rise to intense redness, swelling from dilatation

of vessels, and finally to blistering of the soles.
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Where flushing is a pari o[ the phenouiena o( this interesting malady, it

comes on during the erect position, slowlj- in milder cases, and almost at

once in others, and involves both veins and arteries. The foot gets redder

and redder, tlie veins stand out in a few moments as if a ligature had been

tied around the limb, and the arteries throb violently for a time, until at

length the extremity becomes of a dark purplish tint.

In the worst cases, when the patient is at rest, the limbs are cold, and

even pale. The flusliing, which at first seems to be an active condition,

accompanied with rise of temperature, in a few minutes becomes passive
;

•that is, the arteries cease to throb, the heat lessens, and there is evidence of

lessened axidation.

The less severe e.\amples manage to get along by rest at intervals, but the

worst cases are unable to stand for more than a moment, and the suft'erer

crawls on his hands and knees, keeping his feet oft' the floor, or is obliged to

be carried about.

I have seen lately two examples in wliich the disease seemed to have been

progressive, and to have been associated in the later stages with distinctive

evidences of spinal disease, such as atrophic states, the pain belt {donltur en

ceinture), partial losses of power, and other phenomena, which vary in the

two cases alluded to. Also in one of them all the .singular features which

in the early stages were seen in t.lie feet, were at a later stage exhibited in

equal fullness in the hands, or rather in the hand, since one had been lost by

amputation.

One other peculiarity is common to all of them They are rarely amenable

to treatment. They are aided for a time by cold and rest, but either they

remain unchanged for years, or else, in rare instances become gradually

worse.

As to diagnosis, I am aware of no other malady with which the bad

cases of this trouble can be confounded ; but there ;ire certain other more or

lesspainful aflfections of the feet, with which the lighter forms might be

confused * * * (gout, rheumatisui. syphilitic t(uder feet).

Dr. Mitchell gives fidl accounts of a number of cases of this aftection,

which he thinks is connected with some ccrebro-spinal or spinal lesion, and

may yet be found to correspond to limited lesions of definite tracts in the

brain or cord. Some of the cases are of his own observation, others were

reported by Vul))ian, Graves and Paget. He also gives for comparison,

accounts of several cases of a very similar and troublesome att'ection with

which this might be confounded ; that described by Prof, (xross as podynia,

but which differs from the one al)0ve described in being less of an apparently

vaso-motor nature, and due probably to low inflammation of the joint

structures of the foot.

Hypek.ksthesia kro.m Section of the Si'ixal Cord.—Dr. W. Koch,

Virchoio's ArcMv, Bd. 73, Heft II., p. 273. ' Our previous knowledge on

this subject may he summed up as follows: Section of one lateral half of

the cord is followed at once by a hypertesthesia of the skin of the other side

of the body, behind the line of section The hypenesthesia diminishes in

some degree after a few hours or days, and remains in this state of intensity
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fi)r many weeks, or e\'en two years (Brown-Scquard), to be superseded

tinally by dimiuishcd sensibility; eomplete section of one-half of the cord,

reduces the sensibilitj- of the other side of the body more or less. Hyper-

a'sthesia of the other side of the skin occurs when its corresponding half of

the cord has also been mutilated. If after one-half of the cord has

been divided, the knife severs a portion, of the grey substance of the

other half, the hypera-sthesia still continues, hut it diminishes when
about three-quarters of the grey substance (of the second half) are cut trans-

versely. A single narrow bridge of grey substance, however, suffices to

maintain a feeble degree of hyperaisthesia (Schiff). Attempting to localize

detailedly the strands, section of whicli increases the sensibility, Schiff names

simply the posterior white columns. Tuerck, on the other hand, referred

the phenomenon to section of the lateral columns and the proximate grey

substance; lie experimented mainly in the cervical region, where Schill'

claims that the parts mentioned are but the continuation of the posterior

columns of the lower part of the cord. According to Ludwig and Woros-

chiloft", hypera^sthesia of the hind legs" follows a simple section of the iulerni)l

half of the middle third of the lumbar lateral columns. Experimenting

upon rabbits, Koch found the hypencsthesia not limited to the skin, but to

extend as well to the fascia, periosteum and especially tht' joints. In fact

it is most marked in the latter parts, so that any e.xtensive movement
of a joint produces evidence of great pain. A section not lower than the

level of the third lumbar vertebra produces hypera'sthesia in the entire liiud

extremity
;
the trunk and forejeg participate when the section occurs at the

level of the sixth cervical vertebra. If the cord is severed one vertebra

below, the fore legs are exempt.

"With Woroschilotr, Koch agrees in localizing the necessary lesion in (he

lumbar region in the internal half of the middle third of the lateral column
(correspondiug to Flechsig's lateral cerebellar tracts). This strand passes

towards the surface in ascending the cord, so that in the cervical region

hypenesthesia is produced by a section implicating only the outer half of

the lateral column. The greatest possible degree of hypenesthesia is at once

produced by dividing the external quarter of one-half of the medulla oblong-

ata. In no locality is a lesion oi the grey substance necessiuy to oljlain

this result.

Koch succeeded in producing separately hyper;eslhesia of the skin and
of the joints. The ftbres, section of which renders the joints hypera'sthctic,

are found in the cord to the outside of the fibres related to the sensibility of

the skin. The two strands, however, intermingle at the line of contact to

such an extent, that the greatest possible degree of hypera'Sthesia of either

the skin or joints is otitainable only liy dividing more than one strand. The
longest duration of the incretised sensibility which Koch ever met was

30 days (survival of the animal ?). The feeble hypenesthesia resulting from

incomplete section does not seem to be as permanent.

A hypenesthesia is sometimes observed clinically when due to a peripheral

lesion, such as pressure of a tumor upon a nerve, or suppuration around the

posterior roots. Vulpiau claims even to have produced a hypenesthesia

experimentally by gradually ligating a mixed nerve. Notwithstanding

numerous attempts Koch could uot repeat this experiment successfully.
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An exquisite liypersestliesia of the entire body is produced by removal of

the entire enceplialou above the medulla oblongata in young rabbits. This

diminishes in intensity after fifteen minutes, but it is still noticeable after

the lapse of several hours. In this state of hyperesthesia, the sensibility

may be still more exalted by a hemi-sectiou of the cord. The parts whose

sensibility is ordinarily increased by such a section, become now still more

hypertrsthetic, so that their irritation will induce the animal to cry, which

cannot be done by irritating other less hypera?sthetic parts. The possibility

of producing hyperresthesia by ivnd after removal of all parts above the me-

dulla, proves the spinal origin of the hypera'Sthesia. The crying of the ani-

mal under such circumstances overthrows, moreover, the validity of drawing

a line between conscious and unconscious sensibility. The latter was usually

considered a simple reflex, the former a reflex complicated with psychic ex-

citations as manifested by the cry. But since at least in mammals no psy-

chic functions are attributed to the medulla and cord, this distinction is no

longer tenable.

As a matter of especial interest Koch finally found, that the byperajsthesia

could be made to disajipear by irritating with a strong electric current any

part anterior to the spinal section. Tiiis succeeded also after removal of the

eucephalon.

Reflex Tremou in Hemiplegia —At the session of the Soc. de Biologic,

June 1 (rep. in Le Progyh Midicalc), M. Dejo»-iue made a communication on

the existence of reflex tremor in the sound leg in certain cases of hemiplegia.

Reflex tremor in hemiplegia has been noticed several years since : to produce

it, it is only necessary to flex the leg strongly on the thigh, when there is

caused a trembling, feeling to the hand of the observer lilve a regular series

of shocks. It is known under the name of reflex hemiplcgic tremor, and is

rather commonly observed.

Up to the present time this tremor had been observed only in the limb of

the paralyzed side. A series of researches by M. Dcjerine show very clearly

that it may appear, wdtli absolutely similar phenomena in the lower limb

of the sound side, and that it may be found in a rather large number of

cases.

In some fifteen hcmiplcgics observed with reference to this symptom, he

observed it five times, and in these five cases the tremor was so marked in

the lower limbs that he at first thought he bad to do with cases of paraplegia

by compression of the cord, or of multiple sclerosis. But in all of these tlie

member of the well side was intact as regards motion and sensibility.

The explanation of this ijhedoraenon is rather difficult since, up to the pres-

ent time, autopsies have been lacking. May it not be that the lateral sclero-

sis, which is constantly present on the paralyzed side in old cases, has

invaded the sound side v

M. Gubler remarked on IM. Dejerine's communication, tliat tremor is a

phenomenon of imperfect conduction, and could be produced under various

conditions by placing the member in such a posititon as to compress the

nerves.
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The following are llio titles of some of tlie recent articles on the Pathol-

ogy and Pathological Anatomy of the Nervous System:

SCHTJLTZE, The Anatomical Allerations in Acute Atrophic Paralysis of

the Adult (Poliomyelitis Acuta Anterior), Virchow's Archiv, LXXIII., 3;

Mann, Cerebral and Spinal Anicmia, Phil. Med. Times, Sept. 28; Glynn,

On Oases of Cerebral Tumor and other Forms of Brain Disease, with Spe-

cial Reference to the Docti-iue of Localization, Brit. Med. Journal, Sept. 2W;

V. HoLST, A Case of Neurosis from Shock, St. Petersburg, ined. Wochen-

schrifi, No. 32; Schultze, A New Pathologico-Anatoraical Discovery in

Tetany, Centralbl.f. Nermnherlk., No. 8; Hallager, Cases of Progressive

Facial Atrophy, //osjraYa& Tidende, Sept. 11 and 18, 1878; Krafft-Ebino,

On the so-called Querulant Insanity, ^%. Zeitschr.f. Psychiatrie, XXXV.,
4; Day, Neurosal Affections of the Heart in Children, Practitioner, Sept.;

BouTEiLLE, Sanguineous Tumors of the Pavilion of the Ear, Ann. Med.

Psychol, July; Cullerre, General Paralysis and Insanity, Ibid; TiUNti,

On the Classification of Insanity, Psychiat. Centralbl., No. 3; Sawyer,:.

Clinical Lecture on the Causes and Cure of Insomnia, Lancet (Am. Repr.),

September; Caldwell, A Review of the Neurosis of the Pneumoga.stric and

Sympathetic Nerves, &c., Virginia Med. Monthly, October; Brlnton, Re-

flex Action as a Cause of Disease, and Means of Cure, Brain, July; Hotcu-
iNSON, Notes ou the Symptom-Significance of Different States of the Pupil,

Ibid; Buzzard, On a Prolonged First Stage of Tabes Dorsalis, &c , Ibid;

Lawson, On the Symptomatology of Alcoholic Brain Disorders, Ibid;

FoTHEROiLL, The Neurosal and Reflex Disorders of the Heart, lltid;

ScHiiLTZE and Rdmpf, Degenerative Processes in the Human Spinal Cord,

Oentralblatlf. d. med. W/sseusch., No. 37.
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r.—THERAPEUTICS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND MIND.

The Action of An,«sthetics on the REsnuAxiON and Heaht.—"We

take the following from the XJniun. Medicale of Juue S :

"We give in e.ttenso the very inlerestiug coumuuiicutiou read liy M. Vul-

pian to the Academic des Sciences, on the action of antvstlietics (sulphuric

ether, chloroform, chloral hydrate) on the respiratory centre and the cardiac

ganglia.

" The experiments of E. H. Weber have shown that, in an animal whose two

pneumogastric nerves have been divided in the neck, the faradization of the

""ijeripheral or thoracic segments of these nerves, even witli a current of mod-
erate intensity, causes a suspension of the cardiac movements. We know
also, since the researches of Traube, that a sutlicientlj- energetic faradization

of the superior, cephalic, extremities of these nerves, causes an immediate

arrest of the respiratory movements. These facts, which are very interesl-

iug, have been studied in their lesser details by various phj-siologists. The
experiments of Weber and of Traube may be repeated on animals that

have not undergone any previous intoxication ; we have ordinarily per-

formed them on animals curarized, or under the influence of morphine, 'or

an.nesthetized by ether, chloroform or chloral. s

"If we practice faradization of the peripheral segments of the [uieumo-

gastric nerves in a curarized animal, we observe, iu a general way, as all the

experimenters have done, the same ett'ects as in an animal not poisoned.

The heart is flaccid, arrested in paralytic relaxation, and after a few seconds

it gradually begins again to contract, even while we hold tiie electrodes in

contact with the nerves. The elTects of the faradization of the peripheral

.segments of the pneumogastric nerves are nevertheless not absolutely identi-

cal in curai'ized and non-eurarized mammals. ,
While in the latter we can

arrest llie heart by electrizing only one pneumogastric, iu the curarized maiii-

mal it can be caused only a little as the intoxication is pushed ; on the

other hand, the so-(-alled diastolic arrest of the heart lasts a less time when
tlie faradization is prolonged than in a non-curarized animal. If the curari-

zation is profound there is a period during which the strongest faradization

does not arrest the heart, nor even slow it ; the only oifect observed even is

an acceleration of the organ.

"Tliese are well known facts, showing that previous curarizalion, a pro-

cedure often employed to render the animal experimented upon immovable,

does not leave intact, in mammals, the cardiac extremities of the pueunio-

gastrics, a fact not iu accordance with what ~\vas believed at the beginning

of the study of this poison.

"The anaesthetics, i. t., ether, chloroform, and cldoral, which we also

ver^- frequently employ to render animals insensible, without destroying the

motricity of the nerves, also modify in a certain way, diflisrent from the pre-
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ft-ding one, i.lie cllects of the excitations of tlie peripht-ral portions of tlie

tiivicied pneumogastrics
; and they aUo influence, in fully as manifest a mai),-

ner, the effects of the excitation of the siipericji- or cephalic jjorlions of these
same nerves.

" I take, for example, chloral hydrate, often employed at the present day
in i)li\siologieal laboratories in the form of intravenous injections. When
we iu.ject into a vein (the saphenou.s vein, for e.\ample) of a dog, a watery
solution of chloral hydrate of the strength of one-tifth, and in quantity suffi-

cient to produce deep sleep, we cause also a complete anaesthesia, on the
characters of which I need not dwell. I should rather confine myself to the
point that furnishes an explanation foi- the fact to which I desire to call at-

tention. In chloralized animals the movements of the heart persist, and the
same is the ca.se with the .spontaneous respiratory movements. All the
physiologists who employ this convenient method of previous anwsthesia in

their various experimental rc-searches, have observed that in certain cases,
not infrequent, especi.-dly when the intravenous injection is not performed
sU)Wl)- and gradually, tlie dogs (and other animals also) cease abruptly to res-

pire, after a certain amount of tlie cidoral has entei-ed the circulation. It is

a sort of respiratory syncope that is thus produced, and usually the cardiac
movements are not simultaneously arrested ; the)- go on still for one or two
minutes or even for a longer time. The spontaneous respiratory movements
nuiy usually be revived by keei)ing up artificial respiration by means of re-

pealed pressure oji the tliorax, and, still better, by faradization of the trunk.
To apply this faradization, we apply one electrode to the face or neck, and
the other to the ba.se of the chest, or the subthoracic part of the abdomen,
it produces inslantly an inspiratory movement; we inteiTupt the current and
the parts come again to rest, tlius effecting expiration, and we repeat these
some fifteen or twenty times in a minute. Artificial respiration, efl'ected in
this way, keeps up the heart's movements, up to the time when the bulbar
centre retakes its function. Soiuetimes this result is only attained after
eight or ten minutes of artilicial respiration ])racticed as de.s<-ribed. I have
seen a dog only begin to respire spontaneously after twenty-two minutes of
artificial respiration by constautl,\- repeated thoracic pressures, and the in-

stantaneous faradizalion I have described twenty times a minute. In .some
cases all means are inefficacious, the heart comes to a .stop and the animal
dies.

"Sometimes this sort of respiratory syncope does not occur when wi' in-

ject chloral into the veins, nor for some seconds after ; it is a( the end of
some minutes that the respiration ceases abrujjtlj-, sometimes without recog-
nizable cause, sometimes when an experiment is begun, and probably under
the iutlueuce of this or that traumatic irritati<ui. The same means are neces-
sary to re-establish spontaneous resijiration.

" EH'ects of the same kind may be produced in animals ana-sthelized bv
ether, chloroform, or other analogous substances.

"On the other hand, one other accident may occur in chloralized dogs,
and this accident is most often irremediable. The heart may be arrested
more or less suddenly, either directly during the injection, or "subsequently
during the performance of some experiment involving tlie sensory nerve

53
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fibres. The heart stops liefore the respinitiou, the respirat<iry iiiovemeiit-A

c.easiug a few seconds later. It is rare that faradi/atiou, even when applied

as soon as the disappearance of the arterial pulse is discovered, recalls the

functions of the heart.

" This arrest ol the heart, this cardiac ni/ncope, is also seen in animals

under the influence of chloroform or ether, and it certainly is more readily

produced in auiuials who are stupetied by the ana'stlietics in question, dur-

iu" vivisection, than in those who have undergone no previous intoxication

or who are paralyzed by curare. In these the weakened state of the inhibitory

action of the vagi is undoubtedly a condition which renders the retie.x exci-

tation of these nerves less dangerous.

"It follows from these preliminaries that in aua-sthetized animals, and espe-

cially in those that are chloralized, the respiratory centre undergoes notable

modifications. The increase, though slight, of the amount of chloral in the

circulation, may suspend the function of tills centre. It may also lose its

function under the influence of more or less irritative causes, either arising

in such or such organ, ov produced during the performance of vivisections.

On the other hand, the excitor ganglia of the movements of the heart may

be paralyzed, under the same circumstances, when there is either an exces-

sive quantity of chloral injected, or when the traumatic irritations of vivisec-

tion provoke the inhibitory functions of the cardiac flbres of t)ie vagi into

action.

"But, if we repeat on dogs profoundly under the influence of chloral, the

experiments of E. H. Weber or of Traube, we observe the following :

"Faradization of the superior, cephalic, .segments of the divided vagi, ar-

rests the respiratory movements, as in animals not ana>stlietized ; but, while in

the latter the respiration resumes spontaneously and naturally, in the great

majority of cases, despite persistent electrization, it cannot be revived in the

chloralized animals, and they die, unless we make haste to suspend the elec-

trization of the \-agi and make use of artificial respiration, either alone, or

with the aid of faradization of the trunk, energetically applied for a moinent

and repeated every three or four seconds.

" Frequently it suffices to faradize the cephalic sections of the vagus for a

few seconds (3-10) to cause an arrest of respiration, and this may be fatal

unless resort is had to artificial respiration and faradization, contractions o(

the trunk, which act at the same time in producing inspirations of a certain

amplitude, and waking up the nervous centres from their profound stupe-

faction.

"We, therefore, obtain readily, and very frequently, in these conditions,

under the influence of faradization of the superior segments of the divided

va"i the same efl'ect that M. Bert had sometimes observed in non-chloralized

animals, i. f., sudtlen death, unless artificial respiration is resorted to.

" It is worth while to say here, that if we rejieat the experiment many times

on the same dog, we do not obtain the same result as when we repeat it only

two or three times ; it becomes impossible to produce the arrest of respira-

tion with impending death. The respiratory movements revive sponta-

neously after a greater or less time, although faradization of the upper extremi-

ties of the vagi is continued.
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" If, under the same eondilions of eoiiiplete cliloralizalion, we submit the
lower segment of the dirided vagus to a.jerky induced current, we find the
arrest of the heart in diastole, as in non-an:esthetized animals, but also (what
is rarely seen except under these conditions) that it may cease definitively

if the faradization is pi'olonged. We find, moreover, that this permanent
arrest of the cardiac movements does not usually occur if we suspend mo-
ruenlarily these movements two or three times by the aid of the faradic
current, before submitting the cardiac segments of the vagi to prolonged elec-

trization.

"These facts are not without interest as regards the physiological .study

of antcsthetics
;

tliey may, also, contribute to the explanation of certain
accidents of clinical anaisthesia, hence I have communicated them to the
Academy." *

Ether in Sciaticv.—Dr. C. G. Comcgys, L<tncct and Clinic, July 6,

recommends the hypodermic use of common (suljihiu-ic) ether in .sciatica.

He mentions two cases, one in detail, of this atf'ection cured by this treat-

ment. The injections were superficial, not deep, and though causing severe
pain for a time, left no ill etlects. He thinks one dose sufficed iox a cure in

one of his cases, and believes that the remedy will be equally eflective in
tic douloureux.

Ii'Er.\nT,\NH.\ AXD ITS Ai.KALOin.—The following are the conclusions of
an article, by Dr. John K. Foulkrod, in the PhilndelpUa Med. Timen, Aug.
31, on tlie Physiological Action of Ipecacuanha and its Alkaloid. His
experi.iients were performed on cats, dogs, rabbits, mice, and frogs.

1. When locally applied, emetia produces a progressive loss of functional
power of the nerves and striated muscles. If such contact he continued
even but for a short time, the tissues do not recover.

When directly apjilied to the brain and spinal cord, no action is manifest.
2. The fail in the arterial jjressure produced by an injection of emetia is

caused by the direct action of the drug upon the heart,—!, c, iiy cardiac
paralysis.

3. The movements of the heart are first accelerated and afterwards diinin
ished by the action of emetia ; the diminution in the frc(|uency of the heart's
movements is due to cardiac paralysis.

4. Emetia paralyzes the cardiac inhibitory fibres of the pucumoo-astrics.
.). The sleep and coma produced by the drug are due to its action on the

brain.

.
fi. The emetia convulsions are .spinal in their origin. The abolition of

reflex activity is also due to the action on the spinal cord.

7. The vomiting iiroduced by emetia is due to a local action on the
.stomach.

8. The drug produces slowing of the respiratory movement.s ; the slowing
still occurs after the pneumogastrics are cut.

9. The voluntary muscles escape unscathed in emetia-poisoning ; llicir

contractility, liowcver, may be destroyed by painting with a solution of the
alkaloid.
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10. Emetia is absorbed and is eliminated unchanged by the kidney? ; it is

also eliminated by the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane.

11. The salivation induced by emetia is due to its local action on the

nerves in the mouth.

The introduction of emetia into the stomacli subcutaneously, or into a vein

is followed by albuminuria.

Glucose is found in tlie liver after poisoning l)y ipecac.

12. Emetia has no direct action on the blood.

13. Emetia lias no action on the pupil, either wlien the druj: is applied

locally or introduced into the general circulation.

Ammonto-Siilphate of Coi'PEH.—In the Bull Gen., de Thi'r(ipeiiti(fic,

Auc. IT), M. Fereol, of tlic Hospital Lariboisiere, gives an account of a case

of epilejitiform neuralgia, tlie attacks occurring many times a day, and nearly

driving the patient to insanity. Tliere was complete insomnia ; the nerve

involved was the trigeminus, and all the divisions on the left side were impli-

cated. Aeonitine and gelsemium, the two remedies most recently recom-

mended by M. Gubler, were faithfully tried, but without effect. On the

recommendation of M. Davaine, interna, who had seen good results follow

its use in the .service of M. Bourdon, the ammoniosulphate of copper was

employed, in doses at first of five centigrammes (=-V grain) with the haii-

piest results, complete relief being obtained in less tlian ten days of the

treatment.

Aconite.—At the session of the Soc. de Biologic, .Tuly <i (reii. in Gaz. des

Hopitam^, M. Laborde ]iresented a communication in which lie attempted

to show that it was from failure of the lungs and not of tlie heart, that

deatli occurred in accmile poisoning. Hence, according to this mode of view

artificial respiration should be considered as the liest antidote to aconite.

TiiK following are the conclusions as to the action of aconite on the

nervous system, of an article by Dr. G. U. Mackenzie, in tlie Praeti-

tiniur, February, March, and April of the present year. He used, besides

the alkaloid, tinctures in his experiments, whicli were )ieifornied on dogs

rabbits and frogs.

1. It induces paralyns of the peripheml senmry nerren, the sensor}/ nerre

trunks, and posterior {sensory) nerve-roofs. The evidences of this are wit-

nessed in the progressive diminution of power of conduction of the affer-

ent nerves, commencing at the perii)hery, and subsequently extending along

the nerve-trunk to the nerve root. To this sensory pai-alysis is probably due

the ataxic gait, incoordinate movements, and diminished power of locomo-

tion in aconitized animals. There is reason to believe, however, that paraly-

zatiou is not the primary effect of the action of the drug on the sensory

nerves, buf that it is preceded by a period of hyper-excitation or irritation.

This feature is especially prominent in dogs, which, during the early stages

of aconitism, give evidence of considerable cutaneous irritation, especially
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in the posterior limbs. The primary stage appears to be of uncertain dura-
tion, anil during its continuance, reflex action seems normal. It may be the
only .sen.sory effect produced (mild aconitism), and may with safety be in-

duced therapeutically.

2. The b-rUnhiUly of t/ie iiuil/jr mrm/i m aiiyment&L—Thai this is the case
is sliown from their excitability being invariably of greater intensity and
longer duration in the aconitized frog, when tested witli another in its

normal condition. The poisoned motor nerves of a batrachian also show
greater irritability than those protected by ligature from the action of the
drug. The degree of n\otor-nervous irritability present in aconitism may be
summarized as comprising three stages ; (1.) Primary hyper-excitation

; (2.)

exhau.stion, the result of the first stage
;

(3.) secondary hyper-excitation.
Phcse i-esults were obtained after repeat(^d experimentation, and are directly

antagonistic to those arrived at liy Ach.scharumow, whilst they confirm to a
certain extent those of Boelun and Wartn\ann, with this distinction, that the
latter believed the excitability of the nerves and muscles in aconitism to be
perfectly normal.

:!. 7V(c cerebrospinal axis ix vaiioasly affected, the fund id fix of the ceirhriiiu

being unimpaired, the posterior {Kennury) colwmnx of the cord bemy aim iinaf-

fected, and tlie anterior {motor) columnn having their irritability greatly

increoM^d.

As already stated, the aiitlior lias been unable to detect cerebral jjaraly-

sis as one of the conditions obtaining in aconitism, but, on the contrary,
has invariably observed such an amount of intelligence present, even during
the most profound stages, as to forbid the idea that it can be present to any
great extent. He is not inclined, therefore, to agree with the idea of Liegois
smd Hottot as to the jmralyzation of a perceptive cerebral centre. The ab-
sence of paralysis of the cerebral motor centres is indicated by their ready
muscular response on electrical and mechanical stimulation. From the fact

that the jjosterior columns of the cord maintain their normal irritability

after the paralyzation of the sensory nerves and sensory nerve roots, and
that the degree of muscular movement induced by their excitation is about
as great as liy the direct irritation of the muscles themselves, it is evident
that in aconitism their condition is one of non-paralyzation. The sensory
paraly.sis present, therefore, is apparently of a non-spinal nature, both in its

primary manifestation and ultimate development. The condition of tlie

motor columns of the cord is one of hyper-excitation, as demonstrated bv
the greatly augmented .severity of the convulsions on the cord being released
from the cimtrol of the inhibitory centre by section of the medulla, by their
idiopathic occurrence and general nature. Intermittent convulsive spasms
invariably follow the administration of the tincture in poisonous doses,
whilst hypodermic injections of strong >olutions of the alkaloid frequently do
not markedly induce them.

The author is unable to account for the statement of Boehm and Wartmann
(already quoted), that increased reflex action does not occur in frogs poi-
soned by aconite, when released from the control of the inhibitory centre.
for he has invariably found excessive nuiscular action to be the result of the
above oppiation in aconitized frogs. This eflect has lieen so frequently ob-
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taiiiprl b_v liiiii as tn place its cxistoncp be3'ond doubt, and be can only con-

clude tbat the autbors above named had used spurious piepar.dions of the

alkaloid in their experiments.

Tlie absence of motor phenomena spoken of by Wood as being especially

common iu dogs, can onlj- be accounted for in the same way. In the p/es-

cnt series of experiments it was noticed that the administration of the alka-

loid was not followed by such precise ed'ects as characterized the exhibition

of carefully prepared tinctures, doubtless owing to the presence of some

impurity or pseudo-alkaloid.

The following are the sunuuarizcd conclusions as given as to the action

of aconite on tlie respiration:

1. Its effect on the respiration is primary, and due to the direct action of

the drug on the sensory fibres of the vagus, and the respiratory centre.

2. It induces a series of symptoms closely resembling those developed

after section of the vagi.

3. It causes death partly by asphyxi'a, and i)artly by the variety of collapse

spoken of by Brown•^^equard, as "characterized by a great diminution of

breathing, produced by a peculiar influence on the central organs of respira-

tion, the heart continuing to beat with more or less vigor."

Ai.< oiioi, AS AN AN/KSTHETtc—The following is a short communication

by Alexis Horvath (of Kieft'l in the G(i2. rfe.f TIi'pitniiT No. 10.1, Sept. 10,

187S :

Knowing the painful sensation experienced by immersion of the hand in

water at a temperature of 0. Cent., I was mucli astonished to not experience

the same sensation with the hand in alcoliol. the temperature of T\hich had

been i-educed to—5 Cent!

The discovery of this curious fact, which was made by me as early as 1869,

led me to undertake some experiments, of which I give briefly the results.

When the finger is held in sulphuric ether or mercury at the temperature

of

—

?,' C. the same painful sensation is experienced as when it is immersed in

water at zero C.

On the otlier hand, when we plunge the linger, even for a longer time,

into alcohol or glycerine at the temperature of—5° C. we feel no pain.

A prick in the finger, while it is immersed in cold alcohol, produces no

pain, and only a sen.sation of contact, thus proving that there is a distinc-

tion between the .sense of tact and that of pain, and affording us the means

of proving it. It is seen thus that pain is not the sense of tact intensified,

liut rather an altogether different sensation.

These experiments demonstrate that it is not merely the cold that plays a

part in the production of ana'sthesia, but also the liquid employed ; in this

regard the various liquids act differently. Inasmuch as death following .se-

\ere burns is partly attributed to the intense pain which accompanies them,

I was led to utilize alcohol in their treatment. I have had numerous occas

ions to recognize its efficaciousness ; among others in a child burnt in the

hand (to the second degree); the pains disappeared at once on plunging the

band into alcohol, to reap|iear again on its withdrawal. Moreover, 1 ob-
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served that l,„n,s stil.iniltcil to ll.is tioal.iH.nt ^si^^v nnv.l in imirl, less (i„„-
tlian those treated ollierwise.

An*stl,esia by cohl (acrordiu^^ tc, the nietlH.dsof Ricliardson, etc ) thou.-hknown and appreciated for a long time, is relatively little employed, solely
on account ot the inconveniences of the procedure. These inconveniences
jumed to the above observations, have led me to attempt a work on anas'
thesia by cold in grand operations, and in extensive burns located elsewhere
than in the extremities.

\ tK.yrRtTM ViRtDK IN EpiLEPsv.-E. F. Mordougl., N. Y. Med. Record
^ep. 14th, 18,8, uses hypodermic injections of large doses (10-15 minims)
ot the tincture of veratrum viride in combination with .uorphia; to abort
recurring convulsions of epilepsy. The formula of his combination is :

B
lIorplii;e 8ulph. . . u-,-. jgs.

Tr. Veratrum Viride

Aqua" distill. - . . „„ : gg

Jl.

No unpleasant effects, he states, followed the iniections, the morpbi* iu
every instance counteracting the nauseous emetic eUect of the veratrum.

The Constituents ok Cofkee.-C. Binz, Arch. f. c.,per. Pathol., IX 31
(Abstr. in Veutralbl.f. Wh^en^ch.) In u former examination of the second'
ary quinine products, the author discovered that caSein had an entirely op-
posile eflect from quinine as regards its action on the bodily temperature •

0.. gramme catiein, injected subcutaneoiisly in two places into a pouerful
dog, increased the temperature almost r C. witliin an hour, without the ani-mal s exhibiting any signs of poisoning. He followed up this experiment and
found alter moderate doses of caffein (0.2 gramme) hvpodermicalh^ admin
istered to a dog, a rise of 0.3' C, after larger doses ,0..5 u,,mmie',, one of
1.4 t., and all without any appearance of stitliiess of the muscles or other-
wise "increased innervation" or any other kind of abnormality in the ani-
mal. Larger doses likewise caused increase of temperature, but soon pro-
iluc-c'd death ,n convulsions. Curare and artificial respiration, or the latter
alone, counteracted the elfect of caftein. Besides this the author found that
calleiu ,u moderate .loses increased the blood pressure

; the dogs which
served for the kymographic experiments were only narcotized by alcohol
neither curare nor artificial respiration were employed. Tliat this increase
of blood pressure was not dependent on any action (,f the vagus was pro^ ed
by the fact that after previous section of both vagi, with hypodiMinic injec
tiou of caltein, a rise occurred which was independent of the after elfects „f
the vagus section.

In order to learn the action of cafleon-tliis is the name given by Boutron
and 1-remy to the transient rust product of the burnt beans, which'has been
isolated as an anherial oily substance by .shaking up the distillate with ether

'

-the author made a distillation of an infusion of coffee (20 grammes burnt
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coti'ee and l.W iiramnics liiit wnter) aiul fomia the snnu' like ciittein, in small

doses an excitant to the brain, the heart, the respiration and the temperature.

He agrees with Hoppe-Seyler and Voit that tlie use of coffee infusion or of

carteiu itself in dietetic doses lias for a result a diminution of tissue metamor-

phosis, the distinction being so slight that further preliminary conclusions

thereon are as yet not practicable.

The author deems that any intlneuce on the organism worthy of mention

of the potash salts is not probable.

The following are a few of the recently jHiblislu-a papers on the Thera-

peutics of the Nervous System and Mind:

Masinit, Nerve-Stretching, St.Petenbnry. iiu'd.Wucheiudirift, No. 84, 1878;

Lesser, On the Physiological Action of Arseuious Acid, Virchoic'K Archie,

LXXIIL, i, .Tuly, 1878; Funatoli, On the Therapeutic Virtues of Bromide

of Camphor, Arddmo Italieno, September; Toski>li, The Aqueous Extract

of Secale Cornuta in the Treatment of Mental Diseases, 7*W; Husemann,

The Method of Biviue in the Treatment t)f Strychnia Poisoning, Deutsche

ined. Wocheiuchr. (cont. art.); Skili.ern. Combination of the Alkaloids

of Cinchouia with Morphia, Phil. Med. Timr.i, September 38; Sinki.er,

Cannabis Indica in the Treatment of Epilepsy, Thid Roberts,' Chloral in

the Treatment of Traumatic Tetanus, Ved. mid Siiri/. Reporter. September

14; Mii,LS, Massage and Swedish Movements in the Treatment of Diseases

of the Nervous Sy^stem, /ftirf; Stolnikow, On the Alterations of tlie Cuta-

neous Sensibility in Healthy Men l)y Cold and Warm Baths, St. Feternbury.

med. Wocheiisch'r., No. 26; RrN(iEK and Mirkei.l, On Gelsemium Sumper-

vireus, Lancet (Am. Kep.), Sept.
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Aimtouiy, Descriptive and Surgical. By HeDry Gray, F. R S Witli an
Introduction on General Anatomy and Development, by T Holmes MA Cantab^ A NewAmerican from the Eighth and Enlar-ed Enu'lisli

r .', '"rr Tf ^^'^i'''
"" '^''^''^'1 Landmarks, Medical and Siirgical B\'Luther Holden, F. R. C. S. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea f878

'

Clii-
cago: Jansen, McClurg& Co.

"
'

'

Stricture of the Male Ui-elhi^. Its Radical Cure. By Fessenden N. Otis

r.r 3f''' ^ ''''''= *' P- I'l'toaiii's Sons, 1878. Chicago: Jansen, JIc-Oiurg ifc Co. '

Fifth Annual Report of the Secretary of the State Board of Health of the
State of Michigan tor the Fiscal Year ending Sept. 30. 1877. Henry
B. Baker, M. D., Secretary. Lansing, 1878.

^

A Clinical History of the Medical and Sui-gical Diseases of Women. By

fnndnn l?rf'' S-,
^^'^^ond American from the Second and Revised

seT McC^url'& Co ''
' ""' ^''"' '-'''*• *^''''^""-"- J'"^-

The Antagonism of Therapeutic Agents, and What it Teaclies. The essay
to which was awarded the Fothergillian Gold Medal of the Medical
Society of Loudon for 1878. By J. Milner Fothergill, M. D Edin-
bugli. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea, 1878. Chicag'o: jansen, McClui^-

Transactions of the Medical Association of Georgia. Twenty-ninth Annual
Session, Atlanta, April 17, 18 and 10, 1878. Atlanta, 1878. 279

Transactionsof the Medical Association of the State of Alabama. The Re-

Cefv ,87^k"''.?°"«'
'•^ "<-"'"'• Thirty-m-s. Session, 1878. Montgomeiy, 1878. dlo pages.

Bibliotheca Medica. A Catalogue of American and British Books Periodi-
cals, Iransactions, &c., relating to Medicine, Surgery, DentLstrv Phar-macy, Chemistry, and kindred subjects. Classitied by subjects, witl anindex by authors. Cincinnati : Robert Clarke & Co. , 1878.

Introduction a uue Serie de Memoires sur la Physiologic el la Patholoole
des Diyerscs Parties de rBnc^phale. Par le Dr. Brown-Seqimid.

Recherches sur I'Exeitabilitedes Lobes Cerebrau.\. Par le Dr Browu-S6-quard. (Reprints from Archives de Phi/sioloffie Xorma/e el PatlioUxjique.)
'"'"

New York'^n r^t't^
°^

^?'l I"''''-
P'-0'^'=«dings reprinted from theJNew Yoik Medical Journal, February and April, 1878.

Restriction and Prevention of Diphtheria. Document issued by the StaleBoard of Health of Michigan. •
'"'=''"'-

luvoluntnry Action of the Nervous System. Read before the AmericanDental Convention, August 17th. 1877. By J. J. Caldwell, M. D.
The Treatment of the Geuito-Uriuary Organs. The use of ElectricityUamiana, etc., etc. By John J. Caldwell. (Reprinted from the St'Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, June, 1878.)

F anlty Inne.vation as a Factor in Skin Diseases. By Edward Wigglesworth,M. D., Boston. iReprinted Iron, the Hospital Gazette, Mailh 1, I878.I
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Fifteenth Annual Rejjort of the New York Society for tl)e Ruptured and

Crippled. May, 1878.

Twelfth Report of the Board of Trustees of the Connecticut Hospital for the

Insane. State of Connecticut, 1878.

State Hospital for the Insane, Danville, Penn. Report 1870-77.

A Conspectus of the Different Forms of Phthisis, Intended as aja Aid to

Differential Diat;nosis. By Roswell Park, A. M., M. D. (Reprinted

from the Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner for Sept., 1878.)

True and False Experts. By Eugene Grissom, M. D., LL. D. To which is

appended a Rejoinder to Dr. Hammond's "Open Letter."

The Hystero-Neiu-osis. "With Especial Reference to the Menstrual Hystero-

Neurosis of the Stomach. By Geo. J. Engelmaun, M. D. (Reprint from

Vol. II. Gynecological Transactions, 1878.

)

A Hj'Stero-Psychosis. Epilepsy Dependent upon Erosions of the Cervix

Uteri. By Geo. .1. Engelmann, M. D. (Reprint from the St. Louis

Clinical Record.)

The Etiology of Intemperance. By Chas. W. Earle, M. D., Physician to the

Washingtoniau Home, Chicago. Supplement to the Sevenlh Annual

Report. 1878.

Fracture of the Femur. By C. R. Parke, M. D., Bloomington, 111. Read

before the McLean County Pathological Association. July, 1878.

Cholecystotomy for the Removal of Gall-Stones in Dropsy of the Gall Blad-

der. By J. Marion Sims. M. D. (Reprinted from the British Medical

Journal, June 8, 1878.)

Report of the Committee on Practical Medicine of the Illinois State Medical

Society. With a paper on Exophthalmic Goitre. By Chas. W. Earle,

M. D. 1878.

A Paper on Intra-Laryngeal Growths. By Clinton Wagner,- M. D. (Re-

printed from the -Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal.) Columbus,

1878.

The Prevention of Diseases, Insanity, Crime and Pauperism. A paper read

before the Conference of Charities, at Cincinnati, May 22, 1878. By
Nathan Allen, M. D.

Studies on the Laws of Life. Reviews of various Essays hy Dr. Nathan

Allen, on the Principles of Physiology, as applied to Education, Health,

and Changes in Population.
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THE FOLLOWING FOREIGN PERIODICALS HAVE
15EEX RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST ISSUE.

Allgeuieine Zeitschrift fuer Psyoliiatrie imd Psycliiscli. Gericlitl. Mediciu
Aiiiiales jMwlico-Psycliologiqiies.
Archiv fuer Anatoinie, Physiologie, uiid Wissenscliaftl. Meiliciu
Archiv fuer Path. Anatomie, Pliysiologie, und fuer Klin. Jlediciu.
Archiv fuer die Gesammte Pliysioloyic der Mensrheu und Tliiere
Australian Practitioner.
Brain.

British Medical Journal.
Bulletin Gcuerale de Therapeutique.
Centralblatt f. d. Med. Wissensehaften.
Centralblatl f. d. Nervenheilk., Psychiatric, etc
Cronica Med. Quirurg. de la Habana.
Dublin Journal of Medicine iuid Surgery.
Deutsche MedicinLsche Wochenschri'ft.
Edinburgh ^Medical Journal.
Gazetta Frenoconiia di Reggio.
Gazetta Medica de Roma.

"

Gazette des Hopitaux.
Gazette Medicale de Bordeaux.
Glasgow Medical Journal.
Hygeia.
Hospitals Tidende.
Journal de Medicine et de Cbirurgie Pratiques.
Journal of iMcntal Science.
Journal of Psychological Medicine.
Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux.
La France Medicale.
Jjancet.

Le Progies Medical. .

'

Ijo Sperimentale.
L'Union Medicale.
Mind.
Nordiskt Medicinskt Arkiv.
Norsk Magazin for Lagen.svidenskabens.
Psychiatrisches Centralblatt.
Ijivista Clinica di Bologna.
Kivista Speriniejitale di Freniatria e de Medicina Le"-ale
Kevue Medicale du Xord-Est.' " '

Kcrue Mensuelle do Medicine el de Ohirurgie
Schmidt's Jahrl)uecher der In- und Anslandischen Ges:in.mteu Medicm.
St. Petei'sburgcr Aled. Wocheuschrift.
the Practitioner.
Upsala Lakareforenings Forehandliuger.

The followimj donmtic exchanges hace h,^en revived :

American Journal of [nsanit\-.
American Journal of Jledica'l Sciences.
American Journal of Obstetrics.
American Journal of Pharmacy.
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Ainericau Medical Review aud ludex.

American Medical Weekh'.
Aiiiericau. Practitioner.

Archives of Dermatology.
Atlanta Medical and Surgical Journsil.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

Buffalo Medical Jourual.

Canada Medical Record.

Canadian Jourual of Medical Sciences.

Chicago Medical Joiu-nal and Examiner.

Clinic.

Cincinnati Lancet and Observer.

Detroit Lancet.
Hospital Gazette and Archives of Clinical Surgery.

Maryland Medical Journal.

Jledical Brief,

Medical News and Library.

Medical Record.
Medical and Surgical Reporter.

Michigan Medical News.
Nashville Jourual of Jledicine.

New Remedies.
New York Medical Jourual.

N. T. Jled. and Surg. Brief.

Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal.

Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal.

Proceedings of Med. Society of the County of Kings, N. Y.

Pharmacist.
Philadelphia Medical Times.
Quarterly Journal of Inebriety.

Richmond and Louisville Medical Journal.

St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.

St. Louis Clinical Record.
Toledo Medical Journal.

Virginia Medical 31onthly.
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